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Preface 

Our plan to publish the reports for the Japanese Scientific Expeditions to 
Nepal, 1952 and 1953, is complete with this third volume. The account of these 
expeditions can be read in Dr. Kihara's preface to the first volume, which dealt 
wit11 the fauna arld flora of Nepal. The second volume of the same series was 
dedicated to agricultrlral investigations of that country. The present third 

volume is concerned with cultural anthropology or ethnology. The data, most 
of which stems from the 1953 expedition, were collected by Jiro Kawakita, 

Sasulte Nakao, and Kinji Imanishi. Some of these data, geographical, erhno- 
botanical or agricultural, have already appeared in the second volume. Yoshi- 
naru Huzioka assisted these collectors and workcd afterwards on some parts  of 
the data in Japan. 

Nepal is the land of religions, the land of cultures, both Hindu, Buddhist, 
and Lamaist. These religions and cultures mixed with each other in this 
country show peculiar features of cultural contacts. This becomes more com- 
plicated when one notes this in connection with the facts of co-dwelling, the 
rise and fall of various tribes, whose origins and characters are  still obscure 
and need to be investigated. 

In the last few centuries, various missions were sent from the Western 
world to study this country; they published many valuable reports about the 
Nepalese land and people. Specifically when the fact was known that Nepal 
had been keeping many Sanskrit manuscripts, especially of Buddhist texts 
which had been lost in other parts  of the globe, Nepal became to be regarded 
as  one of the most important places for Buddhist research. Such discoveries 
and ensuing investigations were mostly carried on by Western or Indian 
savants. I t  seems to me, however, that their research was sometimes far  from 
being satisfactory in certain branches of the human sciences; anthropological 
and ethnological concerns in general are  being increasingly encouraged in 
recent days, their methodology being developed and more and more data ac- 
cumulated. 

Missions of similar nature were, however, scarcely or utterly not launched 
from the Eastern countries. Although some of our Japanese forerunners ex- 
plored the country and studied things Nepalese, their concern pinpointed mainly 
Buddhist studies, such as  ancient manuscripts or architecture; and not a small 
number of Buddhist texts discovered in Nepal, were deciphered and published 
by Japanese scholars. But the aim this time was to make an investigation 
especially from the point of view of cultural anthropology and ethnology. 
And we a re  proud of the fact that this expedition was not only the unique 
one which originated in the East, but also one of the few expeditions of this 
kind among other expeditions which flocked to Nepal froni all directions of 



tile world after the great war. 
Among tile Western missions to this country tllese Iilst ~ ~ I l t u r i t S ,  the first 

is that of the Jesuit missionaries, Father J. Grueber and F;~tl ier  A. d'Orville, 
who passed through Nepal from Lhasa to Katmandu by the route ol the Kuti 

pass in 1663. Later, the Capuchin mission a branch in Katmandu 
i n  1715, ullder the It.adcrs]lip of Father Orazio dcllla Pcrin:~. Most of tl1c.m 

further to Lliasa, but t]icby wcre finally exptllled from ?'ibct in 1745 

and came back to Patan in the Nepal Valley. They were engaged in mission- 
ary wor]c until Prithvi Nnrayan, the Gurkha conclucrer, (11-ove then1 out in 
1770. Their  records in this long period were, however, nlostly lost or forgotten 
under the heap of dust in the Vatican Library of Rome, and the rest a rc  of 

little value from the scientific standpoint. 
A Jesuit fatliel- Ippolito Desiclcri passed Nepal via the Kuti pass and 

Katmandu in 1721-1722. Though his account is valuable, the description about 
Nepal is short. 

T h e  East India Company sent George Hogle and Captain Samuel Turner  
to Tibet, who took the route by way of Bhutan. They also tried to establish 
a connection with Nepal, and supported the Malla dynasty, which was soon 
talcen over by Prithvi Narayan, the Gurkha new-comer. T h e  latter of course 
hated such British relief to his enemy, and ever since he had held sway over 
the whole of Nepal, the country was closed to almost all foreign visitors. 

The  Tibeto-Nepalese war took place in 1788-1793, caused by the invasion 
of the Gurkhas into Tibet. T h e  Tibetan army, reinforced from Ch'ing dynasty, 
China, proceeded fa r  into Nepal and a severe battle was fought a t  Nawakot. 
Just a t  this time, William Kirkpatrick was sent from the East India Company 
as a mediator, and, though his mission was not fruitful, he left us a precious 
book, An Account of the I(ingdo?n of Nepaul (London, 1811). 

Brian Houghton Hodgson, appointed as  Rritish Resident in Nepal and who 
stayed there about two decades until 1845, was a man of extraordinary talent 
and energy. Not only a great politician, but also a man of high scholarship, 
he left bulky records of scientific value, contributing to natural history, Bud- 

dhology, anthropology, history, and other branclies of science. Many articles 
written by him were gathered and reprinted in his Essays on the Languages. 

Literatzire and Religion of Ne$nl and Tibet: Together with further Papers on 
the Geogrphy, Ethnology, and Commerce of tlwse Countries (London : Triibner 
& Co., 1874). His contributions in anthropology are  even now regarded as  of 
great value, especially since this science applied to this area remains in a very 
elementary stage. 

Regarding history, a book written by some Nepalese scholars was trans- 
lated into English (History of Nepal, edited by Daniel Wright ,  and translated 
from Parbatiya by Munshi Shew Shunker Singh and Pandit Shri Gunanand, 



Cambridge, 1877). The most important and thorough-going account of Nepalew 
history was, however, written by a famous orientalist Sylvain U v i  in 1905, 
1906, and 1907 (Le Ndpal, etude historique d'un royaume Hindac, Annales du 
Mu&e Guimet, 17, 18, 19). Perceval Landon, a British politician who sojourned 
many years in Katmandu, published a comprehensive book in two volumes 
entitled Nepal (London, 1928). This book concerns mainly Nepalese history, 
geography and politics, but is rather poor and sporadic in anthropologiml 
data. 

Most of the above-mentioned contributions afford fairly abundant materials 
concerning the Katmandu Valley and the central government there, while onlv 
scanty observations are  available concerning areas outside the valley. In  1881- 
82, Sarat  Chandra Das crossed the north-eastern part of Nepal in his journey 
from Darjeeling to Lhasa (Journey to Lhasa and Central Tibet, ed. by W .  W. 
Rockhill, London, 1902). Central and Western Nepal were travelled by a 
Japanese Buddhist priest, the Rev. Ekai Kawaguchi (See p. 14). He entered 
Nepal in 1899 from Birganj, and via Katmandu, Pokhara, and Tukucha, arrived 
a t  Tsarang, a settlement near the Tibetan border, where he stayed almost one 
year. From this village, he proceeded to Marpha and Chharkabhotgaon and 
entered into Tibet the following year. Later he visited again Katmandu to  
talk with the Maharaja, after his flight from Lhasa. T h e  reliability of his 
accounts was highly appreciated by the members of our expedition, who 
followed partly the same route as he. Among his sporadic observations of 
anthropological nature, the records about Tsarang and its vicinity a re  important. 

After 1949, when Nepal abandoned the policy of isolation from the outer 
world, some ethnological surveys seem to have been made on this country. 
Scholars, for instance, accompanying the Swiss expedition to Mt. Everest, 
gathered ethnological specimens of Nepalese people, especially that of Newars, 
and published a book, Catalogue de la Collection d'Ethnogrnphie Ntpalnise du 
Music dd'Ethnograplzie de la Ville de GenGve, par Mme. Marguerite Lobsiger- 
Dellenbach, Geneve, 1954. The  achievements of Prof. G. Tucci's tr ip in 1952 
were reported in his Tra Giungle e Pagode, Roma, 1953. The  author being 
an authority in oriental and Buddhological studies, the book contains many 
anthropological a s  well a s  Buddhological materials. We must say, however, 
that purely anthropological works which are  available are  few in number. 
Plans for publication in the near future (for instance, A Handbook of h'~~pa1, 
ed. by the Department of Anthropology, University of California, and a book 
by Prof. C. von Fiirer-Haimendorf, London) have been announced. And we 
hope they will afford us new light and deeper understanding anthropologically 
speaking about this country. 

Now, the writers of the present book wished to expose their material still 
in the s ta te  of raw data. This is because the authors were hesitant to indulge 



in generalization, which would be particularly dangerous in a field of investi- 

gation into human behavior. And yet, the writers have inserted between their 

raw materials many tentative views, which, I believe, will give the reader 
some heuristic suggest ions. 

The  first task to be acco~llplished in such an  unknown land as  Nepal is to 
know and enumerate the various kinds of cultural contents found within the 

country. Part I of Mr. Kawakita's article was written for this purpose, and 
it will give solme orientation to future surveys, tho~lgh  the 111at~rials gathered 
are  admittedly somewhat heterogeneous and not systenlatized. He spent 
forty-two da1.s in a Bhotiya (Tibetan) village narlled Tsunije. T h e  aim of this 
stay was to make an  intensive survey of a Tibetan community, although the 

period was too short to obtain sufficient materials for that purpose. T h e  results 
of this community survey were stated in Par t  I1 of his article. Recognition 
of the existence of patrilineal and localized clans among the agricultural 
Tibetans, toget her with genealogical tables obtained in the  same comn~unity,  
are the most important achievements in this survey. He also applied the 
Rorschach psychological tests to thirty-one villagers. T h e  protocols obtained 
were entrusted to Dr. K. Imanishi and Mr. Y. Huzioka, the lat ter  an  anthro- 
pologist who has nonetheless psychological training. Mr. Huzioka's article in 
this volume may be useful especially when it is studied in comparison with 
the data obtained by H.R. H. Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark and his 
collaborators in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, who had applied Rorschach 
tests and Thematic aperception tests to numerous Tibetan refugees in Kalim- 
pong in 1951. 

Lastly, Mr. S. Nakao in his article analyses and states his views about the 

routes used in the diffusion of cultivated plants and animals. I t  is true that  
his views are  still of a very hypothetical character, based upon his own ex- 
periences in this country as well a s  various information from other sources. 
However, I believe such an  investigation is much suggestive and has a close 
connection with anthropological and ethnological studies. 

I t  is my deep-felt hope that  these materials and opinions will prove to  be 
helpful for the future welfare of Nepal. Although our contributions a r e  still 
sporadic and insufficient, may they be at least one of the  stepping-stones 
toward mutual understanding between Nepal and Japan. 

I wish to take this opportunity to  express once more our sincere gratitude 

to  H.M. the King of Nepal, the Governmental authorities and other people, 
whose good offices and collaboration made possible our expeditions. Our thanks 
are also due to the Mainichi Newspaper and the Japan Alpine Club for their 

kind assistance and encouragement given to members of the Fauna and Flora 
Research Society, Kyoto University. 

Gadjin M. Nagao 
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Author's Preface 

The present volun~e deals with the author's observations of the  rural 
life of the Nepalese. In any country a survey of Inan and his society is an 
extren~ely  difficult task, becausc people a re  unwilling to  disclose their pri- 
vate lives to outsiders. In addition, before my t r ip  in 1953 I had no experi- 
ence of survey in the Himalayas. Because of the lack of my preliminary 
training and experience, nly observations and interpretations of facts nlay 
be open to question. 

As I was not trained in Nepali, data concerning the southern side of 
the Great Himalaya, where this language prevails together with the  local 
tribal languages, were almost always obtained through an interpreter. Also 
on the northern side of the mountain range, a s  my Tibetan convcrsation 
was too awkward most data were collected through a n  interpreter a t  inter- 
views with the natives, and partly by direct conversation with our Sherpa 
porters. But still my poor knowledge of Tibetan was always used to check 
the reliability of this material. The  rule of Romanization adopted in this 
book is, as a rule, a f t e r  C. A. Bell: Gramma7 of Colloquial Tibetan, 2nd ed. 
1919. But some spellings, such as  za instead of dsa and dza, are  conventio- 
nally used and will be retained here. T h e  pronunciation of r in t m ,  pya, 
dye, etc., is very slight and shor t ;  I mistook it for tlza, pha and dhe in 
many cases. The  strongly aspirated phe, etc. in the Sherpa dialect of Tibe- 
tan  is spelled lzhe and so forth. The  sign of lengthening the  sound, -, is 
sometimes omitted ; the sign of shortening the sound is not used. Italicized 
words are always the ones recorded in my direct on-the-spot su rvey ;  even 
though my hearing might not be trustworthy, no standardized spelling is 
used, a s  in the case of " Chenrezi" for Changarezi, the lat ter  being adopted 

here. Frequently used local terms such as  gompa, chmten, tsoszlm and nang- 
ZaMg are  not italicized, except in its first usage in the text. Custonlary 
spellings such as bazaar, Brahman, pouah, etc., a re  sometimes used without 
italicization. 

The  map used for our travel and reports is the one made by the Survey 
of India, drawn in the scale of one inch to eight miles, but some minor 
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topogra~~hical  mistakes were corrected by our field observations. T h e  spell- 
ings of place names used in that map are, in most cases, adopted in this 
report. However, iu those area where Tibetan is predominant instead of 

Nepali or Hindi these spellings seem sonletinles to be inadequate. The  low- 
land Nepalese and tht: Indians have difficulties in pronouncing tsa, t s h ,  &a, 

etc. T h e  reason we find some incorrect spellings on this map, as  " Chame" 
instead of Tseme, "Thangja" instead of Thonto, "Barcham" instead of Bhr-  
tsam, etc., seems to lie in this fact. Some villages have two names. With 
these considerations in mind, in this volunle of my itinerary I afforded other 
spel l~ngs  and names than the ones adopted on the map of the Survey of 
India. 

I owe a great  deal to the observations done by Dr. Kinji Imanishi, the 
leader of the 1952 expedition and an anthropologist. Some of his observa- 
tions have already been published in " Nepal Himalaya no Shizen (Nature of 
the Nepal Himalaya)" Kagaku, Vol. 23, Nos. 8 & 9, 1953 (in Japanese); 
" Annapurna and Manaslu ", Sangaku, Vol. 48, 1953 (in Japanese). I a m  also 
indebted to the records of our expedition party to Mt. Manaslu: Manaslu 
1952-3, edited by the Japanese Alpine Club, 1954 (in Japanese). I used 
some of the data collected by various members of our expeditions, parti- 
cularly those of Mr. Sasuke Nakao, my colleague in 1953, Mr. Sakuta Take- 
bushi, and Mr. Jiro Taguchi to all of whom I wish to express my gratitude. 

In addition, I gathered some ethnological specimens during my stay in 
Nepal. Though the number of these is only 57, almost all of them were 
collected in a single community : a Bhotiya (Tibetan) village called Tsunlje 
in the Shiar Khola valley of the upper Buri Gandaki. Moreover the data 
were obtained intensively concerning this village, a s  is shown in this volume. 
All of the specimens were contributed to the Ethnological Museum which 
belongs to the Japanese Ethnological Society of 132 Shimo-Hoya, Hoyamachi, 
Kitatama-gun, Tokyo. Mr. Keizs Shibusawa, the president of the Japanese 
Ethnological Society, financially supported this collection and other anthro- 
pological surveying activities done by me. 

In spite of many difficulties, I found the surveying tr ip very enjoyable. 

I owe much to the generosity of the Nepalese Government and the f rank 
att i tude of the  people whom we met there. I want to  take this occasion to  

express my sincere grati tude to H.M. the King of Nepal and to the govern- 
mental authorities, a s  well a s  to the friendly people of that  country. I was 

firmly determined throughout my travels to make observations with a cool 
brain and a warm heart. Though it be but a trifling contribution, it is my 
heartfelt desire that  this volume may be utilized for the future  improve- 

ment of the welfare of Nepal. 
In Japan, the Japanese Alpine Club and the Mainichi Press supported 
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our survey trip. I wish to state specifically my personal gra t i tude to  Mr. 
Yukio Mita, the chiel leader of the 1953 expedition to Nepal, and to Mr. 
Aritsune Maki, the president of the Japanese Alpine Club a t  that t h e .  The 

Bureau of Education gave a grant  to assist in the processing and comple- 
tion of our studies. I owe many of the photographs used in this volume to 
the courtesy of the Mainichi Press (mainly taken by Mr. Sakuta Takebushi 
and Mr. Takayoshi Yoda), Prof. S. Nakao and Dr. Kazuhiko Hayashi. 

Anlong the editorial staff of the Fauna and Flora Research Society, Prof. 
Gadjin M. Nagao was kind enough to read the manuscript, giving me many 
suggestions. Prof. Shinobu I w a n ~ u r a  undertook the painstaking work of 
correcting my awkward English. Prof. David G. Mandelbaum and Dr. Eliza- 
beth K. Bauer of the University of California and Prof. Giuseppe Tucci of 
Rome kindly gave me valuable suggestions to fur ther  my studies. For the 
kindnesses of all these people, I wish to express my heartful gratitude. 

Abbreviations 

Lowland=The area between the Great Himalaya and the Siwalik Range. 
See the definition in p. 7. 

Highland=The area north beyond the Great Himalaya within the terri tory 
of Nepal. See the definition in p. 7. 

Gorge Districts=The gorge regions where the Great Himalaya is cut  by 
antecedent rivers. 

C.=The camp number adopted in the itinerary in the author's t r ip  in 1953. 
C. 38-C. 39, for instance, means the  spot between C. 38 and C. 39. 

Nep. =Nepali (or Parbatiya) language. 
Tib.=Tibetan language. 
nl=meter. 1900 m means 1900 meters above sea-level. 
cm=centimeter. 
Rs. =Nepalese rupees. 
Rf. and Ad.=See p. 287 in Chapter VI of Par t  IT. 

Ka., Pra. and Shi.=The three settlements of Tsumje. See p. 232. 
EBr, YSi, 2Wi, 4So, etc.=The statuses in kin relationship. See p. 249. 

Introduction 

Topography belzind culture 
Of the topographic characteristics of central Nepal, the Great Himalaya 

and the Siwalik Range are  most important for understanding the  Nepalese 
cultures. In this paper the writer  divides the land into three  parts  by these 
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two ranges : one is the Tarai which lies south of the Siwalik ; the other is 

the Lowland which is between the Siwalik and the Great Himalaya. The 
Lowland nlay be called Nepal proper, because it is the cradle land of the 
native Nepalese culture and includes the heart of the Nepal State. Many 

streams such as the Gandaki and the Sept Kosi take a east-west direction 
between these two ranges. Accordingly this region may be called central 
ucrllq belt. But the writer avoids this no~nenclature in the present article. 
One of the reasons is that  the term N e a l  Valley or simply Valley is custom- 
arily applied to that  basin which is the uppermost part of the Bagmati and 

includes the c a ~ ~ i t a l  city Katmandu. We may use, therefore, the term valley 
in this sense. Another reason is more important : although the lowest points 
in the Lowland have altitudes of only five hundred meters above sea-level, 
most of the Lowland is a rugged hilly region. And high hill tops with 
more than 2000m occur here and there. On the other hand even the 
highest ridges of the Siwalik rarely exceed 2500 m. The  term valley may 
give an  inadequate impression to the reader on this hilly lowland of Nepal 
proper. 

The  third region of Nepal lies beyond the Great H~malaya.  It belongs 
to the Tibetan Plateau in a broader sense. But we find a few other ranges 
there such as  the Ladakh Range and others than the Great Himalaya. This 

region is not so flat as the Tibetan Plateau as  is seen in the Changtang 
plain which lies north of the Tsang Po river. The  writer calls this part of 
Nepal the Highland. There  is only a small portion which belongs to the 
Highland in eastern Nepal, because the Great Himalaya makes the boundary 
between Nepal and Tibet. In central and west Nepal, the Great Himalaya 
runs  through Nepal, a s  a result of which the northern part of the region 
belongs to this Highland. The  Highland of this part is a rugged country 
divided by high himals and deep ravines, except in the vicinity of Mustang. 

I t  seems to the writer that  these three regions of Nepal afford a physi- 
cal bases to the three cultural regions. The  Tarai ,  which constitutes the 
lowest mountain feet of the Siwa!ik, has been liable influence of the Hindu 
cultural tradition. The  Highland has been influenced by the Tibetan mode 
of life. And the Lowland which is protected by the  barriers of the Siwalik 

and the Great Himalaya has advantages to preserve the Nepalese culture. 
T h e  development of human culture is stimulated and promoted by fa- 

cilities of communication. Flatness means easy communication : ruggedness 
is a n  enemy of communication. In this connection, it is fortunate that  

otherwise unsurmountable Great Himalaya and other ranges with kimnls are  
torn up by the antecedent rivers. Only within the drainage area of the 
Gandaki river, you will find such antecedent rivers as the Kali Gandaki, the 
Marsyandi, the Buri Gandaki, and the Trisuli Gandaki. Most of these ante- 
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Fig. 1. A yak caravan in the Highland, Larkya, 1953. Photo, by S. Nakao 

Fig. 2. A Himalayan gorge. A village called Ngyalr seen on 
cliff. Dhorzhong, June, 1953. Photo. by S. N a n a ~  
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cedents have their springs within the territory of Tibet. T h e  parts where 
tliese antecedents cross the barrier of tlie Great Himalaya are  called the 
Gorge Districts in this article. Through these GOY&. Ilidricts, the people of 
the Lowland and those of the Hindustan Plain have kept c.ommunication 
with the people of the Highland and Tibet throughout the centuries. 

T h e  easiest route through the Gorge District in the drainage of the 

Gandaki is that  of the Kali Gandaki. But most important is that of the 
Trisuli Gandaki. The  amount of trade through the whole Himalayas is 
largest in the case of the Chumbi valley which connects Kalinipong with 
Gyantse and Hlasa (Lhassa). Hut the trade route through the Trisuli Gan- 
daki ranks next to i t  in importance. The  prosperity of trade route depends 
not only on topographical advantages but also on the prosperity of hinter- 
land. This  is a reason why the route through the Trisuli Gandaki is pre- 
ferred to that  through the Kali Gandaki. Because the former is more 
accessible to the heart of Tibet, i. e. tlie middle stream of tlie Tsangpo. 
And it provides a nearer route than that of the Kali Garldaki to the fertile 
basin of the Nepal Valley and also to the prosperous Gangetic Plain. 

T h e  reason why such a small basin as the Nepal Valley has been and is 
so prosperous in the long history of this country is another problem. In  a 
later chapter this problem will be taken up. So far  a s  the topographical 
environment is concerned, this basin is largest in whole Nepal proper. As a 
whole Nepal proper is a rugged land. Another reason is the location itself: 
the Valley is situated on the point that divides the two rivcr drainages of 
the Gandaki and Sept Kosi. I t  is important a s  communication lines, both 
strategic and commercial. Thirdly, its elevation combined with a moderate- 

ly mild climate provides quite a good geographical environment for pro- 
sperity as  in the case of the Kashmir Valley. 

Climate 
If we disregard her climatic conditions, we can never appraise tlie role 

of environment as  a whole, which has led to the formation of the present- 
day Nepal. Among the climatic factors monsoon and tropical heat a re  most 
important. As a result of the precipitous Great Hin~alaya which shuts out 

the effects of the monsoon, the western half of the Highland ~ n a k e s  a "cool 
and d ry  region ", while the eastern half of the Highland makes a " cool and 
humid region ", because the gateways of the Marsyandi and the Buri Gan- 
daki permit invasion of the heavy monsoon clouds up to the boundary of 
the Nepalese-Tibetan border. T h e  Lozularrd is also climatically humid, al- 
though a fairly pronlincnt dry season dominates in the winter half of the 
year. Under ca. 1200 ni, a type of red lateritic soil formation and the flora 
designate the subtropical climate in this Nepal Proper. 

b 
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T h e  role of the Tara i  is unmistakable in the history of Nepal. On ac- 
count of the windward slope and tropical heat, the Tara i  is hot and wet, 
and is famous by its unhealthy milieu. Most of the Tara i  was an  unex- 
ploited forest land or  tropical savanna until quite recent times, with wild 
beasts haunting there. It is one of the most farilous big-game hunting 
grounds in Eastern Asia. And the Gurkha Maharajas used to  enjoy hunting 
trips with great  pomp. In the rainy season the dreadful hand of Durga 
goddess, a terrible malaria called nwnl, captures many victims. Only the 
malaria-immunized Tharus  with their primitive culture a re  aboriginal in 
this belt. Even the adventurous soldiers of the East India Company was 
annihilated by pestilence in the war  with Nepal in the beginninp of the 
nineteenth century. 

I t  is, therefore, not only the steepness of the Siwalik but the  unhealthy 
Tarai  that  have protected Nepal proper from the challenge of invaaers and 
have brought up the Nepalese ways of life. Nepal has been crushed neither 
by the Muslims nor by the English. 

Tribal cullure 
Probably because of the above-mentioned reasons the  people of Nepal 

was destined to develop autogenetically his own culture. And the  national 
character shows a kind of acceptability toward foreign culture, a s  is the 
case of sea-protected Japan. Rut smallness of the state,  with ruggedness of 
topography and local varieties of climate, have prevented establishment of a 
strong integrated culture. In fact, the cultural  development of Nepal has 
been stagnating a t  the tribal level. 

Generally speaking, the distribution of the tribes in the  mountainous 
and hilly parts  of Nepal tells the waves of migration which have come from 
north through the Himalayas. T h e  best proof on the  direction of these 
migrations is their tribal language, most of which belong to the Tibeto- 
Burmanese family. Hodgson classifies the  Himalayan tribes into the follow- 
ing three categories,: (a) the unbroken tribes, (b) the broken tribes, (c) the 
tribes of helot craftsmen.') 

According to him, the unbroken tribes such as  the Khas, the  Magar,  the 
Gurung, the Newar, and the  Murmi, (same with the  Tamangs), represent 
the latest waves of migration so that  they hold still their  own territories. 
Generally they live in relatively high places near the Great Himalaya. T h e  
broken tribes belong to some older waves of migration. They  a re  distri- 
buted in more southern and lower hills than the unbroken tribes. Having 

1) B. H. Moclgson (1874) : Essays on the Langzlages, Literature, and Religion of Nepal 
and Tibet: together zuith further papers on the geography, ethnology, and comlnerce of those 
coutrtries. Part 11, pp. 14-15. 
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been pushed by the later waves, their territories were broken to pieces, 
which remain here and there as small patches of land. Most of them are  
called Awalia in this country. Their languages have changed from the 
original Tibeto-Burmanese stock into some mixed ones. The  tribes of helot 
craftsmen have lost their tribal characters so thoroughly that no means of 
identifying the origin can be found. They live side by side with other 
ethnic groups in the subtropical low places of Nepal. 

Diflerentiation of culture 
T h e  effects of isolation and adaptation to the habitat seem to promote 

the differentiation of ethnic groups. In the language of the Gurungs who 
occupy a large territory are  found so many local varieties that  they feel 
difficulty in intra-tribal communication. This is an example of the effect of 
isolation. Crop rotation changes according to altitude. People of the Low- 
land use clothing of the Nepalese style, which are fit to such a hot climate 
as found in the Lowland. On the other hand, the people of the Highland 
put on the Tibetan style costume, which is composed of thick felt gown and 
felt  boots which are  useful in the cold climate of the Highland. These a re  
only a few examples of adaptative differentiation found in some culture 
traits. 

Not only cases of culture traits but more synthetic phases of culture a s  
a whole show the  same kind of differentiation in some cases. A fine exam- 
ple is found among the Gurung tribe. At the first glance we can hardly 
believe that  the northern and southern Gurungs ever belonged to a conlmon 
ethnic group. Now the former live in the Highland. They are  Lamaists; 
they live in the Tibetan mode settlement ; they speak Tibetan and wear the 
Tibetan costume. T h e  latter live in the Lowland. They stick to Hinduism.; 
their villages take a few forms of clustered settlement, which are  different 
from the former's : they use the Nepalese type of costume and speak Nepali 
along with their own tribal language. T h e  same kind of differentiation has 
happened among the Tamangs. These two examples are  results of adapta- 

tive differentiation, though these are a t  the same time results of accultura- 
tion. T h e  differences in topography and climate between the Highland and 

the  Lowland a re  important. 

Growth of the two supertribal cultures 
By means of the ecological effects of isolation, adaptation and accultura- 

tion, the  Himalayas has brought up various tribal cultures in this manner. 
When Nepal felt the necessity of a supertribal culture, she borrowed foreign 
traditions from the Hindu and the Tibetan mode of life, which has penet- 
rated into this land-locked area through the Siwalik and the Great Himalaya. 
In fact these two greater cultures have been the forces which has eroded or  
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acculturated the indigenous tribal cultures in Nepal. 

Language 
Most of the unbroken tribes a re  bi-lingual. Thcir  language docs not 

have its own letters except the classical Newar language. Besides their 
various dialects they use a kind of l ingua franca, which is Nepali (or called 
Parbatia, Gurkhali and Khaskura), and sometimes other Hindi dialects in the 
south of the Great Himalaya, while in the north of the  Great Himalaya, it 
is Tibetan (or Poke in Tibetan). Nepali is a variety of the  Sanskritic lan- 
guage, and, therefore, the spread of this language indicates a n  invasion of 
the Indian culture from the south. 

Hodgson tells us that  " t h e  dialects prevailing to the westward of that 
river (the Kali Gandalti) are  for the most part  extremely mixed, and indeed 
almost merged in the ordinary tongues of the plains of Hindusthan, a s  also 
because I have no immediate access to the people of the  West. T h e  case is 
very different in the Eastern sub-Himalayas, where I was domiciled, and 
where, a s  will be seen, the Indian Prakrits  have hardly been able to  make a 
single congnizable impression upon any of the numerous vernaculars of the 
people, with the sole exception of the Khas or  Parbatt ia Bhasha, which, as 
being a mongrel tongue I have ommitted ".?) In central Nepal, through which 
the writer travelled, Nepali is understandable even to women side by side 
with their own aboriginal language. T h e  linguistic erosion of the  tribal 
culture by the Hindu culture is proceeding more remarkably in the  western 
half than in the eastern half of Nepal, probably because of a heavier in- 
fluence of the monsoon and of the protective effects of the  moist forest 
lands in eastern Nepal. 

Tibetan has penetrated into the Highland from the north, replacing the 
vernacular languages. In this way some groups  of the  north Gurungs can 
hardly tell us the vocabulary of their own language. T h e  Sherpas a re  com- 
pletely tibetanized in this point. 

Religion 
In religion the process of acculturation by the  two grea t  cultures are 

going on as  will be seen in the present book. We can divide central Nepal 
into two cultural areas, by using religions as  an  indicator. T h e  borderline 
between the Hinduistic and Lamaistic areas  coincides with the  crest line of 
the Great Himalaya. Nepalese Buddhism which has intermediate charactors 
between Hinduism and Lamaism is declining. 

T h e  history of the Nepalese dynasties suggests a trend toward the 
Hinduistic social organization. In the later half of the fourteenth century, 

2) B. H. Hodgson, op. cit. Part 11, p. 29. 
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Jaya Sthiti Malla and his son Jyotir introduced for the first time Brahma- 
nism into the daily life of the people.') It was symbolic that the Indian 

corn was introduced from the south into Nepal a t  the time when the same 
Jagat Jyotir Malla ruled Hliatgaon. (He died in 1427). There was a violent 
protest against the importation of this new grain.') 

T h e  former Newar dynasty seemed to be more synlpathetic toward the 
Tibetan culture as well a s  toward the Hindu culture. T h e  coins which were 
produced by the Newari dynasty circulated in Tibet. In the early half of 
the seventeenth century, Bhima Malla, one of the royal family of the Newari 
dynasty, exercised his influence as  a great merchant?) to Hlasa. 

Later on, the Gurkha dynasty seemed to be more apathetic to the Tibetan 
mode of life. In this way, the crevice between the Hindu and Tibetan cul- 
tures seems to have grown up in Nepal, mixed with unfriendly ieelings be- 
tween them. 

Under these conditions, it is a little difficult to discover traces of older 
religions in the Nepal Himalaya. But we can find probably survivals of 
Nepal Buddhism in the Nepal Valley and in some places further north of 
the Valley. Another indigenous religion in the Nepal Himala! a is Jangrism 
which seems to be a kind of shamanistic religion, with the priest called 
Jangri or Jhankri. This religion is found at least anlong the Takalis, the 
Gurungs, the Lepchas, and probably among the other unbroken tribes. 

Universalization and localization 
Even the two great  cultural traditions have their own sphere. Their  

spheres are  the hot and sub-humid Indian sub-continent and the cold and 
arid Tibetan Plateau, respectively. In other words, these facts suggest the 
existence of some inclination or  predisposition toward accepting such esta- 
blished cultural traditions as  the Hindu and Tibetan. Since the roots of the 
predisposition a re  so deep that  these indigenous cultures are  still surviving 
under the  guise of more elaborated and greater cultural traditions. Mutual 
intercourse between universalization and localization, or  according to M. N. 
Srinivas, Sanskritization and Parocltialization, in the case of the Hindu cul- 
ture, must be treated with caut iou~ness .~)  

In the case of the Tibetan culture, this kind of mutual relationship is 
found between orthodox Buddhism and the tendency toward the Bon reli- 
gion. Some indigenous of beliefs among the Tibetans penetrate deep into 

3 )  P. Landon (1928) : Nepal. vol. I ,  p. 38. 

4) P. Landon, op. cit., Vol. I ,  p. 56. 

5) P. Landon, op. cil., Vol. I ,  pp. 43-44 

6) Mckim Marriott, ed. by (1955) : Village I d a .  (American Anthropologist, Cornpara- 

tive Studies of Cultures and Civilizations, No. 6.) 
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orthodox of Tibetan Buddhism. Lamaism is said to be Bonnistic Buddhism, 
which has been adapted to Tibet, though the Bon religion has been on the 
surface superseded by Buddhism. I t  is interesting that this ancient religion 
is found, according to Ekai Kawaguchi, in a purer lorn1 in the  north-western 
Nepal.:) And Prof. Giuseppe Tucci told the writer that  he confirmed it in 
this district. According to him, Jangrism is same with Bonnism." In this 
point, too, central Nepal still preserves some aboriginal elements of culture. 

Role of tlzc marginal zone 
The  intermediate zone between the Hjndu and Tibetan cultures is being 

eliminated by a process of acculturation. But it is a n  interesting question 
whether this intermediate zone is simply a survival of the cultures of tribal 
level, which are  in the course of disorganization. T h e  highly developed cul- 
ture  of the Newars since the dawn of history in the Nepal Valley is found 
in this intermediate zone. T h e  Newars a re  peaceful mediators of both the 
Hindu and Tibetan cultures. 

Another people who contribute toward acculturation in this intermediate 
zone are  the  Gurkha soldiers. Pri thwi Narayan, who overthrew the  former 
Newar dynasty and created the present Gurkha dynasty in 1769, came from 
a small town called Gurkha, which is located on a hill between Katmandu 
and Pokhara. Although the name of the  Gurkha soldiers is famous, there 
is no tribe called the Gurkhas. Two elements have contributed to the found- 
ation of this dynasty. One is the  Thakurs  who constitute the  ruling class. 
They came from India long time ago. They have conciliated the  mountain 
tribes such as  the Gurungs  and the Magars with their  organizing talent. 
Most of the Gurkha soldiers belong to these mountain tribes. In  other 
words, these soldiers a re  not a people who a re  too sophisticated to  be 
soldiers by the  Hindu culture but who a re  being acculturated by this cul- 
ture,  however, still preserving their naive sturdiness. Yet it is t rue  that 
they have been dispersed from their own territory. In other words, they 
a re  absorbed into Hindu caste society with their  own tribal culture disinte- 
grating. 

T h e  third example is commercial activities of the  Takali  tribe, who lives 
in the contact zone of these two cultures. T h e  reason why such flowers of 
people's talent and energy have bloomed in this zone of cultural contact, is 
still not clear, but  it seems that  the  zone of contact or  the  marginal zone 
plays a role, when some circumstances necessary for it become ripe. 

7) Ekai Kawaguchi (1904) : Chibetto Ryokdki. (in Japanese), Vol. I, p. 84;  or its 
translation : Three Years in Tibet. p. 73. 

8) See also, Giuseppe Tucci (1953) : T r a  Giungle e Pagode. 
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PART I. ETHNIC AN11 CULTURAL 1)ISTRIHUTIOW 

Chapter I. LAND OCCUPANCEY) 

Forest-clad hills and wind-blown wilderness of the Himalayas in the past 

are  considerably inhabited by man at present. They destroyed natural vege- 
tation and have cultivated the land and made pastures. Especially in the 
altitude between ca. 1000 and 2000 m, i t  is very difficult to find virgin forests. 

We find terraced cultivated field everywhere in this altitudinal zone. If i t  is 
not for cultivated field, secondary forests, bushlands and grasslands tell us 
that  these lands are under human control, whether for grazing or for gather- 
ing foliage, fuel and so on. Under ca. 1000 m, you will observe cultivated 
fields, especially irrigated paddy fields everywhere. Land use is, however, a 
little less intensive, probably because of an unhealthy milieu. And wc can 
find a few patches of virgin forest in some rare cases. Above 2000 nl, natural 
vegetation occurs more frequently. It is partly due to the tremendous steep- 
ness of slopes, partly due to the poor development of soil cover which hinders 
tillage. Indeed, you will find many gravels mixed with finer earth in most 
of the surface of cultivated land, or  you will find stone hedges surround the 
field, where stones are  removed. (See Fig. 6 in p. 19.) 

T h e  average upper limit of cultivated land is a t  ca. 3630 m, though it some- 
times reaches 4000 m in the arid Highland (See Vol. 11.). But the upper limit oi  
the utilized land as  pasture merges into the snow line a t  ca. 5200 m, making 
the boundary of oekmene. In the arid Highland struggles for water restrict 
the acreage of cultivated land, though the desert-like wilderness is utilized 

everywhere as  pasture. 
Conclusively we find two main types of land use other than the forest 

fo r  wood and fuel:  one is cultivated land and the other pasture land. These 
two types exist side by side everywhere. And it suggests that the people 
a re  engaged not only in plant growing but also in animal husbandry. 

Usually cultivated land is more important than pasture for their living. 

And we can find three main types of cultivated land: (1) irrigated paddy 
field, (2) dryfield, (3) irrigatedfield in the arid Highland. (This nomenclature 
will be used through this article). Irrigated paddy field characterizes most 

of the Lowland under ca. 1600m, though dry field is always found side by 
side. Irrigated field is overwhelmingly dominant in the arid Highland. In 
the other cases d ry  field is universal. 

9) About t h e  human influences on natural vegetation, refer, J. Kawakita (1956) : " Vrge- 

tation," Land and Crops of Nepal Hi?nalaya (ed. by H .  Kihara), (Vol. 11, of t h e  present 
series,) pp. 1-65. 
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Chapter 11. AGHICULTUltE'") 

As regards vertical distribution of crop rotation, the present writer des- 
c*ribed it in detail in Volume 11. Now only a fcw more important points 
will be discussed here again. As a whole efforts  a re  seen to  utilize as  much 
as  possible the heat of the sun in a manner most effective a t  each given 
altitude. (A detailed account in this respect based upon the climatic data 
was given in Volume I1 o i  this series by the writer.) Th i s  kind of efforts 
towards an  economic rationalisnl a re  universal irres#ectiue oJ cultures and 
races. We must not underestimate the efforts on the part  of the natives, 
who are  striving for  increase of productivity and in~proving their  life. 

In view of this fact, however, there is no reason why a spring barley 
belt should not exist above the spring wheat belt. Because barley has a 
less amount of heat requirement than wheat. T h a t  such a belt does not 
exist is not proved. One point to  account for this phenomenon is that  there 
exist little flat lands suitable for cultivation a t  the  places above the  spring 
wheat belt in the case of central Nepal. 

In this respect, however, it should be remembered that  barley is almost 
the only staple crop raised in Tibet, situated above 4000 m. Th is  is attested 
by the fact that  tsampa, the staple diet of the Tibetan people, is largely 
made of barley flour. 

Two questions may be raised about the  economic rationalism among 
them. One question is a s  follows: in the  low places, the yield of crop per 
unit of land seems to diminish as  the  land becomes lower. In contrast the 
satisfactory growth and yield of crops a re  observed in the steep and remote 
mountains. In the Lowland, particularly in the dry  cultivated land, fallow- 
ing is sometimes found. But in places of high altitude, there is no fallowed 
land. As for the growing period of crops, there is much unutilized produc- 
tive season as  compared with the  necessary period for the  crop rotations in 
the  case of the Lowland. Particularly in the  case of paddy fields where rice 
is harvested only once in the year, almost no crop is raised a f t e r  rice is 
harvested. (The Nepal Valley is a sole exception.) In short  i t  may be said 
that  the d ry  season favourable for the growth of crops is not fully utilized 
in the Lowland. 

It is t rue  that  African millet is raised af ter  maize is harvested in the 

10) About the technics of agriculture, see also, S. Nakao (1956): "Agricultural 
practice," LamC a?lrl Crops of Nelal Himalaya (ed. by H .  Kihara) (Vol. I1 of the present 
series), pp. 95-107. 

About the crop zones, refer, J .  Kawakita (1956) : " Crop zone " in the same Vol. 11. 
pp. 67-9'3. 

About some other observations concerning agriculture, use the index of this book. 
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Lowland, but it is doubtful whether this is a prevalent practice or not, par- 
ticularly in view of a large amount of labour necessary for the transplanta- 
tion and the nature of African millet, which requires considerable water. 

Mustard is said to be sown in autumn to obtain mustard oil. But in 

view of the fact that mustard is a crop of limited use. it is not probable 
that they are  raized on a large scale. In summary cultivation is far  more 

intensive in the Highland than in the Lowland. Such an  impression is not 
only of the writer's. Mr. H. W. Tilman, who went up the Marsyandi valley 
in spring, refers to good growth of the crops which caught his eyes at 
Pisang (C. 39, 3080 m).") 

Even on the southern slopes of the Great Himalaya, cultivation becomes 
more intensive in proportion to altitude. 

It will be said, in view of many examples, that such a difference in the  
intensiveness of cultivation between the Lowland and the Highland is caused 
by a difference in the amount of fertilizer used. It may also be said that 
the difference is caused by the fact that  a Highland farmer has a greater 
number of cattle than a Lowland farmer. 

An example a t  Phalatei (C. 20,2310 m) throws a light on the second ques- 
tion before us. At more than a dozen patches of cultivated fields on the 
mountain slopes near the village, the rotation of barley and maize was ob- 
served. T h e  upper limits of these fields have a common altitude of about 
2400 m, which marks, a t  the same time, the upper limit of this kind of crop 
rotation. Above this limit there are many virgin forests. 

At several other places too the upper cultivation limit was observed at 
about 2000 m. Above this altitude virgin forests are still seen. They were 
often observed on the southern side of the Great Himalaya. Throughout 
the course of his journey the writer observed that the upper limit of cul- 
tivation exists a s  high as a t  4000 m in the Highland. 

What significance can be attached to the existence of two upper cultiva- 
tion l imits? T h e  writer has already enumerated two different major cul- 
tures, the Hindu culture in the Lowland and the Tibetan culture in the 
Highland, in Introduction. And rice, maize and millet are  the staple crops 

that  a re  indigenous to  the Hindu culture area, while barley, wheat and 
buckwheat are  native to the Tibetan culture area. A boundary line runs 
a t  about alt. 2000m, separating the  spheres of these two combinations of 

crops. 
If we a re  to think that  each of these peoples, the Hindu-acculturated 

people and the Tibetan-acculturated people, has a great  attachment to their 
respective of staple crops, then it will not be amiss to conclude 

11) H. W. Tilman (1952) : Nepal iYimalaya. p. 136. 
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Fig. 3. Cultivating paddy fields. At the Pokhara basin, 
June, 1963. Pnota. by T. Yoda 

Fig. 4. The cultivated field and the fallowed pasture in rotation. 
The fallow in front is recently ploughed. Seen at the Sallentar 

river terrace. April, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 



Fig. 6. Manure fertilizer put on a field. Note the numerous 
gravels mixed with soil. At Munji, the Manangbhot basin, 

*.A 

May, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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that the Hindu-acculturated people will not clear the  land lying beyond the 
altitude unfit fo r  the cultivation of maize, African millet, and rice. The 
upper cultivation limit a t  Phalatei is a t  the uppermost altitude which per- 
mit rotation of maize with other crops. T h e  inhabitants there are the 
Hindu-acculturated Magars. 

T h e  lands which exceed 2000 nl a re  too small in size and too dispersed 
in the southern side of the Great Himalava, to sustain Tibetanized people. 
T h i s  will be the reason why these high places in the  Lowland a re  covered 
with virgin forests. 

In view of this, the vertical zonation of crop rotation, while showing 
the natural and universal drive for increase of proiluctivity on the one 
hand, is in harmony with the differentiation of cultures. 2200m or  roughly 
2000m, is perhaps the upper limit of the Hindu culture, and the boundary 
running along this altitude constitutes the line that  divides the Lowland 
and  the Highland on the Great Himalaya. 

Chapter 111. ANIMAL IIUSBANI)RYL2) 

Generally speaking, the most important animal is cattle. But the kinds 
of this bovine animals a re  different in various altitudes. In greater  part of 
the Lowland under alt. 2000m or  so, the buffalo is fed side by side with the 
cattle of Indian type. From ca. 2000 m up to ca. 3000 m, the buffalo is not 
found and a kind of small black cow is raised. On the other hand, the yak 
is dominant a t  above ca. 3500 n ~ .  In the intermediate zone f rom ca. 3000 m 
up to ca. 3500 m, we find the dzo (Tib. 26, a hybrid of the  yak and ordinary 
cattle) a s  the dominant animal. 

In other words, the zone of buffalo is the  zone of the  Hindu culture, 
both of which flourish in the  Lowland. In the Lowland, the  cattle is mainly 
ox and used for cultivating the fields. Their  number amounts to  twice as 
many as  the buffaloes. On the  contrary, we do not find buffaloes cultivating 
the fields: it is mainly raised for milking and probably for get t ing manure. 
Buffalo's milk and butter (Nep. ghi) made from its  milk a re  used not only 
for  daily diet but for religious purpose. Yak symbolizes Tibet. T h e  distri- 
bution area of this animal indicates most pertinently the  extent  of a purely 
Tibetan habitat. Ecologically it is quite suggestive that  such a high deso- 
late land as  is indicated by the  existence of yak is the  home of the  unique 
Tibetan culture. A saying current  among the Highland inhabitants that  
the  yak cannot g o  where maize is raized signifies the  existence of an  upper 
limit of the Hindu culture in relation to the  Tibetan culture. 

. 

12) See a more detailed description of animal husbandry among the Tibetans in pp. 
327-36. 
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It is an unpardonable sin ior the Hindu to kill a cow or to eat beaf, no 
~ n a t t e r  that it is either an ordinary cow or buffalo. But the Highland na- 
tives are  fond of beat. In  the intermediate altitudes, the Newars eat meat 
of buffalo, tl~ougll they Ilevcr kill the ordinary cow or eat its meat. But 
the goat and slleel~ that are in i rn l~or tan~e  next to the bovine animals are  
raised and uscd for food both in the Highland a5 well as in  t h e  Lowland. 

Fig. 7. A sheep flock grazing near the latera1:rnoraint.. A high 

peal< called Rangar (higher than 7000 m )  is seen. 
Bi~ntalcothi, May, 1953. Photo. by J .  l<awal<ita 

As regards animal husbandry as a whole, the most important different 
point between the Highland and the Lowland is found, as is already pointed 
out, in the relative importance of animal husbandry in the whole system of 
agriculture. Indeed, the Highlanders are pastoral people, while the Low- 
landers the  vegetarians in a broader sense. 

Chapter IV. TRANSPORTATION AND COMRIERCE 

In the Lowland, transportation is alniost exclusively done b!- human 
power, while in the Highland, particularly in the arid region, it is done 
mainly by pack animals such as horses, donkeys, mules, 26 and !-aks. Some- 

times sheep and goats are seen carrying on their backs small packs of salt. 
In the Kali Gandaki district, Tulcucha and Dana are  the points where 

freight is transposed from one means of transportation to the other. na~nely  
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Fig. 8. Carrying baggages by forehead. At Panch Mane Bhanjyang, 
1953. Photo. by T. Yoda 

- 
-- - 

Fig. 9. A big man goes on a palanquin. At Panch Mane Bhanjyang, - 

- - 
March, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita - - 

-- 



- -  

Fig, 10. A yak eamvan. At k c h e ,  the MmmgMKa baois 
May, 1953. Phot6. b J. Kawakitit 

Fig. 11. Three Tibetans driving a yak caravan. At Karche, 
the Manangbhot basin, May, 195S. Photo, by J. Kamkita 



from men to pack-anilnals, or vic.c versil. T h e  C ~ I ~ ~ C ' I  11 I I o L I I ~ ~ ~ I I . ~  01 1);lc.k- 

aninla1 transl~ortation is Pisang (C. 39), lying a t  tllc i1l)pcr reaches 01 t l lr  

Marsyandi. Usually pack-itninlal transportat ion tcrn~in;~tc>s  at the  Man,1llg- 
bhot basin. 

Freigllt tlansportod by puck-aninlals I'ronl Tibet vi'i the G ~ ; I  L'I i:, carlied 
down as  fur  as  Sam;[ in t l l c  Buri Gand'tki clr;tillagc., :111(1 H i ~ ~ l t a l < o t l ~ i  is illc. 

ternlinal for Irtligllt to be c~a~-ricd over t l ~ e  Larl;va 1 ~ .  111 tlie clry sc1a5ull 
packs of z6pn (of wliic.ll a desc-I ipt ion will I)c7 given I:lte~) arc sclc.ri charr\ i n g  
freight as f a r  as clown t o  Tlionje. In t lie Sliii11 I(llola area, pack-~~ninlals 
carry ireighl across the Tibetan t)oi~ntl ;~ry to Cliliogarlg whic.11 is situ;ll~1(1 
in the middle reac.11 oi Sliiar Kllola I-ivc.1. 

It is not likclv that the steep m o ~ ~ n t a i n o u s  tvrrain Iii~ldcrs transporta- 
tion by pack-anin~als, tlie best means lor longer range transportation. For 
most of the hilly areas in tlle Lowland are  c ] u i t t h  easy to traverse for pack- 
animals which are  capable of going tlie stetbp mountains in t he  Higllland. 
Moreover, in tlie Lowland there are  neither waste land nor desert where i t  
is impossible to obtain fodder. Though  tht1 catt le-raising tradition is kept 
among the Lowland inhabitants, no pack-animal transportation is found in 
the Lowland and almost no horse is seen. Tlith only exception observed was 
a caravan near Pokhara, which had come down iron1 the Highland. 

It was inipossible lo ascertain the e x i s t c ~ i ~ e  of pack-animal transporta- 
tion in the Lowland. This will have rnucli to do with the  comparatively 
small weight attached to commerce, particularly to long-distance trade, in 
the Lowland. It is t rue  that tliere exist in tlie Lowland many coni~nercial 
settlements called bazaar, but their co~~irnercia l  activities are  insignificant, 
largely confined to local exchange. An account will be given on this point 

Fig. 12. A woman, chickens and a I~undle  of the  sal leaves for sale. 
A t  Samri Uhanjyang. August 1953. I'hoto. by J. Kawaltita 



later in co11nec.t ion wir 11 hett lenrc.rl~>. 

All n ie rc l ta~lc l i~ t~  on sale at I l r v  ~ I I O ~ J ~  i t 1  ~ I I c ~ c .  ~ V I I ~ C I ~ ~ C J ~ I ~  ;ire hl lop-  

wort1 ", dust!; and  !~ t . l lowi~l~ .  1,oc.al IJI-oduc.ts 51le.il a >  1.c1r.11, t;rggorh, ~ l ~ i l k ,  
eggs ,  wille and sir1 Icaves arc. solcl. 01' c.out-htA, I u I ~ ~ ~ - ( ~ ~ ~ I ; L I I c . c .  L . O I I I I I I C ~ ~ ~ . ~ ; ~ I  CS-  

c.ll;~ngc is c,itr-vied on  to a c.c~~-tirin t.srt.llr. h l a r i l ~ r s ,  c . i x ; r t - r t t t - h  ;111ti c .~, l~,urc.d 
c . l o ~ l r ~ s  irre sonlc. of' rhc- il111)ortt'd i t c ~ ~ i r ~  i l l  111t.x~ ~ C I I ~ L ~ I I ~ .  

A sllop-ownc.1- in ' l ' l l ~ ~ r u ~ l ~ i ~ ~  H ~ L ~ I ~ I I -  told 111 , \+ , r i~c l .  111it1 1 1 ~  I,ou21~r d~. ir-  
p ~ r \  fro111 t I I C  Nc~pirI \'irIlc-! O i b t  t r i ~ , t ,  1 3 ~ 1  \+ , ; i I ,  ; I I I ( I  I ~ ~ I - ~ ~ , , I I ~ I J .  51 1 1 1 1 , - I  i 111 t~h  I ~ ~ , I I I ~ ; I !  
1."-ocluc~ts i11.v i1111)orlt*cl. 131.~t5> I ) I ~ ~ I C ~ L I L . I ~  : I I . I ( I  :>.C*II~,I.;LI I I I ~ , I , (  I I : I I I ( ~ I / L ,  ' I I . ~  u~u;iIl!- 
brouglrt i t-uti~ t l r c ,  N(:p;rI  ill^\,. 

As  a whole, however, comn:c~-ce in t l l t .  I ,o\\rl;~~id arc) !;it- I'roni :i~-ti\.c,. 

Only la rge  towns such a s  Katmandu and Pokllara i ~ n d  n i c ~ i i u n i - s i ~ c ~ l  b ~ r ~ i t s t -  
towns such  a s  Tr i su l i  I3:izaar provide ~ ' i ~ ~ - i e r i c > s  01' rnt~~-c'l~:rl~tli~e. l'hc~sc. ;tl-tJ tllc, 

f ew  exceptional long-distance cornmet-cia1 tolvns. Tile, soul-c.c 01' l)l.o..;pcbrit!. 
of these towns  is in their  t rade  \villi the  Higlili~nd. I t  111a!- I)c. ..;>lid, tllt.rc,- 
fore, tha t  t he  largest  i lem in long-dislancx3 commcbric in t l i c ~  l.o\i.l:irld is  

human  beings, namely the  Gurkha  bo!.s \ ~ ~ l i o  go out o i  t l ~ c , i l .  courltr!- in 

order  to  enlist in the  Nepalese or  Indian Arm!.. 0 1  tllern ar tb G U I - u n ~ s  

who  live in t he  h igh  hilly areas. T h e r e  were l'ound in the  re.niotest motrn- 
ta ins  some ex-soldiers who had been in militar!. st.~-\-ic.c in post-\Ynl. Jnpsn. 

In t he  Highland the  situation is qui te  dill'crcxnt. In t l ~ e ,  :tgric~iiI~ur;il 

village outside t he  sphere  of pacli-anirnal t ransportit1 ion, niost ~i t hc vil- 
l agers  find i t  profitable to  mi~lcc long-distance, c.omlncrci;~l t~-a\.tbls. An  a i -  
count will be given in la ter  c.haplc~-s to  sho\v Iio\+. ~ ~ r c , \ . i i l ~ ~ ~ t  tliis Iiirs been 

among the  Tibetan-acc-ulturaled people, ho\v dctbpl!. i t  is rc~otc~tl i l l  tl~ciir- soc,i;tl 
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organization, how it sprang up, and what function it is perforniing in their 
daily life. 

Chapter V. SETT1,EMENT 

1. The  Agricultural Settlements 
For convenience' sake the settlements a re  classified here into agricultural 

and commercial settlements. Generally speaking, the former is basic and 
earlier in origin. I t  is thought that  the lat ter  had segregated itself from 
the former. 

Agricultural settlements may be subdivided into four types:  Type A 
which is a loosely clustered settlement found in the Lowland; type B which 
is a clustered settlement in the high hills of the Lowland ; type C which is 
a clustered settlement in the humid Highland; and type D which is a com- 
pactly clustered settlement in the arid Highland (Fig. 14). 

(1) Type A 
T h e  type A settlement is mostly found in the  Lowland under 1500 n ~ .  

More particularly, most of this kind of settlements a r e  located on the hill 
tops and mountain hillsides but not in the  valley bottoms. Since the num- 
ber of commercial villages in the Lowland is quite small a s  compared with 
that  of type A settlements, the  majority of population in the  Nepal Lowland 
will be said to live on the  hill tops and hillsides, not in the  valley bottoms. 
This is clearly shown in a map prepared by the Survey of India. In the 
Katmandu basin many settlements of this type a r e  located on the  flat ele- 
vated places, with alluvial places carefully avoided. In  the  vicinity of Jitpur 

Fig. 14. The four types of the agricultural settlements. 
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Phedi (C. I), groups of a dozen houses are seen located at about every 300 
meters along a slightly elevated line near the foot of the mountains. 

It is difficult by a casual survey to determine the nunlber of houses and 
people in the type A settlement, because, though there is a group of houses 
rather compactly clustered in the centre of the settlement, isola~ed houses 
or groups of a few houses are found here and there at an interval of several 
scores or several hundred meters from each other in the surrounding area. 

This makes it difficult to determine the boundary of each settlement. Some- 
times two or  three nuclei are found in stead of one in the centre. 

At Dhanphedi (C. 3), when the liillsides are viewed froni the valley bot- 
tom, twelve isolated houses and a group of three houses were observed stand- 
ing on the slopes, small ridges and river terraces, presenting an appearance 
of a dispersed settlement. But the core of the settlement is located on a 
higher ridge. At Kaguni the writer, standing a t  the valley bottom, observed 
a group of about ten houses, three groups of three houses and four isolated 
houses located also on the slopes, which made it difficult for the writer t o  
determine the core of the settlement. 

Tharpu and Bhaktini (C. 5-C. 6) consist of three groups of five and four- 
teen and five houses, respectively. Some more scattered farm houses exist 
in the  vicinity of each village. Both of these settlements are  situated on 
the  mountain slopes. Katunje, which is on the hilltop, has about 35 houses. 
Isolated houses lie in the vicinity. 

Samri Rhanjyang (C. 5) is a village situated a t  a mountain pass 1370 nl 
high. About fifteen houses are  clustered there. In the vicinity of this group 
of houses three groups of four houses and three farm houses were found 
scattered a t  intervals from fifty to several hundred scores of meters from 
one another. 

In Nepali bhanjyang means a mountain pass, dhura, a gentle slope on the  
hill, and phedi, a flat place in the valley bottom. T h e  settlements in the 
Nepal Lowland are  located on the dhara and bhanjyang, not in the phedi. 
In any case there is an  exceedingly large number of settlements with these 
three terms in the village names. Samri Bhanjyang has in its centre a 
dharamsala (government rest house) and shops, with appearance of a bazaar- 
type commercial settlement to be mentioned later on. But fundamentally 
this village seems to belong to type A. Since our party traveled along the 
main ar tery  linking Katmandu with Pokhara, comparatively few opportunities 
were available to observe pure type A agricultural settlements, most of the  
settlements we were able to observe being more or less conlmercial. 

T h e  above is a result of our own observation. But the number of houses 

in a settlement were claimed by the inhabitants to be larger than we had 
counted. I t  seems that  they included all houses located within the boundary 
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Fig. 15. A patch of clustered houses of type A of agricultural settlement. 
A Gurung village seen at Kunchha Barua. April, 1953. 

Photo. by J .  Kawakita 

Fig. 16. Typicalsfarm houses of type A of agricultural settlement. Terraced 
fields are not for paddy but are just clry $ ~ I d s .  March, 1953. 

mm* 7 ) l a  T. I$@& , 
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of goon (Nepal, a village), which includes not only a compactly clustered 

nucleus but outlying scattered farm houses. For instance, as is shown in 
Fig. 29 (p. 50), the number of houses in the five settlements surrounding 
Khanchok Phedi (C. 9) is, according to the inhabitants, about 20 llouses a t  
Khanchok Dhara, about 30 at Khanchok Bhanjyang, 6 a t  Khanchok Phedi, 

about 150 at Mashil and about 40 a t  Sikre. The population is largest in the 
case of a village which stands on a dhnra but not along the main road. A 
village called Bagua which lies on a hill near Khanchok has about 200 houses. 

Of the settlements observed by the writer, the largest one among those 

standing either on the hilltops or hillsides and belonging basically to type 
A is Lumlei (C. 17-18) with 225 houses. The  number, however, was given 
by a villager. It appeared to us that the number of house forming the 
nucleus did not exceed 70. 

Meanwhile, the type A settlements whose nuclei consist of less than ten 
houses are  rare. Roughly speaking, therefore, it will be said that 20 houses 
is the minimum in a settlement oi this type including the nucleus and outly- 
ing houses. It will be concluded that the type A settlement has houses rang- 
ing from 20 to 200 with the population of ranging from 100 to 1000. 

I t  is usually the case that a few Hindu shrines are found near the 
centre of a type A settlement. (See the chapter on religion in p. 106 about 
this point.) As for the structure of dwellings, rectangular two-storied houses 
predominate. T h e  roofs are thatched with rice straw and of hipped roof 
type. T h e  walls are constructed by piling up slates of sedimentary rocks 
which are  abundantly found in Nepal. The  crevices on the walls are  usually 
filled in with mud, finished off with red lateritic soil which is abundant in 
the Lowland. T h e  window frames are made of wood. Folding doors to be 
opened with a padlock are  in use. As is pointed out in the chapter on reli- 
gion (pp. 118-20), wall-paintings are sometimes seen on the outside surface 

. 1: the walls. 

This  type of construction is seen in main houses, beside which it is usual 
to find less elaborately constructed shacks for cattle which are  one-storied, 

long in width and of the principal rafter construction. These shacks often 
lack walls. A wooden frame for piling up rice s t raw for fodder is jointly 
owned by two or  three houses. A vegetable garden is cultivated around the 

main house and cattle shack, and Euphorbia trees are  often used as  hedgerow. 
Banana, mango and papaya trees are  grown in the vegetable garden. Sugar  
canes are  sometimes raised in the vegetable garden a t  places under 1000 m. 

But green vegetables are  not common. 
With regard to the function of dwelling houses, the point worth men- 

tioning is that  the  first floor is almost invariably used for residence of the 

family members. In the case of shabby-looking houses, the  first floor is 
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apparently used as a garret ,  but we often observed dwellers looking out ol 
the first floor windows. T h e  ground floor is used as  a store room, a work- 

ship or for  housing cattle. In the case of a shop, the ground floor is used 

as  a stall. 
T h e  structure of dwelling houses, particularly of the main house, is 

standardized to a considerable degree. Of course there exist some excep- 
tions. The  type of thatched roofing sometimes changes to gable roofing or 
slated roofing in case of the house in a comnlercial settlement. Even in 
purely agricultural settlements such roofing is sometimes observed. In the 
area between Kunchha (C. 13) and Sisaghat Bazaar (C. 14), which is on the 
flat hills under 800 meters high, the number of gable-roofed houses becomes 
larger. In some cases there are  settlements where all houses are  gable- 
roofed. Half the houses a t  a settlement of Brahmans on the river terrace 
a t  Raines (C. 11-C. 12) are  gable-roofed with bamboo used for making the 
gables and walls of the first floor. T h e  gable roof, however, is apparently 
the standard type of roofing a t  the Gurung settlements. 

A prominent exception is the  gal ghcir (round house, Nep.) with nearly 
elliptical walls. I t  seems that  the  walls a re  made by piling up  stones, but 
the surface is always finished with mud, thus presenting a reddish or  whitish 
appearance. Horizontally observed, the  form of this kind of house is nearly 
elliptical. T h e  roof is always thatched with straw. T h e  ridge of the roof, 
like that  of a hipped roof, is shorter than the  longer side of the  walls. The 
s t raw a t  the edge of the  eaves is cut  elliptically to  match the  construction 
of the walls. Houses of this type a re  generally two-storied. T h e  distribu- 
tion of g6l g f i r  houses is quite unique. Almost no house of this type is 
observed east of Pokhara. Two or three exceptional cases, however, were 
observed. Moreover, those exceptions were one-storied and used for storing 
food. 

At Yangjebashi northwest of Pokhara, this type of house begins to  occupy 
a considerable proportion a t  various settlements. At  Suikhet (C. 17) from 
70 % to 80 % of the houses belong to  the  g6l ghcir type. A t  the  Naudhara 
settlements (C. 17-C. 18) the proportion is overwhelmingly large, and there 
a re  some settlements whose houses a re  all of this type. 

In t h e  vicinity of Bhurumdi (C. 18) there are  settlements a t  low places 
entirely composed of g6l ghar houses, and on the ridges and hillsides there 
are  settlements where there are  rectangular, stone-walled and slate-roofed 
houses. 

At Ulleri (C. 19) a small percentage of the  houses belongs to  this type, 
and in the drainage area of the Kali Gandaki, this type of houses radicalljr 
decreases in number. At Phalatei (C. 20) no such house is seen. At  Sikha 
and Ghara, situated far ther  down Phalatei, a few houses of this type were 
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found, but t l ~ e y  \yere the last ones we saw. 
It may be, therefore, c.onc.luded that the distribution ol tllis t!.pe i h  c.orl- 

fined to the area between Pakhara and the main stream of the Kali Gandaki 

with its centre at Naudhara. According to information received near Naud- 
hara and Bhurumdi, the settlements consisting of such houses are  almost 
invariably Brahman. 

A traveler we happened to meet near Bhurumdi offered the following 
explanation : 

" That  g6l g k r  settlement (situated at  a point about 1300 meters above 
the sea level accordinp to visual measurement) over there is inhabited by 
Brahmans alone. Those settlements over there with rectangular houses 
(which seemed to be situated at  about 1800 meters above the sea level ac- 
cording to visual measurement) are all the Gurung settlements. T h e  Gurungs 
prefer high places, where they can raise wheat, barley and the other crops 
and feed cattle, but they don't plant paddy. They are very healthy and 
strong and they build those rectangular houses by carrl'ing stones up to 

such high places. They a re  actively engaged in commerce, and consequently 

rich, exploiting those living in the lower places. 
"Meanwhile rice is indispensable to the Brahmans, and so they live in 

the low places. They are  poor and build " round houses ", and are  mainly 
dependent upon paddy cultivation. They are  being exploited by the Guy- 
ungs ". 

A remarkable point about the gd ghir house is that the ground floor 
is used for  the purpose of residence and the first floor for storing rice straws 
and other things. This  is not seen in all other types of farm houses. 

It cannot be, however, categorically stated that all g6l g f i r  houses are  
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the dwelling houses of the Brahmans alone, a s  suggested by the example ot 
Ulleri, where exist some g6l ghar houses, though the settlement is inhabited 
by the Magars and the Gurungs. Also i t  cannot be concluded that t h e  
Brahmalls always live in go1 ghdl houses, a s  is seen in the case of h i n e s .  
On the whole, however, it can be said that  this type of houses is Brahman. 
T h e  upperlnost limit of the  distribution of this type of houses are alt. 
2020 nl (Ulleri). It is a fact that  this type of houses is almost always 10. 
cated in the zone of paddy cultivation. 

Even in the vicinity of Naudhara where the gal ghar type predominates, 
the type of settlement belongs to type A in the Lowland. 

(2) Type B 
T h e  most noticeable diflerence between type A and type B is that in 

case of the latter type all village houses are  aggregated in a single clustered 
settlement with no dispersed farm houses around i t .  T h e  exact number of 
houses in a type B settlement is unknown to  the writef. T h e  Gurung vil- 
lages found high up on the mountain slopes such as Halchok, Hungje, Keronja 
and Kasigaon in the  Buri Gandaki Gorge District, have houses ranging from 
100 to 200. T h e  size of type B settlehlent seems, generally speaking-, to be 
larger than that  of type A. In the vicinity of Naudhara mentioned above, 
the minimum size of type B Gurung settlement seems to  be greater than 
that  of type A settlements. 

T h e  type B villages are  found adjoining type A's, making a higher zone 
of distribution. No clear line of distinction, however, can be drawn between 
these two types. But a t  Majhgaon (C. 75) in the  Buri Gandaki, there is a 
compactly clustered type B Gurung settlement a t  about 1750m, while at 
about 1450 m there is a loosely clustered type A Brahman settlement. This 
is a good example of vertical distribution. T h e  Brahman gal ghcZr villages 
in the vicinity of Naudhara (C. 17-C. 18) a re  of type A and mostly distri- 
buted a t  about 1400m. North of them are  located type B Gurung villages 
a t  about 1600 m. In the vicinity of Bhurumdi, the  type A Brahman g6l ghar 
villages are  located on lower places than the  type B Gurung villages. 
Roughly speaking, the boundary line between type A and type B seems to 
exist a t  1600m. It  is worthy of attention that  this altitude is roughly the 
average upper limit of paddy cultivation. 

In  the  houses of type B settlements the  wall is made by piling up slates 
without being finished with mud. Sometimes white walls a re  found, and no 
thatched roof is seen. T h e  roof is covered with slates or  thick wooden 
boards with stones placed on them. Various kinds of slates a re  used-from 
most crude ones made from sheet stones to finely wrought  ones about one 
centimeter thick. As the roofs in the  Lowland a re  thatched with paddy 
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straw, tllis means that  typz B houses are  outside the area o l  paddy cu]tiva. 

tion. The  eaves are of the gable roofing type but sometimes of the  hipped 
roof type, which may be considered as  imitation o l  the straw-t hatched hipped 
roof of the type A settlements in the Lowland. 

On the whole, one-storied houses preponderate. In the case of two-storied 
houses the ground floor is used for storing purposes or for housing the cattle 
near the Gorge District in the Buri Gandaki. These two-storied houses are 
shabbilv built. Even in the case of finely built two-storied house, it is single- 
roofed, unlike the type A straw-t hatched double-roofed houses. T h e  cattle- 
shaclc is of ten detached from the main house, and son~et imes high-floored 
corn storing shack is built and the space under the floor a re  used for hous- 
ing the cattle. On account of an  advanced s tage of aggregation oi  type B, 
no vegetable garden with fences around them such a s  seen in the farm 
house of type A is observed. Unlike in the Lowland where the luxuriant 
growth of tropical fruit  plants is seen, the  type B houses have no such 
plants, as these houses are situated in the  altitudes where these plants are 
hardly possible of growth. 

At the type B settlements almost no Hindu shrine is seen, forming the 
centre of settlement. Instead of shrines, however, the  Gurung settlement on 
the mountain slopes in the Buri Gandaki gorge district has a large stone 
tower called ??tune on an elevated ground (See p. 121). 

These Gurung settlements which a re  found in the  southern slopes of the 
Ganesh Himal may be within the region where the  Nepalese Buddhism still 
remains. It is certain that  the inhabitants of these settlements a re  believers 
in Jangri  religion. 

There  is nothing to  suggest  survival of the  Nepalese Buddhism in the 
vicinity of Pokhara in the west. But according to  Mr. Jiro Taguchi, a 

Fig. 21. The wooden ghte with sexual symbols in the Gurung villages. 
Note: (1) Following Mr. J. Taguchi. (2) Observed at several vil- 

lages between Khudi (in the middle reach of the Marsyandi) and Pokhara. 
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member of the 1953 expedition, many Gurung settlements were seen on a 
high hilly district along the mountain road leading from Khudi in the middle 

reaches of the Marsyandi to Pokhara. All of these settlements have wooden 
gates a t  both village entrances facing the road. These wooden gates are 
similar to the Torii (the wooden or stone gate of the Japanese Shinto shrine). 
From the centre top of the wooden gate hang two wooden symbols of sexual 
organ. (See Fig. 21). 

Such wooden gates a t  both village entrances serve to show existence of 
a strong community feeling. The  writer was not fortunate enough to come 
across such Gurung villages during the entire course of his journey. This 
was because his route lay outside the high hilly areas, the main habitat of 
the Gurungs. 

Type B settlements are chiefly the " Lebensraum " of the Gurungs. But, 
strictly speaking, this may not be very accurate. Also it cannot be con- 
cluded that  all Gurung settlements belong to type B. A village (goon) 
called Barua (C. 13) in the Kunchha area is inhabited by the Gurungs alone, 
but a tendency toward dispersion of farm houses is fairly strong and straw- 
thatched two-storied houses of hipped roof predominate. 

(3) Type C 
T h e  type C houses are distributed a t  alt. 2000-3500 m in the north of the  

Great Himalaya Range and are in the wet forest zone. They are, therefore, 
quite outside the area of paddy cultivation. Generally speaking. type C 
houses are  found in the barley-wheat belt rather than to the maize belt. 
In this respect it is more Tibetan. Moreover, since it is in the Lamaistic 
culture zone, it is definitely Tibetan. T h e  tribes are  the Bhoteas and the 
Lama-Gurungs. But there is no sign that  tribal difference is exerting in- 
fluences upon the type of settlements. T h e  type C settlements are  founded 
on slightly elevated positions, near which the farm land is cultivated by 
reclaiming what little gentle slopes that  are  found on the steep mountain 
sides. 

Due to the climatic conditions even the most highly located farming 
settlement of type C, such as  Karche (C. 42, 2630 m) and Sama (3400 m), is 

not so highly located as settlements in the arid region. There are  a few 
settlements, such as Rimtakothi (3540 m), which are more highly located. 
But as  the degree of dependence upon commerce is greater, these settlements 
will be discussed later on. None of these settlements seem to have many 
houses. Thonje (C. 41) has about 20 houses; Bimtakothi (C. 43), 11; Lho 
(C. 47), a standard-sized settlement in the upper reaches of the Buri Gandaki, 
about 25. Tsumje has 36, except a monastery, and these houses are  sub- 

divided into three smaller settlements, each with 10, 8 and 18 respectively. 
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T;irung in t l l c a  lower slope tllan 'I'sunijc. has 7 8. Most of tlich I'arnling srttlc. 

nlcnls in the vic.inil y Iinvc Itass l hi111 30. 
~ h ~ a  main houses i l l  t Ilc~sc. sc't~ lcnic~lts  arc' built in I ~ t i r l !~  i.losc~ :lpprosi. 

mation wit11 one nnotlitkr, and sonic of tllcln i\rc built witli c.olnlnon walls 
betwethn tlienl to save cosl of c*onstruction. Mei~nwliilc, tlicbre arc' man! 
houses that Iiiivc small open spaces f;ic'ing south for  Iarnl work. 'I'lic wnlls 
arc  made b) piling L I ~  stone slates with crevic'cs rarcly fillcd in wit11 mi~(l. 
The. rools arc  oC gable roofing and eitlicr slatcd or  c.ovrred with tliic.l< 

woodcll boards. T h e  roof r i d ~ e s  a re  oltcn c.overcd wit li nlnt s nlade oi  bamboo. 
I11 appc'i1ranc-c no  great difl'crcnce cs is ts  bet\vt3cti t)lpc H and C. Only 

type C is almost invari:tbly two-storied, and tlit. ground floor, surrounded by 
stone walls, is used :is stable rind storage. T h c  first floor is always used 
for living. 

Tlie greatcsl differcnc.t. in appcnranc-c bctwccn typcs B and C is esistencc 
ol' religious synlbols in the latter. These synlbols c-onsist of r l  govtpn (lania 
tenlplc), Chorterr, Aliint1a)r and numerous stonc towers and stonc piles. A de- 
tailed ac.coilnt will bc given in tlic. chapter on religion. 

Some of the t!-ptl C settlements have barns lot- cow mill<ing, which are 
built on tlie clcvntcd ground around the villages. Thcsc barns a re  uscd in 
sunlnlcr whcn c-nttlc is i~llowcd to graze in tlic pasture. Acc.o~-d~ng to Mr. 
Tilman, these. barns a rc  c.alled ktlnrkn (Tib.), but the writcr  had no oppor- 
tunity to Iiear this word spoken. 

(4) Type D 
The  area of distribution of the type D settlements, concentrating in the 

arid region, roughl!~ corresponds with the area where flat-roofed houses pre- 
donlinnte. 

As thesc settlements a rc  loc;\tcd in the arid region, they must neces- 
sarily bc foi~ndcd a t  places c.onvcnient for irrigation and water-supply. But 
a tendency was found that the settlements are  built on the elevated  round 
and steep mountainous terrain. 

T h e  gcntly sloping lots arc  chosen as  farm land, but,  a s  these lots are 

generally handicapped by the steep mountainous terrains, efforts a re  every- 
where made to indi1c.t water from the rivers by water-ways to the  elevated 
ground. 

Several families live in a kind of tenenlcnt house, or a set of houses 
with common walls and built as a single unit for ma kin^ c-onstruction easier. 
T h e  flat roof top of suc.11 houses is uscd :is working pl:ic.es, and sometimes 

the edges of the roof tops a re  used as  faggot stores. Sucll may be one of 
the causes for building sets of houses v e p  c-lose one another. 

T h e  walls a re  made of stone and no perceptible difference is detected 



Fig. 22. Kuzan, a typical type D agricultural eettlement. 
May, 1953. Photo. by J .  Kawakita 

Fig. 23. Braga, a type D agricultural settlement. 
Octoher. 1952. Photo. by K. Hayashi 
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with those of types B and C. In most cases the walls outside the houses 
are  finished with a coating of white or  red mud. T h e  beams above the ceil- 
ing are  supported by places of timber, and brushwood is spread over the 
beam. On the floor of the roof-tops nlud is spread. T h e  floor of the second 
storey is covered with board. Most of the houses a re  two-storied, but some- 

times one-storied and even three- or  four-storied houses are  found. 
Although a typical settlement presents an  appearance of a few large 

buildings, there is usually found a square inner court with about 10 meters 
wide in each building. A wicket ga te  or  a ga te  found under the first floor 
leads to the inner court. T h e  base floor is used for housing the  cattle and 
faggots,  the entrance of which is faced to the  inner court. T h e  first floor 
is entered by way of the inner court, using a wooden ladder or  a flight of 
stone steps. T h e  second floor is entered in a s i m ~ l a r  manner through a trap- 
door which is bored in the ceiling. 

Thus,  though the  building presents an  appearance of a single house, the 
inside of the house is partitioned, each room being occupied by one family. 

It is difficult to know the number of families o r  of their members in a 
settlement of such buildings. Except those settlements situated along the 
main stream of the Kali Gandaki which are  ra ther  commercial in i ts  charac- 
ter, the greatest agricultural settlement of this type appears to  be Manang 
(C. 37-C. 38), which seems to  consist of about 100 families. 

On the occasion of a dispute that  arose between Manang and one of its 
neighbouring villages, Brag-a, all villagers of Manang a re  said to  have gone 
to  the Subba of Thonje to present their case. T h e  wri ter  observed that the 
number of villagers on the occasion assembled amounted to  approximately 
100. Only a few women were present, and there were a few children. The 
total number of population will be about 600, the figure being obtained by 
multiplying 100 by 6. T h e  number of families will be, therefore, considered 
to be about 100. An account will be given later concerning the dispute 
(pp. 67-68). 

In  any case the  types C and D a re  small in population a s  compared with 
types B and A, some of with contain more than 200 houses. All type D set- 
tlements other than Manang will be considered f a r  smaller than Manang. 

Type D, being situated within the sphere of influence of Lamaism like 
type C, has religious buildings and symbols. In the  type D settlements there 
often exist abandoned buildings. This is perhaps due to  destruction of water- 
ways by some reason or another. Water-ways a re  vital in these districts. 

Another characteristic of type D is existence in some special cases of 
the " twin settlement," which is a set of two settlements inhabited by the 
same inhabitants, who seasonally transmigrate from one settlement to the 
other. A typical example of twin settlement is Sangda (C. 32). According 
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to Dr. K. Imanishi, who was the leader in the 1952 expedition, another example 

is found near Gho in the upper reaches of the Marsyandi. Mr. H. W. Tilnlan 
also suggests existence of the "Twin type"  a t  Phugaon in the upper Naur 
Kho1a.l3) 

As Sangda affords us various points of interest, an account will be made 
o l  village life there. Fig. 24 is a map of the village and its environs. 

From Kagbeni we made a westward side tr ip toward the headwaters of 
a river called Keha Lungpa. The mountains were extremely rugged and 
steep, but we managed to go as  far  a s  the Thije La, a pass about 5200 nleters 
high, which forms the great divide between the Kali Gandaki and the Kar- 
nali river basins. The  two settlements of Sangda and Kho in the upper 
Keha Lungpa were desolately isolated hamlets located where one could see 
only the glacial ridges above and the precipitous canyons below. The  in- 
habitants cultivate mere snatches of arable land for food. There are  a few 
interesting facts about these settlements. In the first place, Sangda was 
first introduced to the world by Rev. Ekai Kawaguchi. The  present writer 
sees how trustworthy is his description of this area. Secondly. these villages 
mark the uppermost limit of cultivation in the area covered by our survey. 
The  elevation of the Sangda settlement is 3700 meters, while that of Kho 
3950. T h e  actual limit of cultivation is about 40 nleters above the latter, 
or about 3990 meters above the sea level. Both settlements are located in 
the arid region. 

T h e  twin settlements of Sangda are Sangda and Kho. As is shown in 
the  map, another abandoned settlement exists on a terribly steep slope on 
the opposite bank of Sangda. Around the abandoned settlement is seen a 
terraced barn land. According to the villagers, the settlement is the site 
of former Sangda. I t  was inhabited until about 100 years ago. But it was 
abandoned on account of the shortage of water probably due to destruction 

of the irrigation water-ways. And a t  present only a kind of amaranths  
(Amaranthus caudalus L.) are cultivated there. 

On the western side of Kho the farm land, which had been abandoned 
on account of the  difficulty of inducting water, was seen a t  an altitude of 
about 4000 m. 

On the western side of Sangda there is a small valley called Dondo 
Lungpa, in which an  abundant quantity of water flows, coming from a 
glacier in the origin of this stream. The water of this valley is inducted 
by a water-way to its gently sloping farm land. 

Three  years ago, however, a great  avalanche destructed the water-way, 
as  the result of which the villagers suffered from a famine. Last year they 

13) H. W. Tilman (1952) : Nepal Himalaya. pp. 170-71. 
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Fig. 24. Vicinity of Sangda. 

restored the  water-way, but during the  intervening period they could not 
cultivate the land. They migrated to Kho, where they stayed until last 
year. Compared with Sangda, the  farming land of Kho is small, and, con- 
sequently, the villagers had to g o  to Kagbeni to buy food to make up for 
shortage of food. As is shown in this case, the water-ways have a vital 
importance to the villagers. 

The  fact that  the  vicinity of this village is an  extremely arid zone is 
clearly indicated by the  vegetation. On the  northern slope where Sangda 
is situated, almost no bip trees grow, only shrubs clinging to the ground. 
T h e  only kind of big tree sparsely growing in the  vicinity is a juniper 
(Juniperus Wallichiana) which a re  capable of growing in the  arid zone. The 
southern slope where Kho is situated seems to  be drier  than the  northern 
slope, only shrubs belonging to Caragana and mugworts  (Artemisin sp.) 
sparsely growing. Therefore, a t  Sangda and Kho the  fa rm land is irrigated 
by the water-way inducting water from a near-by valley stream. 

As it faces the south, Kho must be better  for farming, blessed with the 
sun's heat and rays more abundant than in Sangda which faces the north. 

T h e  farming season in 1953 began about April 10 with the  sowing of 
wheat. Buckwheat was scheduled to  be sown about June 10. In  the inter- 
vening period some villagers were expected to  g o  to  Kho about May 25 to 

sow wheal-, and about a month later to sow buckwheat, but i t  was stated 
that  they did not settle there. (Nearly one day is necessary to  g o  on foot 
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from Sangda to I<lio.) 
In  early September, wheat and buckwheat are real,ed at Sangda, and 

some villagers go to Kho to do reaping there during the autunln. Tlie fact 
tliat a lag of about a nlonth and a half exist5 in tllc iai-minx season at 
northern and sothern slopes seems to be one of the reasons to make posxiblc 
this kind of farming schedule to make cultivation at both settlcnicnts. 

Other than wheat and buckwheat, Anzam)~tltus is cultivated. T h e  seeds 
of this plant are  ground into flour and used for food. Kawaguchi writes: 
" In this village they eat a strange food called Tahu, which rescnlblcs buck- 
wheat but is much inferior. This is all the people here can raise. There  
is only one crop per year."") This is undoubtedls a reference to A?nnmrrtl~zrs. 

In addition to cultivation, livestock raising plays a large part in the 
economy. T h e  eleven families in Ssngda own about 200 head of yaks, 400 
of goats, 20 oxen and 30 horses. Of course these animals are available as a 
vehicle of niigration and commerce. 

Migration to Kho begins in December, and the migrated people stay 

there for four  months until Api-il, wlien they return to Sangda and im- 
mediately start  cultivation. The main cause for migration is snow tall. At 

Sangda on the northern slope, snow is f r o m  5 to 10 feet dccp i n  wintcr, 
while a t  Kho on the southern slope i t  usually melts awn! in  a da! or two. 

14) Kawaguchi, op. rit., Vol. I, p. 82. 
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T h e  twin settlement reveals the wisdom of the natives who deliberately 
take into accou~lt  the various factors affecting lhem such a s  snow fall, ava- 
lanches, the decay of water-ways, the  relative merits of farm lands, the 
farming schedule, the capacily of transportation by animals, and others. 

The type of dwellings a t  both Sangda and Kllo has an  appearance of a 
big single flat-roofed building partitioned into flats. T h e  inhabitants amount 
to about 40 persons in eleven families, the number of persons per family 
averaging 3.64. 

According to Abbot Elwi Kawaguchi, who first visited this settlement 
on June 15 in 1900, described this settlement a s  " a  mountain village having 
about 10 fan~il ies." '~) There  seems to have been almost no change in the 
number of families there. 

T h e  family is called rneirw, and each nzelne has a male household chief. 
T h e  name of ?ne)ne is called by the name of the chief. There  is hardly any 
doubt that  the social organization of these people is that  of a patrilineal 
clan and that  polyandry is practiced. T h e  writer  learned that  the names 
of the fathers who are  heads of the eleven families a r e :  (1) Sidar, (2) Tara, 
(3) Tire, (4) Tsendendu, (5) Tnmn, (6) Kn, (7) Tonbu, (8) Chztgoa, (9) Churho, 
(10) Phuron, (11) Tsnrzun. These names appear to  be entirely different from 
those of Tsumje, where most of the  names seem Lamaistic. However, in 
view of the possibility that  Buddhist names may exist, a conclusion must be 
postponed. (See pp. 211-12.) 

About a detailed account of agriculture and animal husbandry in this 
twin village the writer expects the readers to refer to  pp. 310-12 and p. 336; 
about the religious activities, to refer to pp. 153-54. 

As to the number of inhabitants in the type D agricultural  settlements, 
we find Kawaguchi refers to a village called Tsarang  (spelled Charang by 
the Survey of India) which is situated in the uppermost reaches of the Kali 
Gandaki.'") This  village is situated on a flat elevated place f a r  above the 
valley bottom. Like examples which will be found in p. 155, this village 
has a Knni  gate  in the downstream direction. T h e  village settlement is 
situated a t  a place considerably north of the  gate. 

On an  elevated place a t  the  settlement, rise to the sky  a red lamasery 
of the old sect and a castle which was formerly occupied by a lord who 
once governed the province of Lho in this district. Secular houses, both 
large and small, number about 30 and the total population 250, according to 
Kawaguchi. Of the  population, Lama priests number 114-15, of which 50 are 
nuns. Priests, therefore, number about 60. 

1 5 )  Ekai Kawaguchi (1904) : Chibetto Kyokoki ( " T h r e e  years in  Tibet," in  English),  
V o l .  I ,  p. 81. 

16) 0). cit., pp .  54-74. 
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If the figures given by Kawaguchi is right, the number of secular in- 
habitants amounts to about 135 and that of families to approximately 32. 
The number of people per family is 4.22. The average size of type D set- 
tlements is suggested by these figures. These figures will be compared to 
the figures a t  Tsumje to be described later. 

As are  suggested by the examples of Tsumje and Sangda, a considerable 
number of types C and D settlements may be considered to have a social 

structure which will be called a patri-clan settlement type. It will be, there- 
fore, necessary to pay due attention to the size of clans as well a s  to the 
size of settlements. (See also pp. 248-49.) 

As a general observation on the agricultural settlements, it may be stated 
that  a s  the site of argicultural settlement a southern slope is preferred to a 
northern slope. The amount of the sun shine and heat which is a decisive 
factor in farming and health may have led to this. The  number of agricul- 
tural  settlements is comparatively small in humid low places below 1000 m 
and a t  valley bottoms. One of the reasons for this may be sanitary. C. E. 
Taylor") says that  the threat of malaria increases with decrease in altitude. 
At Arughat Bazaar (C. 8, 610 m), the writer came across in the monsoon 
season with many clearly under-nourished villagers with yellowish faces and 
in languid manners. The threat of malaria was confirmed by the villagers. 

Also in the wide basin of Pokhara (about 740-970 m above the sea level), 
where cultivated land is seen anywhere, settlements are only sparsely distri- 
buted. On the surrounding hilly regions, however, particularly those in the 
north and ess t  (consequently they face south and west, respectively), many 
settlements were observed. 

2. T h e  Commercial Settlement 
T h e  settlements whose inhabitants are  mainly engaged in conlmerce 

(hereinafter to be called comnlercial settlements) may be broadly divided 
into two categories : 

A. Commercial settlements in the Lowland to be called " bazaar-type 
settlements." 

B. Commercial settlements in the Highland and the Gorge Districts to 
be called " long-distance-commerce type settlements." 

(1) Bazaar Type Settlements 
Bazaar settlements may be sub-divided into (a) large-size bazaar settle- 

ments;  (b) medium-size bazaar settlements; and (c) small-size bazaar settle- 
ments. 

17) C. E. Taylor (1951) : " A Medical Survey of the Kali Gandaki and Pokhara Valleys 
of  Central Nepal," Geographical Review, Vol. XLI, pp. 421-37. 
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T h e  large-size b a ~ a a r  s c t t l e ~ n ~ n t s  a re  Kiitmatld~t, I'iitan, Hlii~tgaon alld 
~~~~~~~a. As the ~-ecynt population census cli~ta a re  no1 av:iilablc., t ecoursc 
is here nlade to IJ. Landon, who cited the 1920 pol~ulation census. Ac'c.orcling 
to Landonl" ,, Katmandu had 108,805 inliabitantx; Patall, 104,!)28; l3li,itgd0~, 
93,176. T h e  population ot Pol<llara is not avail:iblt~, but Landon cstirnaled 
that  it was about 10,000. Following the gavel-ner ol Pokhara,  it is 13,000 i l l  
1953. Anyway the three retcrred to above are  the three greatest cities i n  
Nepal. All of  them arc  situated in the Nepal Valley, wliic.11 is a point 
worthy of attention. The  biggest city outside the Nepal Valley is Pok11,lra. 
The  Katmandu basin ( i .  e. the Nepal Valley) is the largest plain in nloun- 
tainous Ncpal, escepl the unhealtlly Tara i .  Next to the Katniandu basin in  

size is the Pol<hara basin. 

Fig. 26. Uarbar square of Patan. Auyilst, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 

It is natural  that  these fertile basins offer good places for  establishing 
large settlements. Attention should be paid to the al t i tude a t  which these 
basins a re  placed. The  flat land in the Nepal Valley is a t  a n  altitude of 
1300-1500 m above the sea level. As has already been pointed out,  this high 
altitude plays a very important  role in the sanitary environments of cities. 
With regard to agriculture winter cropping, particularly tha t  of wheat and 
barley, is not practiced at  low places below 1200 rn throughout the  country, 
owing to unknown factors. 

18) P. Landon (1928): Nejal .  Vol. I, p. 18 
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Historically speaking, culture bloomed early i n  the Nepal Valley. This 
may have been one of the reasons for making the farm land fertile in the 
hinterland of those three cities. For, in no other basin, eve11 thes are 
above 12001n, the cultivation of wheat, barley, and green vegetables i n  the 
rice field after  rice is harvested is carried on so intensi\pt.ly as i n  the Valley. 

T h e  Pokhara basin is unfortunately situated belbw 1000 m, and is less 

healthy. Pokhara (970 m) is, however, one of the most highly situated settle- 
ments in this basin. Moreover, a s  this basin is filled with a diluvial forma- 
tion consisting mainly of large-grained sand and pebbles, drainage offers no 
difficulty. Various rivers flowing in this basin cut the soft diluvial forma- 

tion and make gorges with precipices several scores of meters high. In the 
region where Pokhara is situated, a large river with an abundant flow of 
water which is called Seti Khola, flows largely underground. According to 
an observation made a t  Male Patan (C. 15), the precipices about 30 nl high 
are  formed by a river called Rupatal Khola. The  suriace of the precipices 
from the top to  the bottom is made of boulders and pebbles, some of which 
are  about 30cm in diameter and many of which are of various sizes smaller 
than that of a man's fist. The  tops of these precipices constitute periectly 
flat basins in the bottom of which many paddy-fields are seen. Sometimes, 
the tops are  waste land. 

Good drainage means water shortage. Jang Bahadur once planned to 
irrigate the paddy fields by pumping the water of a lake called Phewa Tal 
which is situated a t  a low place in the suburbs of Pokhara.''') In spite of 
good drainage, however, no rotation in the rice fields is practiced in the 
basin. Here the  question of altitude will have something to do with this. 
But f rom a sanitary point of view, such good drainage is favourable to the 

city, particularly as  there are no paddy fields in the surrounding areas. 
T h e  problem of communications is also very important. The  Katmandu 

basin is the place where the source of the Bagmati river exists and where 
is also in a position near a divide between the Gandaki and the Sun Kosi, 
the two greatest rivers in Nepal. T h e  traffic through the Trisuli Gandaki 

valley, a valley of greatest importance in Nepal as a means of communica- 
tions with Tibet, also passes through Katmandu. 

Because of this, from the standpoint of commerce, not to speak of poli- 
tics, the Nepal Valley is of great  importance since the greater part of com- 
merce in Nepal is being done in the Valley. Many Indians and Tibetans 

come to this Valley. 
T h e  paper currency of Nepal suddenly loses its exchange value outside 

the Nepal Valley. I t  is accepted as  f a r  a s  Trisuli Bazaar, but far ther  than 

19) Landon: op. cit. Vol. I, p. 19. 
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that it is replaced by silver coins. 
Pokhara is situated a t  a vantage point. It is an  important relaying point 

in the lo11g distance trade route between India and Tibet via the Kali Gan- 
daki. 

Such large cities as  Katmandu and Pokhara may be said to be large-size 
commercial settlements whose development has been promoted by long dis- 
tance trade as  well a s  local trade. 

Of course the functions of these cities a re  not confined to  commerce 
alone. Temples and festivals will be described in connection with the reli- 
gious activities. Here it will be noted that  the  festivals a re  more frequently 
held in the large-size bazaar settlements than in the  medium- and small-size 
ones, and that these festivals are  also performing the function of fairs. This 
fact  shows that  the religious activities and commercial development are  close- 
ly interrelated. 

Among typical medium-size bazaar settlements a re  Trisuli  Bazaar (C. 4), 

Arughat Bazaar (C. 8) and Tharuphat  Bazaar (C. 12). 
As to the number of houses and population, Trisuli  Bazaar has, accord- 

ing to the villagers, about 200 houses and 2500 inhabitants. A survey on the 
spot confirmed these figures. Arughat  Bazaar has about 60 houses, and 
Tharughat  Bazaar 24. Other fairly large ones are  Dharamtoli with several 
scores of houses, Batar Bazaar with about 30 houses and 400 inhabitants, and 
Katunje with about 35 houses, and Khoplang with about 40 houses and near- 
ly 300 inhabitants. T h e  number of inhabitants per houses, therefore, is 12.5 
a t  Trisuli Bazaar, more than 13 a t  Batar Bazaar, and 7.5 a t  Khoplang. 

As suggested by these figures, many of these bazaar settlements have 
streets along which large and small houses a re  built in close approximation. 
Some of these houses are  large three-storied ones in each one of which three 
or  four families reside. Of course such a tendency is more conspicuous in 
Katmandu and Pokhara, and the  number of per house inhabitants is greater 
in these cities. An example observed a t  Tharugha t  Bazaar is a one-storied 
gable-roofed shabby-looking small house a t  the centre of which is a wall 
dividing the house into two parts. T h e  mother occupies one, while her son 
and his wife live in the  other, each with i ts  own kitchen. 

T h e  houses of the bazaar settlements a re  different from the  typical 
dwelling house in a f a r m  village in the Lowland in those points to be men- 
tioned below. 

T h e  houses in the Bazaar settlements a re  less roofed with s t raw than 
with clay, stone slate or iron sheets or  corrugates. Oven-baked bricks and 
sun-baked bricks a re  generally used in making the walls. At  Trisuli Bazaar, 
examples were seen of using sun-dried bricks made from the rich lateritic 
soil found in the  vicinity. In manufacturing the oven-baked bricks, an  oven 



Fig. 27. Arughat rraeaar, a middle-sizcd bazaar settlement on a g W .  
August, 1953. Photo. by S. N a b  

Fig. 28. Trisuli Bazaar. March, 1953. Photo.-by J. Kawakita 
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is built whenever a new house is made, so that ill~ancloncd ovcns arc sonle- 
times observed near the house sites. Gable roofs arc  seen more often in the 
bazaar settlement than in type A agr icul tur i~l  st.ttlcmcbnts. 13ul cven in large 
towns such as  Pokhara where there are  three-storied houses wit11 their base 
floors constructed in accordance with thc bazaar 1)-pe, tlle roofs are some- 
times thatched with s t raw and are  of the hipped roof typc. Tlie cllaracteris- 
tics of bazaar-type conslruction of houses a re  more consl~icuous in the larger 
bazaar settlements. 

Trisuli Bazaar and Arughat Bazaar, two largest settlements among the 
medium-size bazaar settlements, are  situated a t  points where the trunk road 
linking Katmandu with Pokhara intersects the Trisuli Gandaki and the Buri 
Gandaki. Lil<ewise, Tharughat  Bazaar (C. 12) and S i sag l~a t  Bazaar (C. 14) 
are  a t  points where the t runk road crosses the Marsyandi and the Madi 
Khola. T h e  latter is a very small one with six houses. As is suggested by 
the word ghni (Nep. a ferry)  incorporated in the name of the place, each 
settlement with this syllable in its name has a ferry or  bridge. An impor- 
tant  factor in the origin of such a town is the communications carried on 
along the gorges flowing from north to south. In the  lower reaches of the 
three greatest rivers that  flow across the Great Himalaya a re  situated such 
bazaars having the syllable glint in their names. 

T h e  long distance commercial activities with the Highland seem to con- 
st i tute the mainspring of the development of these bazaars. Th i s  is clearly 
observed in diminishing size of bazaars in proportion as  the  west they are 
situated from the Nepal Valley. T h e  bazaars in order of size a r e ;  Trisuli 
Bazaar-Arughat Bazaar-Tharughat Bazaar-Sisaghat Bazaar. 

All bazaars situated a t  the ghat are  a t  low alt i tudes:  Trisuli Bazaar 
720m; Arughat Bazaar, 610m ; Tharughat  Bazaar, 640m; and Sisaghat Bazaar, 
520 m. On account of unhealthy conditions incidental to  the  low altitudes, 
these settlements have not been able to develop so much a s  to engage 
in full fledged exchange economy. For instance, it is said that  Tharughat 
Bazaar was founded about 50 years ago, and that  until then it was only a 
deserted place with a few houses. But with the  construction of a suspen- 
sion bridge spanning the Marsyandi, people began to  flock from other parts 
of the district, and the bazaar was set up. 

Of the 24 houses in this bazaar two-thirds of the house owners have 
farming lands, and one-third are  tenants. Most of the inhabitants are  en- 
gaged in retail trade beside farming. At present there a r e  three draperies, 
two general merchandize shops, two brass utensil shops, one part-time tailor's 
and several cereal shops. In short, the  inhabitants a re  partly agricultural 
and partly commercial. (See also p. 25.) 

Of other medium-size bazaar settlements, Dharamtoli and Batar Bazaar 
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are on the elevated flat places, Katunje near the top of a hill and Khoplang 
in a pass on the hill. 

Unlike the bazaars mentioned above, which are situated along the valley 
bottoms a t  low altitudes, these bazaars have conle to be tinged with the 
bazaar character because they happen to be situated along the main arteries 

of com~nunications, although they originally belonged to a typical type A 
agricultural settlement. T h e  nuclei of these settlements have houses rang- 
ing from 20 to 50, and generally present a similar appearance. 

Chaturali (C. 2-C. 3), Khanchok Bhanjyang (C. 8-C. 9), Kunchha (C. 12- 
C. 13) and Deorali (C. 14-C. 15) are  bazaar settlements belonging to  this 
category. They are  situated on the hill-tops or hill-side. All of them are 
partly agricultural and partly commercial. 

Small-size bazaar settlements are sometimes found on the hill tops and 
hillsides (examples are  found near Kakani), but usually they are found in 
the low valley bottoms. As for  the number of houses, most of them have 
less than 20. For instance, Kagunl, 12; Chauringhwe Phedi has three groups 
of houses, with 4, 20, and 6 ;  Hasei Bazaar, about 10; and Sisaghat Bazaar, 
6. There  are  many other smaller bazaar settlements. In the lower reaches 
of Dhanphedi there is a bazaar settlement with 8 houses. Farther down the 
stream, a t  the  ferry a t  the Tadi Khola, there is a 4-house bazaar settlement. 
In the area between Kaguni and Samri Bhanjyang there are a 9-house and 
1-house bazaar settlements. Going west and crossing a pass, Choutara and 
Baran Bhlang are  found on the phedi, having 10 and 6 houses respectively. 
In the area between C. 10-C. 11, there are found Putli Bazaar with about G 
houses, while Bare Pirke with about 12 houses and 60 inhabitants. In the 
centre of the Pokhara basin is Sisua with 8-9 houses. Also in the area be- 
tween Bhurumdi (C. 18) and Ulleri (C. 19). all the settlements in the valley 
bottoms are  of a very small-size, of which Bhurumdi is the largest with 18 
houses. Among others are Bire That i  with two houses, Lamduali with 4 or 
5 houses, and Sudaya with several houses. Settlements with more than 
several scores of houses such as  Ulleri are  only found high up on the hill- 
sides. T h e  line of demarcation is thus very clear. 

I t  is easily imagined that  most of these small-size bazaar settlements 
are partly agricultural and partly commercial in character. The  character- 

istics of a bazaar are  clearly perceived even in the smallest settlement by 
presence of shops. In these small-size settlements, houses with gable roofs 

are sometimes observed and the line-settlement is usually the case. These 
serve to give them an  appearance of bazaar settlement. Furthermore, in the 
small-size bazaar settlements, many one-storied shabby-looking huts are  ob- 
served, and their walls are  made of brushwood and which roofs are  thatched 
with branches of broad-leaved Castanopsis indica and Schi~na Wallichiana 
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which grow abundantly in the vicinity. Even in the ~nediunl-size bazaar 
settlements such huts a re  often seen at the outskirt of settlement. 

In proportion to the degree of shabbiness o l  these dwelling huts, []ley 
may be classified to belong t o  either of the  next three categories: newly 
built ones, those for temporary use, and those for t h e  poverty-stricken people. 

In the case of  Khanchok Phetli the  houses form a line settlement built 
on one side of the road. No. 1 house there is a hut wlth a gable roof and 
walls made of brushwood, Nos. 2, 3, and 4 have straw-thatched gable roots 
and shabby walls made by piling up stones. No. 5 house is a best-lookina 
two-storied house with a straw-thatched gable roof and solid stone walls. 
No. 6 house is a big but shabby house with a straw-thatched hipped-ridge 
roof and mud walls. All the houses a re  one-storied except No. 5. 

According to the inhabitants this settlement was first founded six years 
ago, and the families came from different districts. T h e  family living i n  
No. 1 are  the Magars from a village called Asarang Gaon. Those of Nos. 2, 
3, 4, and 6 are  the Newars from Khanchok Bhanjyang which is situated just 
above the settlement, and the family in No. 5 a re  Gurungs  from a village 
called Bagua which is situated on a hill south of the settlement, separated 
by a mountain. (See Fig. 29.) 

Fig. 29. Vicinity of Khanchok. 
Notes:  (1) Numbers show the  approximate number of households. 

(2 )  Ne=Newar, Ch=Chetr i ,  Br=Brahman,  Mg=Magar ,  Gr=Gurung .  

All families make living by selling various kinds of goods to travellers. 
They g o  to nearby Khanchok Bhanjyang to  buy rice, butter  (Nep. ghi), hens 
and eggs  and sell them a t  their settlement. 

Of the six families, only the Gurung family living in the  best-looking 
house has farming land a t  Bagua. All the other families have no land. 
T h e  villager says that  most gaon (villages) in the  vicinity have a pnnclzayat 
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(to be described later) except this settlement. 
According to the Gurung householder, each gmn has two or three j i m m l  

(tax-collectors), who squeeze money out of the farmers, but there are  no jim- 

tnnls a t  Khanchok Phedi. So all the six houses used to pay taxes to the 
jimmnls a t  Khanchok Dhara. Since no inhabitant has land in the village, 
they a re  not engaged in farming. The have no obligation, therefore, to pay 
the land tax. But whenever a new house is built, the jimmals come around 
for assessing, and imposing a tax  on the house. Any one who builds a new 
house is obliged to pay a tax amounting to 2 rupees a ),ear. " W e  have 
paid the house tax  for the past five years, but now we are determined not 
to pay it this year, because the jimmals would not give us receipts. The  
inhabitants of Mashil (see Fig. 29) also have not paid taxes fo r  the past 
three years." 

This  informant also stated that there were scarcely any communal rela- 
tions between the inhabitants of his settlement and, consequently, almost no 
communal life exists. 

Putli Bazaar (C. 10-C. l l ) ,  situated along the road in a valley bottom, 
has six houses of shabby construction with Castanopsis-thatched gable roofs. 
These houses form a line settlement. No Hindu shrine is seen there. The  
writer surmised that  this is a new settlement, but a woman staled that i t  

was founded so long ago as  she did not remember when it was built. All 
the male members were out for farming. 

Bare Pirke is situated a t  a concavity in the gently sloping hilly region 
and a line-settlement consisting of shabby-looking, narrow and long one- 
storied houses with Castanopsis-thatched gable roofs and brushwood walls. 

An inhabitant there stated:  "There  are  12 houses and 60 inhabitants, 
who are  engaged in farming and retail business. T h e  gaon of Bare Pirke 
is a very old village and the  nucleus of the  village is on the nearb~r hill 
top. T h e  line-settlement was made only about ten years ago. In the rainy 
season six families return to the nuclear settlement to engage in farming, 
while the remaining six stay there as they have no farm land. They had 
moved from different parts of the country. There is no restriction on mig- 
ration. In  the  d ry  season the six families come back from the nuclear 
settlement on the hilltop." 

Judging from the two or three examples mentioned above, it will be 
surmised that  most bazaar settlements situated on plwdis are  more or  less 

small-sized, and that  most of these small-size settlements are  newly formed 
ones composed of inhabitants f rom different parts of the country. There  

are also considerable number of settlements whose inhabitants make seasonal 
migrations in the rainy and dry seasons. 

T h e  gradual improvement in t h e .  means of con~munication and the ad- 
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vance of civilization in the outside world during the past several .cores of 
years seem to be responsible for an increase in the volume or conlnlunica. 
tions and commerce even in this traditionally stationary hilly region in the 
Lowland. 

This increase, while helping the old bazaar setllements to grow bigger, 
is apparently responsible foi the creation of some of the small-size bazaar 
settlements. 

The phedi, which is situated at a lower altitude in the Lowland, does 
not afford a sanitary environment. Bccause of this, it has long been left 
~rninhabited. 

Fig. 330. Tali, a small-sjzed bazaar settlement an the pherlr' in tho Nepal Valley. 
March-, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 

The  suffix khef in Nepali, for instznce in  Suikhet and Padlikhet, means 
farm land, Irrespective of paddy of dry field. But in fact the village$ with 
this suffix, which are  situated in the low valley bottoms unfit for  large-scale 
habitation, have only paddy fields. This suffix suggests the history of human 
habitation in the low valIey bottoms in recent years, a s  it evokes an associa- 
tfon with such place where Pew inhabitant9 and abundant paddy fields are 
found, 

As the level ground is preferred in constructing road, so they sun t hrouglr 
the p;bzer;Eds This fact affects the medium- and small-size bazaar settlements 
whieh are situated on the @&&is, Ahout 70% of the road running between 
Katmandu and Pokhara is on the phcfdis, the rest running through the meun- 
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I:ig. 31. A c;u.ilvan of asses loaded w i t h  salt-paclis, parsing the s11-ect o f  'I'ul,~~c'ha. 
April, 1953. I'hoto. Ily J .  Iiawalcita 
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Fig. 32. Tukucha. A lama temple is seen at the left-hand downside corner. 
Gandaki flows from left to right. 

transportation is switched over to pack-animal transportation, and vice versa. 
The writer frequently encountered coolie-carriers with baggages on the 

shoulders in the districts farther below Dana, but did not see caravans carry- 
ing the freight. 

In the districts farther up Tukucha, no instance of man-power transpor- 
tation were observed. All transportation is made by pack-animals such as 
mules, asses and z6pas. From one to several drivers, who are  always males, 
were driving with whips, whistles, shouts, and sometimes with stones, after 
the trains of animals. In the intermediate regions between Dana and Tuku- 
cha, both kinds of transportation were seen. 

The  items exchanged between the Lowland and the Highland are:  salt 
from the Highland and Tibet;  and wheat, rice, barley and sometimes general 
merchandizes from the Lowland and India. A driver told us, "If someone 
brings a bag of salt to the downstream districts, he can get a bag of bar- 
ley. And this bag of barley will be exchanged with three bags of salt in 
the upstream districts such as  Tukucha." 

On a bottleneck road along a steep glen lying between Dana and Ghasa, 
there is a tunnel-like place where a passage is made through the perpendi- 
cular rock wall. I t  is considered that the passage of pack animals had been 
impossible before its construction. Even nowadays only donkeys can pass 
through this point with ease. 



J .  K a w a k i t a :  E t I~nu- ( ; t . og rap l~~ca l  Ol)ser \ ,a t~un> on t h e  hepal  Hl lnalaya  

Irrigateti fields o f  Ijarley s u r r o ~ ~ n d  t h e  town.  The nlaln s t r eam of t he  I \ ; .~I I  
Aljril, 1953. Phu tu  by J .  Icawakita 

According to a Takal i  man,  the tl-ade between Tibet and soutlicr-n Ncpiil 

can be traced a long time ago. In Tnknli,  i l~zlk means food, clle a plac.~~,  illid 
so the place name Tukuclia  nieans a place wlierc the pro\,isions are  t1-;1dcsd. 

Dana is a line-settlement, wi th  some solidl1.-built tlircc-storied, c~la!.- o r  
slate-roofed long rectangular  houses. At the outsliirt of t lie sett  lenient, Iiow- 
ever, there  still remain old st raw-t hatched hip-roofed Iiouses. T h e  finel!, 
built houses give a clean appearance, and the ground floor is used 101- Iious- 

ing the  cattle.  T h e  wr i te r  s aw a caravan consisting of a considc~rable nurnbcr 
of pack animals  which a re  con~ior tab l !~  lioused in one of suc.11 Iiouses. Most 

dwelling houses in such a settlement a r e  so constructed a s  to allow to enter  

the first floor directly iron1 the  road by a flight o i  stone steps. T h i s  t!.pe 
of construction was  also seen near  Sikha. 

According to  a n  inhabitant o l  the village, t\vo or  three tlspex-iall!. pro- 
minent buildings a re  in possession of the Tnknli  szrhbns. (Kefel- also p. Gti  
and pp. 89-92.) New houscs were being built a t  thc outsltirt ol' tlie villa::-c. 

T h e  village presented a n  lively appearance. 
T h e  di8erence in al t i tude between Dana (1420 m) and Ghasn (1'360 m )  is 

more than  500 111. And the appearance of settlement type c.hangc's s u d d c ~ n l ~ ~  
in this  place. At val-ious sc.ttlemerlts in tlle \vi~.init!- 01- Gliasir, t llc) t!'l)c of 

tlwelling I1ousc.s is to Illat o i  1)-pc. 1) i~gric.ultural settlc.nie~~it houses \\,it11 
llat roofs and built closely one another. At these settlenlenls thc g roup  o i  
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houses is so built a s  to form a square with a n  inner court in its centre, 
Th i s  is generally the case throughout the Highland. In this respect the 
houses a t  these settlements are  different from those a t  Dana. 

All the houses a t  Ghasa are  one-storied, and most of those a t  Lete and 
Dhumpu are  also one-storied. But those a t  Tukucha are  almost always two- 
storied. Few one-storied or three-storied houses a re  seen there. 

Tukucha is the largest town among them. (See Fig.  32.) A lamasery 
standing a t  the outskirt  of the  settlement and a library of Buddhist scrip- 
tures built in the centre of the settlement a re  very fine buildings at Tuku- 
cha. T h e  fine dwelling houses are  owned by the  rich Takali  tribe men. 
Opposite to a house occupied by a Takal i  family named Nar Singh, is an 
autonomous government building, which is constructed by the Takalis. This 
autonomous body governs the gorge district. In  the  building are  housed a 
hospital and a dispensary, which a r e  under the  conlrol of an  autononlous 
government committee conlposed of the  Takalis. (Refer also to p. 89 about 
the  Takali  committee.) T h e  physician working in the hospital was invited 
from Butwal by that  committee. 

Lying immediately south of the Nar Singh house is a small library, 
which is also built by the committee. T h e  library is used for education of 
the people. Also a t  a corner southwest of the town there a re  three one- 
storied shabby houses along the road. An iron-smith and tailors are  living 
in those houses. 

Kagbeni has a four-storied house, under the  first floor of which the vil- 
lage main street passes. Taking into consideration the  fact  that the settle- 
ment has a comparatively few buildings, it is surprising that  i t  has 60 
families. This  fact discloses the character of type D settlement. 

I t  is not known exactly how many inhabitants there  a re  in each of these 
long distance trade settlements. But judging from the  case of Kagbeni, it is 
presumed that  both Tukucha and Dana have more than 100 families, or pro- 
bably even 200 with a population amounting roughly to  1,000. T h e  number 
of the  Takalis living in the  area between Ghasa and Tukucha is reported to 
be nearly 10,000 by themselves. Besides Tukucha,  there a re  several large 
settlements such as  Dhumpu in the  area. If each of these settlements is 
rouphly half of Tukucha in size, the  estimated number of inhabitants of the 
Takalis will be reliable. 

Almost all of the inhabitants in these settlements seem to  engage in 
transportation and commerce with Tibet and the  Lowland of Nepal. Their 
occupation next in importance is farming, and the  third is animal husbandry. 
It is supposed that the inhabitants in the settlements which a re  farther up 
from Kagbeni and along the valley a re  engaged in long distance trade. 

Among the inhabitants in the  Tibetan-acculturated settlements in the 
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Highland, the Bhoteas as well a s  the Lama-C;urungs, we find a n  inclination 
toward long distance trade in leisure time, even though their occupa- 
tion is farming. Meanwhile, there are  few settlements which may be classi- 

fied as  exclusively belonging to the long-distance-trade centre type. Those 
which belongs to this type are Bimtakothi and Larkya which lie above the 
cultivation limits. 

Bimtakothi (3540 rn) has 11 houses, no farming is possible there, and cat- 
tle-raising is the only kind of land utilization. There are beautiful pastures 
in a hilly side of the village. Freight is switched from the pack animal to 
man power a t  Bimtakothi, though sometimes caravans consisting of wpa 
(Tib., a male hybrid between a yak and a cow) go as f a r  as to Thonje in 
the d ry  season. The  main industry of the inhabitants of Bimtakothi is 
transportation and commerce carried on during tlie summer months. 

Larkya looks like Bimtakothi. But Larkya is a settlement inhabited 
only during the  summer. Salt is transported from Tibet via tlie Gya La 
pass in the north, and again via Larkya La and Bimtakothi, to the Lowland 
of Nepal, while rice, dyeing materials and other stuffs are transported to 
Tibet from the  Lowland by the same route. There is another route that  
goes by way of the Buri Gandaki gorge. Larkya is situated at the point 
where these routes bifurcate. 

When the  writer visited this temporary settlement on June 1, 1953, he 
counted 13 shabby-looking one-storied houses with stone walls, like those 
seen a t  khnrka, of which 4 were flat-roofed, 6 bamboo-roofed and 3 had no 
roof a t  all. Three  or four tents were also observed. In summer time, two 
or three tea-houses are open. The  writer observed there piled sacks of salt. 

One of the dwellers there stated:  " A  large fair is set up in August. It 
is open for one month. Many people flock to the fair from Tibet, Arughat 
Bazaar and the western districts." 

Larkya has a n  alpine pasture-ground. Immediately below there is an  
abandoned fa rm ground on a terrace in the valley a t  an altitude of 3670 m, 
below the forest-growing limits. 

An inhabitant there stated:  "Formerly the villagers cultivated that 
abandoned farm ground. But later we obtained the privilage of engaging in 
trade from the Nepal Government, and became to be engaged in commerce. 
So we abandoned farming. We came from a village near the Gya La. Lar- 

kya is a seasonal settlement and so no one lives here in winter." 
A deserted f a r m  was also observed near Karche (C. 37) at  3870 nl, above 

the upper cultivation limits. It is now used as a pasture. One of the rea- 

sons for the  existence of such deserted farm grounds is, as may be suggest- 
ed by the case just mentioned above, an increase in trade, wllicl~ encourages 
the villagers to  turn  to commerce instead of sticking to agriculture which 
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yields only scant and unstable crops. 

In summary 
(1) In contrast to the fairly uniform size of the  purely agricultural 

settlements in the Lowland-several scores of liouses on average-the bazaar 
settlements are  divergent in size, ranging f rom extremely large to very 
small ones. And most of the bazaar settlements belong l o  the small size. 
In most cases these small bazaars have only a very lilnited sphere of conl- 
merce. T h e  larger ones are  engaged in long distance trade. In spite of 
their small size, even the sn~al les t  b a ~ a a r  settlement is dislinguishable fronl 
the  agricultural settlement by their habitat, settlement structure,  the const- 
ruction of dwelling houses and the composition of inhabitants. 

(2) However, the " commercial " settlements in t h e  Highland and the 
gorge districts is indistinguishable from the agricultural  settlements in spite 
of the fact that  they are  engaged in long distance trade. 

Dana, for instance, which is situated a t  a low place in the Kali Gandaki 
gorge district, can be separated into two parts. T h e  one is a line-settlement 
and has a distinct type of houses in i ts  centre. Surrounding i t ,  there exist 
several clustered settlements, around which a re  semi-dispersed houses on the 
mountain side and ridges. T h e  lat ter  parts, therefore, presents an  aspect of 
agricultural settlement belonging to type A. 

Tukucha and Marpha, however, a re  not line-settlements. They have not 
fundamental difference from the typical agricultural  settlements of flat-roofed 
houses in the Highland. Their  houses have a type common with that of the 
type D agricultural settlements. T h e  difference between the  agricultural and 
con~mercial  settlements is not tha t  in type but tha t  the proportion of corn- 
merce to agriculture. T h e  most conspicuous difference between the Highland 
and Lowland agriculturalists is that  the former a re  engaged in long distance 
trade and have the custom of leaving home for work in addition to practis- 
ing agriculture elsewhere. 

Chapter VI. TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATION, LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT AND AUTONOMY 

1. Tol, Gaon and Mouza 
Terri torial  organizations in Nepal are  complicated and different from 

district to district. In the area covered by the writer's travels, and a t  least 
south of the Great Himalaya, the smallest unit of territorial organization is 
almost invariably called gaon. I t  has a certain spread of territory. 

There  is, however, a smaller unit than the gnon which is called to1 (Nep.). 
In a large town such as  Katmandu there a re  wards with the  suffix tol, e. g. 

Asantol. It is also reported that  a t  a large line-settlement village called 
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Kau Khola east  of Pokhara there are several tols. 
A traveller stated : " A tol is often called after the name of caste;  For 

instance, Tamany  Tol. It is not always the case, however, that one tol is 
inhabited only by one people belonging to the same caste, People of two or 
three castes may live there." 

Unlike a gaon, however, a to1 has no territory. It is something like a 
neighbourhood grown spontaneously. But it is not always the case that a 
to1 has social solidarity commonly met with in the neighbourhood. T h e  name 
of a to1 is not always suffixed with that word. At a gaon called Chawringhwe 
Phedi is a settlement composed of four houses. This settlement is called 
Kale Posol. Posol (Nep.) means a shop. This to1 is called bv that naltle 
because a man named Kale opened a shop there. In most districts the word 
to1 is not known. For instance, take the case of Khanchok Phedi. This is 
a bazaar settlement with only several houses that has grown on a phedi. 
So a t  most this is only a tol. It has no territory. In this district the word tol 
is not known, and the inhabitants insist that this settlement is a gaon. 
Judglng from the above, it may be stated that a gaon sometimes includes 
several tols. 

A territorial unit called mouza consists of several or a dozen gaons. 
(Some inhabitants employ the word mouzn in the sense of a boundary line 
between the gaons.) 

A group of several mouzas makes another territorial unit called ifaka 
(Nep.). 

It appears that  no administrator is sent to a gaon directly from the 
central Government. The  word muklzya (Nep.), meaning a village master, is 

applied to those who are  in charge of administration. But this is different 
from district to  district. No exact information in this respect was available. 

At one place i t  was stated that an  autonomous body called pnnchaynt 
is in charge of administration. (An account on this point will be given 
later.) At another place it was stated that a jimmal is in charge of adminis- 
tration. 

A traveller a t  Arughat Bazaar stated:  "Formerly mukhyas or jimtnals 
appointed by the Government collected the taxes and rents a t  the gaons." 
A villager of Khachok Phedi stated:  "Generally there are  two or three 
jimmals in the gaon, who squeeze money out of the villagers." 

A jimmal is, however, a tax-collector a t  the manor (Nep. birtn), and he 
works under the manorial system which still survives in Nepal. 

According to  a villager a farmer who is living in a birta must pay five 
rupees as  rent a s  well as some portion of his crops per bigltn (a square of 20 
yards by 20 yards).?") 

20) According to Landon, bigha is a standard measure of land in Tarai and its adjoin- 
ing Bhitri Madesh hilly district. He says a bigha is 90 yards by 90 yards. (P. Landon, o j .  
cit. Vol. 11, p. 206) 
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Besides that ,  a s  has already been stated, a villager complained that a 

house t ax  amounting to two rupees a year was imposed for building a llouse, 
though he did not practise farming. It appears that  the words jimmal and 
mukhya are  used indiscriminatedly to mean village tax-collectors, whether 
they are  from the birta or  not. 

It is stated that  the Central Government administrators are  stationed in  
the territorial organizations above the mouza. 

According to an  inhabitant a t  Barua (C. 13), Barua is the name of a 
gaon, which comprises, together with 14 other gaons, a mouza called Kunchha. 
This  gaon is generally called "No. 2 Barua"  (which means a second gaon 
called Barua under Kunchha) or "Kunchha Barua ". Kunchha itself is one 
of several mouzas comprising a n  ilnku called Lumjong (spelled Lan~jung in 
the map). It is called " No. 1 Kunchha ". 

There  is a centre of administration in a mouza or  a group of mouzas. 
T h e  administrative centre is called chota ndha. A higher order of adminis- 
trative centre in the ilaka is called bara adha. T h a t  of Kunchha is situated 
on a mountain pass. A small settlement is formed around this administrative 
centre, and it is called Kunchha Adha. 

Adjoining the mouza Kunchha in the south is the  terri tory of the mouza 
Bandipur, the adha of which is also situated on a n  elevated place on a hill. 

I t  was stated that  a t  an  adhn there a re  a judge, t a x  collectors and 
policemen, who were appointed directly by the Government. 

As has already been pointed out, most of the  old-established settlements 
are  situated on hillsides. Accordingly, the boundary lines of gaons, mouzas 
and ilakas are  drawn in large along the valley bottoms where paddy fields 
are cultivated. For instance, even a large settlement such as  Arughat Bazaar 
is situated on the boundary between two ilakas. I t  is governed by a bara 
adhn a t  Gurkha which is situated on the hill. (Gurkha is the  place of origin 
of the Gurkha Dynasty.) Khanchok Phedi is also situated on the  boundary 
line of the mouza of Khanchok. T h e  boundary between Bare Pirke and 
Raines is along a river called Chepe Khola, and the  mountain ridge have 
nothing to do with the boundary. Tharugha t  Bazaar, included in a gaon 
called Raines, is situated a t  a boundary line formed by the Marsyandi river. 
This bazaar's tax  collectors are  said to live a t  Kunchha Adha. T h e  bound- 
ary  between Kunchha and Bandipur is also marked by a river flowing west 
from the mountain pass a t  Kunchha. 

2. Panchayat 

An organization called pnnclznyat is said to be traced f a r  back in the 
past in the Lowland of Nepal as  in India. Generally speaking, it has no 
authority in legislation, jurisprudence and administration. It has no authority 
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to impose the taxes. It is a body for village autonon~y in the matters other 
than those mentioned above. 

But according to P. Landon, the late Maharaja Chandra Shanl Sher con- 
sidered to, about 1928, confer the authorily of law making on the pancllayat 

with a view to  reviving the system. The motive of his plan was due to 
difficulties for  carrying on his law courts, which were limited in number. 

His improvement of the legal system made i t  easier for ordinary people to 
resort to suits. The  difficulty was brought about by a great number of 

suits brought by people. The  Nepalese are a people who often go to law. 
T h e  writer has no knowledge about the destiny of his idea. A town 

dweller stated : " There had been no panchayat in Nepal. But the ponrhyai 
system was introduced with the ascendancy of the Nepali Congress Party two 
years ago." It may be said, therefore, that a new meaning was given to 
the old system by a democratlzation movement similar in character to 
that which is initiated by Gandhi in India. It cannot be said that the pan- 
chayat system have not existed in the Nepali villages. 

In India the panchayat is classified into a village panchayat or a caste 
panchayat. But it is not known whether the system is so in Nepal. A vil- 
lager a t  Khanchok Phedi stated that most villages had a panchayat. Another 
villager stated that  each to1 elects its own, and that this representative was 
sometimes recommended as a member of the gaon panchayat committee. 

T h e  panchayat sometimes exercises his authority over more than one 
gaon. For instance, Yangjebashi (C. 16-C. 17) and Suikhet (C. 17) are gaons 
with their own territory. They are situated in the valley bottolns. But it 
is stated that  they are  under the Kaskikot panchayat of Kaskikot which is 
situated on the  high hill south of the gaons. 

The  suffix hot means the former site of a palace, but it is not always 
the case that  a panchayat is always situated in such a nuclear settlement 
on a hill. For instance, Lumlei (1590m) is on a mouiitain side over the 
valley, but i ts  panchayat is said to stay a t  a gaon called Padlikhet in the 
valley farther below. In this connection it should be noted that the majority 
of the inhabitants of Lumlei are  Brahmans. Considering that the Brahmans 

choose their dwellings, a s  already pointed out, in the low-lying areas fit for 
paddy cultivation, Lumlei may have been a village separated in the past 

from a mother village of the Brahmans in the vicinity of Padlikhet. 
Bhurumdi (C. 18), lying in the bottom of a ravine called Modi Khola, is 

said to belong to  the panchayat of a gaon called Ghandrung situated on an  
elevated mountain side farther upstream. 

There  is a fairly large tributary that  flows nothwest iron1 the Deorali 
pass (C. 19-C. 20) to the Kali Gandaki river. The  largest village in the 

drainage of this river is a gaon called Sikha (around 2030111 high) with 
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several scores of houses. In the upper reaches of the tr ibutary there are set. 
tlements such as  Phalatei (2300 rn) and Chitrci (2420 m), while in the lower 
reaches such settlements as  Ghara (1820 nl). All ol these sctt lements are 
situated on the sloping mountain flunks. 

A villager a t  Phalatei stated : "Sikha is the  principal village i n  the 
drainage of the ravine. Phalatei was founded about 25 years ago, and its 
inhabitants are  all Magars, who had migrated from Sikha. They could not 
get sufficient income because there were too many people a t  Sikha. I, too, 
came to Phalatci 16 years ago, when there were only two or three houses, 
and there was little farm land. There  is no shrine in this settlement and 
no god is worshipped a t  the  each houses. There  will be an  annual festival 
six months later (that is, in October), when all inhabitants go to Sikha, 
where there is a Hindu shrine. T h e  pnnchnyal is a t  Sikha. Here the inhabi- 
tants are  all engaged in farming." 

As a matter  of fact, Phalatei is a village near the upper cultivation 
limits in that  area. (See p. 17.) Fur ther  up, there is a settlement called 
Chitrei with four or five houses. Th i s  is situated on the upper cultivation 
limits. Close to i t  there are  found burned stumps of trees, the sign of a 
newly settled village. 

Many festivals are  observed a t  Katmandu and Pokhara, but a t  other 
principal settlements the semi-annual Hindu grand festivals in April and 
October are  major ones. At nearby Beni in the lower reaches of the Kali 
Gandaki, two festivals are  observed annually, but one, a t  Sikha, as already 
pointed out. At Phalatei and Chitrei no festival is held a t  all. 

In this connection, a case will be reminded where a unified community 
consists of several villages. There  may have been two groups  of villages 
-" mother villages " and " daughter villages." It seems that  a panchayat 
is placed in the  " mother village." 

In  1950 there was a revolutionary riot following the  heels of the ascend- 
ancy of the  Nepali Congress Party. T h e  riot was instrumental in bringing 
about a constitutional monarchy. Since then the  Nepali Government has 
been adopting a policy of supporting the panchayat system. T h e  effects of 
this policy were observed in this village. 

At Sikha a building is used as  a primary school. A villager stated: 
"This  primary school was built by the  villagers two years ago. Children 
come to this school from Sikha, Phalatei and Ghara. At the  beginning there 
were four  teachers and the number of school children reached 100. But the 
number of children has gradually decreased, and a t  present there are only 
about 40 and with it the  number of teachers has been reduced to two. The 
reason for  the decrease is that  the  majority of the school children belong to 
poor families so that  they can not afford the  fees. Of the  two teachers, 
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one is a native of this place, while the other came from Beni. They receive 
25 rupees a month from the Nepali Government, which is not enough for  
subsistence. So each school boy brings 8 pounds of food a month as an 

additional fee. T h e  school was constructed upon the promise of the Nepali 
Government to subsidise 300 rupees a year, but the Government has never 
given." 

As is suggested by the above statement, a panchayat has been an 

economically weak body. Meanwhile, there are signs that this village auto- 
nomous body will play a big role in future  development of the country. 

The  writer here will attempt at guessing the number of population from 
that of the school children. 

Assuming that  all of the 100 school children are boys between the ages 
of 10 to  20, and that  the attendance rate is 100O6, the nunlber of population 
living within the territory of the panchayat is about 1000, if we multiply 
the number of school children by 10. If we assume the attendance rate at 
5076, the number of population is approximately 2000. 

There  is reasons to suppose that the population living within the ter- 
ritory of a panchayat in the Nepali Lowland is about 1000. As already 
pointed out, this figure is equivalent to the population of the largest gaon, 
or that  of a mouza consisting of several small gaons. 

As will be described later, the Takali committee in the middle reaches 
of the Kali Gandaki presents the appearance of tribal panchayat. But, 
because this committee controls nearly 10,000 inhabitants and the power of 
autonomy is f a r  stronger, it cannot be classified into the category of pan- 
chayat. 

3. Rolo and Water Control 

T h e  autonomous organization of settlement in the upper reaches of the 
Kali Gandaki such as  Kagbeni and Tirigaon, which are oases, is much more 
definite than that  in the Lowland. 

Kagbeni has a n  assembly building. The  building is called njwdsang 

(Tib.). Those authorized to enter the building are strictly confined to the 
villagers. All kinds of meeting are  held there. T h e  possibility that a place 

of meeting called by the name of nyertsang may have some connection with 
religious meetings will be pointed out later (p. 181), although it was said 
that  the assembly hall of Kagbeni has no religious decorations as  the 
Buddhist altar. Only the  crowned antlers of a deer were seen hang over a 
window of the building.. (Fig. 110.) At Kagbeni a long water way is made 
from the river to irrigate the fields. The  water way is vital for the villagers. 

A villager s ta ted:  "When a water way is destroyed, about 30 to  GO vil- 
lagers (the village has about 60 families), join their efforts to repair it. In 
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order to maintain the c o m m ~ ~ n a l  life and to direct suc.11 a kind of work, 
three leaders are  chosen. They a rc  called rolo. Tliey a re  chosen by an 
election, which is hcld once a year af ter  sowing barley and wheat. ('rile 

sowing season is at the cnd of autumn.) 
" T h e  leaders are  responsible for the control of water,  and issue orders 

on all conllllon affairs. For their responsibilities, tlicy a rc  given due pecu. 

niary compensation, i t  they perform their duties and solve disputes. Nearly 
every village has such a kind of the 4.010 system. But a small village such 

as  Tirigaon has only two rolo leaders." 
A dispute arose while the writer  was staying there. Some Manang vil- 

iagers came to the Tuliucha district crossing over a mountain to buy fire 
arms as  the result of a dispute that  had arisen between Manang and Braga. 
(An account is given on the dispute in pp. 67-68). It appeared that those 
villagers i ~ r g e d  a Kagbeni villager to join them. Th is  villager was called 
Rinjin, whom the writer's party employed as  a servant. In an  effort to dis- 
suade her husband from joining them, Rinjin's wife came to  our quarters 
and abused him. As a result this man left us af ter  he had accompanied us 
up to Muktinath. Meanwhile, information reached us that  a decisive battle 
would be fought between the two disputing villagers in the Manang area in 
two or  three days. At Kagbeni the  rolos lost no time in mustering all the 
villagers to the nyel-lsang and issued an  order prohibiting them to go out 
of the village for two days thenceforth. It was decided that  those violating 
the  order would be subject to a fine of 15 rupees. 

Th i s  custom of electing rolos (in fact village masters) in the  Highland 
settlements seems to be in consonance with the spirit of self-respect and 
independence held by the Tibetail-acculturated people, who a re  in a sharp 
contrast with the Lowland inhabitants who are  apt  to surrender themselves 
to authority. 

According to Mr. T i l n ~ a n ,  almost all the  villages in the  Manangbhot 
basin, particularly those near Manang and Braga,  have several village mas- 
ters. He writes:  " T h e  principles of democracy, of one man one vote, and 
of fair  shares for all, were well understood."-') 

Because of this democratic system, Mr. Tilman's party had to deal with 
the  village masters of several villages, not of one representative, in employ- 
ing coolies or procuring provisions. It was necessary to  give fa i r  shares 
for all. 

T h e  spirit of independence, and the non-chalant and even haughty at- 
titude seen in every one of the villagers in the  Manangbhot area-and these 
are  common with all n~ounta in  tribes-seem to be particularly due to the 

21) H. W. Tilman, op. cil., p. 141. 
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fact that they have the custom of being engaged in long distance trade. 

As Mr. Tilrnan writes, they are wcll versed in the happc.ninKs in the outside 
world and sophisticated, 

During the six months of winter, they go to and Calcutta, or 
sometimes even to Rangoon and Singapore. According to a memher of the 
1952 expedition party, they know the tactics of selling at high prices at, 
say, Rangoon, glass pebbles as precious stones found in Tibet. They b u y  
tllem cheap at Calcutta. They also know how to travel on tllc train with- 
out buying a ticket. One of them was heard complaining that i t  became 
increasingly difficult to travel in this way. 

In this respect, Manangbhot is particularly notorious. But such a tend- 
ency is more or less prevalent anlong the Tibetan-acculturated people in 
the Highland. They do not think nothing of asking foreign rravellers for 
cigarettes. In appearance they assume a condescending attitude, but they 
never budge in business transactions. 

T h e  social personality manifested in the strong hankering lor individual 
independence and liberty and a strong feeling of jealousy may have someth- 
ing to do with the growth of the democratic system of choosing the village 
masters by election. It may also have something to do with their inclina- 
tion toward commerce. 

An election system is also maintained at the Tibetan settlements in the 
humid parts of the Highland. An account concerning this point will be 
found later in connection with the description of Tsunije. 

4. Subba 
T h e  local administrators higher in rank than any mentioned heretofore 

and with a semi-feudalistic character exercise authority in the outlying dis- 
tricts, particularly north of the Great Himalaya. They are  called suhba 
(suba, Nep.). 

In some districts they have a big territory and a great number of vil- 
lagers under their control. In some cases, however, the subba's position is 
equivalent to  that  of the chief administrator of a county of several villages. 
No exact information is available concerning the history of the subba system. 
A gentleman a t  Katmandu stated : " The  position of a subba is one of the 
public official ranks, and this system is about 40 to 50 years old." 

Subba is translated by Landon somewhere as  District Lieutenant (op. cit.. 
vol. I, p. 10) but elsewhere as Captain (op. n'l., vol. 11, p. 94). The  latter 
refers to a suba under the Central Government, while the former was used 

in his description of the remote Palpa district. 
Landon, in his description of Butwal and its environs, refers to  the vil- 

lages, where there are  two subas under Bada Hakim (the same as  baralrakim, 
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roughly same with the prefectural governor). Also in his description of 
the outlying districts in the western part of Nepal, Landon writes that the 
subas and other officials stay a t  the small towns in this part  of the country, 
and that  they are  given some kind of independent authority. The  reason 
fo r  that, he says, is the difficulty of maintaining contact with the Central 
Government because of the steep terrains. 

As can be seen from the above, the  position of a suba in the Central 
Government is pretty low, and in the provincial town he is an  official sub- 
ordinate to the prefectural governor, and in the provincial town not very 
remote, he is a kind of county superintendent under the  prefectural gover- 
not, while in the remote outlying distr icts  he is a semi-feudal lord. 

Near the narrowest gorge in the Kali Gandaki a monument stands, corn- 
nlemorating the construction of the road that  goes across the  cliff. Accord- 
ing to the interpreter who translated the  inscription, a certain suba con- 
structed and repaired the  road. T h e  interpreter stated that  the suba means 
a rich landlord, and that  it is a sort of title given by the  Government. Any 
one, he said, who contributes a large amount of money to  the Government 
will be made a suba. T h e  construction and repair of road a re  either made 
by a suba under the order of the  Government or  by himself. 

While we were going north through the  Great Himalaya, the word subba 
was heard frequently. In any way, the  position of subas seems different from 
place to place. 

Throughout the  Kali Gandaki Gorge District, more than one among the 
13 members of the Takali  tribe committee, of which reference is made in  
pp. 89-91, act a s  subbas to the outside. 

In the area lying between Ghasa and Tukucha,  almost all of the inhabi- 
tants are  the Takalis, who maintain a sort  of autonomy among themselves. 
Their  sphere of influence is, however, not confined to  the  area alone. It is 
extended far ther  north beyond Jomosom (C. 25) up to  Ghiling in the upper 
reaches of the  main stream of the  Kali Gandaki. 

T h e  Takali  subbas have the  r ight  of collecting the taxes in the area 
lying between Jomosom and Ghiling and that  of promulgating laws appli- 
cable in the  area in addition to the home land of this tribe. 

According to the Kagbeni villagers, the  subbas have recently prohibited 
to i m p ~ r t  tobacco into the  area within their sphere of influence under the 
fine of 200 rupees. 

There  is a rock-salt bed a t  a place half way between Ghiling and Kagbeni. 
T h e  mining r ight  of salt is in the hands of these subbas. 

No reference is made to  the  existence of a subba in the  Manangbhot 
district. It appears that  the political influence of the  Central Government 
is small in the district. According to  Mr. Tilman (op. cit., p. 139), the centre 
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of administration nearest from the district is Kuncllha (C. 13), but "0 

officials there have ever been to Manangbhot nor do they want to go. ~t 
was also stated by Mr. Tilman that Manangbhot has almost never been 
subject to  taxation by the Central Government. 

An account will be given here concerning a dispute which occurred at 
Manangbhot. T h e  writer had an opportunity to observe it. The action taken 
by the subn at Thonje will be described in the following. A murder case 
occurred in 1951 at  Braga. T h e  murderer was a Inan who had conle f rom 

Tibet and was living a t  Braga. The murdered was a native young man a t  
Braga. I t  appeared that the murderer was an influential person in the vil- 
lage, so the father of the murdered man, seeing that he could find no means 
to be avenged on the murderer there, appealed to the villagers of his neigh- 
bouring village of Manang, who took up the case, and appealed to the Govern- 
ment officials. It will be remembered that in spite of local autonomy in all 
criminal and civil cases, a murder case must be reported to the police of 
the Central Government. 

By the time a Government policeman arrived a t  Manangbhot in the  
auturnn of 1952, the murderer had fled to Tibet. But in the spring of 1953, 
he returned to Braga, carrying a machinegun and rifles and acconlpanied 
by several henchmen. The  policeman of the village lost no time in fleeing. 
Fighting took place between Braga and Manang, each of which had more 
than a dozen fighting men. Several skirmishes were fought, after  which 
Manang became short of fire arms and sent men to Tukucha to buy auto- 
matic rifles. 

In due course of time, a report reached us that a battle was going to 
be fought soon. We decided to go near Manang and gather information. 
By the time we reached the Manangbhot basin, a report reached that the 
subba living a t  Thonje would offer mediation. Hearing this report, \ve 
decided to  pass through Manang and Braga without stopping. At Manang 
apparently no commotion was seen. Men were seen working in the field. 
At a d ry  river bed lying halfway between Manang and Braga, a tent was 
sighted. I t  was said that  the Thonje Subba was in that tent. Sometimes 
three or four rifle shots were heard. But there were no signs of battle. 
Two groups of people were gathered in front of the tent. When we passed 
below the Braga settlement, some villagers were seen looking down at  us, 

shouting angry voices and going to and fro in agitation. 

T h e  party managed to reach the outskirt of Ongre in a hurry, where 
we stayed overnight, and we felt that we were out of danger for the time 
being. Next day we saw the party of the Thonje Subba who was on his 
way home on horseback. The  party took a rest a t  our camping. 

T h e  Subba was a young man of about 20 years old. He was in a full 
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Nepali dress, wearing a gold wrist-watch. But all of the  members of his 
suite, numbering. more than twelve were dressed in a pure and sinlple 

Tibetan fashion. It was stated that his mediation proved unsuccessful. The 
Manang side accepted the Subba's terms, but Braga refused. A skirmish 
was said to have been fought on the afternoon of the previous day. While 
the Subba's party was taking a rest, more than 100 Manang villagers, i n -  
cluding women and children, came, asking the Subba to mediate again. 

T h e  writer has no knowledge as  to the end of the dispute. The Thonje 
Subba is Mr. Khagendra Jang, who usually resides a t  a Gurung settlement 
lying below Thonje. He is a Gurung, and he inherited his present position 

f rom his father.  T h e  fa ther  of his wife is the  village master of ThilChe 
(C. 41-C. 42), and called " Subba " by the villagers. 

T h e  position of subba seems hereditary, a t  least in this case. The 
territory under the  jurisdiction of the  Subba extends from south of the 
gorge to the area where the Tibetan-acculturated people live. At least the 
area lying west of the Larkya La is under his influence. 

As soon as  the Subba returned from his t r ip  of mediation, he went to 
Bimtakothi about the time when the writer's party arrived there. The 
object of the Subba's t r ip  there was to  collect money which had been lent 
to his tenants a t  Bimtakothi. Th i s  suggests that  the  Subba is also a big 
land-owner. 

Judging from his dress, his principal language, and his talks, the subba, 
living in the area where two cultures coexist, seemed to consider the Tibetan 
culture inferior to the Nepali culture. Th i s  subba is supported by the 
Gurungs. 

According to  the Thonje Subba, selling and buying of tobacco is pro- 
hibited within his domain, but a s  late a s  the  au tumn of 1952, cigarettes 
were on sale a t  Thonje. According to the information gathered by the in- 
terpreter above mentioned, the inhabitants in and around Thonje smoke 
tobacco grown in their own fields. They say that  a real reason for enforc- 
ing such a local policy a s  prohibiting the  sale of tobacco is to  prevent money 
from flowing outside by buying tobacco. 

T h e  tendency of priestly power to be associated with political power is 
well known in the case of Tibetan Lamaism. Th is  tendency also appears 
in the Lamaistic zone of Nepal, although it was noted only in the eastern 
part  of the area covered by our survey trip. T h e  subba who lives at 
Chhogang (C. 53-C. 54) in the upper Shiar Khola valley happens to be the 
only one who is a lama. He is called Septu Lama. 

T h e  territory administered by Mr. Septu Lama is bounded on the east 
by the Tibetan border, where the Shiar Khola river originates;  on the west 
by the villages of Sama (C. 46-C. 47) and Larkya :  on the  south by the vil- 
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lage of Burthunl (C. 76-C. 77).") It covers, in short, the entire area drained 
I)y the Buri Gandaki river and its great tributary, the Shiar Khola. He 
behaves virtually as  a feudal lord within this territory, collecting the taxes 
and adnlinistering justice as  an agent of the central government. 

His jurisdiction extends over the non-Lanlaist peoples of the Gorge Dis- 

trict and belo~r ,  but for  the most part the people he administers are Lama- 
ists. His nominal administrative centre is at Rurthunl in the lower reaches 
of the Buri Gandaki and near Arughat Bazaar. But his real administrative 
centre is a t  Chhogang along the Shiar Khola. It should be noted that the 

Shiar Khola basin, where his administrative seat is located, is the region 
settled by the Bhoteas or pure Tibetans. and where orthodox Lanlaisnl is 
the strongest. T h e  Shiar Khola valley is connected with Tibet by two 
relatively accessible passes about 5000 meters in elevation and in many re- 
spects is a salient of Central Tibetan culture projecting into Nepal. The 
Septu Lama himself is a person who was educated at Hlasa (Lhassa), and 
around Chhogang, his administrative seat, are concentrated many Laniaist 
temples. 

In the spring of 1953, the Septu Lama went to Sama on the western 
edge of his territory and resided there for some time. At Sama there is a 
splendid gompa and a lamasery housing many monks and nuns. One of the 
main purposes of his tr ip was to collect the taxes in this area. On his 
return, he passed through Tsumje, while we were there. He stayed over- 
night a t  the Lungsang temple in this village. As soon as he arrived, a re- 
presentative f rom each of the three tsosum (clan) immediately visited him 
to pay respects. Since one of the regular representatives was away on a 
t r ip to a distant pasture, his wife was sent to greet the official in his stead. 
This is illustrative of the power of this official. Since the Septu Lania had 
ordered an  accounting of the property of the village gotnfia, eight people-- 

six f rom the three tsosunz and two others of priest-sit together a t  the 
Shimmushe settlement and were working until nightfall a t  the task. 

In his domain i t  is only in the Shiar Khola drainage area that the 
Bhoteas live as  an  ethnic group. I t  may be, therefore, said that the Lama 
Subba is a subba who has the Bhoteas and Lama religion as  his supporters. 
But it is not clear whether he is the only subba within his domain, though 

there is no doubt that he is the most powerful subba. Perhaps there niay 
be some other minor subbas in his domain. 

T h e  area lying in the upper reaches of the Buri Gandaki is mainly in- 
habited by the Lama-Gurungs. According to a villager at Gapsha, a Gurung 

subba resides a t  Namru (C. 47-C. 48). 

22) Burthum is spelled BurrSthtdm in the map of the Survey of India. But this pro- 
nounciation is incorrect. 
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5. Kings of Olden Times 
Prithvi Narayan from the Gurkha district finally concluered the Nepal 

Valley in 1767 and af ter  many expeditions he became to have complete 
mastery over almost all the Nepal region, which had been divided into several 
scores of sniall countries. T h e  map bears niany names ending with "-kot,m 
which indicates a court or the site of a courl. Th i s  happens especially i n  
Middle and West Nepal, but in East Nepal their number decreases. There 
are  few of then1 in Tarai  and lower valleys, but many on the hills south 
of the Great Himalaya. Aside from those printed on the  map we found 
several places ending with " -kot " during our expedition. 

T h e  writer would like to mention some stories concerning the old kings 
who had held those small kingdoms. A tradition among the Takali tribe 
says there was once a courageous king a t  Thini  (near C. 25, Jomosom). 
Then, a king called Hansharaj  lronl the Jumla and Singsa districts in West 
Nepal settled himself there and married a princess of King Thini. It is 
said that  since then the people from various districts began to gather for 
trade to Tukucha and i ts  neighbourhood. T h e  villagers of Kagbeni have a 
similar tradition. In the village Kagbeni there is a four-storied building as 
big as  a castle, the walls of which a re  half destroyed due to negligence. 
I t  is said that  this  building once belonged to the King of Kagbeni and his 
descendants still live there, though empoverished. Before this king, who 
was called Phuldung Topgyal and formerly king of Jumla, King of Mustang 
(Mustang is a n  important village a t  the border of Tibet  upstream) ruled 
the district down to Dana. When King of Jumla was settled a t  Kagbeni, 
King of Mustang attacked him but was defeated by King Jumla, for Kag- 
beni and i ts  neighbouring 20 villages were on the side of King of Jumla. 
T h e  caves, Zimbu Phu, were said to have been d u g  by the  villagers of 
Kagbeni, who had escaped from the attack of King of Mustang, to  hide them- 
selves. Seven generations have passed since King Kagbeni lived there. Aft- 
erward Tultucha became so powerful that  the King's power declined. 

Mr. Tilrnan2") tells the  following story in connection with the decayed 
towers and walls a t  a deserted village located a t  the  origin of the Naur 
Khola. When Nepal was divided into many small kingdoms before the 18th 
century, Naurgaon was the capital of the  kingdom of Ghale Gurung who 
ruled over the whole Manangbhot and down to  Thonje. His enemy was 
King of Lamjung ruling over the  region down the  Marsyandi. T o  protect 
himself f rom his enemy, King of Ghale built a castle near Naurgaon. He 
defeated King of Lamjung completely, but he and his subjects were mur- 
dered by King of Lamjung a t  Baman Dande village in the  valley of the 

23) H. W. Tilrnan, op. cit., p. 179. 
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Marsyandi, where King of Lamjung sued for peace. 
It is hard to tell whether these fragmental stories are credible or not, 

but we can see a t  least the size of the old kingdoms, though vaguely. 
These stories depict the process in which the Tibetan kings north of the 
Himalaya were under the pressure of the southern districts. 

Chapter VII. TRIBES AN11 CASTES 

1. Classification of the Native People") 
One of the most interesting problems in Nepal is the relations between 

the caste system and the distribution of tribes. The Hindus are distributed 
in the Lowland, a s  mentioned in Introduction while caste society is also found 
in the Lowland. T h e  Lowland is nothing but the northern borders of "Caste 
India ", located in the low plains. The Lowland provides a rich field for 
studying transition from caste society on the borders to non-caste society of 
the Highland. 

In Nepal, too, there is a word " ja t"  (Nep., plural: jati), which means 
"Caste ". As to the classification of the whole caste in Nepal, there are  
various opinions among the educated people in Katmandu. The  following is 
an  example of classification made by a gentleman in Katmandu. 

A. People mostly living in the Nepal Valley and speaking Nepali and Newari. 
(1) Malla 
(2) Shrestha 
(3) Pradhan 
(4) Joshi 
(5) Guvaju 
(6) Tuladhar 
(7) Pradhananga 
(8) Manandhar 
(9) Nepali Brahman 

(10) Jyapu (peasant) 

B. People living outside of the Nepal Valley, generally called the Parbatia 
and speaking Nepali. 
(1) Thakuri  
(2) Chautaria 

Chetri-Khatri 
(3) Deoja 

24) On the names of castes, see, B. H. Hodgson (1874) : Essays on the Languages, 

Literature, and Religion of Nepal a d  Tibet: together tvith further Papers otr the geography, 
ethnology, and commerce of those countries. London: Triibner & co., Par* 11. 
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Bista 
(4) Chetri-Brahman 

. (5) Gurung (Gurkhali) 
Linlboo 

(6) Rai 
Thulung 

(7) Magar 
(8) Chetri-peasant 
(9) Koirala 

(10) Upad hya y a 
(11) Padhya 
(12) Hana 
Classificat ion considerably differs according lo  the  persons who nuke 

them. But a t  least on the two points they agree,  that  is, the Ncwar tribe 
who live in tlie Nepal Valley and various ethnic groups  who came I'rom out- 
side of the Valley are  generally and traditionally called the  Pnrbntin, which 
means the people living in the hills. T h e  classification above shows at least 
the following fact. If we regard the Newars as  a n  independent ethnic group, 
even in that  group there is seen a tendency toward segregation into various 
castes. Once we take a step out of the  Valley, however, there are not so 
many different ethnic groups. A caste seems to coincide with an ethnic 
group there (this is a s  f a r  a s  the author  could gather  data,  and there was 
such a person as  Landon who finds four castes in the Magar  tribe). In some 
regions an  ethnic group mainly occupies a district and is more appropriate 
to be called a tribe. In other regions several ethnic groups  dwell in mixture, 
but they do not constitute a caste society, while in some other regions, ethnic 
groups are  intermingled in the same locality, and i ts  seems proper to call it 
a caste society from their relationships and the  occupational s ta tus  in the 
village. 

2. Observations in the Regions 

It  is almost impossible to distinguish one ethnic group f rom another by 
their appearance, their bodily construction and their  costumes except in a 
very few cases. T h e  interpreter had been proud of his ability to  tell it from 
seeing their costumes and manners. He gradually lost his confidence and 
finally gave up  his method of distinguishing, when a woman whom he judg- 
ed, f rom the way she dressed, to the  Gurung tribe told him that  she was a 

Takali woman. In fact ,  therefore, we had no way but to  ask the villagers 
or the,neighbouring villagers in order to  find out their  tribal identification. 
W l y t  the writer  mentio~led in Appendix 1 is the  miscellaneous materials re- 
garding each gaon or settlement and the  writer  believes tha t  they are  fairly 
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trustworthy because he has been co'nsiderably experienced. 

3. The  Newars 
No one doubts that the centre of the Newar tribe is in the Nepal Valley 

(Katn1ar.d~ Basin). Most of them engage in farming but sonle in manufac- 
ture and in commerce. After  the conquest by the Gurkhas, they seems to 
have been treated as  a concluered tribe to some extent, and a teacher a t  Kat- 
mandu complained that  teaching the Newar language had been suppressed 

by the government until quite recently. It was only a recent event that the 
opportunity to be adopted as  Gurkha soldiers was opened to them. It is 
said that the matured central culture of Nepal owes much to the abilities of 
the Newar tribe. Many acknowledge that they are born artisans. It is also 
by them that  various kinds of craft-including Buddhist arts-are kept a t  
Hlasa and its neighbourllood in Tibet. 

T h e  theory may be correct that the Newar tribe is akin to the Tibetan 
in culture. HodgsonZ1) already noticed tile kinship of the Newar language 
to Tibetan. T h e  various tribes in the Lowland have a tendency toward 
polygyny, while the Newars have that toward polyandry, which is especially 
noticeable among the Buddhists. (Landon: op. cii. Vol. I, p. 88.) In the Nepal 
Lowland only the  Newars sacrifice buffaloes and eat their meat. But a cus- 
ton1 that  girls marry the fruits  of 681 tree is found only among the Newars 
in Nepal.?b) Such customs show that their culture is akin to the culture of 
India. 

Despite the fact that  the Newars live in the Nepal Valley, it is obvious 
that many have immigrated to other regions outside the Nepal Valley. We 
notice in the  distribution table (Appendix I) that they are the most irilportant 
inhabitants of the bazaar settlements. They are in Trisuli Bazaar, Arughat 
Bazaar, Khoplang, etc. This  characteristic is remarkable even in such small 
bazaars as  shown in the case of Khanchok and its neighbourllood (Fig. 29, p. 
50). Among 6 families a t  Khanchok Phedi, 4 were the Ne\vars who came from 
Khanchok Bhanjyang, which had been one of the bazaar settlements along 
the mountain pass. T h e  fact that  among the Gurung's settlements all over 

the Kunchha hills a bazaar settlenlent along the ~nountain pass was the only 
one belonging to  the Newars provides another evidence. 

Along the road from Katmandu to Pokhara trade was more prosperous 
in the east than in the west. As if to match with this fact, there are more 
Newars in the east than in the west. In Pokhara, a prosperous conlnlercial 

25) B. Ii. Iiodgson (1374) : Essays on the Languages, Lit~rature,  a d  Relim'orr of 
N ~ j a l  and Tibet: together tuitlz further papers ojt the geography, etlinology, a t d  cot~rt~rerc.e 
of those cotdntries. 

26) Sirdar Ikbal Ali Shah : Nepal, the Hovlre of the Gods, p. 171 6r 175. 
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town, however, the Newars do not necessarily constitute a n  overwhelming 
majority but there a re  as  many Takalis. In thc west of Pokhara they are 
recorded as  a minority inhabitants even in the bazaar sett len~ents.  The last 

record is of Ghasa (C. 22-C. 23). 
T h e  trace along which the Newars immigrated to  the  bazaar district 

from their native land, the Nepal Valley, is thus clear. But, a s  we have 
seen, almost all the bazaars have been newly built or  newly expanding in  
phedjs. We can see, therefore, that  the history of the emigration of the 
Newars is not very old, and it is proceeding still now. They are moving 
f rom a bazaar to the west or to the  district along the phedz' road, where 
they had never exploited. Accordingly, their occupations a re  those of the 
bazaar inhabitants, that  is commerce and arts .  T r u e  that  they are often 
engaged also incidentally in farming in order to  obtain their livelihood, but 
it will be more proper to call them a n  occupational caste in Nepal, if con- 
sidered from the standpoint of their  occupations. 

4. T h e  Chetri and the Thakuri  
It is said that  the Thakur i  is an aristocratic caste from Kajputana and 

descendants of the imnligrants into Nepal who has escaped from the Muslin1 
invasion of India. T h e  writer  was told that  King of Nepal and the family 
of the Prime Minister belong to the  Thakuri .  But the  writer  was also told 
during his expedition, that  the Thakur i  belong to the  priest caste. We can- 
not decide which was right. Katunje (C. 6) and Bhurumdi (C. 18) are the 
only places where their distribution is recorded and the  records themselves 
a re  few (in the lat ter  only one family is mentioned.) Hodgson and Landon 
say that ,  according to an old chronicle in Nepal, the  Khas tribe from the 
pure Hindu had already lived in 1000 A. D. before the Thakuri ,  and they 
lived in the  lower regions than the Magar. Both of them are  the Kshatriya, 
the  soldier caste from Rajputana. Accordingly the  Thakur i  seem to have 
belonged to the second wave of immigration.") 

Anyhow the Chetri a re  recorded a s  a n  important element in the villages 
on the hills, such as  Khanchok Dhara (1150 nl high), and Mashil (with Brah- 
man), and in Argum Pouah (C. 15-C. 16) it co-exists with other castes. The 

examples of Mashil and Argum Pouah make us think that  they live in 
places almost a s  high as  the Brahmans. In  such villages they are  mainly 
engaged in farming. 

5. T h e  Brahmans 
T h e  Brahmans, the priest caste, has appeared in the  history of the Nepal 

Valley in remote times. They are, however, mostly poor farmers  now. We 

27) Landon: op. cit., Vol. 11, p. 241. Hodgson: op. cil., Part 11. 
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found them in the western half of the Lowland in the course of our expedi- 

tion, and sonletinles they occupied almost all the vast regions. On the river 
terrace along the Marsyandi all over Haines (C. 11-C. 12), almost all the in- 

habitants of the villages consisted of Brahman farmers. Their dominancy 
became gradually remarkable from the Marsyandi region toward the west. 
Though they cultivate the dry fields in Haines, most of them raise irrigated 
rice like the villagers of Rupatal, Sisua, Haidam, etc., in the Pokhara Basin, 

who are  all Brahmans. In Majhgaon in the Buri Gandaki valley, the Brahman 
villagers begin to appear a t  a low altitude, where paddy cultivation is possi- 
ble. According to Mr. Jiro Taguchi, a menlber of the climbing party in 1953, 
he could not buy even a bottle of spirit during a few days of his journey, 
because the Brahman villages were situated all over the regions of low hills 
north of the Pokhara basin a t  the middle reaches of tlie Madi Khola (south 
of the Annapurna mountains). The  writer also found tlie bee-hive made in 
the hollowed t runk in which honey-bees are  raised in their villages. A 
certain gentleman of Katmandu said that their abstinence from wine is only 
nominal and they often drink secretly. 

In the west of Pokhara, the Brahman who are engaged in planting rice, 
are distributed over the area from Naudhara (C. 17-C. 18) and its neighbour- 
hood to the Modi Khola valley as mentioned above. The average altitude of 
their habitation is lower than that of the Gurungs, who are generally culti- 
vaters in the d ry  field. It is in this region that the elliptical houses called 
g6l ghar can be seen as  a characteristic of the Brahman. As compared with 
the Newars, they are  similar in that they live in the region as  high as  they 
can plant rice, but differ in that  they do not make commerce and manu- 
facturing. 

6. T h e  Magars 

According to Landon, this tribe, who formerly occupied Tarai  and the 
low hills near Butwal and Palpa, are now distributed in the west of the 
basin of Katmandu;  they were scattered both to west and east after Palpa 
was invaded by the Rajput forces;  originally they were the Mongoloids who 
had come down from the north, but went so close to India as  their Budd- 
histic character were weakened and nominally converted to Hinduism, when 
they were conquered by Rajput.?") 

Their  features are  more characteristic of the Mongoloid as compared 
with those of the Newars, the Chetri and especially the Brahmans. They 
seem to inhabit the higher hills than the latter, but a little lower than the 
Gurungs. They settle on the high hills a t  the lower reaches of the Kali 
- - - - 

28) op cit. Vol. 11, p. 243. 



Fig. 33. A Brahman farmer. At Raines, April, 1953. 
Photo. by J. Kawakita 

Fig. 34. An old wife of a Brahman farmer and her granddaughter. At Raines, 
April, 19.53. Photo. by J. Kawakita 



Fig. 35. Bee-hives made of hollcrued logs hanging on the first fimd ia a W 
farmer's house. At Raines, April, 1953. Photo. by J. KPankita 

me. 36. A Brahman (?) 'girl. 1953. Photo. by T, Yodr 
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Gandaki as  a pretty large group and a re  neighhours o l  the Takalis at the 
northern part of it. The writer has already mentioned that  they are  widely 
distriljuted all over the wllole valley with Sikha a s  its centre wllere their 
panchayot is situated. (See pp. 61--63.) Many villages on the hills around Dana 
adjoining to this region a re  also inhal~ited by them. Tlie bottle-necked 
topography between Dana and Ghasa is the border of distr i l~ution of the 
Takalis and the Majiars. In Ulleri, wl~ich is situated east o l  the hills, their 

number is as  large as  the Gurungs. T h e  border line het\t.een the di\tril)u- 

Fig. 37. T h e  Magars and their village. At S ikha ,  
April, 1953. F'hoto. by J.  Kawakita 

However, they seen] to be ~i f idely  scattered outside this region; they 
share Nyen (C. 47-C. 48) in the upper reaches o i  the BLII-i Gandaki equally 
wit11 the Gurungs and also a t  B ~ s e r i  (C. 76). These examples suggest  that 
some of them tend to be distributed over a little lower region than the 
Gurungs, and we notice that  some are  mixed with other tribes in the Kat- 
nlandu Basin and a t  the bazaar settlements in the Lowland. In his account 
of journey S. Chandra Das says that the name " M a g a r "  is seen in East 
Nepal near T i b e t ;  the name appears in a sad story of disastrous fighting 
between the Bhoteas and Sherpas on the one hand and a tyranical chief 
from the Magar tribe on the other hand, who ruled over them in Kangpa- 
Chan Village '9) 

29) S. C. L)as (1902) : Joilrtrcy to Lhasa-atlcl Central Il'ibet. Edited by W. W. Hockhill. 
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In Phalatei and Sikha, the centres of the region, they worship Heaven 

at the time of threshing, and erect " trisula" on the roof of house. Such 
customs suggesl  something of religious colour of the Highland people mixed 

with Hinduism. (See p. 174.) So Landon's suggestion that their base is on 
the hilly region may be right, but the writer thinks that their terri tory does 
not extend to the Highland north of the Great Himalaya, though their base 
is in the hilly region. Th is  is seen in the fact that we do not find the 
Lama-Magar, though there are  found Lama-Gurungs or Lama-Tamangs which 
are ethnic groups a s  will he mentioned later. 

7. The Gurungs 

The main forces of Gurkha soldiers consist of the Gurungs and the 
Magars. We have heard of a Magar regiment in the army of British India, 
but the Gurung soldiers are  more famous. We could never find the Gurkhas 
as an ethnic group. The  name " Gurkha"  is used as the name of a village, 
that of " ilaka" to include the village, or that of the present dynasty, which 
originated from that  village, while the word "Gurkhali" is used only to 
indicate the Gurungs in some cases. The Rana's feudal government had 
been based entirely on the forces of the Gurungs, Magars, and Limboos till 
the revolution broke out. Some suggest that the successive generals, since 
the time of the famous Jang Bahadur, entitled themselves as Maharaja of 
Kaski and Lamjung in order to make the people take them as their chiefs 
by entitling them with the name of ilaka such as Kaski (west of Pokhara) 
and Lamjung (Kunchha and its neighbourhood), where the Gurungs were so 
powerful. (Landon, op. cit.) 

One says, therefore, that  the central government treated the Gurungs 
generously. As the writer  have taken Bhurumdi and its neighbourhood as  
an example, the  Gurungs on the high hills dominated and exploited the 
Brahmans who a re  engaged in planting rice in the low land. (Refer to p. 31.) 
It is partly due to the  Brahman's lack of vitality and partly to the policy of 
the government. Following Landon, the government adopted a policy of high 
rent and heavy taxes on rice produce. They adopted such a policy in order 
that the inferior kind of soil be cultivated. This policy produced some effects, 
but in fact the Gurungs enjoyed benefits on the sacrifices of other tribes in 
the Lowland. I t  may be true to some extent that the Gurkha Party which 
is supporting the former feudal government of the Ranas was active in ex- 
ploiting the Gurung villages. 

It seems to the writer that  the Gurungs are the best porters the writer 
has found in the  Himalayas. Many tribes in the Lowland are weaker than 
the Gurungs. The  Bhoteas on the Highland are as  strong as  the Gurungs 
but they a re  much tactful  in bargaining. T h e  writer has found the Gurungs 
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strong and conlparatively iaithlul, though some exceptions were observed, 
In  their horizontal distribution, the region nlainly occupicd by tllenl ad- 

joins L O  that of the Tamangs a1 the upper reaches of the Ankliu KtloIa (the 
stream between the Trisuli Gandaki and the Buri Gandaki) in the eastern 

part (according to Mr. S. Takebushi), but it is not clear how far  it is i n  the 
western part, though i t  seerns to adjoin to that  of the Magars above ",en- 
tioned in the vicinily of Ulleri. In the south, it extends perhaps to the 
Sinlalik range over the hills, but it is unknown to  the writer. Judging iron, 
the exanlples of Bagua (south Khanchok) and Kunchha as  the writer has a]- 
ready mentioned, the central area of the distribution is the hills on the south 
slope of such mountains as  Mt. Annapurna, Mt. Himal Chuli, and the Ganesh 
Hima]. It seems to have a great  influence on the local segregation in culture 
that they live on the conlparatively high land near the Himalayas. Their 
homeland occupies an  intermediate zone between those of the Magars and 
other tribes in the Lowland, and those of the Bhoteas in the Highland. 

Their  costumes are  suited for a mild c!imate, but they often carry 
blankets sewn together like a hood to protect themselves against the cold 
weather and rain. As the region of their distribution is divided into parts 
by high peaks, deep valleys and violent streams, their language seems to 
have many dialects. For example, a Braga villager (C. 37-C. 38) whom the 
writer met a t  Tseme (C. 40) said, " T h e  Gurung language has many dialects, 
and all inhabitants in the villages from the uppermost reaches of the Mar-. 
syandi to Pisang (C. 39) consist of Gurungs." He added that  the  people i n  
the villages from Tarangchung, on the lower stream than Pisang, through 
Thonje (C. 41) to Sama (C. 46-C. 47) belong to the Bhoteas. Afterwards, as 
the result of gathering information, however, we found some villages which 
had been told to belong to Bhoteas to be those of the Gurungs. Thus, even 
the Gurungs do not regard themselves as belonging to the same tribe. A 
Subba from the Gurungs in Thilche (C. 41-C. 42) said, " T h e  Gurung lan- 
guage has so many dialects that  they cannot understand one another." 

The  village which maintains their original Gurung culture best among 
the Gurungs, is perhaps the villages of type B settlement on the high hills 
a t  the southern slope of the Himalayas, which have wooden sacred archways 
and sexual symbols on them at  both entrances of the village. (Refer pp. 34- 
35.) T h e  inhabitants of these villages believe in a native religion preached by 

the priests called jangr i  (or Jlznnkri), who are  not much affected by the in- 
fluence of either Hinduism or Lamaism, though they may have been once 
under the influence of Nepal Buddhism. Such a characteristic culture of 
their own, has long been under the influence of the culture of the Lowland 
in Nepal in the southern part, and under the Tibetan culture in the northern 
part so that  there are  the Gurung culture of the Lowland and the Lama- 
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~ u r u i t g  culture. 
Now let us examine their language. Alnlost all tribes in NelIal have 

their spoken languages but no written ones. But Nepali has letters and is 
conlmonly used among the people in the Loivland, while the Tibetan lan- 

guage has letters and is used hy the people in the Highland. In this way, 
most of them are  bi-lingual, using either of the two l i , l aa  francs other 
than their vernacular languages. We can find the same thing \virh the 

Gurungs. It seems that Nepali is well understood in tlle region spreading 
from the lower valley of the Buri Gandaki up to Philem (C. 69 -C. 70). The 
basin of the river Shiar Khola, a little upper stream from Philenl, is the 
area influenced by the Tibetan language, and only a few males seen, to 
understand Nepali. When a porter from the Lowland went Philenl from 

Aga (C. 69) after  a long stay in !he basin 01 the Shiar Khola alhere Nepali 
is not understood, he looked very happy that he could make his Nepali 
understood even by a woman working in the field. Going up along the 

main stream of the Buri Gandaki, we found Nepali gradually to give place 
to Tibetan a t  Philem and its neighbourhood, and in Gapsha (C. 48) even 
children can understand Tibetan well. 

Not only men but women and children can understand Tibetan in the 

Manangbhot basin a t  the source of the Marsyandi. A man of Braga (a vil- 
lage in the Manangbhot basin) whom the writer met at Tseme, ho~vever, 
said that  they use the Gurung language as well as Tibetan at 13raga and 
other villages in the basin. In Pisang down along the river, men could 
understand Tibetan but the women coolies whom we employed could not. 
In the region from Tarangchung to Thonje (C. 41), which is adjacent to Pisang 
in downstream, the people cannot wholly understand Tibetan, though the 
women and children a t  Tseme can understand it a little. We felt rather 
strange when we heard a women say, " Chhang Sliimbu du mindu ? " (Will 
you have a cup of Tibetan beer?) to us at a tea-house in a meadow. T h e  
writer was told that  she was a Bhotea. In Thonje the women understood 
Nepali pretty well, though they did not understand Tibetan. Male coolies 
we employed there could, however, undersland Tibetan quite well. The!. 
told us that  they were mainly the Gurungs. Both subbas of Thonje and 
Thilche were proficient in Nepali. In the vicinity of Bimtakothi along the 
source of the Dudh Khola, all people seemed to speak Tibetan. 

Judging from these data,  we may say the following. Up  to the district 
lower than Thonje along the Marsyandi, Gurung and Nepali are used, while 
in the district upper than Thonje, along both the main stream and the Dudh 
Khola river, Gurung and Tibetan. As we went far  up the stream, less Gu- 
rung but more Tibetan became to be heard. It  seems that  Tibetan pcnet- 
rated first among men and then women and children. This  naturally is due 



Fig. 39. Pure Guwngs 
giving salt to their cattle. 
At Keronja. Aumst, 1953. 
Photo. by J. Kawakita 

$ 

Fig. 40. Pure Gurung boys sitt- 
ing on a cliff. Near &a. July, 1953, 
Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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to the fac.t that men ~ ' h o  Ilild more external conti1c.t than the others \acre 
the first to learn Titletan, n kind ol international language. 

The  Tibetall and [lie Gurilng languages a re  ~ l scd  not Only sick! by bide 
1lut the voc.abularies of tllc two languages are  often mixed with each other. 

The illcident provecl this that ,  ~vlien the writer  tried to make a Lan1a-Gurung 
man (the Tibetan-accuIturaLec1 Gurung) we hired a t  Namru (C. 47 C. 48), 
speal< his language, hc gave skorong for ' house ', tczzoal for  ' village ', tstctsn 
for  'sal t  ', n'hich are  at least noi Tibe tan ;  mi Tor ' man ', ngu for ' I * ,  " Kinl 
,li prcz "for ' Corne to my house ' and " chclngle chi thung" for ' t o  drink 
spirit ' ; some these are  unmistakal~ly commo~i  with Tihet an. It was not 

easy, therefore, fo r  us to distinguish the Gurung terms from the Tibetan. 
According to the interpreter, the l a n ~ u a g e  used by tlie inhal~i tants  at  Tseme 
village, at  the upper reaches of the Marsyandi, is Tibetan mixed considera- 
bly \vitIi their native language. 

IL  is not, therefore, s t range i f  they have two names for a place, one in  
Gurung 2nd t lie other in Tibetan. According to the villagers of Braga, the 
~ ' o r d  'Braga' (or 'Praga') is a village name in tlie Gurung language, though 
the Hhoteas call this village ' T h a g a ' .  But, in Tibetan used by the village 
people at  Tsumje, ' a  big rock ', for example, is called both pya and t ~ a ,  and 
sonletimes tlzak. T h e  pronunciation of pya and tha in ' Praga  ' and ' Thaga'  
may be identical. For some more examples, " Bimtakothi" (C. 43) is called 
Penzc Tang, and also " Kasigaon" (C. 74), Taslzi Kang in Tibetan. These 
examples suggest that  these language have a tendency to be mixed up with 
each other easily. Having little knowledge of the Gurung language, we do 
not know where to place it among other languages. But, some Lama-Gurung 
said that  their Gurung language seemed to be akin to  Takal i  and Tan~ang.  
We can rely upon him to some extent as  t h ~ s e  tr ibes a r e  distributed almost 
on the same altitude. T h e  solution of these problems depend entirely upon 
future  study. 

Thus,  the Gorge Districts of the Great Himalaya located on the border 
between the Nepali and Tibetan linguistic areas, also draws a line between 
Hinduism and Lamaism. Moreover, it is the dividing line between the Nepal 
Lowland and the Tibetan culture in the eating habits, clothing and dwelling. 
We a re  not, therefore, quite wrong, i f  we call the Lama-Gurung (the Tibet- 
anized Gurungs) living in the upper reaches of the Marsy-andi and the Buri 
Gandalti the Tibetan,  from their Tibetan way of living, but they should be 
distinguished from the Bhoteas because of their consciousness of being a 
different ethnic group from the Bhoteas. According to the native, Lnmn- 
Gurung does not mean the Gurung lama but the Tibetan style Gurung or 
the Gurung Lamaist. 

The  people of the Lowland use meat ior  food, but  the amount of meat 
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in the diet seems to he greater among the Highlanders. Consumption of 
]neat constitutes one of the criteria dividing the Gurung peoples who are 

found both in the Highland and. t11e Lowland. The  Gurungs living above 
the Gorge Districts a re  called the Lama-Gurungs. One of these Lama-Gu- 
rungs that we hired as  a porter a t  Jagat told us, as we approached the 
downstream village of Rungje (C. 7 3 ,  that the village was inhabited by Cho- 
Gurungs, or " vegetarian-Gurungs." The  writer does not believe that these 
people actually avoided eating any meal, but the term suggests a cultural 
boundary. At Halchok, which was the next village above it, there was, it 
will be recalled, one of the little huts in the fields where \ye saw the head 
and meat of a freshly slaughtered ox. We shall refer, hereafter, to the 
Highland Gurung as  Lama-Gurung and to the Lowland Gurung as Cho- 
Gurung. 

It is not certain that  the term Cho-Gurung is the generic name for the 
lower Gurungs including those influenced by Hinduism at  the still lower 
reaches of the river. It is also not certain that all the Gurungs except the 
Lama-Gurungs believe Hinduism. But the writer will use tentatively the 
term Cho-Gurung as  a term which designates all the Gurungs except the 
Lama-Gurungs, though the Cho-Gurungs may be still subdivided into the 
pure Gurungs and the Hindu Gurungs. 

The pure Gurung settlements will belong to type B agricultural settle- 
ment as mentioned above. But they become type A in the lower hills, type 
C in the humid Highland and type D in the arid Highland. 

8. The Tamangs 

The writer never came across the Tamangs in the course of his expedi- 
tion except a t  Katunje (C. 6) and Prok (downstream of C. 48), w-here they 
were not the main inhabitants, the ratio being only 10% of all in the latter 
village. They were nlostly seen to the east of our course. And it was not 
without reason : according to Mr. Takebushi, they are predominant on the 
hills a t  the south slopes of the Great Himalaya, such as the Ganesh Himal, 

the Langtang Himal and so on, and also spread from the Ankhu Khola val- 
ley in the west to the Sun Kosi valley in the east. T o  the east of the 
Tan~angs  region there lays the Sherpas region; to the west, that of the 
Gurungs; and to the north, Tibet inhabited by the Bhoteas. Mr. Takebushi 

says that  the Tamangs seem to have been segregated into two subt!.pes as 
in the case of the Gurungs. The  Tamangs situated high a t  the south slope 

01 the Ganesh Hirnals are  not likely to be under the influence of Lamaism 
and Hinduism. But only from tikn, cosmetic on the foreheads, which is a 
sign of I-Iindu, we can tell that  most of those living in the lo\rer country 
are Hindu believers. On the other hand, those on the high mountains such 
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as the Gosain Kund Lekh and others are Lamaists, ~nfuenced  by the Tibetan 
culture, who have giSen then~sclves the name Lamrt-T(u)zmg. 

Jn  the account of his travel Mr. H. W. Tilman (oP. cil., p. 37) mentions a 
village of Tibetan style called Langlang on the Highland in front of the 
Larlgtang Hima1 (3300 m high, about 30 families), and says that  the Lama- 
Tamangs are like the Tibetan and vigorous and clieerful and [lo not mind 
dirtiness. But, unlike the Tibetans, they sometimes wash their faces and 

hunt lice. They say that they have descended from nlised ancestors be. 
t\veen the Tibetans f rom Kyerong (the first village we meet with in the 

Tibetan region) and the Tamangs in the Helmu region (at the south side of 
the Langtang Hinl:iI), arid call themselves Lama-Tamang. A Sherpa accom- 

panied Mr. Tilman said that their Tibetan language is similar lo the Lachen 
dialect in the neighl~ourhood of North Sikhim. 

9. The Takalis 
The writer has often mentioned that the distribution of the Takalis is 

centered in the Gorge District of the Kali Gandaki. According to the 
materials concerning the distributions of the tribes (Appendix I), 90% or 
more of the inhabitants in the region between Ghasa (C. 22-C. 23) and 
Tukucha (C. 24) are, as already mentioned, the Takalis. As a matter of fact, 
a Talcali assured the writer that this region belonged to the Takalis. Ghasa 
is 1960 nl, and Tukucha, 2500 m high. 

At Jomosom, where you can reach by going up toward the north of this 
central region, they do not constitute a majority, but about 50 per cent of 
the inhabitants. At Kagbeni, they entirely gave way to the Bhoteas. To- 
ward the lower reaches of the river, they occupy a n  important part of Dana 
(C. 21-C. 22); in other words they are  distributed right in the middle of the 
area inhabited by the Magar tribe, forming a long s t r ip  in the central set- 
tlement of Dana along the main transportation line. T h e  same tendency 
was seen in the case of Bhurumdi (C. 18). And a t  such a large business 
town as  Pokhara, Takalis are  still the majority, particularly a t  i ts  central 
part, along with the Newars. Pokhara must be the last town where the 
Takalis are distributed, for we have no record, fur ther  than Polchara, of the 
Takali distribution except for the seven Takali families found a t  Thonje 
(C. 41) located f a r  away from Pokhara. 

Since "Taka l i "  is often aspirated as  "Thakal i  ", i t  may be right to 
spell the name as  " Thakali ". For instance, Hodgson spells it " Thakoras".Io) 
Also Prof. G. Tucci spells the name "Thakali".l1) And they are  called 
Tl~nk  as  well. According to their tradition, the origin of the name is 

30) R. H. Hodgson, op. fit. Part 11, pp. 13-14. 
31) Giuseppe Tucci (1953) : ?Ira Giungle e Pagorle. pp. 66-67. 
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traced back to a time later than that of " the  Tale of Hansharaj," which the 
writer has already referred to. (See p. 70.) An incident in their legend is 
bupposed to have happened sonletirne af ter  the beginning of trade between 
the two countries, Tibet and Nepal. A man who belongs to the Thapa caste, 
a well-known Nepali Chetri caste, happened to come to this area and died 
near Tukucha. Since that time the Kali Gandaki river hegan to be called 
the Thapa Khola (Khola nleans ' r ive r '  in Nepali), and then T h a k w ,  and 
the inhabitants in this valley have beconle lo be called the Tohlj .  Even 
now the Bhoteas call this area Takoln. The number of the inhabitants who 
belong to this tribe are said to be nearly 10,000. 

As for their custonls of eating, clothing, and house, there were seen 
mixed influences of both Tibet and the Nepal Lowland. They eat rice for 
breakfast; for their noon meal, light food with tea ;  and for supper, rice or 
bread made from buckwheat. Takali characteristics are not in their cloth- 
ing: they wear expediently whatever style of costume found in the areas 
with which they trade. As fa r  a s  the writer's observation is concerned, 
their costume is a mixed one, Tibetan and Nepali. Their house with flat 
roof, which is of the Tibetan style, is closely packed together as mention- 
ed in connection with the type D settlement, but in the lower reaches of tile 
river down from Dana, their house type changes into the gable-roofed one. 

Their main occupations is brokerage in the valley, the second, farming, 
and the third, animal husbandry. Their main agricultural products arc 
barley, wheat, and buckwheat. Their  animals are cows, mules, goats and 
yaks, last of which are  on the higher meado\vs. Their main business is to 
exchange wheat, barley and rice bought in the Lowland with salt imported 
from Tibet. (Refer also to p. 54.) They do not settle accounts \vhile they 
are busy in trade, but once a year (in October). They may be coniparcd 
with the Marwaris in India in that they live mainly on business. 

The society of the Talcalis are divided into four sections \vhich are :  
(1) Gouclzand (2) Tulaclzand (3) Sercltand (4) Bliaitnchnrtd. These sect ions have 
neither symbols of their own nor ranks. They practise esogamy between 
the sections. For example, each Gouchand cannot marry with one another, 
but can do so with one from other sections. They say that  intercaste mar- 
riage with other tribes are  not approved anlong the Takalis. 

Marriage among the Takalis is monoganlous and patrilocal, even though 
they are rich. Generally, the father proposes his children's marriage to the 
bride's father. When the proposal is accepted by the latter, who decides it, 
considering their son's and daughter's intention, wedding is halfly settled. 
After a ceremony the bride is sent to the bridegroom's house. But it is not 

until the first child is born that the bride's father recognize the marriage 
and gives presents (ornaments, money, clothing, food, etc.) to the bridegroom's 



Fig. 44. A daughtel the Takali subba. At Tukucha. 
April, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 

Fig. 45. The Takal, +pils in a primary school. AL r'ukucha. 
April, 1953, Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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father. They can divorce by consent. If they are not satisfied with their 
life, either husband or wife may ask for  divorce. 

One of the most interesting phenomena in this tribe is a social refor- 

mation which took place some twenty to twenty-five years ago. Suddenly 
in recent times, these people seems to have experienced a renaissance based 
on a powerful uprising of tribal nationalism. About twenty years ago they 
elected a governing council of thirteen men who undertook the task of carry- 
ing out a revolutionary reform program. 

This council was given almost complete judicial authority over its pea- 
pie. Only cases involving murder were to be handled by higher authorities. 
The chiefs were made the subba of the area. (Refer also to p. 66.) In 
August of each year a general meeting is held to take care of business not 
handled by the council. Also a t  this meeting certain decisions which govern 
the activities of the council are adopted. The conlnlittee also fills up the 
vacancies in its membership a t  this meeting. Thus, almost all affairs are 
handled by the committee. If one does not observe them, he shall be sub- 
ject to a fine of 50Rs. Law suits and other affairs are dealt with im- 
mediately, if they are  simple and unimportant, but complicated ones are 
decided a t  the next general meeting. Sometimes, the c o n ~ n ~ i t t e e  holds a 
special court for some peculiar suits. 

These resolutions of the committee and the general meeting strongly 
influence the life of the Takalis. In the economic sphere, they requested a 
savings program which called upon each family to store up a year's supply 
of food and fuel. This  is strictly observed. Recently they created a com- 
mercial loan fund from which loans a t  the low interest rate of four per 
cent are made available to  any Takali. (Refer to p. 339 about the interest 
rates among the Bhoteas.) 

Educational matters were also part of the reform program and in the 
course of the past fifteen years the people have come to recognize the value 
of education. On the edge of the town of Tukucha, the writer saw a fine 
building which, he was told, is going to be used as a primary school. The  
funds for the school are  30,000 Rs. How a remarkable work it is to set up 

a school in such a mountainous country will be easily understood, when 
compared with the Magar's way to keep the elementary school in Sikha 
Panchayat. (Refer pp. 61-63.) 

Pending i ts  completion an  open air primary school taught by one teacher 
was being held in square adjoining the Tukucha gonzpa. One of their text- 

books consists of several sheets of paper on which short sentences in Nepali 
and English are  written. T h e  pupils used stone-made blackboards. A child 
read sentences aloud, while other children followed him in unison. Accord- 

ing to the teacher's explanation, they use the Takali language in his class. 
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This language, according to him, is quite different from any other languages 
in Nepal, and it is used only by the Takalis. It does not have it5 own 
letters, but spelled in the Hindi letters. 

The first National High School was established in the l~eginning of 19% 
in Pokhara. Soon after  that the \vriter, who visited this town, called on 
this school, became accluairlted with t hc school-master and at tended at the 
ceremony. T h e  writer was told the nuniber of all the students was over 
100 and divided into eight ordinary and one special classes. Though in high 
school, the youngest student was seven and a half years old, the youngest 
of the highest class 13, and in the lower classes there were also a few older 
student. They follow the coeducation system, but tliere were only a few 
girls. There were several teachers and assistant teachers besides the school- 
master. 

One of the guests of honour, present a t  the ceremony was a powerful 
Takali subba, a fine gentleman, who wore his best summer suits and a golden 
watch on his wrist and had a camera. He offered the writer American 
cigarettes. The  school-master was very polite to him, because the subba 
was one of the financial supporters of this school. The  suhbas of the Takalis, 
wealthy men, send their children, including girls, to college in India. One 
of them, the writer was told, had graduated from Benares University and 
has got a M. A. degree. 

The  schedule of reformation covered their religious life. The  religion 
of this people came originally from Hindzt Tnnlm,  and in the Takali lan- 
guage is called Jangri. T h e  term jnngr i  refers to the priesthood of this 
religion. About 400 years ago Lamaism came down from the north. Lama 
fought with jnngri  and won. Jangrisrn was suppressed, i t s  sacred books 
and writings were burned and Lamaism became the dominant religion until 
recent times. However, there still remain some Takalis who were Hinduists 
and some who continued to adhere to Jangrism. In very recent times the 
leaders of this tribe, feeling that  it was inconvenient for the three religions 
to coexist among so small a people and within so limited an  area, decided 
to give official recognition to Jangrism and to make it the sole faith. As a 
result-so the writer was told-the great  majority of Lamaist temples and 
monasteries in this area are a t  present in a state of decay. 

The  writer's own observation corroborates this explanation. There  is a 
magnificent Buddhist library building in Tukucha, quite out of place in 
this backward environment, and on the outskirts of the town there is an 
impressive walled gompn. When the writer visited this gompn, however, he 
found it deserted. T h e  priest's quarters were in ruins. The  writer's guide, 
who is a dweller of Tulcucha, confirmed the above account in explaining the 
reason for the decline of Lamaism and told me that  the Lamaist bishop, 
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whose seat this temple had been, abandoned it because of the circumstances 
described above. 

Ac.cording to an informant, Jangrism is a kind of practical religion, 

~vi lh  which nowadays every Takali is familiar. Jangrism has neither gods 
nor sacred images. Nor does i t  have any coniplicated ritual. The writer 
bras lurther told that today there are no special practitioners called j o n y . ,  
but that the members of each family are jangr iand take part in very simple 
religious rites. In this point, the writer thinks, there is innovation in this 
revival, though its detail is not clear. 

Despite the revival of Jangrism, both Lamaism and Hinduism continue 

to maintain their popular following among these people. A lnttrn of Tukucha 
still performs certain functions and exercises some influence in the com- 
nlunity. (Refer pp. 171--72 and p. 154.) Lamaism exercises its influence mainly 
over the middle and lower classes. Also in this tobrn of Tukucha the writer 
met a nun, an upper class Takali woman, who still clung to the Lamaist 
faith. It is also a fact  that  the various festivals in the religious calendar 
of the Takalis mostly tend to have a strong Indian flavour. This can be 
detected in the names, patron deities, and rituals of the festivals of this 
area, as will be described later on :  Kut?zarpuja, the festival of the bachelor 
youth (held in August) ; Deoali (held before the advent of winter) ; and Holi 
(held after  winter). (See p. 108 and p. 131.) 

The writer was unable to learn anything about the content of Jsngrism 
as a religion, but he imagines it to be a sort of Shamanistic cult. G. Gorer 
states that Jhankri  originated among the Gurung peoples, and that the 
religion of the Lepchas of Sikhim has been influenced by Jhankri influences 
from Nepal.'?) S. Takebushi told the writer that he has found the men called 
jnngri among the Gurungs in the southern slopes of the Ganesh Hinlal. 
Professor Giuseppe Tucci told the writer that  Jangrism and Bonnisn~ are 
same, and Bonnism is found among the Takalis and the villagers of Chhar- 
l<abhotgaon.'J) (Refer also to p. 140, p. 149, and p. 154.) Jarzgri is pronounced 
jlzankri by most of the Katmandu people. The main forces \vhich have 
instigated such a vast social reform have come from the people of the 
Serchand section who are  most active i l l  commerce. These data, besides the 
writer's observations, are  mostly given by Miss Savitri Kumari, a powerful 
subba's daughter,  through an interpreter. The Subbas who are leaders of 
Illis committee consisting of 13 ~~~~~~~~s come of a few families of the 
Serchand section. 

The writer want to add here that late Harkaman, an ancester of these 

32) Geoffroy Gorer (1938) : Hilr~alayan Village. p. 216 and 92. 

33) See also, G. Tucci (1953) : 7'ra Giungle e Pagocle. 
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families, took care of the Rev. Kawaguchi who had been introduced him 
by a priest of Bodhnath, when the former visited Tibet. Kawaguchi de- 
scribed him " a  governor called Harkaman Subba"  (op. cit., Vol. 11, p. 48). 
The  same Subba Harkaman went to Tibet to buy a set of Tibetan siitras upon 
the recluest of the King. The  Rev. Kawaguchi speaks of him as " a  inan of 
unyielding spirit ", and says that he had his own temple a t  Tukucha, in 
which is put a set of Tibetan sGtras (Op. cit., Vol. 11, p. 204) and that he 
was surprised, when he met HarkanIan a t  the palace in Katmandu after 
having left Tibet. (Op. cil., Vol. 11, p. 433.) 

The  facts mentioned above may prove that  in the end of the 19th century, 
the Takali's comnlercial activities extended not only to the seat ol  the 
government of Nepal but also even to Tibet. A few active representatives 
of the Takali  merchants a re  always staying in the capital city in order to 
catch informations and conveniences. And the  Takalis  acquired the right of 
monopolized commerce of tobacco a few years ago. 

Thus  the Takalis must be an  interesting tribe in Nepal. Though they 
live in the border-land between the Tibetan Highland and the Nepali Low- 
land like the Gurungs and the Tamangs,  they are  different from the latter. 
First,  they have accomplished unification of the tribe based on their ethnic 
consciousness not only in their economic s ta tus  but through the reforin of 
the way of their living. Second, their unification has been accomplished 
chiefly by putting stress on trade. Thirdly. theirs is a kind of the long 
distance trade which has the characteristics of intermediate trade. The 
Takalis are called wholesale merchants as contrasted with the Newars, most 
of whom are village retailers, and this is one of the reasons why the  former 
makes connections with the central government. 

The  geographical location of the region where they are  distributed is 
one of the basic conditions which make them more prosperous than the 
others. Their  business skill and activities owe much to the circumstances 
that  their region is situated on a gateway between the Tibetan Highland 
and the Nepali Lowland. The  fact that  two different cultures come in con- 
tact with each other in their region may not be advantageous for the up- 
bringing of their own peculiar culture, but it has brought up among them 
a flexible adaptability to both of the two greater cultural traditions. In 
their customs of eating, clothing and housing, they can be Tibetan and 
Nepali according to the circumstances where they live. In  their religion 
they seem to adhere not much to  either Hinduism or Lamaism. Due to 
their flexibility they can easily extend their business in Hlasa, Katmandu 
and India. 

Their  population is no more than 10,000. This  is ten times as  big as 
the population of a panchayat. A moderate size of their population and 
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their concentration in a valley make them combine themselves more easily 
than the Gurungs and the T a n ~ a n g s  who live dispersed over vast areas and 

Mrllose is too numerous to accomplish any kind of tribal integra- 
tion. Without unification they can not be so prosperous in commerce. None 
of the tribes but the Takalis in Nepal have accomplished such unification. 
Therefore, it may be worth considering that the population is neither too 
large nor too small for  gradual development of means of communication 
and commerce. 

It is very difficult to answer why such an ethnical unification has been 
largely urged recently. We find a parallel tendency in India, where, while 
the old caste system is declining, a strong tendency toward unification in 
each caste is observed in recent years. This tendency is not oriented to 
the differentiation of a caste but to the amslgamation of relative castes to 
a greater unit, both in the caste hierarchy and in areal size of unification. 
This fact seems to be suggestive to the writer in relation to the unification 
found in the Takalis.") 

Let us turn  again to their distribution. We find a tendency that they 
leave their homeland and move into the commercial towns along the line of 
communication. They are  similar to the Newars in that they live on com- 
merce. Accordingly, they live in the places convenient for commercial 
activities, competing with the Newars. As mentioned above, both tribes are 
different from each other in their directions of commercial activities. There- 
fore, though these two tribes live together in the central region in Pokhara, 
we must pay attention not only to their competitive phases but to their co- 
operative phases. 

We cannot say to what kind of culture the Takalis belong. Their faces 
are characteristic of the Mongoloids in the Highland. Almost undoubtedly 
their language belongs to the Tibeto-Burmese family. 

10. The  Bhoteas 
The people we may call the Tibetans are called variously as the Blwtiya, 

Bhoteya, Bhotea, Bhutea, Bhoto, etc. in Nepal. When the term Tibetan is 
understood in such a broad sense as those people under the influence of the 
Tibetan culture and customs, the Lama-Gurungs and the Lama-Tamangs ~vi l l  
be included. But the Bhoteas seem most likely to be called pure Tibetans. 
They use only the Tibetan language. The  Bl~oteas call the Tibetan language 
" Poke" (Tib.), and Nepali is called " Rhonge " (Tib.), according to the Sherpas. 
What dialects of Tibetan a r e  spoken ? According to Hlakpa, a Sherpa, the 
Bhoteas in Tsumje and i ts  neighbourhood speak the Khitlz dialect. The  

- - -  - 

34) Kingsley Davis (1951): The Population of India and Pakistan. pp. 162-77. 
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d i ~ ~ l c ~ c t  spolicn nniot1.q tllc people in Hlasa and its nciqh1)ourllootl ib c~:~lletl 
N ~ N ,  and the clinlcc-t ol' tlie Shcrpas, Iik)rg/)cr, ant1 the I\'lri~,~ dial(~c-t arc 
mainly spoken i n  and  arountl Sil<liim and Dnrjc1elin.q. I n  his ac-c.ount oi 
triivcl Mr. Tilman says that Tensin, a Sherpa, fountl the c1ialcc.t among thc 
Lama-Tamnngs in Langtnng \vas son~e\\ .hat  simil:~r to thc dialect o l  Lachen 
and its neighboi~rhood in north Sikhinl. (Op. cit., p. 37.) If this suggestion 
is right, it is thought that the region from Silihim t l ~ r o u g h  thc  Langti~ng 
Himal to Tsunlje in the west a r e  under the influence of the Khim dialect. 

T h c  \vritcr also finds through an inlcrpreter that  the pcople in the 
Lowland of Nepal often call Tibet  N l ~ o i .  T h e  people in the territory of 
Nepal situated in the north of the Grcat Himalaya such as the region in 
and around Thonje and Larkya,  call i t  M t i g l o ~ ~ g ,  and the Bhoteas call i t  
Piiy u 1. 

The  region whcre the Rhoteas a re  n~ainl !  distributed is Po~lnl ,  that is 
T i l ~ c t ,  ant1 the Bhoteris, i. c. I'ijpn (the Tibetans in Tib.), a rc  distribulecl 
onljr over the projclctccl region into the Nepalese territory i r o n  Pb~tril. Accord- 
ing to the author's ol~servation, the Bhoteas live main11 in the basin o l  the 
Shiar I<holn in the east, and a t  the upper reaches of thc I h l i  Gandaki in 
the \\.est. T h e  territor! of the Lania-Gurungs divides that or the Bhoteas 
into t\vo 1~1r t5 ,  east and west. It ~ v i l l  he clear iron1 the table (Appendis 
1) that there live also the Bhoteas but not so much as the Lama-Gurungs 
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in the villages of the Lama-Gurung districts. Some of the villages are in- 
habitcd almost entirely by the Uhoteas as Bhartsam (C. 47-C. 48). 

Wc (.an see in the following. exanlples that the Bhoteas are sonlrtinles 
mo\)ile as priests, merchants, strolling players and agricultural labourers 

who are not settled in one place. T h e  author will inform the case of Tsumje 
allout the Bhotea villages (see Part 11). 

11. The Occupational Groups 
H2sides the groups above mentioned, there are Inany occupational etllnic 

groups who live mainly in the Lowland. They are the L)ami, the Snrki, the 
blacksmith's caste, etc. T h e  people called D a ~ n i  or Dnntni are of the tailor 
caste, who live mainly in the Lowland bazaars such as Trisuli Bazaar. The 
Sarkis belong to the caste of shoemakers and leather dealers, and mostly live 
in the bazaar settlements in the lower parts. But we missed the name of 
the caste of blacksmith. ( K n m i  is the name for i t  according to Hodgson").) 
The), are divided into professional castes, so that they constitute a minority 
everywhere. Though they are  small in number, they are specialists and 
therefore they seen1 to be distributed isidely. A few of them are distributed 
even in the villages in the Highland. As \se can see from their character- 
istics, they easily move f rom one place to another. For examples, on the 
roadside along the lower reaches of Ghasa (C.  22-C.  23), several shoemakers 
of the Sarki make a small settlement and open shops in their shabby cot- 
tages. There  they live on mending or making Tibetan shoes for travellers. 
In  reply to our questions they said that they had come from Raglung and 
formed this settlement temporarily. When their business diminishes, they 
move to other places looking for work. Their  Hindu-like dark faces show 
that these groups came from the Lowland of Nepal or India. In the High- 
land, they are  easily discriminated from the Highlanders who have charac- 
teristics of the  Mongoloids, by their countenance, and their tongue also 
shows that they have come from the Lowland. Everyone in the Lowland 
says that the social ranks of their castes, especially the Sarki and the caste 
of blacl<sn~ith are  regarded very low. At Tukucha, a town in the valley, 
three poor houses of one story in the south-western corner of the town drew 
the writer's attention. These families belong to the Dami, the tailor caste, 
and the blacksmith caste. T h e  writer will call attention here to the fact 
that the ordinary people also make dresses or shoes besides these specialists 
in the Bhotea and Lama-Gurung Highland. Wool spinning is done by men 
as well as by women. I t  is said that at Sangda, an isolated village, the 
farming tools a re  made by the ordinary people who buy ingot iron in the 

- -. 

35) Hodgson: op. cit., Part. 11, p. 15. 
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Fig. 48. A travelling musician in the Lowland. This caste is probably called G&J. 
At Manchouka. April, 1953. Photo. by J.  Kawakita 

Fig. 49. A temporary settlement of the Sarki (shoemak jte). Near Ghasa. 
April, 1953. Photo. by J.  Kawakita 
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lower reaches of the river, and that  there are no specialists there. There- 
fore, the writer doubts whether these professional groups are so indispen- 

sal,le for the people in the Highland as  in the Lowland. There is such an 
exceptional case that in Lho (C. 47) there are four families of Sarki, three 
of Dami, two of the  blacksmith caste-9 in total-out of 25 families. We 
conjecture from the example of Tsumje that these people cannot easily make 
their living unless the people of several villages are  their regular customers. 

Their present condition is as mentioned above and there is no doubt 
that the principal places where they live and are active are in the Lowland 
where bazaar settlements exist. 

12. Geographical and Social Mobility of the Tribes under the Influence of 
the Tibetan Culture 
Besides the people above mentioned, there are roving players, roving 

priests and other specialists in the Lowland. The  caste of roving n~usicians 
(Gain), the caste 01 mimicking animal crying (Tatti), and many others are 
f ~ u n d , ~ " )  whom we met in the Lowland while travelling. The Bhoteas in 
the Highland are  mobile as individuals. They are engaged in long distance 
trade as much as  the Lama-Gurungs. They also often make pilgrimage like 
other tribes. Besides them, in many villages on the Highland there is a 
group of poverty-stricken people of the Bhoteas and the Lama-Gurungs. 
Pisang (C. 39) is an example. Seven Blloteas, who had desired to be em- 
ployed as porters, were not natives but from other districts. For example, 
one of them was born a t  Hlasa and after wandering about many other 
places, arrived a t  Pisang in 1952, when we met him. Not a few of the Lama- 
Gurungs whom we employed a t  Sama had such experiences. Perhaps be- 
cause of this mobility, the sphere of marriage of the Bhoteas sometimes 
extends very far. For instance, the mother of a Lama-Gurung porter who 
joined our party a t  Namru (C. 47-C. 48) came from a house at Kagbeni, 
where we stayed overnight. His aunt from Namru, in turn, is married into 
the same family in Kagbeni. 

Mr. Takebushi, one of the members of our expedition, said, " I  met 
again the speckled handsome boy, who came to our camp at  Sama last 
year. Surprisingly enough, he was a child of the sister of Sherpa Ang 
Tshering No. 5. T h e  boy said that  he had not seen his uncle for a number 
of years." 

He also writes : 
" A  Sherpa called Rakkaro Bakkar was very popular with us. He joined 

the 1952 survey party and he was very much liked by everybody because 

36) Hodgson : op. cit., Part 11, p. 15. 
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of his lovable nature.  He \$.as I ~ o r n  at the fool of MI. Gosai~l lhari  near tile 
T ibe t an  border, and ,  n-hilt, still a I)oy, lie left  his Ilonic. a ~ l t l  roanictl ; ~ l , ~ ) ~ ~  

in  Nepal. He ivas a perfec.t v n g ~ ~ l ~ o n c l .  He c.oi~ld s ing all folk s ~ r l g h  ()i 
Nepal, and he was a n  intlispe~lsal)le nian, ivhen \ Ire made Incrry rouncl 

cam11 fire a t  nigllt.":") 
l);.scription of this  kind is o i tcn  seen in 1)ooks of travel in ( h e  Iiimala!rils 

and  Til1ct. It sllows ho\v sonle o t  the  Til)el:tn-;~cc.ulti~ri~lecl people roam 
r .  atjout ill the country.  1 hclsc roving la l~ou re rs  ;Ire nol neccbssarily I)a(] 1 1 ~ ~ ) -  

T w o  or  three 01 the  pot-tcrs \ye employctl \\.(,re [I-ust\vorthy. rrhouKll 

Fig. 50. A rural proletarian nlnong thr Ilighl,~nd v~ll ,~grs.  fle is a 1,ama.Gurung. 
At Tsumje. June, 1953. f'hoto. by J .  Kawaliita 

they  a r e  a kind of ru ra l  labourers ,  their  na tu re  is general ly a s  g a y  as  the 
usual Tibetans.  I t  n i l1  be one of tlic notice;~l)le charac te rs  among the 
Tibetans.  "Gymnas t ic  exercises  of all sor t s  and  dancing  a r e  very  popular 
among  t l i en~ ,  and the i r  movenients a r e  cadencecl and easy. As  they walk 
about ,  t hey  a r e  a l i ~ a y s  humming some sacred o r  popular   song^.'^) 

In te rmarr iage  among various ethnic g roups  of the  Tibetan-acculturated 
people, be they  Bhoteas, Lama-Gurungs  o r  Sherpas,  is  fair ly free.  In Til- 
man's book we find examples  of in te r -marr iage  I)et\\.een the  Lama-Tanlang, 

37) the Japanese Alpine Club, edited by (1954) : ilfa)raslzr. p. 59 S. 62. 

38) E. Huc (1852) : Sorrcetrirs of a Jorrrtrey tlrroug11 Yhrtar-v. Y'ibet a ~ r d  Ciritra rlrtri~~g 
tire l'ears 1844,  1835 ajrtl lHl( i .  (Peking: 1-azarist I'ress.), VoI. 11, pp. 219-20. 
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Sherpas and Hhoteas. Th i s  kind of f ree  marriage is fundamentally different 
from the mingling ol  the castes seen in the Lowland. 

1:j. Geographical Distribution of Various Ethnic Groups 
A vertical distribution of various ethnic groups is shown in Fig. 51. 

(Efforts were made to represent a horizontal distribution as  much as  pos- 
siI~Ie in the chart.) T h e  non-Tibetan Tamangs in the Lowland are  here 

reierred to as Cho-Tamangs, just a s  in the case of the Cho-Gurungs. No 
clear line in the d is t r i l~ut ion of the  Cho-Tamangs and Lama-Tanlangs is 

discernable. A horizontal distribution is shown in Fig. 52. These two roughly 
show the territories of the ethnic groups. The charts show that the Thakuri ,  
Chetris and occupational groups (the Dami, Sarki, iron-smith caste and so 

on) have no terri tory of their own. 
The Newars and Brahmans live on the same altitude. Most ol them are  

culti\rators of the irr igated paddy fields, and their culture is tinted b y  it. 
The Taltalis, Gurungs,  Tamangs and perhaps Sherpas are distributed on 

the same altitude from west to east. The  fact that  they are  distributed 
north and south of the Great Himalaya and both in the Highland and Low- 
land corresponds with the mixing of the Tibetan type and the Lowland 
Nepali type. 

The Gurungs and Tamangs  are  so large groups that each of them a re  
subdivided into two ethnic groups. Among the Takali there is a group of 
Tibetan Takali  who believe in Lamaism and another group who are  of the 
Lolvland Nepali type, adhering to Hinduism. Perhaps because of their small 

Fig. 51. Vertical distribution of tribes. 
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number, they a re  not sub-divided. We have no data as  to whether the 
Sherpas can be divided into the Lama-Sherpas and Cho-Sherpas. 

There  is a tendency that  some high mountain passes make the bound- 
aries of the territories of ethnic groups and sub-groups. For instance, the 
Nisango La pass (about 5200 m), which is negotiable, separates the territories 
of the Bhoteas from the Lama-Gurungs. But the Larkya La pass (about 
5200 m) does not play such a role. On both sides of it live the Lama- 
Gurungs. T h e  gorges also tend to play a similar role. Near the confluence 
of the Shiar Khola, which is formed by sheer precipices, is a border line 
between the Bhoteas and Gurungs. T h e  border line between the Magars 
and Takalis is situated a t  a bottle-necked topography in the downstream of 
Ghasa. 

What is interesting about these border lines is that  the valleys such 
as the Ankhu Khola and Sun Kosi, which offer good means of communica- 
tion, seem to form the border lines separating the Gurungs, Tamangs and 
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Sherpas. Of course, these territories are  not hounded by clear-cut border 
lines. One of the  comparatively clear-cut border lines is that along the Kali 
Gandaki that separates the Magars, Takalis and Bhoteas. But near this l ine  
they live together. T h e  border lines separating the Newars, Brahmans and 
Gurungs are obscure. In the territories of these ethnic groups it is easier 
to find out the centres of habitation than their border lines. The  centre of 
habitation of the Newars is in the Nepal Valley and that of the Brahmans 
is in the low hilly region in the west. 

14. Mixing of Various Ethnic Groups and Development of the Caste Society") 
Mixing and segregation are  a matter of degree. Let us now turn to a 

microscopic than nlacroscopic view in considering the phenomena of mixing. 
First, when we take somewhat n~acroscopic view, we find such a kind of 

mixing in which a bloc of several villages is occupied mainly by an ethnic 
group but such blocs are  mixed, each being occupied by different ethnic 
groups. For instance, near Pokhara, the Gurungs and Brahmans live together. 
There, roughly speaking, the Gurungs live on the higher hills, while the Brah- 
mans on the low hills and basins. But there are villages of the Gurungs 
around the Phewa Ta l  lake which is lower than Pokhara. And there are  also 
Brahman villages on the higher hills near Kaski Naudhara. Such is the 
distribution of the Brahmans and Gurungs in the area from Pokhara to  
Raines (C. 11-C. 12). 

Now let us consider the  settlements in which one ethnic group is pre- 
dominant. Dana (C. 21-C. 22) is a good example. It is inhabited mostly by 
the Magars, but the  commercial settlement there is Takali. Though Kunchha 
(C. 13) is situated within the territory of the Gurungs, the bazaar settle- 
ment there called Kunchha Adha is occupied by the Newars. Also there 
seem to be many agricultural villages within each of which the settlement 
is inhabited by a n  ethnic group, but the kind of ethnic group is different 
from settlement to  settlement in the eastern half of the Lowland. T h e  
vicinity of Khanchok, mentioned in Fig. 29, is the case in point. Even except 

such bazaar settlements as  Khanchok Bhanjyang and Khanchok Phedi, the 

39) In this connection, Hodgson's following paper is suggestive. 
B. H. Hodgson (1874) : Essays on the Languages, Literature, and Religion of Nepal 

and Tibet: together with further papers on the geography, ethnology, at& cotrrwrerce of 
those countries. London Triibner & Co. 

In this book, he classifies many Himalaya tribes into three categories connected with 
their habitats: one is " the  unbroken tribes" such as the Magar and Gurung; the second is 
"the broken tribes" such as the Thami and Pahi ; the third is "the tribe of helot crafts- 
men" such as the Sarki and Damai. (Part 11, pp. 14-15). He also suggests that some 
unbroken tribes such as the Magars and the Gurungs had their more restricted fatherland 
or jamm bhumi before the conquests of the House of Gurkha. (Part 11, p. 30). 
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Chetris, Brahmans and Gurungs form their own settlements respectively in 
a small region there. T h e  Brahman, Gurung and Tamang settlements at 

the gaon called Majhgaon (C. 75) are  also a good example. (See also p. 32,) 
Let us take a more microscopic view and see the s ta te  of mixture of 

the ethnic groups in one settlement. It goes without saying that many 
ethnic groups live together a t  such large towns as  Katmandu and Pokhara. 
Except them, mixture of ethnic groups is most prominently observed at the 
smaller bazaar settlements. Table 1 will show this. The  under-mentioned 
settlements are  said to contain many ethnic groups. Many of the settle- 
ments are bazaar settlements lying a t  low altitudes and on the pheclis. 

It has already been pointed out that  most of the bazaar settlements 
lying on the phedis in the Lowland are  either of recent origin or in the 
process of expansion in recent years. Judging from this, it will be said 
that the unhealthy phedis in the Lowland have become the melting pot of 
different ethnic groups, thanks to  improvement in the means of communi- 
cation and expansion of commerce. 

While the process of mixture in most of the agricultural settlements 
must have taken considerable time, mixing of ethnic groups in the bazaar 
settlements on the  phedis is taking place with an  astonishing speed. 

Many of the bazaar settlements on the phedis are  small in size, but 
there are  so many of them. Therefore, mixing of ethnic groups is not a 
phenomenon seen only in large towns. This  fact may have a great  bearing 
upon the future, because it is a t  these phedis that  mixed living is helping 
to build up a caste society. It may be t rue  that  formation of caste society 
is making progress more rapidly and intensively a t  large towns such as 
Katmandu, where various ethnic groups live together. But judging from 
examples in India, it is towns, particularly large towns, that  the decline 
and fall of the caste system is most apparent, as they have impact of 
modernization most strongly. T h e  stronghold of the caste system is in the 
agricultural areas. T h e  time may come when the forces operating for de- 
struction of the caste system will outstrip forces operating for formation 
and maintenance of the caste system in large towns such as  Katmandu. 
But it will be a long time indeed before such a thing happens in the agri- 
cultural districts in Nepal. I t  is interesting that  Landon pointed out in his 
writings that  in Nepal the caste system is in progress. But it is too hasty 
to conclude that  mixing of ethnic groups means formation of caste society. 

T h e  writer would like to point out some chief characteristics of the 
caste system, though based on rather scanty materials: 

(1) Memhership to a caste is fixed by birth, and it is a life-long status. 
On this point, however, the writer  has not enough data. 

(2) On caste endogamy, the writer has only scanty data. In  the Low- 
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Table 1. Bazaar settlements of mixed living of ethnic groups 
- - 

Name of Altitude Terrain Type of  
settlement ( m )  settlement Ethnic groups 

Khanchok t'hedi 960 Valley botto111 Bazaar Newar, Gurung, Magar 

Sisaghat Bazaar 520 Valley bottom Bazaar Newar, Gurung, Bhoto 

Khudi Farm 790 Basin bottom village Many castes 

Argum Pouah Chetri, Brahman, Gurung 870 Basin bottom Bazaar Newar, Sarki 

Yangjebashi 1140 Valley bottom Bazaar Many castes 

Lunllei 1590 Hillside Bazaar Any castes and Brahmans 

Bhururndi Takali, Newar, Gurung, 1120 Valley bottom Bazaar Thakuri 

1000 Mainly valley Mainly Average bottom bazaar 

land intermarriage between the different castes is known to limited extent. 
There is another village in a phedi along the Marsyandi having the name 
of Khudz' besides the one in the Pokhara basin. Someone said that those 
are the villages where inter-caste marriage is held. A Gurung nlan in- 
formed that the place name is of Gurung origin and it shows that those 
villages are within the sphere of influence of the Gurungs. A Katmandu 
inhabitant explained that  khudo means molasses obtained from sugar canes 
and is of Gurung origin, and the word is now used throughout Nepal. He 
further said that  khudi is a place where khudo is made. As a matter of 
fact sugar canes a re  cultivated only a t  points below 1200 m. The  villages 
with the name of Khudi are  all situated within the irrigated rice field 
cultivation zone in the phedis. T h e  villages in the Pokhara basin, in par- 
ticular, have many castes living in it. 

The above may indicate that  inter-ethnic group marriage is being made 
to some extent in the settlements in the phedis. But on the whole, inter- 
marriage between the different ethnic groups is prohibited within the 
Hinduistic cultural sphere in the Lowland. 

(3) Nothing is known clearly as to the extent in which the individuals 
belonging to the different castes t ry  to avoid mutual intercourse in daily 
life such as  eating the meal on a common table. Though we paid little 

attention to this point, our Brahman porters and interpreters tried to avoid 
contact with the me11 of other castes. One of our interpreters, a Bengal 
Brahman, was particularly friendly toward the Brahmans a t  Raines, while 
he silowed disgust toward the men of the lower castes in the Lowland. He 
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seemed to consider the Bhoteas the lowest caste. Hc also seemed t o  place 
the Sherpas on the sanie s ta tus  as  the Bhoteas, for he objected to enlploy 
Sherpas a t  our basc camp at  Sanla. When we invited a Hhotea man to 
dinner a t  Tsumje for the purpose of interviewing him, the interpreter 
refused to partake of thc dinner together with the mall. T h e  Bhottla man, 
a very old man, was a very proud and fine man, but to the  interpreter he 
was just a dog. Our Brahman porter did not show his disgust a s  openly as 
the interpreter, but none the less he hated the Bhoteas. 

Thus  a t  least in the Lowland everyone seems to be well aware of which 
ethnic group a man belongs to. 

(4) Those belonging to the occupational castes a re  well aware of their 
social status. Others regard them with dislaste. Among the occupational 
castes, the lowest castes are  the Daniis, Sarkis and iron-smiths. In the 
history of Nepal the Brahmans belonged to the priest caste, the Thakuris 
to the administrator caste, and the Chetris to tlie worrior caste. There is 
a tendency for the Newars to become a small-merchant and artisan caste 
and the Takalis a merchant caste. 

At the population centres of thc Newars and Takalis, most of then1 are 
engaged in agriculture and animal husbandry together with other industries. 
But as they move away from the centres, they show the tendency of form- 
ing occupational groups. This  is parlicularly t rue  at the communities where 
many ethnic groups live together. I t  seems that  each ethnic group has 
developed i ts  own peculiar ability, and as  time passes, castes have become 
differentiated. As they have come to live together, each group has come 
to put emphasis on its own particular ability. This  shows that  the ethnic 
groups distributed on a non-caste basis is being regrouped based upon the 
castes. T h e  prinlary cause for this may be conlpetitive co-operation among 
tribal cultures, a s  a result of which increase of social productivity is realized 
in the Lowland. 

Now let us turn  our attention to the  Highland people. A considerable 
number of other ethnic groups a re  living within the terri tory of the Lama- 
Gurungs. In the upper reaches of the Buri Gandaki, one-thirds of the in- 
habitants a t  Lho are  those of the occupational castes. At Nyen (C. 47-C. 48) 
the number of Magar inhabitants and that  of Lama-Gurungs are  equal. 
Both the Lama-Gurungs and Cho-Gurungs live a t  Li Dhandra and Namru. 
Bhartsam is entirely inhabited by Bhoteas. 

In the upper reaches of the Marsyandi, the Bhoteas, Takalis  and Cho- 
Gurungs live side by side with Lania-Gurung who a re  the majority. Charac- 
teristics of nlising of the ethnic groups in the Highland a re  as  lollows: 

(1) Generally speaking, men who "invade" a terri tory where a single 
ethnic group predominates are  those belonging to the ethnic group which 
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is in the adjoining area. For instance, in the territory of the 
~ ~ m a - G u r u n R s  in the downstream i t  is the Cho-Gurungs, a subgroup of the 
Gurungs, who occupy a secondary position in the territory. It is mainly 
the Bhoteas who occupy the secondary place in other areas. 

(2) An excelltion to the a l~ove is niinority occupational groups that 
come from the Lowland. These groups gradually " invade" the territories 
of the Lama-Gurungs, Bhoteas and Takalis. No data have been obtained on 
llle castes of the lower places such as the Brahmans, &wars, Chetris and 

Thakurs. 

(3) Thus  the kinds of the ethnic groups living together in the Higliland 
is very few. I i  both the Lama-Gurungs and Cho-Curungs belong to a bigger 
group, the number of groups will become fewer. 

What is social intercourse between the various cihnic. groups living to- 
gether in the Highland ? It appears that the occupational minority groups 
are being accorded special treatment as  aliens by tlie majority groups, 
Bhoteas and Lama-Gurungs. No more can be learned as to the order of the 
castes and intermarriage. But it has already been pointed out that inter- 
niarriage among the Blloteas, Lama-Gurungs, Lama-Tamangs and Sherpas 
are fairly free. An account has been given as to mixing of the Gurung 
and Tibetan languages (pp. 80-84). The  writer came across in the Highland no 
indication that  showed caste segregation as seen in tlic Loivland. Intercourse 

between the Sherpa porters and Bhoteas was quite tsce and open. Judging 
from this, i t  may be safe to conclude that there is no caste system or any 
other system similar to that  in the Lowland. There is almost no difference 
at all between the  highly Tibetan-acculturated Gurungs and the Hhoteas, 
and so their cohabitation in a single village settlement is different from that 
in the bazaar settlements in the Lowland. 

What is important in this connection is that in tlie Tibetati-acculturated 
areas in the Highland emphasis is put on individual's independence, self- 
respect and envy against other people and solne other characteristics in their 
social personality or norms. Unlike the people in the Lowland, tliey are 
not authoritarian. Even the tendency toward authoritarianism in the Lama 
religion is a system that  admits of individuals' talent mobility. (Refer p. 210, 
PP. 212-14 and p. 349.) According to this system, there is no absolute gap ill 
the linear order of the laymen-semilayn~en-priests-holy nien-Buddha, 
because any individual can ]lope to reach the highest level, i f  only he has 
ability and tr ies hard enough. 

The people in the  Highland, particularly the males, are engaged in ever!: 
kind of labours. So a tendency is at Lvork that will prcvent fixing of the 
occupational s t a tus  of each individual, that is to say, every male can do 

farming or animal husbandry, and in the leisure season he is ellgaged in 
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conlmercial expedition. There  was a village master who applied for  the 
post of a porter, because he thought it was a paying job. In tllc arid 
Highland, the males sometimes make \waving, sewing and tailoring. In 
analyzing the non-caste social relations in the Highland as  against [he 
Lowland, it is necessary, therefore, to study their social personality and 
system of value consciousness. It would also be necessary for this purpose 
to study the nature of their labour in daily life in connection with per- 
sonality formatior! and value consciousness. 

Chapter VIII. RELIGION 

A. The Hinduistic Lowland 

The  Lowland constitutes the main portion of Nepal, and there the domi- 
nant religion is Hinduism. However, Hinduism is a very comprehensive 
religion embracing a great  number of heterodoxes. I t  may be, therefore, 
better not to begin with an  attempt to define it. 

1. Location of Temples and Shrines 
The  shrines, which serve as  direct indicators of the extent of the Hindu- 

istic zone, range from great  temples to small roadside ones, and vary widely 
in form. One of the general characteristics common to  all these place of 
worship is their location. They are  found inside settled areas, nlostly in the 
very centre. In such large cities as Katmandu and Patan,  the temples are 
clustered around the central districts, the area known as  Darbar Square (old 
palace square). At Dharamtoli (C. O-C. 1) a bell tower and shrines oi  Ganesh 
and other deities are to be found similarly around a small central plaza of 
the town. T h e  small Shivn and Ganesh a t  Jitpur Bazaar (C. 1) are likewise 
located in the middle of the village. T h e  same is t rue  of the Hindu shrines at 
Arughat Bazaar (C. 8), Khoplang (C. 10-C. l l ) ,  Luitel (C. 10-C. l l ) ,  Argum Pouah 
(C. 15-C. 16), and Baseri (C. 76). In many places there a re  shrines located on 
the outskirts of town or village, as, for example, Pashpatinath Temple in 
the suburbs of Katmandu and Mnhnkali temple outside the  town of Pokhara. 
However, in such cases, there is another important temple more centrally 
located. While there may often be several shrines in one settlement, it is 
probably safe  to say that  every settlement invariably has a t  least one. The 
relationship between shrine and settlement is in marked contrast to that 
which prevails in the Lamaistic zone. 

2. Springs and Rivers 
Tha t  rivers and water are regarded as sacred by the Hindus in India is 

a well-known fact. The  worship of the Ganges a t  Benares need not be 



Fig. 53. The Ganesh shrine and a bell in the plaza of Dharamtoli. 
March, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 

Fig. 54. A Shiva shrine in a small-sized bazaar settlement Argum Pouah 
in the Pokhara basin. April, 1953. Photo. by J. Kaw&ita 
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cited. T h e  same att i tude prevails aniong the Hindus of Nepal. The Nepalese 
counterpart to the Ganges is the Bagmati River which flows through the 
Katmandu basin. Along its bank is the Pashpatinalh tenl!~le,  here along 
the edge of the river are  beautifully constructed stone steps called ghals. 
Here the sick and the dying conie to bathe their feet  in the sacred waters 
of the Bagmati and the dead are  brought to be cremated. This site is a 
small scale replica of Benares with ivhich the people of the Nepal Valley 
(i. e. the Katmandu basin) have had long historical ties. Many local resi- 
dents have made pilgrimages to Benares and in the past numerous kings of 
Nepal in times of political troubles have fled to Benares in the guise of 
pilgrims.'") 

Ridi on the lower Kali Gandaki river is another such holy spot, where, 
according to Landon,") devout believers seek to have their ashes thrown into 
the river in the belief that  they would be transformed into the sacred shali- 
grams (black fossil ammonites), which are  found in this river and which we 
will refer to below. Similar riparian holy spots a re  to be seen on rare occa- 
sions even in small villages. They are  all marked by ghat, the stone steps 
descending to water. 

The  Takali people who live in the Gorge District of the Kali Gandaki 
valley celebrate their great  festival called Kumnrpujn in August. This is 
a festival in honour of the goddess of wealth, Mahalnkshmi Devi. Partici- 
pants in the celebration, which is held in the village of Khanti near Tuku- 
cha (C. 24), are  all unmarried young men. They begin their observance of 
this week-long festival by bathing in the sacred waters of the Kali Gandaki 
on the first day. 

There  are  no real wells in Nepal. T h e  local water supply comes from 
springs. Some of these springs are  located in the spots where natural 
springs would be unlikely to exist. Thus  it would appear that  the technique 
of piping water through the underground conduits must have long been 
known even a t  the village level. Since very few settlements in the Lowland 
are  located in valley bottoms, mountain flanks or hill tops being the favour- 
ed locations, this technique is probably a treasured tradition. Practically 
every village has one of these springs, located s o n ~ e t i n ~ e s  a t  the edge and 
sometimes in the centre of settled area. In small villages the spring is 
merely a simple water spout, but in villages of ordinary size it is of fairly 
elaborate stonework with the steps leading down into a catch basin from 
which water can be dipped. T h e  villagers also bathe there. An example of 
such a spring is to be seen a t  Batar Bazaar (C. 3-C. 4). At Katmandu there 

40) Cf. P. Landon (1928) : Nebal, Vol. I ,  p. 223. 
41) Xbid., Vol. 11, p. 12. 
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Fig. 55. The ghat of Pashpatinath. August, 1953. PI . by J .  Kawakita 

Fig. 56, .A. spring and ladies. A rotCpirc is seen in behind. At Bt& 
March. 1953. Photo. *g 3. ~0w&dt8 
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FIR. 57. Vishnu's Image i n  the f l o w i n g  water  ~ ~ o o l .  A lady 1s L o u ~ h l n g  the 

image w ~ t h  piety. At lvalaj~. hlarch, 1953. Plloto. by T. Yvda 

are  some splendid springs, modeled upon similar spl-ings in India. In large 
towns such as Katmandu and Pokhara, the  tradition ol con~munal  spring is 
carricd over to  the modern water system where public hydrants are pro- 
vided. T h e  townspeople gather around these hydrants ~ v i t h  their brass or 
unglazed pottery jars to obtain their water. Of course, there a re  also places, 
a s  a t  Trisuli Bazaar (C. 4), where water supply comes directly from an open 
stream. 

Tha t  the springs a r e  associated with religious worship is indicated by 
the variously sculptured water spouts found there. Many spouts are  shaped 
like ox heads with water flowing from the mouth of ox. Sometimes the 
rotipin (to be described later) are  located near the spring. (See Fig. 56.) 
Muktinath (C. 34) is in the Highland, I IUL it is known even in India as a 
holy spot for pilgrimage ancl is the site of a Hindu temple dedicated to  
Vishnu. There  in the thick woods forming a n  oasis i n  the arid Highland 
region is a spring which originally had wooden spouts I ~ u t  now has oxhead 
water spouts made of copper. These were donated, the  u r i t e r  was told, by 
the mother of Mr. Yagendraman, n sultbn (rcfcr to pp. 65-69) of the Takali 
tribe of T~ikucha.  At this spring thc \\fates was Ilowing out of 108 separate 
spouts When our Lowland porters saw this spring, they were overjoyed. 
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stripping themselves naked, they rubbed their bodies with the oil they had 

brought with them, and bathed in the water. Then from each of the 108 
they took water to fill empty whisky bottles. These they not only 

carried with them for  the entire journey, but even tried to steal from each 
other. At Sallentar (C. 7) two rocks beside a spring were made objects of 
worship. 

Among the holy spots of Hinduism in Nepal which Landon descril~es are 

a few that may similarly be associated with sacred springs. These are the 
la]<c in the Gosain Kund, the sacred mountains north of Katmandu, and the 
"floating gods" of Balaji and Nilkantha in the Nepal Valley. The first 
mentioned is a small mountain lake from the surface of which protrudes a 
round black rock. Devout Hindus of the Shiva sect regard this rock as an 
image of Mahadto (i. e. Shiva) seated on a snake coiling a submerged rock. 
The "floating gods" o l  Bslaji and Nilkanll~a are both reclining images of 
Vishnu carved out of black rock and located in square pools of running 
water with only their faces above the water level. They lie on couches of 
intertwined snakes (cobras).'?) At Balaji (northwest of Katmandu) we noticed 
that the water draining from the pool flowed out through a number of water 
spouts. 

Water also plays a part in the Machendrajatra festival which will be 
described later (p. 128 and p. 129). 

3! Rocks and Stones 
Rocks and stones play a conspicuous role as objects of worship in Hin- 

duism, although, of course, not all rocks and stones are necessarily regarded 
as sacred. Among those which are  obviously treated as sacred objects are 
those found in the shrines. In a valley bottom northeast of Kunchha (C. 13), 
there was a shrine containing a round stone. The  shrine was located in a 
clump of trees and enclosed within a square fenced lot. According to the 
villagers, the shrine was to the god Mahadeo (probably meaning Shiva). 
The round stone had been rubbed with a red or white cosmetic called 
shindur (Nep.) and was covered with votive offerings of fresh mugwort 
leaves. Similarly a t  Argum Pouah (C. 15-C. 16) there was another square 
shrine containing a long piece of stone, which the villagers say represents 
Shiva. In front of the  shrine there were traces of blood of the sacrificed 
animal. At Chauringhwe Phedi (C. 77-C. 78) there were two large round 
rocks under a crude arbour made of bamboo poles and rush mats. Between 
the rocks was erected a trident on a wooden pole. T o  the pole were attach- 
ed black and red cloth streamers. Near Samri Bhanjyang (C. 5) was a crude 

-- 

42) Landon, op, cit., Vol. I, pp. 226-28; Vol. 11, pp. 37-38. 



FiK. 3. Open ~111 I l i n d t ~  shl-~ne . ~ n d j s ~ : r ~ e c l  stones. Ne,w Sai111-I Bhanjyang. 
A p ~ r l .  1953. I'tioto. l)y J .  l i awaki t i~  

They  were also marked \\.ill1 ;I hi t  of ~ - o ~ g ~ - l i l i c  pigment and ]lad fresh 
lcaves and rl~oclodenclron floivc1.s strcivn al~cnlt t l lcn~.  1Jchintl these shrines 
Fvere scveral cherr)  trcc I~ranclies thru~tccl  into tlic 21-ountl and decorated 
n.it11 narrow strips of red, tvllite, and grccn cloth in the manner of the 
Japanese slri&."' T h e  villagers told u s  i l  n-as tlle shrine of the goddess 
Bn~~ntkwi. T h e  rock in the  arca n.as all sllarp-cdgcd shalc. This  exaniple 
may serve to reinforce the conclusion tha t  there is ;1 particularly close rela- 
tionsllip bet\vecn round s to~ ies  and Shiva. 

There  is also worship (IS  roclis and stones outside the shrines. In a 

43) IIereafter, the J ;~panese tern) " slrirk~ " "111 be ilsed t o  refer try thls  kind of cloth 
s t reamers fabtenrd to t ree 1)ranclit.s becar~se of their- s i rn i la r~ ty  to the  pendant paper strips 
used In Japan for religious purposes. 'fhese Nepalese " slride" tend to be used for religious 
worship from the Gorge Llistrlcts up intu t h e  l l~ghland .  
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valley west of Samri Bhanjyang (C. 5) we saw a man and a child pouring 
over a rock in the  paddy field and praying to i t .  Upon i n q u i r y  we 

learned that they were praying for  the corn harvest and that the deity be- 

ing worshipped was a snake god called Nag. Similarly at Jitpur Phedi, a 
rock in a field near the  village was worshipped by women who were sprink- 

ling it with milk and grains of rice. At Sallentar the pair of rocks near 
the spring (already mentioned) and a large tree nearby were used as sup- 
ports for a sacred rope which enclosed a space about five or six meter 
square. On the side of the enclosure facing the spring was a wooden strut- 

ture resembling a torit' (Jap., " sacred archway "). In a mountain pass village 
called Deorali (C. 14-C. 15). there was a rock placed a t  the foot of a large 
f ius  sp. tree which overhung the pass. I ts  religious significance was indi- 
cated by the offerings of fresh leaves and markings of shindur on i t .  We 
noted also that  the villagers would press their palms together each time 
they passed it. Below Jaga t  (C. 71) in the Gorge District of lhe Buri Gan- 
daki valley, we saw a woman climbing to the top of a large boulder for 
worshipping. 

The examples noted above give some evidence that rocks and stones are 
worshipped by the Hindus of the Lowland and that the practice is widely 
spread throughout the  Lowland region. T h e  most conspicuous example of 
this kind of worship is that  of the famous fossil ammonites of the Kali 
Gandaki valley. For the first time we saw them in the Dhumpu-Tukucha (C. 
23-C. 24) area of the  Kali Gandski valley. One of our Lowland porters picked 
up a stone and brought it to  us. When we split open the pebble, we found 
it contained a splendid ammonite specimen. Thereafter, as we went up to 
Kagbeni (C. 26) we found many of these ammonite stones along the way. 
At Kagbeni we found them imbedded in the rocks strata. From Kagbeni to 
Muktinath we found what appeared to be ammonites in large rocks as  tall 
as a man and rusty red in colour. Most of the ammonites commonly found 
are rounded by erosion and black in colour, although some have rust red 
surface markings or  striped patterns formed by shell lime. When split open, 
the lime in the central portion of some of the fossils seems to be replaced 
by some mineral which is golden in colour. Sometimes, also, ammonite 
stone has a hole in the centre. 

Once when the writer  was about to  break open a small black fossil 
specimen with such a hole, he was stopped by one of the porters who told 
that the perforated stones were particularly sacred, since they were Malta- 
deo, We had frequently been told enroute that  we would find sacred black 
stones with centres of gold a t  Muktinath. In the light of what he related 
about the fossils with metallic deposits, this story was not, after  all, with- 
out some basis. T h e  porter who restrained him was a Magar tribesman of 
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the Lowland region, and it is partic-ularly anlong these Lowland people that 
the fossils are  regarded as sacred. T h e  villagers of Kagbeni in the High. 
land, most o l  whom are  t hc Hhoteas, c;tllcd the ammonite fossil t)lcrt)rli. ljlll 
they didn't regard it as sacred. 

What is clear about these Mahndeo stones is the significance of their 
black colour. In the first place, the Knli of Kali Gandaki is the Nclpali word 
as  well a s  Sanscrit for  " black." This  river is also known as Krishna Gandaki, 
and the god Krishna is believed in India to have a bluish black skin. Inlag,res 
of this god a re  often carved out oi  black stone. It happens also that the patron 
god of Muktinath, which is located on an upper tr ibutary of the Kali Gandaki, 
is Vishnu. Krishna is a deity and a hero who is another incarnation of 
Vishnu. Krishna is one of the most widely worshipped gods in the Lowland, 
and each night the porters we recruited at Katmandu used to sing hymns 
to Krishna. T h e  words of the song were as  follows: " T h a t  s tar  shining 
beautifully in the night sky is no ordinary slar .  It is the s t a r  of Krishna." 

However, neither the black stones nor black colour were associated only 
with Krishna. They were also identified with the linga of the god of des- 
truction and creation, Shiva, and with the fearsome female deity, Malwknli, 
as  her name suggests. Rather than an  attr ibute of any particular deity, 
blackness appears to have a significance deriving from deeper and more 
ancient Hinduistic feeling and ideology. Ammonites of the Kali Gandaki, 
we were told, were famous in India from ancient times and the worship of 
them is fairly widespread, particularly in northern India. 

This kind of stone worship is not found in Tibetan culture. However, 
along the Kali Gandaki, this practice appears to have spread to points 
north of the Gorge District. It would seem from this and other evidences 
which we will describe later, that  in this valley the influence of Hinduism 
has penetrated somewhat into the Highland. One puzzling item was the use 
by the Lamaistic Gurung people of round stones in connection with their 
religious practices. These stones were observed at a place outside a Gurung 
village in the upper Marsyandi valley a t  a place where chickens were sacri- 
ficed. (Further description will be given in pp. 123-24.) 

4. Animals 
We have already touched upon the snake in religious worship, when we 

described the deities worshipped a t  Gosain Kund, Nilkantha, and Balaji and 
near Sanlri Bhanjyang. In the case of the last mentioned, the deity was 
actually a snake god called Nag. When we consider the position of the 
snake in Indian Hinduism we a re  inclined to think that  i ts  role in Hinduistic 
culture is also an  ancient one. In Tibetan culture snakes are  not prominent 
but a snakelike mythical creature, the dragon, does play a conspicuous role. 
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The relationship betweell the snake and the dragon symbol should be an 
interesting topic' for study. 

The nionkey in the  Hindu religion is famous as the god Hanuman, an 
image of \vhich is 10 be found in Katmandu. However, the monkey appears 
also in the mythology of Tibet. There  are three kinds of monkeys in Nepal : 

the Mncnctl wzulalo, Macaca assamensis, and Semnopilltecus schistacats. On 
our trip through the Lowland we frequently encountered the Macara. Many 

[hem live in the Swayambhunath temple outside Katmandu. We did not, 
llowever, see images of Hanutlzan elsewhere in the Lowland. We saw the 
Semnopil'hecus (Himalayan L a n ~ u r )  in the forests located about 2000 meters 
aI)ove the sea level, but  found no evidence to show that this monkey is ever 
an object of religious worship. Since the monkey bands invade villages and 
ravage crops, the Gurungs of the Gorge Districts and the Bhoteas of the 

Highland drive them off with slings. Also, according to Mr. Sakula Take- 
bushi, some of the Highland people build traps to catch monkeys. 

The worship of bovines is a well known feature of Hinduism. The  
sacrificing of animals before Hindu shrines is a frequent practice in the 
Lowland. However, we learned at Argum Pouah (C. 15-C. 16) and at Pokhara 
(C 16), that oxen are  never used for sacrifices by any of the Lowland peoples 
and that the water buffalo is sacrificed only by the Newar people. The  
animals generally used ior  sacrificial purposes b y  all peoples are goats and 
sheep. T h e  typical practice of the Newar people map be a clue to their 
cultural lineage. 

5. Plants 
Plants are much more closelv associated with religion in Hinduistic cul- 

ture than in Tibetan culture. T h e  most conlmonly encountered plants with 
religious significance were the peepul tree (Ficus ~eligiosa) and the banyan 
(Ficus bengnlensis), which we saw growing everywhere in the villages and 
along the road, but  rarely in a truly wild state. At certain places we saw 
banyan seedlings protected by stone enclosures to keep the domestic animals 
from eating their leaves. Along the road where these two trees are planted 
in pairs there are  often resting places called chouldm (Nep., " square plat- 
form"). As the word suggests these are  quadrangular platform, with steps 
placed on the side facing the road so that travellers may set down their 
loads and rest. The  peepul and banyan trees, under which these rest sta- 
tions are built, provide shelters from the blistering sun of the Lowland. At 
these choutiira one frequently sees monuments put up by the people who 
have enjoyed their use. These rest stations, built voluntarily by the vil- 
lagers, may sometimes be found where the road can hardly be said to esist,  
as in the case of one we observed north of Baseri (C. 76). According to the 



Fig. 59. A chouta'ra in a phedi. Near Hasei Bazaar. 
April, 1953. Photo. by S. Nakao 

Fig. 60. Travellers resting in a choubcira. At Jitpur Phedi. 
Apidl, 1953. Photo. lay J. Kaeakita' 
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writer's records the average uppermost altitude range for  the peepul is 1650 
meters, although on the northern slope it is much lower, the average being 
1150 meters. T h e  banyan's range is 1170 meters. Above this altitude the 

banyan is replaced by other trees. At a c h o u t ~ r a  on upper Suikhet (C.  17- 
C. 18, 1280 meters), for  example, Myricrc escubntn was used. Near Naud- 

hara (C.  17-C. 18, 1350 meters) instead ol the banyan another Ficus sp. was 
paired with the peepul. Just  below Phalatei (C.  20, 2300 meters), cherry 

( f~runus  cerusoides) and f ipulus sp.  grew. Along lower Dana (C.  21-C. 22, 
1390 meters) we found again the Ficus sp. The Ficus sp. and the Populus sp.,  
it is to be noted, are  very much like the peepul in appearance. 

We have already noted how the trees are  associated with places ol wor- 

ship as at  the spring a t  Sallentar and on the D a r a l i  Pass (C.  14-C. 15). In 
both these cases a t  the foot of trees there were stones as ol~jects  of worship. 

Also at  the lat ter  place it was a Ficus sp. North of the gorges of the Kali 
Gandalii, outside the town of Marpha (C.  24-C. 25), there was a large Popufus 
sp. tree a t  the foot of which a sort of sacred archway or torii and a Lungda 
(to be described later) were erected. In the arid upland country many a Po- 
pulus sp. which surrounds the holy shrine of Muktinath enhances its appeal 
for the Hindu fai thful  because this tree is reminiscent of the peepul. 

We saw the be1 t ree (Aegle  rna~melos)  planted in Nepal. The  fruit  of 
this tree is connected with the Hindu religion in India. We have no direct 
data on this but  it is said that  of all the Nepali tribes only the Newar have 
religious rites connected with this fruit.  Young Newar girls, we are  told, 
are "mar r i ed"  to the f ru i t  of this tree during their childhood. This story 
was confirmed by one of our Newar porters.") 

Fig. 61. Cultivation of sacred plant 'l'urshi. At Bhaktini. - 
August, 1953. Photo. by J .  Kawaltita 

44) Sirdar Ikbal Ali Shah, Sepal, ?'he IZottre of the Gods. pp. 171, 175. 
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Mention nlust be made of the plant called turshi (Nep.) (this word was 
definitely not pronounced Tulsi), which in Nepal as  in India is regarded as 
sacred by the Hindus. We saw this plant in the garden of a certain farmcr 

near the centre of the little Newar village of Hhaktini (C. 78 C. 79). I t  was 
surrounded by a circular brick wall about one lneter high and was carefully 
protected by a bamboo cage. T h e  turshi is a grass  wliich undoubtedly be- 
longs to the Perilla family. According lo the writer 's colleague, Mr. Nakao, 
i t  was either an  Ocimunz sarictum L. or a n  0. basiliczc~n L. We could not 
believe that  it was a tree and that  the seed of this plant is used as rosary 
beads as  has been reported.Ir1) 

Besides the plant a wooden pole about fifteen meters long was ereclcd. 
This, the villagers told us, is used in the worship of sacred herbs, which are 
effective as  medicine lor coughs and other ailments. In the late iall, on the 
occasion of " the eleventh day full moon festival" Eltadashi Pztrni~na Puja 
lanterns are  hung for fifteen days on the pole beside the plant. This lanterll 
is called the Turshi Batti. 

T h e  Ekadashi (11th Day Festival) is a festival universally celebrated by 
the Hindus on the eleventh day of each half month according to the Indian 
calender. Even a t  Katmandu it is observed twice each month. On this day 
the consun~ption of meat is forbidden. There  are  two major celebrations of 
this festival each year, one before September and the other in November. 
On these two occasions the townspeople go to the Pashpatinath temple and 
spend the night there without sleeping. 

Assoclated with the Ekadashi are  the wall picture which are frequently 
seen in private houses in the villages of the Lowland. These wall pictures 
a re  of two types. T h e  first type consists of geometric lines and curves 
forming a sort of design. Thus ,  the writer  will refer to it as the "design 
type." T h e  other type tends toward realistic representation of things, so he 
will call it the " realistic type." Both the  " design- " and " realistic-type" 
pictures are  drawn in three colours: red, white and black. Since the pictures 
a re  painted directly on the walls which a re  in most cases plastered with the 
lateritic soil of the Lowland, the background colour is usually vermilion or 
brown, although sometimes it is whitish. 

T h e  writer had no opportunity to investigate the religious significance 
of the " design-type," but a village called Luitel (C. 10-C. 11) he saw an ex- 
cellent example of the  " realistic-type." T h e  picture was in a farm house. 
(See Fig. 62.) It was explained as  follows: In the  centre of the picture 
is the figure of a farmer going to hi; field carrying his tools. Around him 
is a  loon^, a cotton gin and other implements for home manufacturing. The 

45) Biren Bonnerjea (1927) : L'Ethnologie rlu Bengale. 
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Fig. 62. Wall picture for the Ekadashi Festival in a farmhouse. Only wumen 
may draw these pictures. At Luitel Bhanjyang. 

April, 1953, Photo. by J. Kawakita 

Fig. 63. Wall pictures of geometric type. At Deorali, C. 14-15. 
April, 1953. Pboto. by J. Kawakita 
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fences enclose a fruit  orchard and a field. A group of dancing maidens and 
a girl pouring water to a fruit tree seedling are  shown. 

In the wall above the picture there was a cavity in which the candles 
were burned on festival nights. T h e  crude and primitive drawing technique 
was most interesting. According to the villager who explained the picture, 
the family would gather  a t  this place once a month on the Ekadaslzi day t o  

offer a candle and pray before going out to the fields to gather the first 
f ru i t .  It is a t  this time that  the picture is drawn. T h e  artist who drew 
the wall picture was a middle-aged matron. She was present a t  the time of 
our visit and responded to our request for an  explanation of the picture only 
with shy giggles. 

Luitel was inhabited mostly by the Newars. These wall pictures are not 
found in every farm house. In some villages there was none. T h e  practice 
is observed throughout the Lowland. "Design-type" pictures can be observ- 
ed in the Marsyandi valley as  l a r  up Thilche (C. 41-C. 42), which is located 
over the Gorge District. According to our Bengali interpreter, similar pic- 
tures can be seen in Bihar and other regions in India. 

It is a general rule that  only women draw these pictures. Such was the 
case also a t  the village of Chitrei (C. 19-C. 20), although we were told that 
here the artist was also a woman but did not necessarily have to be a married 
woman. T h e  writer learned also that  the pictures were drawn at  the time the 
house was built in order to  bring good luck. No religious worship apparently 
was associated with the picture. Perhaps this was because this particular 
village was located in a peripheral area or, again, because our informant, an 
outsider, did not know the fact. In  any case, the  absence of religious rites 
would appear to  be a n  exception to  the  rule. T h e  writer  was not able to 
ascertain the kind of people who inhabited this village, but it was a new 
village settled about the same time as  i t s  immediate neighbour, Phalatei (C. 
20), the inhabitants of which were all Magars. In other respects also the 
culture of this village was one with some non-Hinduistic characteristics. 

Finally, we come to  a custom related to plants, which is reminiscent of 
the  shimenawa or sacred ropes of Japanese religious ceremonies. The Ne- 
palese sacred ropes are  usually made of thin str ips of bamboo instead of 
rice s t raws used in Japan. 

T h e  writer  does not know whether this is a practice generally observed 
among all Hindus including those in India or whether i t  is peculiar to the 
mountain region of Nepal. He noticed on this t r ip  tha t  the  sacred ropes 
were not found in those areas where the influence of Tibetan culture was 
strong. For example, there were no sacred rope in the  Bhotean village of 
Tsumje or elsewhere in the Shiar Khola valley although bamboo is used for 
other purposes in that  region. 
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Let us describe some of the  examples of sacred rope that we observed 

on our journey. There  was, first, tht: type we saw on a shrine dedicated to 
Mahadto near Trisuli Bazaar (C. 4). The  sacred rope was strung under the 
eaves of the four  sides of the shrine with plant leaves suspended from it a t  

regular intervals. There  were many examples of this type in the Lowland. 
~ ~ e ~ ~ u e n t l y  under the eaves of houses one would see ropes similar to the 

sacred rope but used to support ears of corn or other crops. A careless 
observer easily mistakes these for the sacred rope. However, a t  Murali 
Bang (C. 21-C. 22) there was a farmhouse which had a genuine sacred rope 

in addition to the  ropes under the eaves. The  sacred rope was supported 
separately by poles erected a t  the four corners of the house. 

As we approached the  periphery of the Hinduistic zone of the Lowland, 

we encountered numerous variant types. For example, in three Gurung vil- 
lages, Rungje (C. 73), Keronja (C. 73-C. 74). and Kasigaon (C. 74), which are 
located in the border region between the Hinduistic and Lamaistic cultural 
zones in the Buri Gandaki valley, there were stone towers resembling the 
Lamaist mane (to be described later). These towers were called mane as  in 
the Lamaistic zone and were located on the elevated ground above the set- 
tled areas. They were, however, taller and larger than the ordinary mane 
and were each surrounded by sacred ropes mounted on four poles erected 
around the monument. Moreover, the monument itsell was jointed to each 
of the four poles by a sacred rope. (Fig. 65.) 

The two passes (both called Deorali) which lie between Pokhara and the 
Kali Gandaki valley are  a t  elevations of 1710 meters and 2760 meters, re- 
spectively. In our passage over them, we were able to observe the interest- 
ing phenomenon of Tibetan cultural influences gradually superseding the 
Hinduistic culture a s  we climbed higher and higher. At Naudhara (C. 17- 
C. 18) near the first of these passes, the culture was allnost entirely Hindu- 
istic. The  two or three sacred ropes we saw in its vicinity were hung 
across the road between trees. From the sacred ropes were suspended many 
grass stalks and leaves a t  intervals as well as a few small wooden artifacts 
(Fig. 64). Later a t  Sikha (C. 20-C. 21), beyond the second pass, we saw another 
sacred rope, hung between a tall bamboo pole, a willow tree, and another 
wooden pole. Th i s  arrangement was located in an open space in front of a 
small building which served as  the village school. At the festival time in 

October, the  villagers told us, a lighted candle is placed on the barnboo pole. 
The school building was probably used for religious purposes originally. 

At Muktinath, fu r the r  north in the Highland, the main religious edifice 
was, as we have already noted, the Hindu shrine of Vishnu, but in addition 
to it there were two temples where Lanlaistic influences seemed to predomi- 
nate. One of these was a temple where a famous sacred fire is ~vorshipped. 
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Fig; tEa A sacred r o p  
suspended B C ~  the road. 
Near Naudhwa. April, 1963. 
Photo. by J. Kawakita 

Fig. 66. . Do,'atu and a 
Mondaw. At Tarangchung. 
May, 1953. Photo. by 5. 
Kawakita 
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Here natural gas  emerging together with water from a subterranean source 

is kept burning constantly. Above the fldnles is the alter which supports a 
large seated image of Buddha, the principal deity. It was flanked by inlages 
of Hindu gods. In the inner courtyard of this temple there was a tall Tar- 
buche (to be explained later) and a t  each of the four corners of the temple 
was erected a Tarchlzo. These religious Ilags are characteristic features 01 
the Lamaistic cultural landscape, but in this case they were joined one 

with a sacred rope. 
In the above description, we note that the sacred rope is most common 

in the Lowland, that  they a re  associated with religious, probably Hindu, 
activities, and that  they are  found not only at shrine but also around 
houses. In the lat ter  case they may he regarded as evidence of the worship 
p i  household gods. T h e  plant leaves suspended from the sacred rope may 
be regarded as playing a purifying and exorcistic function. The  turshi 
plant, already described, is regarded in India as having various divine powers 
including the power to drive away all evil spirits. The  writer feels that  
the sexual symbol used in the  sacred rope called dopata (Tib. ?), which we 
saw in the villages along the upper Marsyandi, are not without similar 
significance. 

Dopata were found a t  Tarangchung (C. 39-C. 40) and at Thilche (C. 41- 
C. 42). Here the Marsyandi valley enters the Highland region and the vil- 
lages in this area can all be said to come within the Lamaistic cultural 
sphere. T h e  customs a re  Tibetan and the principal inhabitants are  Tibet- 
anized Gurung people. T h e  dopata are sacred ropes placed at the outskirts 
of the villages and s t rung  across the road. Outside Tarangchung, at both 
the upper and lower approaches to the village there are Mondan (described 
later) surmounted by Chorten (to be described later). Slightly below the 
Mondan a t  the  lower approach there was a dopata stretching from a tree 
on one side of the  path to  a wooden pole on the other. Suspended a t  inter- 
vals from the bamboo " rope" of the dupata were a number of short wooden 
sticks resembling dolls. They seem clumsily executed as dolls, but when 

considered in the light of other data, it is clear that they are representa- 
tions of the phallus. Protruding from the ground on the road between the 
Mondan and the  dopata, we observed an  object resembling the wooden handle 
of a plow. In view of the fact  that  blood and chicken feathers were scat- 
tered about, chickens must have been sacrificed there. 

Below this village is another called Tseme (C. 40) which has no dopala 
but a stone gateway called Knni (to be described later), something that 
Tarangchung does not have. On the pat11 just below this gate were several 
round stones of the type already described half-buried in the ground. Here, 

too, blood and chicken feathers were observed. At Thilche there \vas a 
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dopata similar to the one a t  Tarangchung also located a t  the lower ap. 
proach to the village. On the opposite end of the village there were four  
short sticks thrust  in the ground. Within the square space thus marked 
off there were chicken feathers to indicate that  some sort of religious rite 
had taken place. Later, we learned f r o n ~  a man in Namru (C. 47-C. 48) that 
these places where chickens were killed were called tttaktren (Tib.). 

On the basis of the examples just given, we see that  the dopata is not 
found in every village. Hence, i t  is possible that  it is something that is 
put up only on certain occasions. We also noted that  the dopata was located 
on the lower approach to a village, that  where there was a dopata there 
was no Kani, (cf., Tarangchung and Thilche), and that  the  Kani of neigh- 
bouring villages was usually located on the downstream side. From this it is 
also possible to conclude that  the dopata may be a substi tute for the Kanj. 
We will again return to this point in our discussion of the Highland region 
(p. 148, 153, 155 and pp. 157-59). T h e  evidence of chicken sacrifice near the 
Kani and the  dopata suggests, a t  the very least, that  these structures 
have some religious significance. Fur ther ,  referring again to the sacred 
rope, we do not think we understand the significance of the phalli on the 
dopatn without considering the exorcistic function of the phallic symbol. 
And the symbols of sexual organs hung on the  wooden toriis in the Gurung 
villages, which were described on pp. 34-35, afford more definite evidence 
to  this view. T h e  linga of Shiva in the Lowland is phallic in origin, but 
the writer would hesitate to accept the  interpretation simply linking it 
directly with the Highland dopata. Leaving discussion of phallicism in the 
Highland to another occasion, can we not say, a s  fa r  a s  the  sacred rope is 
concerned, that  the plant leaves and the phalli both have the common func- 
tion of driving away evil spi r i t s?  We may regard the  sacred rope as a 
Lowland culture t ra i t  which has penetrated into the  Highland via the ac- 
cess provided by the Marsyandi valley. T h e  fact, however, that  the plant 
has been replaced by the phallus as  the source of spiritual power in- 
dicates that  the  Lowland culture trai t  did not migrate from one region to 

the  other without modification. Fur ther ,  we note that ,  while in the Low- 
land the  sacred rope is found in association with individual houses (except 
those located a t  shrines), in the upper Marsyandi valley i t  is associated with 
the village as a whole. 

6. C;ods and Sacred Images. 

We have mentioned in our discussion so f a r  the  names of many LOW- 
land deities. T h e  writer will append here some field data pertaining to 
these gods \\.hich might be of some reference value. 

( 1 )  Blzngaban. This  is said to derive from a Sanskrit word meaning 
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deily.~b) However, the  only place where we happened to note the use of 
t h i s  word was among the  Lamaist Takali tribe at Ghasa (C. 22-C. 23). They 
used i t  to refer to various deities of Lamaism. 

(2) Mahadeo. Together with Mahakali, this deity appears to be the 
most widely worshipped god in Nepal.") This god appears to be identical 
with Shiva and is sometimes referred to as  Shiua. Stones are often kvor- 
shipped as the embodiment of this deity, and as we have already seen, 
black ammonites, especially those with holes in them, are regarded as his 
dwelling place. 

The Trisula (trident) is often associated with Mahadt.0 as we have seen 
in the case of the shrine a t  C l i a u r i n g h ~ ~ e  Phedi. We shall see later ivhat 
new significance has been given to the trident after its migration to the 

Highland. 
(3) Vishnu. This  deity and Krishna, who is said to be his avatar (in- 

carnation), is worshipped, as we have seen, from the exan~ples already de- 
scribed, throughout the  Lowland. 

(4) Ganesh. This  god o l  knowledge is found in each village of the 
Lowland in the form of elephant-faced stone images placed out of doors. 

(5) In Nepal a s  in Hindu India female deities play a conspicuous role. 
Among the names of female deities that we have recorded are :  Maltokali, 
Bhairabi, Durga, Banadevi, Sitalamai, and Malzalakslzmi (in Nepalese parlancesj. 
Mahakali is the most widely worshipped. Blzairabi is the same deity.") 
Durga and Mahakali a re  one and the same. According to Landon, the 
festival in honour of this god is an important one called Durga Pu ja  and 
in former times the  government bujls water buffaloes and goats for sacrifi- 
cial purposes from the  people a t  nominal prices on this occasion. A certain 
gentlemen a t  Katmandu told us that  in October Nepal's biggest festival, 
the Dosain, is held in honour of Durga. We learned that a t  this time 
chickens, ducks, water buffaloes, and goats are offered in sacrifice. One 

46) Note by G. M. Nagao. T h e  word comes from the Sanskrit word Bhagaudn, and 
is used in Hindu, Buddhist ,  and particularly in the  Lamaist religions as  a general term for 
the various gods and  Buddhas. 

47) Note by Nagao. Mahadeo is  a Nepalese corruption of the  Sanskrit nrahoneua, 
which means "grea t  god," and refers  t o  the  god one worships. However, it is often used 
as an appellation particularly fo r  isvara or  mahesuara (great self-existing heaven) or the  
supreme god-head. 

48) Note by Nagao. Bhairava m e a n s  " t e r r ib le  g o d "  and Bhairavi is the  feminine 
form of the word. T h e y  a r e  usually t h e  ep i the t s  of Shiva and his wife, Devi. The  appel- 
lation was introduced i n t o  Buddhism o r  Lamaism, and  Vajra-Bhairava is widel!. worshipped 
in that community.  However, Vajra-Bhairaua is the  epithet of l'anrdrrtaka, or  " t h e  Con- 
queror of Yama, t h e  Lord of  t h e  Dead," a n d  he takes the  Bull-shaped head, o t ten  erll- 
bracing his Shakti.  In  th i s  case, i t  is believed t h a t  MafijuSri incarnated a s  the b'ajra- 
Bhairava. Among other  names  of gods, Banadevi must be Varra-clevi of Sanskrit  ; Siialatrrai 
is obscure, being probably  derived f r o m  Hindu god, Sitd. 
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detail a l ~ o u t  this feslival \vl~ich ougllt to 1 ~ .  mentioned liere is the fact I l l a t  

the rdipiri, a sort of revolving s\i.ing \ v l ~ i c l ~  \vi l l  tlesc.ril)etl later, i h  ~ l s r ~ l  
only tluring t l~is  Icslival. 

a 
Fig. 67. The image of hlahakali. At Katmandu. 

March, 1953. ['hoto. by 1'. Yoda 

In Landon's work the name Bl~nirnbi does not appear, but  the name of 
the male god Blzairab is seen here and there. Landon describes him as be- 
ing identical, in Nepal as elsewhere, wit11 Sliiva. When he is discussing 
Nawakot (a little east of C. 4), he says that  the famous temple there is 
dedicated to Bhairab.'") However, we heard that the deity enshrined at that 
temple was called Blzairnbi or Mal~nkali. 

On April 1 we left Trisuli  Bazaar, which is just down the slope from 
Nawakot, en route to Samri Bhanjyang. It happened that  the great spring 
festival of Mahnkali was to be held that  night a t  Nawakot. T h e  writer 
must record u-hat we observed a t  this time. Our journey that  day took us 
along the road which connects Katmandu with Pokhara. I t  was one of the 
most important t runk roads in Nepal, although this " l ~ i g l ~ u r a y  " was hardly 
more than a narrow path. T h e  road is more trodden in the  spring, which 
is the  dry  season, than a t  otlier seasons ; in the  rainy season there is vir- 
tually no traffic. Even in the spring, however, travellers a re  not very ire- 
cluently encountered, particularly as  one goes west of Trisuli  Bazaar. On 

49) Landon, 04. cit., Vol. 11, pp. 27-28 
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this day, however, We nlet a ceaseless stream of eastward bound travellers. 
Indeed, they formed a virtual procession winding down the road. 

Virlually, all of these travellers seemed to he going to t h e  festival at  

Nawakot, which we heard was at tracting people also {runl as f a r  awav as  
Katmandu. T h e  surprising thing was that  the majorit!, of the travellers 
were women. They  were decked out \vith I~cautiful necklaces, bracelets 

and earrings, and seemed to be in liigli spirits. M~jst of the travellers came 
in groups of ten or more, which were 11robablq. made up of nlembers of IIle 
same village or caste. It is difficult to distinguish t r i l~al  connections by 
costume alone, and fo r  us it was impossible, but most of the travellers 
were apparently Gurungs.  When a group consisted of n~ern l~ers  01 I~otli 
sexes, in most cases, the  women were in tlie van, while a smaller numller 
of men brought up the  rear as  i f  they were serving as a guard to, or 
escort the main body of those noisy and animatcd \\.omen. In o:le group 
which we nlet on a narrow forest track a t  Sdmri Blianjyang, the ic.on1t.n 
were making the  hills echo with their clioral singing, while tlieir 111aIe 
escort sang a n  accompaniment. According to thase of this group, Bknirabi 
is a powerful female deity and particularly kind to  \vome:i. S J C ~  was a 
scene of prelude in the  Shakti  festival of tlie fertility goddess Durga. 

Shrines dedicated to the female god Mnhnkali or Dzcrga are not only 
found all the way f rom Katmandu to the north oi Pokhara, 11ut also all 
along the Kali Gandaki valley from Dana (C. 21-C. 22) to Muktinatll be- 
yond the Gorge District. Just below Kagbeni there is reportedly a temple 
dedicated to Mahakali where a festival called Tengbn Chirting (Till.) is held 
before the winter season. On this occasion men of the vicinity assenlble 
near the temple, place some prize money in a liole, and engage in an 
archery competition. T h e  one who makes a direct hit on the liole gets the 
prize. I t  should be noted, however, that  the use of the name Mallakali and 
the presence of her image in the shrines of the Highland does not neces- 
sarily prove tha t  the  worship of Malzakali here is the same as  that of the 
Lowland. North of the  Great Himalaya cultural traits, names, and forms 
may be similar to those of the Lowland, but their function and significance 
are often apt  to be modified or even reversed. In this instance, also, the 
festival was held a t  the  shrine of Mal~aknli, but there \ilas absolutely no 
participation in i t  by women. At  Muktinath the image of the female god 
Malzakali is  smaller and subordinate to the image of the main buddha of 
the temple. 

Sitalamai, according to Landon, is a deity which tends to be worshipped 
in Nepal by both Hindus and Buddhists. There is, for example, a shrine 

dedicated to  this  female god near the great stupa of the Buddhist Swayanlb- 
hunath temple. T h e  only place the writer happened to find this deity out- 
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side of the Nepal Valley was a t  a village called Kau Khola located east 
Pokhat-a. T h e  sllrine here was a low white onion-shaped pagoda placed o,l 

a square l~latfornl .  In front of the shrine ~ l a s  hang a small I~ell,  character. 

istic of Hindu shrines. The  villagers regard this goddess as the deity 
smallpox, a s  Landon has pointed out. Landon has also called attention to 
resemblance of the tower to a Buddhist chaitpa (reliquary tower). 

Landon makes no reference to the worship of Banadmi and Mahalnksll,nj. 
We have already touched upon one example of the former. Infornlation on 
the lat ter  was encountered only in connection with the youth festival of 
Takali people already mentioned. (See p. 108.) Unlike Mnl.lnknli this goddess 
has no ferocious aspect. She is the goddess of wealth and beauty. 

(6) Makchindra (Nep.) is a water deity, rendered Machendra by Landon 
and others. According to  Landon, this god was originally a Buddhist saint, 
but he is worshipped today by followers of both faiths. It is believed that 
if Makclzindrn is not prayed to, droughts will occur. Both Landon and Ikbal 
Ali Shah cite interesting legends concerning this. In the latter part of 
March a t  Katmandu, we saw the  festival in honour of this god. A tall 
pagoda-shaped car t  called the Cheria (Nep.) strikingly reminiscent of that of 
the Gion Festival of Kyoto, Japan, is drawn through the streets of the town. 
T h e  Cheria is also used in Pokhara, but it was only in Katmandu that the 
occasion was established as  the festival of Makchindra. 

(7) As for other deities, we have already referred to the  snake god 
called N a g  and to the sacred shrub called Turshi. 

Images of various Hindu gods printed in colour on paper are  sold in 
the rural  market villages (bazaar). In Tharughat  Bazaar (C. 12) it was 
interesting to see these prints being sold in a shop of this small village 
along with photographs of Mao Tse-tung, Lenin and Stalin. T h e  Communist 
Par ty  is a legal party in Nepal, and a t  Katmandu the  jeep-borne Communist 
Par ty  members, haranguing the crowds in the  plaza dur ing the  Makchindra 
festival, were seen. 

7. Worship, Rituals, Festivals 

(1) Votive Offerings 
As we have seen, the  sacrificing of goats, sheep and chickens to the 

gods is a common practice in the Lowland. Among the Newar tribesmen 
water buffaloes a re  sacrificed. T h e  sacrificial animals are,  of course, used 
subsequently for food. Although we saw fish netted in a stream called 
Ankhu Khola, not once in the Lowland did we see fish used for religious 
offerings or even as  food. Our observation of sacrificial rites in general 
was very limited. We saw only the  after-traces of such ri tes a t  the shrines 
of Mnlzadeo and Malzakali. At a shrine in Argum Pouah (C. 15-C. 16) we 
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sa\v offerings of buffalo skulls h u n ~  under the pent-roof of the stlrine. 
This, however, was the only time that we saw bones and skulls used as 

in the Lowland. I t  was, on the other hand, a fairly comnlon 

practice in the upper Kali G ~ n d a k i  valley around the Gorge District, we 
w i l l  toucll upon this  subject in our  description of the religious practices of 

the Highland. T h e  origins of this practice are  probabl!~ indigenous and not 
derived from either Hinduis~n or Lamaism. 

We heard nothing about an)' practice of human sacrifice, but  we did 
ellcounter the following instance of homicide. Outside of ThaI-ugllat Bazaar 

(c. 12) we met a man carrying a blood-covered axe. He told us that there 
had been a ~ n u r d e r  the  previous night in his village. A nornlally law-abid- 
ing farmer in a dream killed his wife. This he had done u.it]l axe, 
which our informant was carrying to the courthouse at Ku~lchlla (C. 13). 

Animal sacrifice is not unknown in the Highland, but in general tile 
practice is more common in the Lowland. 

The use of plants a s  religious offerings is a conspicuous part of ~ 0 ~ -  

land religious custom. As in the examples already cited, these offerings 
usually consisted of fresh leaves. Apparently any kind of green foliage, 
except that  of conifer tree, was acceptable. Sacred stones and shrines al- 
most always had offerings of leaves. The tower of the chwia or festival 
cart at  Katmandu was  completely covered with fresh leaves. Flowers Ivere 
also prominently used a s  offerings. The  consun~ption of flowers for  reli- 
gious purposes a t  Katmandu, for example, was tremendous. All varieties 
seem to be used. People from the Kakani hills (C. 2) who come to sell 
firewood a t  Katmandu also bring quantities of rhododendrons, CnIarlse spp. 
and other orchids which they sell in the town. We saw votive offerings of 

Fig. €8. The  tower of the cheria cart covered with green leaves on the festival 
day of Machendra. At Katmandu. March, 1953. Photo. by J .  Kawakita 
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i n  a n  iso1;itt.d shr ine  a t  11ic top of tlie Deal-ali I);ISS (C. 1') C. 20). 

0:1 the  o the r  Iiand, i l l  t h e  Higlilnlld, flowers ancl sl)c,c.ili~.;illy grt.r.11 Ir;cvcs 

211.r not L I S C ~ I  1 - 0 1 .  l .c!igi:)i~s p u ~ - ~ ) o s ~ : ~  ~ x ~ ~ ~ ~ p l  i l l  1 1 1 ~ ~  L ( ~ t t w l ~ c j l ~ ( t ,  ;I ( . ] l ; , l - , , ,  

againsi evil spil.ils, \ \ . l l i ( . l l  \ \ ' i l l  I),, t l : s~.~-i l )c . t l  i l l  t l cx t ; i i l  I ; I~v I . .  

1:1g. ( 5 : ) .  Iihotl,~clendr-on anti o ~ c l l ~ t l s  (111 the w,11 10 I i , r t ~ l ~ ; ~ n c l u .  .It J ~ t l ~ u r  I'liedl. 

March, 1953. Photo. Ijy 5. Sakao  
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Lights play a part  in religious worship both in the Lowland and High- 

land. The tendency in the  Lowland is to celebrate festivals a t  night, and 
the role of the batti (Nep. " lamp "1 is Very prominent. During the Ekadoshi 
festival, as we have seen, candles are  lighted in pi-ivatc homes. The Turshi 
Batti is a lamp suspended on a long pole. The  Deoali festival, a pre-winter 
festival of the Takali  people, is apparently celebrated simply by each house- 
hold lighting battis without any special assembling of celebrants. 

The cosmetic (shindur) that  the Hindu men and women use to make the 
",ark (Nep. tQa) on their foreheads also is used, as we have seen, as a 
means of worshipping a t  the  shrines. Coloured water is used in a Takali 

festival called Holi held a t  the end of winter. The water is thrown 
by the celebrants a t  each other as  a means of welcoming the end of the 
winter season. Af te r  this ceremony men and women go separate, and ]lave 
their own banquets. According to our interpreter, this festival is also wide- 
ly  observed in India. 

Our data on the  use of food as  offerings to the gods is fairly limited. 
The practice of pouring milk over objects of worship has already been 
mentioned. This  custom is apparently widespread in the Hinduistic zone. 
We have also noticed the  instance a t  Jitpur Phedi of raw rice grains scat- 
tered on sacred rocks. Beyond this, however, the writer does not recall t o  
have seen instances of food used for religious offerings in the Lowland. 
According to Dr. K. I m a n i ~ h i , ~ ~ )  women and children during the fall festival 
in the lower Marsyandi region go around wearing grains of rice stuck to  
their foreheads. We did not see any cooked food used as offering. This  
may have been due to  the  fact that  our opportunities to visit shrines on 
festival days were limited. 

(2) Worship and Festivals 
As is t rue  in other  religions, worship marks the rhythm of daily life 

in the Hinduism of the  Lowland. At Pokhara the temple bell rings several 

times a day beginning a t  half past six in the morning. When it rings, 
many worshippers emerge f rom the temple. Men and women worship a t  
different hours. Prayer  sets the  rhythm of each day even in the smallest 
of settlements. Ringing of the  bell in the  village temple and the assembl- 
ing of worshippers inside the lighted temple in the evening is a ccu-nmon 
scene. A villager of Tharugha t  (C. 12) described it as follows: 

"When dusk approaches, one of the women of the village sounds the 
bell and lights the candle in the temple. T h e  villagers hear the bell and 

50) Material attributed to Imanishi in this article are from Dr. K. Imanishi (1953), 
" Annapurna and Manaslu," Songoku (Mountains), XLVIII pp. 1-59 and from personal 
conversations. The writer is also indebted to Mr. Sakuta Takebushi, a member of the ex- 
peditions of 1952, 1953, and 1954. His contributions are similarly acknowledged. 
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know that evening has come." 

Dr. Imanishi reports that  a t  Ji tpur Phedi (C. I), there a re  several stone 
shrines around the spring in the centre of the village. Those who come 
for water in the morning stop to worship at each one o l  them. Children 
would rub  the faces of the images in the shrines and with the same hands 
r u b  their own faces. Tha t  women in the Lowland are  not Ilarred fronl 
taking an  active part in worship services is one point o f  contrast with t h e  
religious practices in the Highland. 

T h e  number of annual festivals in large towns such as  Katmandu and 
Pokhara is tremendous. T h e  townspeople of Katmandu a re  said to devote 
one day in every three to some kind of festival. T h e  people of Pokhara 
hold eight to ten major festivals a year, while lesser festivals are  celebrated, 
i t  is said, almost every day. Throughout the Lowland the major festivals 
seem to take place in October and April. One is struck by the pro- 
minent part played in these festivals by female deities such as  Mahakolj. 
T h e  most popular festivals a t t ract ing people f rom a wide area are those 
of Katmandu, Pokhara, and the  fairly important commercial villages- 
Nawakot, Arughat,  and Beni. T h e  close relationship between religious fes- 
tivals and market days there presents a resemblance to the third-day and 
eighth-day fairs of Japan. In the  Lowland of Nepal exchange economy is 
relatively undeveloped, and the prosperity of the  commercial villages known 
a s  bazaars depend upon these festival fairs. 

Festivals play not only an  econon~ic function but provide amusement. 
In this c:)nnection, the  writer  would like to describe the  device known as 
rotipin. This is a sort  of revolving wheel made of wood (see Fig. 72). 
When in use, wooden crosspieces are  attached to the spokes to form seats. 
Four persons ride, while the f if th person tu rns  the wheel manually. T h e  
writer's first experience with a device of this kind was a t  Katmandu on 
the day of Mahchindra festival. I t  was a sturdily built modernized wheel 
which the writer  rode a f t e r  paying a fee to the man attending it. During 

our  subsequent journey through the Lowland we saw similar devices in 
many settlements, but  none were in use. We did see children using ordi- 
nary swings seating one person, however. According to the  people of Kat- 

mandu, the  rotipin was used only during the great  fall Ddsain festival of 
the goddess Durga. Thus,  the one in operation during the  spring Makchin- 
dra festival might have been an  exception. T h e  rotipin is sometimes called 
a rotpin. In Kunchha (C. 13) it was known simply as  a rhot. T h e  ordinary 
swing, which we saw being used, is called a pin. 

T h e  rotipin are  found distr ibuted one for several settlements, probably one 
for each gaon. There  were also gaon which did not seem to have rotipin at all. 

In general, the rotipin tended to be most numerous in areas inhabited by the 



Fig. 70. A festival day in Pokhar-.. April, 1953. Pt vakita 

Fig. 71. Musical players on a festival day. At Katmandu. 
March. 1953. Photo. by T. Yoda 
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Newar people, but there was no clear evidence that  they a re  to be identi- 
fied with any one people. In the gaon called Naudhara (C. 17-C. 18), bre 
were told that  only villagers were allowed to use the rotipim, but we do 
not know whether it was the general rule that  the rotipin of any particular 
gaon was to be enjoyed only by i ts  residents. It seemed that during tile 
Durga festival the people from neighbouring gaon would assemble in one 
gaon to celebrate it. It was true,  however, that  the rotipin was owned b j  
a native of the host gaon, who would collect the fees fo r  its use during the 
festival time. 

T h e  location of the rotipin in the settlement was not fixed. There weye 
places like Batar Bazaar, where it was near the centrally located spring, 
but, on the whole, it was located some distance from the shrines in the 
centre of a village. At times it was found on the  edge of the village. 
These rotipin might be regarded as  excellent indicators of the extent of 
the worship of that  female deity in the Lowland. Another point of interest 
about the rotipin has to do with one of i ts  peculiar structural  features. 
T h e  wooden poles, which correspond to the  rope of an  ordinary swing, are 
made thicker a t  the  extremities where the seats a re  attached and where 
the cross-bar that  supports them is pivoted. Th is  is to strengthen the points 
where holes a re  made through the poles. This  primitive style of carpentry 
appears to be related to a similar type of architectural construction peculiar 
to the  Lowland. In a certain kind of Lowland houses the  vertical support- 
ing posts a re  likewise thickened a t  the  upper end a rectangular notch is 
cut to receive the  beam (see Fig. 74). Th i s  primitive type of post and 
beam construction is not found in the  larger towns where another method 
is universally employed (see Fig. 75). Even in the  countryside it is not 
seen in the bazaar-type villages nor i t  is necessarily the  predominant type 
in the f a r m  villages. I t  is, however, more or  less common throughout the 
Lowland as  f a r  a s  Pokhara. Although there is no foundation for this 
theory, it is possible to speculate that  there once existed in the Nepalese 
Lowland a culture f a r  more ancient than the  present one and that  this 
primitive architectural fea ture  and the  rotipin a r e  both survivals of this 
earlier culture. 

T h e  rotipin may then, in summary,  be regarded a s  an  amusement device 
associated with the fall festival of the  goddess Durga and operated as a 
private enterprise by a number of the village. T h e  wri ter  feels, however, 
that  there is some more meaning in the rotipin than this. Although he is 
again unable to offer any concrete evidence in support  of his hypothesis, 
he would hazard a guess that  i t  serves a religious function by providing 
the patron deity wi th  amusement or  by honouring her with the pleasure 
afforded i t s  users. 
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Fig. 72. A rotipin on a festival day. N :hat Pb-. 
Autumn of 1952. Photo. by , r , , o  

Fig. 73. The swing called pin. Near Chouringhwe Phedi. April, 1953. 
Photo. by J. K;aw&iFa 
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Fig. 74. A house under construction-1. Note the unique technique for supporting 
beams. At Murali Bang. April, 1953. Photo. by J .  Kawakita 

Fig. 75. A house under struction-2. This and the previous illustration 
show the two methods of supporting beams. At Deorali, C. 14-15. 

April, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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g. Charity 
Another characteristic feature  of the culture oi  the Hinduistic Lowland 

is llospitaIity to the travellers, wanderers, and indigents. As travellers we 
were especially impressed wit11 eleemosynary work done for the benefit of 
travellers, namely, the dharamsdla, the tlldti, and the c l u ~ t a m ,  

~ h c  dlzctra?nsala (Nep.1 a re  iree lodging places set up in villaKes o r  
at intervals of a day's journey, or, at times, a half day's jour- 

ne\r along the road such as  the main road from Katmandu to Pokhara 
that in thc lower Kali Gandaki valley. In the upper portion of this valley, 
the writel. remembers only one-at Muktinath. The term pottah (Nep.) also 
refers to free lodgings lor  transients and is found in the place name Argum 

pouah, but he was not able to learn what distinguishes the two terms. He 
believes that dl~nranzsdln is the term most often used to the elaborate lodg- 
ings built by the government. These are  two-storied brick structures wit11 
sleeping quarters in the  upper story and space for cooking and storage on 
the ground floor. 

Thdti (Nep.) are  a sort of arbour used as resting places or for lodgings 
for travellers. They a r e  not located in the settled areas but between vil- 
lages 01- on the outskirts  of a village. Just about when we \r.ould want to  
stop to rest, we would find a t l~ati .  These arbours were truly cool and 
appropriate shelters from the blazing sun of the Lowland. They are about 
four meters square and though square in plan, they have hipped-ridge roois 
like those seen on rectangular houses. The  cruder ones were roofed with 
straw thatches but the more elaborate structures have tile roofs. Support- 
ing posts are placed about two meters apart-one on each corner and one 
in the middle of each of the side. In the centre was another post, making 
a total of nine posts in all. T h e  central post supports the roof ridge. The  
floor raised to about a man's height off the ground is of plain boards and 
reached by steps made of half-split logs. 

The tlzciti are  clean and since they are open a t  the sides, except for an 
occasional low railing made of boards, and they afford good ventilation and 
an unobstructed view. Not a single nail was used in their construction. 
The posts, railings, and roof-trusses of many of them are often elaborately 
carved. These s t ructures  as  a whole not only have a definite st!.le but im- 
pressed us as product o i  a long cultural development. 

According to the  explanation the writer was given near Burthum (C. 
76-C. 77), the thati are  built to provide rest for travellers by a villager 
motivated by reasons of dharanz (i. e. religion). This was also the explana- 
tion given elsewhere. T h e  writer  actually saw over ten travellers lodging 
and cooking their  meals a t  a thati. According to a resident of Katmandu, 

these structures were called phdti instead of thiiti and were built by wealthy 



Fig. 76. Z'hlfti. At Dhanphedi. March, 1953. Photo. by T. Yoda 

Fig. 77. Thati. At Khoplang. April, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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persons for the sake of the Poor or  travellers. In either case they are 
contributed work of private Persons. There  is a fanlous plati located mid- 
way betwc.en K3tnlandu and Balaji, which has sixteen instead of nine posts 

and is known by the name Suora Kuttepatki. Another famous Pllati is said 
to exist between Katmandu and Bhatgaon. 

Near Arughat Bazaar (C. 8) we learned that this kind of arbour is called 
rnachang (Nep.) and used as  watch stations to guard the crops against 
damage by wild beasts and birds as  well a s  for  resting places for travel- 
lers. At Katmandu we were told that  the plzrZti were for the latter purpose 
and the nzachang for  guarding the crops. Thus  it seems that there are two 
kinds of arbours with different uses, but the writer did not have an oppor- 
tunity to examine any but those built on the roadside. 

The distribution of the thdti is strictly limited to the Lowlalld region 

from Katmandu on the  east to Pokhara on the west. Beyond Pokhara the!- 
suddenly disappear. T h e  northernmost thati that we observed was one 10- 

cated south of Baseri (C. 76) in the Buri Gandaki valley. The east-west 
and northern limits of the  thiiti are  not more than 1000 meters in elevation. 
However, as we went fu r the r  f rom north down the Buri Gandaki valley, 
we saw between Lokpa (C. 68-C. 69) located just below the Shiar Khola 
valley and Halchok (C. 72-C. 73) a number of small huts in the fields which 
were a little similar to  the  thrZti. These huts were much meaner and smaller 
than the latter. They  have only four supporting posts with much lower 
floor, and semi-circular arched roof made of roughly woven bamboo mats. 

At Lokpa we saw a village girl  spinning wool in one of these huts. 
Another a t  Halchok was occupied by a man and a woman with children, 
apparently members of a single family. In still another there were a man 
and raw beef and the  head of an ox. Standing in the fields amidst the 
growing maize, they looked very much like watch stations. Huts of a simi- 
lar design were seen near villages throughout the Gorge District. The  lower 
part of the structures were sometimes used as  animal pens and the upper 
part to store grain. These may not have any connection with the thtiti, 
but if they have, they might be regarded as  the prototype in form and 
function of the  latter, or, contrariwise, as representing the residue of ebb- 
ing waves of the  Lowland culture embodied in the tluiti. 

The origins of thrfti are  lost in the dim mists of antiquity, but even 
today the floors of these structures are  kept clean. Unlike the dharatnsda 
they are voluntarily built and maintained by local villagers. They indicate 
the existence of living persons to whom dharam has meaning. Should such 
persons disappear, the tha i  would also probably disappear without a trace. 
Since we have already discussed the choutara, we shall not dwell upon them 
here except to say that  these also are  voluntary work of the religious- 
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minded villagers. 
Th i s  kind of religion-inspired hospitality is probably not motivated i n  

hope of reward in this world a t  least. However, works of charity and 

hospitality presuppose the existence of those who would receive it. Indeed, 
the culture and society of this region might be described as one in wllicll 
the  recipients of chari ty comprise the majority of  the population. 
a t t i tude  of the population toward accepting chari ty is perhaps the most 
str iking illustration of the contrast between the Hinduistic and Tibetan 
cultures. According to Dr. Kazuhiko Hayashi, who was the physician of 
the 1952 expedition, there was no end of villagers who came to him seek- 
ing medical attention dur ing his whole sojourn in Nepal, but there was a 
sharp difference in the a t t i tude toward his services of the natives accord- 
ing to locality. T h e  villagers of the Lowland always took it for  granted 
that  treatment would be free of charge. However, in the Highland those 
asking to be treated would almost always bring some kind of honorarium, 
be i t  merely a couple of eggs, a bottle of local wine, or  potatoes, although 
he asked no fee. 

R. The Lamaistic Highland 

Lamaism in the Nepalese Highland embraces a vast number of non- 
Buddhistic elements. T h e  Bon religion, which is said to be the ancient 
religion of Tibet and to be only partly justified in the Lamaist scriptures, 
is, as Kswaguchi has indicated, still alive in Nepal a t  Chharkabhotgaonu). 

This Chharkabhotgaon (also known as  Thorpo) is a small hamlet located 
.on the plateau north of the Great Himalaya, and was just a little west of 
the most northwestern point in our itinerary, but owing to lack of time we 
had to forego a visit to it. 

Lamaism, like Hinduism, appears to be a congeries of heterodox faiths. 

However, if  the religion is looked a t  as part of the culture of a people, it 
reveals a s ~ < ~ r i s i n ~ l ~  uniform pattern. Accordingly, hereafter, the writer's 
use of the term Lamaistic is limited to the  religion as  a cultural phenomenon. 
T h e  tern1 Tibetan might have been used to label the culture under study, 
but since the writer's emphasis will be on matters of religion and belief, he 
will use the term Lamaistic culture. T h e  term Hinduistic should be under- 
stood in the same sense. 

1. Location of Temples and Settlements 
T h e  location of the Lan~a is t  temples (Tib. gompn, gomba)-location in 

relation to topography and to the settled areas-differs greatly from that of 

51) Ekai Kawaguchi, Chibetto Ryokoki (Tibetan Travels). Tokyo, 1904, Vol. I ,  p. 84. 
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the Hindu temples. This  aspect alone may give us clues to some essential 
features of the Lamaistic culture. From travel accounts of Tibet, it is well 
known that the gompa tend to be located in high places remote from settled 

areas. This is likewise the tendency in the Tibetan zone of Nepal. 
The lowest gompa in the Kali Gandaki valley is the one at Tukucha 

(c. 24). Tukucha is located on a flat river plain and the gompa is sited also 
on the plain near the northern edge of the village. In contrast, just below 
~ ~ k u c h a ,  at Dana (C. 2 1 4 .  22) which is the site of the uppermost Hindu 
shrine in the valley, the  shrine is dedicated to the female deity Mahaknii 

and is situated high on the mountain side overlooking the village. This 
juxtaposition is an example of exceptions to the general rule, which are 
encountered in the border region between the Lamaistic and the Hinduistic 
culture zones. Of course, a s  we shall point out later (p. 227), this can 
be interpreted as evidence of advances and retreats of the boundary between 
the two culture zones in history. 

The gomnpa a t  Marpha (C. 24-C. 25) occupies a site midway up the face 
of a cliff which rises northwest of the village. It is thus not only high but 
also quite isolated from the secular world. At Kagbeni (C. 26) a Lama 
monastery, a reddish building several stories high, is located within the 
village. However, another gompa-like structure can also be seen on a pro- 
minence outside of the village. At Braga (C. 37-C. 38) there is a white 
gomps on to11 of a high cliff a t  the foot of which is the settlement. 

The gompa a t  Sama (C. 46-C. 47) is on a hill some distance up-stream 
from the village. This  is also the case a t  Li Dhandra (C. 47-C. 48). At 
Tsu~nje there are  four temples, two located high on a cliff rising behind 
the village and two within the  village itself. One of the latter, which we 
visited, was actually built on the top of a large rock located in the wheat 
fields between the three settlements which make up this village. Originally 
this temple was built for the settlement just below it. Hence, it must be 
said that, here too the  temple site had been chosen so that it would be 
higher than the  settled area which it served. The leading temple in the 
region around Tsumje,  the Gompa Tensin, is also located so that  it over- 
looks the villages of i ts  communicants. This is also true of the temple a t  
Philem (C. 69-C. 70). 

As we have already noted, most of the settlements in the Lowland, are  
located on the hills or mountain ridges rather than in the valley bottoms. 
In the Highland the  opposite is generally true. The valleys in the Highland 
are naturally more desirable for  human settlement because the weather is 
less severe, the terrain is less precipitous, and the land is more suitable for 
agriculture than on the colder, steeper, and barren mountain side. It is the 

writer's feeling, however, that  the urge to locate settlements as high as 
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possible despite less favorable conditions is even stronger among the HiRIl- 
landers than among the people of the Lowland. 

Braga and Pisang (C. 39) are  good examples of this lendelicy. In Tsunl j r  
they are  located in tlic generally steep nlountainous c'ounlry. Nt)vertllelcas, 
the three settlements of this village a re  sited on the ground that is relatively 
higher than the surrounding terrain. Several reasons may be advanc.ed for 

this phenomenon. Danger of inundation by flood is slight, but there is 
always the threat of avalanches. Another factor may be that an elevated 
site was necessary for defence in earlier unsettled times when there urah 

warlare between villages. Warfare is not entirely a thing of the past. Our 
own expedition was menaced, a s  a matter  of fact, by the hostilities betweell 
the two villages of Manang and Braga. Tha t  the location of a village on 
the high ground in the arid zone conlplicates the problem of watcr supply 
is obvious. Nevertheless, the older settlement of Tirigaon, just above 
Kagbeni, is located midway up a dizzy precipice. Water was brought to i t  
with great  difficulty from an up-river source by means of a tortuous canal, 
which frequently suffered damage from snow and rock slides. Today this 
old settlement of Tirigaon is abandoned and desolate and a new settlement 
has been built below the old site on a fan-shaped tract of arable land at the 
mouth of a small valley. This  may be a typical example of the abandon- 
ment of inconvenient heights for arable land and more accessible water sup- 
ply of the lower ground as the result of the passing of anarchic conditions. 

However, is it not possible that this desire to be settled on the high 
ground sprang not only from the need for protection against natural and 
man-made dangers, but  was also a response to some religious motivation? 
In any case, when we consider the location of gompa, the religious aspect 

becomes much clearer. 
T h e  gompa a re  by no means uniformly distributed, one to each settle- 

ment or  community. There  may be several temples in one village and none 
a t  all in another. In general there seems to be fewer gompa in the upper 
Marsyandi valley between Pisang (C. 39) and Bimtakothi (C. 43). The  prin- 
cipal inhabitants of this region a re  the Gurung people, known locally as the 
Lama-Gu~ung, whose religion is Lamaism and whose customs are Tibetan, 
although not purely so. By contrast in the Shiar Khola valley around 
Tsumje where the inhabitants a re  a Tibetan people (BhoZea), there seems to 
be a great  number of gompa relative to the number of settlements. 

2. Religious Monuments 

In the Lamaistic zone one encounters numerous stone towers as well as 
stone piles. These structures have a variety of shapes and a re  difficult to 
group into definite categories. Yet they have definite functions which are 
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part of a general scheme; so a mere individual description would tend to 
obscure understanding of their real nature. Among the difficulties of 
c.lassific.at ion there is the fact  that  their non~enclature varies from locality 
t o  locality, arid differs between the Highland and Lowland. Further, while 
solme are purely Buddhistic in form and function, there are also others 

represent non-Lamakt or pre-Lamaist traditions. Again, while there 
are some n711iC11 are  found only among the Blmtea and other Tibetan tribes, 
there are others which are  peculiar to the Himalayan peoples such as the 

Gurujlg. 
Accordingly, the writer  have reversed the normal procedure and have 

attempted first to set up and justify a classification system of his own. 
This is, then, followed by description of exanlples in the order that we 
actually observed them on our trip. In short the data is here presented in 
raw form so as to give the reader and himseli an opportunity for further 
interpretat ion or reinterpretation. 

(1) Classification and Explanation 

A common feature of all these stone monunlents is the fact that they 
all rise up from the ground as  towers and that have some religious signi- 
ficance. Still another general characteristic is the fact that their function 
is to overcome or repel terrestrial or subterranean evil spirits. 

The stone monuments will be divided tentatively into the following 
eight categories: (a) C M e n ,  (b) Risurn Gonbo, (c) Thobo, (d) Loptse, (e) 
Mondan, (f) Kani, (g) Lamchepha, and (h) Vacant Shrines. Where these 
words are capitalized in the following discussion, they represent the termi- 
nology here adopted by this writer for purposes of classification. When the 
same words appear in small letters, they represent the actual terminology 
used by the local people. All of these words are Tibetan. 

(a) Chorten, also pronounced choten, chole, are towers, regular in shape 
with a pointed top, and a bamboo pole, or an evergreen tree branch a t  their 
upper extremity. Square in plan, some resemble two- or three-storied 
pagodas. Others are  smaller and are  single storied. In some places, e. g. 
Tsumje, the lat ter  a re  called mnni and are distinguished from the former 
which are l<nown as  choten. This term, mani or mane, is often used with 
reference to the CIzoden and is a word familiar to the people of the High- 
land. The people of the Lowland and Indians tend to refer to all types of 
religious towers as  mane. 

It seems clear that  the Clzo&ett originated as sacred reliquaries, and it 
is said that the Highland people put all kinds of precious objects, such as  
sutras and other treasures, in them. They also say they are the tombs of 
famous priests. T h e  bones of famous monks are supposed to have magical 
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Fig. $1. One type of Thobo. At the Nisawp L& 
May, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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Fig. 82. L w s e  with yak horn offerings. Near Sangda. 
May, 1953. Photo. by J, Kawakita 



FIE.  83. Laptse on the Tibetan bl 'r. At YIu 
Ju ly  3, 1953. Photo. I J ~  S. Nakao 

polvers. Thus ,  o1.1~ of thc. important  purposcs o l  the  C l ~ o r t o ~  appears  to be 

to repel the  at tacl ts  of cvil spirits.  T h c  C l ~ o r t o ~  tend to  11c located near 
villages and to  Ilc placetl on the elevatcd ground.  

(b) Risunz G'onbo") usually consist o l  t hrce Cliorten joined toget her 

cacli topped wi th  a pole of coni ic r  t r ee  on which is s ~ ~ s p e n d c d  a Lungda 
(descri l~ed later). Sometinies t hc  th ree  towers a r e  not joined together b u t  
s imply placed next  to each other .  Frequently,  one sees three  Cllorten lined 
up in a row, an  ar rangement  which appears  to I)e a t ransi t ion to the Risunz 
Gonbo. T h c  Riszt7)z Gonho a re  also called lisztnz gonbo, a pronunciation more 
irecluently heard than  the  former.  I n  some l~ l aces  they are  known as  risu)? 
gonbo or rishi gztnbzt. T h e  Lnnzn-G'zlrztng use the  t e rm lisztn gonbo to reier 
also to  somelliing othcl- than  the triple-towered s t ruc ture .  T h i s  is a simple 

pile of stones on \\.liicl1 is ercctctl a pole o f  coni fer  t r e e  decorated wit11 

52) 5. C. I),Is, Dic.tiot~clr-y, 11. 1151 : Ri~qs-jisnttr-t)rgotr-/,o, " t h e  three I~r~clhisattvas who 
pro1c.i.t the three worlds." T h e  three worlds here are  those of the  gods, I hc humall race, a n d  
the  S e r p ~ n t  demi-fiod r;lccs ; ttlgotl-po means " lord " o r  " tutelary ,qod ", rirltha in Sanskrit. 
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slLjrle and whicli \ve will refer  to below as the Tl~obo. Since the word Risutn 
Golr/,o appears unn~is takably  in the name of thc sacred mountain, Konka 
~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ o n g l l a ,  explored by Hock's expedition lo the borders of Sikang Pro- 
vincc, the extremely wide use of the term can be inlagined.5.1 

The Risutn Gonbo a re  frequently erected on top of the village gateways 
Karti; sometinles they a re  located inside the village. Their location 

near settlements and their great  number anlong the villages of tilt. La?,la- 

~ ~ ~ r l i ) l g  arc particularly consl~icuous features. Another notewortlly fea ture  
is use of red, ~vhi te ,  and black colours on the triple towers. As we will see 
later, these colours I-cpresent a triune deity and are believed to have the 
power to exercise spirits. 

Fig. 84. Ali~nrlan a r e  passed on the left side. At Marpha. 
April, 1953. Photo. by J.  Kawakita 

(c) Thobo refers to any of a group of stone piles which have no common 
shape. Most of them look like the monument (described above) which the 
Lanzn-Gurung call lisum gonbo, but the term also applies to simple piles of 
stones without any shide or other top ornament. They may be merely 
stacks ot stone like the cairns which mountaineers erect on the summit of a 
mountain. Such structures a re  called thobo or tho. This tlzo or dho means 
stone in Tibetan, and thobo signifies nothing more than a heap of stones. 
Discussion ol  the forms and functions of the Thobo will be taken up below.") 

(dl Laptse, also referred to a s  mptse, or labtse, are  invariably located a t  
the highest point of a n  elevation such as  the summit of a mountain pass.") 

53) J .  F. Rock, " Konka Risumgongba, holy mountain of the outlaws," National Geo- 
graphic Magazine, Vol. LX, No. 1. 

54) Note by Nagao. Stone in Tibetan is rrlo or rdo-ba. If d h o ,  the meaning would 

be " high " ; if thog, summit." 
55) Note by Nagao. L ~ p - ~ t s e  means "summit  of the pass." 
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They a re  high cone-shaped heaps of stone with sll id~~s rising fronl the apey. 
011 them are  found stone tablets ivith carved sutras  or offerings of ,.ak 
horns. They are  \vithout qut1stion the same as  the oOo o l  Mongolia. 

Travellers passing by these Lnptse recite the sut ras  and t hroiv a 
on the heap. Reing located on the heights in the rugged mount:~irl country 
instead of on the  plains of Mongolia, they make one feel even nlore slrongly 
that they are  associated with the ivorship of lofty things. 

(e) Miindan (also ?notang) are  long rectangular stone\vork structlllcs 
built along the axis o l  road leading into and out o l  the village. TIlcy are 
not tht-mselves towers but most o l  them support one or more Chmterr. On 
the Motrdnra and Ckortetr are  often placed several mnni dokii or stone tablets 
with the words " 0nz IClnrri Pacinle Hunt" elaborately inscribed on tllenl, or 
n i t11  bas-relief sc .u lpt~~res  of Buddhist inlages or animals. The)! are ap- 

parent ly built for the same purpose as the Chortcvr.'") 
(f) Knrri, sometimes called kar~e, are, a s  already explained, gateivays to 

the village. They a re  not actually monuments, but again usually ]lave 
Risutn Gonbo or Chorterr built on them. Some of them may be best described 
as  Cltortett with a passage cut into their base. Although the liani are called 
gateways, this does not imply that  the  villages are  surrounded by walls. 
Quite the contrary is true,  and the villages can be entered from any direc- 
tion. Those villages which have Karzi on the  two sides a re  few and never 
are  two Kani duplicates of each other. T h e  reason for this remains a 
problem. We can perhaps be fairly sure, however, that  the purpose of the 
hhi is to exclude evil spirits from the village. In this connection i t  must 
be r e n ~ e n ~ b e r e d  that  the Gurung villages in the  southern side of the Great 
Himalaya have toriis (wooden gates) with sexual symbols (pp. 34-35). 

( g )  Lamchepha (also called lnmche, lamcheke, tlzq, tserma) consist of 
heaps of two or three stones placed on the fresh leaves of some broad- 
leaved tree and left  on the road outside of a village. They are  also intended 
to keep evil spirits from entering the  village. Sometimes food is placed on 
or around the Lamchepha in order to placate and buy off the evil spirits. 
Lam or lamga is the Tibetan word for road. According to our Sherpa 
guides, lanzclze means " landslide," and the stone heaps mark the roads 
destroyed by it. T h e  Sherpas also said it was custoniary for the piles to 
have three stones, but actually sometinies only two were used. 

Lanzchepha, under various names, are  found beyond the Lamaistic sphere 
in the hills of the  Lowland. Th is  suggests that  they might be a vestigial 
part  of the aboriginal religion of the mountain zone, that  had never been 

56) M~?uia?l with Chorterr are usually erected in the middle of a road. In such cases 

it is the custom to pass to the left of them. 
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conlplctely absorbed by either Lamaism nor Hinduisnl, 

(h) The Vacant Shrines are, according to the writer's definition, struc- 
tures differing f rom other stone ~ilonuments in that they are built i n  the 

form of a shrine but yet contain no visible object of worship. They are 
thus, literally, vacant shrines. Since they are stone shrines, one is led to 

compare them to the Hindu shrines. It is suggested that they are most 
numerous in the middle Kali Gandaki valley, an area which adjoins the 
Hindu shrine area. 

(2) Descriptions of Examples 

In  the northwest of Katmandu there is a pass called Panch Mane 
Bhanjyang (C. 1-C. 2), a t  the summit of which are five mounds covered with 
grass. Some gentlemen in Katmandu told us that the name of the pass 
meant " the pass of the  five measures," because the mounds resembled mono 
(Nep.)-a kind of grain measure used in Nepal-the bottom upside down. 
However, a very likely translation might be : " the pass of the five mane." 
On the basis of two or  three other data, it seems possible to think that 
there might have been in the past a time when Laniaistic culture, originating 
in the north, had extended beyond its present limits down into areas of the 
Lowland now thoroughly Hinduistic in culture. 

On a hill a t  Katunje (C. 6), we saw what appeared to be the skullbone 
of a deer, some dishes, and food left on the road. Through the interpreters 
we learned from the villagers that  these were known as mashun. When a 
person became sick, he and the j agara l  would periorni a rite after \vhich 
the tnaslmn was thrown on the road. The  jagaral, we learned from our 
interpreter was a Hindu Tantric. T h e  masltan might be thought of as  
having some relationship to the Lamchephu, but this was in the Hindu 
Lowland zone. Another problem is the significance of the deer skull symbol, 
which we also saw a t  Kagbeni in the  Highland. (C. 26). Above a second 
story window of a house was the skull of a deer on which was placed a 
crown-like ornament. (Refer also to p. 63 and Fig. 110 in p. 187.) 

Among the  noteworthy place names in the Lowland is Deorali, a Nepalese 
word which means "place where god resides," and ~ ~ h i c h  almost always 
refers to the summit of a pass. Our itinerary took us through three passes 
(C. 14-C. 15), (C. 17-C. 18) and (C. 19-C. 20) so named. The  first pass is 1100 

meters in elevation. At i ts  summit was a settlement called Deorali and a 
great Ficus sp. tree with the sacred stone which we have already described 
(P. 113). It was entirely Hinduistic in aspect. The  second Deorali was 1710 
meters high. At i ts  sulnlnit we ellcountered our first Clzwien and a single 
house built of stone in the semi-Tibetan style. Ho\vever, as n e  descended 

again into the valley beyond it to Bhurunldi (C. 18, 1120 meters), we saw a 
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Shiva shrine and a Chorten together in the  same settlenient. 
T h e  third pass was 2760 meters high. At its sumniil there were many 

Thobo and a t  the foot of a tree was a Vacant Shrine. Tlic tree itsell \\.a5 

decorated to i ts  topmost branches with numerous strips of wliile cotton, 
serving as  shide. It seems impossible to doubt, t h ~ l t  part of this al.range- 
ment is designed to offer prayers to Heaven. On this pass we saw a ~ / ~ o ~ t d ~  

without usual trees, peepul or other species. Around llle Vacant Shrine 
were some scattered rhododendron flowers and some bamboo. Thus  at t] l is  

Deorali there was a touch o i  the Lowland Hinduistic flavour. There were, 
however, no visible deities or sacred images. In other words, the deo htlre 
did not refer to any of these things bill to something' else which migl11 
termed heaven. I t  is for this reason that  places with t l ~ e  name lleoralj are 
located a t  the  highest point along tlie road. 

T h e  porters whom we recruited frorn tlie Lowland tended to refer to 
all stone towers and stone heaps found in elevated places as deorali without 
distinguishing Laptse, Thobo, and Ckwten f rom each other. This  tendency 
for  Lowlanders to use a single generic term, such as dewnli, instead of more 
precise nomenclature, reveals, the writer  believes, that the worship ol higll 
places is originally and basically a Highland tradition. 

As one descends into the Kali Gandaki valley on the other side of the 
third pass, one notes that  the culture once again has a strong Hinduistic 
flavour. This  observation may seem a bit farfetched, but the tendency 
toward Lamaistic and Hinduistic elements to be distributed verlically ac- 
cording to the  elevation of the terrain merits attention. This thesis can be 
pushed even more strongly, if the terms of reference are  broadened to 
Tibetan-type and Hindu-type cultures. 

At the  village of Sikha (2030 meters), part  way down into the valley, 
the  culture is still not completely Hinduistic. Here the  villagers were using 
oxen to hull grain by trampling. Around a pole made of a truncated tree 
t runk there were scattered unhulled grains. T w o  pairs of oxen tethered to 
the  pole and driven by two men trampled the grains moving in a counter- 
clockwise direction. On the pivot pole was fastened a freshly cut branch of 
a conifer tree with str ips of white cotton dangling from it ,  thus showing 
i ts  religious purposes. T h e  villagers explained i t  a s  follows : " Before 
beginning the threshing, we pray to our god and fasten the shide to the 
pole. This  we call the meo. T h e  god has no name;  He is in heaven." The 
writer  would guess that  this meo is related etymologically to the mei in 
Nam La Choumei, the name of a festival a t  Sangda, whicli will be described 
later and to the  nzo in Mo~zdnrz, but i ts  meaning must be lelt to linguists. 
T h e  -dan in the word probably comes from tong or  thnrzg (Tib. " place, flat 
land "). This  is the village mentioned previously as having the batti on a 
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Fig. 86. A Vacant Shrine-1. At Murali Bang. April, 1953. 
Photo. by J.  Kawakita 

Fig. 87. A Vacant Shrine-2. At Murali Bang. April, 195a. 
Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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From this point on a s  the road ascended the steeply rising river valley, 
Tibetan influences became stronger and stronger. 

Chorten and Mondan were observed at  Ghasa, Lete, Tukucha, and Marpha. 
Chor/en-type K a n i  were also Seen. On the ceilings of the Kani  were Buddhist 
piclures and beside them were many sutra-inscribed wheels called muni or 

rriarti. As the Illen who drive the caravans went through the gates, they 
rubbed the mani  wheels with their right Iiands. The wheels turned clock- 
wise giving forth merit and virtue from the sutras. Tukucha is a larger 
town, and everything is on a more elaborate scale. One enters the town 
from the downstream side through a splendid Kani. Near it was an im- 
posing building which we were told was a library of Buddhist sutras. 

I n  the middle of the road was a lo?g line of muni wheels. Here and there 
the line was interrupted by Chmten with onion-shaped tops. (See also pp. 
53-56 about Tukucha.) 

Between Tukucha  and Marpha, we came upon the last of the choutcSra. 
On it stood a Chorten. In these parts  the Chorten were also called mane. 
When we ask, " W h a t  is it ? "  the answer would be "chorten"; but when 
we ask, " I s  this  a m a n e ? "  the answer would be, "Yes, it is." 

Kani are  olten found a t  both ends of a village, but the more elaborate 
Clrorten-type I h n i  were usually located on the downstream end. The Mondarr 
are mostly found outside these Kan i  line up in a row with Chorterz built on 
them. At Kagbeni the dwellings were closely clustered Tibetan-style build- 
ings typical of the arid zone. Some were as  high as four stories. Here, 
instead of entering through a Kani, one passes beneath one of the buildings. 
Even so the entrance to the village was likewise on the downstream side. 

At the summit of Thi je  La and every other pass-like eminence between 
Kagbeni and the Thi je  La, we invariably found Laptse. 

The writer  has already described much about the twin village Sangda 
and Kho. (Sze pp. 38-42, p. 312 and p. 336.) Now a few data concerning religion 
will be here added. T h e  principal religious observance of this community 
is an annual agricultural  festival held in spring belore the beginning of 
the farming season. T h e  name of the festival is Hlachogen or, alternatively, 
Nanz In Clzounzei. It was held, we were told, about one month before our 
visit (or around the 10th of April). The  lzla in Hlackogen means "God" in 
Tibetan and is the same a s  that  found in the name of the capital city of 
Tibet, Hlasa (Lhasa). T h e  in Nanz la Choumei is Tibetan for  " Heaven." 
On the day of the festival the heads of families assemble a t  a ckorten 
located on a mountain ridge south of the settlement and after pra)~ing for 
good crops offer a sacrificial goat. Follo~ving this rite, they drink wine and 
feast on the goat I~e fore  returning 11on1e. The  homes ol  the eleven lamilies, 

incidentally, a r e  clustered together wall to wall in what appears to be a 
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single building. Selection of a proper day for  the festival is a very inl-  
portant function whicll is entrusted to a person versed in Lamaisnl. 11 
such a person is not available in the village, lie is sought out e l s c ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
This  year the Sangda villagers went to the " Takofn Lnmca" (the 01 
a gornpa a t  Tukucha). T h e  day fo r  planting is s in~i lar ly  determined. On 
that  day the entire village turns  out to make planting. 

Above and a little to the west o l  tlie Iiamlet of Kho on a rock i n  a once 
cultivated but now abandoned tract of land was a very crudely built Vacant 
Shrine built of' stone. Beside it was a single wooden pole used as  a ~u~~~~~~~ 
(see p. 166). There  was nothing in the Vacant Shrine, but on the rock tI lere 
was a natural hollowed surlac-c, which, [lie writer  was told, \vas made " a  

long time ago, when the fn?r~a of Sangda came flying in the air and placed 
his palm on the rock." T h e  natural depression in the rock did indeed look 
like the outline of a hand. T o  this day, apparently, the villagers visit this 
spot to worship. Interesting is the idea of a being who could fly-the idea, 
in other words, of a superman. 

T h e  writer has described Sangda and Kho in some detail, because they 
are  so close to the village of Chharkabhot which Kawaguchi described as 
an  outpost of the Bon religion and because they are  so isolated. He felt 
that this comn~uni ty  may have preserved to a considerable degree some 
traces of the original pre-Lamaist religion of the  Highland. The  role of 
the Chmten and the  Vacant Shrine here is particularly to be noticed. 

Near the temple a t  Mukt inat l~ ,  which is located on the lower slopes of 
a mountain, there were numerous stone towers and stone heaps on the 
ridges of hills. They were of all types ranging from crudely built Tlzobo 
to elaborate Chorten and were built wherever tlie site commands a good 
view. T h e  writer was told by his guide, a Hindu priest, that  some of the 
mane were the tombs of saints. He was referring particularly to those 
which had imposing Clzorfen on them. 

Below Pisang (C. 39) there is a place where the Marsyandi river makes 
a sharp tu rn  and descends in a rapid. On the left bank of this turn  there 
is a huge monolithic rock wall, which rises up to a height of about 1000 
meters. As we descended through the forest on the  r ight  bank opposite it, 
we came upon a large group of Thobo or  stone heaps located on a spot 
which had an  excellent view. T h e  porters we had hired a t  Pisang called 
these heaps "fisun gonbo," but our  interpreter translated for us that they 
were " demnli of the Gurung tribe." There  were alnlost 100 of these stone 

heaps. They \vere smaller than Cltorferz o r  Lnpfse. Some had living trees 
rising iron1 their tops, \vliile others supported cut branches. Most of the 
live trees \\-ere snpl i~igs  but sometimes they wcre qui te  large. The  trees 
were of three kinds : Pinus, Juniperus and Abies, all conifer species found 
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in  the nearby forest. T h e r e  were broad-leaf trees also in the vicinity but 
these were not used in the Thobo. The  fragrance of the conifers and the 
fact that they stand erect and point straight  up are  points to be noted. 
~ 1 ~ ; s  \rill be discussed niore fully later. Shjdcs made from branclles of both 
conifer and broad-leaf trees were placed at the foot of tliese trees standing 
on tile stone heaps. T h e  white cot ton streamers o i  tile sfides were in- 
scrilled wi I h sacred characters from the Lamaist sutras. Sinlilar] inscrib- 
ed strips of clot11 were also hung from the branches of nearby conifer 
trees. According to the porters from Pisang these were all in honour of 
the god wllo livcs on the great  cliff. 

Dr. K. Imanishi, who visited this  place the ),ear belore reports that his 
porters cut branchcs and put them up inviting him to do like~vise. They 
piled stones around the base of one branch and performed a dance around 
i t .  This was, they said, to protect them from i l l  health. 

In each o l  the villages of Tsenie, Thonzo, Sarku, and Bagarchhap lo- 
cated in the upper Marsyandi valley, where the Lama-Gurung people are  
numerous, we observed K a n i  with Risum Gonbo built on them. These Kani 
were uniformly located on the  downstream side of the villages. There  
was only one g a t e  to a village. As mentioned before (pp. 123-24) the villages 
of Tarangchung and Thilche had no Kani  but dopaia, which apparently 
served the same function and were likeitvise located on the downstream 
side of their villages (on the  east and south, respectively). When we see 
all these examples and recall that  along the Kali Gandaki also the more 
elaborate K a n i  were usually located on the downstream side, we may be 
justified in suspecting tha t  there is some explanation for the practice. 
However, when we enter  the Buri Gandaki valley, there are  seen some 
exceptions. 

At Thonje located a t  the confluence of the Marsyandi and the Dudh 
Khola rivers, there  was a K a n j  with onion-shaped Clzorlen on the eastern 
side, which may be called on downstream side, and a Risum Gonbo on the 
southern (also downstream) side. 

The Risunz Gonbo on the If ini  a t  Tseme had a white centre tower, 
flanked by a red left-hand tower and a black right-hand tower. At Sarku, 

at the top of each of the three towers of similar structure there was a 
pine pole. T h e  centre pole had a white banner, and the left- and right-  
hand poles had red and black banners, respectively. At Bagarchhap there 
was an identical arrangement of coloured flags, but the Risum Gonbo a t  
Thonje had a whi te  centre tower ~ v i t h  yellow and black side towers. The  

white and yellow towers had flags of matching colours, but the black 
tower had a green flag. Also a t  Thilche, one of the Cl~orlen was coloured 

white alld yellow. T h i s  was not the only instance. Coloured Clzorleta and 
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gompa are  not uncommon in the Highland, but the colours are  always red 
or  white o r  a combination of the two. In any case, it can be concluded 
that  in the Lamaistic culture of the Highland, colour has some significance, 
Our interpreter, a Brahman Iron1 Bengal, who claims to have been to 
Tibet ,  told us that  while represented the Lamaistic fail11 and red was the 
colour identifying Jangr i sn~  (to be discussed later). T h e  writer does not 
have knowledge to judge reliability of this explanation, but the lamaseries at 

Kagbeni, Khingar,  Zharkot (C. 3 3 4 .  34) were all painted red. The  Chortrn 
a t  Sangda was, he recalls, also red. At Muktinath the lamasery near the 
temple was white above and red below. Fur ther  east, he recalls only that 
the gompn at Braga (C. 37-C. 38) was white, and have no clear recollection 
of others. His impression is that  there is no red gompa (uncertain). 

Returning to the colours of the Risum Gonbo described above, the writer 
obtained the iollowing information on their  significance. According to the 
villagers a t  Thonje, white colour on the Risum Gonbo symbolizes a god 
called Kunjo Sunbo, red stood for a god called Tsen, and black represents a 
forest devil called Dui. T h e  Risum Gwnbo, they said, represents contain- 
ment of the  evil forest spiri ts  by the  good gods. People in other villages 
declared that  the white, yellow and green colours of the  Thonje Risum 
Gonbo all stood for gods named Rishi Gztmbu, and that  these gods were 
associated with both Lamaist and Gurung beliefs. We will come back later 
to discussion of the gods Tsen and Dui mentioned above. 

Let us here give a description of Mondan worship as  the writer wit- 
nessed it a t  Thonje. On the east side of this village there were two Mondan 
surmounted by Chorten. In  addition to doko with inscriptions from the 
sut ras  there were many others with carved figures of buddhas and saints, 
copulating buddhas, oxheads, fzces of dogs and crow-headed goblins. The 
chorten were adorned with sheep (or goat ?) horns. One morning, we saw 
a man walking around the  Mondan turning the prayer wheels (locally called 
fnuni) and repeating something to himself. When this  man left an old 
woman came along and stood turning the  muni with one hand until another 
woman joined her. Then she began to walk around one of the Mondan 
keeping always to her r ight.  Soon one or  two other women appeared and 
fell into the line behind the old woman. Eventually, there were eight 
women in the procession. With  the  exception of the  first woman none of 
the women carried anything in her hands, but six of the  seven had infants 
on their  backs and the seventh was accompanied by a child on foot. The 
children were probably their  own. After they had circled the outside 
Mondon several dozen t ~ m e s  they switched to the  inner one, and circled 
i t  similarly I~cfore they returned to the village. 

During th is  our  porters, whom we had hired in the Lowland, would 
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lease the women in Nepali. T h e  women would answer back as  they cir- 
cled. Fronl this i t  was apparent that ,  though the won1en1s costunles Mrere 
Tibetan in style, they could speak Nepali. Five of the womell were Takalis 
and two were Gurungs. Th is  area is generally Lamaistic in culture but it 
is near the periphery of the Lamaistic region and the influence of Lowland- 
type culture is fair ly strong. T h e  fact that the Mondan have a religious 
function needs no demonstration, but this ritual just described suggests 
that there is some relationship between the Mondan and tile women with 

children. Also, it is to be noted that  in particular Lamaistic worship ser- 
vice women were not excluded from participation. 

~ i ~ n t a k o t h i  (C. 43) and Larkya (C. 45) are  located on the west and east 
sides, respectively, of the  Larkya La (a mountain pass, elevation 5200 meters). 
They are near the terminal moraines of glaciers. Larkya is a settlement 

which can be occupied only in the summer, and on the morain above both 
places there a re  Chorten. Here again it was obvious that lofty sites had 
been chosen fo r  these structures. At Bimtakothi, in addition, there were 
Mondan (without Charten) a t  the upper and lower ends oi  the village, but 
there were no Kani. On the summit of Larkya La there were two Laptse. 
One had red and green banners, and the other had white banners with in- 
scriptions from the  sutras.  Offerings of yak horns were observed on both. 
The terrain in this area was bleak and desolate. There was nothing but 
white glacier and brown gravels to be seen. Here and there along the 
approaches on either side of the pass we saw TIzobo unadorned by sltide, 
wherever there was a slight eminence. 

The writer  wishes now to illustrate by means of diagram (Fig. 88) the 
complicated arrangement of stone monuments a t  the upper entrance to the 
village of Lho, which marked our entry into the upper Buri Gandaki valley. 
There were two gates  a t  the upper entrance. The road is divided in front 
of the first gate.  When our  interpreter started to take the right-hand path 
which went under the  gate,  he was stopped by a woman of the village and 
told that he must "pass  to the left of the risun gonbo." According to this 

woman the ga te  was not a kani but a tsikpa, a general Tibetan term the 
villagers used fo r  the  fence, wall and the like. Under the gate was a 
Lamclzefiha, but  th is  too was given a distinctive local name-tsemza. I ts  

purpose, the woman explained, is " t o  keep the dead from returning to the 
village." T h e  triple-towered Risum Gonbo on top of the Kani  was conven- 
tionally called risun gonbo. On two of i ts  towers were several stalks of 

bamboo, but on the remaining tower was a single pole made of a pine 
sapling stripped of i t s  branches and foliage except at the very tip. This  

was called a lung& by the  villagers, although it had no banner attached 
to it. We learned that  the  pole was replaced with a fresh one, whenever 
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Fig. 
Legend : 

13. 
C. 
I). 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 

88. 'The upper entrance to the village o f  1.110. 
A. Kar~i (Isikja) surmounted by a Risuttr (;or160 
1,ocation of Lartrc,lrojha (tsorttra) under centre of l i a t~ i .  
Chorten (risuftr gottbo). 
A4otrtlati (?trane, rtronrla~r ?). 
Iioad. 
Iiarri (risutr gotibo). 
Settlement. 
Large Chorle~r (karri). 

the  green foliage turned brown, and thc \\'omen \rere not permitted to 
perform this taslc. Any male, however low his st ; l t i~s,  was eligible to do 
it,  provided that  he had some religious instruct ion. 

T o  one side o i  the  h k n i  therc was a scliiare Iienp of stones about one 
meter o r  more in height. Th i s  too had a tree brancli rising from its sum- 
mit and was likewise called a risrtn gotrbo. 

After passing a row ol' Mu)uia)l the  divided road became one again and 
passed through a second gate.  Tliis ga te  was a square Cl~orlcn-type struc- 
ture  with sacred pictures on the inside walls. I t  was also called a riswr 
gonbo and not a kani. Beyond this ga te  near the entrance to the settled 
area there was a tall Cl~orten-type lhree-storied pagoda. On the ground 
floor was the entrance to the to\f7er. T h e  sccond sto1.y was onion-shaped 
and had square eaves, from the four cosners of which hung wooden phalli. 
These were reminiscent ol' the phalli on the dopula we saw in the upper 
Miirs).andi valley. T h e  third story was square in shape \ v i t l ~  \vhitc walls 
on wl1ic.11 were painted four l'aces glaring wltll huge eyes. Tllcse laces 
were unmistakably o l  the same tradition as  those o n  the great  stupas of 
the Buddhist temples, Boddhnatll and Swayambhunath,  of the Katmandu 
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uasin. Onc of Ihc villagers rcferrcd to this  tower a s  a koai. According to 

hin), an! tower, whcthcr i l  served a s  a gate  or not, was a kanj. 
~ h t .  tc.rminology usrd in this  village for these religious towers and 

lllounds of stone, d i f fer  considerably from that used elsewhere. This is not, 
tile lvriter believes, simply a matter  of localism, but is probably a philolo- 

gical matter. T h e  people of this  area a re  predominantly Lama-CurunRs 
than Bhoteas, and,  though they have been c o n s i d e r a l ~ l ~  assimilated 

\r.illl the Tibetan culture pattern i n c l u d i n ~  the language, they have pre- 
served a certain a m o u l l ~  of the Gurung language, so Illat the CurunR 
vocabulary has becon~c  mixed with their Tibetan usage. This matter  has 
already been touched upon, when we discussed the ethnic. distril,ution pal- 
tern (pp. 80-84), but i t  is probable that ,  i f  we had interrogated the more 
conservative ~ ~ o n ~ e n f o l l t ,  we might have uncovered many more variant 

terms. In order to  analyse such a word as  tsenna, reference to the Gurung 
language may be necessary. 

At S n ~ n a  (C. 46-C. 47) there were Chorterl-t ype square-shaped Ka,li at 
both ilppes and lower ends of  tllc village. On thc upstre;~m Knni there 
werc tllc samc faces glaring in the four directions painted on the upper 
walls. Nearly all o l  the  settlenlents we observed between Lho and Gapsha 
(C. 48) had I h n i  with Risu~?z Gonbo on them. However, in c.ontrast to those 
in  the upper Marsyandi region, none of the Risutn Corrbo here was coloured. 
S:)rnc ol' the triple-towered Risuln Gonbo had Lungda: others had none. Rut 
all the Lurigdn had only white banners. The  Knni will1 Riszcm Gonbo were 
always found a t  only one of the entrances to the village. The other en- 
trance usually had another kind of Kani, such as, in some cases, the Cluw- 
ten-type Icani wi th  the four  laces which we have described. Unfortunately. 
the writer did not record which of the two kinds of Knni were lot-ated on 
the downstrean1 side of the village. 

The first Risunt Gonbo we saw af ter  we had been in the Shiar Khola 
valley was a t  Philem (C. 69-C. 70), whicli we passed through, \vIlen we 
resumed our descent through the Buri Gandaki Valley. T l ~ e r e  was a Karti 
at thc downstream end of the village here, but it had no Risutn Gonbo on 
it. Risurn Gonbo were found,  strangely enough, within the settlement it- 

self standing here and there among the houses. This village had a gomnfia, 

whicll was located some distance above the village, but only a fcw of the 
houses displayed the  white banners of the Tarclllto (to be described later). 
Thus already the Lamaistic influence was considerably weaker, while the 
influence of Gurung culture or  that  of the Lowland-type increased. As \ye 

descended I'urther to Setibas (C. Gg-C. 70) we saw a Risunr G'onbo together 
with a Miin(En,t, but soon we saw the last of them along the road outside 
of a settlement tuclted away in a side valley west of Jagat. All of these 
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were built along tlie side o l  the road witl ioi~t  iIrlV a ~ ~ o c i a l i o ~ l  will1 a Kani. 
T h e  writer  does not rcnien~ber  to have seen ally examl~les  o f  [he t y p l -  

cal Hisurrt Gortbo in the Hliotcan villagt. of' T s u n ~ j ~ .  ?'llc closes1 l l l i n g  l o  

il was a row ol three Cltcwtert loc.atcd on tlle edge ol' iI Iiigh ~,rccipice over- 
looking the village. Tlle villagers, Iiowever, Ivere not unaccluainted \yitll 
the Risunz Gonho, wliich they referred to a s  lisurt gonbo, applying the tern1 
only to the connected-tower type nionument. As the Tsumje people ex- 
plained it,  the r n o n u n i c ~ ~ t  represented three gods. It was ~)laccd outside a 
house or  a village ilnd had the power to drive a\lr;ly otlicr gods (including, 
of course, devils and denlons). It also served to prevent the  dead persons, 
wllo ]lad gone lo heaven, from returning again  lo tllc villagc. It was, as 
a rulc, located outside the  villagc, but  in l imes o f  heavy snow or flood, it 
could be set up within the village. 

T h e  wri ter  has already pointed out  that  the Risu??~ C;o)rbo of the Buri 
G:lndaki region were not coloured. Ho\vcver, the Tsumje  villagers ltnew 
that  the three gods Lvere symbolized by different colours. According to 
tllern, red stood for tlie god Jlz)zbZya)z, white lor  Cllnngarezi, and black Sor 
Clzannn Dorjt.. These tliree gods were, he was told, actually a trinity, re- 
presenting a single deity,  and the colours represented different aspects of 
tlie god :  whi te  the aspect of silence, red the  laughing aspect, and black 
the  aspect of anger.';) 

I t  should be noticed here tha t  according to the Tsumje  villagers any- 
one can build a Risunl Gonbo, but a f t e r  it is completed a lnnza must purify 
i t  wi th  prayers. T h e  service is called a mnzne. In referring to I~uilding 
the religious monuments, the villagers stressed the purification ceremony 
only wi th  respect to tlze Risum Go)lbo. There  seems to Ile something about 
these particular gods that  demanded purification service. We need to dis- 
cuss the  names and the nature  of tliese three gods further.  

T h e  geograpllical distr ibution of 1 he Risulrz Gonbo, to the extent that 
the wri ter  was able to check it,  is  confined to the  upper Marsyandi valley 
below Pisang. Rut there  is a t  least one at Braga, according to a plioto- 
g raph  taken by the  1952 expedit ion;  and to the  upper Buri Gandaki valley 
above Jagat ,  excluding the Shiar Kliola basin. Since these two valleys are 
contiguous, there is actually a single distr ibution area. Although the writer 
is merely expressing a conjecture, he feels tha t  the monuments in the upper 
Marsyandi valley a r e  closer to the t rue  worship of t r in i tar ian  deity. This 

feeling is based on the  use of three colours on the toivers and flags and the 
names and a t t r ibutes  assigned to the gods in this  area. Fur ther ,  because 

5 7 )  Ja~irbiyau is Ijjam-pabi dbyalis, Cl~ongarezi is Spyan-ras-gzigs, and Cho?rna Dorje 
is Phyag-na rdo-rje. They refer, ~.espectively, to MaGjuiri, Avalokiteivara, and VajropC?zi in 
Sanskrit. 
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lllc geogral)liical distr ibution of the Risum Gonho coincides with the dis- 
tril)ution of  the Lanza-Guruny people and because the degree to which the 
Gurullg l a r l g u a ~ c  llas heen 11reserved is  greater  among the Gurungs of the 
upper ~ a r s y a n d i  than anlong their  fellow tribesmen in the upper Buri 
Gandaki valley, hc suspects that  the Risurn Conbo represent ancient reli- 
gious traditions which antedate the conversion of the Highland Lama-Gu- 
lu l l g~  to 1,;imaism. 

Lct us now lu rn  to o ther  types of religious monuments that we saw 
at Tsunijc. Chorten were extremely numerous in this village, and the 
tendency to 11uild them on the rocks and elevated places was quite evident, 

although many were located in the low spots relative to the settled areas. 
The villagers distinguished two types of Chorten; calling one chop.ten and 
tile other mnni. Both were alike in some respects. They were built by 
wcalthy persons in memory of someone who had died; their sites werc 
chosen I)y a lama, who also pe r fo rn~ed  services a t  them after  they were 
built. The cl~orten, however, were larger than the ntani and were different 
from thc latter in that  they had a cavity large enough to hold a human 
body. In this  space various kinds of treasures would be placed. The 
writer did not discover the nature of these treasures, but learned that they 
were called zkungphung a t  Tsumje and that  they were placed in the monu- 
ment at the time it was built. T h e  purpose of the clwrten, the writer was 
told, was to ward off illness. T h e  mani, on the other hand, were built 
more with the idea of commemorating human spirits. They were erected 
in the name of a given person and could be built, while that person was 
still alive as  well a s  a f t e r  he was dead. The writer was told a poor person 
could not build one. 

On both the clzorten and the mani were many stone tablets inscribed 
with sacred texts. These seemed most numerous on the mani. The tablets 
were Icnown by the villagers a s  mani toko or mani doko. The to or do here 
clearly meant " stone." T h e  villagers told us that  the tablets were brought 
in from the Kam region in Tibet  by specialists in this  work, but, since 
the stones a r e  so heavy, it is  likely that  the work was actually done 
somewhere near the village. There  were, of course, many mani dokii on 
the Mondan, which were called mondang in this village. The miindang 
were built for the purposes similar to those of the chorten and mani and 
were located near the  Kani. T h e  writer  was told that  any person who had 
the means could build one. T h e  Kani gate of this village was an elaborate 

two-storied Chorten-type s t ructure  and was located a t  the upper end of the 
village. It also marked the entrance to the paths leading up to the two 
temples situated above the village. The  Kani was known to villagers by 
that name. 
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T h e  writer  does not renlenil~er any Thobo in this village. There were 
some Thobo, however, a t  Dhorzliong (C. 50) which is just across a ridge 
west of Tsumje. These were IIuilt on certain rocky protuberances and 
were topped by slender foliage-topped pine branches. There  were other 
Tlzobo on the pass leading to T s u n ~ j e ,  but these could hardly be distill- 
guished from Lnptse. There  was no Laptse in the village of Tsumje itsell, 
l ~ u t  Ihe villagers knew the term and said there were some on the nlountain 
I~eliind the village. 

At Tsumje tlie writer  niade Rorschach psychological tests for over 
th i r ty  of tlie villagers. T h e  results cannot be discussed in detail here, but 
especially prominent among the responses was the chorten. The pointed 
end of the clzwten and the treasure cavity in it seem strongly impressed 
on the villagers' minds. 

Finally, let us note how these stone monuments change and eventually 
disappear a s  one descends through the gorge of the Buri Gandaki. At 
Jagnt (C. 71, 1370 meters) one notices that  the Chorten are  found among 
the houses in the settled area,  approximating to the location of the Hindu 
shrines. From this point onward the  Lamaistic influences decline at a 
rapid rate, but  we were unable to  survey the villages immediately below 
Jagat.  It was the monsoon season and the swollen waters of the river 
forced us to detour uphill again along the  mountains on the  left bank of 
the valley. However, a t  Halchok (C. 72-C. 73, about 1400 meters high), the 
first village we saw on our detour, the  Chorten and the Tarchho-two in- 
dices of Lamaistic culture-were already gone. Just before reaching the 
next village Rungje (C. 73), we crossed a pass about 2000 meters in eleva- 
tion. There  on an  eminence was a sort of nznne-like Thobo with three 

or four dried branches thrusted in i t .  Our Lowland porters said it was 
a demnli, and one of the Sherpas said i t  was a laptse. 

T h e  wri ter  has already mentioned the stone towers encircled with sacred 
ropes that  we saw in the villages of Rungje (1730 meters), Keronja (2030 
meters) and Kasigaon (1890 meters) (See pp. 121-22). T h e  point he wishes to 

note here is that  these towers were large Chorten-type structures with small 
openings in them corresponding to the inner cavity of the Chorten. The 
fact that  they were called mane is in accordance with the Lamaistic prac- 

tice, but  the fact that  there was only one of these structures in each vil-  
lage is very atypical. I t  i s  noted, also, that  the towers were in each case 
located above the settled area. 

Just before reaching Kasigaon (C. 74). we came upon a number of small 
round stone towers looking like mane standing on the mountain facing the 
village on the opposite side of a valley. Upon inquiry we learned this was 
the village cemetery. There  were fresh graves covered with bamboo mats. 
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There is a great disparity between these monuments and the c)wen which 
were erected to house the bones of saints who would repulse the evil spirits. 

Tliesc three villages, of course, had almost no adherents of the Lamaist 

raith. There was only one house in Kasigaon which displayed a Tarchh 
flagpole. The  villagers knew it as  a tarchho and explained that the house 
helonged to a lama. They probably meant that it was the house of a 
Larnaist believer. Th i s  village was also known as Tasi  Kang, a name with 
a Tibetan sound in sharp  contrast to the Nepali sounding name-Kasigaon. 
In  a little hamlet called Yarsa (1930 meters), south of Kasigaon, there was 

a short tiny Tarclzho on the roof of a house. This was the last sign of 
Lamaistic culture we saw. 

At Syang (C. 24-C. 25) in the Kali Gandaki gorges, which similarly con- 
stitute a zone of transition between the Lamaistic and Hinduistic spheres, 
we saw iron1 a distance a number of white stone piles on a hill near the 
settled area. We were told that  they were grave markers but the writer 
was not able to verify this. Except for these two cases mentioned, we saw 
absolutely no burial grounds in the Highland region. A priest in Muktinath 
told us that  the inhabitants of that  area sometimes used graveyard and 
sometimes did not, but  he did not seem to know the truth. Even in the 
Lowlands, however, we saw only one graveyard. This was at  Chaturali 
(C. 82) on the northwest slope of the Kakani hills. I t  was a grassy plot 
pleasantly situated on a saddle of the mountain below the settlement. Here 
and there were tiny mounds under the turfs. Finding no other suitable 
spot and not realizing that  it was a burial ground, we pitched our tents 
there and were laughed a t  by our porters. 

Finally, we shall take up the Lamchepha. In the upper Marsyandi re- 
gions, we saw them f rom time to time on the road as  we travelled from 
Pisang (C. 39) down to Thonje and up the Dudh Khola valley to Thilche 
(C. 41-C. 42). They  were called lamcheke in this region and were used in 
the following manner. When someone died, the corpse was taken outside 
of the village and disposed of. On the return trip, these lamcheke were 
placed on the road so that  evil spirits could not follow the funeral party 
back into the village. Green foliage was always placed beneath the stones, 
which were in most cases three in number. Whether three was the number 

in every instance, the writer's records do not show. 

The Lamchepha were usually found in the little trodden lonely stretches 
of road outside the villages, but an  exception, already noted, was the tserma 
we saw a t  the village of Lho in the upper Buri Gandaki valley. This was 

atypical, because it was placed directly under the Kani and it could be by- 
passed on a n  al ternate road. The  purpose of this tserma was like the other 

Lafnchepha to  block the entrance of evil spirits and it too was occasioned 
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by someone's death in the village. Could it be, then, that the evil spirits 
are  only able to go to the rig111 ? (See Fig. 88 in p. 158.) 

T h e  Lamcltepha observed before we entered the village of Tsunlje Mas 

at a fork in the mountain road. On it was sprinkled some boiled beans. A 
Sherpa accompanying us esplained that it was called lamche or lamc)reph 
and it was placed in the road whenever a traveller became ill outside the 
village in order that the evil spirits \irould not enter the village. When 
illness occurred inside the village, it was placed in the street outside the 
house. Our informant also told us that  the ln~nche always consisted of  
three stones and that  it was set up whenever there was illness, because 
illness was believed to be caused by the death spirit entering a person, 
T h e  Lamchepha could be made either by a man or a woman. The  beans 
and clothing sometimes placed on it were supposed to  be of the nature of 
bribes to induce the death spirit to withdraw. 

T h e  Tsumje villagers understood the  term Lamchepha, but also used 
the term tho. They said they usually set them up a t  road forks. Since 
their purpose was to  avert evil, anyone could erect them. Apparently the 
most common occasion for their use was when someone became ill, in which 
case either the sick person or  someone else would set one up. There were 
four  kinds of harmful evil spiri ts:  (1) Shindre, (2) Sondre, (3) Nopa, and (4) 
Hlandre. T h e  Shindre were the  evil ghosts of dead persons, and the Sondre 
the jealousies of living persons. Illness was  the  result of an  attack by the 
Nb;Pg, and the Hlandre were evil spirits that  haunted roads. Whenever some 
calamity occurred, a lama using the sacred books as  a horoscope would 
determine which evil spirits were responsible. T h e  Sondre, or the evil spirit 
of human jealousy, impressed the writer  as the  most interesting of all. 
When this spirit was divined to be the  source of trouble, the lama would 
sometimes advise sending a gift  of food to the  person who was supposed to 
be jealous. In addition, a Lamchepha would be built and some food would 
be cooked on a fire a t  the  spot. T h e  food would be properly prepared and 
seasoned, e. g. with chili, pepper, etc., so that  it could be eaten. Then the 

afflicted person would shout, "Jealousy, I will give you th is ;  so do not come 
again. If you do, I will tell the  l ama  and have you killed ! " 

T h e  last Lamchepha we saw is a t  Majhgaon (C. 75), located where the 

Buri Gandaki gorges end and the  Lowland begins. Th i s  consists only of 
two stones. T h e  villages immediately below the village of Majhgaon are 
completely Hinduistic in culture. 

3. Religious Flags (Tarchho, Tarbuche, and Lungda) 
Among the  landmarks of religious significance there a re  no objects so 

clearly typical of Lamaistic culture as the religious flags. These are of 
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Fig, 89. Roof-top Tarchh (religious banners). At Pieang. 
May, 1953. Photo;by J. Kawakita 
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three types known as : (1) tarchho (also tharcko, tknrchho, dharclto, jarrho, 
dorjt.), ( 2 )  tnrbzlche, and (3) lungda (or lungthn). Each type has distirlctive 
features and the variety of its type and local nomenclature is less than the 
case of stone towers and stone piles. I t  sllould be noted that each of the three 
names contain the Tibetan word for horse, in. T h e  banners consist of three 
elements: T h e  staff, the banner, and the ornament at the upper exlrenlily, 
which will be referred to hereafter a s  the Sltiikpa. Herealter, also the Illrce 
type names will be capitalized, when used according to the definitions here 
given. T h e  names by which they are  known locally will be uncal~italized,") 

T h e  names of the three types of flags differ principally according to 
their location. Those erected on or near houses a re  Tarchho; Those found 
a t  a distance from private buildings or within the inner court o l  a gompa 
are  Tarbuche; and those standing in other places such as at the gate of a 
village or in locations away from settled areas are  Lungdn. 

T h e  geographical distribution of the Tnrchho may be said to be practi- 
cally identical in scope with that  of the Lamaist religion. In the Buri 

Fig. 91. A w o ~ d e n  propeller with sutra scripts attached t o  a 'I'archho pole and turned 
by wind for the purpose of stopping the rainfall during the repair of a house. 

Photo. by the Ethnological Museum. Sample No. 21741. 

Gandaki valley above Aga (C, 69) (or above Ngyak on the  opposite bank), 
virtually every house had one. Below this  point, however, between Philem 
and Jagat  only some of the  houses had Tarehhn, and beIow Jagat there 
were none except a single instance, a s  already noted, near the  upland vil- 

58) In Waddell's Buddhism of Tibet (p, 410) a Ialna refers to a certain flag as 
Da-cha (dar-lcog). This is same with the above-ment ioned tarclzho. Waddell states that the 
word is clearly a corruption of the Sanskrit dhvaja ("banner "). 

Hermanns states that rlar means vermehren. P .  Matthias Hermanns (1949) : Die Noma- 
den von Tibet. s. 51. 
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Fig, 94. Gravers for 
printing-black9 (#barson). 
Photo. by the Ethnological 
Mdeum. Sample No. 21740. 
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lage of Kasigaon. In the Marsyandi valley, supplementing our own obser- 

vation with that  of the 1952 expedition, we find that Thonje (C. 41) marks 
the lower limit of the Tauchho. In the Kali Gandaki valley, T<m.llho \\.err 
everywhere to be seen down to Ghasa (near C. 22). A few were o b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d  
on the farm houses near Dana, but fur ther  downstream they were totally 
nonexistent. 

In the arid zone, tlie Tarckko are  found mostly on the roofs of flat- 
roofed dwellings. Often several nliglit be seen on a single building, pus. 
sibly because one such building houses several families. In other parts of 
the Highland, there is usually one Tarcl~lto on eacli single-family type gable- 
roofed dwelling. In short, there tends to be one Tarcl~llo per fanlily. 

Most Tarclzho poles a rc  made from conifer trees stripped of tlicir bark, 
although in the lower regions such as  llie area near Dana, bamboo poles 
are  used. Bamboo is scarce in the Highland, but it is widely used for 
making implenlents and utensils and is in great  demand. Thus,  for example, 
below S a n ~ a  (C. 46-C. 47) we saw the  villagers transporting bundles of 
green bamboo to their village from some downstream source. Again at 
Tsumje, where bamboo does not grow because of the altitude, tlie villagers 
go down into the  valley for their supply. Unfortunately, this upland bamboo 
is f a r  too thin and small to be suitable for Tarc l~l~o  poles. 

However, bamboo is widely used in places of worsliip either as slri& 
or simply as decoration. Several of the stone n~onuments  such as the 
Risum Conbo a t  Thonje, the Clzorten a t  Thilche, the Tl~obo near Bimtalcothi, 
and the nzani a t  Tsumje,  were decorated with stalks of bamboo. Often, ifi 

addit ion, shides were attached to branches of the  broad-leaved trees. 
Bamboo is a plant which is used for religious worship. However, the 

writer  does not think that  there is any special reason other than the fact 
that  bamboo like the  conifer trees grows straight and erect, whereas most 

broad-leaved trees tend to branch and to bend in growth. The  latter are, 
therefore, used only fo r  shide. For this purpose, i t  is not necessary for 
those branches to be fresh and have green leaves as  they do in the Low- 
land. 

T h e  banners on the Tarchho are  usually pieces of white cloth on which 
sacred writ ings a re  printed. T h e  size of one sample which we brought 
home with us from Tsunlje is 175 cm long and 42 cm wide. The  other is 
somewhat shorter  and sn~al ler .  T h e  villagers called the larger one a tarre 
(or tlzarre) and the smaller one a shnmbu (or shnmbo). We were told that 
the  sl~nmbii was placed above tnrre, but since all the Tnrcl~lzo that we saw 
had only one banner, the  writer  is not clear about the  distinction between 
the  two. In this discussion, we will simply use the term Tarre to reler to 
either kind. 
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Sometimes in addition to scriptural inscriptions the Tam may have 

animal motifs printed on them. It should be noted that tlle horse was most 
comlnon. In one of his samples appears a horse carrying three treasures 
on its back. T h e  same motif is found on the illustrated cards used i n  the 

"illage lor the Thuje Chhembo festival, whic11 we will describe later. Anlong 
the seven different pictures in each set of these festival cards is one s h ~ \ ~ -  
iny a Iiorse bearing the three treasures. This is the card representing the 

known as Tacho Rinchen. It is true tliat this particular card also sho~vs 
a yak and a snake, but the ta- in the name of the god means " horse." 

Samples of these cards, known as  Tyasin Nadung, have been brought back 
with us and are  now in the Ethnological Museuni in Tokyo. 

In a few exceptiollal places one niay see Tarye coloured red as well as 
white. Thus  a t  Tarangchung (C. 39--C. 40) in the upper Marsyandi valley, 
we saw Tarre with the bottom one-third of which is dyed red. In the vil- 

lages between it and Thonje (C. 41) we sometimes saw a white Torre with 
a piece of red cloth attached under it. All these villages are in the region 
mentioned above as  the zone of the 1110st elaborate Risum Gonbo. It is here 
that we find the Risum Gonbo with their towers and the Tarre oi the 
Lungda on them coloured white, red, and black, or sometimes, yellow and 
green. And it is not f a r  away a t  Larkya La that we find Laptse with red 
and green shides. T h e  use of colour on the Tarrchho and the similar use 
of colour on the stone monuments, the writer believes, are related. 

In the villages just mentioned and on up to Tliilche, there is another 
common peculiarity which has to do with the form of the Shukpa. The 
Slziikpa here is not something separately attached to the top of the flag b ~ t  
consists of the  top foliage of the tree wl~ich is used as the flag pole. A pine 
tree stripped of branches and bark is usually used as the flag pole in this 
region. It will be recalled that  this is the kind of pole stucli on the T W O  
at Dhorzhong (C. 50) in the Buri Gandaki valley (p. 162). The geographical 
distribution of this practice also corresponds to that of the Risum Conbo. 

Our discussion of the  Slzukpa will include those found on the Tarbuclw 
as well as the Tarchho. There  are  three Iiinds of Slzukpa: (1) those consist- 

ing of coniier leaves fastened to the end of the pole, (2) those consisting of 
the top foliage of conifer trees left  on the pole, and (3) those consisting of 
swords and the like fastened to the pole. Of these, the first type is most 
common. In general the leaves used are those most easily available in the 
vicinity. Thus,  in most places the foliage of the juniper and cJ1press are 
most widely used, especially in the arid zone. There is perhaps another 
reason for the use of these trees, name]!., fragrance of their foliage. In- 

deed, the junipers and cypresses are  locally referred to as  " trees of Ira- 
srance," and a re  highly esteemed for their scent. Dr. K. Inlanishi of the 
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1952 expedition tells of meeting some natives in the Marsyandi valley return. 

ing from a pilgrimage to Muktinath. They were carrying some jullil,ers 
home with them as  g i f t s  and presented him a branch. 

One point worthy of consideration here is the meaning of the term 
Shukpa. SIziikpn or shzippn is the Tibetan word lor " wing." 

T h e  villagers of Tsunije referred to the trees of the genus Juniperus as 
shukpa tonbo, a term which, according to a Sherpa informant, was the same 

as  that  used in Tibet (specifically, the  Hlasa (Lhasa) area). Incidentally, 
this Sherpa also told 11s that  the Tibetan word for  the  pine (Pinus) was 
mollnng donbu, for the fir (A6it.s) takshin donbu, and fo r  the larch (Larix) 
Hheshin donbu. Donbu or tonbo is the word for  large trees or thick fire- 
wood as opposed to small trees or brushwood which are  called shiny. Now, 
the juniper, which is thus, literally, " the shukpa tree," is not called so, 
the writer feels, because of its wing-shaped leaves, but rather in the sense 
of " the tree used for  the Shiikpa of the  Tarchho." It is a custom in the 
Highland region to name things af ter  their  use. T h u s  mo in the Tibetan 
word for  the pine tree means "f i re"  and throughout the Highland the resi- 
nous wood of the pine is still used for torches. 

It seems appropriate here to consider the function of the Tarchho with 
respect to Heaven or the concept of comn~unication with Heaven. Perhaps 

Kunio Yanagida's suggestive idea-the idea that  the  banners used in village 
festivals of Japan are  intended to serve as  markers to show the gods 
in heaven the site of the festival"') -can provide us with a clew for 
understanding the function of the Tarchho, which not only is a banner but 
also has the Shukpn, and named af ter  the wings of birds that  f l y  in the 
sky and made of f ragrant  juniper leaves, a s  a means to establish contact 
with Heaven. Hermanns, writing about the Tibetan nomads of Tshinghai 
Province, mentions their c u s t o n ~  of erecting poles called D a r  po che or Dar 

lcog by their tents. Their  purpose, he indicates, is to serve as a means of 

intercourse with H e a ~ e n . ~ " )  
At Kagbeni we saw a villager, whose house was next to our lodgings, 

and who is a male house master, replacing the dead juniper leaves of the 
Shiikpa of his roof top Tarchho with some fresh ones. Beside him on the 
roof was a fire pan in which some green juniper leaves were smolting, the 
f ragrant  smoke rising into the  blue sky. Along the edge of our roof were 

a number of chimney-like projections about 40 cm square. On them were 
planted some juniper trees which were decorated with str ips of cloth, shide- 
style, and with goat skulls. These were Shiikpa which needed no replace- 

59) Kunio Yanagida, (1942) : Festivals of Japan ( in  Japanese). 

60)  I-Iermanns, op. cit., pp. 50-51. 
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rnent. The scent of conifer trees is used also for religious purposes. When 
we were shown the Chhunga Phu gompa at Tsumje, the family of lama 

us to the temple, carrying shallow braziers in which various 
and rhododendron leaves were burning. They placed these smok- 

ing I~raziers on the al tar  before they ~vorshipped. 

The Tsumje villagers generally subscribed to the often reported belief 
that eacli time when the sutra-inscribed Tarre on the Tarchjm fluttered i n  

the wind, they acquired merit equivalent to a recitation of the sutra. This 
is, of course, similar to the principle of the manj (prayer) wheel, but it 
ivould be risky to limit ourselves to such an interpretation. AS we \r.ill 
note later, the native concepts of the nature of wind and its pllysical effects 
differ from ours. 

The green leaves of the Shukpa soon wither and so have to be replaced. 

As we saw a t  Kagbeni and in the case of the Lungda on the Risum Gorlbo 
at Lho, only men were supposed to do replacing. This was also the case a t  
Tsumje. In Tsumje,  however, the villagers seemed to be somewhat lax, 
because practically all of the Shukpa there had turned bro\!n. One of the 
villagers explained that  it was the custom to replace the Shukpa once a 
year. The old leaves were left on so that the top of the pole ~vould not 
be bare. I t  was fu r the r  explained that the Tarchlw was intended to keep 
the evil spirits away from the house. Thus  it had the same function as  
the Tarbuche and Lungda. A roof under repair in Tsumje had two sets of 
double wind wheels (Sample in EM) attached to tlie Tarchlto about half-\yay 
up the flagstaff. These,  we learned, were called korlo. They were propellor- 
shaped and had sacred writ ings on them. Their  function was same \vith 
that of the mani wheels, and they were put up temporarily during build- 
ing operations to  check rain. (Fig. 91 in p. 166.) 

In Tsumje any  male could erect a Tarchho and print the Tarre. The  
printing blocks were called lungdai plznr or lujlgdai pharshin ("printing 
blocks for Lungda ") and were used in sets to print the Tarcilllo designs. 
The sample we brought back to the Ethnological Museum are  blocks ~vhich 
were not designed by  a lama, but by an artisan \vho had resided for a long 
time in a nearby village. All this  suggests that  the Tarchiw is not a s  
much respected a t  Tsumje  a s  it is elsewhere. Also, although this is not 

peculiar to Tsumje,  the  lama seemed to have little to do with the religious 
rites connected with the  Tarchho. 

There a r e  places where the Znnza participates. Such a place was Dana 
in the lower Kali Gandaki valley. The  village is in the Hinduistic cultural 

zone but it had a f ew houses displaying Tnrchlw-the homes ol' conlmuni- 
cants of the once famous gompa of Tukucha. The  writer met the latnn of 

this gompa by chance a t  the Mallakali shrine in Dana, and found him to 
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be an intellecti~al man who claims to have studied Buddhisni in Titjet, 
The Lanlaist iarnilies in this area a re  nlenlbers of the Takali  tribe and 

according to an  informant in Ghasa, the middle and lower classes of farnlers 
constitute the main elements of the Lamais1 c o n ~ ~ n u n i t y .  The Tarchh is 
called &rje in this area. Once a year thc Lalnaist families are  visited by  
the lama to have their fortunes lor the year ahead told. T h e  lama learns 
the ages and birth dates of the fanlily ~nenibers  and makes his predictions 
a f t e r  consultins the sacred writings. If the for tune predicted is bad and 
there is danger of visitations by evil spirits, the  l ama  collducts a service on 
behalf of the fanlily. This  service appears to be roughly the standard 
Lamaist rite for such occasions. T h e  l ama  first makes a thorma, a cone- 
shaped cake of doufih, with some barley flour furnished by the fanlily. 
This  is coloured red and is supposed to represent the seat  of deity. Bowing 
Ilelore this thormn, the l ama  repeats two or three secret words, sounding a 
bell and a drum from time to time. During the service, the lama is served 
food and tea. After this is over, the lama goes outside the house, and 
utters other secret words which a re  supposed to bind the  family to the 
lama's holy power and to protect it against evil spirits. Finally, the Tarre 
is raised on the Tarchho. 

There  were some houses with Tarchho poles on which either the Shiikpa 
or the Tarre were missing. Whether this was because these houses had 
good iortunes predicted for them the previous year, the  writer  does not 
know. Generally speaking, houses without T a r r e  were relatively numerous 
in Tsumje, while in the Kagbeni area  practically every house displayed a 
Tarre. 

T h e  third type of Shiikpn consisted o l  swords, which a re  always mount- 
ed vertically with their points upward toward heaven. There  a re  two kinds 
of swords used; the s t ra ight  sword and the  trident. T h e  typical Tibetan 
sword is usually straight .  In Tsumje,  it is known a s  th i  or thigu. The 
Sherpas call it gabti, t l ~ i ,  or thijun. The  typical curved sword of the Nepal- 
ese Lowland, the kukri, was referred to in Tsumje  a s  korben and distin- 
guished from the tlzi. T h e  contrast between the s t ra ight  and curved sword 
types is clearly brought out in the sword displays of the famous Royal 
Museum a t  Patan. The  two types might well be called the  Highland and 
Lowland types, respectively. 

In the Highland swords were apparently worn even by common vil- 
lagers in past. Today they a re  regarded only a s  antiques. At  Tsumje 
swords have not been worn, it appears, for over a generation or  two. These 

ancient weapons are  now Itept, interestingly enough, in temples. In Tukucha, 
for  example, we visited the choga~zg (Tib., " family temple," " family altar 
room ") of a certain family and saw there a collection of ancient weapons 



Fig. 97. A Tarbuche standing beside m a  (Lama 
temple). Note kutano (trident) at upper extremity. At 
T~umje. June, 1953. Photo. by J. hwakita 
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displayed above the doorwas on the wall facing the altar. This \vas i n  an 
area where the Highland and Lowland cultures overlap; so the collection 
c-ontainej examples oC both curved and str;iixht sivords. They seenled very 
old. Anlong the swords were a short dagger  \vith a triangular blade and a 
pistol with a tiny barrel about 20 cm long. Ancient swords were also t o  

Ile seen beside the central image in the Chhunga Phu temple a t  Tsumje, 
Sword Shiikpn are  most irecluently found on the Tarbuche in the inner 

courtyards of  temple^, but occasionally they may be also found on t h e  
T a ~ c h h  of private houses, as for example in one of the settlements i n  
Tsumje village called Shimmushe. This  settlement will be described later. 
However, the first two types of Shiikpn, which we have already discussed, 
are by l a r  the most common among the  houses. 

The use of swords as  Shiikpa suggests that  they too are believed to 
possess sacred power. At a festival the writer  observed at Pisang (C. 39) a 
troupe of traveling players and dancers iron1 Tibet  performed a pantomime 
in which a sword was represented as  having magical pourer. One player 
with a sword performed a long magical r i te in front of another with a hood 
over his head to indicate that  he was blind. In the end, the " blindman" 
was supposed to recover his sight. (Further details about this festival at 
Pisang will be given later (pp.184-87).) 

The  trident, which in the iconography of the Lowland is usually associ- 
ated with Shiva,'") is also found on the Tarbuche of the Highland. This 
shows how the same object may have different symbolic uses. At Tsumje 
the trident is called a kalam. T h e  first example of the dual significance of 
the trident symbol was encountered a t  Phalatei (C. 20) located below the 
Gorge District of the Kali Gandaki valley northwest of the highest Deorali 
pass. Here we saw a small trident on the  roof ridge of a gable-type slate- 
roofed house. We were told by the villagers that  it had a dual function: 
(1) as a religious symbol representing the  trident of Mahadeo (Shiva), and ( 2 )  
as a means of protecting the house from thunderbolts. Thunder plays an 
important role in the nature lore of the Highland peoples. 

Similarly, on the roof ridge of the main hall of the  splendid gompa at 
Tukucha, there is a trident. In the inner courtyard of this temple a tall 
Tarbuche soars skyward, while on the monks' quar ters  surrounding the 
court there are two or three Tarchho. Thus ,  the trident as well as the 
straight sword can be regarded as having two significances. One is that 
like Shiikpa they represent communication with Heaven. I t s  association 
with thunder is probably suggestive. T h e  other is their  function as a 
means of exorcising evil spirits-a question we have already discussed. 

. - 

61) See the image of Shiva in Darbar Square, Katmandu. (Fig. 67 in  p. 126.) 
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The unusually high frequency of references to dru among the responses 

to the Rorschach Test the writer made a t  Tsumje is lnost significant. D~~ 
means " lightning," but it is not a natural phenomenon as we conceive it. 
~t is something with feet and a tail and quasi-human or q ~ a s i - ~ ~ i ~ a l  charac- 

teristics. If put in terms familiar to the Japanese their conception is pro- 
bably something like saying that  a lightning flash is ascent of a dragon to 

heaven. In C. Bell's grammer,  the Tibetan word dorje is rendered " a sacred 
thunder-bolt." Dwje is the  term for Tarchlzo in the Kali Gandaki region. 

However, the writer feels that  to conclude therefore that the Tarchlto and 
lightning are  necessarily related would be over hasty. Nevertheless, it does 
seem that lightning has some kind of association with these people's \yor- 
ship of Heaven."?) 

11 might be added here that, even though the dru may be conceived of 
as something akin to the  dragon, it does not necessarily f o l l o ~  that there 

is any connection between this and the worship of snake which constitutes 
an essential part of the  culture of the Lowland. At least in the minds of 
the inhabitants themselves, there is apparently no relationship whatever. 
The writer has found only two examples himself. One is the picture of a 
snake in one of the illustrated cards, Tyasin Nadung, used in a T s u n ~ j e  
festival. T h e  snake is clasped in the hand of a three-eyed demon-like god 
called KIzirndak Ritzclzen. This is quite a different thing from the veneration 
and worship of poisonous snakes. The  other example is a snake carved on 
wood used to put a design on the thorma, (a cake of dough) used in the 
festivals a t  Tsumje. Here the snake is shown merely as one of many other 
animals representing evil spirits. (See Fig. 101 in p. 180.) 

Turning now to the Lungda, the writer will limit his discussion to those 
already mentioned in our discussion so far. There are certain tendencies 
with respect to the  location of the Lungda. In the first place they are  
found in dangerous places. A typical site is by the bridges. They are 
found on the suspension bridges spanning large and swift mountain streams, 
and also frequently seen by the small bridges. They are usually elect- 
ed on the bridge approach. Sometimes, skides hung on the branches of 
trees, substitute for  Lungda. Not only are Lungda sometimes replaced by 

shides, but there a re  also many instances where the two forms are combined 
in what appears to  be a transitional form. These consist of strips of cotton 
cloth printed with sacred texts and hung on tree branches. The  cloth ban- 
ners range f rom fairly wide ones to thin tape-like strips. Their function 

62) It is quite interesting that when Saint Padma Sanbhava entered Tibet through the 
Himalayas. many devils tried to hinder his travel. Among the weapons and means used by 

these devils, thunderbolts are frequently stated. And most of the devils are female in sex. 

Cf. L. A. Waddell (1939, 2nd ed.) : Buddhism of l'ibet, or lama is?)^. pp. 382-84. 
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is either very much like that  of the Lungda, or they ase tIiougllt of ;Is 
the same thing 11y the natives. Hence, in our  description of the  ~ ~ ~ ~ ( l ~  

they a re  included. 
The Lurlgdn and sutra-inscribed banners a r e  found wherever landscape 

inspires awe. Waterfalls a re  an  example. T h e  Vacant Shrine that we saw 
near Dana must have had some relation to the nearby waterfall. Under- 
neath the waterfall there was a slzidt.. (See p. 151.) Again by a snlall 
waterfall near Bimtakothi (C. 43), there was a Lungda. Hot springs are 
similarly objects of \vorship a s  evidenced by the presence of many Vacant 
Shrines with shides in the vicinity of the hot spring a t  T a t  Pani (C. 21). 
At Tsenle (C. 40) there is a hot spring with shides around it and, in addi- 
tion, a large inscription-Om Mani Padme Hum-carved on the face of a 
cliff in colours. A Muktinath,  the site of the  sacred fire and springs, the 
main shrine is, a s  has been already pointed out,  tha t  of  Hinduism, and the 
poplar trees outside the shrine grounds a r e  covered with numerous sutra- 
inscribed banners. Behind the spring, a t  a place where the sound of a 
subterranean stream can be heard, we saw no Lungda but many stone mani 
doko lying on the ground. T h e  two other temples in Muktinath are  clearly 
more Lamaistic than Hindu, with stone piles, stone towers, and Lungda all 
around them. Indeed, the main shrine struck us as  a lonely Hindu island 
in the sea of Lamaistic culture. 

Large cliffs are  also a n  awe-inspiring natural  feature. We have already 
described a n  example of one of these (pp. 154-55), where su t ra  banners were 
hung on the top branches of trees. On rare  occasions Lungda were seen 
on tree tops in the thick forests. We saw our  first example of this in a 
wooded area below the Deorali pass (C. 18-C. 19). W e  were told by a native 
that  this Lungda was there to protect the  travelers. T h e  reason was pro- 
bably because evil spirits such as  the Dui, mentioned earlier, were supposed 
to frequent such spots. The  porters, whom we hired a t  Thonje and Bim- 
takothi, had one of their members carry a kind of portable Lungda which 
was set up each time we reached a camp site. It  was  a juniper stripped of 
leaves except a t  the top. Beneath this Shiikfla was attached a cluster of 
su t ra  inscribed banners. 

Dangerous places are,  of course, also likely to be places where nature 
inspires awe. Hence, it is difficult to distinguish between the two. How- 
ever, it can be said that  these two criteria seem to determine the location 
of Lungda and the like. I t  would not, therefore, be s t range to find that 
the Lungda and shidcs are  also associated with such awe-inspiring mani- 
festations of nature as  the summits of mountain passes or  lightning. Like 
the Tarchko and Tarbuche, their function seems to be without any question 
to establish intercourse with the gods, to drive away evil spirits, and to 
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4. Nat urc, Concept of Nature ,  ant1 Nature Ileit ieh 

(1) Pl;ints 

In the Highland these a r e  very few exarnplr:, o l  ~ ~ l a n t s ,  a s  huc.lt, \ \ . l r i i l l  

are invested wi th  a rel igious character .  Green leaves \vliicIi a re  bo illlpurt- 
ant  as votive offerings to  tlie gods in tlie Lowland \r.urshil) a re  not uscd ~ I I  

all in this  w a y  in tlie Highland.  T h e  on ly  exception  ill Ilc. the use ot 

green leaves \\.it11 t h e  Ln)~zcl~eplra ,  but  this  cannot I>e r e ~ a s d c d  its Ii:~\-ing tllr 

same significance a s  of fe r i i~gs  of leaves in tlie Lu\i,land. Tlie ~-e:~soti lor 

the use o l  f resh  coni fer  foliage in the  Sl~ i ikpn  seem t o  11e I)ecausv llie c.c)ni- 
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fers  are  f ragrant  and a re  straight  and tall and the fbliage used is located 
a t  the topmost extremity of the tree. If these requirements are  batisfieci, 

substi tutes are  acceptable. T h u s  the f ragrance that  the juniper provides 
<-an be supplied by any other coniferous trees, and the foliage can be re- 
placed altogether by a sword. Since the trees on which the 

a r e  hung should be tall and s t ra ight ,  the conifers art. favoured, but at the 
Deorali Pass deciduous broad-leaved trees a r e  also used. Indeed, the sup- 

ports need not be living trees a t  all. Thus ,  we  have Twchho poles made 
trees stripped of their bark or, in certain localities, of cut bamboo. 

Fig. 99. A medical plant ~rrarru (Inula racelnosa Hooker). At Tsumje. 
June, 1953. Photo. by J.  Kawakita 

In the Highland there a re  many local names for plants, but  generally 
speaking, plant varieties a re  only loosely and roughly classified. This is 
in contrast to the Lowland where the people, using Nepali names, appear 
to distinguish carefully one plant from another. T h e  Highlanders use such 
terms as  Marpo-Mendo (Tib., " red flowers ") and Serpo-Mendo (Tib., " yellow 
flowers ") to designate several varieties of plants. At Tsumje,  we were told 
that  some of the villagers learned the names of qui te  a number of plants, 

but this  was because the village was frequently visited by a n  amji  (Tib., 
"doctor ") from Tibet ,  who would have them collect certain grasses and 
shrubs for medicinal purposes. Botanical education, however, was limited 
to  only a few of the villagers. 

The  only plant about which any special concern was seen is a herb 
called Manu. This  herb, a large-leaved plant, belongs to the family of 
Compositae and has the scientific name Inula rncemosa Hooker f .  Like the 
Turshl' we saw in the Lowland, the  Manu is carefully cultivated under 
woven bamboo shelters in the upper Buri Gandaki villages. They were re- 
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latively rare, and we saw only a few examples. When Mr. Sasuke Nakao, 
rhc colleague, attempted to pick a specimen in one village, he was 
looked at angrily by its owner. At Tsumje \ve sa\!. some of this Manu 
grown urider a baml~oo shelter in a tiny 1)lo~ about six feel square. ~ 1 , ; ~  
plot happened to be near the house of Baru, the old man with \+?11on1 
stayed, while in Tsumje. There  was, we learned, only one other such plot 
i n  the entire village. We were told that the plant was a medicinal herl> 
originally brought f rom Tibet  and it would wither, i f  i ts  flowers u7err 
picked, and that ,  interestingly enough, it would also die, i f  touched by a 
woman. However, despite a thorough inquiry, we found no evidence that 
this plant was an object of worship. It is valued solely as  a medicinal 
herb (its roots apparently supplied an aromatic essence), although actuall \~ 
in this village it is never used for medicinal purposes. 

Thus, i t  appears that  in the culture of the Highland the role of plants 
is relatively insignificant and they are  regarded purely from a materialistic 
point of view. However, the  Rorschach Test given a t  Tsumje revealed that 
plants as well a s  animals a re  regarded as "alive." For example, there were 
such responses as :  " This  is a tree growing up between its two parent 
trees pushing them apart," or  " T h i s  is a tree root forcing its way into 
the earth." Th is  point deserves further study. 

(2) Animals 

The animals associated with religion are much more numerous and 
varied than in the  Lowlands. 

The fauna one finds on the mani doko of the Mondan include many 
kinds of birds and beasts. These, moreover, are often given semi-human 
form and represent ei ther gods or evil spirits. Similar animal forms a re  
also to be seen in the  animal masks a t  the Chhunga Phu temple a t  Tsumje. 
In this village the  general term for mask is ba, but this particular kind of 
mask is called ruta  (or ruta). When a sick person is about to die, several 
people under the direction of a lama perform a dance in the dying person's 
presence wearing these masks. Th is  is supposed to familiarize the dying 
person with the  terrifying faces of evil spirits so that he would not be 
intimidated by them af te r  death. The  dancers are usually members of the  
family who have had some religious instruction. 

Among the religious paraphernalia we collected a t  Tsumje there is an ob- 
ject known a s  the  samba? (see Figs. 100 & 101). This is a sort of mould used 

to impress a design on the  girdle of kneaded tsampa dough (parched \\.heat, 
the staple iood of the  Tibetans) that  is wrapped around the thorma, the 
cone-shaped cake of dough (already described) used in Lamaist religious 
rites. The  mould is a thick, oblong piece of wood on which are carved 



1:l.q. 100. S U I I I ~ ~ I ~ .  t'lioto. by the E:thnolog~cal hlusrum. S L I I ~ I ~ I I ~  No. 21722. 

f:1!2. 101. I ) e s ~ g ~ l s  cal vecl (tn .w,trli[~r. C'c~lu~~ll l  J : ,111 yodr ; I J  ; all d e v ~ l s  ; a li,lllil 

bell 1s srrn 'lt the 11ght e n d ;  I l l  ,~nc l  I \  : all ; I , ?  devi ls;  V :  all a r e  lama's utensils; 
C'I. h i ~ n s  of t h e  days of the week In the left l ~ ; r l f ,  ;!nd the  srgns of the cl l~ln~tlon 
of date In the 11ght half. Photo. hy the  E t h n o l o g ~ ~ n l  SIuseum. 
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while those of evil spirits are zoomorphic and include 

l1irds, snakes, and insects, a s  well as  beasts. Thus, with the exception of 
domesticated animals, the tendency is to regard all animals as  symbols of 
evil spirits. 

Finally, let us  consider some festivals held in the spring in the vil- 

lages of the Highland to drive away evil spirits. Here we find the animal 
masks ol the type used in the riita described above. In some places travel- 
ling performers seem to use them in the rites. 

The spring festival a t  Tsumje is  called the Nara Tsam Drumhltii. 
(Drurnchho is Tibetan for " festival.") I t  is held once a year " from the 
Tshe chdnga to the Tshe chobgye of the Dawa Shipa," i .  e., from the fifteen- 
th day to the eighteenth day of the fourth month of the Tibetan ~ a l e n d a r . ~ ' )  

This corresponds to May 27-30 according to the solar calendar. This  parti- 
cular festival is not held a t  the village gompa but within one of the three 

tsosum"') of the village, the si te being rotated each year. Each tsosum has 
an open space called a nara nyertsan where tents are put u p  for this  
festival. 

This festival is an  ancient one and is intended to purify the village. 
The ceremony a t  the festival consists of a worship service conducted by 
the lnnzn and a dance performed by fourteen male members of the village. 
(Women a re  not allowed to participate in this dance.) The other villagers 
put on their  best clothes and come to watch the dancers who may be any 
male villager who has a certain amount of Lamaist training. The  dance 
music is played by a hand drum (dalu), bells (thrubu), and horns (thogun). 
The lama's function is to invite all the evil spirits to a feast after  which 
they are driven out of the village. 

Since our information comes only from account by the villagers, a 
detailed description of the ceremonies is not possible. The following three 

implements, however, a re  used in the proceedings: (1) a horn called a 
miknng made of human bone with which the evil spirits are summoned 
(Fig. 105), (2) a thorma with which to feed them, and (3) a sling called 
hrurdho chimi guti (Figs. 106 and 107) with which to cast them out. 

( 1 )  Miknng. This  horn is about 30 cm long and is made from a human 
thigh-bone. Mi means " human " or " man," while hang or kangba denotes 

"leg." T h e  sample that  we brought home with us is, according to the 
villagers, of extremely ancient make. When blown, it gives for th  a weird 

63) June 18, 1953, was the  sixth day of the fifth month of the Tibetan calendar in 
Tsurnje. Calculated on t h e  basis of thirty days for each Tibetan calendar month, the 

differential between the  'Tibetan and the solar calendar's dates should be about forty-two 
days. This  will be t h e  figure used hereafter. 

64) Separate clan-settlements within the  village a re  called ISOSUW.  See p. 239. 



Fig. 103. J%#mba, sr utensil for wo~ahigping. Filled 
with m a d  water, this jar is put on the right-hand s i b  
(seem from the god) of the t k m a .  4dtw flnfahjng the 
rite, the lama blsePee the vhibta with #&&alp. and 
thm with m J  WtW, B~FIWIW it &OnB his baad. 
Photo. by the &Mwieal Muwrn. Sample No. 31723 

Fig. 104, ZMebung, a utensil for worshiping. It is put on 
the left-hand aide (seen from the god) of the 1hmwa. See the ax. 
planation of phwmba. Photo. by the Ethnologbl Mtart~mt. @an@@ 
No. 21724. 



Fig. tO& d~#buw, a horn ma& J l n u ~ n s r ~  tla!gh.h hotoh by fba 
m h z p o k ~ i ~ ~ l  MU- xa 2rm 

Fig. 106. hmrdao cibjml gdi, a ding. Plrlb. by the 
Ethnological Mumam. Sanlple No. 217% 

Fig. 107. Wielding a sling h~wdho. At Tsumje. 
July, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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sound like the distant baying of a wolf. Th i s  is supposed to sumnlon ti,,. 

gods and evil spirits. 
(2) Thoma.  This  has already been described. At Tsumje there is 

another word, ombo, used to refer to something similar to the t h o r ~ ~ ~ a .  The 
writer was not able, however, to learn how these two words differ or what 
kind of thorma was used during this festival. In general, thorma are made 
from tsampa or flour made from wheat, barley, or buckwheat. It is inter- 
est ing to note that the invited gods and evil spiri ts  a re  feasted with this 
food which is the staple among the peoples of the Tibetan culture zone. 

(3) Hmrdho chimi guti. Hrurdho is the general word for the stone- 
throwing slings used in this area. They a re  usually made of plaited goat 
o r  yak hair and are  about two meters long. One end of the sling has a 
loop through which the index finger of one hand is thrust. T h e  other end 
is grasped by the same hand. A stone is placed in the pocket of the sling 
a n d  whirled around. When one end of the sling is released, the stone flies 
through the air  with terrific speed. T h e  sling is now used mainly to drive 
away birds and monkeys from the fields, but  apparently a t  one time it was 
used as a weapon of war. Th i s  kind of hrurdho was also observed to have 
been used by a young Gurung boy in the Buri Gandaki Gorge District. 

T h e  sling used by the lama in the festival was, however, a special 
kind called hrurdho chimi guti or " nine-eyed sling." T h e  pocket of this 
sling has nine str ips woven of black hair." ) At the end 01 the Nora Tsnm 
Drumchho the evil spiri ts  which have been trapped within the thorma by 
some magic words of the lama are evicted f rcm the village, when the lnnln 
places the thmma in this sling and casts it away. 

According to the villagers of T s u n ~ j e ,  the Nnra Tsclln in the nam: of 
the  festival refers to the gods and evil spirits. Nara is related to Nurclk, 
a Buddhist term for Hades, but in Tsumje all the deities depicted in the 
tlznngka (the painted religious scroll in Tibet)  in the village go?vrpn are 
called naratsam. Some of these deities have the faces of birds or animals. 
Unfortunately, we were unable to confirm whether or not the riita maslts 
are  used a t  the time of this festival. 

The  spring festival we obsei-ved a t  Pisang (C. 39) on May 25 struck us. 
I t  is a counterpart of the Nara Tsanz festival of Tsumje. T h e  dates and 
duration were roughly the same:  May 25 was the last day of a four-day 
celebration. T h e  two festivals were, however, somewhat different in cont- 
ent .  Although what the writer  saw was only a portion, let him describe 
his first-hand observation of the Pisang festival. 

65) In Lamaistic culture, the  even numbers a r e  thought to  be unlucky, while the odd 
numbers bring good luck. 
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Since the yaks we used to carry out baggri:gcs were not to below 
Pisang, it was necessary for  U S  to recruit some porters i n  this 
However, because of the festival we were only able to hire seven porters. 

( M O S ~  of them were waitin,. around to o f f a  th:.ir services. They were the 
p l e t a r i a t  of the villages in this area--3 study of whom might throw 
light on an  interesting sociological problem. Their background and that 

of the itinerant performers who participated in the festival may be re- 
lated.) Accordingly, we decided to stay until the following night in tile 
area. Leaving our camp below the village a little after  3 p. nl., the writer 

went up to the village to watch the festival. It was being held in a snlall 
open square in the middle of a thickly clustered group of Tibetan-type 

flat-roofed houses. Practically the entire population of the village-young 
and old, male and female-was assembled here to w ~ t c h  the dancing of a 
group of travelling performers. T h e  outhor's arrival drew the attention of 
the villagers from the dancers. When he gave five rupees to the dancers, 
they thanked him and put the money in a grain measure placed beside a 
pile of corn in the centre of the square. Others would contribute half-rupee 
coins from time to time, but his was practically the only large contribu- 
tion. Sometimes a cigarette would be tossed in to the dancers. The dancers 
included men and women of all ages and some children. They looked like 
one large family. Their  costumes were generally Tibetan in style, but 
there were all sorts  of variations. Their  headgears included an archaic 
crown-like item called ngothong, coloured turbans, Gurkha military hats, and 
Tibetan hats (shade tshiring). On their feet they wore the Tibetan boot 
(thezong) or Western-style black shoes, if they were not barefooted. They 
also wore masks made of cardboard representing supernatural beings such 
as bird goblins a s  well a s  human faces. Their  design resembled that of 
the ruta masks. One mask was the comically coloured face of an  old 
woman. 

The performance included dancing, group singing, solo singing, dramatic 
dialogues, and clownish antics which were presented both simultaneously and 
separately. T h e  previously mentioned sword show representing the curing 
of a blind person was one of the numbers presented (cf. p. 174). Most of the  
"acts," dances and ski ts  were short, lasting only about a minute, so that  
the show moved fas t  and was full of variety. Occasional nlusical accom- 
paniments were furnished by tom-toms and hand drums. The  rhythmic 

quality of the  songs sung to accompaniment was far  more dynamic than 
the slow and monotonous tempo of the hums heard in the Hinduistic zone. 

The audience around the  square and on the roofs watched the perform- 
ance in complete absorption. In the intervals between the numbers the 

performers would drink wine from a container placed in the centre of the  



Pig. 108. Phakchen festival at Pisang.-1. May, 1953. Photc Kawakita 

Fig. 109. Phakchen festival at Pisang-2. May, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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' 8  ~ ( a ~ c , "  A I'c\lr 01 l he  ~ p e i . l a t o r ~  \\;ere also drin];jng. T h e  \y l - i l r r  noticed 

sonle I l ~ o t l ~ e ~ - s  g iv ing  sonle s t rong  \vine to  their  univeanc-(1 I,al,ieh. 
4:30p, r,l., \+tllilc. t he  c l ~ ~ l i c i n ~  i 4 . a~  stil l  in progress,  lie retul-11c.d to tile can)],. 

Fsonl one of ou r  po!.ters (\4ch0 originally came irom Slligatse i n  TiIlet 
jILlt WLIS set t led in t l ~ i s  \ 'illage some two o r  three !,ears I,e~-o~.t.), rile \\-riter 
lea rne t ]  that  t h i s  l-esti\.al was  called the  W~nkclirri iest ival, tllat the  specta- 
tors west' all P i sang  \ ' i l lagers,  and tha t  tlie l)erformers n.ere kno\i-n as 

shol ,~c~,  or sot l .e t in~es,  mnna and  were  professionals \vho come annuall! f r om 
the Hlasa, Sh iga tse ,  o r  Gyantse  a r ea  of  T i l ~ e t .  Our  interpreter ,  \vho \vas 
unfriendl!' toward T i l ~ e t a n  cu l ture ,  declared, " Those travelling performess 

themselves lama, but  they  a r e  no more than beggars  ~ ~ 1 1 0  travel f rom 

village to  village. Today's  event  w a s  not a festival.  T h e  performers  came 
here a n d  t he  vi l lagers  had merely ga thered  t o  enjoy the  slio\v." La te r  t he  
writer \\-as told by a She rpa  t ha t  there  were  two kinds of travelling per- 

formers, t he  maniyn o r  maniwn and  t he  deakar. The  former  \\-ere those 
who put on t he i r  per formance  a t  a specific place in tlie village, w.hile the  
latter \\-ere those who  \vent begging  from door to  door. Mono,  tnnnij,a. 
and mnnjuln a r e  probably related ternls,  mealling " nla)~i people."l, 

Fig. 110. A deer 
(crown). At Kagbeni. 
by. Kawakita 

skull with rrgollrotrg 
April, 1953. Photo. 

66) Kawaguchi in  his work already cited discribes a kind of fancy i r e s s  procrstun 
which concludes t h r  great 13uddhist ceren-rony called Cho-BN j0~3 at  Hlasa. The rrrlo reprr- 

senting various animals and the c ~ s t u l n e s  representing folk customs which appear In this 
Processiun a r e  clearly same a s  those observed in t h e  festivals and eel-em011itrs we have des- 
cribed. 



At Kagbelli (C. :13) tllere are  no iestivals ol' the kirlcl \ire Ilavc I , ~ ~ , ~ ~  

desc.ri11ing. There is a puhlic house in this  village used 11y tlie villagers 
as  a conimon meeting piace, I)ut i t  is not a specific:llly religious facility, 

It ca inot be used b y  the outsiders without l~erni iss io~l  o l  the villagers. 
But the name of this building 1s called nycrtsnng :is in the case ol' Tsumje, 
and a skull sy~nbol  of deer was observed outside tlie room (see Fis. 110 

and p. 63). We also saw a man and wife teani of traveling nlusicians fronl 
Tibet  in this village. They sang lively rhythmic songs to tlie acconlpani- 
nient of a tlzaminye, a Tibetan lute. These a r e  probablv to Ile classed as 

according to tlie Sherpa's classification. There  was nothing to con- 
nect their activity with a festival to exorcise the evil spirits, and i f  they 
were only traveling performers, their  counterparts  could also be found i n  
tlie Lowland. The  lat ter  would, however, use a lute of Lowland design 
which is different from the tlzaminye. 

A Sherpa named Hlakpa, a man of rel 'gious bent, showed us a thangka 
one day and explained i t  to the writer. On the tliangka there is a bird- 
faced figure resembling the crow goblin. This,  he said, is called a Kyung- 
)zak or Chhakung Cnrudn, but he did not say it a god (Izlntso). The only 
animal figure that  seemed to coniniand some reverence is Sengdwngmn, a 
female lion deity. In general, it might be said tha t  i n  the Highland the 
animals a re  mostly represented a s  manifestations of evil spirits. Of course, 
there are  exceptions. One o i  these is the bird called the hlnpcha, which a: 

Fig. 111. Garuda found in Katmandu. March, 1953. Photo. by T. Yoda 



m j c  4. reprtbdt its @~gg@!S.t, 1 mZ of memmger of the 
@. It ir a m ~ l l  bird that Li- in thc moustrlar 

~ ~ t t . c  animaifi, ~ O W ~ T ~ I ,  ate di~tisguf,ohed from did adauth in tkt  
am not awciated with evil. Tha how a d  t b  yak, for e n m p k  are 

fad on t h r ~  of the M W @ ~  C ~ B ~ I  callad T y d  N@#g (alrerdy nfemd 

Fig. 112. Tyoun dadung, the ~drds  for a rite called 71r4e C h h d  (Uut 
is Avalokita). No. 1 : Tacho Rinchen, 2 : Makpon Rinchen. 3 : Y&o R C ' 1 1 c h ~  

4: l'shii~mo Rinchen, 5 : kihimdak Rinchen, 6 : IihwIo Rlnchett, 7 : Mabr I&- 
chen. Photo. by the Ethnological Museun. Sample NO. 21731. 
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to), used in the Thiije Chlternho cerenionies a t  l 'sunljc. Tlliijc C]lhrltlbot.-, 
is the nanic of a god with lour  hands in ~ . l i o s e  I1anlt: scrvices Sol- ( I r t .  (lea(1 
a r e  perfornled in households wllere tleatli Iias occurrctl or  1~1 lc . r~  a r i c l l  
man \visl~es to llave menlorial prayers  saicl lor  a clcitd relative. Tllesc st.r- 

vices may be held 114 itidiviclual families witllout tile ass is ta~icc  01' a lamer. 
They may be contiuctecl by any laynian wlio 1ii1s hati sonie religious truill- 

ing .  T h e  Tynsiri Nndur~g cards a re  i l lustrat ions of sevc'n cliff-ererlt (lc.ilies. 
One bears  the picture of a horsc lwaring the  three  sac.red tre:tsures, aucl 

is called Tocho Rirtclten. We have alrclacly re fer red  to th is  I~e iore .  Anotllrs 
has a male f igure h o l d ~ n g  a sword ancl a rope silting. as t r ide  a yak (Till., 

y), and is called Ynkpo Riricltei~. T h e  third,  I<nown a s  Muldpiin Riircllelr, 
s1lou.s a female figure holding. a sword mounted on another  horse. This  is  
the goddess o l  bat t le ,  who come rushing. to tlic scene, when there is figllt- 

ing. T h e  o ther  cards a r e  the Kltirndnk Rincherr, showing a three-eyed demon- 
like figure grasping  a snake  in his h a n d ;  t he  Tsltiinno Kirtcken, with tllc 
picture of copulating male and fenlale dei ty ; the  Ickorlo Rinchen, represented 
Ilp five roundish ceremonial utensils resembling the  ceremonial utensil called 

the Ishe1)ung (Fig. 104 in p. 182); and the Nzlrhu Rinchen, which a s  a picture 
again of five vessels containing food. T h e  domesticated animals shown on 

these cards may  not be representat ive of dei t ies  themselves, but  they are 
a t  least not shown a s  demons. Domesticated animals  a r e  apparently like 
liunlan, something to be protected f rom the  evil sp i r i t s  and  a re  not used 
a s  their  symbols. A t  Tsumje,  when there  comes news of a n  animal epide- 
~ n i c  in a neighbouring village, the vi l lagers  immediately put  up paper 

Fig. 113. Ifiorhung, a printed charm for defend~ng epidemics of domesticated 
animals. Photo. by the Ethnological Museum. Sample No. 21737. 

67) Following Waddell, 'I"ugs-rje-ch'en-po is a Tibetan name of Avalokita. I*. A. Wad- 
dell (2nd ed., 1939) : Burlrfhis?rr of ?76et, 07 Lanrais~rr. p. 356. 
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charms called khiir-hung on the animal shelters. These are  supposed to ward 
off calamity. T h e  kh&-hung are  made of white paper on which is printed 
the figure of an  OX and in the centre of which is printed a magical in -  
scription from the sutras. 

We might supplement this discussion of domestic animals with a note on 

animal sacrifices in the Highland. The  Highland custom of chicken sacri- 
fice, which we noted in connection with our discussion of the dopata, (pp. 

123-24 and p. 114), is not practiced east of Sama (C. 46-C. 47). This we learn- 
ed Iron1 a porter we hired a t  Namru (C. 47-C. 48). We did not find the 
custom practiced at Tsumje. Thus,  it would appear to be limited to the 
upper Marsyandi valley. 

The only other example of animal sacrifice that we observed in the Higll- 
land was the sacrifice of goats a t  the village of Sangda far to the west (cf. p. 

153). Throughout the Highland, however, we saw offerings of goat, sheep, 
and yak horns a t  various Choden, Mondan and Lnptse. The eastern-most 
limit of this practice, a s  far  as we could observe directly, was the Larkya 
La pass where we saw yak horns on a Lafitse. Though we did not check 
this particular phenomenon very carefully, it is possible that the practice 
might actually extend even fur ther  east. At Tsumje, however, it is sure 
that there is no evidence of this practice. We have no data which indicates 
whether the offerings of horns represent actual sacrifices of animals or 
whether the horns a re  offered only when an  animal happened to die. 

At Tsumje the meat of cattle, the 26 (a cross between the cattle and 
the yak), sheep and goats a re  used as  food. (The yak is not raised here). 
However, we were told that  such meat was only available, when an  animal 
happened to die. This,  i t  seemed, was not because of any religious taboo, 
but because the villagers were poor and could not afford to slaughter their 
animals for food. T o  be sure, sick or otherwise disabled animals are killed 
and eaten, but,  when this happens, there is no religious rite involved. 
During our stay in Tsumje, there was an occasion when an animal met 
with accidental death. Once a villager's ox wandered into the precinct of 
a neighbouring village and died there. The  meat, in this instance, was 
divided equally between the owner and the other village. Sheep are often 
gored by oxen and, if the  injury is bad, the victim is usually slaughtered. 
Once a sheep which looked like to be saved was brought to us for medical 
treatment. When we would buy chicken or sheep from the villagers for  
food, they pretended to abhor the idea of taking life, but inwardly seemed 
to be pleased with the chance to sell their livestock a t  a good price. 

We have discussed the  use of domestic animals for sacrifice and food. 
The writer's general  impression is that  the practice of animal sacrifice is 

strong in the west and becomes weaker as one goes eastward. He feels 
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that this phenomenon, when considered with other data i \ r l i i c l i  Ile will dis- 
cuss later, provides us with another significant dalum i n  the exploration 
of the pre-Lamaist native religious tradition of the mountain I cgion. 

(3) Aweful Nature and Nature Deities 
The  god called Dui, which we have seen synlbolized Ily b!ack coloLlr 

on the Risum Gonbo, is identified a t  Thonje (C. 41) with thc evil spirit ol 
the forest (p. 156). On the way up to the Larkya 1 a we learned fronl a 
Bhotean youth that  the evil spirit called L)l!zrl i.ves in the mountains. 
Hlakpa, our Sherpa, told us that  the black devil of the Riszim Gwnbo was 
known as  Dhu. At Tsumje, the villagers told us that  black colour on the 
Risum Gonbo represented the angry aspect of the tr iune deity and was 
called Channa Dorje (p. 160). On the thangka we saw a t  Tsumje, there 
was a picture of a bisexual god called Channa Dorje Yab-yum ( Y ~ b - ~ ~ r n  
means " fa the r  and mother," or " husband and wife."), who was supposed 
to have a black skin. According to Hlakpa, th is  was a n  extremely violent 
deity, who appears af ter  some one has died. 

On the same thangka there was a picture of another deity, which 
Hlakpa identified as  a hlntso (god) named Zadui. He was a grotesque figure 
with four  hands and eyes all over his body. As H l a k ~ a  explained it, the 
Dui  was not a hlatso but an evil spirit representing the violent forces of 
nature which human s t rength  was powerless to resist. T h e  Zadui Hlatso 
was the opposite number of the Dui, the evil spiri t ,  whom it controlled 
and repelled. I t  has the power to control the torrential rains, the snow, 
and other natural forces. When a natural  disaster struck,  people would 
summon a lama, who through bibliomancy using a book called a Mope or 
Tsipe would determine whether or not the causes of calamity was the Dui. 
If this was the case, the lama would make a thorma representing the Zadui 
Hlatso in order to counteract the power of the  Dui. T h e  lamas have books 
for each of the  various gods, but the book identified with the worship cf 
Zadui-a book called the Kangsu-is supposed to embody special powers. 
According to Hlakpa, if a person revered this book and withdrew from 
human society and from the sight of a woman's face for three years, while 
he worshipped with this book, this would acquire divine powers. He would 
1)e able, for instance, to immobilize a pzrson walking down a distant road 
or  to control the snow and the rain. In a village called Kyarok near: Solo 
Gumbu,") Hlakpa claimed, there was such a person, who was known as 
Lama Hlakpu. 

68) This  is a village, also known as  Namche Bazaar, located in the homeland of the 
Sherpas in the western foothills of Mt. Everest. 
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1:1~. 115. I)ar/o, calendar. Photo. 11y the Ethnological \ l u s rum.  Sali~l~lt. YO. L ' ~ ; ? s .  

l j ' l~ i lc  I\-(% : I ~ C  t l i s ~ ~ i ~ s s i ~ ~ ~  t llc Illti,  let 11s c l c sc~~~i l~c~  t Ilc it111~,1-;tl ~ - L I ~ I O I I I ~  

a t  Tsunljc. Wllcn a \.i Ili~gcl- (lies, his lami 1 ) -  i ~ ~ i ~ l l ~ ' d i ; ~ t c ' I !  5~1111111011 ; I  I(IIII(I. 
Tllc lo71rn 1)l-ings :I tli \ . i  nat ion I~ool; c.:~llcd t lle Tsific,. l ' l i c 3 ~ ' c s  1 \\.o I; ilitls 

o[ t l i \ ~ i ~ i a l i o ~ l  : tllc SOIIZ~ I<orIf! ; L I ~ C I  t l i e s  S11jtsi Zior/ll(~. rrl~cl 1 - 0 1 ~ 1 1 i c ~ i ~  ~ ~ O I ~ L - V I ~ I ~ S  

t h e  I 'o~-lunc~s o j  tllc l ivinx,  \~ . ]~ i l c .  tllc. la t lcr  of the. tlc'ad. 111 tliis ~ I ~ > ~ ; I I I C , C ~  
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or throwing in tlie river), (2) ear th  funeral (Top sn fa du, interment i n  I],, 

ground), (3) fire funeral (Top me In du, or cremation ol  the body), and bird 
funeral  (Top chhn fa du, or giving to the birds)."") 

I f  it is deternlined t h ; ~ t  the dead person is dcstincd to I~econie a god, 
an image inscl.il~ed with his nanic is made and kept ei ther in tlie house or  
in the temple. However, i f  he is found to have I~een  possessed by the evil 
spirits, tlle following ritual is perlormed to f ree  his body from their gl.asp, 
The  loma makes an effigy called nzik pi ten to represent the dead person's 
body. The  effigy is made by attaching a rms  and legs to a khurma, a small 
bamboo basket used a t  planting time. Inside the  khurma, rice, wheat or 
barley is placed, and tlie effigy is dressed in the dead man's clothes. A 
piece of paper on which is writ ten a passage froni the sutras is then 
placed within the khurmn. After a prayer, the fama removes tlie paper, 
burns i t ,  and mixes the ashes wi th  some tsnmpn. This  he hides himself 
in some secret place. As for the nzik pi ten, the lama takes the cIot1les 
with him and the rest are  brought to the  place where the evil spirits are 
supposed to dwell. If, for example, the  evil spiri t  is a Hfnndre, the effigy 
is left on a road. 

There are four ltinds of evil spiri ts  : the  Dui, the  Tsen, the Lii and the 
Hlnndre. T h e  D u i  lives in the forest and the Tsen in the  large rocks. The 
Lii may be found anywhere, while the HfancErE haunts the roads. As \ye 

have seen in the Lnmchepl~n, the Tsumje villagers also believe in four kinds 
of evil spirits that  menace the living persons. Only one, the Hfandre, is 
common to both groups. (Cf. p. 164.) 

From the account given above, we see tha t  the  use of food to lure the 
evil spirits, the use of magic words from the sut ras  to f ree  the  victims of 
evil spirits, and, finally, the offering of food to appease the  evil spirits are 
all features common to the exorcistic r i tes of Lamaism. We have also seen 
that the Dui  is symbolic ol  tlie violent forces of nature,  conceived of as 
living in the forest, and black in colour. Can i t  be tha t  this  evil spirit 
has a history antedating that  of Lamaism, and, when brought into Lama- 
ism, i t  was given a place in the  pantheon as  Clzanna Dmje Yab-yum and 

69) T h e  writer did not actually see any of these methods being carried out, while he 
was in Tsumje, but he did witness a bird funeral near Muktinath. T h e  shrouded corpse of 
a young girl  who had died in a nearby village was carried in a n  upright position on a bier 
made of wooden poles. Behind the  bier was a procession of many villagers playing some 
musical instruments. T h e  funeral party took the body down into a valley bottom where it 
was left with two men who appeared to be cutting the  body. In the  sky above he saw 
birds flying about, These birds resembled kites rather than vultures. On another occasion, 
a t  Pokhara, he saw vultures pecking at  a corpse which had been abandoned in the river. 
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,, on T h e  people t ry  to escape the power of the I h i  by enlisting the 
aid "1 the Z ~ ~ d u i  and the  lamu, but, a s  we see from Hlakpa's stor", there 

is also the concept of a superman who is able to control the forces repre- 

sented b y  the h i .  It might also he noted here that, though the Duj if  
lllack, its blackness conveys a feeling that is entirely different from that 
of the black gods of Hinduism, Mahadeo and Mahakali. 

The second evil spiri t  is Tsen, to which we have referred to i n  our 
discussion of the  Risum Gonbo, when we mentioned a villager of Th,de 
(C. 41) as saying that  the  red colour on the Risum Gonbo synlbolized ~ s e ~  

was a god in contrast to L)ui who was an evil spirit. At Tsunljc, it 
will be recalled, the  red o i  the Risum Gonbo was explained as the aspect 

of laughter (white representing silence, and black anger). The god identi- 
fied with this colour is called not Tsen but Jambiyan. 

The writer  cannot say, however, that  the name Tsen was not known at 
all at Tsumje. Each of the three tsosum which make up the village of 
Tsumje constitute a separate patrilineal clan settlement. The name of the 
tsosum, Kangring, Prangar,  and Shimmushe, are also names of the respec- 
tive clans. Each tsosum has i ts  own tutelary deity, the name of whom it 

70) According t o  Mr. Taktser,  elder brother of the Dalai Lama, in Tibet one generally 
worships the patron god of one's native district Kye-hla and the patron god of one's re. 
sidential village YuI-hla. Tshen and Ekazdi ,  patron gods of Tsumje, are  said to  be a kind 
of monster, while t h e  D; is said t o  be a kind of devil. 

Following Waddell (op. cit.) : " Devils (bDud), all male, black in colour, and most 
malignant. (The  ' Dre a r e  especially virulent.) These are  the ghosts of the persecutors of 
Lamaism, and cannot be  appeased without sacrifice of pig. (p. 369) 

" T h e  Black Devils.-Then t h e  Guru (Saint Padma Sambhava), proceeding onwards, 
reached gNam-gyi-shug-mthon-glang-sgrom, where he opened the magic circle or h4amiala 
of the Five Families (of the  Buddhas) for seven days, after which all the commanders of 
the host of bDud-Devil offered their life-essence and so  were subjected. (p. 383) 

"Goblins o r  Ghosts (Tsan) ,  all male, red in colour. These a re  usually the vindictive 
ghosts of Lamas, discontented priests; and they a re  vindictive. They especially haunt the 
temples. (p. 369) 

" E-ka-rlsa-ti.-When t h e  Guru reached g~atn: t 'an-mk'ar-nag,  the white fiendess of that 
place showered thunderbolts upon him, without, however, harming him. The  Guru retaliated 

by melting her snow-dwelling into a l ake ;  and the discomfited fury fled into the lake T 'an-  
dpal-mo-dpal, which the  Guru then caused to boil. But though her flesh boiled off her 
hones, still she did not emerge ;  so the  Guru threw in his thunderbolt, piercing her right 
eye. Then came she for th and offered u p  to him her life-essence, and was thereon named 

Ganj-dkar-sha-?ned-r~o-rj~-sp~~n.r~ci~-,n, or  " The  Snow-white, Fleshless, One-eyed Ogress 
of the Vajra. " (p. 382) 

" T h e  twelve furies called Tiin-ma have already been referred to  and figured in connec- 
tion with St. Padma-sambhava's visit. They a re  divided into the three groups of the four 

great she-devils, the  four  great  injurers, and the four great medicine-females, of which the 
last are relatively mild, though all  a r e  placed under the control of Ekajati, a fiendess of the 
Indian Kali type, who rides on t h e  thunder-clouds." (p. 371) 
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is most reluctant to reveal to the  outsiders. For this reason, thougtl the 
writer records them here, anyone who might visit th is  area in the f u t u r e  
,nust be very careful about using them. T h e  patron deity of Sllinlnlushe 
is called Ekatati. This  god is supposed to have given two eyes to men 
but tlinlself has but one eye in the middle of his forehead. His i m a g e  i s  
to be seen in the thangka owned by the lama of the village. (See footnote 
70.) T h e  fiangar deity is called Pangzen Gyalpo. Tradit ion has i t  that 
the ancestors of this tsosu~n came originally from Tibet  and were accom- 
panied a t  that  time by this god. T h e  name Prangar (or Pangar) is also 
given to a high peak northwest of the  Larkya La and to another peak 
north of Namru. The  clan deity of Kangring is known a s  Chhutshen C;yalpo. 
This  god is said to be the descendant of the god Tshen (or Tsen), and is 
supposed to be the  red rock located near a deep mountain ravine on [he 
boundary of T s u n ~ j e  and i t s  neighbouring village of Khar. I ts  colour and 
that associated with Tsen are  same. (See footnote 70.) 

Mr. H. W. Tilman's account of the Langtang Himal, which adjoins the 
Ganesh Himal in the east, contains some data  too important to be over- 
looked. A Lama-Tamang village called Langtang, embraced by the Lang- 
tang Himal, is located along a valley. Way up the  Langtang, perhaps by 
7 or 8 miles, there is a place called Langsisa, where a big red rock is 
found. They have a legend about it. 

" Like many out-of-the-way places i t  was originally the  home of the 
gods, those happy beings, to whom, with their  ready means of locomotion, 
remoteness was of little account. But a t  a more recent date the beauties 
of the valley were revealed to mortals in a way reminiscent of that other 
story-'Saul to look for donkeys, and by God, he found a kingdom '. In 
this case the missing animal was, of course, a yak which i t s  owner, a very 
holy man, tracked up the Langtang. T h e  spoor was not difficult to follow, 
for a t  Syabrubensi and a t  Syarpagaon the  beast left on a rock the imprint 
of a foot which is visible to th is  day. T h e  lama caught  his yak a t  a place 
called Langsisa, seven or eight miles above Langtang village where, having 
fulfilled i ts  appointed task, it promptly died. T h e  lama, with less regard 
for sentiment than for money's worth unfeelingly skinned i t  and spread 
the skin on a rock to d r y ;  but the yak had the  last laugh ; for the skin 
stuck and remains there to this day, a s  a big reddish coloured rock at 
Langsisa plainly testifies.";') Mr. T i l n ~ a n  may be, therefore, r ight to ex- 
plain Langsisa as  " the place where a yak died"  in Tibetan.  T h e  red rock 
in this legend seems to have some relations with the  red rock in Tsumje. 

T h e  religion of Tsumje presents a picture of superficially dominant 

71) H. W. Tilman, op. cit., pp. 35-36 
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Lamaism co-existing with the  clan and household beliefs which it has not 
elltirely assinlilated or  integrated. Leaving detailed discusslon for later, 
one ~ o i n t  may be worthy of note here. In the Marsyandi valley, where 
the Hisum Gonbo a r e  most highly developed and where the people are  

predon~inantly Lama-Gurungs Tsen IS one of the gods of the Risum Gonbo. 
On the other hand, in the Shiar Khola valley, where the Risum Conbo have 
decayed and the people a re  of the Tibetan Bhotea stock, Tsm is no longer 
a Risum Conbo god, but has become one of the evil spirits or survives 
only as the ancestor of the secret god of the clan. This might support a 
thesis that ,  when Lamaism become dominant, the ancient gods degrade. 
This thesis might also serve to explain the fact that  Ekazdi, one of the 
clan gods, occupies an  inferior position in the Lamaist thangka. 

The idea that  Tsen and Chhutshen are  red rocks or that they reside in 
them may throw some light on the attitudes of the Highland peoples t e  
ward rocks in general. T h e  fact  that  gompa, and various religious stone 
monuments a re  usually built on the giant rocks should probably be con- 
sidered in this connection. Rocks are  very prominently represented in the 
responses to the  Rorschach test given a t  Tsumje. Since the natural eviron- 
ment in th is  a rea  is one in which lofty rock formations are  to be seen 
everywhere, th is  kind of response may perhaps be regarded as  only na- 
tural. However, the  wri ter  noticed that  the responses occasionally referred 
specifically to  " red  rocks." While the stones are known as  dho or do, the 
names for large  rocks include donga, phungdo, tra, thak, and pra. 

Large rocks sometimes have caves or grottoes in them, which a re  
known as  phu. T h a t  these phu have a special significance in culture 1s 
well noted in  Tibetan travel accounts. T h e  writer refers to the fact that  
it is not an  uncommon thing for  religious ascetics in Lamaistic cultures 
to retire to a cave in order to practice asceticism. Although there are  no 

caves a t  Tsumje, they a re  quite numerous in the upper Kali Gandaki valley 
where one can see rows and rows of artificial caves hollowed out of the 
relatively sof t  stratified rock in the precipices. Located halfway up the 
face of these cliffs, they look like the remains of cave villages. A Muk- 

tinath priest told us that  these caves were probably occupied by holy men 
and priests long ago when there were no temples or inhabitants in the 
area. They  were not, he  assured us, burial places. About a thousand 

meters up  the  mountain west of Kagbeni there is a cave dug out of a 
hard rock on the  giant  precipice. T h e  villagers called i t  Zimbu Phu7') and 

told us tha t  the  cave was dug  long ago as  a refuge for the villagers 
in time of war. We a re  not sure how reliable these explanations are, but 

72) Zimbu (Tib.) for wild onion. 
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i t  is probably true that  most of the man-made phu in the arid zone were 
used by the religious ascetics. In view of tlie vast number of caves, i t  is 

quite likely that  not all of these ascetics were unusual wortliies like Mila 

Repa. 
In the wet zone we saw practic.ally no caves. T h e  only tliinqs that 

might be called caves are  some rock shelters fo r  the use of travellers i n  
the remoter regions. However, a s  in the  case of the Clihunga Phu temple 
of Tsumje, the word Phu did appear occasionally in the names of temples. 

T h e  Tsumje villagers know the mountains of the  Ganesh Himal range 
facing the village by the name of Lungbu, and the  mountains stretching 
north therefrom to the Tibetan border by the  name of Kangdang. The 
Sringi Hirnal behind the village is called Chhamle. According to them, 
the Lungbu mountains are  the parents and the  Kangdang mountains the 
brothers and sisters. However, generally speaking, the  practice ol giving 
names to the mountains is not very common in the  Highland. In most 
cases, names a re  given to the areas  which include both mountains and 
adjacent valleys. For example, the mountain peak behind the settlement 
of Kho near Sangda is called Kho, while a neighbouring peak known as 
KILO Chuyrg ("Little Kho "). Near Manang (C. 37-C. 38) we pointed to the 
third peak of Annapurna and asked a native i t s  name. We were told that 
i t  is called Manangge Khan, which means " t h e  mountain of Manang." 

However, i t  cannot be said that  the  mountains do not have religious 
associations. Mt. Manaslu is known by the villager of Sama as  Kan Bungen. 
In 1953 our mountain climbing expedition visited the  gompa of this vil- 
lage and was asked by the lama not to d is turb  the  treasure a t  the summit 
of Kan Bungen. In the Highland there a re  two terms for mountain; kan 
(also kan, kang, khnn) and ri. T h e  former term refers to the higher, snow- 
covered mountains, the lat ter  to all others, i. e., low mountains in general. 
R i  may also mean the  mountain pastures. T h e  two terms may sometimes 
be combined in a single word, kangri, which is the  generic term for the 
mountains. T h e  avalanches on the  kan contribute to the fear  and awe i n  
which the higher mountains are  held. One day while we were a t  Tsumje, 
a spectacular avalanche occurred on Lungbu. T h e  story that  " something 
white had skimmed over the mountain" was speedily circulated with great 
anxiety among the  villagers that  day. T h e  Japanese expedition which at- 
tempted to climb Mt. Manaslu in the  spring of 1954 was prevented from climb- 
ing because of the stubborn opposition of the  villagers of Sama. One of 
the major reasons for their  opposition was the  fact  tha t  part  of their vil- 
lage gornpa had been destroyed by an  avalanche the  previous winter. This 
event they attr ibuted to the violation of the  sacred kan by the  expedition 
of the preceding year. 
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5. Worship, Magic, Festivals 
~ e t  us begin with a description of the various festival (called drum&M) 

at Tsurnje. In this village i t  1s the general rule that only the loma and 
no private family or individual may conduct religious rites. reality, 
however, there a re  many kinds of worship services that the writer cannot 
believe that  the  lama presides over them all. Whatever the case may be, 
the following is the calendar of religious observances as  given US by the 

villagers : 
(a) Sangye Mala (Dvumchhii) 
This festival takes place between the sixth and the fifteenth day o l  

the third month in the  Tibetan year. Sangye Mala is supposed to be the 

name of the  first lama of the Shimmushe tsosum of this village. (Sangye 
means "holy priest.") Shimmushe is claimed to be the oldest of tile three 
tsosum of Tsumje and has i t s  own clan temple or gompa called Lungsang. 
This particular festival, however, is not held at the Lungsang yompa but 
at the Chhunga Phu temple. I t  is the first festival of the year. Tradition 
tells that the body of the Sangye wrapped in rich cloth is still enshrined 
in Chhunga Phu. He is  worshipped as  a god by the people of the three 
tsosum. Members of the  three tsosum only participate in this festival, al- 
though people from neighbouring villages may come as spectators. Only 
males are allowed to assist the lama in the festival ceremonies. 

There is another Tsumje festival called the Sangye Opatne kyi Llrunt- 
chho, which is held in honour of another saint called Sangye Opnrrw, and 
this the writer  will describe later. This saint like Snngye Mala is also en- 
shrined in mummy form in Chhunga Phu. We were in Tsumje at the 
time of the second festival, and were allowed to see the mummy of this 
saint. It looked like a n  ordinary, life-sized metal status of a sitting Buddha. 

However, i t  is not unlikely that  the images of both saints do actually 
contain their mummies inside. Kawaguchi in his work which has already 
been cited describes the  custom of preserving the bodies of revered pre- 
lates by dehydrating their  corpses with a kind of salt and later applying 
some sort of covering to make them into Buddhist idols.;') 

(b) Nara Tsam (Drumchho) 
This having been already described will be om~t ted .  (See pp. 181-M.) 
(c) Do Yab-yom 
Y(1b-yom i s  a word signifying plural number, but in this case the re- 

ference is to the  books of the Lamaist canon, which include the famous 
Gngyur  (Kanjur) and the Tiingyur (Tanjur). The festival takes place bet- 
ween the tenth  and fourteenth days of the Tibetan fifth month. During 

73) Kawaguchi, op. cit., Vol. 11, pp. 52-54. 
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the first four  days the canon is  read and worshipped in the homes and i n  
the temples. On the fifth day,  all the males of the village assenlble at  the 
Chhunga Phu temple bringing with them all copies of the canon i n  tile 
village. These and the Yab-yom of the temple a r e  distributed one volume 

apiece to the men, who form a procession and parade through the village 
with the lama joining in. On this  day the  main s t ree ts  of the village are 
all blocked off for  the occasion. T h e  fest ival  ends when the procession 
re turns  to the temple. Each participant takes his  copy of the sacred books 
home with him. Women do not take  part  in th is  festival. The  religious 
education purpose ol' the festival a s  well a s  purification of the village is 

obvious. 
The  Jkb-yom are  stored in one of the two halls of the Chhunga Pllu 

temple containing the images o i  the Sangye. When the writer  visited the 
hall of the Sangye Opame statue,  he saw the  bookshelves for the sacred 
books standing in rows on the left hand side f rom the image. In the dimly 
lit central portion of the same hall was a wooden stand (Tib., kangsum) on 
which was placed a pair of thormn. He could not distinguish their colour, 
however. On the walls there were many buddhist paintings, many of which 
were of copulating buddhas. 

(d) Snngye Opame (kyi Drumchho) 
Sangye Opnme is apparently the  Tibetan version of the  Buddha of In- 

finite Light or Amitnbha Ta thaga ta  in Skt.  who is  widely worshipped in 
Tibet. T o  the villagers of Tsumje,  however, the  Sangye Opame is a lama 
who came from Tibet  long ago, and who, in thei r  words " s i t s  with Sangye 
Mala, preserved a s  a mummy just a s  he was  when he died, naked and with 
his eyes still wide open." According to the villagers, i t  was this  lama who 
gave Tsumje and i t s  three  tsosum the i r  names. W e  were also told that the 
Chhunga Phu temple was built originally to house the  remains of this saint 
and that  he was worshipped more than Sangye Mala. 

T h e  Sangye Opame kyi Drumchhii is  celebrated, we were told, on the 
fifth (s ix th?)  day of the Do Yab-yom lestival a s  above described. It is on 
this  occasion only tha t  the villagers a re  permitted to see the  image. 

(e) Trukpa Tshe Shi 
T h e  name of this festival means the  " four th  day of the  s ix th  month" 

(Tibetan calendar) and is " t h e  festival tha t  marks  the  mid-years." It is 
also held a t  the Chhunga Phu  temple. On this  occasion the images of 
many gods a re  made of cereals (thmma made wi th  tsampa?).  This  largest 
image is that  of the principal deity of the  temple before which the lama 
conducts a prayer service. Many villagers come to the temple to worship, 
contribute some money, and receive one of the  smaller images to take home. 
Th i s  festival is held because " jus t  a s  i t  would be disastrous for a house- 
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hold to lose i ts  chief," so would it be a calamity i f  the principal deity 

desert the  company of the gods. The name of the principal deity 
is apparently known only to the lama. This observance, the writer learned, 
was introduced from Tibet  fifteen years ago. 

( f )  Gaja Doja 
This observance takes place on the eighth day of the eighth month of 

the Tibetan year. I t s  name refers  to two forms of worship: =aja the 
Indian form, which calls fo r  sacrifices to the gods; and &ja, the Tibetan 
form, which does not entail sacrificial offerings. Tibetan practice instead 
requires the offering of such products of the village as wheat, potatoes, 
butter (Tib., mar), Tibetan beer (Tib., chhang) and tsampa to gods of the 
gompa. Although the  ri tes are  called gajn-doja, apparently only the doja 
is performed. One male representative of each house goes to the Chllunga 
Phu temple to take the offering. It is evidently not a group affair and 
the lama does not participate. T h e  festival, in short, consists merely of 
the performance of a prescribed ritual, and, one suspects, part of i ts  pur- 
pose is to give training in religious etiquette. 

Comparing the  agricultural and the religious calendars with each other 
(see p. 306 about the  detail of agricultural calendar in Tsumje), we find 
that the Sangye Mala falls just before buckwheat planting time, the Nara 
Tsam comes about a half month before the barley harvest, the Do Yab-yom 
and Sagye Opame coincide with the barley harvest, Trukpa T s h  Shi falls 
immediately before the wheat harvest and the Gaja Doja immediately 
precedes the  busiest farming season, that  of wheat and barley planting. 
It is worthy of note tha t  the  festivals all come in the same half of the 
year in which the  planting and harvesting are done. 

To this discussion of agriculture, a note about planting day might be 
added. Planting days vary from one family (nangzang) to another. Each 
nangzang does i t s  planting on an  " auspicious day " which is determined 
by consulting a n  almanac called the Karpe or Dado. This Dado provides 
information on the  fest ive days, auspicious days, and agricultural days for 
the whole year. I t  originates, we were told, in Hlasa, but is written e s -  

elusively by lamas who reside in Solo Gumbu, the homeland of the Sherpas, 
and is printed a t  Katmandu, from whence it is distributed. Not all of the 
villagers have a copy. Those who do not have the almanac go to the 

families who possess one and have their planting day determined. 
We have already noted the planting day customs observed a t  Sangda 

(P. 154), where, i t  will be recalled, the entire village turns out en masse 
for planting. But i t  is not known whether the work of sowing is confined 
to male members or  not. At  Tsunlje, the planting is done only by men, it 

being thought improper for women to do this work. At Kagbeni (C. 33) 
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~vli i le  i1 I I I ; I I ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ t ~ c l ~ ~ c l  l i e 3 ~ .  \ \ , i t 1 1  a pIc)i~gll. Agi i i~ i ,  i ~ t  D ~ I I ~ L I  (C. 21 C. 29, 
Mr. N i l l i ; ~ ~  ; I s I ~ c ( I  ;L viII;~gcr for SI)C~C.~IIIC'IIS 0 1 '  1 1 1 ~  s ~ t d  gritill t l ~ e y  ust.d. 
He \\.;IS tvlcl t11;11 1 l o 1 1 ~  \\'cue ; ~ v ; ~ i l a b l c  I~cc.ai~scl tlic wonlen Ilad all gone to 

\vorlt i n  tllc liclds. It secsllis t11;11 i l l  th i s  village i l  was  [lie custoll~ 
\\-o~llcn to I1~1ve ~ . l ~ a r , q c  ol' tlle sc,c.cls. U ~ ~ i o r t u n a t e l ) ~ ,  ~ . e  a r e  L I I ~ ; I I , I ~  to rti- 

port \vl~c.tllc~- the l , la~l t ing of tlic seccls \\.as esc ' l i~si  velp a wol~ian's job or 

\vlietlier t l ~ i s  \\!;IS the general c.ustoln in t l ~ e  Lowland, since it was not 

planl ing season \ \ . l ~ c ~ i  \\,o 1)assctl throug11. 
Kelurning i ~ g ; ~ i n  to tlle rel igious lil'c a t  Tsunlje ,  \\.e note that  the Ianln 

of7ic.ii~tc.s clircc.tly o r  intlircctly a t  all o i  the  ft1stivals tlescril,ed. T l ~ e r e  are, 

in :idelition to tliesc, a numl~c l -  of otller i r i -egul;~r  occ:~sions ~vl len  the lntntl 

pla1.s a n  inlport i~nt  role. T h e  In))lcis c.o~iduct o i  the  clivini~tion and his 
exorcistic r i tes  on the  occasion o i  deatli  in a ianiily lias already been des- 
cril~ccl (pp. 193-94). He is also called upon by fanlilies of nieans to perform 

menlorial service f o r  deceased persons on the i r  dea th  anniversaries .  This 

d's 
bone. 'rsatsa iu.e found in a t emple  or  a chor ten .  At Sama ? l'hoto. by S. Takebushi 

7-1) C ' O I I ~  ~-;~(licIoi-!- O ~ ~ C ' I . V ; I ~  ions ;,I-C' s t ;~ te t l  b!. l k s l l .  C. Bell  (1928) : 7'he People of 
r ,. 1 ibet. p. ti:! and p. 42. 
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service, which is held annually for four successive years, is called ~ i i ~ h .  
Again for this service the lama makes a pyranlidal th rma  (called a lhorma 
it)ltjm), which he colours and leaves with the family as  a memento of the 
dead person. On this day the family invites fellow villagers to attend and 
serves them small tizorrna which the lama has made half of rice and half of 
wheat. These miniature tlwmta are  called tso, and the entire proceedings 
acconlpanying the  Dunche service is called tsijpa. 

The previously described Thuje Chlwnbo is also a memorial service for 
the soul of a dead person, but does not absolutely require the services of 
a lama. It is a fanlily observance which any member who has had some 

Lamaist training can conduct. T h e  writer does not know how this service 
and the Dunche service a re  related. 

In addition to these orthodox ceremonials, there are others associated 
with the worship of clan gods by each tsosum. These, we were told, the 
lama pretends to ignore and does not interfere with. The  villagers also 
claim that  these clan deities have nothing to do with the lama. As ex- 
plained before, the  clan gods a re  supposed to be secret and are  protected 
by a taboo against  divulgence of information concerning then1 to outsiders. 

The worship of the clan gods a t  Tsumje actually takes place within 
each nangznng (family). T h e  clan deity is enshrined in a room called the 
thapsan ("dining room"), which is found in even the hunlblest houses. 
Near the centre of th is  room there is a square hearth on which a large 
iron kettle for boiling water rests on a metal spider. The window side of 
the hearth is called the  hlarel and is regarded as the sacred place occupied 
by the god. Sometimes small wooden images of sangye or replicas of cltor- 
ten (see Fig. 118) a r e  placed along the Jzlarel. The  left side of the hearth 
looking from the  hlayel is the  seating place for the male members of the 
nangzang with the  head of the house occupying the seat closest to the 
hlarel. T h e  r igh t  side is occupied by women, among whom the housewife 
is closest to the  hlayel. T h e  hearthside opposite the god, and thus the 
lowest position, i s  for  guests. T h e  writer was told by the villagers that 
no matter how important a guest  may be, neither the master nor the mis- 
tress of the house would give up their seats to him. In the tlmpsan of 

old man Baru's house, where we stayed, the writer was seated nes t  to the 
old man himself when he visited with the old man. 

Worship is conducted by the  shepachemo (house master) of each famil!l, 
even in those ra re  cases when the shepachemo happens to be a woman. 
The clan gods a r e  worshipped whenever it is desired to do so according to 
need, e. g., when someone is ill. However, there is also a general ~vorship 
day observed by the  ent i re  village. Any Sunday (Jya Nyit~ta) or Monday 

( J Y ~  Dawa) during the  tenth month (Tibetan) may be chosen for the oc- 
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Fig. 117. A Hearth in the thapsan (dining room). At Tsumje. 
July, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 

Fig. 118. Wooden images of chorten and khu (god's image) which 
are to be put in hlarel in usual houses. Photo. by the Ethnological 
Mmeum. Sample No. 21733 and 21734. 
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casion. For a month in advance of the chosen day, the shepacj@mo of eac-h 
family sets aside a portion of all food and drink served dur ing  the period- 

wheat, potatoes, chhang, butter ,  etc. These are used as  an offering to the 
god on the day of worship and then eaten. The s h p a c l ~ m ~  is served first 
and what remains is distributed among the nyesang (farniIy member) of the 

nnngrang. This  ceremony is called Bumch)~.  
For the Bumchho there is no religious leader or officiating priest re- 

presenting the clan or tsosurn as  a whole. Each family conducts its own 
T h e  Shimmushe clan, however, does occasionally hold a general 

~Ian-wide festival called the Hlapsol. For this event a lama from Gornba 

Tensin (a nearby village) is called in to officiate. The presence of the latno 
would seem to make this an orthodox Lamaist festival, but Gomba Tensin 
is a collateral branch of the Shimmushe clan, with whon~ intermarriage is 

still prohibited. (See also p. 264 and pp. 217-18.) Thus, in this case, the lama 
of Gomba Tensin may be considered to be acting in the capacity of a clan 
priest. In view of the fact  that Shimmushe seems to be the oldest ot the 
three tsosum of Tsumje (see p. 218), the hypothesis might be advanced 
that the Hlapsol is a survival of the time when the clan did have a chief 
priest representing all i ts  members. It might be mentioned here that in 
many other respects such as  family organization and inter-family relation- 
ships there appeared to be differences between Shimmushe and the other 
two tsosum. 

Of course, there is always the possibility that the writer's investigations 
may have overlooked some elements in the makeup of the other two tsosum 
which would show them up more as  clan entities. To give one example, 
when on July 21 the 61-year old wife of the slzepachento of one of the 
Prangar nangzang died, to  mourn her death not only the members of her 
nangzang but also the entire membership of the Prangar tsosum ceased 
work for a week. As already indicated, this was the time of the wheat 
harvest, and one of the busiest seasons of the year. What it means to stop 
work for a week a t  such a time can be appreciated by anyone who has had 
farming experience. Yet surprising though it may be, this is what happened. 

In our discussion of religious observances a t  Tsumje we saw that there 
are the regular Lamaist festivals and the somewhat more privately observed 
clan festivals. We noted also a clear tendency of excluding women from 
participation in the  former. 

Except for the  already described Hlachogen festival of Sangda and the 
Phakchen festival of Pisang we have almost no data on observances in other 
villages. T h e  writer  will add only some details he observed a t  Kagbeni 
(C. 33). (All dates mentioned below are those of the solar calendar.) Among 
the annual festivals of this village there is one called the Yodung. It is 
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held, we were told, just a l t e r  the mid-June harvesting o l  wheat and barley 

and ~ l a n t i n g  of buckwheat, hence, probably, in the lat ter  part of June. on 
this occasion men (young men and boys included) not only Iron1 Kagbcni 
I ~ u t  from a dozen other villages in the vicinity assemble on horseback at 
Muktinath, visit the holy places, and amuse themselves with gam\,ling and 
other games. This  festival lasts a week. Next, in early September there 
is a festival called Doghep, for which all the residents of Kagbeni, dressed 
in their best clothes, gather  a t  an  outdoor site near the village gompa. The 
women dance and the men gamble. In the evening candles a re  lit. The 
festival lasts only one day. No lnrnn is present. 

Just before winter the festival known a s  Tcngbn Chirtirrg is held at  the 
shrine of a female deity Mnhnkali below Kagbeni. (This has already been 
described (see p. 127). Finally, there is the Dnsltang festival which was held 
while we were there on April 29. T h e  men and women of the village 
assemble a t  a temple near Kagbeni, the women carrying candles and the 
men carrying Buddhist images which they bring from their  honies. The 
festival consists of competitive showing of the images. They  are  graded 
from fine to poor and lined up according to their  rat ing.  T h e  lama then 
appears and conducts a worship service. W e  did not actually attend the 
festival itself, but  on the afternoon of the festival the  man a t  whose house 
we were staying brought down from the  chogang on the second story a 
fairly large Buddhist image and carried it out. T h e  role of the men in this 
festival seemed to be confined to carrying the images to the festival site. 
T h e  main participants, apparently, were women. Each of the four Kagbeni 
festivals just outlined are, we were told, closely connected with agriculture. 

The  Kagbeni religious observances in general impress us as  having the 

following special fea tures :  1) the role of the lama is  much less prominent 
than a t  Tsumje, 2) exclusion of women from religious observances is con- 
siderably weakened, 3) the tendency for holding festivals af ter  dark, and 
4) the tendency for men to indulge in gambling a t  these festivals. On the 
last score, the competit ive exhibition of images a t  the  Dashang festival 
might be considered a form of gambling, but  a gambling element is un- 
mistakable in the practice a t  the Tengba Chirting festival of placing prize 
money in a hole and shooting for it with bows and arrows. T h e  first three 
features may be at tr ibuted to the penetration of Hinduistic influences beyond 
the gorges of the Kali Gandaki. We cannot, however, offer any explanation 
for this association of gambling with religion, and would welcome any 
suggestions on this point. Gambling as  such appears to be widespread 
among the inhabitants of Nepal's mountain region, and we saw Western-style 
card games being played in the most remote and unlikely places. 

Let us return again to our Tsumje material and take  u p  the subject of 
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magic, on which we have a great  deal of data. Even in the informations 
n7e have presented thus  fa r ,  however, the superstitious character of Lamaistic 

culture ha:; been amply illustrated. The writer refers the reader, for ex- 
anlple, to the superstition about odd numbers being lucky and even nunlbers 

being u111ucky and to all other references to numbers in this article. Since 
certain superstitions allout numbers are found in any culture, this may not 

be particularly significant. T h e  Tsunlje villagers \vere particularly super- 
stitious about odd and even numbers. One of the two rosaries (Tib., thannio) 
that we obtained in this village has 103 I~eads, while the other, a cheap 
glass one, has 106 beads:  97 black beads (thnngnn) and nine red heads 
(thangmnr).' ') 

Popularity of necklaces of all kinds, cheap or expensive, is a str iking 
feature of both the Highland and Lowland cultures. Among many kinds of 
necklaces seen in  the Lowland, the most common ones are those made of 
red coral beads. Occasionally we saw neclclaces and earrings made of 
Nepalese gold and silver coins. In the Lowland necklaces are  worn almost 
exclusively by women. Men wearing necklaces are a rare sight. In  the 
Highland, however, both men and wonlen wear necklaces, but the most 
distinctive ones a r e  worn by men. 

The distinctive Highland necklace worn by men is called kakn (or gaga) 
in Tsumje and is  made with three beads. The central bead is a cylindrical 
jade stone called si. I t  is flanked by two coral beads called cl~uru. The  si 
may range in  price, we a re  told, from 400 to 2000 Nepal rupees for the 
most expensive ones, while a cheap one costs about 200 rupees.-')) 

The kaka is believed to be a sort of amulet affording protection against 
evil spirits. T h e  amulet  is thought to be most effective i f  the middle stone 
or si has nine str ipes in it. One with six stripes is considered extremely 
bad. At Tsumje i t  was the men who wore the knkn exclusively. T h e  
women wore the  many-beaded necklaces which were similar to the Lowland 
variety. 

At Aga (C. 69), the last of the predominantly Bhotean villages, we saw 

some villagers wearing what was a conlbination of the kaka and the 
Lowland-type necklace. At  Philem, the next village to the south, the 
necklaces had become entirely s t r ings  of coral-beads of Lowland type. The  
people here were mostly Gurungs. 

The fact tha t  the  distinctive Highland-type necklace has a certain 
religious significance and that  i t  is  worn by the male sex may be pertinent 

75)  The black beads are called thongna, or tha~tgnak, )la or ttak lneaning " black. " 
Mar in thangmar means " red. " 

76) The sample secured for the Ethnological Museum is an extrenlely cheap one in 
which a shell is used instead of a precious stone. 



FLK. 119. 1'1 itlted charms, (;ya)rgurr.~: Hrnrrga ( A :  frlr defet id~ng devils at 
the  door o f  111.1vitte houhr) and ('lt/rcikr~rrr.r: (1.1 : f t r t  tf avellrt s). ['hoto, by the 
lithnolog~c;ll i lusvum. Satnple N<I. 21735 and 21736. 

inhcription in 111s ccntre \~li icl i  is supposed l o  ward crff evil 
Anrulets for travellers, called chl~okru,zg, (Fig, 119 H) are likewise printed 
on tvhitc paper ~ v i t l i  l>l;\c'li i nk .  There  a rc  val-ious kinds and they  are 
foldcrl and carried i n  n square case \vllich is suspended lrom the neck. 
According i o  one ~ i l l n g c r  tllcsc cases may contain a l~out  80 different kinds 
of sac.tec1 inscriy~tio~~s.;", 

S p e a k i l i ~  of ati~ulets, the sacred images of the  mummified prelates of 

77) Exactly siltlilar design in the  Gyatrgollg Ilrurrga is found in Waddell's Bl{d(fhisfti 
of 2 fit>c.l (0). [.it .), 11. 570. 

7 s )  W e  often saw s ~ ~ n l l a r  amulet cases w t ~ r n  b y  the  Gurungs of the  gorge region. In 
tllr I.owland we also saw tlrcm worn by Gurltha sold1e1.s. 'I'his w;ts perhaps only natural, 
slnce the Gill-lchas itre mostly from t h e  nlountain regions. 



, .  Isulllje, S(I)IA')'~' ( ) ~ ~ N I ) I Y  and Sangyr Alala, a re  tlic.n~scl~c.x ;rnlult.ts, i n  a sc.n-ca, 

f o r .  t11c. e111il.c. v i l l i r~ t . .  W1ic.n tile c.rups a r e  bad i l l  cl l l l tf i l .  t i l l l c x  ( , I  lroul,lc., 

tht' villiigcrs c~ilrry I Ilc.scb tli \:ine lrlrr (god) from I llc. Cll]lun,q;r p h u  tellll)lc. (,,, 
tllcir. slloulders iilld parade t h r o u g l ~  the village btl-vt.ts. ~ ~ \ v ~ \ . ~ r ,  t l l r  

yill;ige~s told t h e  wr i te r  l ike t h i s :  " Lately tile t\\.o sa , lm,  arc. not Ver ,  

l>~lcc.t ivt. in bvarding off evi Is. T h e  reason is that tile \yllt.at sll, ,O1b, \yllicll 
h;td ;~l\+.n).s groi i fn in t l ~ c  hands of the  sanrncl, died al)out tllrec. !-t.;r~.s sco. 
WIlcbn \vc arlxiously asked the  lama a l ~ o u t  this,  lie told 11s t11;rt  th is  \ \ ah  ;t 

I~ir t l  ol1ic.n iind tha t  sonic. c a l a~n i t  y \\.ah in lpchndin~.  E\zcntuall!, I I C  >aid, ;i 
nlore scrious d isas te r  \rould occut- :~nd  the  sa)lgye \vuultl disal)l)c:t,-. E:vcn 

no\v t lie protect ing dei t ies  of  th i s  \'i llagt. at-c ;rl)out to dc1,:i~.l I,~~~~;ru!,c. t lit- 

power of t l ~ c  evil sp i r i t s  is so grea t  that  the gotls arc. un:il)lc to ~ - l . > i > t  i t . "  

This ex t r eme  d isas te r  \vas divined, the  \vritet- i v a s  told, I)!. t11tl lnt)l(~ 11.0111 

a sac.rcd I~ook  called t he  Nanzik Lungdc)~. T h i s  I~ool; \\.;i:, s u l ~ p c ~ i c ~ l  ! ( I  h~ivc. 
comeb down f rom Iieaven in Tillel irnd lias been \vidc.l! dist ri1)utt.d t I I I - O ~ I K ~ I -  
out Tillel and Nepal. T h e  wr i te r  \Ifas slio\s.n a c.op!., \\.llic.ll, i t  \\.;is ~ . l ; ~ i ~ l l ( d ,  
came to t h e  vi l lage about  th ree  years I,efol-e. He iouncl i t  to 111. ; I  t l i i ~ i  

bouncl book, long and nar row in shape. 
T h e  fact t ha t  sexual  symbols such a s  thc ~ ~ l i a l l u s  and tlie iornl)in~fitl 

figures o i  a man  and a \i1oman a re  believed to I~ave  t I l ( 2  r n i ~ g i ~ a l  l)o\vtJr to 
repel evil sp i r i t s  has  been already noted. We  sri\iT tlie phallus used ior  i r >  

magical effect on t h e  dopaia (p. 123) and on the eaves 0 1  ~agod:rs  (1). 1581. 

Fig. 120. Images of buddhas carved on the nratti doko (stone sc r~pture )  

put on a Motrrlotl. At Thonje. 1953. Photo. by T. l'oda 
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Exanlples of the combined male and female motif have been seen on llle 

anlulets, on the mani doko, on the thangka,  and on the cards used i n  a 
Tsumje festival. These bi-sexual deities have various names, but except 
for  the Channa Dorje Yab-yum, the fea r fu l  and violent god, we have not 
recorded the names."') On the same thangka as Channa Dorje Y l ~ h - ~ ~ ~  i s  
another combined male and female god known as  Gonbo Tsepame Yab-yunl, 
who is supposed to save men from misfortune. 

The  identification of Cltanna Drwje with Vajra, his violent nature, and 
his black colour suggests thc possibility, a s  does the phallus also, of a l ink 
with the Hindu god, Shiva. Another possible link between the Highland 
and Lowland religions is suggested by the carvings of combined male and 
female figures found aniong the carved images of deities on the diagonal 
roof-trusses under the eaves of a Hindu temple a t  Darbar Square in Kat- 
mandu. According to Landon the townspeople of Katmandu believe that 
these carvings on the roof-trusses have the power to protect against 
lightning.80) This, the writer  believes, is closely related to the exorcistic 
powers at tr ibuted to the combined male-female syn~bol .  

6. T h e  Lama and the Gompa 

(1) Gods, Saints, Priests, Laymen 
At Tsumje gods a re  called hla or khu. T h e  Sherpas use the terms hla, 

hlatso, ku, kudung. Gods represented by images a re  most commonly referred 
to as  khu both a t  Tsumje and by the  Sherpas. T h e  sangye or  saint-priests 
a re  almost indistinguishable from the  gods. T h e  writer's impression is 
that  the  sangye a t  least tend to be thought of as  persons who had once 
really existed. T h e  Sangye Oparne is a n  example. I t  appears also that a 
clear distinction cannot be made between a sangye and a lama. A sangye 
is apparently a lama who has at tained the  highest degree of holiness. 
There  a re  of course various degrees of rank among the  lamas, but we have 
no material specifically on th is  subject. T h e  above remarks are merely 
impressions received dur ing our Highland sojourn. 

According to our Tsumje notes, there a re  the  following religious ranks 
among the villagers: (1) lama, (2 )  umje, (3 )  tnwa, and ( 4 )  chhoepa. The 
umje, the highest ranking laymen, were three in number. Whether bp  
chance or not, there was one in each of the three tsosunz. T h e  umje of the 
Kangring clan, a man of about forty-eight, was the  head (shepachemo) of 
the original fanlily (tshong). T h e  umje in the  Prangar  clan was a forty- 
six-year old uncle of the slzepachemo of a certain family, and was the only 

79) At Tsumje these deities are vulgarly known as Sangye phomo. 
80) P. Landon, op. cit., Vol. I ,  p. 194. 
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bachelor of the three. T h e  Shimnlushe umje was also the shpachenu, of a 

nangzang and was seventy-six years old. There were, we were told, about 
ten tnzun and fifteen or sixteen chhoepa in the village. These ranks deter- 
~nined s ta tus  at religious events and were conferred by the empa.  There 
was only one nun in the village, but she apparently could not recite the 
sutras. There  was no special layman's ranks for women. 

The nun was the  twenty-three-year old daughter of Khimjuny Topgyal, 

a member of the  Kangring tsosum. The lama of the Prembo temple in this 
village was her uncle. At the time of her birth, the uncle, a f t e r  reading 
her fortune, declared that  she would die if she should ever marry. It was 
therefore decided that  a t  an  early age she would become a nun. She lived 
at the Prembo temple wi th  her uncle, visiting her father's home from time 

to time. She would often come to visit us, a somewlhat pitiful figure ivith 
her hair cut short in a manner unlike other young girls and apparently 
not knowing what to do wi th  her youthful self. On the other hand, she 
was given two milk cows and five sheep by her lama uncle who was also 
supplying her with clothes, food and money ; so she was pretty well off 
materially. 

The  writer's earlier references to laymen who had received some 
Lamaist training were to this group of people. As in the case of the girl 
just mentioned, some of these religious laymen were practically forced to 
take up religious training.  Moral coercion could also be used to prevent a 
person from taking religious training. The writer was told of an actual 
case of a strong-minded girl  objecting to her parent's choice of a husband 
threatened to cut  her hair and become a nun. She even declared that i f  
she were blocked she might commit suicide. It appears from this instance 
that parents a re  in a position to decide whether or not a religious career 
should or should not be taken up, especially in the case of a girl. 

However, a career of a lama or a lay lama is not always chosen as  a 
result of outside pressure. Certain types of people, the writer believes, 
choose this calling because of religious aspirations. The three umie in this 

village were all persons sincerely devoted to their faith and who were so 
motivated. 

(2) Religious Education 

At Tsumje a person's religious life begins a t  birth when his fortune is 
divined for him by the  lama. His name, particularly if he is a male, is 
likely to be a Lamaistic one. T h e  name is chosen some time between the 
ages of two and thirteen by his parents or by the lama, who chooses it 
from the sacred book called Tsipe, which we have already mentioned. If 

no name is given him dur ing this period, he theoretically remains nameless 
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for life. Actually, however, all the villagers appeared to have names. In 
the Kagbeni area, two names are  given, a real nalne and a religious name, 
but at Tsunije there is onlv one name for  each person. There  is no f a n l i l y  
name and the personal nanle of fanlily master sizepachemo substitutes the 
name of his family (nnngzarig). Th i s  is also the practice a t  Sangda, 

Names such as  Da Dorje, Karma T o p ~ y a l ,  Hlandup have a strong re. 
ligious flavour. While these names a re  very common, there is a larger 
group of names, which are  very informal and sound like nicknames taken 
over directly as real names. For example, the  words Puchimn or Phuchima and 
phnfic,n ~lleaning " youngest " and " middle" (son or  brother), respectively, 
are Irequently used as  names. Apparently to avoid confusion, one person 
may be called Puchi;  another, P u c l ~ i n ~ a ;  a third,  Gyelung Puchima; and a 
fourth,  Kimjung Puchima. They all mean " the youngest," but they are 
used even by a person who has become old. T h e  same is t rue  in the case 
of Pharwa. An eldest or only son frequently has the word pu (or pku), 
which simply means "son," in his name. There  were such examples as 
Dako Pu or Barme Pu, but no plain Pus. T h e  wri ter  would estimate that 
about half of the names used by the villagers a r e  names which are derived 
from epithets and which have been spontaneously given to individuals by 
other villagers and which through usage have become their  personal names. 

If a male child displays any religious aspirations, he is sent to the 
lama, i f  there is one, or to the home of lay lama in the village, and he 
learns to read religious texts. He also learns to copy the  scriptures using 
a ciznngshing (Fig. 121), which is a long narrow board of white wood 
with a gr ip  on one hand and which serves as  a desk when laid across the 
lap. After the child has grown and has completed a considerable amount 
of religious training, he goes to a lama and asks to be ordained. 

T h e  lama first reviews the candidate's qualifications, taking into con- 
sideration his family background and position in his clan and village. The 
candidate is put through a series of tests. He is made to prostrate himself 
before the al tar  a s  many as  two thousand times. He is then required to 
count the beads of a rosary while reciting the sutras.  Again this must be 
repeated more than a thousand times. A fur ther  ordeal is rubbing of one 
hand grasping a handful of wheat grains against  the  wrist of the other 
hand several hundred or several thousand times. If these tests  are  success- 
fully passed and the  candidate's piety is judged sufficiently strong, he is 
admitted to lamahood. Only those thus  qualified can conduct Lamaistic 

rites using the dalzt (hand-drum) and other religious instruments. If the 
neophyte desires to take fur ther  training,  he enters a monastery for ad- 
vanced studies. 

Since the  training is so rigorous, it would seem tha t  self-motivation of 
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Fig. 121. Changshing, a portable desk. Photo. by the Ethnological Museum. 
Sample No. 21729. 

Fig. 122. Bookmarker lachia made of a fang of muskdeer. Photo. by the 
Ethnological Museum. Sample No. 21730. 
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Fig. 123. Reading the sutra. A- ---, + .  A953. Photo. - - v .  PJ' Q . T- .P x I-,'. .a 
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involved have a lengthy exchange of courtesies. In short, there is a 

weddi~lg reception but no formal ceremony. The  bride does not participate 
i n  any religious ceremony at  all. Here again in an example of male 
superiority in religious matters. 

The  Iama's role in funeral  and memorial services has already been 

described (pp. 193-94 and pp. 202-03). His function as  the dispenser of magic 
i n  times of calamity has also been louched upon (p. 164, pp. 171-72, p. 179, 

P, 181, p. 192 and p. 209). His responsibility in cases affecting the security 
of the village (yiil) or the clan (tsosum) is great, but in cases of individual 
misfortune, such as illness, he may simply be called upon to divine the 
causes of the trouble by consulting the divination book called the Mupe 
(Fig. 114B in p. 193) and prescribe remedies. Sonletinles, these functions of 
the lama are  performed by the umje, tawa, and chhoepa. 

The  lama not only protects against natural calamities but also against 
dangers of human origin. For example, a Lama-Gurung of Braga (C. 37- 
C. 38), explaining the  marked difference in the customs of the Gurung 
people who live on opposite sides of the Great Himalaya, told us the 
following story : 

"Long ago," he said, " the people in our northern valley were being 
harassed by robbers who came over the southern mountain (he was 
referring to the  Annapurna mountains). At that time there was a 
lama in our  northern valley, who by some device made it inlpossible 
for the  robbers to cross the mountains. By the same token, we were 
unable to get  out. Hence, though we are all Gurungs, our customs 
differ on opposite sides of the mountains." 
This idea tha t  the  lama can act against man-caused misfortunes pro- 

bably reflects the  widespread belief that  all human actions are ultiniately 
caused by some superhuman spirit.  T h e  writer has already mentioned how 
human jealousy is at tr ibuted to a n  evil spirit called the Sondre (p. 164). Let 
us relate another example of this belief, which surprised us no end. Noting 
that the infant mortality a t  Tsumje was quite high, the writer inquired as  
to i ts  causes and found out that  many children were killed by falls during 
sleep. Since the  people in this village usually live on the second story of 
their houses using the ground floor for storage and for housing their  
animals, frequency of such accidents is understandable. However, the 
natives would often a t t r ibute  a death caused by this kind of accident to 
the jealousy of some person and would set up a Lafnchepho to exorcise the 
spirit of jealousy. 

T h e  phenomenon of jealousy, a s  we observed it a t  Tsumje, may provide 
interesting insights for an  understanding of the life of the Tibetan people. 
The family of the  old man, Baru, with whom we stayed, is one of the 
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wealthiest in the village. T h e  writer  frequently had his son-in-law D~ 
Dorje in for  interviews. After each interview, Baru would insist on inviting 
him to the ihapsan for food and drink. Our interpreter,  observing this, 
commented, " Baru knows that  Da Dorje is jealous of him. That is why 
he entertains Da Dorje so insistently so that  he would have no tinle to 
indulge in jealousy." T h e  writer  had the  feeling himself that  this was the 
true situation. 

Baru has a nephew, oldest son of one of Baru's younger sisters and he 
is a lama of Prembo temple. Th is  nephew was described to us by Barups 
eldest son as  follows: 

He is a very bad man, making trouble everywhere. He aspires to 
be a lama and is acting as  a sort of acolyte and secretary to the lama 
who is the local district chief, but he  is not yet a lama. He is jealous 
of our family, and used to come frequently to importune us for food, 
wine, and money. He is a vicious dr inker  and once stabbed me in the 
thigh with a dagger when he was drunk. He is responsible for driving 
away the real lama of our village temple. He is in conspiracy with 
the district chief lama to extort  money particularly from our family. 
The  lama mentioned here as  having been driven out used to live i n  a 

place called Khim Sanba above the  village. After  being expelled by the 
above-mentioned nephew of Baru, he went to live a t  Braga (C. 37-C. 38) 
f a r  in the west, and is  appealing his t rea tment  to the  district chief. This 
displaced lama is also, i t  appears, a son-in-law of old man Baru and the 
uncle of this " bad man ". I t  would seem tha t  kinship is no barrier to 
jealousy and enmity."') 

In the Tsumje area, evidently, there  is no restriction against a lama 
taking a wife. Indeed, we were told, the  lama who is the  district chief 
has two wives. I t  is probably because th is  i s  a region where the old-sect 
Lamaism prevails. On the basis of observations a t  Tsumje,  Sangda (C. 32) 
and Sama (C. 46-C. 47), i t  would appear that  polyandry is practiced through- 
out the  Highland, while polygymy is  rare. In the  Lowland, on the other 
hand, the opposite seems to be true. 

(4) T h e  Lama and Local Government 
About the lama subba, refer pp. 68-69. 

(5) Temples and Shrines 
The  geographical location of the  Lamaist temple (gompa) in the High- 

81) Refer also to pp. 268-70 and pp. 275-77. The writer visited Prembo temple and the 
lamasery near it and made inquiries, but the people did not seem willing to divulge such 
matters to an outsider. Likewise the people of the village would not discuss the situation; 
so he is unable to report the inside circumstances. 
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Tensin is not only the name of a temple bu t  also of a temple community 
made up of several families. These a r e  all descendants of the original 
lama. Hence, as mentioned previously, interniarriage between the people 
of Sllimmushe and this c o n ~ n ~ u n i t y  is absolutely prohibited. 

Next to Lungsang in seniority is Chhunga Phu temple, which was built 
jointly by the people of all three tsosum. T h e  Prembo temple was built 
subsequently by a lama iron1 Kyerong Dzongu) a t  his own expense. The 
Braja temple w ~ ~ ~ , b u i l t  jointly by the people of the  Kangring and Prangar 
clans and serves as  the clan temple of both tsosum. 

T h e  histories of these four  temples a re  based on the  accounts given 
the writer  by the villagers. Tliese accounts a re  simple and have the ring 
ol  truth.  However, the story that  Snngye Mala  was the first lama of 
Shimmushe and the claim that  Chhunga Phu was built to house the remains 
of Sungye Opame are, the  writer  feels, less trustworthy.  (Refer pp. 199-200.) 
In any case, the  histories of the temples suggest  that  Shimmushe is a 
much older tsosum than Kangring and Prangar.  Even today Tsun~je  is 
divided for tax purposes into two units-Topa Gaon and Mepa Gaon, instead 
of three. T h e  former unit  comprises Kangring and Prangar,  while the 
lat ter  includes only Shimmushe. Moreover, the  ancestral house of Prangar 
as  well as i t s  clan deity, Pangzen Gyalpo a r e  believed to have come out of 
Tibet. By contrast, the clan god of Shimmushe, Ekazati, seems to be a 
deity with a much more hoary tradition. 

T h e  temple most used by the  villagers is Chhunga Phu, which houses 
the sacred images of the  two Sangye. All of the  regular annual festivals 
of the  village are  held a t  this  gomba. T h e  other temples a re  also used, of 
course, but more as  clan temples. 

T h e  clan temples, Lungsang and Braja, a re  located near their  respective 
tsosum but Chhunga Phu and Prembo, which belong not to any clan but to 
the village (yiil) a s  a whole, a re  located on high cliffs overlooking the 
village. At Prembo temple there was a detached house occupied by the 
parents of the aforementioned secretary to the  Septu Lama. I t  was the 
Prembo lama who escorted the wri ter  to Chhunga Phu, probably because 
the  regular lama of that  temple-the lama also of Lungsang-had been 
driven out. Above these temples were fields of wheat and buckwheat, with 
some scattered houses, and what appeared to be a monastery. This, we 
learned, was a monastic settlement called Mandema. I t  was within the 
village limits of Tsumje, but belonged to none of t h e  tsosum. As if there 
was something secret about i t ,  the villagers would give us  no further 
information about th is  settlement. 

83) A large village in Tlbet located on the eastern slope of the Ganesh Himah i-e.1 
the opposite side from the Shiar Khola valley. 
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(6) Offerings and the  Maintenance of Temples 
The clan temples, Lungsang and Braja, are each cared for by two 

persons chosen each year from the tsosum concerned. These caretakers are 
called nyerwn. 

Each temple and i ts  lama may expect labour service from the remaining 

villagers. For example, the aforementioned secretary-la?pla seemed to be 
always calling on the villagers tor work on new additions or repairs to the 
temples. Each Zsosztm had i ts  nominal chief official called kanjt.n, and these 
knnjen had lo be the  most diligent on occasions of service ior the temple. 
Even in the busiest times, they \vould be present when repair work on the 
Prembo temple was required. One of the duties of the kanjen was to 
assume responsibility for  work on all community projects. They \vould 
check on any villager not reporting for work on a community project and 
levy fines on him. These fines would be accumulated and contributed to 

the temple. Any work requested by the lanta would be considered a 
comnlunity project. On July 14, in the midst of the busy wheat harvesting 
season, many of the  villagers were giving their services and working a t  
Prembo temple. 

We cannot go into the  details of the inheritance system here (refer 
pp. 296-98), but the  working of this system provided the temples with an  
excellent opportunity to collect donations. Generally speaking, all wealth 
that was not handed down by a father or grandfather directly to a Inale 
heir had to be contributed to the temple or paid to it in the form of fees 
for memorial services. 

However, the  gomba and the lama also have a more stable source of 
income, namely, land. T h e  leasing of land, both by the temple and by 
private individuals, is called shejin. The gomba is a shcjin landlord leasing 
land without cultivating any part itself. It receives one-half of the crop 
as rent for i ts  land. T h e  villagers were extremely close-mouthed about 
anything pertaining to  the gomba's position as landlord and no concrete 
information could be obtained. It is certain, however, that  the gomba does 

not own all of the  land in the village and there appears to be a definite 
relationship between the size of the gomba's holdings and the inheritance 
system described above. 

Even though the  Tsumje area is in a region where a lama has the 
office of subba, the  subba-lama does not use the village lama as  his tax 
agent, but appoints his own local deputy tax collector. This will be dis- 

cussed fur ther  on another occasion (pp. 302-04). 

7. Religions other than Hinduism and Lamaism 

It  is the  writer's belief that  in the mountain zone there once existed 
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ancient religious traditions distinct from both Hinduism and Lamaism, but 
he was not able to find any clear evidence for this belief. Many of the 
traditions have in all probability become intermixed with those of the two 
great  religions mentioned. It would be, of course, a difficult matter to try 
to define explicitly the orthodox form of ei ther Hinduisni or Lamaisnl, 
Nevertheless, it is possible to sense the  degree of orthodoxy or correctness 
of any given example. Loolting from this  point of view a t  the mountain 
zone of the Himalayas where Hinduistic forms give  way to Lamaistic 
forms, i t  is possible to say that  there  a r e  other  religious traditions coexist- 
ing with elements of the two major religions. These "other  traditions" 
may be those which have not been assimilated by the  two major religions, 
or those which, i f  assimilated, still retain some of their  original charac- 
teristics. 

As we have seen (pp. 90-91), there is a s t rong possibility that the 
probably shamanistic religion called Jang9.i or Jhankri still  exists anlong 
the mountain zone peoples, such a s  the Gurung, Magar, Tamang,  and Takali. 
The  term Jagaral, which we heard in the  Katunje hills, may be a reference 
to a Jangri priest (p. 149). T h e  writer  does not know what relationship the 
Bon religion of Tibet  has to Jangrism, but if i t  is a fact that  this  religion is 
practiced, a s  we have noted, a t  Chharkabhotgaon, i t  deserves consideration 
in this context because of the proximity of that  a rea  to the  region covered 
in our survey. We a re  told that  in the  Bon religion animal sacrifice is 
practiced, ~vhi le  i t  is prohibited in orthodox Lamaism. If this is so, we 
may conclude that  the  upper Kali Gandaki and upper Marsyandi valleys 
where there is evidence tha t  animal sacrifice is practiced (in contrast to 
the Shiar Khola valley to the  east  which is  also in the  same Lamaistic 
zone) a re  areas  where ancient religious traditions have not been completely 
displaced by Lamaism. 

T h e  Risum Gonbo may be worth examining from this  point of view. 
These may represent a situation where the  worship of three Buddhist 
deities-Avalokitesvara, Manjusri, and Vajra, was transformed as  it was 
brought out to the Nepalese frontiers of the  Lalnaist zone into the worship 
of Dui, Tsen, and Kunjo Sunbo. On the  other  hand, i t  is also possible to 
explain the  deities of the  Risum Gonbo as  very ancient local gods the 
worship of which was superseded by Lamaism and modified by the newer 
religion. On the basis of the  data  we have collected and described, the 
writer  feels that  the lat ter  explanation is the  most probable. 

Finally, judging from the  fact  tha t  the  worship of clan gods is still 
today carried on separately from Lamaist worship, i t  appears that it 
antedates Lamaism. 
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Fig. 125. A small Nepalese type stupa. At Dharamtoli. March. 1953. 
Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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8. Contrasts and Geograpliical Distributioll 

(1) Contrasts 

T h e  Hinduistic culture of thc Lowland and the  Lamaistic. c.ulture of 

the Highland have n.i thout question many common aspects. They are 
similar, in the first place, in that  religion plays such an all pervasive part 
in each culture. Another lea ture  cornnlon to botll cultures is tile close 
connection between religious fai th and concern for one's welfarc here on 
eal-tll. It is obvious, for exanlple, how the  desire to be cured of disease 
and tile ]lope of  good crops a r e  tied in with religious observances. Since 
there ]lave been long years of cultural intercourse between the two regions, 
it is only natural  that  there  has been a great  deal of mutual cultural 
escllange. Nevertheless, the Hinduistic culture on the  one hand and the 
Lamaistic culture on the other have unique features and represent distinct 
culture types. These culture types, moreover, a r e  often sharply contrasting. 
This  contrast is clearly impressed on anyone who traverses the Hiinalayas 
iron1 soutll to north. Unfortunately since the  writer 's niaterials on tile 
Hinduistic region a re  so scanty and his learning is so shallow, lie is not 
able to malre a thoroughgoing conlparative analysis. However, as mere 
impressions, he suggests the following points of contrast. 

(1) Whereas in the  religious practices of the  Hinduistic Lowland plants 
figure conspicuously, they play almost no religious role in the Lamaistic 
Highland. Animals, however, tend to figure more strongly in the latter 
zone. 

(2) In the  Lamaistic Highland, one is s t ruck by the  a t t i tude the people 
have toward evil spirits. Especially s t r ik ing is thei r  tendency to seek 
protection against  them by magical means invoking the aid of sacred 
deities. 

(3) T h e  idea that  the  gods reside in  high places may perhaps be found 
among the  beliefs of the followers of Hinduism, but  a n  overwheln~ing part 
of Hindu worship seems to be directed toward deities of the  earth-mother 
type or  toward snake deities which live underground or  near water. In 
contrast, within the  Lamaistic culture zone there  is  the  concept that only 
loathsome evil spiri ts  reside on or beneath the  ground, and there is a 
strong drive to seek or worship the  sacred heights. 

(4) T h e  relative position of men and women in religious matters seems 
to be completely reversed in the two cultures. In the  Hinduistic culture, 
female deities a re  prominent, and women a re  not only permitted to parti- 
cipate in religious ceren~onies,  but  sometimes a r e  the  only participants. 
In the Lamaistic culture, on the other hand, there  is a s t rong tendency to 
limit female participation in religious affairs. Especially in Lamaist cere- 
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lnonials is this  conspicuous. There  are  of course Lanlaist nuns, but at 
Tsunlje women were not even permitted to take part in the printing of 
amulets. 

This relative position of male and female obtains, however, only \vith 
resl)wt to religious matters. As far a s  general social position and rights 
are concerned, the situation is different. Generally speaking, in the Tibetan- 
type culture, women may be said to have a relatively important voice in 
affairs. 

(2) Geographical Distrillution 
I t  we use the numerous shrines, rotipin, clmutara, and t ld t i  that we 

observed a s  indices of Hinduistic culture and plot their distribution on a 
map, the  resull is a s  shown in Fig. 126. Tlle shrine of the female deity 
Sitalamai has  been omitted because her worshippers appear to be Lamaists 
as well a s  Hindu believers. T h e  shrine of the goddess Bnnn&vi has also 

Fig. 126. Distribution of indices of Hinduistic culture. 
Notes: A. Northern limit of Hindu shrines. Shrines dedicated to 

Sitalamai and Bunadeui omitted. The symbol, 0, indicates places where 
only shrines are noticed. (Relative size disregarded). 

B. Northern limit of rotipin. 
C. Northern limit of choutira. Those in salient parts are 

not typical as choutGras. 
D. Northern limit of thiti. 
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Fig. 127. Distribution of indices of I-amaistic culture. 
Notes: A. Southern limit of Lamaist temples. @ indicates location 

of temples noticed. 
B1. Southern limit of area where l'archho, Tarbuche, and 

Lungda predominate. 
82.  Absolute southern limit of the same. 
C1. Southern limit of area where Lamaistic stone monu- 

ments (Chorten, Monrkan, Laptse, Risum Gonbo, and ?'hobo) predomi- 
nate. 

C2. Absolute southern l imi t  of t he  same. 

been left out because it too did not seem t ruly  Hinduistic. 
Similarly i f  the gompa, the  Tnrchho, Tarbuche, and Lungda, and the 

various Lamaistic stone monuments (excluding the  Kani, Lamchepha, and 
the Vacant Shrines) are  considered indices of Lamaistic culture and plotted 
on the map, the result is as seen in Fig. 127. 

On the basis of these two maps, we can say tha t  the Gorge District of 
the Kali Gandaki valley tends to be a transitional zone between the two 
culture spheres. However, in the  corresponding region of the  Marsyandi 
valley and especially that  of the Buri Gandaki, i t  is to be noted that the 
indices of both cultures tend to become fewer. Th i s  is probably associated 
with the relative difficulty of communication through these valleys. In 
the order of ease of con~munication the  Kali Gandaki valley comes first, 
the Marsyandi is next, and the Buri Gandaki is the  last. Unfortunately, 
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Fig. 128. Distribution of indices of uncertain religious identification. 
Notes: Risum Gonbo. 

0 Stone monuments (Laptse, Mondati, Churlen, vacant shrines, etc.) 
in the Lamaistic territory but with sacrificial offerings of animals, horns, or 
chickens. 

x Lamchepha. 
@ Places where existence of Jangri was established. 
A Dopata. 

data is lacking for a real picture of the religious culture of these Gorge 
Districts, which appear so vacant on our maps. In Fig. 128 the writer has 
shown the distribution of objects and sites u~hich could not be labeled 
either Hinduistic or  Lamaistic and which suggest a possible link with 
traditional religious tendencies indigenous to the mountain zone and be- 
longing to neither of the two major religions. The  choice of the items for 
inclusion in this map may, of course, have been biased and arbitrary, and 
there is wide room for  disagreement concerniilg them. For example, al- 

though we were told a t  Tsumje that  the Risum Gombo is widely worshipped 
in Tibet a s  the  image of three Lamaist deities, the writer has chosen to in- 
clude them in the  indefinite category. At the same time, there is also room 
for doubt concerning some of the things labelled Lamaistic. Are the Tar- 
chlzo and the  stone monuments, for  example, really things that  came in with 
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Lamaism or  not ? As for the animal sacrifices, it can pt.r1laps also 
argued that  since the practice is conspicuously prevalent in the Hinduistic 
Lowland, it may be regarded as  having been propagated from t l l a l  direc- 
tion. The  one item that is most likely to be an  indigenous product of the 
mountain region is Jangrisnl and it is possible that the Lnrncl~efih~ and the 
deer skull symbol may have been originally associated with this tradition. 
In any case it is to be noted that  the distribution of thesc items i n  the 
indefinite category shows concentrations in the  transition zones llet\Yeen 
the spheres of the  two niajor religions. 

If the transition zones a re  disregarded and a single line of demarcation 
were to be drawn between the Hinduistic and Lamaistic spheres, i t  should, 
the writer  thinks, intersect the following three  points:  A point in the  
Kali Gandaki valley between Dana and Ghasa, a point in the Marsyandi 
valley south of Thonje, and a point south of Jagat  in the Buri Galldaki 

valley. 
I t  should be noted here that ,  while a s  pointed out hefore, this line 

corresponds roughly with the  line of tha t  barr ier  to con~munications, the 
Great Himalaya Range, i t  cannot be simply concluded that  communications 
alone were responsible for the  distribution pat tern  of the two types of 
culture. I t  is the writer's feeling that ,  oddly enough, the elevation of the 
terrain has also exerted a certain influence. As he has noted earlier, 
various indices of the  Highland-type religion were encountered in the high 
altitude region between Pokhara and the  valley of the Kali Gandaki. A 
similar phenomenon was observed in the  Buri  Gandaki valley as we crossed 
the transition zone. T h e  alt i tudes of the demarcation points mentioned 
above a re  roughly as  follows: Dana-Ghasa-1420-1960 meters, south of 
Thonje-about 1800 meters, south of Jagat-about 1300 meters. In this 
connection, the  wri ter  will also point out that  the  Katmandu basin is 
located on high ground near the great  divide between two of Nepal's great 
r ivers and that ,  although i t  is considerably south of the Great Himalaya, 
i t  has remained a stronghold of Nepalese Baddhism like a n  island in the 
midst of a sea of Hinduism. T h e  number of Lamaist pilgrims whom its 
Boddhnath and Swayambhunath temples a t t r ac t  from Tibet  is considerable. 

Th i s  odd phenomenon, namely, the  apparent relationship between alti- 
tude above sea level and the distribution pattern of religions, can perhaps 
be explained as  follows. Altitude is one of the  determinants of climatic 
conditions and hence directly influences the productive industries as well 
a s  the consumption patterns-in short, the  economic life-of an  agricultural- 
pastoral society. At the  same t ime the  religious culture which a people 
hand down from generation to generation and nur tu re  is to a certain 
extent influenced by thei r  material culture. Even if we consider the 
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simple formal aspects, it is clearly impossible to build, for example, an 
ideal choutarn in a place where the peepul does not grow, and one would 
hardly expect thurma to be made where the ingredients for the isompo- 
wheat and barley-are not grown. 

However, has th is  boundary line between the two great religious cul- 
lures always been stationary since ancient t imes? There  is no clear 
evidence on th is  question, but the  writer's feeling is that the tendency 
during the past two or  three centuries has been for the Hinduistic culture 

to expand northward a t  the expense of the Lamaistic. The religious history 
of the Takali people, for example, suggests this. Landon also, in his work 
already cited, takes a generally similar view. He says that both the Hindu 
religion and the  caste system as  well is tending to grow in Nepal a t  time 
passes. We must not rule out the possibility that several of the Hindu 
shrines located near the line of den~arcation were once Buddhist temples 
in the not too distant  past. 

There is  finally one more interesting problem, namely the naturc and 
degree of antagonism between the Hinduistic culture and the Lamaistic 
culture. Unfortunately, however, because of the meagerness o l  the materials 
available on th is  problem a t  the present time, we must set this problem 
aside. 

PART 11. A SURVEY OF TSUMJE, A RHOTEA VI1,LAGE 

Chapter I. ITS POSITION AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

The two maps (Figs. 129 and 130) shown here indicate the position of 
Tsumje, a Bhotea village, the  object of the writer's community survey of 
over 40 days. T h e  Shiar Khola valley shown in the map beccmes a very 
deep ravine down from the point where the village of Chhogang (ahout 
3150 m) is situated. T h e  point is in the  middle reaches of the valley. The  
valley finally joins the main stream of the Buri Gandaki river. The part 

of the valley down from the  confluence to a point just above Philem forms 
also a very deep ravine. 

Meanwhile, the part of the valley from Chhogang to its source forms, 

according to Mr. Nakao, a wide U-shaped valley bottom. Adjoining the 

Tibetan boundary a re  two mountain passes under 5000 meters high-the 
Thaple pass (about 4900 m) and the Mura Dajen pass (about 4850 m). 

In view of these geographical features, a t  the points upstream Chhogang, 
transportation of freight across the boundary line is done by pack animals, 
while a t  the  points downstream by man-power. 

Chhogang is a t  a vantage point in the trade route between Tibet and 
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Fig. 129. Vicinity of Tsumje. 

Fig. 130. Sketch-map of Tsumje. 



Fig. --I. The highest peak of Ganesh Himal (Lungbu, right-hand side) 
and &n&ng peaks (left-hand side) viewed from Teumje. June, 1953. Photo. 
by J. Kawakita 

I 

Fig. 132. The villages of Yarcho and Khar, viewea rrom Tsumje. 
June, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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Fig. 133. A clan-settlenient Shimmilshe viewed from Kangring. At  Tsumje. 
June, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawalcita 

the Lowland of Nepal, and i t  monopolizes the profits of the commerce car- 
ried on in the valley district. 

North of the area I!.ing between Chhogang and the co~lfluence is Mt. 
Sringi H i n d  (called C h h n l ~ ~ l e  by the villagers) and south of it Mt. Ganesh 
Himal (called Lu~lgbzl by the villagers). Both of then1 have glaciers near 
their summits and a re  over 7000 meters high. T h e  bottom of the valley is 
about 2000 meters high a t  a point directly below Tsumje. T h e  precipitant 
slopes of over 5000 meters high a re  seen in the north and south of the 
valley. There  are  many cliffs on the slopes which defy ascent, but a t  some 
points the sloping becomes a little gentle so that  there a re  some narrow 
lots of land admitting of human habitation. Tsunlje is situated on one of 
those gently sloping lots of land in the southern slope. Situated a t  roughly 
the same altitude as  this village a re  Khar,  Gomba Tensin, Lutur  and Yar- 
cho. A settlement called Kangring in Tsumje is situated a t  a point 3130m 
high. 

Below Tsumje but high above the valley bottom are  situated such vil- 
lages as  Tarung,  Chhumring and Tanju on the gently sloping lots. These 
villagcs are  faintly visible from Tsunlje. A cliff-like slope runs from these 
villagcs, reaching at  the valley bottom. On the  southern slope there are 
thus n fail-IS. large n u n ~ l ~ c ~  o i  villages. But on thc northern slope only a 
single village called Ripclie is visible on a flat spot. 
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A road goes down from Chhogang by way of Thomje and Ripche off 

the cliffs, along the southern bank of the valley. There is another road 
that goes from Thonlje (about 2550 ni) on the southern slope through two 
or three villages up to Tsumje and the main stream of the Buri Gandaki, 
crossing the 3520 m high ~llountain pass. The road on the southern bank 
is a difficult one to traverse, but it is the most important road that goes 
through the valley district. It takes nearly one day to go to Tsumje on 
foot from this road. 

The eastern boundary of the village of Tsumje is formed by a deep 

ravine called Bangu, beyond which lies a village called Khar. The  Tsunlje 
village is bound in the south by a chorten, beyond which lies the village of 
Duthi. In the west, the village extends to a 3520 nl high mountain pass, 

which lies beyond Tsomdung, one of the main pastures of the village. In 
the north, the  village extends up to the Sringi Himal. The  northern bound- 
dary is bound by the  pastures. 

In the central part  of Tsumje there are  three settlements of the vil- 
lage-Kangring, Prangar  and Shimmushe. Surrounding these settlements 
lie the fields, pasture and forests successively. The  three settlements are  
situated about 100 meters apart  from one another. They are  on a slightly 
elevated ground surrounded by the wheat fields. They are typical Type C 
clustered settlements, two-storied, ridged-roofed and stone-walled, and their 
houses are  built in close approximation on the slopes. On a close survey, 
it will be found that  a considerable number of these houses have a snlall 
open space in front of the southern side of the house. The  space is used 
as a place of work. 

Besides these settlements, there are  scattered farm barns, though small 
in number, near the fields. Everywhere near the settlements stand chorfen 
and mani. 

On a huge rock near the centre of the three settlements stands the 
Lungsang temple with a golden spire. One can instantly recognize that  
this is a gompa. 

Behind the  fields and settlements rise the precipices, upon which stand 
the Chhunga Phu and Prembo temples. Beside the Prembo tenlple live a 
group of lamas. T h e  area on the precipices is called Mande or Mandema, 

where wheat and buckwheat are  cultivated on a small scale. In the area 
lying above the  Prembo temple are  a lamasery and a family of lama. Ac- 
cording to the  villagers, Mande is a settlement of lamaseries. But because 

of the circumstances to be described later, no accurate information was 
available concerning Mande. 

It appears tha t  Mande is a t  the upper limit of cultivation in this dis- 
trict. I t  is estimated that  Mande is situated a t  a point about 3450111 high. 
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In addition to wheat, buckwheat is cultivated in a considerable quantity. 
All the villages including Tsumje in the drainage basin of the Shiar 

Khola are  the " lebensraum" of the Bhoteas. T h e  farthest linlits of the 
lebensraum " are  Lokpa (2120 m high, on a mountain flank near tile con- 

fluence of Shiar Khola) and Aga (2180 m, si tuated lar ther  south 01 Lokpa 
and separated by the precipices). 

Philem, lying south of Aga, is a t  a low point only about 1500 m high 
above the sea level. I t  is surprizing how suddenly the  landscape are switch- 
ed a t  Philem from the Tibetan to the low Nepalese scene. At Philem [he 
main crops are  kodo (Nep., African millet) and mnkui (Nep., Indian maize), 
Bananas and Euphorbia trees also are  seen around the  far111 houses. Few 
Tarchho flag poles a re  seen. T h e  cos tun~e  of the inhabitants is similar 
to that  o l  the Gurungs living in the Lowlai~cl. Tlie male inhabitants do 
not wear Tibetan clothes, but wear the Nepal-style caps and a kind of 
clothes with two crossed straps hanging f rom the  shoulders supporting the 
apron-like trousers. They always carry a blanket which they use to shield 
themselves froin cold and rain. (See also p. 80.) Ear-rings as large as the 
gold coin are  attached to the women's ears. T h e  Nepali language is spoken. 
Of about 30 houses there, only one is inhabited by Bhoteas, according to the 
villager, and the rest, except seven houses inhabited by iron-smiths, are in- 
habited by Gurungs. 

But the drainage area of the  main s t ream of the Buri Gandaki, u p  
from the confluence, is the terri tory of Lama-Gurungs, so that  no differ- 
ence in landscape is perceived between the  Bhotea-inhabited area in the 
Shiar Khola drainage and the Lama-Gurung-inhabited area in the main 
stream drainage. 

Tsumje is  si tuated a t  the outskirt  of the  area of distribution of the 

Bhoteas. 

Chapter 11. POPULATION 

T h e  inhabitants of the village of Tsumje consist of the secular in-  
habitants of Kangring,  Prangar,  Shimmushe and lama families living at 
Mande and the Prembo temples. (These families a r e  called Labrang by the 
villagers.) 

There  are  two lama families. T h e  families have 12 members, of which 
5 are  males and 7 females. T h e  age  of most of them, however, was not 
ascertained, due to the reasons to be mentioned later. 

The  object of our study will be confined mainly to the  inhabitants of 
the three settlements. Hereafter the  names of the  three settlement will 
be abbreviated as  Ka., Pra., and Shi. 
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At Ka., a family of an  iron-smith lives. The  family from the Lowland 
was settled in the  village a f t e r  having lived in the Kutang district in the 
upper reaches of the Buri Gandaki river. Their  features, costumes and 
imperfect command of the Tibetan language show clearly that the family 

belongs to the Kamis, one of the craf t  castes. The villagers do not know 
even the family's name. T h e  family has 6 members, of which 4 are  males 
and 2 females. Th i s  family and the lama families will be omitted in our 
study of the population of the three settlements. (See Table 2.) The total 
number of the population of the three settlements amounts to 218 Adding 
to this the 6 members of the iron smith's family and 12 of the lama fami- 
lies, the total number of the village will be 236. 

Table 2. Population of Tsumje 

Ka. ! 
. - 

Pra. i 
Shi. ! 

Total ~ 
Note : 

Population Number of Average number of 

male female Total families members per fanuly 
- - . -. . . 

34 26 60 10 6.00 
-- 

44 46 9 0 '  18 5.00 
- -- - . - -- 

37  31 1 68 8 8.50 
- - 

115 103 1 218 ' 36 6.06 

T h e  members of the  iron-smith's and lama families are  excluded. 

The  composition of the  population pyramid is shown in Fig. 134. Like 
the composition of the  population of Lingthem, an isolated Lepchan village 
lying in the  H i m a l a ~ a , ~ ~ )  the  pyramid presents the tendency of rapid nar- 

Fig. 134. Population pyramid. 
Notes: (1)  Except the lama families (two house- 

holds) and  a family of the blacksmith's caste. (2) 
Total  number 218 (male 115, female 103). (3)  In 
June, 1953. 

84) G. Gorer (1938) : Himulayan Village. 
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rowing in the upper part.',') (Lingthem has a population of 176, i n  which 
males are  89 and fcmales 87.) 

A study will be made concerning the birth of chilclrcn. A slutly will 
be made first concerning the relation between the age  of nlarricd bfolllen 
who gave birth to cliildrcn and the number of children, including tllose 

who have died. In order to make up for the small nunlbcr of cases avail- 

able, those dead mothers whose age  can be computed a re  included. (See 

Table 3.) 

Table 3. T h e  age of mothers and the  number of children they bore. 

A H A B A H A I3 A A H 

78 4 57 3 , 48 9 39 2 29 1 19 0 
I 

70 2 56 6 45 7 36 2 29 3 

62 3 I 56 7 42 5 36 0 ' 27 2 
I 

62 3 55 1 40 7 ' 34 4 27 4 1  

61 3 ' 55 5 40 4 33 4 25 I 
6 1 3 52 5 , 30 2 22 0 

61 2 50 0 30 I 22 1 

60 2 50 3 30 3 21 2 
I 

30 3 21 2 
-- . 

I - - - I  
Average 

2.75 3.75 , 6.40 2.33 1.78 0.00 

Note: A indicates the  age of mothers, including t h e  dead whose age is computed, 
assuming they a re  alive. 
B indicates the number of children including the  dead. 

There  are  three cases in which only the  age  of dead mothers at the 
time of their  death is known. A mother died a t  45, leaving four children 
behind; the second a t  43 leaving 2 behind; and the third a t  41 leaving 6 
behind. There  are  also 11 cases in which neither the t ime nor the age of 
death of the mothers a re  known. 

Taking all those cases into consideration, the total number of the mar- 
ried women who have given birth to children reaches 54. T h e  average 
number of children per woman is 3.22. Of the number of mothers, those 
over 40 years old numbered 22, the average number of children borne by 
them being 4.00. Those over 45 years old nun~bered  19, the  average number 
of children being 3.79. T h e  average number of children borne by the 

85) An accurate co~nputat ion of the age of the  inhabitants w a s  made possible as a 
result of the custom of computing years according t o  the  60-year cycle Tibetan calend;lr 
made IIY the combination of the  sexagenary cycle with t h e  years of " wood, fire, earth, 
metal, and water." llence the  accuracy of their lnemory concerning their age is fairly 
reliable. 
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women over 50, particularly by those over 60 is extremely small a s  com- 

pared with the above-mentioned number of children, due to the fact that 
the older women might have forgotten some of the children they had borne. 
The age of the mothers whet] they gave birth to their children is shown 
in Table 4. 

Table 4. The age of ~r~others  when they gave birth to their children 
- 

Name of , 

Settlement 
Ka . Pra. Shi. ' Total 

Total 

Table 5. The age of mothers at the time of their giving 
birth to their first children. 

Settle- I I 

nlents i Ka. ; Pra. Shi. Total 

Age 
I 

1 
- 

16-17 1 1  1 
38-19 1 I 

20-21 
1 

2 1  2 2 6 

22-23 1 2 , 1  1  4 

24-25 , 4 3 7 

26-27 I 2 2 7 

28-29 4 1 5 

30-31 

32-33 

34-35 

36-37 

38-39 

40-41 

' 2 '  2 
I 4 1  1 1 6 
I 
I 1 1  

I 
1 2 ,  2 
1 ' 1  
I I 
I ' 1  

42-43 
I 

I - 
I 

Total 1 12 20 11 43 

Note : Eight dubious cases (Ka. : 1, Pra.: 3, and Shi. : 4) are omitted. 
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T h e  cases of two women over 50 in Pra. giving birth to children are 
considered doubtful. (In this connection, at tention will be paid to the nlode 
of marriage to be mentioned later.) 

T h e  age of women giving birth to their  first children is shown i n  Table 

5. In Ka. the average age  of 12 such women is 27.8 years old, in Pra. that 
of 20 women 27.5, and in Shi. that of 11 women 25.7. T h e  total number of 

such women aniourlts to 43. T h e  average of 43 at  the  time of their giving 
birth to their first cliildrcn is 27.1. Rut there is a possibility that this 
average figure may be higher than tlie real age  a t  which these women 
gave birth to their first children, owing to the circumstances attending 
n l a r r i a ~ e  in this village. An account will be given later  concerning these 
circumstances. 

In ~>artic.uIar there is room for doubting the high percentage of women 
over 30 giving birth to their  first children. T h e  existence of mothers of 
advanced age,  (inclusive of tliose dead) may be explained, if we take into 
account the possibility that  the informants might have forgotten the first- 
born children. In order to check this, i t  is necessary to ascertain the aver- 
age age of mothers a t  the t ime of their  giving birth to their  first children, 
dividing the inothers into several age  groups. T h e  result is shown in 
Table 6. 

Table 6. The average age of mothers at the time of their giving birth to their first 
children, ascertained by diving the 111others into six age groups according 

to their current age. 

Current age of mothers Number of women falling Average age at birth of 
in the age group I first children 

60-69 

70-79 
i 
I 

I 

Total 
--. . 

T h e  age  a t  the t ime of their  first child-births becomes higher in the 
age  groups higher than 50. There  is a big probability that  the informants 
have forgotten some of the first children of the  mothers over 50 years old. 
It is considered, therefore, that  the actual age  a t  which tlie mothers gave 
birth to their first children may be younger than 27.1, probably about 25- 
26 years old. 

Such an  assumption must also be made with regard to the average 
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number of children per mother. T h e  average number of children borne by 
five mothers belonging to the 40-49 age group in Table 6 per mother is 

6.40. This  high figure may probably be due to the fact that  it is deduced 
fronl a very small number of cases. It is surmised that the actual figure 
would be about 4. 

An account will hereby be presented concerning the death rate. It was 
possible to collect 49 cases in which the age or time of death was ascer- 
tainable. Of the  number, 27 are  cases in which both the age and time of 
death are  fairly accurately ascertainable, while 21 are cases in which the 
margin of er ror  is considered to be 2-5 years. 

T o  judge from these cases, the number of those who were dead 10 years 
~ r e v i o u s  to  the  time of this survey numbered 30; those dead 11-20 years 
previous to the  survey numbered 11; those dead 21-30 years previous to 
the survey numbered 4 ;  and those dead 31-40 years previous to the survey 
numbered 3. This  shows that  the memory concerning those dead earlier is 
fading. 

According to Table 7, memory seems to fade fast of those who died 
young and old. But they retained their memory longest of those who died 
in the age  30-39. This  is a point worthy of attention. Judging from 
this, the people remember most reliably those who died in the past 10 
years. I t  may be of little significance to compute the death rate from a 
very small number of examples. But an  attempt will be made. 

Table 7. Death statistics-time and age of death. 

Time 
of death 

Age of 
death 

Infants' death ra te  is high. Of the 19 cases of infants under 10 years 
old, 16 a re  infants under 5 years old. Of the 16 cases, 5 are  infants one 
year old, and 6 under one year old. The  villagers then~selves admit of 
high infants' death rate. According to them, some infants died as  a result 
of fall from the  first floor, and the  cause of i ts  fall is sometimes attributed 

0-10 11-20 : 21-30 I 31-40 
I Total 

Years ago Years ago Years ago Years ago 

0-9 

10-19 

20-29 

30-39 

- - - - -. - - -- 
1 

.. - - 
i 

14 / 1 1 19 

1 i 2 

1 / 2 1  8 

5 /  1 3 2 2 8 

40-49 i 5 1  3 ,  8 
I 2 1 I I 

50-59 2 

2 60 1 1  I I I 1 
- -  - -- -- - - - 

Total ) 30 1 1 1  I 4 3 4 8  
- 
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to the jealousy of other people. (See also p. 215.) 
According to the villagers, i f  a nlother cannot give enough milk to 

her child, she must give cow's milk to it by sucking milk and then pour- 

ing it into the child's mouth. Or, i l  in such a case her  sister or other 
near relatives who can give their own milk lives in the neighbourhood, 
the mother asks then1 to give milk to her own child. (In the category of 

near reI;itives a re  included the husband's sisters.) From about a month 
a f t e r  birth, the babies a re  fed on thin flour gruel .  In spite of the cold 
climate, the babies are  clothed thinly, and exposed to coldness. 

Old Baru, about whom a n  account will be given later, used to hold his 
eldest son's baby in his a rms  and fondle hitn. But sometimes, when he is 
engaged in husking wheat or some other jobs in the  open working space 
in front of his house, he let the baby lie near him with i t s  hips bared, 
Such a treatment of the baby is not without significance, for, once the 
writer  observed, a dog chained nearby licked up  the  excretions of the baby. 

An examination of the death statistics shown above will reveal two 
or three characteristics in  each age  group, i f  the  examination is made to 
divide the dead into males and females. 

Of the 19 dead under 9 years old, 12 a r e  males and 7 females. Of the 
10 dead between 15 and 29, 7 are  females and 3 a r e  males. Th i s  may not be 
a precarious tendency often found in the  stat ist ics compiled from a very 
small number of cases. I t  is likely that  women in the  age  group of 15 to 
29 are  more highly exposed to death  than men due to puerperal fever and 
other women's ailments. A man called Tshir ing who lived next to the 
writer's quarters in the  village stated tha t  his wife died a t  41 after giv- 
ing birth to a female baby, her youngest daughter.  There  may be some 
other women among the 5 dead in the  age  group of 40 to 45 who might 
have died of such illness. However, of the  19 dead above 30 years old, 10 
are  males and 9 females, the ratio being almost equal. In  total, of the 48 
dead, 25 are  males and 23 females. 

These figures give us a hint that  the  death ra te  is fairly high, while 
the birth ra te  is not so high, and that  on the  whole the  number of popu- 
lation remains almost stationary. But in a community such as  Tsumje, 
there occur sudden periodic fluctuations in the  number of population. This 
is clearly shown in the population pyramid shown above. 

Infants' death ra te  is high,  particularly that  of male infants. The 
death rate among who can bear children is also high.  This  fact, 
together with the existence of some old unmarried women, may be a factor 
serving to recover the  balance between the  number of males and that of 
females, and function as  a check upon the  increase in the  bi r th  rate. 
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Chapter 111. FAMILY 

Figs. 135, 136, 137 and 145 shows the composition of families and their 
pedigrees at  Ka., Pra., Shi., and Lal~rang.~h) (An account concerning the 
la~na families a t  Labrang will be given elsewhere.) As has already been 
I~ointed out in Part  I, each of the three sett len~ents are made up of a 
patri-clan,") which is called tsosum. The  tsosum is made up of several 
lamilies, called nangzang. In the case of Ka. the tsosum is composed of 
10 families; Pra, 18; and Shi, 8. 

The  member of each faniily is headed by the master of the household, 
called shepachemo. T h e  family members are called nyesang. The  name of 
the master of the household is used to denote the name of the na~~gzang .~ . )  

The average number of members of each faniily is shown in Table 2. The  

Table 8. Size of family. 
-- 

N u m b e r o f m e m b e r  I 2 1  3 4 )  5 '  6 ;  7 '  8 . . 11 . - .  13 11 Total 
I 

Number of families 2 , 3 7 4 6 7 4 1 1 1 36 
. - 

Table 9. Number of families according to their members' generations. 

I Number oflfamilies 
Generations 

I 

I 
A B C 

I - -- 

0 I 1 1 

1 1 2 I 7 19 

2 
I 
i 21  23 15 

3 1 1 3  5 1 I 
I 

- - - - -- -- - - 
Total 36 36 36 

1 . - - - 

Note : A :  includes both males and females 
B : includes only males 
C : includes only males over 15 years old 

- -.-- 

86) Hereinafter, each nangzang (family) will be numbered like Ka. 5, Pra. 4, o r  Shi. 
8. See the  pedigree charts. 

87) This  t e rm was borrowed from Mr. G. P. Murdock's book. Refer to  p. 155. 

88) Someone s tate  tha t  they have their names of clan instead of familial surname. 
" N O C ~  heute gibt e s  keine Familiennamen, sondern man verwendet die Nanlen der Cesch- 
lechtsverbande (Clans) in Verbindung mit den Hufnamen, z. B. Tschamri Solo, Konsa Ara- 
btan, wobei der  ers te  Bestandteil der Name des Geschlechtsverbandes ist." (Robert Bleich- 

steiner (1937) : Die Gelbe IGrche, ss. 13-14). Ekvall says that the Amdo Tilwtans have 

only individual names. They have no surnalne, but instead sonletimes they use names of 
settlement, clan or  nicknames. On the  contact zone with the Chinese, they adopt Chinese 
surnames, in some cases, and  in which cases sometimes all the  villagers use same surname. 
(R. B. Ekvall (1939) : Cultural Relations on the Katrsu-Y'ibetatr Border.) 
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ac.tual size of fanlilies is shown in Table 8. The  number of f a m i l i e s  divided 
according to the generation of the  members is shoffn i n  Table 9. 

This table shows that  the families wit11 two generations are predomj- 

nant. This  fact  indicates a tendency of splitting a family into two, when 
a young mvle member grows old. Hence the small number of the two- 

generation families, numbering 15, in C, as  compared with the one-genera- 
tion families, in C, numbering 19. The  number of the two-generation fami- 
lies will be fur ther  reduced to 10, when only those two-generation families 
composcd of Inale members above 25 years old are counted. 

As to the number of married couples in a family, 7 families have no 
couple in them, 20 have a couple, and 9 have two. Those families with a 
couple are, therefore, predominant. 

Of the 9 families with two couples, 8 are  the families with two couples- 
that of the  fa the r  and his spouse and that of the eldest son and his spouse. 
The remaining one fanlily is a family with two couples-that of the elder 
brother and his spouse and that  of the younger brother and his spouse. 

The case is different a t  Shi. a s  compared with Ka. and Pra.. The  aver- 
age number of members per faplily a t  Shi., a s  already pointed out, is higher 
than that  a t  Ka. and Pra., reaching 8.50. As to the existence of members 
of different generations in a family, of the 8 families a t  Shi., 6 are families 
with members belonging to three different generations in a family, and 
four of them are  families which have two married couples. 

It has already been pointed out in Par t  I (pp. 217-18 and p. 205) that Shi. 
is apparently the  oldest settlement of the three tsosums, and that in the 
matter of religion i t  has characteristics different from those of the other 
two. Attention should also be paid to the following points. 

The  most prominent person in a nangzang is the master of the house- 
hold. (According t o  a Sherpa, the  master of the household is not called, in 
his native place of Solo Gumbu, shepachemo, but called kltiichh@o). Accord- 

ing to t h e  villagers, any  male child is a potential candidate for the posi- 
tion of the  master of the  household, .if he is strong and clever enough and 
can contribute toward the  welfare of his nangzang. Of the 36 families, 
the masters a re  all male, except one family, which consists of females only. 

Classified according to age  group, those occupying the position of the 
head of family do not exceed two-thirds of the whole male members, even 
in an age  group consisting of those above 30 years old. This is shown in 

Table 10. 

T h e  youngest head of family is a boy of 15 years old called ~ a r m e  Pu 
(Shi. 4). His fa ther  died when he was still a child, and he succeeded his 
father. His mother and grandmother on the maternal side live with him. 

The  average age  of the male masters of family is about 44. But in 
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Table 10. Age of male household masters. 

(A) Number of 1 (8) Number of Percentage of (fj) 
Age males 1 house masters among (A)  

I 

0-9 

10-19 

20-29 

30-39 

40-49 

50-59 

60-69 

70-79 

Total 

Note: A female house master is omitted. 

fact  some of them a r e  very young and others very old. Of the 19 families 
which have male members above 15 years old belonging to one generation, 
12 are  the families which have one male above 15 each, who is, of course, 
a shepachemo. Of the  remaining 7 families, 4 a re  headed by the elder of 
two brothers;  2 by the  eldest of three  brothers;  and one by the second 
eldest of three brothers. 

Of the 15 families with male members above 15 years old belonging 
to two different generations, 13 are  headed by those belonging to the gene- 
ration of fathers, and two by those belonging to the  generation of sons. 
Of the 13 families headed by those belonging to  the  father's generation, 9 
are  families without fathers'  brothers as  family members. As to the re- 
maining four families having father's brothers as  family members, the first 
has as  the family head the  elder brother of the  two, the  younger one be- 
ing not the  shepachemo oi the house;  a second has two brothers, among 
whom the elder brother is an  ordinary member, the  younger being master 
of the  house; the  third has three brothers, among whom the  third brother 
occupies the  s ta tus  of family master ;  and in a fourth case, the family 
head is the  third brother among four brothers. 

T h e  two families headed by those belonging to the  son's generation are 
headed by the elder of two brothers. 

T h e  only family having male members above 15 years old belonging to 
three different generations is that  of Baru (Ka. 2). Baru, the  head of his 
family, is 70 years old. 

T h e  case that  those who belong to the  fathers '  generation occupy the 
s ta tus  of household master is overwhelming in number in the  composition 
of nangzangs. In  the  cases of the  household master who belong to the son's 
generation, even oldest among them is 30 years old. In this connection, it 
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is likely that  the  position of master of family is not given to a young man 
because he is young, not because his lather is still alive. 

Each of the families Shi. 3, Pra. 6 and Pra. 12 has established a branch 
family headed by a son. (Family Shi. 3 is said to have been split into two- 
those of the fa ther  and son, and both the father's and son's nangzangs are  

now living in the  same house, using different kitchens and rooms.) Chances 
are not, therefore, so rare for  a son to become the head of a nangzang, 
while his father is still alive. 

In nine cases out of the thirteen where more than two brothers live in 

the same house, the elder brother is the head of the household. However, 
this custom of the  elder brother occupying the position of the head of the 
household is not so generally established as may be inferred from the 
above. Table 11 clearly suggests that  in the case of young men, the order 
of seniority is upheld in selecting the head of the household, that  is, the 
eldest son is invariably chosen as  head of the household. But, when the 
head of the  household grows older, the position is generally relegated from 
the eldest son to his younger brother. 

Table 11. Selection of household masters and order of seniority among 
the brothers who live together within a family. 

Order of 
seniority 

Case number 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 33 27 8 

7 30 28 11 

8 30 I 13 1 

9 I 28 21 
I 

10 28 21 

11 28 18 

12 24 9 
13 15 a 

- - -  - 

Notes: The figures indicate age, and thick numbers are those of household masters. 

There  arises a problem suggested by the table. This  is that  there is 

a case in which a 52-year old man has relegated his position to his third 
brother. There  is  another case in which a 76-year old man is still staying 
as head of the  household. 
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Taking into consideration the opinion expressed by a villager i n  this 
respect, about which an  account has already been given (p. 243), the problem 
nlay be considered in the following vein. Tlie qualification of the head of 
the llousehold requires that  he must have the s t rength  and ability to sup-  
port and develop his nangzang. In other words, the s ta tus  of head of the  
household is not an  ascribed one but achieved one. Age, seniority and dif- 
ference in generations may be considered only incidental factors in t h e  
selection of the head. They are  important so f a r  a s  thcse factors go i n  
parallel with his ability. A man's seniority is of little consideration lor 

nraking him the head of the household. 
In this connection, a look into the  personality of the old people who 

still retain the position of the head will be of interest. Such old nlen are 

found in Pharwa of Shi. 3 and Baru of Ka. 2. 13x11 has a 41-year old son 
and his children. But he is still the  head. An account will be given later 
concerning the  influence Baru and Pharwa wield in the village. 

T h e  writer  became acquainted with Baru to know his personality pretty 
well. He has great  influence in the  village yul. His is not the original 
family (tshong) a t  Ka., but he is now f a r  richer than the  original fanlily, 
and perhaps richest in the whole yul. I t  seems that  he has amassed for- 
tune by comnlercial activities as  well a s  by farming. In July, when the 
busy farming season set in, i t  was only his family among others at Ka. 
that  employed a number of farm hands for harvesting wheat. Those farm 
hands consist of young girls  in the village and several other girls from 
Ngile in the upper reaches of the  Shiar Khola, a spot of one day's trip on 
foot. T h e  lat ter  stayed in his house for many days. T h e  girls sang songs 
while binding the wheat stalks a t  night on the  ground floor which is used 
as  a barn. It is in .this season to hear young girls  sing in the village. 

There  was a pretty one among the  Ngile girls. I t  appeared that the 
70-year old Baru had intimate relations with the  girl  one night. The next 
morning he whispered to the writer  tha t  he slept wi th  the  girl  the previous 
night and that  he found her a very nice girl. 

T h e  villagers used to behave like servants to the  members of the 
writer's party, because they heard that  the  members a r e  great  sayabs. (In 
their  minds they were supercilious.) But Baru never took such an attitude, 
though he paid us respect. Like the  Tibetan-acculturated inhabitants in 
other districts, the other villagers except this man used to smile flatter- 
ingly and ask us for cigarettes, medicine, empty bottles, and anything else 
we happened to have. But he never asked for such things until urged by 
US to accept. In this respect Dako Pu, about whom a n  account will be 
given later, was like him. 

Th is  proud old man had a very strong physical structure.  (See the pho- 



Fig. 138. An old man Baru with a horn (khalin) for religious use. Horn is 
collapsible. At Tsurnje. July, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 

Fig. 139. The household master of the tshong (original family) of the 
Kangring clan standing in front of the entrance of his house in the second 
story. At Kangring, Tsumje. June, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 
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tograph of Fig. 138.) When the weather was fine, he would husk wheat with 
a flail (Tib. gyabri). Sometimes he was seen ploughing in the field, using a 
pair of oxen and a boy. Or he would make baniboo baskets together with 
our porters, si t t ing in the  open working space (Tib. ildo). He was also 
see11 pleasantly engaged in doing transaction with a trader whom he allow- 
ed to stay in his house. He would take good care of his grandsorl. ~l~~~ 
pllysically and mentally he was full of energy.  It seems that an old man 
can retain the position of the household head, i f  he is an exceptionally 
energetic and capable man. 

Meanwhile, a con~paratively young man, i f  he is a capable man, can 
become the head of the household in spite of aged candidates for t h e  
position. T h e  wri ter  has not a very good example illustrating this point. 
But the case of  Dako Pu, of Pra. 1, may be considered such a case. He is 
28 years old, but he  is the  head of a household, although his uncle, 46 years 
old, lives in the same house. T h e  uncle is a n  unmarried man, a religious 
fanatic and a man with shaven head. T h e  reason of his celibacy is said 
to be religious. He tried to sell to the  wri ter  Buddhist scriptures and 
other Buddhist accesories in his possession a t  exorbitant  prices, when the 
wri ter  began to collect local folk a r t  objects. His personality shows the 
reason why Dako Pu, not the uncle, became the  head. In spite of his 
young age, Dako Pu is a very self-possessed, prudent and clever man. It 
seems that  he is relied upon by the  villagers in village affairs. He is now 

in the position of kanjen, equivalent to that  of a village master. (An ac- 
count will be given concerning the kanjen in pp. 302-04.) He was the most 
reliable informant in the  writer's interviews wi th  the  local inhabitants. 

Chapter IV. RELATIONSIIIP BETWEEN FAMILY AND CLAN 

In principle the  members of a family reside in one house. Also when 

a girl  marries, she moves a s  a rule to the  husband's house. T h e  nangzangs 

residing in the  same tsosum may be traced, a s  shown in the  pedigrees, of 
a common ancestor through the  paternal lineage. In  fact, as Dako Pu 
stated, the  lineage of the  tsosums can be traced back with accuracy only 
to the grandfather. In the  case of Pra., Sinon (Pra. 2) had three brothers 
as  ancestors, from whom all other nangzangs descended. 

Judging from the  recent branching-out of the  nangzangs which the 
writer  was able to trace, i t  seems probable that  the  tsosums are  descended 
from a common ancestor through the  paternal lineage. It was stated that 
the  nallgzangs belonging to the same tsosum are  in the  relation of phazang. 
T h e  expression " His house is a plzazang of mine," was often heard. 

T h e  nangzangs a re  divided into original families and branch families, 
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and in each tsosum there is only one original family, which is called t s h g .  
The tshong i s  considered the most ancient family in the t w a m .  T h e  names 
of Kangring, Prangar  and Shimmushe, each of which is a tsosum, were 

the  names of the original families there. T h e  contemporary 
tshong are, therefore, direct descendants of the original families. Tshiring 
(Ka. I), Tshota Siniin (Pra. 2) and Gyalzhen (Shi. 1) are  the t s h g  of Ka., 
Pra., and Shi., respectively. 

Besides the  relation between the tslumg and other families, there ex- 
ists generally a relative distinction between the original families and branch 
families. In th is  relationship, the original fanlily is called t m g t g .  (The 
word corresponding to the branch family has not been ascertained.) 

Examples will be given to  illustrate this relationship, showing the re- 
lations between father,  son, elder brother and younger brother. In the 
following fa ther  will be abbreviated as (Fa), son as (So), elder brother as  
(EBr) and younger brother as  (YBr) (see Fig. 140).uY) 

8 0 
I @' Q, Q-- S himmushe 

7 .. 0 " 9-@ 0-0 0' 69 @'. 1 
Kangr ing a'' @ I 

Fig. 140. Bifurcation of family lineage. 
Notes: (1) Double circle is Zshong family in each clan. 

(2) -: direction of family branching. 
(3) - - -: same, but the cases in which the villagers could not trace 

back actual kin relations. 
(4) The memory of family branching was completely lost in the case 

of Shimmushe No. 4. 
(5) The numbers are the family n u m k r s  used in the prewnt article. 

- -  - 

89) Hereinafter the relationship between the relatives is indicated by abbreviztion in 
English. Order of birth among the brothers is indicated by E (elder) and Y (younger). 
The third son, for example, is abbreviated as 3%. 
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At Kangring, Ka. 6 (YBr) is a branch of Ka. 1 (EBr), and Ka. 5 ( y ~ , - )  
is a branch of Ka. 2 (EBr). Ka. 10 was branched f rom Ka. 9 in "cry old 
times. Then Ka. 7 (YBr) was branched f rom Ka. 9 (EBr). Ka, 3 ( y ~ ~ )  
branched from Ka. 4 (EBr). 

Thus, a s  a rule, the original families a re  headed by elder brothers, 
while the  branch fanlilies are  headed by younger brothers. 

Other examples of branching from elder brothers' houses into younger 
brothers' a re  Pra. 5 + Pra. 13 -, Pra. 17 ; Pra. 1 -, Pra. 11 ; Pra. 14 -+ Pra. 16; 
Pra. 14 -, Pra. 15 ; Pra. 10 + Pra. 7 ; Shi. 5 -+ Shi. 8 ; Shi. 6 + Shi. 3 + Slli. 2, 

There  is of course exceptions to the rule. Tshota Sinijn (Pra. 2), which 
is the tshong a t  Pra. is the case in point. He is the third son out of four 
brothers. I t  was stated that ,  while the fa the r  of the four  brothers ruled 
the nangzang, the second son (Pra. 3) established a branch family, and 
a f t e r  the fa ther  died, the first son (Fa of Pra. 4) became the head of the 
household, but soon he died. As the son of the  first son (Lumbe Pu, now 
28 years old), was still very young a t  the  t ime of his father's death, S i n ~ n ,  
the third son, inherited the house. T h e  four th  son also established a 
branch family. As will be stated later, there is  room for doubt on the 
above explanation (see pp. 251-52 and pp. 283-84). 

In the case of Pra. 11 and Pra. 12, the  first son had been in charge of 
family affairs of both Pra. 11 and 12. When the  fa ther  (now Pra. 11) grew 
old, he handed the household over to the  first son, re t i r ing from public 
life and establishing a branch family wi th  his other children. The  family 
thus established by the fa ther  is Pra. 11, and the  original house (Pra. 12) 
is now occupied by the first son. So i t  is said tha t  Pra.  12 is the original 
family and Pra. 11 is a branch family. 

Also in the case of Shi. 5, the position of the  head of the family has 
already been relegated to the  son, al though the  fa ther  is still alive and no 
branch family has been set up. T h e  fa ther  has a fa rm in the village of 
Tarung  lying below Tsumje, and he often goes to T a r u n g  and works there. 
So his first son, Halu Pu, is ac t ing as  head of the  household. Therefore, 
the father was i ts  former head. T h e  case may show a transitory stage in 
which the  fa ther  migrate to another village, and establish a branch family. 

Examples of establishing a branch family through the process EBr4 
YBr numbered 14, while only one example can be cited illustrating the 
process YBr -+ EBr. T h e  process 1 So + F a  is illustrated by one example 
only. There  is also a dubious case of the  process 1 So -, Fa. T h e  process 
1 So + Fa will be in the  due course of t ime turned into the  process EBr-, 
YBr. 

In this connection a question will be raised, whether the first son's son 
can inherit the original nangzang, considering that  there is a tendency of 
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the position of the  head of the household falling in the hands of the 
=cond or  the third son, when the first grows old. In considering this 

the practice of polyandry, a l ~ o u t  which an account will be given 
later, should be taken into consideration. 

In order to answer this question the relationship between different 
groups of original and branch fanlilies must be clarified side by side with 

the branching of original families into branch families. But unfortunately 
sucli relationship cannot he traced with accuracy, because it dates back to 
very old times. Such a statement as  "The  grandfather of Tshiring Gyalbo 
(Ka. 8) was the younger brother of the father of Baru (Ka. 2)" could be 
obtained lrom a n  informant. But usually he could not tell which was the 
original family. In th is  statement, moreover, the memory of the informant 
seemed to have skipped over one generation. 

As to the relationship between the relatives dating back to old times, 
no informants could give accurate information. For instance, as to (Pra. 6 
and Pra. 8), and (Pra. 7 and Pra. lo), they say that  the families had re- 
lations with other families, but  they could not tell exactly what kind of 
relations they had. They could only vaguely say that  some particular 
fanlily had close relations with some other particular families. In the case 
of Shi., for example, they say " t h e  relationship between Shi. 1, 2, 3 and 6, 
and those between Shi. 5 and 8 are  closely akin to each other." In fact we 
can accept reliability of the statement in most part only where \ve can 
check the genealogical tree. (Refer to Figs. 136 and 137.) However, in the 
case of the  former, they showed, on the other hand, the relations as shown 
in the genealogical tree, following which all the four families has derived 
from three brothers. Among these brothers, the two statements agree about 
existence of the  eldest and the third, whereas the time of branching of 
the second brother might  be anteceded another one or two generations 
before. Among such fragmentary pieces of information, the names of a 
few dead men, who were well remembered even by young informants, were 
sometimes told, " T h e  fa ther  of Kale (Pra. 11, 62 years old) was called Hrik 
Samden." 

As to the  t ime of the  establishment of branch families, the writer was 
able to obtain fair ly reliable information concerning Pra. from Dako Pu. 
According to him, the  third son inherited in the case of the tslwng family 
(Pra. 2), from which three branch families were set up by the other three 
sons. (See Fig. 149 in p. 283.) T h e  time of the establishment of the first 
son's branch family was earliest, a little time just before the birth of Dako 
Pu, who is 28 years old, i t  was stated by him. Supposing that  it was 

set up about 30 years ago, the fa ther  of the four brothers must have been 
alive then. At that  time the  present head of the family of Pra. 2 must 
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have been 13 years old, and the first son who established the brancll f a n l i l y  
must have been 28 years old. It must be about this time that the first 
son's son, the present head of the family of Pra.  4, must have been born. (I,-, 
this  poirlt discrepancy is found in the  explanation by a villager, as already 
said. (See p. 250.) 

Then about 20 years ago, the fourth son, then 20 years old, establisllcd 
a fanlily of his own, separating from the original family which included 
the second son (then 27 years old) and the third son (then 23 years old). 
T h e  fourth son is the present head of the  family of Pra.  9. T h e  wife of 
the fourth son is nine years younger than her husband. Twenty years 
ago, she was only 11 years old, and it is considered that  she was not mar- 
ried then. Attention should be paid to the  fact  tha t  in the family of tile 
fourth son is now included his unmarried elder sister, now 48 years old, 
then 29 years old. 

Eleven years ago, the second son established a branch family, separat- 
ing from the original family of Pra.  2 with the  third son. At that time 
the third son was 32 years old. I t  is not known whether his father was 
still alive then, and i t  is not known whether  the  third son was then the 
head of the original family or not. But i t  is known tha t  the third son 
was married then. But what looked s t range was that  his wife was 13 years 
older than he. (His wife was 45 years old a t  tha t  time.) There  was no 
male child to the couple, and this means tha t  there  was no successor to 
the tshong's family. There  was only a female child, then aged 8. (This 
child is now 18 years old.) His wife was then already past the age of con- 
ception. Th is  curious situation in the  tshong's family is also observed in 
the  case of Shimmushe's tshong. 

T h e  second son who established the  branch family was 36 years old 
then, and his eldest daughter  was 10, and his th i rd  son was one or two, 
his first and second sons having died a t  infancy. (See Fig. 136.) 

Pra. 16 and Pra. 15 a r e  the  branch families tha t  were separated from 
Pra. 14, 30 and 26 years ago, respectively. Before the  separation there 
lived three brothers in Pra. 14. T h e  second and the  third sons estab- 
lished branch families. All of these brothers a r e  now dead. T h e  age of 
the brothers a t  the  t ime of the  separation is not known. But i t  is known 
that  the  separation took place, when the first male child of the second son 
and that  of the  third son were one year old. T h i s  first boy of the second 
son and the first boy of the third son a r e  now heads of the  families Pra. 
16 and 'Pra. 15, respectively. 

Nine years ago, the fa ther  of Pra. 12 retired f rom public life and es- 
tablished a branch family, taking his second son and others along wit11 
him. At that  t ime the fa ther  was 54, and the  first son who succeeded Pra. 
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12 was then aged 32. T h e  first son has no male child now, his 
being all female. 

It was 12 years ago that  the second son of Shi. 3 established a branch 
family of Shi. 2. At that  time the father was 85, and was the head of 

family, and he still is, T h e  first son was then 33, and the second son who 
established the branch family was then 25, and he had then his first son, 
who was aged one. 

~ u d ~ i n g  from the  above, branching is generally made by the sons sepa- 
rating themselves from their  father's household, irrespective of whether 
the father was still alive or  not, though there was a case i n  which a 
father retired from public l ife and established a branch family himself, 
bequeathing the original household to his eon (almost invariably the eldest 

son) who was over 30 and capable. As a rule, those who establish branch 
families a re  younger brothers. Exceptions to this rule are  only seen in 
the tshong families. Whether this is incidental or not is not certain. Five 
cases out of seven indicate that  those sons who establish branch families 
do so within one or  two years from the birth of their first sons. Atten- 
tion should be paid to the  remaining two cases in which the youngest 
brother each of whom established a branch family had no child then and 
took fairly old unmarried sisters (one aged 29 and the other aged 28) along 
with them. (Refer to  pp. 280-82.) 

Concerning brahching of families and marriage, a villager stated:  
"When there a re  more than two brothers in a family, the one who is not 
the head of the  family establishes a branch family, when he marries. 
When he remains single, he can stay in the family, helping the head of 
the family. Whether he is a n  elder brother or younger of the head of 
family does not matter." 

Even in recent years, a considerable number of branch families have 
been established. A villager stated:  "There  is many a case in which a 
father builds one or  two separate houses in preparation for branching of 
his family. These houses may be built years before. So there may not be 

an actual increase in the  number of houses a t  the time of branching." 
There a re  cases in which two families-an original family and a branch 
family - live in the  same building, but in separate quarters. Such cases 

have already been mentioned. (Refer to p. 245.) 

I t  is a n  indisputable fact  that  many branch families have been estab- 
lished in recent years. But the villagers say that  the number of nan@ang 
in each isosum has  been roughly stat ic since olden days. If in fact branch- 

ing of families were continued with such a rate, the settlement would be 
now teeming with houses a s  well a s  people. 

There  are,  therefore, high probabilities that  there have been no less 
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nangzang that  have become extinct  than the newly establislled branch 
families. T h e  villagers say that there have been no nnngzarlg that have 
become extinct. But the writer  found a t  least a case illustrating this. 
Tile wife of Minjur (head of Pra. 13) carne Iron1 Kangring,  and a f te r  ller 
marriage with Minjur, her old family bet-anle extinct .  Dako Pu had to 
admit reluctantly this fact a s  the result of the Wirter's inquiry into this 
woman's parents' family a t  Kangring.  

There  were three other cases in which the  villagers could not point 
out the parents' families of married women in the  village, although the 
writer  could not obtain concrete evidence of  extinction of these families. 
As to intermarriage among the tsosums a t  Tsumje,  the villagers could give 
a definite answcr, a s  a rule, a s  to the  parents' families of the nlarricd 
women as well a s  the women's kin s ta tus  in their  parents' families. (See 
section on intermarriage.) There  is no reason, therefore, why they cannot 
give the names of the parents' families of these three women. There are 
deserted and abandoned houses with dilapidated stone walls a t  Kangring. 
These houses may have been once the  abodes of now-extinct families. 

Even now there a re  some families on the verge of extinction. For in -  
stance, the family of Pemba (Pra. 17), separated f rom the  family of Minjur, 
consists of only himself and his unmarried elder sister. Pemba, now 41 
years, is still single, and so unless he adopts a child, his fanlily is doomed 
to extinction. T h e  family of Pra.  5, the  original family of Minjur, consists 
of an  old woman called Kartok, who is the  only female household master 
in the village, and her  daughter.  Unless this daughter  marries a man 
who is \villing to live in her own house, th is  family will become extinct. 

Thus ,  a t  each isostmz the spli t t ing and multiplication of nangzang are 
constantly in progress, while a t  the same t ime nnngznng are  becoming 
extinct with no less rapidity a s  the  result of which the  number of nang- 
znngs remain static. 

In this connection attention should be paid to the  fact that  in spite of 
the difference in the number of fanlilies in each tsosunl noticeable diffe- 
rence is not perceived in the number of population of each tsosunl. (See 
Table 2.) Pra. has the largest number of families, the  second and third 
being Ka. and Shi.. As to the  average number of members per family, 
Shi. s tands first, with Ka. and then Pra. to follow. T h e  average number 
of members per family a t  Shi. amounts to 8.50, and th is  is due to the fact 
that  there comparatively few branch fanlilies a re  established. This is 
shown by the pedigrees. 

One of the elements that  g ive  uni ty  to the  nangznngs and solidify then1 
into a isoszcm (clan) is religion. An account has already been given in Part 
I concerning the religious aspect of the  clan. (See pp. 195-96 and pp. 203-05.) 
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According to Mr. Murdock, a clan must have the following three con- 

di t ion~;"~ ' )  (1) a m i l i n e a r  rule of descent, (2) residential unity, and (3) 
actual sot-ial integration. Also a positive group sentiment must be present 
in a clan. In  particular a married-in member should be recognized a s  a 
member of the unified clan. Each of the Tsumje tsosum fulfils the con- 
ditions of s, clan defined by Murdock. According to his classification of 
clans, the Tsumje tsosunls iall into the calegory of patri-clan. As these 
three clans make up  a community called Tsumje, each clan should fall not 
in the category of clan-community but in that of clan-barrio. 

It is not known how this type of clan is different in the case of the 
Lama-Gurungs. According to Mr. Gorer,") there exists a ptso system among 

the Lama-acculturated Lepchas. But as  the fanlilies belonging to the same 
ptso are scattered among different settlements, the condition of residential 
unity mentioned above is not fulfilled in this case. Gorer speculates that 
the families belonging to the same ptso were once gathered in one settle- 
ment. Except one Plso made up of 11 families, every one of 12 ptsos is 
composed of less than five families, sometimes of three, and even one. The  
average number of members per family amounted to only 4.9 

This system of ptso has been cited as an example to be compared with 
other systems in the outlying districts under Tibetan acculturation. 

Chapter V. MARRIAGE 

1. Sexual Behaviours 
Generally speaking, intercourse between the sexes is made openly in 

the Highland. I t  appears that  the people admit such intercourse. 
The  Sherpas who accompanied the writer's party soon became very 

good friends with the  villagers during their stay in the village of Tsurnje. 
The young girl  who had had intimate relations with Old Baru soon be- 
came the object of amorous conquest of the Sherpas. A certain Sherpa 
named H finally won her. Hard-working H now got up late in the morn- 
ing, looking very sleepy. On the morning of the party's departure from 
Tsumje, a considerable delay was caused as a result of the Sherpas' un- 
willingness to depart. A Sherpa called A, who had been H's rival, assumed 
an honest and straightforward att i tude toward H since he gave her up, 
and even had helped H to win her. On the morning of departure, A got 

drunk a t  Old Baru's jlzafisnn, ostensibly to allow H to be with the girl as 
long as  possible. 

90) G. P. Murdock (1949) : Social Stnrcture. pp. 68-74. 
91) Gorer: op. cit. 
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As for  HI he told us that  he would s tay two hours more, urlder the 
pretext that  he had not yet bought the  but ter  whicli he was told to buy, 
T h e  party started,  leaving H behind. 

Most of the porters were villagers of Tsumje, among whom was Dako 
Pu, who held the position of knnjen. T h e  wri ter  saw Da Dorje, another 
konjen, whispering something to Dako Pu and others. When the party had 
advanced about half a day, the Tsumje porters went on strike, and refused 
to advance farther.  Most of them stayed overnight a t  the  spot. Those 
who were advancing, including the wri ter  himself, were not informed of 

thc strike, and went farther,  wondering a t  the  delay of the  porters. Those 
in advance spent the night a t  a rock cave. Early next morning, the par. 

ters headed by A overtook us, looking as  if nothing had happened. ~t 
noon that  day, H, looking worn-out and breathing heavily overtook the 
party. This  incident is characteristic of the  Sherpas, and of the villagers. 
I t  was not only A who assisted H in his amorous adventure,  but also Da 
Dorje. It was this Da Dorje who directed the porters' s tr ike to prevent 
the party from going f a r  on the first pay of the  party's march. He thus 
had hoped to help H in his love-making. 

As a mat ter  of fact, H was so infatuated with the  girl  that  he would 
stay permanently in the village disregarding everything except her. Out 
of pure sympathy, the villagers lent assistance to H. 

I t  is interesting to note such an  aspect of the  Tibetan-acculturated 
people who are  very calculative people. They  a r e  not a t  all promiscuous 
in sexual relations, but they a t tach importance to the  spiritual side of 
love-making. 

According to Dako Pu, the  village children-both male and female-obtain 
sexual knowledge a t  8 years of age  on the  average.  Boys generally start 
thinking about sex a t  th is  age  when they see copulation of cattle on the 
meadow. They obtain sexual knowledge from older friends. Boys between 
the ages of 8 to 13 take their  girls  out to the  meadows or the forest. 
Girls generally have the first menstruation, when they reach 13 or 14 years 
of age. Sometimes girls  of this age  become pregnant.  Girls' knowledge 
on sex is also obtained by witnessing copulation of catt le on the meadow. 
Generally they experience the  first sexual intercourse upon compulsion by 
their boy friends. T h e  second s tep in the  sexual behaviour of boys is 
taught by their sister-in-law (i. e. elder brother's wife), when they reach 
the ages between 14 and 16. Sometimes the  boys a r e  taught  sexual affairs 
by their brides. 

2. Engagement and Marriage Ceremony 

After  a boy had sexual relations with a girl  a t  the  meadow or forest 
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and found that  they were in love with eacli other, one of them, usually 

the boy, would tell his fa ther  that  they would like to marry. There are  
Inany marriages tha t  take place in such a way. 

There is another way of marriage in which the father of a boy and the 

father of a girl  make a promise of marriage. As a token of engagement, 
the father of the proposing party goes to see the father of the proposed 
party, and when the marriage contract is made, they drink wine a t  the 

house of the proposed party. After  that, the father of the proposed party 
goes to the house of the  proposing party, where they drink wine again. 

After the  engagement the  boy's parents will advise him to go to the 

house of the bride-to-be and stay there for two or three days. When the 
boy comes, the  parents of the girl entreat her to sleep with the boy. Thus  
in two or three days a f t e r  the engagement is made, & facto marriage re- 
lations are  established. Sometimes it takes about a month until marriage 
is consummated. 

Sometimes the girl will refuse to sleep with the bridegroom-to-be. Then 
the girl's parents will bear strong pressure upon her to sleep with him. 
But when the  girl  has no intention of marrying, she will refuse to have 
sexual relations even though she is forced to lie in bed with the man. 
And in some cases, she threatens her parents, telling that she \vould be- 
come a nun or kill herself. Thus  there are  cases in which marriage is 
called off a s  a result of refusal on the part of the girl. 

Marriage is called ningdung gyawa, the bridegroom makpa, and the 
bride nama. (The wife is pime). 

The  role of lama priests a t  a marriage ceremony has already been 
pointed out in pp. 214-15. Early on the day of marriage, the bridegroom, if 
he is an inhabitant a t  Kangring,  will go to the chhogang in the house of 
Old Baru. If the  bridegroom is a n  inhabitant a t  Pra., or Shi., he will go 
to the temple of Gomba Tensin. 

After being purified by a Lama priest, the makpa goes to the house of 
the bride, where a drinking and dancing party will be held and participated 
by more than two dozen guests from among the bridegroom's and bride's 
relatives and friends. T h e  dancing is begun by the bridegroom's party, 
after which the  bride's party begin dancing, and this is repeated till late 
a t  night. T h e  dr inking and dancing party will sometimes continue for  

three days, dur ing which the guests will s tay in the houses of the bride's 
tsosum. Then  all the  participants go to the bridegroom's house, where a 
party of the same nature will be repeated. 

The  nama moves into the bridegroom's house after  that. On the 12th 

day af ter  the  marr iage ceremony, the makpa and nama go together to the 
nama's parents' house, where they stay for a week. (This is called tuk.) 
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Afte r  this, the  nama lives in the  house of the  makpa, beconling one of 

the family members Cnyesang). She does not adopt any other new name or 
surllame a f t e r  the marriage.  In fact  they have no family names. 

3. Ratio of Married People 
T h e  classification of the married women according to the age groups 

is shown in Table 12. In the  classification all women who once had bus- 
bands a re  listed as  married, irrespective of whether they a re  divorced or 
their  husbands a re  dead. All the  unmarried women in the  list are  those 
who have never had a married life. 

T h e  table shows most of the  women married between the  ages of 20 
and 24. T h e  existence of s ix  spinsters over 30 years old cannot be over- 
looked, because in a small community such as  Tsumje where the number 
of adult female members is limited, they occupy a considerable percentage, 
i. e., 14.3 % of the  total of 42 women over 30 years old. 

In the case of men, there is no one married under 19 years of age. A 
majority of men married between 25-29. T h e  percentage of unmarried 

Table 12. Number of married women classified according to the age groups. 

Ages 
-- - 

Married I Unmarried , Total 
-- 

I 

Note: (1) The list includes all women living in the three settlements in the village. 
(2) Among married women are included those whose husbands are dead, or who 

were divorced. 

0-4 

5-9 
10-14 

15-19 
- - 

20-24 

25-29 
30-34 

35-39 
- - - - - - - -- 

40-44 
45-49 
50-54 

55-59 
-- - - -- - - 

60-64 
65-69 
70-74 
75-79 

7 , 7 
I 

I 

14 
I 

14 
8 8 I 8 

9 10 
- - - - - 

12 1 I 16 

1 
- 

4 

6 

6 

4 
- -- -- -- 

3 
2 

5 
5 

-- -- - 

6 

3 
1 

1 
-- 

1 

-- - - - 

I 
I 6 
1 7 

4 
- -- 

Total 

2 
2 

47 

3 
4 

! 1 

7 
6 

-- - - - - . - - - - - - 

6 
3 

1 
1 

56 103 
- 
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'rable 13. Ratio of the married men as classified word ing  to the  age grgyp, 
and to the household masters and non-houehold masters. 

I Married 
I Unmarried 

Age tIousehold 
masters 

0-4 

5-9 

10-14 

15-19 

20-24 

25-29 

30-34 

35-39 
. . 

40-44 

45-49 

50-54 

55-59 

60-64 

65-69 

70-74 

75-79 

Total 

I Non- Non- Total 
houYhold ; Total household Total 
masters , masters 

Note: (1) The list includes all men living in the three settlements in the village. 
(2) Among the married men are included those whose spouses are dead. 

men among those considerably advanced in age is higher than that of 
women of the  same age  groups. 

Out of the total of 35 men over 40 years old, 11 are unmarried. (31.400). 
The more prominent fact  is that  there is a great  difference in the ratio 
of married men between the  household masters and the non-household 
masters. Out of the total of 35 household masters, the number of those who 
have no spouses is 4, the  percentage of those who have spouses amounting 
to 88.676. Out of the  total of 80 non-household masters, the number of 
those who have spouses is 12, and the percentage of those who have 
spouses 15.076. Those non-household masters over 20 years old amount to 
35, out of whom 12 a re  married. (34.376). As a whole the ratio of married 
men is very low. Meanwhile, the ratio of married men among the house- 
hold masters is overwhelmingly high. 

As a cause of celibacy, Dako Pu cited a religious reason in  the case 
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of his uhcle who is now 46 years old. There  a re  some other unmarried 
men who s tay single on account of a religious reason. But poverty is one 
of the most important causes of celibacy. T h e  fact  that  there are many 
unmarried men a t  Shi. is due to poverty. One of the reasons for the exi- 
stence of unmarried women is that  some of them have lost chances of 

marriage,  so he says. 

4. Difference in Age Between the  Husband and Wife 

Table 14 shows a list of difference in age  between the husband and 
wife, and that  the  husband is older than his wife or  the  wife is older 
than the husband. One of the most conspicuous trends suggested by the 
list is that  there a re  24 cases in which the  husbands a re  older than their 
spouses and 18 cases in which the  wives a r e  older than their  husbands, 
the ratio between them being 4:3. Another prominent feature is that 
there is sometimes a very wide divergence in age  between the husband 
and wife. Th i s  feature  is common to all Isosums. 

There  is a case in which the  husband (Pra. 14) is 28 years old and the 
wife 50. Upon inquiry, i t  was found that  the  wife, who is  the elder sister 
of Puchi (Shi. 6), had married a man a t  Tarung ,  who died without child. 
Her present husband once married a girl,  who eloped. T h e  couple mar- 
ried four years ago. T h e  old wife married the  young husband, because 
she is rich and i t  was not good for her  to s tay single. I t  was stated that 
the couple have no sexual relations. But the  popular existence of such a 
wide divergence in age  between the  husband and  wife cannot be attributed 
to such kind of special circumstances only. 

In  order to account for the  existence of such a wide divergence in age 
between the  husband and wife, the  existence of the  practice of fraternal 
polyandry may be taken into account. I t  will be supposed tha t  in such a 
practice the  elder brother tends to be older than  the  wife and the younger 
brother to be younger than the  wife and a s  a result a wide divergence in 
age  will appear. In  this case the  elder brother must  tend to be older than 
the  wife a s  compared with the  younger brother's case. But as  is shown 
on Table 15, a tendency is seen in case of the  first sons (or eldest brothers) 
that  they a re  slightly older than thei r  wives, but no remarkable divergence 
in age appears as  compared wi th  the  younger sons. 

T h e  above will be of some help in the  elucidation of the practice of 
a n  avuncular polyandry. An account will be given later  concerning the 
practice. 

5. Marital Area 

Figs. 141, 142 and 143 show marital  relations between Ka., Pra. and Shi., 
and the  neighbouring villages, including inter-tsosum marriage within 
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Table 14. Divergenae in age between the huband and wife. 

Divergence Number of cases 

in Age Ka. 

$23 

I Pra. Shi. 

1 1 

I 1 

Total 

Total I 13 I 21 ! 11 45 
- - --. - . - 

Note: (1) The list includes all cases in which divergence in age between the husband 
and wife is ascertainable, irrespective of whether they are living or dead. 

(2) + denotes that the husband is older than the wife by the number of years 
indicated after the mark. - denotes that the wife is older than the husband 
by the number of years indicated after the mark. 

(3) A case is omitted in which a husband has two wives. 
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Tsumje. T h e  number of the  cases amounts to 92 of which 58 are  in-mar- 
riages and 34 out-marriages. T h e  cases include most of the  women whose 
s ta tus  is traceable in the pedigrees already shown. Those women who 
a re  dead and whose age  is unknown a re  also included. Also in the list is 
included a man who married and moved into the  family of his bride. 

Table 15. Divergence in age  between the husband and wife. 
-as classified according to the kin status of husband among brothers- 

Diverg- 

ence 

Eldest brother Second brother Third 

I and 
One I Two Three I Four Two ' Three ' Four fourth 

in age / brother brothers brothers brothers brothers brothers brothers brother 
--. . - 

I j 1 1  
1 

I I 
I 

+23 I I 1 

I I i I 
+ I 1  I I 

1 I 

+10 / - 
I I 

- 

I 
I I 
I i I + 9 1 I 1  

+ 8  1 I 1  1 1  1 1  

+ 7  I 
2 1 2  1 ' l 1  + 6  1 ' 1  I 1  1  

I 
I 

+ 5  1 2 2  
I 

I + 4  I I 1 1  1 , 2  
I I 

+ 3  / 3 < 3 2  

+ 2 1  1 1  2 1 :  1  2  
+ 1  1 1  1 '  1 2  I I 

1 

- - 

O I 2  2 1 1  1  
1 

- 1  I ' 3 '  1 1 5  1 1  1  
- 2  1 I 2 ,  2 1 1  

I 

- 3 ! 
I I 1 ;  

I I I 
1 

I - 4  I I 1 

- 5  ' I 

- 6  ' I I ~ 
- 7  1  I 1 ' 2  I 

1 
- 8  1 1 ;  1 2 I I I 

- 9 ' 1 1 1  
I 

I 
1 

I 

- 10 
- - -- - - - 

I 
- - - - -  - - - - - -- 

-11 I I I 
I 

-13 1 I I 
I I I I 1 

-22 I 1 1  i I 1 
I -- - - -  

Total ( 5  1 17 I 6  1 4 1 3 2  5 1 4 1 1 1  3 
- - - - - - -- -. -. - - 

Note: (1) The signs are same with the case of Table 14. 
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Lokpa 

Taru ng . . . en. ' , 0 .  .. . Im 

Chhogang 

Fig. 141. Marriage sphere of Kangring. 
Notes : (1) : in-marriage into Kangring. 

(2) 0 : out-marriage from Kangring. 
(3) One case from Kangring into Prangar is the one 

f rom a n  already extinct fanlily in Kangring. 

Tanju 

Fig. 142. Marriage sphere of Prangar. 
Notes:  (1) : in-marriage into Prangar. 

(2) CJ : out-marriage from Prangar. 
(3) Three  cases from Prangar into Shimmushe a r e  

t h e  ones from already extinct (?) families in Prangar. 
(4) One cases of in-marriage from Shimmushe is a 

re-marr iage af ter  her  husband in Tarung died. 
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Lokpa 

. 

Tanju hhogang 

Fig. 143. Marriage sphere of Shimmushe. 
Notes : (1) : in-marriage into Shimrnushe. 

(2) 0 : out-marriage from Shimmushe. 
(3) One case of out-marriage into Prangar is the one 

from an already extinct (?) family in Shimmushe. 
(4) One case of in-marriage from Yarcho is really not 

a marriage but the mother accompanied her daughter, when 
the latter married into Shimmushe. 

(5) Only one case of in-marriage from Lokpa is not 
a woman but a man. 

There  is also a women who moved into the  family of her  daughter's hus- 
band. 

T h e  comparatively small number of out-marriages a s  compared with 
that  of in-marriages is probably part ly due to the  fact  tha t  there are some 
who made out-marriages but whose existence is forgotten by the villagers 
ei ther because their  out-marriages were made long ago  or  they are dead. 
Nevertheless, a question will arise a s  to difference in the  ratio between in- 
marriages and out-marriages from tsosum to tsosum. 

According to  the villagers, one of the  most s t r ic t  rules in inter-mar- 
r iage is prohibition of intermarriage between a man and a woman belong- 
ing to the same tsosum. In  other word marr iage within the  same phazang 
is  forbidden. Also no marr iage is allowed between the  members of Shim- 
mushe and those belonging to  Gomba Tensin,  who a r e  believed to have 
descended from the inhabitants of Shimmushe. In  fact, no instance of 
marriage between them has  been found. Such a kind of clan exogamy is 
also imposed upon the  Lama families a t  Tsumje. They  live in the vicinity 
of Mandema and are  called Labrang. 
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An excommunicated lama priest of the Lungsang temple, the patron 

temple of Shimmushe, was also a member of Labrang. He is the younger 
brother of the lama priest of the  Prembo temple. An account has already 
been given concerning the  excommunicated priest in Part  I (p. 216). (See 
Fig. 145.) 

As a mat ter  of fact ,  no instance of intermarriage was found to have 
been made between the  Shi. inhabitants and those of the Labrang. There 
may exist a ban on intermarriage between them. But unfortunately no 
reliable information was obtained on this point from the villagers. 

The  marital  sphere is confined within the area lying one-day's t r ip  
from ~ s u m j e .  Incidentally the  downmost limit of the sphere coincides 
with the farthest  limit of the Bhotea territory, i. e. a t  Aga (or spelled 
Anga). In other word, most of the villages lying within the one-day's tr ip 
has relation with one of the three Tsumje tsosum through intermarriage 
between their inhabitants. (Refer also to pp. 97-99 about the intermarriage 
among the Highlanders.) 

It is interesting to note in this connection that  the Tsumje villagers 
have the idea tha t  the Ripche villagers have the custom of giving poison 
to travelers and robbing them, and, the Tsumje villagers advised the writ- 
er's party not to visit the Ripche village and never to stay there over- 
night. Th i s  was no invention on the part of the Tsumje villagers in order 
to make the party stay in their  village. Because they were not very anx- 
ious to have the  party stay in their  village, when our party was looking 
for a likely village to stay in a t  the  outset of our community survey. But 
it was impossible to learn concrete cases of the reported atrocities of the 
Ripche villagers. T h e  Tsumje villagers were firmly believed in the ne- 
farious character of the  Ripche villagers. In spite of it, a case was found 
in which a Ripche woman married a man of a family a t  Pra. 

A glance a t  the  three  charts  shown above will make clear that  Pra. 
has the largest  marital  sphere followed by Ka. and then Shi. 

Except in Labrang, the  percentage of intermarriage within the Tsumje 
comn~unity is 75.076 a t  Shi., 35.7 76 a t  Ka., and 35.0 :6 a t  Pra.. Shi. has a 
strong tendency to practise intermarriage within the community. If Lab- 
rang is taken together, the percentage will become 75.0 76 a t  Shi., 71.4 % 
at  Ka., and 40.0 76 a t  Pra.  Pra. has the strongest tendency to make inter- 
marriage with those outside the community. 

T h e  fact that ,  while there is only a few cases of intermarriage between 
the Ka. and Pra. people, there are  a great  deal between the people of Shi. 
and those of the  other two tsosums, may have something to do with the fact  
that Ka. and Pra. constitute a unit in taxation while Shi. another. It should 

also be taken into account that  Shi. is the oldest tsosum among the three. 
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(Refer p, 218 and p. 205.) 
Seen as  a whole, the number of in-marriages is f a r  larger than that 

of out-marriages. But in the case of Ka. the rat io between them is fa i r l y  
well-balanced, while in the  case of Pra.  the  number of in-marriages is 
overwhelmingly large. In this corinection it may deserve consideration 
that  a t  Pra. the establishment of branch families is carried on with vigour, 
and that  Pra. has some reclaimable waste land in the  west. 

T h e  number of intermarriages among three  tsosums amounts to 21, 
T h e  numbers of in-marriages and out-marriages between any two of the 
three cancel each other. Meanwhile, the numbers of in- and out-marriages 
between Tsumje and other villages do not cancel each other. That  is, ex- 
cept in Labrang, the  number of in-marriages f rom those villages outside 
the community is 28, while that  of out-marriages is  10. Even if Labrang 
is included, the ratio between in-marriages and out-marriages is 37: 13. In 
both cases, the percentage of out-marriages against  in-marriages is about 
35 76. I t  is possible to suppose in th is  connection tha t  the  existence of 
some of those who made out-marriages wi th  men of the  outside community 
has been forgotten. But th is  supposition will not account all. So it will 
be concluded that  Tsumje is a village where the  number of in-marriages 
as  a rule exceeds that  of out-marriages. But if each tsosum is examined 
minutely in this connection, it will be found tha t  Ka. is a n  exception with 
six persons sent out and two received. T h e  g rea t  number of excess in 
in-marriages is only attr ibutable to the  practise in Pra.  and Shi.. The 
total number of out-marriages of Pra. and Shi. amounts to only four, all of 
which a r e  marriages with the  Chhumring village inhabitants. 

In  a small community, particularly in a small clan, i t  is quite probable 
that  large fluctuations occur in the  rat io between the  men and women, 
and that  between the  men and women of marriageable age  in particular. 
At Tsumje there is a tendency of counterbalancing in the  numbers of in- 
and out-marriages between the  clans (clan-barrio). T h e  unbalance between 
in- and out-marriages is found in inter-community relations. These facts 
may be only incidental. But i t  would not be amiss to t r y  further re- 
searches on this point. 

6. Polyandry (Fraternal  Polyandry and Avuncular Polyandry) 
I t  was only on the  very day the  wri ter  left  the  village that  he found 

some facts  relating to polyandry in the  village, for  the  villagers were 
extremely cautious to conceal them. T h e  wri ter  was successful to make 
their  family trees clear. Having found contradictions in their  statement, 
he continued to ask them fur the r  until he was given the answer:  " I t  has 
been customary in the village to share  a wife among the  brothers." 
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"But  in case she  is originally the oldest l ~ r o l h e r ' ~  wife, his younger 
brothers are  allowed to have sexual relation with her, while with the wi fe  
originally belonging to one of the younger brothers the older is never per- 

mitted to have the same relation. There were found, therefore, many 
cases in which three or four  brothers shared a wife among themselves. 
Nevertheless, the government has forbidden more than two brothers to 
have a common wife, though they allow two brothers to share her." 

T h e  writer  shall now state here several cases in which the practice of 
sharing a wife anlong the brothers. (See the pedigrees in Figs. 135, 136 
and 137.) 

1. Shi. 8, the  case of (Karma Topgyal): 
T h e  head of hamily is the third of four brothers. The wife, who is 

the first daughter  of Baru (Ka. 2), had married the first brother of the 
four, but  she is now often considered by the villagers as  the third bro- 
ther's wife. 

2. Shi. 6, the case of (Puchi): 
This  i s  also a case in which the woman is the first brother's wife and 

was actually so a t  first, but when the writer asked her age, the informant 
gave him the same age  a s  that  of the second brother's wife and admitted 
that now she also belongs to the  second brother. As a matter of fact, 
she seems to have become the second brother's wife. 

3. Pra. 6, the  case of (Gyelung Puchima): 
In th is  case also the  wife of the head of the family was originally the 

eldest brother's wife but now she is understood by the villagers to belong 
to the younger brother, who is the head of the family now. 

Although these examples may not be too many, a t  least the following 
points a re  cer ta in:  Fi rs t  a girl  marries the eldest brother, and then she 
begins to have sexual relations with all the rest of the brothers as  they 
grow to thei r  marital  appropriate age. As mentioned before (p. 256), she 

usually begins to give sexual instruction to her husband's younger bro- 
thers, when they become fourteen to sixteen. T h e  villagers regard a wife 

to belong to eldest brother and then to the younger ones as  the eldest 
gets old. I t  seems that  the wife is publicly understood as  someone's wife 
but not a s  their  common wife with whom all the brothers have promiscu- 

ous relations. Th i s  seems, however, to be only a matter of relative im- 
portance of the  husband but not a strict rule. I t  is suspected that the 

wife must perhaps be handed over a t  the same time when the right of 
leadership in the  family is handed over from elder to younger. In this con- 

nection we must recall wide difference in the marriage rate between the 
family head and the  non-family head, which we have already seen (p. 259). 

T h e  fact  in these three cases that  the wives are  all Youhger than the 
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eldest brothers (i. e. the oldest husbands) of the  family may not be acci- 
dental. For, i f  the wives were five years older than tlie eldest brothers, 
the  age  gap  between the wives and the youngest brothers would be, i n  
the cases in question, seventeen, eighteen, and twelve. And when the 
youngest brother is fifteen, the  elder brothers' wives must be respectively 
thirty-two, thirty-three, and t wenty-seven. I n  case there are  unmarried 
old brothers, the possibility of the  existence of the fraternal  polyandry 
among these brothers must be great .  When we consider the cases of the 
eleven unmarried above for ty  years old, of which the  writer  has stated 
before, in relation to th is  question, the  eight Illen out of the  elven are not 
the  fanlily heads. T h e  number of these men is a s  follows: 

Ka. : None; Pra. : 4 ;  Shi. : 7. 
As is clear in the  above table, the  distribution of the  unmarried who 

a re  not the family heads seems to be concentrated in Shi.. Six out of 
these a re  included in the  three  cases discussed in the  previous page. In 
other word, in Shi. the tendency of dividing the  household is least among 
the three tsosums, the number of per family members is largest, the old- 
aged bachelors a r e  most numerous, and the  custom of fraternal  polyandry 
is subsequently most popular. A villager told the  wri ter  why in Shim- 
mushe there were many unmarried men. T h e  reason is simply because 
they a r e  poor. Then, is i t  possible to explain the  existence of fraternal 
polyandy in Shi., if i t  is true,  by the following?: 

' poverty + difficulty of dividing the  family -+ f ra ternal  polyandry.' The 
geographical characteristics of Shi. must be also taken in account to answer 
this question. 

T h e  inter-marriage relations between the  family members of Baru (Ka. 
2) and his younger brother Tshir ing Angdiji (Ka. 5) on one hand, and those 
of the lama families of Labrang on the  other  hand, offer a n  interesting 
example. Fig. 145 illustrates them. Unfortunately the  writer 's investiga- 
tion failed to discover detailed materials clarifying the  family line of the 
lamas (for the  reason which will be related later), and such important 
items as  the  ages  of the  family members a r e  lacking, though the writer 
is pretty sure  about their  lineage relations. 

T h e  first surprising th ing in th is  diagram is tha t  between the lama 
families and the Baru brothers' there  have been dur ing the  past two gene- 
rations three girls  who married out and also three gi r ls  who married in, 
making six altogether. (Tshiring Angdiii has  already been separated from 
the Barus.) Therefore : 

A. T h e  wife of Baru's oldest son is his MoBrDa (i. e. cross-cousin), and 
a t  the same t ime his FaSiDa (meaning another kind of cross-cousin). 

B. Baru's first sister  married the  man of Shi. 8 (the mother of the 
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Fig. 145. Intermarriages between two family lineages 
including a chamadung marriage. 

Notes: ( 1 )  Each thick dotted circle shows n family, excluding 
in-married women. 

(2) A: household master. 
(3) The number under each sign of member is current 

age in 1953, including the cases of the dead. 
(4)  Thc uncle, son and their wife in the chanratlung 

marriage is shown respectively by A, B and C. 

enough we could find out their  seniority among the  brothers and sisters. 
As YBr of Lab. 1 is younger a t  least than his sister  who is 40, he must 
be 38 or a little younger than that .  On the  other hand, 1 So of Lab. 1 is 
the son of a fa ther  who is supposed to be 54-44 and has  a younger sister 
of 26 and a younger brother older than she. He is, therefore, very likely 
to be about 30 or a little older than  that .  Considering the  matter  in this 
way, the most natural  conclusion is ei ther tha t  the  fa ther  is 54 and 1So  
30-34 or that  he is 50 and 1 So 30. And a s  2 Da of Baru is between her 
brother aged 41 and her sister  aged 33, she will be 37 f 2. And the rela- 
tion between uncle and his Wi is  MoBrDa and a t  the  same time FaSiDa. 
In the same manner the  relation between the  nephew and the  Wi is Mo- 
BrDa, FaMoBrDa, and a t  the  same t ime FaFaSiDa. 

T h e  writer  of this report has found in a recent report  by H.R.H. Prince 
Peter!") that  there is observed in Tibet  a matrimonial custom called cha- 
ma-dujzg (cha-ma-gDung), in which a father 's  generat  ion and the son's 
share a common wife. When the wri ter  was in th is  Tibetan village, the 
custonl of chamadung and even that  of f ra ternal  polyandry were inten- 

92) H. K. H. Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark (1954) : "The Third Danish Ex- 
pedition to Central Asia: Its work in the Himalayas," Hinralayon ]ournal. Vol. XVIII, P. 
162. 
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tionally concealed by the  villagers. He did not know therefore by what 
term they called th is  custom. Nevertheless, as the above example is ex- 
actly a case of chamadung, he will call it by this name and try to explain 
it in his own terms. 

When we examine this example, taking the villagers' explanations also 

into consideration, it was made clear that  Wi belonged first to the uncle 
(who was older than his nephew) as  we had suspected in the beginning. 
And it is w o ~ t h  noticing that  the wife's age is between those of the uncle 
and the nephew, when we recall the tendency that  in the above-mentioned 
cases of fraternal  polyandry a wife is usually younger than a t  least the 

ddest  brother and accordingly her age is between those of the oldest and 
the youngest. In th is  connection the following fact must be recalled. 
When we examine the age  difference between the husband and wife, we 
can notice a considerable spreading out of the age difference which estends 
between plus and minus, even in the case of the eldest brothers. 

7. Writer's Own Views on Polyandry, Particularly of Chamadung 
The  wri ter  will s ta te  his several hypothetical views. That  is, 
(1) A wife can belong to any set of plural husbands, who are close 

each other in thei r  relative ages, i f  she follows the following orders: The  
oldest brother in the  father's generation -, the second brother + the third 
brother, etc. -, the  oldest brother in the son's generation -, the second 
brother in the  son's generation + the third brother, etc., in the son's 
generation ; the  same in the  grandson's generation. In this case she is 
permitted to have sexual relations with anyone along with her first husband, 

Fig. 146. A schematic figure which intcrpretes 
the Tibetan polyandry system. 
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if he belongs to the above-mentioned series and younger than the first 
husband. Indeed, the chamadung marr iage sometimes takes even the fo rm  
of paternal polyandry in which a la ther  and his real son have a common 
wife, if the wife is not the son's real mother. 

" ln  case the  mother of a family dies, ei ther the father or the son 
takes a new spouse, who becomes a t  the  same t ime the wife of the other 
male members of the family without infr inging the  law of the country,ogr) 
Fig. 146 is to show this in a diagram. It  shows tha t  the average age 

difference between the two brothers in a successive order in the 63 cases 
picked up from the genealogical charts  is 6.9. T h e  most frequent age 
difference is 3, and the  next mode of frequency is  found in 7-8 years, 

Table 16. Age difference between youngest uncle and  oldest 
nephew and their living conditions. 

No. of Age I Age of Age of , Living together ' 
case 1 difference I uncle nephew o r  not 1 Family number 

Pra. 7 

Pra. 15 

Shi. 3 & 2 

Shi. 5 
Pra. 9 & 4 

Ka. 2 

Pra. 1 

Shi. 7 

Ka. 8 

Pra. 6 & 8 

Ka. 5 & 2 

Pra. 1 

1 Pra. 6 & 8 ' Shi. 6 
I 

I Ka. 3 & 4 

0 Shi. 8 

0 Shi. 5 

X Ka. 6 & 1 
0 , Shi. 3 

x Pra. 17 & 13 
I 

2 1 47 55 8 0 Pra. 10 

Note: (1) Thick letters stand for t h e  ages in which chamadung is liable to  take 
place in the  present o r  past. 

(2) Figure underlined with __  is t h e  supposed ages of those who are dead. 
- - -  

93) E. Kawaguchi (1909) : l'hree years in Tibet. p. 352. 
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~ ~ b l e  16 shows the age  differences between the youngest brothers in the 
la t l~eros  generation and their  nephews who are  the oldest among their own 

whose ages  a re  known, and who are  mostly the oldest sons of 

the oldest brothers in the  father's generation. They are, i n  other words, 
those who are  most liable to form the relation of chamadung each other. 
In this table it is supposed that  the  relation of chamadunR tends most 
often to take place in ei ther case, when the nephew's age is larger than 

15 years old or the  case when the age difference is below 15. Such cases 
are indicated by the  thick letters in the table. Only in the case between 
the smallest son of Baru and the oldest son of Baru's own oldest son the 
thick letters a re  doubled. And i t  is only with the case of BaruSs youngest 
son and his oldest son's oldest son that  such an  uncle and a nephew are  
living together. As for Baru's youngest son, the villagers' statements made 
at two different times were varied, for they said first, " H e  has a ivife", 
which was changed later into " H e  is engaged and his fianci is still living 
with her own family." T h e  average age difference between those pairs of 
uncle and nephew is 17.5 years in the total of 21 cases. But the case of 
No. 21 has a n  unconceivable family structure according to the genealogi- 
cal table. Omitt ing th is  case, the average age difference comes down to 
16.0. 

(2) When we suppose the schematic relations mentioned above to be 
true, the sexual relation between a wife and anyone older than her first 
husband is always prohibited, while she may come down to the youngers. 

(3) Notwithstanding such undeniable examples of polyandry anlong 
them, a wife is always entitled to be the wife of one of her actual hus- 
bands. Th is  main husband will be hereafter tentatively called the ac- 
centuated husband in this article. 

(4) In most cases, such a n  accentuated husband coincides with her 
first husband, in the  first half period of her married life. But as the first 
husband gets  old or  one of the  other husbands, who are always younger 
than the first husband, is matured and able enough to take over the 
leadership of the  family, she is permitted to take the younger man as  her 
accentuated husband. 

(5) Such a transmission of the s ta tus  of accentuated husband within 
a family has the  tendency to be parallel with transn~ission of the r ight 
of household mastership. In other words, as a younger man takes over 

leadership from his senior, a t  the same time he will take over the status 
of accentuated husband. 

(6) T h e  accepted order of husbandship such as mentioned above seems 
to follow principally, not some ascribed status such as that  of the first- 
born son and so on, but to the order of seniority: Tha t  is to say, the 
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order of EBr -+ YBr means ra ther  the  order of seniority in relative 
than the fixed relationshi11 of relative statuses in the saIne generation 
Another order of FaYBr + FalSo means ra the r  the  order oi  seniority i n  
most cases, than any fixed avuncular relationship in different gcncratiolls. 
T h e  conlmon denominator o i  those two relationships is seniority i n  tl,,ir 

natural ages. 
(7) Therefore, the wife of FaYBr, whose age  is between those of FaYBr 

and FalSo is also likely to become that  of the  eldest son and his brotllers, 
a chamadung case creating easily, while, when the age  of the wife of [he 
eldest son is between those of the eldest and younger brothers in the same 
generation, there often occur cases of genuine f ra ternal  polyandry. 
short, chamadung and fraternal  polyandry a r e  no different marriage 
toms but similar in their  basic principles and supplemental each other. 

(8) Both marriage cus ton~s  a r e  regulated by the  same principle that a 
wife should not belong to husband older than her  first husband, but to the 
younger a s  they become older. Though  they observe this rule rather 
strictly, the transmission of accentuation toward the  younger husbands 
does not seem to be bound up by any  str ict  regulation. They let the 
matter  take i t s  own course. Accordingly, the  order of seniority does not 
seem to have any deep meaning in itself, but  i t  serves only as a cri- 
terion to let such a function be effective so tha t  the  wife can be trans- 
mitted to the younger ones who will become able in personal ability more 
and more with passing of time. T o  prove this, i t  is necessary in future 
to study flexibility of the  rule a little fur ther .  For instance, a wife must 
be handed down to the younger brothers according to the strict order of 
age,  that  is beginning from the  eldest, the  second, and then the youngest, 
or that  she goes from the eldest directly to the  youngest, if the circum- 
stances require. 

(9) If this  suggestion proves true,  it i s  also supposed that  i t  accounts 
for the general tendency in which they approve personal ability and 
mobility, a s  mentioned previously, in  the Tibetan acculturated tribes. 

(10) On the other hand, from the  negative point of view, it seems that 
chamadung marriage and a principle of age  gradation which underlies it 
have some relations with their  weak consciousness of the  hierarchical order 
of generation (hereinafter, i t  will be called simply generaiion hierarchy), 
as  they scarcely are  capable of tracing thei r  ancestors fa r  back. 

(11) In fraternal  polyandry there  is a tendency tha t  the  children are 
treated a s  belonging to the  eldest brother. But the  writer could hardly 
gather sufficient materials to tell which of the  brothers i s  the  actual father 
of the children. Also the  wri ter  could not obtain any materials to show 
whether or  not they could actually distinguish thei r  parentage. As a rule 
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eldest brother takes a wife first and marries, while lie is very 
In  many cases when the  younger brotllers are not yet old enoug1] to marry, 
tile eldest sons a re  more likely to be the eldest brotherBs sons and not that  

of the youngest. Accordingly, in cllamadung, there is little possiIli]ity that  
the nominal relation of uncle and nephew makes the actual relation of 
fal]lcr and son, if the  son is eldest of his brothers. And in the case of 
Labrang, the eldest brother who is probably the eldest son's real father, 
has a wife but different from the wile of the son in question, who is 
WiFaSi of his son. Therefore,  in this case, this chamadung example does 
not mean a marr iage between the mother and son. 

(12) Are such examples a s  stated above concerning polyandry acceptable 
as those of institutional polyandry ? The  writer hopes the reader to judge 
himself whether or not the examples are  only accidental cases to be found 
everywhere in the  world. In the writer's view, these examples seem to 

show the existence of marital institution. Some rules of an institution a re  
suggested in those examples. Also the tendency toward polyandry seems 
to play some important functions, woven into the whole s),stem of their 
life. The  fact  tha t  the  accentuated husband is only one among plural 
husbands will persuade some readers to consider those cases simply a s  
examples of levirate marriage which is found sometimes among peoples 
other than the Tibetans. There  may be some intimate relationships be- 
tween levirate marriage in other countries and polyandry among the 
Tibetans. Even among the  Tibetans the following form of levirate Lias 
informed by Bleichsteiner : 

" Der Sohn darf nach dem Tode des Vaters dessen Ehefrau, wenn sie 
nicht seine leibliche Mutter ist, der Neffe die des Onkels, der jiingere 
Bruder die seines verstorbenen Slteren Bruders ehelichen, man darf abcr 
keine Frau mit  demselben Geschlechtsnamen heiraten " g ' ) .  Farther corn- 
parative study aimed a t  this  point may be fruitful  in the future. Ho~vever, 

in spite of the  existence of a n  accentuated husband, the younger are  
admitted to have relations with the wife as spouses, and furthermore they 
have a chance to become accentuated husbands within the life-time of 
their seniors, if certain circumstances exist. 

Another point to be noted is that  the two husbands, uncle and nephe\lT, 
in this sole example o i  chamadung marriage, are a t  enmity with each 
other, a s  already stated in p. 216. According to information by the 
Baru's eldest son and others the very uncle had been the regitinlate lama 

of the temples of Lungsang, Prembo and Chhunga Phu, who was driven 
out by his nephew to his present abode a t  Braga (C. 37-C. 38). And af ter  

94) R. Bleichsteiner (1937) : Die Gelbe Kirche, SS. 13-14. 
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this  trouble, the nephew has separated his household from that of his own 
father,  without taking care of his parents. Now the  parents (Lab. 1) are 

residing beside the  Prembo temple and the  son (Lab. 2) a t  Mandenla. ~ t , i ~  
nephew is now a secretary to Mr. Septu Lama and lie is afraid "[ by t h e  
villagers because of this status. According to the  Barus, he is quite an 
unmanageable rascal and a man of jealousy, who has sometimes extorted 
spirits, money, or  other goods from Baru's family and has provoked thenl 
to quarrel, notwithstanding that  Baru's family is the original family of 

his wife. 
In fact, he tr ied to hinder mutual good understanding between Septu 

Lama and the Japanese expedition party in 1953. T h e  next example will 
be sufficient to show these circumstances. 

Af te r  having left the Sama base-camp, two of our party arrived at 
Tsumje, and lodged in a room of Baru's house. Several days later t h e  
nephew came back to his village Tsumje,  accompanying Septu Lanla. 
Septu lama and his followers except h im stayed only a night a t  the Lung- 
sang temple. At that  night,  the  " bad man," who was with Septu Lama, 
summoned some villagers and the porters of our party. T h e  questions and 
answers exchanged were a s  iollows: 

" W h y  have you lent a room to those fel lo~vs (i. e. the writer's party)?" 
" We could not refuse thei r  request, because they a r e  the gentlemen who 
have intimate connections wi th  the  Government." 

"You must not sell any fuels to such strangers." 
However, Septu Lama inserted some words to  admit  the villagers to 

sell foods and fuels to our par ty  and get  profits. 
" I t  was a n  abominable conduct tha t  you had told them the names of 

nangzangs in th is  village ! "  "No, we have not told them." 

He turned to our porters, asking them a s  follows: 
" W h y  didn't you obey my order issued a t  Sama that  you must abandon 

the luggages of those fellows on the  way ? " T h e  porters replied : " But 
our porters a re  poverty-stricken so tha t  we cannot make our living with- 
out get t ing the wages by carrying." 

Then  the  " bad m a n "  became silent. 
After th is  incident, he concealed his traces from our eyes within the 

village, perhaps being afra id  of meeting us. He ordered some villagers to 
spread a rumour that  he has gone wi th  Septu Lama to Chhogang. And 
he got much money by selling spirits, vegetables, sheep and so on secretly, 
to the writer 's party through a girl,  who was the  daughter  of Khimjung 
Topgyal (Ka. 4) and had been adopted by the fa the r  lama of that  " bad man " 
to be expected to become a nun. 

Th is  case may be a n  extraordinary example. But i t  is also worth 
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noting that this case is a t  the same time that  of a lama family whose 
status as  a priest is hereditary one. It is unknown at  all to the writer 
that whether the  case of chamadung marriage is confined really to this 
sole example or not. But the following fact is a noteu70rthy point in 
relation to the above-n~entioned question : These is enumerated as many 
as 6 cases in which the  mother's ages were all above 45 years old (4.6%, 
see Table 4)) in two cases of which they were even older than 50 years old, 
within 131 of the mother's ages  a t  the time when they gave birth to their 
children. If we rely on the  genealogical trees, the following will become 
clear: T h e  wife of Pra.  11 bore her eldest son a t  19 and she had her 
youngest son a t  the  age  of 50. T h e  stranger case is that of Pra. 10, in 
which the wife of the eldest brother gave birth to a boy a t  the age of 53. 
(In this family the second brother is the household master, and it seems 
to be a rare  case that  each of the elder and younger brothers has his wife 
respectively without dividing their  family of orientation into two. T h e  
two wives a re  of the same age  incidentally. However, the original villages 
of the two wives a re  different, namely Yarcho and Gomba Tensin. T h e  
two children of the  second brother died. Therefore, a man who is expected 
to inherit the  s t a tus  of household master after  the second brother is no 
one but the  son of the  eldest brother. Probably there seems to exist some 
errors or concealed facts.) 

A B 

Fig. 147. An example of family organization under the 
assumption of a chamadung marriage. 

Notes: (1) In the case of Shi. 5 Halu Pu. 
(2) A :  the family organization informed by a villager. 

B :  the farnily organization when the writer assumes the existence 
a chamadung marriage. 

(3) The numbers show the current ages in 1953. 
(4) According to the villagers, there is no died incrnber within thcsc 

generations. 
(5) The Black triangles are the signs of household master. 
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If we look for another case in which existence of chamadung is con- 
ceivable, the  family of Halu Pu will be that .  (See Fig. 147). This f a m i l y  
is one of the fewer cases in which the r ight  of liousehold nlaster llas 
been transmitted to the son's generation, in spite of the  surviving of his 
parents and a n  uncle kvitliin the same household. Possibility of the exist. 
ence of a f ra ternal  polyandry is I'airly big, because the wife oi his lather 
still lives and her age  is 55 years, i. e., between the ages ot her nominal 
husband (60 years old) and the uncle (52 years old). Ttiis wife gave birth 
to her eldest son a t  25 and her last child a t  42. Some of her children, 
probably the younger ones, seem to be children by the uncle rather than 
the nominal father.  But she  stopped bearing children during the nine 
years a f t e r  having given birth to her first child. A f t e r  that ,  her pregnancy 
was so high that  she gave bi r th  to four children since the time she \vas 
34 successively with intervals of 2-4 years, until she became 42. On the 
other hand, the  wife of the  eldest son is 9 years older than her husband, 

and her age a t  the  time of her first child-birth was 34. 
Those conditions will be, of course, not unconceivable. When we apply 

the assumption of a chamadung relation, however, the  following relations, 
for  example, will come under a new light (Fig. 147, B): the father, i.e. the 
elder brother in the  first generation, had his eldest son with actual bond 
o i  blood through his wife. Later on, the  present wife of the eldest son 
married into the family, who was expected to be, and actually, a common 
wife of the uncle and the eldest son. She gave  bi r th  to her six children 
successively, first of whom was a girl.  T h i s  g i r l  was born when her 
mother was 18. At that  t ime the  eldest son, the  youngest of her spouses, 
was yet only 9 years old, so tha t  actual  fa ther  of her first son was the 
uncle who was 31 years old a t  tha t  time. For the  same reason it seems 
highly probable tha t  actual  fa ther  had been the  uncle until she begot her 

fourth child a t  the  age  of 26, the uncle a t  39 and the  eldest son at 17. 
However, the fifth and the last child had the  eldest son as  their actual 
father,  and a t  the  time, when the  fifth child was  born, the ages of the 
uncle, the  wife and the eldest son were respectively 47, 34 and 25. The 
elder four a re  regarded as  members belonging to the  same generation with 
their  mother, and the younger two belonging to the  next generation. 

Supposing that  the  above-mentioned interpretation is correct, fraternal 
polyandry between the  fa ther  and his younger I~ro ther  (i.e. the uncle) 
would not contradict wi th  avuncular polyandry a s  stated above. Under 
th is  assumption the  uncle seems to have had relations with his elder 
brother's wife since his youth, but  he had not had his wile who put the 
accent on him until later, judged from the  age  o l  his sccand wife at the 
t ime of her first child-birth. 
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~ ~ d g i n g  f rom some points which will be stated later, the following 
seems to probable that  a wife in chamadung marriaye is 

accepted by an  uncle (or even a father)  under the anticipation that she 
w i l l  belong in the  f u t u r e  to the father's eldest son. This  assumption is 

with the confirnled tendency that the eldest brothers are liable 
t o  have their  spouses in their early stages, whereas vice versa in the case 

of younger brothers. Moreover, when these relations are supposed to exist, 
the possibility that  the  s ta tus  of household master is transnlitted in a 
timely order of EBr --+ YBr + EBrlSo, will be conceivable. However, the 
informant says that  the s ta tus  was transferred from the father to the 
eldest son directly in th is  example. The  writer cannot confirm it. But the 
fact that the s t a tus  of household master was transferred to the eldest son 
who was still young, may not be of a meaningless disposition. Because 
lineage is generally succeeded from fa ther  to his eldest son in a male line 

in this village. Whereas, if the  uncle in this example inherits the status 
of household master f rom his elder brother after  the latter becomes old 
and the period dur ing which the  uncle holds the status is so long that the 
third inheriter is not the  eldest son of the eldest brother but the youngest 
son whose actual  f a the r  is not the eldest brother but the younger brother, 
then the principle that  usually an  eldest son should become the inheritor 
of his father's family will be neglected, and also because of it some discord 
may spring up anlong them. The  exanlple of the Labrang family is sug- 
gestive, in which a conflict took place between an uncle and a nephew 
resultanting split of a family into two. The  early inheritance of the s ta tus  
of household master in this Shi. 5 family will deserve notice in this con- 
nection. 

Suppose that  the  explanation of the relations in Shi. 5 is correct. Then 
another thought will occur: the  second son, who is an  actual son of the 
common wife between the uncle and the eldest son, will violate the incest 
taboo, if he has sexual relations with wife of his eldest brother, i. e. his 
actual mother. He cannot have, therefore, fraternal polyandry in this case. 
Incest between the  mother and her son is practically unconceivable in this 
case. This possibility happens however, theoretically. In the case of 
chamadung marriage, therefore, i t  will be desirable to divide the house- 
holds of the  younger sons, who are  actually the sons of their eldest 
brother's wife, f rom that  of their  eldest brother. (See pp. 281-85.) 

The  ra te  of chamadung marriages will be lesser than that  of fraternal 
polyandry. Wi th  regard to this form of marriage, however, the following 
two questions which were already referred to will become understandable 
to some extent.  

(1) T h e  lags of age  between the nominal husbands and their wives 
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a r e  widely divergent, not only toward the  direction that  the age of the 
husband is older than his wife but also towards the  other direction that 
the  seniority between the both is reversed. Not a few wives who are 
considerably older than their  husbands a r e  found even in the cases of the 
eldest son. 

(2) Despite existence of a liberal atmosphere for  sexual relations even 
in their  immatured ages, women a t  the  t ime of thei r  first child-birth are not 
so young contrary to expectation, i f  the  genealogical pedigrees are correct. 
In connection with this point, the  information obtained from an informant 
that  generally the ages  of women a t  marr iage begin a t  17 or 18 may not 
be so unreliable. In the above-mentioned case of Fig. 147 in Shi. 5, for  
exanlple, we find that ,  when the eldest son's wife married, she was still 

younger and soon begot her first child. 

8. Celibacy, Divorce and Extraordinary Marr iage 

Concerning male celibacy, we have found tha t  most of them lived a 
polyandrous life. Among the  five examples of spinsters who are  above 45, 
one is a peon about whom something will be stated later. The  other four 
have such noticeable characteristics in common a s  follows (Ka. 6, Pra. 9, 
Pra. 17, and Shi. 6): 

(1) In each of those cases, the  siblings of the  spinsters, especially 
brothers, a re  rnany. (In the  case of Ka. 6, male 2, female 2 ;  in Pra. 9, 
male 4, female 1 ;  in Pra. 17, male 2, female 1 ;  in Shi. 6, male 3, female 2). 

(2) T h e  spinsters a re  the eldest sisters in the  two cases where there 
a re  sisters. In the  viewpoint of seniority throughout all the siblings, they 
a re  generally older among thei r  siblings. (The first in the four in Ka. 6; 
the  second in the five in Pra.  9 ;  the  second in the  three  in Pra 17; the 
second in the  five in Shi. 6). 

(3) In each of the  three  cases out of four,  the  spinster is cohabiting 
with her youngest brother who is the  household master of the family, and 
whose family was separated from his elder brother's family. In the last 
case of the four, the spinster and her youngest brother did not separate 
their  family from the  elder brother's, and in th is  case not the elder 
brothers but the  youngest brother is the  household master. Those spin- 
s ters  a r e  respectively 5, 9, 4, and 9 years older than thei r  youngest brother. 

(4) In two cases the  youngest brothers a r e  bachelor, and the other 
two a r e  married. Particularly in the  case of Pra. 17, the  household master, 
who is the youngest brother, separated his family from his elder brother's 
family, although he was a bachelor a t  the  t ime of branching, and he is 
still unmarried, living only with his elder sister ,  a spinster. Furthermore, 

in one of the  cases in which the  youngest brother was married he estab- 
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lished his new household when he was 20 with his eldest sister who was 

29 years old. Th i s  case is that  of Pra. 9, and the time order of branching 
was second in the  three cases in which the three brothers separated their 
own fanlilies f rom the original tshony family, as already stated (see p, 
250, pp. 251-52, p. 253 and pp. 283-84). 

(5) Except only for  one case the spinsters' brothers do not have older 
wives than then~se lves ;  in the case of Ka. 6, the eldest brother is 3 years 
older than his wife  and the youngest brother is of the same age with his 
wife;  in Pra. 9, the eldest brother is 7 years older and the second brother 
is 6 years older, but with the exception of the third brother, who is the 
present head of th is  tshong family (Pra. 2)) being 13 years younger than his 
wife, and the youngest four th  brother, again, is 9 years older; in Pra. 13 
(the elder brother of Pra.  17), he is of the same age wit11 his wife ;  in Shi. 
6, the eldest son is  11 years older. 

The  writer  would like to add other two more pieces of information: 
the only unmarried women whose age is between 25 and 44 years old is 
EBrDa of that  s t range family Khimbe Pharwa (Pra. 10). She is now thirty 
years old and also the oldest of her sisters and her brother. Her fanlily 
includes a bachelor, her father's younger brother. Secondly, the daughter 
of 23 years old, of Khimjung Topgyal (Ka. 4), became a nun so as to remain 
a spinster, a s  pointed out in Par t  I (see p. 211 and p. 276). And again in 
this case she is the oldest among the three sisters. 

What kind of conclusion can be drawn from the state of things men- 
tioned above? (1) T h e  possibility that  she is married with her youngest 
brother is not acceptable, because they are not only in the relation of 
phazang to each other but  also one of the members of a same nangzang 
(family), and if married, i t  means to violate the incest taboo. As for pro- 
ximity of their  blood relations there are  the following cases: she and he 
are most distant  from each other among their siblings in their ages and 
relative orders of seniority. If their  actual parents are not same, then the 
four cases of mutual  relations shown in Fig. 148 will be imaginable logically. 
The relationship of her  youngest brother with her is: her MoSo or FaBrSo 
in A ;  in B, i t  is MoSo or FaMoSoSo; in C, FaBrSo; and in D, FaMoSoSo. 

(2) There  is also possibility that  the life of celibacy is requested for 
them by the  outsiders. Th i s  presumption will meet the kinship taboo 
which prohibits the  marriage between the two of the same pkazang. If 

the elimination of such possibility that  the eldest daughter may get  her 
husband from the  outside and by doing so she may plan to inherit her 
nangzang, is the  purpose of this kind of custom, \vhy she should not marry 
o u t ?  In fact, the out-marrying of the first daughter is more frequently 
done in order to avoid becoming a spinster. It will remain as a question 
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Fig. 148. Possible cases of kin relat io~ls  bcbtwcberl :I sistc,r i ~ n d  ;I brothcr 
when either o f  their parcnts is not culnmon to  thcam. 

why her youngest brother is liable to be chosen a s  her cohabitant. On the 
other hand, the lact that  the  eldest daughter  is liable to be separatetl f rom 
her original family with her immature  youngest brother, is s1lggestive, 
when we consider that  it will contribute to avoid frictions in the right of 
house wife, which seenis to be very s t rong according to the reports of 

some explorers in Tibet .  In other words, when we recognize the tendency 
that  the  accentuation of husband is transferred side by side with trans- 
ference of the r ight of household master in the  polyandrous family, such a 
tendency means a t  the  same t ime liability of a close combination between 
the  right of the household master and that  of house wife. The woman 
who copes with the wife of the  household master for the r ight of house- 
wifeship will be the eldest sister, whose age  is close to that  of the wife. 

Since polyandry is recognized among them, surplus women must be 
found there as  a mat ter  of course. But the  reason why they should, or 
are  liable to, be the  eldest sisters who live with thei r  youngest brothers 
is unknown to the writer .  With  solution of th is  question, we can expect 
the entire understanding of the  Tibetan polyandrous system. Nevertheless, 
rules or regulari t ies in the  happening of spinsters who a r e  related with 
the polyandry necessarily, will afford a n  indirect proof of the  polyandry as 
a n  institution. 

A case of extraordinary marr iage is  found in Shi. 1, which adopted a 
bridegroom from the outside, i. e., the  village of Lokpa. Th is  is the sole 
case in which two sisters have a common husband. T h e  village informant 
explained: " He married the younger sister, because his first wife, the 
elder sister, gave birth to no child." But this polygyny was, no doubt, the 
relation expected since adoption of the  bridegroom. I t  was not the case of 
sororate, in which one marries his wife's younger sister  after  having 
divorced his wife, but  he had two wives a t  the  same time. When inter- 
viewed, Dako Pu and his f r iends  always identified, without hesitation, a 
wife as  belonging to some one, even though she was a common wife of 
plural husbands. But in this case Dako Pu showed sl ight hesitation to 
answer and identified the sisters a s  his wives. I t  is worth noticing that the 
age  of the husband was between those of the  elder and younger sisters. 
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It must be noticed again that  this only case of husband marrying into 

family"') was of the tshony family in Shimmushe, for, according to 

the villagers, " T h a t  family had no male heir." But in the case of Pra. 5, 
there were two women in the fanlily, a woman, as  head of family and her 
daughter, though she did not marry a man who could eventually become 

the heir. In  the case of Pra. 17, the head o l  family is a bachelor of 41 
years old, and he lives with his elder sister, a spinster. It is, therefore, 
natural that  his family should eventually die out unless he had taken a 

wife long ago. Pra.  12 was the case in which the wife of 36 years of age 
has not given birth to a son yet. In Pra. 14, as the husband has an old 
wile, there is no hope of having a son. As long as the younger brother 
of the husband has no son, their family will become extinct. Therefore 
this lshong family alone seems to be an exceptional case in such matrilocal 
sisters polygyny, which aims a t  securing an heir to avoid complete extinc- 
tion of the  family. 

But the case in Pra. 2, which was also of a islwng family is in con- 
tradiction with the case previously mentioned. In general the eldest son 
is heir of a family, but there a re  two exceptional cases here. In one of 
these the eldest son of a lslwng family set up a branch family. Though 

Fig. 149. A supposition which explains the inheritance of household n~;~stcr 's  
s ta tus  a n d  housewife in the tsfzong's family of Prangar. 

Notes: (1) Thiclc numbers  a r e  the timely order of transition of the status 
of household master in the tshong finlily. 

(2) T h e  numbers  in  the  parenthesis a re  the timely order of family 
branchings from the  tshong family. 

(3) A: T h e  present household master of the tshong family. 
(4) T h e  number below the sign of each member is oncb's current ;I@', 

including t h c  case of thc dead, in 1953. 

95) T h e  marriage in which a husband marries into a family is generally called " Mar 
P a "  in Tibet. (Shen Tsung-Lien & Liu Shen-Chi (1953) : Tibet otrd the 'I'ibetons. p. 142.) 
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this eldest son died rather young, he had a son and the second brother 
also had a son. But it was the third son who succeeded the t s b g  f a m i l " ,  
and when he had found that  he wauld not have a son (for his wife was 
already 45 and had only a daughter  a t  that  time), he had his elder brother, 
the second brother, s tar t  a branch family. Whether or not one had a son, 
therefore, it did not provide him with qualification of beconling the sue- 
cessor of a family (see also p. 250 and pp. 251-52). T h e  fact that i n  the 
case of Ka. 1 the eldest son was the successor shows that  it was not the 
rule in the case of the successor of tshong that  the eldest son was avoided. 
In short, their fanlily relations puzzle us much. If the writer gives f u l l  
play to his imagination to explain this case, with the  aid of his supposition 
on chamadung by which he explained why the  elder sister  remained single, 
he will have Fig. 149, which means " t h a t ,  if the eldest son wants to succeed 
the family, he must accept the  chamadung wife who once belonged to his 
uncle, the  ex-head of the  family a f t e r  his real father.  But, when he de- 
clines the uncle's wife, the only th ing he can do is to establish a branch 
family. If we suppose that  the second son also gives up  his right, the 
third son is naturally the only descendant in a direct  line of his father. 
If the four th  son succeeds af ter  his actual  fa ther  who is also his elder 
brother's uncle, the line of th is  family will not go to the orthogenetic 
descentants, but i t  will follow the  series of :  fa ther  + uncle -t uncle's son. 
I t  was to avoid th is  for the  fourth son to have set  up  a branch family at 
the age  of 20 with his elder sister. If th is  supposition is true, the uncle's 
wife must have given bi r th  a t  the  age  of 16 to her  first child who was 
the first son. In this case also, i t  is supposed tha t  the  eldest son has no 
possibility to succeed a f t e r  his f a the r  but  the  headship of the family is 
succeeded from f a t h e r +  uncle -,father's younger son. In  this manner 
there is seen a n  adjustment between the  principle of direct male line and 
that  of household mastership." (In this connection, see a section on pro- 
perty system in pp. 296-98.) 

Th is  explanation supposes the  marital  rule that  one who wants head- 
ship of a family must necessarily accept the  wife common to his seniors. 
When he declines this, i t  means tha t  he must have another wife and set 
up a branch family. If we suppose here  chamadung (Fig. 147, pp. 277-79) to 
be exist ing in the  case of Shi. 5, a s  in the  case of the  tshong family men- 
tioned above, i t  proves that  the  eldest son succeeded headship of the house, 
even though he lived with his f a the r  as  well a s  his uncle, because he 
consented to accept the  uncle's wife. If the  uncle is satisfied only with 
the wife common to his elder brother, without having a chamadung wife, 
there is no problem. All o l  the children a r e  recognized as  the elder 
brother's children, a s  we have seen in the  case of Shi. 6, 8 and Pra. 6. 
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And, so fa r  a s  the mother is concerned, she is the actual ,nother to a]] 

children. In case of chamadung, the children sonletinles happen to ha1.e 
different parents in one generation. In the case of Pra. 6, in which the 
eldest brother (Pra. 8) set up a branch family, separating himself from 
the original family of his fa ther  and uncle, it is clear that the uncle 
accepted the wife of the father,  but he does not seem to have chamadung 

relations to his nephew, the father's eldest son. Accordingly, even though 
the second son succeeds headship of the family, it does not mean that the 
father's family line shi f ts  to another one coming from other parents. This  
explanation shows us that  whether or not one accepts his senior's wife as  
his own depends mainly on his choice. Even the eldest son of the tshotrg 
family is, therefore, admitted to establish a branch family, when he de- 
clines to marry  his uncle's wife. It may be interpreted in the way that 
they a re  really accepting such a cultural norm as  to respect others' liberty 
and also to claim their  own. 

Divorce and remarriage a re  noticed only in the case of Pra. 14 upon 
which the writer  have already touched. (See p. 260.) And remarriage after  
a wife's death was seen in the case of Shi. 3. In the former case, we must 
pay attention to the  following facts:  the husband and wife were both 
deuterogamists; the  husband was robbed of his former wife; he was head 
of a household; the  wife was too old to continue her married life. Accord- 
ing to the  villagers she was so rich that she remarried without remaining 
single in order to keep holding her fortunes. Concerning this matter, the 
reader is requested to refer to a section on property (pp. 296-98). One of 
the cases in which a n  uncle was robbed of his wife by his nephew was 
that of Labrang of which the  writer have already reported. As these a re  
the materials the  writer  could gather from villagers by chance, he suspects 
there must be more cases of divorce, remarriage, and struggle for gett ing 
a wife. 

Chapter VI. KINSHIP AND KINSIIIP TERMINOLOGY 

1. Intermarriage among Relatives 
Plzunghya i s  a general term for relatives. The term seems to include 

not only the  relatives in the phaxang, but those in the mother's line, and 
also affinal relatives. But the  writer could not quite understand how far  
the term goes. When the writer asked a villager about the estent  of the 

taboo against  consanguineous marriage as  it related to pl~unghya, old Baru, 
who was standing nearby, exclaimed vehenlentl!~, " No phtlnghya would ever 
think of marrying each other. If there were, they'd be the same as  dogs ! " 
This cry prevented the  villagers from answering to the writer's question 
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Table 17. 'I'he cases of intermarriage between the  near relatives. 

Ki11-l.el;itlon of wife to husband Family number Position of husband f r o n ~  the  husband's side 

Ka. 2 1So MoHr1)a 

Ka. 5 l lead H ~ W I S I  

Ka. 9 1 So FaSi 1)a 
I 

Shi. 3 1So ' S1fIuI3rL)a 

Shi. 8 E Br , MoHr1)a 

Lab. 1 Head , MoSi 

Lab. 1 YHr / MoHrDa, l'aS~L)a, BrSoWl 

Lab. 2 Head 

Note: (1) Head:  the head of a family. 
(2)  Position of husband is the  relation of a husband to the head of the family. 

what kinds of phunghya they were prohibited or prelerred to marry. 
Out of some 30 matrimonial cases between three tsoszirns and Labrang, the 

writer  will select 8 cases in which kinship relation between the husband 
and wife is clearly Itnown from their  genealogy and show them in Table 
17. (The head of the  husband' household is marlted " Head ". The table 
shows wife's relation to the  husband's from the  husband's side.) 

T h e  nearest kin relation in in termarr iage was the  case between Hu 
and MoSi who had been found in the s t range lama families. But even in 
this case, they observed the taboo tha t  those who a r e  of the  same phaznng 
are  prohibited to nlarry. It was between the  two groups of families, i.e., 
the lama families o i  Labrang and Ka. 2, that  had the  closest marriage re- 
lations. In addition to this, there  were two more cases of the same kind. 
One was between Pra.  16 and Shi. 3 ;  they exchanged each one of their 
woman within two generations. T h e  other was Shi. 8 ;  both the father and 
son married daughters of Ka. 2. 

These cases show a tendency toward cross-cousin marriage. Above all 
i t  a t t rac ts  our at tention tha t  marr iage between MoBrDa are  more pre- 
dominant than that  between FaSiDa. So tha t  the  statements by Sir J.G. 
Frazer about the Tibetans qnd the  Lepchas a s  well a s  the Bhotiyas in Al- 
nlora District, U.P., a re  not contradictory with these examples in Tsumje. 
He says that  in ei ther olr them, the  cross-cousin marr iage is permissible. 
Especially in the case of MoBrDa, it is ra ther  preferred, while the case of 
FaSiDa is a little prohibitive, and the case of FaBrDa is decidedly pro- 
hibited. ''" Paul Benedict also puts stress on the Cross-cousin marriage 

96) Sir James George Frazer (1919) : Folk-lore i?t the Old 7'eslament. Vol. 11, p. 129 
& 134. 
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anlong the Tibetans f rom the viewpoint of kinship terminology. 9:) 

2. Killship Terminology q8) 

w e  could not collect accurate and satisfactory data on this subject, 
because we had not enough time to devote ourselves to i t .  The  inform- 
ants' statements were often contradictory. Of these data the writer will 

pick up only those which seem accurate and show tllern in Fig. 150. I n  
Fig. 150, the term of reference is shown, when Ego is a male, which some- 
times is abbreviated Rf. T h e  term of address is abbreviated as  ~ d .  

A ~ A o A  , , A;u O A O A ~  " h 7 1  A y t u  
Ajhang An1 Au Hhuru Ayd 

nn 
Tsau Tsamo 

A 0 
Ajhang An1 

I 

A 6 r  
shangjung Aje Nga PGe S h i j u n g  

Fig. 150. Kinship terms in Tsumjc. 

(1) Primary Relatives 
Father is aya, mother ama. These words are  common in Ad. (The 

Sherpas call f a the r  Papa and mother ama.) Besides them the writer learn- 

ed a word ava which, he suspects, means the father or  the father and 

97) Paul K. Benedict (1942) ; " Tibetan and Chinese Kinship Terms ", IIanvrr~floumd 
of Asiatic Slurlies, Vol. VI, pp. 317-18. 

98) Refer Benedict's excellent paper. 0 p .  cil. pp. 313-37. 
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father's brother. But when he asked the villagers iurllier to explain [his 
word, their  answer was that  the use ol' this  word was heard i l l  olller v i l -  

lages and they disapproved i ts  being used in their  village. EBr is ajo (acl,o), 
YBr nb, ESi a j e  and YSi numu (nuvno; nomu). (The Sherpas call EBr crcho, 
YBr anga,  ESi acha, and YSi numo.) When the younger addresses the elder, 

la which implies respect for the elder is added, for instance, " ajo In ", aje 
In" and so on. When the younger is addressed by the elder, he is called 
by name. There  a re  some definite words to indicate brothers in order of 

age, such as  chojo (chojho) fo r  the  eldest, pharzoa lor the second or general. 
ly for  the middle, and p u  chima for  the youngest. T h e  nppelations are used 
not only Ad., but for those belonging to the different generations, and also 
Ilelonging to other families, a s  is of ten the  case with chojo. The appela- 
tions such as  pharwa and p u  chirna have a tendency toward being recogniz- 
ed as  their given names, a s  already stated in p. 212. T h e  eldest sister is 
called aje, the second a j e  plzarzua, (when she is younger than Ego, she is 
called pun20 pharzua) and the youngest pumo chima in case of three. 

Children a re  generally called Phiza (puizn). Those belonging to other 
families a re  called phiza frequently. When one wants to discriminate his 
own child Iron1 others, he calls i t  n g a i  phiza which means ' m y  child'. 
Sons are  p u  (phu) and daughters  pumo. T h e  eldest son is chojo, the second 
pharwa, and the  youngest p u  chhunga. When three  a re  arranged in the 
order of age, the eldest daughter  is aje, the second pumo pharzna, and the 
youngest pumo clzlzunga. T h e  wife is called pinze by her husband. For the 
Ad. he accosts his wife by her name. And also she is sometimes addressed 
with "(phiza kyi) arna"  which means a mother (of a child). 

(2) Secondary Relatives 
Grandfathers, FaFa and MoFa, a re  both nzeme. (This means a family 

in place of nangzang in Sangda (C. 32). I t  seems to have the same mean- 
ing in Lho (C. 47).) Grandmothers, both of FaMo and MoMo, are called ibi. 
Meme and ibi a re  also used for Ad. (We have heard that  the Sherpas 
called FaFa and FaMo as  well a s  MoFa gaga,  and MoMo a m a  gaga.) FaBr 
is a u  whether he is younger or older than his father.  There are some 
words to indicate a u  in the order of age,  such a s  nu, a u  pharwa, and au 
chkima. These a re  also used for Ad., but  the  a u  who is younger than Fa 
is sometimes is addressed with his own name. FaSi is generally called 
nni. In the order of age  from the elder to the  younger, they are called 
a n i  chhemo, a n i  plzarwa and a n i  chhima. They  a re  sometimes addressed by 
their  own names with the suffix ani. 

MoBr is called ajhang. According to seniority they a re  a jhang  (eldest), 
ajlzangplzarwa (middle), ajhangchhima (youngest), and so on. MoSi is called 
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hhuw. Again according to seniority they are  hhuru chhumu, hhuru f i b w ,  
h k u ~ u  chkima, and so on. Th is  term is used in such a combination as "her  
proper name t- hhuru"  in address. 

To take the example of the eldest brother's children, BrSo is called 

~ho jo  ko pu, and BrDa chojo ko Pumo. But they are also called simply pu, 
pumo, etc. a s  in case of Ego's own children. In address pu and pumo are 
also frequently used along with the proper name. These terms are also 

said to be applied to SiSo and SiDa in the same manner. Ego's SoSo is 
called tsau, and SoDa tsatno (or Isamu). 

Ego's lBrWi is hlzuru or ckojo ko pime. But i t  is unknown whether or 
not the term hhuru is used for  Ego's 2BrWi. It is highly probable that 
this tern1 is used for  Ego's elder brother's wife. In address hhum or the 
proper name is used for  EBrWi. Ego's SiHu is makpa. But the term 

~nakpa generally designate a bridegroom. They use, therefore, such a des- 
criptive term as  a je  kyi makpa (elder sister's husband) for a specific bride- 
groom. SoWi is nama, And this term is also applied to a bride generally. 
When he calls his son's wife he calls her by her proper name or adds 
nama to it. DaHu is also makpa. In the simple use of the term, i t  often 
means DaHu. When he is addressed, his proper name is used. 

WiFa is a jhang  and WiMo ani. WiBr is slzangiung. WiSi is said to be 
ngai pime kyi phung, a descriptive expression which means " m y  wife's 
kinsman ". In address the terms ajo and a je  for his olders and the terms 
nd and numo for his your.gers are  applied, as in cases for his own siblings. 
Such an honorific expression as " Slzangjung la ! " for his older WiBr is also 
used in address. 

(3) Tert iary  Relatives 
With regard to Ego's tert iary relatives, the term yangme for great 

grandfather and the  term yangbi for great  grandmother are applied, regard- 
less the father's or mother's side. FaBrWi is Izhuru, and FaSiHu ajlmng. 
MoBrWi is a n i  and MoSiHu au. As for the question hoiv to call the chil- 
dren's generation of FaBr, FaSi, MoBr, and MoSi, answers were contradic- 
tory. Dalco Pu gave such descriptive terms as a u  ge p u  (uncle's son), ani 

kyi pu (aunt's son), a j h a n g  p u  (uncle's son), hlzuru ge pumo (aunt's daughter), 
etc. However, in addressing the son or daughter of FaBr and MoBr, a vil- 

lager used tsau and tsamu which were also applied to Ego's grand children. 
Another villager informed that  FaSiSo was ajkung shangjung, and FaSiDa 
hhuru. In th is  case FaSiHu is of course ajhung. 

Generally coincided statements of the villagers were obtained concern- 
ing the terms to address the  children of FaBr, FaSi, MoBr, and MoSi, which 
were the same a s  those of Ego's sibling, i. e. ajo, aje, no, numo, chojo, and 
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so on. These terms a re  sometimes used a s  terms of reference. TIlese 
however, also applied to a wife's sibling belonging to the same generation 
as  Ego's, in the same manner. At the same time, the terms phizn, pu and 
puma are  sonletinles used a s  terms of reference lor lliose relatives who  
belong to the sanle generation as  that  of Ego's children. T o  indicate k in -  
ship, such a descriptive term as  a u  kyichojo kyipumo which literally means 
the a uncle's eldest son's daughte r"  is used. And to address such a person 
his proper name or s i n ~ p l y  by p u ,  pumo, etc. is used. Anyway, the two 
terms, meme and tsau a re  related in a way worth noticing to the rules of 

their inherited property which will be stated later. 

(4) General Features 
Now, the wri ter  tu rns  to point out some remarkable characters i n  k in -  

ship terminology. First,  indication of sex is clear in almost all the terms. 
Next, indication of seniority is also noticeable. Viz. the  prefix a- for the 
elder and no- for the younger a r e  employed for  Ego's siblings and these 
are  more frequently used than the  terms to indicate sex. Sometimes such 
terms as  chhojo, pharwa, and puchima a r e  used not only for his siblings 
but for those belonging to the  same generation a s  his a s  terms of refer- 
ence a s  well a s  of address. T h e  prefix a- i s  included in seven elementary 
terms, i. e., ajo, aje, aya, ama, au ,  ani, and ajhang, which means those older 
than Ego, but which include both the  father's and the  Ego's generations. 
An honorific term la is frequently used for Ego's elders in address. For 
Ego's youngers, on the other hand, thei r  proper names a re  frequently used 
without the honorific la. These facts show the  importance of expressing 
the relative order of age. 

T h e  two pairs of the  words, a u  and hhuru, and a jhang  and ani, are 
always used for calling the  couples. But the  application of the terms i n  
relation to Ego, is reversed according to thei r  parental lines, that is to 
say, the  term a u  is used for  FaBr, MoSiHu; the  term ani, for FaSi and 
MoBrWi; the  term ajhang, for FaSiHu and MoBr; the  term hhuru, for 
FaBrWi and MoSi. Ajkang  is applied also to WiFa, and a n i  to WiMo. 
Namely, all the  secondary and ter t iary  relatives of parents' generation 
except the  parents themselves a r e  termed by classificatory terms. 

However, the  only exceptional term which does not have the prefix a- 

among the  terms which designate those relatives, older than Ego, except 
those for the  grandparents and great-grandparents,  is the term hhuru. 
Th is  is suggestive. Hhuru is used not only lor FaBrWi and MoSi, but for 
EBrWi. (It may also be used for  FaSiDa or MoBrDa, but definite informa- 
tion to confirm it  is lacking.) Unlike the  other seven kinship terms which 

have the prefix a-, the three statuses designated by the  term are distri- 
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buted from parents' generation to  Ego's. In the cases of the other seven 
terms mentioned above, the statuses disignated by each term 

are conlined to one generation in each case. 
Among tliese three kinds of relation in which the tern1 hhuru is a p  

plied, the one between Ego and MoSi is the case in which marriage is 
a s  exemplified in the table showing marriages among near 

relalives (Table 17). In this case, she is MoYSi. And so fa r  as chamadung 
marriage is recognized, the  marriage between Ego and FaBrWi must be 
also allowed, and indeed FaBrWi is also called hhuru. The  last case of 

hhuru's status, i. e. EBrWi, corresponds to the wife of a fraternal poly- 
andry. I i  Ego coincides with the eldest brother, then his lrhuru FaBrWi 
is permitted to become Ego's wife a t  the same time, which is a case of 
chamadung marriage.  T h u s  in all the cases of hhuru, she is a 1 u . a ) ~ ~  allow- 
ed to be a potential or actual wife of Ego, regardless of the generation 
which she belongs to. T h u s  some correspondent relations between kinship 
tern~inology and social organization are  found out. Can we say that the 
three women, FaSi, MoBrWi and WiMo, commonly called by the term nni, 
are prohibited to marry  E g o ?  FaSi lives within the same clan with Ego 
and the relation between both is that  of phazang to each other. The mar- 
riage is, therefore, prohibited as  incest taboo, and we cannot find any ex. 
ample throughout the  genealogical trees. However, a case of cross-cousin 
marriage between Ego and .FaSiDa is found. Therefore, the limits of in- 
cest taboo will be found between FaSi and FaSiDa. Marriage between Ego 
and MoBrWi or WiMo cannot be found in Table 17. Both MoBrWi and 
WiMo have no biological kin relation with Ego and also are not members 
of the same clan A which is Ego's but belong to clan B. They are born in 
the clan C (which may coincide with the clan A in some cases) and marry 
into clan B. T h u s  she  should live in clan B. So far  as the rule of core- 
sidence is imposed on them, she cannot marry Ego. When she was born 
in clan A and joined clan B, the rule of incest taboo prevent her to marry 
Ego. Thus  in cases of anj, she cannot marry Ego. Whether MoSiDa is 
marriageable with Ego or not is unknown to the writer. 

Chapter VII. PROPERTY-ITS OWNERSIIIP, LENnING AN11 
LEASING, AND ECONOMIC STRATIFICATION 

With regard to property the  writer could obtain only scanty data. The  

reason of fai lure was shortage of time and the at t i tude of the villagers 
who used to refuse to talk about i t  and to show documents concerning them. 

1. Land 

The forest and pasture lands are  said to belong to the state, so that 
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they are  not the individual property. If someone changes his pasture land 

under use from for  example A to B, any other  villager can use A. fo r  
the lands for fire wood or building wood, there is nothing to regulate their 
personal use. I t  is, however, only between the  individuals and there 
some regulations between Tsumje and i t s  neighbouring villages; this pro- 

blem of village terri tory of Tsumje has  already been described (p. 231). F~~ 
instance, the  meat of a cow which had belonged to a Tsumje villaRcr and 
died af ter  s t raying into the terri tory of an  adjacent village, was shared 
in halves between the owner and the  people oT the  adjacent villarSe. (See 
p. 191.) 

T h e  cultivated land are,  however, usually owned by individual families 
and temples. They belong to some part icular member of some particular 
family. It is doubtful whether someone's cultivated fields are  restricted 
within the terri tory of his village. For example, Nurbu Thunlup, the head 
of Ka. 9, who recently made his son manage his fields within the village 
territory, now goes out to cultivate his fields located within the territory of 
the T a r u n g  village, spending much of his t ime there. Khimjung Gangto 
Puchima, 3So of Ka. 4, 29 years old, also has his fields within the territory 
of another village outside Tsumje and goes there, wi th  his brothers, to 
work, sometimes overnight. 

In addition to th is  private ownership of cultivated fields, there exists 
a system of land leasing, which is called shejin. If A who is poor borrows 
money from B who is rich, and if i t  amounts to the  sum beyond A's pay- 
ing ability, A will beg B to lend him a part  of B's land for cultivation 
under the condition that  half of the  crops will be shared with B and the 
borrowed money will be paid out of the  crops which A will get  from the 
field. In another case, A gives B his cultivated field a s  a security for bor- 
rowing. If A cannot pay the money back to B dur ing the  next three years, 
the land goes to B, the  lender. T h e  lamaseries in the  neighbourhood also 
have land and practice shejin (land leasing). They  take half of the crops 
f rom the  land. But the  lama family in Mande is observed by the writer 
to be working in the  field surrounding the  lamasery. They a re  not neces- 
sarily enjoying unproductive privileges of landowner. 

As for  lending and borrowing of agricultural  tools, the  borrower pays 
fees to the  lender. When he is too poor to pay i t  in money, he pay it by 
his labour for a few days. T h e  ildo also, which is a yard for drying and 
threshing wheat and barley a f t e r  the harvest ,  i s  borrowed by the poor 
who does not have it. If the  period is  only for a day, i t  is free. If it is 

longer than several days, he assists the lender's work dur ing a few days, 
whenever the  lat ter  wants. In  such a manner,  their  ideas of economy, in 
private ownership and lending and borrowing, a r e  well developed. 
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2, Domesticated animals 
Concerning the  domesticated animals, their most important movable pro- 

perty, a tendency toward private ownership is quite noticeable. The an;- 
nlals do not belong to each family but to each member of the family,  a t  

least to adult member regardless the sex. Moreover, sometimes even im- 
matured individual of ei ther sex has his or her own animals. This is an 
undoubtful fact deduced from the writer's interviews with many villagers. 
The table shows the  cases (Table 18). 

There a re  several kinds of animals, and, therefore, we cannot evaluate 
their property in animal unless we use some common scale to measure the 

values of all kinds or animals. T h e  writer adopts here the animal unit, a 
scale which has been used sometimes by the agricultural specialist. The  
writer define the animal unit : 1 animal unit = l  ox-1 cow-1 ~ 6 ~ 5  sheep: 
5 goats=100 fowls. (Originally the animal unit was determined in conside- 
ration of the amount of fodder consumption and produced manure by each 
kind of domesticated animalmy" T o  use i t  for measuring values of animal 
property is not, the  writer  believes, so inadequate.) In the above-mentioned 
cases, some calves will be included. However, all the recorded cases are  
here dealt with a s  adults. (See the last column in Table 18.) 

According to the  results of such kind of processing, comparisons of 
some cases a r e  as  follows: In comparing the an i~na l  property of the house- 
hold master with that  of other members of the family, the former has 6.8 
animal units  per capita in the  average of 8 cases, whereas the latter has 
3.4 per capita in the  average of 20 cases. The value, however, is largely 
divergent within each category. T h e  largest and smallest values in the 
cases of household master a r e  16.2 and 2.2 respectively. Those of the non- 
household master a r e  12.6 and 0.0 (four members) respectively. 5.21 animal 
units per capita a r e  owned in the cases of 20 men, and 2.15 animal units 
per capita in those of 8 women. In these cases too, the divergences of 
values a re  remarkable. But the  values of those owned by wonien do not 
exceed 5.0 animal units. If we consider the age stratification, any clear 
relation is hardly found between age seniority and the amount of animal 

property in ei ther sex. 
The whole animal property of each family is identical with the animals 

owned by all the  members of the family. I t  is, however, hardly estimated 
from the table. I n  the  case of Ka. 4, they are  ca. 6.6 animal units, except 
those of the wife and two daughters (both of the two daughters a re  under 
20 years old). However, the first daughter, staying still in this family but 

already adopted by her  uncle lama to become a nun, owns 3 animal units 

99) See, for instance, L. Buck (1937) : Lotul Utilizatiot, in  chi^. 
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Table 18. Animals owned by individuals. 

Kelationship I 

No. 
No. of with Sex Age Animals 1 An~n~al  / family master , unlt 

1 

which have been given her by her  uncle, a lama of the Prembo lamasery. 
When these 3 animal uni ts  a r e  deducted f rom the  total of 6.6, only 3.6 
remain in the  family Ka. 4. On the  other hand, there  is a tendency that 
females have fewer animals, a s  mentioned above. T h e  total animal units 
in this family, accordingly, amount only 6 or so. However, the family Ka. 
5 has a t  least 27.8 animal units  which a r e  the sum of the possessions of 
1So and 3So. Besides these two members, th is  family includes another man 

1 
1 Ka. 1 1 1 Da 9 1 23 Cow 1, Sheep 6. j 2 .2  

I 
2 ,, 1 1% 1 21 Sheep 21. 1 4 . 2  

3 ,, 2 1s0 ,$ , 41 ' Cow 10, Sheep & Goat 13. 

4 , 2 , hired labourer ,$ ' 45 None 
I 

1 none 
5 ( , ,  3 Da 1 20 None I none 

6 ,, 4 Ego ,$ 58 Cow 1, O x  for plowing 2. I 3.0 

7 ,, 4 1 So ,i ' 31 None ; none 

8 ,, 4 2So 6 : 30 Sheep 3. 1 0.6 

9 ,, 4 3So 8 29 

10 ,. 4 1 Da $ 23 

11 ,, 5 Ego ,$ 58 

Fowl 3. / 0.03 
Milking COW 2, Sheep 5. 1 3.0 

Zbrno 4, Cow 5, Sheep 10. I 11.0 

12 ,, 5 1 So ,$ 24 , Ox 4, Cow 1, Sheep 1. 5.2 

13 ,, 5 ' 3So .r 15 ~ b ; n o  5, Ox 2, Cow 2, Sheep 13. 11.6 

14 ,, 6 Ego O x  2, Cow 4, Sheep 2. 

15 ,, 6 Si 4, Calf of Zbrno 1. 

16 ,, 7 W i  

6.4 

5.0 

2.0 

17 ,, 7 4Da 9 I 14 / ZB 2. 1 2.0 

18 ,. 8 Ego 6 54 / O x  1, Sheep 8. 1 2.6 
19 Pra. 1 W i  Y 1 3 0  1 0 x 1 .  

20 , ,, 1 l F a y  Br a I 46 1 None 

1.0 

none 

21 ,, 4 ' YBr i 8 1 21 1 Cow 5. 5.0 

2 2 ,  ,, 6 Ego I 6 58 

23 ,, 7 '  Ego ?, 3 3  

24 Shi. 1 Ego 8 ' 33 

25 ,, 2 1So 5 , 12 
26 ,, 3 '  3% ' 6 20 

Sheep 16. 1 3.2 

O x  1, Sheep 6. 1 2.2 

O x  3, Cow 4, Sheep 10. 9.0 

O x  2. 2.0 

O x  4, Cow 4, Goat 7. 

27 I ,, 4 Mo SJ 39 1 O x  1, Cow 1. 

28 , ,, 6 Ego 8 46 , O x  3, Cow 6, Sheep 20, Goat 16. 16.2 
I 

Note : (1 )  Animals simply expressed by the  te rm z 6  a r e  the  cases where sex is unknown. 
Bulls a re  included in " O x  ". 

(2) Fowls a re  owned by many people, but information is limited to  NO. 9. 
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and two women. Therefore,  the total of the animals owned by each mem- 
ber will exceed 30 animal units. Thus  the difference in the amount oi  

animal property in various families seems to be remarkable. In the case 
of the Baru family which is regarded to be very rich by the villagers, the 

aninials owned by his eldest son amount to 12.6. In Pharwa's family, who 
is also said to be very rich, the animals owned by his youngest son alone 
were valued a t  9.4. 

3. Immovable Property (Buildings) 
At Tsomdung, the most important pasture belonging to this community, 

which is located f a r  away, the villagers who have bovine animals depasture 
their cattles and PO'S throughout the grazing season, and go sometinles for 
watching their own animals for several days. They feed their sheep, goats 
and some bovines, which a re  in the milking period or used for cultivation, 
within their own stalls, and in that  case the village boys bring them out 
every morning to the  near-by pastures surrounding the settlements and 
again bring them back to their  houses in the evening. The households 
that have this kind of cattles i. e. cattle and zo's fitted to pasturing in the 
distant pasture, Tsomdung, a re  said to amount to about 30% of the total 
households in the community. Some of them own a kind of watching huts 
It? in Tsomdung. These 117s too belong to the individuals. In the case of 
Prangar, the families who have lgs a r e :  Chhumbel (Pra. 3), Puchima (Pra. 
9) and Kale (Pra. l l ) ,  each of whom has a It?; and another It? is owned in 
common by Sinon (Pra. 2) and Lumbe Pu (Pra. 4). Among the five families 
who own four l@s in all, the four except Kale are brothers, who have se- 
parated their  households in recent years. 

T h e  mill, chhuta, belongs to the individual. In order to process their 
staple food, tsampa, they need water-mills to grind the grains. They have 
a kind of stony hand-mill lakw, but i t  is not efficient enough. Generally 
speaking, the  water-mill is in general use in the Highland as well as in 
the Lowland. I t  is such a type of mill in which the wheel rotales hori- 
zontally. I n  a torrent lying between Khar and Yarcho, there are four 
water-mills all of which belong to the Khar villagers. Three of them are  
owned by individuals, and the last is a common property of some two vil- 
lagers. T h e  Tsumje villagers use those mills. Besides them, the villagers 
use another mill in the village, which is on the Malam river. This is 
Puchi's (Shi. 6). When they use those mills, they pay some fees to the 

owners. 
Of course their  most important imn~ovable properties are their own 

houses. In thei r  tongue, a village or community is yul, \vhile a settlement 
is tsosunz. T h e  term tsosum seems, however, rather to designate a clan as  
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a social group which is actually a clustered settlement in this district, 
When they express a settlement itself which consists of houses, tllc term 
lungba is also employed. The i r  residences a re  not tents i .  e. kur, but struc- 
tures. A house in this sense is khim. T h e  tern1 khan@n (or ih  
employed to designate a house. But th is  term is more frequently ~lsed to 
denote a chamber or a room, a s  in the case of clzhognng (a ritual room 
with Buddha's image). 

T h e  room for  cooking and dining is called thapsnn. The  sleeping room 
is zimjhun, the s i t t ing room and a t  the same time the  room tor visitors is 
&ongang, the storage for grains,  a zo, and the stable m or gothn. But i n  
the poor house one room is used as  tlie thnpsnn, zimjhun and so on. 

4. Inheritance of Property 

Property is called Kusha (or gujhn). When the  writer  asked then, the 
categories to classify their property, he found three kinds of kusha which 
a re  suggestive lor understanding of their  idea on property. (1) Tlie pro- 
perty created by the owner is called ngarang shembi kusha. (2) that made 
by the  grandfather  is called meme shembi kusha. (3)  that  made b y  the 
father is called nyn shembi kiishn. T h e  words ngarang, aya and meme mean 
" myself ", " fa ther  " and " grandfather ", respectively ; and the word shembi 
means " created " or " gained ". 

T h e  following was mainly obtained from a villager. But the writer 
had not sufficient time to check them whether they were correct or not, 
but  the reliability of those da ta  lies in the  fact tha t  the  informant was 
the eldest son of Baru, who was f rank and honest in interviews. In order 
to avoid confusion, the present male household master will be expressed by 
the term Ego, and the signs Fa, Da, etc. will be used to show the relation- 
ships of other relatives with Ego. 

(1) I n  a nangzang (family), Ego is responsible to take care of all pro- 
perties which belong to the members of the family, dur ing the period when 
he can manage nangzang. After th is  period, one of his sons inherits the 
r ight  of house keeping. In  this case the  inheri tor must  be the best worker 
and good-natured .man among the  members of his nangznng; whether he is 
the  eldest or youngest son does not matter .  Accordingly, the ownership of 
property and the right of house management a r e  separated from each other. 

(2) After the death of Ego, all the  property of Ego's Fa is inherited 
by Ego's 1So. T h u s  the  line of inheritance is f rom the  grandfather to the 
eldest of his grandson. At the  same time, Ego's all properties, movable 
and immovable, a re  eclually divided among So. When there is only one So, 
he is entitled to inherit all. 

In  dividing the immovable property such a s  cultivated larld, it is di- 
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~ i d e d  into equal portions and the rooms are  divided by those entitled to 
inherit. T h e  moval~le  property is equally divided after  assessment. On 
the occasion of assessment, not only all brothers concerned but the chief 

of the tsosum a r e  present. When a trouble arises out of assessment, they 
appeal to the central Government, which will dispatch an official to settle 

the dispule. Septu Lama, who is a subba, does not involve himself in such 
affairs. It  often arises in connection with inheritance of property that  all 
inheritors can not take food until a l ter  assessment is over. (Mr. Nakao 
informed the wri ter  tha t  in 1952 he came upon a scene, supposedly that of 
assessment in the  upper reaches of the Buri Gandaki River.) 

When Ego dies, and i f  their house belongs to Fa, all So except 1% 
must leave the house. 

(3) If ISo left  his nangzang (perhaps left the village), while Ego was 
still alive, 1So cannot obtain any portion of property on the death of Ego. 
But i f  lSoSo s tay  in the village, they will get  the right of inheritance in 
place of lSo, tha t  is  to say, they will get, besides all property of Fa, that 
portion of dead Ego's property together with 1SoBr. 

(4) When Ego with two So dies, and one of the So also dies leaving 
his wife and children behind, the surviving wife and children will inherit 
Ego's property equally with the other surviving So. In such a case, they 
are always dealt with a s  one unit, whether they are  (wife only), (wife and 
sons) or (sons only). 

(5) When Ego, whose wife and children died, passed away, Br and 
WiBr gather  together and sell property under the supervision of the chief 
of the tsosum. T h e  money raised by the sale is put in the custody of Br 
and WiBr. T h e  money will be donated for religious purposes, such a s  
worshipping rites, donation etc. in the name of the deceased. The  local 
lamasery is  always the  beneficiary in such a case. 

Those who a r e  in  the  same position as  this Ego a re  sometin~es liable 

to donate money for religious activities, while still alive. When such a n  
Ego had a daughter  who had been married into another family, she is 
called to witness the  sale of her deceased father and is entitled to buy 
anything she likes. 

(6) In  case Ego dies leaving only Wi behind, Br and WiBr gather 
together and witness disposal of the deceased's property together with Wi 
and the  chief of the  tsosum. Half of the property is given to Wi as  sub- 

sistence and the  remaining half is used in the manner mentioned in (5) 
for the purpose of praying happiness of the deceased in his after-life. In 

this case, too, if Ego had Da, she is  called to witness disposal of the Pro- 
perty and is  entitled to buy anything she likes. 

(7) In  case Ego dies leaving Wi and unmarried Da, the deceased's 
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property is divided into three pa r t s :  One for Wi, another for Da and the 
rest to be used in the manner nlentioned in (5) ancl (6) in the name the 
deceased. If this  Ego had two Da, his property will be divided into four ,  

and one-fourths will be donated for the. religious purposes. If in this case 
there a r e  two Da with Wi already dead, the property will be divided i n t o  
three, each of the Da receiving one-thirds and the remaining one-thirds 
spent in the name of the deceased. 

When there a r e  only female inheritors, the property will be divided by 
the number o f :  

(Number of Wi and Da) 1-1 (for religious use) 
(8) Suppose Ego is survived bv two So, two Da and one Wi,  his pro- 

perty falls into the three c:ittxgories: T h e  house, i a rm land,  and mov;tbles. 
In this case, the house goes to two So. Of the cattle, i f  there are  28 cows, 
8 will go to Wi, 6 to each of So, and 4 to each of Da. Other movables, 
a f t e r  assessment, will be equally divided anlong the  five. As to the farm 
land,  if there a re  16 lots, 6 will go to the deceased's wife, 3 to each of So 
and 2 to each of Da. 

Thus  it is customary to divide the fa rm land anlong Wi, So and Da 
in the ratio of 6 :  3 :2 ,  and cattle 4 :3 :2 .  In  th is  case Wi and Da may stay 
a t  any brother's i f  they like. Ordinarily they stay wit11 lSo's. As a nlatter 
of fact ,  on the part  of So too, they take care of only those Wi and Da i f  
they prefer.  When 1So is  r ich and other So, Da and Wi cannot support 
themselves, 1So will support them. 

When Wi dies, her fa rm land and nlovables a r e  equally divided between 
two So. But they cannot get  them unconditionally : They can sell them 
only to their phnznng members and they must use the money obtained by 
the sale in the manner mentioned in (5), or  if they want to retain them, 
they must donate the sum of money equivalent to the inherited property 
of the relib' T I O U S  use. 

When one of two unmarried Da dies, her possession, if she is the lDa, 
goes to lSo, and i f  she is 2Da, her possession goes to 2So. In either case, 
So must use the money equivalent to the inherited property for the reli- 
gious ri tes in the name of the deceased. T h e  same is t rue  in the case of 
the death of Wi. 

(9) Except the  properties of Ego and Fa, So cannot inherit any pro- 
perty without donating the  sum of money equivalent to the inherited pro- 
perty. 

5. T h e  Writer's Views on Inheritance 

One of the most important point in the nlatter  of property is:  "BY 
whom was i t  made ? " T h e  villagers invariably put emphasis on this point. 
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This may be due tb the independence of individuals in Tibetan-acculturat- 

ed society. A point worthy of notice is that all kinds of property are 
regarded to be made by the males. This  is quite in accordance with the 
rule that no property, once inherited by females, is never again i n h e r i t d  
by Inen gratuitously. 

Also the fact that  the three categories of property are confined to 
Ego, Fa and FaFa is noteworthy. In fact, a s  it is very rare that FaFaFa 
is conlen~poraneous with Ego, this classification of property may be said 
to be very adequate. Meanwhile, the fact is worthy of notice that their 
menlory goes back only so f a r  a s  the gerieration of FaFa, while they be- 
lieve that  they a r e  descendants of the same clannish ancestors. 

As to the manner of dividing property in inheritance, i t  nlay be dan- 
gerous to treat it too theoretically as  it is too generalized and diagrammatic. 
But attention should be directed to the iact that a clear distinction is 
drawn between inheritance from FaFa and that  iron1 Fa. 

Inheritance i rom FaFa to the grandson assures that the first brother 
of Ego's generation should inherit the property. This tendency toward a 
kind of primogeniture will support the idea of orthodox genealogy in the 
nangzang and the  Isosunz. 

Meanwhile, Fa's property is, a s  a rule, divided equally among the males 
of Ego's generation. If we recognize that  the financial basis is of import- 
ance in making branch families, the principle of equal distribution of pro- 
perty may be said to pronlote tendency of establishing branch fanlilies in 
this village. In any  way, i t  is worthy of notice that there is such a con- 
nection between meme (grandfather) and tsau (grandson). If there were 
no such connection between grandfather and grandchild, the consciousness 
of blood-relationship concentrated in original family in the clan would be 
jeopardized. But if there  were no principle that would stipulate an equal 
distribution of property from aya (father) to plural pu (sons), branching 
of tainily would be discouraged and a stable authoritarian fanlilisnl ac- 
companied wit11 primogeniture will appear. In such a case, ownership 
would become closely connected with the right of management of property 

by the household master. In such a case, there will appear an  0rder of 
genwalion'hierarchy, which is constructed upon gaps in generation. Because 

the r ight  of household master combined with the right of ownership of 
household property is handed down from the oldest one in a generation 

directly to the  oldest one in the next generation. The  form of marriage 
called " chanladung ", wllich is based upon " the principle of age gradation " 
but' neglect " the  principle of generation llierarchy ", would never be ac- 
cepted. Fraternal  polyandry would never become a reality, a s  the rigllt 

of the master of the  household could be transferred to the younger broth- 
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e r s  hand in hand with the accentuation of husband. Thus  this plurality 
in the inheritance of property, based upon division between owtlership and 
the r ight  of managemen1 seems to be in accord with the marriage and 
family system. 

If part  of Ego's property that  will be given to So is confined to the 
property Ego has created by himself, not including. the  property inherited 
from FaFa and Fa, Ego's accumulation of propcrty made af ter  his inherit- 
ance will have a great  bearing upon possibility of creating branch fanlilies 
by 2So and other younger sons. 

What is clear is that  Ego's own property is distributed a t  his 
not only to So but also to Wi and Da. I t  is also clear that  the property, 
or a t  least the  amount of money equal to the property, is used for nlain- 
tenance of the gompa and religious services. 

There  is possibility of Da leaving the  tsosum by marriage and Wi 
marrying again. What will become of thei r  property thus inherited ? The 
writer  knows one case. A rich woman married a man in another village. 
Af te r  the man had died, she  came to th is  village and married another 
man. T h e  reason of her  re-marriage was tha t  she  wanted to preserve her 
property. This  case shows tha t  a woman can mar ry  again,  taking her 
possessiolls with her. Of course the  property such a s  fa rm land cannot be 
brought along. 

T h e  point that  a woman's property must be bought by members of the 
clan a f t e r  her death shows that  a principle is in operation to bind the 
clan close together, in spite of the  s t rong tendency toward private owner- 
ship. 

6. Rich and Poor People 

As a whole their  standard of living is low. But they a re  different 
f rom family to family. There  is a fairly g rea t  difference between the rich 
and poor people. A look a t  the table showing the  number of cattle held 
by each family will convince us of this. Baru (Ka. 2) and Pharwa (Shi. 3) 
are  rich people according to the  standard of the  villagers. Tshir ing Angdoi 
(Ka. 5) is also a rich man. Each of their  households seems to have more 
than 30 animal-units, while the  poor people have less than 5. Those who 
have 18 (a shack for shepherds) and a water-mill may be considered rich. 

I t  appears that  there a r e  g rea t  vicissitudes in the  economic status 
among the  people. Luck seems to have great  influence. For instance, in 
a family where there were many female inheri tors a f t e r  the death of the 
fa ther ,  the family's property will decrease as  they leave the family. The 
fact  that  branching of family is in progress may have some influence upon 
the  econon~ic conditions of the  family. On the  other hand, the  talent of 
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the head of family seems: to have great  influence in this matter. 
The fact  that they a re  engaged in commerce besides agriculture and 

animal husbandry will have something to do with the frequency i n  "icis- 
situdes of families. In conlmerce where luck nlay play a larger part, 
individual talent is also of great  importance. It should be worthy of notice 
that in this case unlike in agriculture those who are  engaged i n  commerce 
are confined to males. 

Except in a single case, the head of household is a male. Individual 
talent is regarded as  important a s  conditions for this status. This shows 
that there is a close connection between the rise or fall of a fanlily and 
the talent of i t s  Iamily head. 

Anyway it is a mat ter  of interest that there were three female peons 
in this village: Two (50-year old and 21-year old ones) in Pra. 6 and one 
(13-year old one) in Pra. 14. They have some bearing upon the ratio of 
the unmarried women in the village. 

In this village, a life-term peon is called the Jamu, and a temporary 
one mela. T h e  13 years old girl  was nlela, and the other two were lamu. 
They came from villages not f a r  off from Tsumje. (The 13-year old one 
came from a village called Langzan in the area lying lower than Shin~mu- 
she.) All of them are  peons. The  two Jamus came from different villages. 
Their fathers borrowed money from the father of Gyelung Puchima (Pra. 6). 
As their fathers died before paying back the debt, they were made slaves. 

Meanwhile, a 45-year old man called Thundup who stays a t  the house 
of Raru works a s  a porter for the fanlily of Baru and for another family. 
He was born in the  near-by village called Duthi. Being very poor, he had 
neither house nor cattle. He is one of the rural wage workers in the 
Highland of which the  author has often mentioned. (See also pp. 97-98 
and p. 185.) He is a dull fellow. 

It is considered that  these peons and rural wage workers came into 
existence as  the  result of mishaps and of inferior illdividual talent. In the 

case of women, thei r  fortune is greatly influenced by the talent of the head 
of household to which they belong. Because of these reasons, men and 
women a r e  forced to leave their native villages and transplanted in other 
villages to become peons or lowest labourers. This is seen throughout the 

Highland. T h e  primary cause for their misfortune is economic, direct or 
indirect. Particularly in the case of female peons, the cllaracteristics of 

the Tibetan-acculturated inhabitants who put en~phasis on males' individual 
talent is clearly seen.loO) 

100) It appears that there were a considerable number of slaves throughout Nepal till 
the emancipation of slaves in 1924. Landon: op. cit. vol. 11, pp. 163-72. 
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When nlucll of their  happiness dt>pt.nds llpol.1 Ihc taltbnt of individuals, 
particularIv tllat of ~na les ,  j e~~lousy  and envy ir)r otlit-r people's good tortllllc 
ivi I I  arist'. Tllis fact scthnis to bc i l l  act-ord w i t l ~  t11i' 11ati11.c of tlli:, t>pe 
of c.u]turc, bec.ausc o ~ i c c ~  \vhen the S ~ ~ I ~ L I S  is t~~titbli~ll 'ci,  c-onlpetitio~l as \ v c h l l  

a s  jealousy and envy will decrease. 

Chapter VII1. PO1,lTICAL OH(:ANIZATION 

While individual i n d c p c n d e n ~ ~  is h i ~ l i l y  npprniscd, there is a comml11lal 
political set-up and integration in tht1 village. First of all, the three tsosunls 
that form the clan-barrios a re  blood-related around tlie original fanlilies 
(tshorrg). T h e  masters of the originill families a rc  regarded with respect by 
the other clansmen. Rut not all the original fnmilics a rc  rich. An original 
family at Kangring (Ka. 1) is said to be poor. T h e  village headman is not 
~~ecessa r i ly  the head of the original falllily. It is also stated that, \vhiIe the 
yul of Tsumje has a territory, the tsostr?tl is not a regional unit having a 
territory. The  main road of the village is not owned by any one of the 
tsoszrrtts but are  jointly o\vned. When t he road is damaged, the thrce tsoszrn~s 
join their forces in repairing theun. T h e  by-lanes through the private farm- 
ing lands are  mended by their owners. In various aspects the tsosum is not 
a community unit. 

T h e  Tsiumje comn~unity has three kinds of officials: ts l~ota,  shnrci and 
kan jet.  

T h e  knrrjcn is tlie nominal village headmrln. Rut in fact the tsliota oc- 
cupies the highest status. T h e  ktltrjen is the lowest office holder. The vil- 
lagers tried every means to prevent us from kno\ving the existence of the 
tslzotn and shnrtl. In reply to our inquiry as  to the office of knnjen, the vil- 
lagers stated as  follo\vs : 

" T h e  p r i l ~ ~ a r y  duty of the knnjen is to collect taxes for the Nepal Gov- 
ernment: He has the records of tax-payments, and hands them over to his 
successor \vhen his t e ~ m  of office expires. T h e  next duty is to mediate dis- 
putes in the village. Each tsosum is represented by a knnjcn, and, \\.hen an 
inter-tsos~d??z dispute arises, all the knnjens get together to  deliberate on it. 
If the dispute is not satisfactorily settled by this method, an  appeal will be 
n ~ a d e  directly to the subba. It' the subba cannot satisfactorily settle it, they 
will appeal it to the Government. T h e  third duty is to direct public works 
in the village. They see to it that  every villager participates in the public 
~vorks ,  and i f  some one fails to come, they will impose fines on them. The 

fines thus collected are  used for the gontbn. T h c  knnjetrs get no pay." 
Thus the kanjetr has to be a witness to disposal of property in some 

cases. (See pp. 297-98.) He has also to oversee mending of road and build in^ 
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a meeting is held, a t  which the old kanjen hands his ofice over to the new 
kanjen. Celebrating the occasion, ara (spirit) and food are  served. When a 
dispute arises as  to who should be elected as the new knnjen, everyone pre- 
sent can express his own opinion. But as  a rule the people knew their turn 
very well, and no serious dispute has so f a r  arisen. Some villagers stated 
that  in former days not merely one but many came from each family to this 
meeting. 

T h e  writer once asked Da Dorje to  allow the writer to see the records 
of payments if the kanjen had a real controlling power over the community 
and collected the taxes. He was very much embarrassed, and eventually 
told the truth. He admitted that the highest authority is held by the man 
holding the office called tshota and that  he is the de facto village headman. 

In the Lowland of Nepal, the village headman is usually called mukhya. 
This word is corruptedly spoken as muke a t  Tsumje. Tshota Siniin, one of 
the tshotas is also called Siniin Muke. (According to the interpreter, the word 
tshota is kota in Tibet.) 

T h e  taxes are  collected by the tshotas. When dispute arises in the 
tsosum, it is they who settle it. T h e  kanjens receive orders from them. The 
degree of punishment is decided by the tshotas. T h e  shara holds a little 
minor position and his main duty is to impose punishment by whipping and 
others. I t  was stated that  of the three offices those of tshotas and sharas 
are appointed by the subba and the kanjens a re  elected by the villagers. 
T h e  tshotas, who are  responsible for the collection of taxes, can hold their 
offices for an indefinitely long period, if they perform their offices skilfully, 
but otherwise they are  replaced every three years. 

The  tshotas a t  present a r e :  Khimjung Puchima (Ka. 3, 55 years old), 
Tshota Siniin (Pra. 2, 42 years old), Pharwa (Shi. 3, 76 years old). The 
sharas a r e :  Baru (Ka. 2, 70 years old), Barme pu (Pra. 15, 24 years old), 
Karma Topgyal (Shi. 8, 46 years old). 

T h e  tshota has a real controlling power and is a n  intermediary between 
the village and the subba. He can stay in office for a long time, if he has 

ability of ruling the villagers. This  is the point that  differs fundamentally 
from the post of kanjen who is elected by the villagers every year. There 

is, however, some doubt whether every one of the families can hold the post 
of kanjen in turn, as was stated by the  villagers. This  doubt arose as the 

result of our observation of Dako Pu and Da Dorje, both of whom were 
kanjens and had ability of able leaders. I t  is doubted, if a household master 
who is younger than 20 years old can successfully perform the function of 
kanjen, a t  his turn. 

Like the post of tshota, that  of shara  is of an  indefinite term. 
With an  exception in the case of kanjens, each tsosum sends one man to 
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each of these three offices. As to the age of these cfficeholders, those of 
Ismas are all beyond their prime of life, but as a M hole range from 24 to  76. 

Considering the fact that  Pharwa and Baru, both oldest household mas- 
ters, and rich and powerful, h?ld the posts of tsl~ota and shgra respectively, 
those who are considered suitable for these posts must he household mas- 
ters who enjoy social influence. The  fact that Sinijn, master of the original 
family at Pra., is a tshota is quite incidental. If it is right that the ablest 
and best son succeeds his father, Sinijn, who succeeded his father though he 
was the third son among four brothers and became a tshong, must be a very 

able man. 
If the tshotas and sharas are  placed in the order of seniority, their ages 

in respective status are  : (76 - 55 42) and (70 - 46 - 24). Judging from 
this, some leadership and followership among them may have been expected 
in their appointments. 

In any way attention should be directed to the fact that the Tsumje 

community has a system of council compcsed of leaders selected from each 
clan and, that the positions of these leaders are not hereditsry in any sense. 

Chapter IX.  CU1,TIVATION 

There is no Aat piece of land in this village. The  villagers must have 
tried very hard to convert every gently sloping lot into arable land. They 
have made the terraced farm lands which s l o ~ e  down. The  terraces a re  
constructed by piling up stone slates abudantly found in the Himalayan 
district. I t  is surmis2d that  the farming lands and the grazing pastures 
were formerly forests in the case of this village. In the Highland it is 
usual to make the grazing pastures by setting fire to th? forests. At 
Tsomdung, where ther? are  the grazing pastures of the village, were found 
many stumps of trees half burnt. 

The villagers use an  axe called thnri (Fig. 152), and a crescent-shape 
hatchet called pholznfi (Fig. 153). This kind of hatchet is often seen in the 
Lowland, and according to an  interpreter it is often seen even in India. 
The village smith makes them. 

But strangely enough, there are  no signs of the use of a saw through- 
out the Highland. In the Lowland larg? saws are  manipulated by two men 
to saw the hard tropical timber (Fig. 154), and there is no reason to believe 
that the Tibetan-acculturated people do not know of this. The  villagers 
said that as they do not know how to saw large trees, they do not use a 
saw. But even the proud old Baru was very desirous of having a Japan- 
made saw which our party was carrying. T h e  work of cutting the timber 
and making the faggots  is a very onerous one, because of lack of the saw. 
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T h e  writer will include here a brief note on the agricultural calendar at 
Tsumje. (All dates given below a re  in accordance with the Tibetan calendar.) 
T h e  year is divided into four  seasons called Pirka. Tombo includes the first 
three months; yarka, the four th  through s ixth;  longa, the seventh through 
ninth;  and gonga, the tenth through twelfth months. 

T h e  principal crop a t  T s u ~ n j e  is wheat to which is devoted ninetenths 
of the cultivated acreage. I t  is sown during the eighth month and harvested 
in the sixth month of the following year. T h e  rest of the cultivated land 
is devoted to naked barley and buckwheat, each comprising about five per 
cent of total sown acreage. T h e  former is sown about the same time as 

the wheat, but is harvested in the fif th month, a month earlier. Buchwheat 
is sown in the third month and harvested in the seventh month. Some of 
the wheat fields a re  not replanted to wheat a f t e r  one harvest but is left 
fallow until the third month of the following year when buckwheat is sown. 
After this is harvested, wheat or barley is planted. Again immediately 
af ter  a harvest of barley, a crop of buckwheat may be planted for harvest- 
ing the same year. Some buckwheat is planted in fields from which wheat 
had just been harvested, but  this is done only occasionally and the yield is 
not great. In addition to the above crops a small amount of potatoes is 
grown. T h e  amount of maize raised is negligible. Since our sojourn in  
Tsunlje was during the fifth and sixth months, the harvest season for the 
principal crops - wheat, the villagers were extremely busy. However, the 
busiest season is apparently the  eighth month (Dazua 8) when the wheat 
and barley fields are  plowed and planted. 

T h e  farming land is called shinga (or shingkha), and crops tondo. Wheat, 
occupying about 90 76 of the  total sown area, is called nd. According to a 
Sherpa, n& usually means barley in Tibet, so it is quite the reverse in this 
village. In  the Highland wheat is called do a t  Sangda (C. 32) and dlw at 
Kagbeni, where side by side with a n  ordinary kind of wheat called dhomar, 
a special and rare kind called dojung, which is without beard, is cultivated. 
At  Manang (C. 37-C..38) it is called dro. Wheat is therefore usually called 
dro or do. 

Meanwhile, barley is called iia in Nep. Th is  word is largely used to 
denote naked barley. But this word penetrated into the  Highland, and at 
Kagbeni barley is called iia also. There  are, however, two kinds of iia: 
somne and singdo. T h u s  there both nd and do a re  used to denote barley. 

At Tarangchung (C. 39-C. 40) naked barley is called iia and husky barley 
kuaru. At Lho black-eared Tibetan barley is called nnmo and white-eared 
kind neje. 

T h u s  as  a whole iia (Nep.) has penetrated into the Highland to some 
cxtent, and n& (Tib.) is in most cases used to  denote barley. At Tsumje, 



m. 1511. An ax, thal. Photo. by the Ethnological Museum. Szmple No. 2;17$& 

Fi 163. A hatchet, pbJsap. Pleocn. by the &hn;alop~id Mugeum. Saapple NQ. 217U. 

Fig. 164. &wing tmpiml b a t r M  in the Lowland. At Bat& 
Mairh, 19%. Phc to. by J. Kaw9aokfta 



Pig. 155. A Highland type tip (thougjha) of plow (lea,&@>, 
Photo. by the Ethnological Museum. Sample No, 21714, 

Fig. 156. A Lowland type plow acd neckwcod. At Majhgaon. 
August, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita 

Fig9 167. A hoe, &&&f (I&). Photo. by the Ethnological Museum. Sample No. ZiS1& 
A hoe for wscding, kore (right). Phot~. by the Ethnological Museum. S a m e  
No. 21716, - --- 



Pig. 1m. 

Fig. 159. Harvesting wheat with sora (sickle). Most hands are women and boys. 
At Tsumje. July, 1353. Photo. by J. Kawakita 

Fig. 160. A small-sized sickle, sora. Photo. t y  the Ethnological Museum. 
Sample No. 21717. 
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however, naked barley, occupying about 5 % of the total sown area, is call- 
ed changdo which has the suffix denoting wheat. 

Buckwheat, occupying about 5% of the  total sown area, at Tsunlje has 
two kinds: gyabra (Fagopyrunz escwlentutn) and p rau  (F. tcttnricum). ( ; yah(~  
is mainly cultivated. These two kinds are  known all over the Higllland, 
but they a re  cultivated a t  different altitudes. At points below 350OnI, 
mostly gyabra or gyabre is cultivated. Th is  kind has no bitter taste. Tllis 
kind is I<nown as  gyabre (Tib.) a t  many points between Kagbeni and Tsumje. 
I.'ngopyrum iataricurn is cultivated a t  points above 3500m. For instance, at 
Sangda (3700 m) this is the main crop. At Kagbeni (2800 m) though the ex- 
istence of this kind is known, it is not cultivated, because i t  has a bitter 

taste, if cultivated a t  low points. This  Highland kind is called prau at 
Tsumje;  at Sangda dlzu and a t  Kagbeni thop. (See also p. 41.) 

Only a small quantity of potatoes is cultivated in the village. It is called 
shoko (shogo). In  Nep. potatoes are  called nlu. Th is  word is known at least 
as f a r  a s  Thonzo (C. 40-C. 41) in the upper reaches of the Marsyandi. Ac- 
cording to a Sherpa, potatoes a re  usually referred to as shoko in Tib., and 
at Sama (C. 46-C. 47) h B ,  but the Sherpa himself called them rlzigi. 

Maize is cultivated only on a very limited scale in the village. The vil- 
lage is far  above the maize belt. Maize is referred to as  makai (makkoi, 
makoi) in Nep. This  word is used throughout the Highland and at Tsumje 
also the  word is used. But Da Dorje says that  there is another name for 
maize other than mnkai and that  is yiye (Tib.). 

Like potatoes maize was originally cultivated in the  new continent, and 
it is therefore comparatively in recent years that  they were introduced to 
this district. (See also p. 13.) But, while there a re  many native words 
denoting potatoes, those denoting maize a re  practically confined to nzakni. 
I t  is expected that  some interesting fact may be unearthed, if we probe into 
this problem. 

T h e  villagers plow their steep terraced fields with plows driven by two 
castrated oxen (knshi). This  manner of plowing is seen both in the High- 
land and Lowland. But there a re  slight differences in the shape of the 
plows. T h e  plow used in the Lowland is long-based and heavy and their 
iron tips are narrow and pointed, \\-bile the plow used in the Highland is 
short-based, light and their tips are  wide and shaped like a cap to fit the 
\?rooden-work. (Fig. 155 and Fig. 156.) 

These differences are considered to  have been the result of different 
kinds of the soil: in the Lowland the soil is lateritic, while in the Highland 
it is sandy and light. And much gravel is found mixed with soil. (See Fig. 
6.) Moreover, in the Highland the terrain is steep and oxen are small. 

There  exists neither a transitional zone nor transitional type between 
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them, and this suggests the standardization of type in material culture. (In 
the drainage of the Buri Gandaki, Majhgaon (C. 75) is considered to be a t  

the highest point in the Lowland-type. In the Kali Gandaki district, the 
Lowland type plows are  seen used as  far  as in Lete (C. 22-C. 23). At Kag- 
beni they use the Highland type plows.) 

Another difference is that  while in the Lowland a plow is manipulated 
mostly by one man (or rarely by one woman), it is manipulated by two men 

at Tsumje, one driving the oxen and the other handling the plow. In the 
Manangbhot basin, however, a man or particularly a boy uses it. Accord- 

ingly this difference is not due to  the culture but due to the steepness of 
topography. 

The plow is called tlwngba, the plow tip tho gja (thongjhu), the handle 
of a plow thoyu, the long shaf t  connecting the plow with the oxen thongshol, 
the neck wood nyashin, and the rope around the oxen nyajap. 

At Sangda, the plow tip is called tholja, though the other words such 
as thongbn, nyeshing, etc., a re  same, and a t  Munji (C. 3 7 4 .  38), the plow is 
called khuha. I t  may be a Gurung term. 

Various agricultural implements such as those used to crash the clods 
and pull up weeds astonished us by crudity. (See Fig. 157.) The  writer has 
no data concerning the use of the harrows after  plowing. T h e  writer did 
not see them use harrows. According to what they said, they use a small 
hoe (tlwktsz) for crashing the clods. For sowing they use a bamboo basket 
in which they put the  seeds. This basket is called phazi. For cutting 
weeds they use a special hoe called kore. This is very primitive. Mostly 
they use their hands to pull up the weeds. 

Roughly speaking, each family has about 1.8 hectares of arable land 
which was calculated f rom the sketching map measured by the writer. How 
can they root up all the  weeds in this comparatively large fields with their 
simple implements? Some one may surmise that they plow the fields with 
their plows sometime in the middle of the season with a view to rooting up 
the weeds. But the wheat and barley fields are never ridged and as  the 
seeds are sown comparatively densely without linear row, there is no way 
of plowing in the middle of the season.101) For plowing they use the plow, 
and despite that  they live on the steep slope they mostly use their cattle to 

.. 

101) Among the exhibits at the Museum of Geneve (Catalogue de la Collection dlEthno- 
graphie Nepalaise du Musee dlEthnographie de la Ville de Geneve, par Mme. Marguerite 
Lobsiger-Dellenbach, 1954), are found hoes exactly alike Tsumje's thoktsi and kore. Accor- 

ding to the catalogue, Tsumje's thoktsi is called takou in Newari, and kodhlo in Nepali, 
while Tsumje's kore is called koukitcho in Newari and choutchecouto in Nepali. (The above 
spellings are to pronounce according to French.) Thoktsi alone may be said to be of the 

same linguistic origin as the Newari word. 
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plow. Therefore, a s  conlpared with agriculture in Japan whicll nlay be 
called " t h e  hoe culture ", they must be satisfied with very poor hand tools,  
such as lhoktsi and kore; theirs are  " the culture of plow and aninla]," ;ulld 
the resemblance of these two types of agricultures does not go very far.. 

In Naudhara in the Lowland, however, a pair of two oxell were seen 
drawing a wooden harrow, with a mall on i t  to weigh it down, to  cultivate 
the land. In  Sangda in the Highland there a re  wooden harrows calletl 
lhemdei (Tib.). Yet these two above-mentioned instances may be a result ol. 

the fact  that  the farm lands of those districts are  level, and t1ierefor.e it is 
perhaps only natural  that  no harrow is found in Tsumje. 

At the Sangda village, they have a fine weeder which they called hornn, 
made of a hook-shaped iron and a wooden handle, and a rake (Tib. Ire) to 
spread barnyard manure on the field. In Kagbeni, there are  Ires and spade- 
shaped hoes, kholali, which are  fa r  better improved hand instruments than 
those we saw in T s u n ~ j e .  For crashing the  clods, they have the thokisj, a 
hoe with an  edge of about 5 cm breadth and is very unlike those to).-like 
things in Tsumje. This  well-developed thoklsi is also seen used in Manang 
(C. 37-C. 38). I t  was the seed-time of buckwheat when we arrived the 
Manang village, and we could watch them work with hoes, and it was clear 
they used lhoktsi for crushing the soil blocks. Those who had thoktsi also 
used three-forked hoes and scops both of which are  much improved. It is, 
however, not easy to tell, because of their unexpected perfection, whether 
those agricultural instruments were made in the village or were bought in 

the  neighbourhood of Calcutta. 
Compared with those hand instruments just mentioned of employed in 

the arid part  of the Highland, those found a t  Tsumje,  although it is within 
the Highland, are  much poorer and c lun~sy.  

T h e  most remarkable things about manure is that ,  while ferli~izing in 
the Lowland is poorly done, that  in the Highland is carried intensively. This 

difference in the degree of fertilizing results in a great  difference in the 
amount of products per acre land. In fact even in Tsumje, a place secluded 
and hilly, the growth of wheat and barley was surprising. I t  seems as if 

the law of Thiinen does not apply here. 
Manures comes from the stable and barnyard. There  are  other sources, 

too. For instance, we saw them burning the s t raws of barley, after the ears 
were harvested, to make ash. We found the  cattles and sheep grazing on 
the fa rm land, where wheat had been reaped and a child was looking after 
them. On the occasion of ~ u c h  pasturing, dungs of those animals work as 
manures to the land. But these are  of little importance. 

Therefore the number of live stock of each family as  against the avc- 
rage width of arable land which is ca. 1.8 hectares (measured on the map) 
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has great importance. T h e  word for  stable manure in their language is li;.  
Lki is dung mixed with trodden hay and dry leaves that have been spread 
over the floor of the stable beforehand. They carry lii; to the fa rm in a 
shoulder basket called tselbu. It is, however, doubtful whether they use all 
the liay and dry leaves they have collected as stable manure. They are  ap- 
p a r e n ~ l ~  yuite eager in gathering the leaves, like other inhabitants of the 

Highland. Here and there in the village were conical piles of leaves (mostly 
of conifer tree). Shades of big rocks are  used a5 piling places for leaves, 

and in one of these big shades of rocks were seen villagers building plat- 
form and carrying there wheat straw to make common store. However, in 
some farms we saw the leaves almost raw and unlikely to have been put to 

decay in the stable. Accordingly some parts of the leaves may be put right 
on the soil. 

They harvest with a sickle of moderate size in the shape of a crescent 
moon called sora (or sbra). This, like other iron instruments, is made by the 
blacksmith within the village. 

There are  two manners in harvesting. In the harvest season for barley, 
the villagers carried baskets on their shoulders, and they put into them the 
ears of barley that  they plucked with their hands. When the season for  
wheat came, however, wheat was cut just a little above the root of which 
the villagers made into bundles as they walked on, and left them lying 011 

the field. At ildo a t  the Barus, village girls were a r ~ a n g i n g  ears of wheat 
as their night work. When they spread out wheat on ildo for drying, they 
cut the ears off straws in pieces of a few centimeters. According to one of 
the villagers, they reap the ears only at the beginning of the harvest season, 
while, as it gets toward the end, they cut the plants near the root. 

Those engaged in harvest labour are mostly women and children in 
groups of about ten people. There  was a woman working by herself, and 
we also saw a group of three girls, singing and plucking the ears. T h u s  
harvested, they carry it home in bamboo baskets called komba. Straws a re  
taken to the s t raw storage usually by women and children. 

It is when the harvest season for wheat sets in that the whole village 
is really in full swing. Then, every hand is called out to the field. Some 
grow buckwheats where barley has been collected, taking advantage of a 
short interval between the planting seasons. Tilling with the plow and 
other kinds of hard labour are done by men. 

Harvested wheat is temporarily stored on the floor of the barn. When 
they get dry  enough, being spread on ildo, they are put to the thresher 
(gyabri). Gyabri is almost exactly the same with what used in Japan in 
olden times. T o  take off the chaffs, they put the grains in a large shallow 
bamboo plate called loma, and the work is performed on a mat, khyele, which 
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is also wrought of bamboo. 011 ~ l ~ i l l i n g  the writer has written already. (See 

p. 295.) They use a kind of sieve called tshnlo to sift the ):rains. pnnyn, 
a large wooden box, is used to keep the corns. T h e  one thc writer saw at  

the B-irus was 50c.n wide, 2 m long, and was as  high as  his chest. 

Chapter X. I,AI#)UH 

I,ct the writer proceed a little furlher lo lab:)ur in gencral of the vil-  
lager$. Table 19 shows different kinds ol' l u l ~ o i ~ r  11:ri'crnicd by male arid 

female and children. 

'rable 19. Kinds of labour as ~ g a i n s t  children and adults of both sexes in T s ~ l l n j ~ .  

I 
Kind of I ~ b o u r  Male 2dult '1:emalc. adult' Male child ' ~ e m a l c  child 

1l;~ndling of plow 

Crus5ing soil block 

Manures- gathering, delivery -- 0 

Seed planting C-) X 

Weeding 0 0 0 

Harvesting C) 0 ' 0 

Threshing cl 0 0 
I 

Spinning wool X 0 

Grazing a t  neig5bouring pasture , @  

Grazing at  distant p-?ture 

Gathering fire wood 

Felling and transportation of wood 0 X X X 

Carrying water 0 C 3 (1 Cj 

Trade  0 X X X 

Note: (1) For  additional explanations, cf. from p. 314 t o  p. 316. 
(2) 0 usually b y ;  0 mainly b y ;  - seldom b y ;  X never by. 

T o  handle the plow two Inen work together, one at  the plow, and the 
other a t  the reins of the oxen. Women are  considered not to sow. Grazing 

i n  the neighbourhood is duty  of the children between 8 and 15 years old. 
Those older than 10 carry water, but it is not customary. 

T h e  data presented in this table were obtained through interviewing. 
But most of them have been proved t rue  by observatiolls on various occa- 
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sions. The 1ac.t that handling of tlie plow is lil~iitrd to the adult n:a]t.s is 
I,rollably simply because of hard lal~our.  In tlic Lowland as    ell as in tllr  
Higllland, tliis job is carried out exclusively b! adult men, wit11 on]!. one 
exception of a wonian working with a plow in tlie Lowland. It may appear 
ratller contradictory that women are  not allowed to partake in seed planting, 
cluitc a l i ~ l i t  labour as  i t  is and, a s  mentioned before, it is certain that there 
is solnc religious mean in^ in i t  ( refer to pp. 201-02). Contrary to this, con- 
cernirig spinning of wool (wool thread:  tugon), the data shown in tlle table 
and our ol~servations did not always correspond with each other in t h e  
Highland under the influence of tlie Tibetan culture, as they so well did in 
this village. 

It is quite usual in Kagbeni and other western arid districts to see men 
handling spindles and engaging in spinning. They even take spinning in- 
struments on travel. In fact we saw at  the Barus a tradesman who came 
from Ngile (situated up in the Shiar Khola) working with it. It may be, 
therefore, that  among the Tibetan inhabitants, there is no discriminat ion of 
sex in regard to spinning. 

The only perceivable difference of male and female is the shape of the  
spindle. Wooden spindle-whorls on spindles for men are  square or  triangu- 
lar (the one brought to Tsumje by tradesman of Ngile proved this too), 
whereas, those for women always have round spindle-whorls. A very sim- 
ple one used by women a t  Tsumje consisted of nothing but a round spindle- 
shape part (this was called either a s  pha or pangshing). Weaving, on the  
other hand, was solely in charge of women in any part of the Highland. 
But even this labour is done also by men in Tibet proper, according to the  
accounts of some explorations. 

As has already been mentioned, according to our observation there, reap- 
ing is generally done by women and children (p. 313). Transportation of 
heavy objects, so fa r  a s  we could witness, was always by male adults. I t  
is for the same reason that  felling and transportation of logs is without 
exception up to the male adults, and appears as a case of division of labour 
due to inequality of physical abilities between the male and female. How- 
ever, it is not always the case. T h e  fact that  most of the porters a t  Pisang 
(C. 39) were women is an  obstacle to define this as a general phenomenon. 
This observation about Pisang, by the way, is in no way incidental, a s  
Tilman's expedition and our  expedition in 1952 both prove this fact a t  
Pisang.loa) 

Let us review a few important points in connection with our observa- 
tion of the s ta te  of labour a t  Tsumje. 

1. In the division of ages, one older than 8 is regarded worth, so to  
speak, half a man, and he comes of age  a t  15. There  is, however, no proof 

102) See also C. Bell (1928) : The People of T'ibet. pp. 159-60. 
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to believe that this is kept a s  a str ict  rule. 
2. There  is no apparent  differentiation in regard to sex in the labuur 

of children below the age  of 15. 
3. I t  is significant to find in relation with the social construction of the 

village, that  grazing a t  distant pastures, and trade, without exception, are 
jobs of man. 

4. T h a t  the kinds of job especially for a grown-up male is very ver- 

satile has been suggested in a n  instance of old Baru, whose daily behavior 
the writer  has already quoted. (See pp. 246-48.) Even in case of the only job 
in the above table free of adult masculine hands, tha t  is, spinning of wool, 

it is not uncommon to see adult  males a t  work among the Tibetan inhabi- 
tants. 

Villagers told us  that  dressmaking was always done by women and 
there were no specialists for the job, and this  may be true. A few con- 
tradictory experiences a r e  tha t  once we saw three men a t  work on an ildo, 
si t t ing throughout the day, and mostly sewing clothes, and during the two 
proceeding days, we met a man mounting thangkas.  Besides, those who 
carry,  a t  the waist, a leather-made thing,  klzapshu for keeping needles (khap) 
a r e  generally males. Th i s  is a universal tendency among the Tibetan in- 
habitants, and not a phenomenon restricted to Tsumje  alone. The  fact that 
they, and particularly male adults, perform a variety of jobs must have 
something to do with their  culture and social personality. T h e  lack of such 
ar t i san  castes a s  Dami, Sarki, and Kami is anything but fatal to their so- 
ciety. They  do not have a specialized and narrow personality of craftsmen 
in hereditary caste society, but  develop versatility. They  a re  not put in a 
network of the fixed economic and functional statuses of the society, and 
a r e  not, a s  is usually the case, dependent on any fixed job. They are far 
independent individually, and know what i t  means to stand on one's own. 

Th i s  does not, however, mean absence of the  spirit of mutual  help. Ac- 
cording to Dako Pu, dur ing the busiest farming season last year, four 
families of Pra. 1,3,5,7, collaborated in their  work. As the Kartoks (Pra. 5) 
is consisting of women, Prangar  dwellers always t r y  to help them. There 

a re  such examples in places other than T s u n ~ j e .  In  Kagbeni, during the 
season of preparation of the field for barley and wheat, a group of about 
ten people co-operate, to ~ v o r k  on f a r m  lands of diffzrent families one after  
another. T h e  family fo r  which these groups work entertain the helping 
hands with food and liquor. Yet a t  the harvest season, they hire hands. 

Thus,  in the Highland, the hiring system in agricultural  labour is a 
more prevalent practice than mutual  help. Sometimes, the hiring contract 
is made between two remote places, and, f o r  example, we met a number of 
men a t  the Nisango La who had gone all the way to Manangbhot as agrl- 
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vg. 161. Boy's labour. Carrying a jar in a basket. At tha upper 
Buri Gandaki. 1953. Photo. by T. Yoda 
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':Fig. 162. Driving sheep and goats by shouting and throwing stones on  the tenni-1 
moraine of glacier. All the animal is carry in^ salt-packs. 

At Bimt May, 1953. Fhoto. Fy I. Kawi 
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Fig. 163. A baby sleeping in the dining room. At T9umje. Jdy, I= 

Photo. by J. Kawakita 



Fig. 164. Swinging a baby in a cradle in the Lowland. 1953. Photo. by T. Yoda 

Fig. 165. Transplanting rice seedlings. The hands of this kind of 
labour are usually ,dressed-up women. Near Pokhara. 

June, 1953. Photo. by T. Yo& 



Fig. 166. A Highlander spinning wool. Note the form of th 
In the upper Buri Gandaki. 1953. Photo. by 'I 

e round spindle-whorl- 
r. Yoda 

Fig. 167. The Tibetan ladies weaving woolen clothes. Irrigated fields are 
seen behind. At Sangda. Map, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita a 



Fig. 168. A kind of Tibetan cap, shade ishiring (literally splendid hat). 
Photo. by the Ethnological Museum. Sample No. 21694. 

Fig. 169. A girdle, kara. Phcto. by the Ethnological Museum. San~ple No. 21691. 

Fig. 170. An inner coat tor woman, tangza. Photo. by the Ethnological 
Museum. Sample No. 21698. 
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Fig. 173. Tibetan boots, thezong (B), wrapped by foot-bands, and foot-bands, 
halrsdlo (A). This spec:men of hamdlo was obtained at Kagbeni. Photo. by the 
Ethnological Museum. Sample No. 21704 (A) and 21697 (B). 

Fig. 174. A pair of cheap metal bangles for women, sung6 pungja. 
Photo. by the Ethnalogical Museum. Sample No. 21703. 
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Fig. 175. A : eaving cotton clot Near Ansghar 
Bazaar. April, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawakita. 

Fig. 176. Ladies are pounding mortar for grain. At BatSr Bazaar, 
the Lowland. March, 1953. Photo. by T. Yoda 

Fig. 177. A Chhmka (spool) and an old woman. At Luit 1 Bhanjyang, 
the Lowland. April, 1953. Photo. by J. Kawa cita 
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Fig. 179. A tabam-powh with B sbel 
mwka far lighting, Urnally r atone is used 
a@ r flint aad tindm nrs mde of w a d  
or wwoa dbre. The mdw 1.9 usually hung 
fi.091 waitst@-band lay men. Photo. by 
the E;thnologkal Mwum. Ssusllple No. 
21m 

Fig! .fS, A*@& 0>, 
and Ms lgaWr eragls (3). FhaEo. by the 
Ethnolagiml Mumum. Sample No. 81W. 

Fig. 181. A ccrr-b, #halt?~, made of 
bamboo. It tells clulmsiness of the n.anua1 
techniques of the Tibetan people. Photo. 
by the Ethnological Museum. Sample No. 
21708. 



Fig. 182. (A) A wooden bottle for spirits, phm.  (B) A wooden tea-cup, PAvotlvr 
(honorific: chhushal) for women. (D) A wooden tea-cup, phrovo (honorific: b). 
(C)  A wocden lidded bowl, khnbm, for food. Photo. by the Ethnological Muaeum. 
Sample Nos. (A) 21689, (R) 21685, (D) 21686, (C)  21687. 
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Fig. 183. A Tibetan guitar, dhamnyan, rdamyan or tamfaye (honorific: chhenghen). 
Photo. by the Ethnological Museum. Sample No. 21718. 

Fig. 184. A dry measure, pre. Photo. by the Ethnological Museum. 
Sample No. 21710. 

Fig. 185. A steelyard balance, hshang, and a stone weight, hshangdo, wrapped with 
leather. Photo. by the Ethnological Museum. Sample No. 21711. 
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culturaI labourers and were on their way home to Mustang (a place along 
the upper stream of Kali Gandaki). This is more or less the case also with 
Tsumje, although here they are  more likely to hire people of other villages 
in  busy farnling seasons than to leave home to work for others. Hiring is 
transacted according to convenience of each family, and money is of course 
one of the important factors. There  are  hiring engagements sometimes bet- 
ween the people of the same village. 

One of the inevitable consequences of versatility of the worker is that  
there is little possibility of his attaining skillfulness in any particular job. 
Wooden articles of this village were of two kinds, well-made and poorly 
made. Clumsy ones were made by the villagers, and unskillfulness with 
which balance beams and measures are  done is almost unbelievable. (See 
Figs. 185 and 153.) Some of the finer works of wood are teabowl or  phrowa 
(honorific appellation is either shaga or  chhushl) ,  wooden bowl (khanhr) and 
wine-bottle (plzom). T h e  first two were produced by a deceased wood worker 
who used to live in a neighbouring village, Khar. Whether he was a Bhotea 
born in this village was unknown. The  last one is said to have been bought 
near Arughst B ~ z s a r  in the Lowland. A guitar  (dhamnyan for which honor- 
ific appellation is chhanghen) by the hand of Tshirin Angdiii (Ka. 5) was  
one of the master-pieces among poorer works of the villagers. (Fig. 183.) 

Chapter XI. DOMESTICATED ANIMALS, STOCK-RAISING 
AN11 LIVE-STOCK PROIIUCTS 

1. Kinds and Numbers of Domesticated Animals 
The total number of domesticated animals in Table 18 (p. 294) amounts 

to 72 cattle (9 46, 8 26), 18 26, 134 sheep (of which a few might be goats), 
and 23 goats. These figures roughly represent the ratio of the sheep, cattle. 
goat, and 26 in the whole village. 

Calculated in terms of animal-unit (see p. 293), they are  72 cattle, 18 
zd's, a little less than 27 sheep and 4.6 goats. Taking 7 heads both of sheep 
and goats as  1 in terms of animal-unit, there are  19.1 sheep and 3.3 goats. 
Thus cattle, by all means, come first in importance, followed by 26's and 
sheep, and goats. There  is an  average of 6.70 animal units to 8 masters of 
fanlily ; an  average of 4.22 animal units to 12 ordinary male members ; an  
average of 2.15 animal units to 8 women. If this is applicable to the whole 
village, the total animal units in the village will be about 794. Taking into 
account, however, the number of children and babies, the real number of 
live-stock within the  village will be about 500, which is 14 animal units per 
family. Besides those mentioned, each family keep chickens, and sometimes 
dogs and cats. 
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2. Domesticated Animals-Terminology, Use and Method ol Breeding 
T h e  generic term for cattle in English is bnlang or phnlang. ~h~ 

is langbo or  phe, and when it is castrated, that is, the ox is tile kns]lj, 
the cow is balang. T h e  calf before it is one year old is byti, and two yeals 
old and three years old ones are  called yaru  and chiyamn respec.tively, alld 
the word balang is used for those older. Tlie yak is called yo, hut none is  
in this village. T h e  generic name for dzo is zo. Tlie female zir is eitllel. 
momzd or zdmu (zdmo). Every zo found in tlii:, village was not m;~le ( Z ~ P ~ )  

but mornzd. A hybrid between a momzo and a bull is called lolbo for male, 
and tolmo for female. T h e  generic name for  the goat is ra, of \vIiich a nlale 
is a rabo, and a female is mmo. T h e  generic name ol klzyi means the dog,  

and the male and female dogs a re  khyibo and khyimo respectively. Tile il;- 
clusive name for the hen and cock is chamo, and the cock is chabo and t l l c  
hen charno. T h e  he-cat is called gtirbo, and the she-cat gurmo, and [lie tc.;.ln 
for the cat is g u r i  regardless of sex. 

Balang and momzo a re  for milking purposes, and  hnshi is ior  cultiva- 
tion. T h e  sum, therefore, of domesticated animals kept for milking is a l i t -  
tle more than one half of the total number of animals in terms cf animal- 
unit in the village. This  is quite consistent and reasonable in view oi' the 
fact  that  there a re  a little less than 3 knshi's per family, according to the 
calculation made above, and that  people always put a pair of kashi's to the 
plow. There  is apparently no more need of kashi than wh2t they have now. 
Provided that  this proportion of 46 balang's to 26 kashi's hold good through- 
out the village, and that  the birth ratio of male and female calves is 50 to 
50, it is doubtless that  they either kill or sell some of the male calves. 
They insist, however, that  there a re  no domestic animals lor sale, and that 
they do not take the  trouble of killing domestic animals. 

According to the  villagers, milking is performed by both sexes. All 
kinds of domesticated animals, they say, a re  kept in the same room (or ra), 
except the calves to make milking possible. They consider morn26 as a 
superior animal to balang in i t s  utility. (Altitude of Tsumje is about 3130m 
above sea-level.) 

Breeding of cattle is done in the  village, and a s  the writer  has already 
stated, due to the scarcity of langbo's, villagers lend them between each 
other, and a rent is paid for the  use. For the  breeding of momz6, they 
borrow yn from a nearby village called Chhule Nilo. They sometimes make 

a langbo mate a momzd. 
I t  seems true that  few sheep and goats a re  kept for their wool, except 

some black sheep which a re  fleeced to  make ropes. During the time of ou r  
stay, we once witnessed a little bit of black wool aired on a bamboo mat, 

a s  the only sign of fleecing in the  village. We have scarcely seen them 
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spinning, and in fact  all the phu's (spindles) for spinning wool a re  for 

ladytsuse (p. 315) which are  small and do not look very effective. As the 
writer is going to refer  again in the following, they go out to Tibet to 
obtain wool. 

What, then, is the use of the sheep and goa t s?  The  villagers renlark 
that they are not for  milking. It dots  not seem possible, however, that 
they are kept only fo r  not very profitable purposes of selling their f u r  out 
in Calcutta (as he mentioned later). Having also in mind the unsolved ques- 
tion of the result of surplus male calves, we may not be incorrect in say- 
ing that those animals they either eat or sell. The sheep and goats are  
bred within the village. T h e  hens are kept solely for domestic purposes, 
and both chicken and eggs  are  served a t  table. Dogs are used to watch 
over the depastured cattle, but not used for hunting. 

There are  two ways to rear the cattle, that  is, depasturage and stabl- 

ing. The word for pasture-land is ri (which also means a mountain). They 
mow grass a t  various places, but there is no definite hay-field nor word to 
denote it. There  a re  two more words for pasture-land, dhoksa and chhuksa, 
which, according to them, mean exactly the same thing. Since, do, chhu 
and sa  respectively stand for  stone, water and land, it nlay be that dhokso 
is a dry, stony pasture-land, while chhuksu is a little dan-p land. The  chief 
pasture-land is in a neighbourhood called Tsomdung, about half a day's 
walk from the village. Th is  place, as some of the villagers told the writer, 
is given mostly for the cows and zGes, and goats ar,d sheep are raised in 
the stables a t  home. But the writer himself observed every morning village 
boys running af ter  the  cows and sheep to the grassy lands surrounding the 
village. This  sort of pasturing is sometimes done on farm-fields after  the 
harvest was collected. In these cases, the cattle are taken back to their  
stables every evening. 

At distant pastures, the cattle are  depastured for three to four months. 
The pasturing season range over the length of time from about the middle 
of May to sometime in September. Pasturing is usually an  individual busi- 
ness for each family, and i t  is only at times that  two or three families 
join hands in the  work. Watching of the cattle is, therefore, also taken 
care of by the individual families. A hut  called It? is built for watching, 
where people sometimes stay for  several days. (Refer also to p. 295 about 
the I@.) During the pasturing season, salt is given to the milking cow and 
momz6's once in a while. T h e  cattle in the stable are  mostly fed on the 
green grass and fodder which, by the way, is the only food in winter. A 
kind of concentrated food for  milking cows and momzd's according to one 
of the villagers, is boiled gra in  with salt. Another villager says that  they 
give a mixture of flour with water and salt, and sometimes baked wheats. 



Fig. 186. A Tibetan in front of a sun.mer milking c?n:p on alpine meadow. 
At the u p p x  reaches of Shiar Khola. Ju:y, 1053. Photo. by S. Ndkao. 

Fig. 187. Summer milking huts, kharka. The Great Barrier of Mt. Annapurna 
I is seen i n  the background (centre). Near Braga. October, 1952. Photo. by S- 
Nakao. 



Fig. 188. Making butter, mar, ~d c - .  se, churbi. At the upper rei---;s of 
Shiar Khola river. July, 1953. Photo. by S. Nakao. 

Fig. 189. Drying cheese in the sun. At the upper reach of the Shiar Khola. 
June, 1953. Photo. by S. Nakao. 



3. Dairy Products 
Milk in their language is oma. Milk of balangand mnmz6, when i t  is not 

to  be worked upon, is boiled and added with butter. Dairy products besides 
raw milk are  curd (sho), but ter  (mar) and cheese (churbz?. TO get sho, they 
put boiled milk in a large cooking-pot (scin) made of copper, and leave i t  for  

a day with a bit curd that  was prepared beforehand. This  process is called 
shongyal. When sho is thus  obtained, it is put into a wooden, cylindrical case 
and is st irred with a stick about one thousand times. This  being done, boiled 
water is poured and m a r  congregate. (Fig. 188.) Th is  is taken into another 
vessel and will gradually harden up, when still  more st irr ing is made. 

T h e  remained fluid substance is boiled to separate the protein which 
will s tay a t  the bottom. Th is  protein is made into churbi by being squeez- 
ed with hands (Fig. 189) and put out in the a i r  for drying. Sho is often 
served a t  table without further cooking. Mtir is frequently taken with 
veg?tables, and is also in common use as  cooking oil. Churbi is sometimes 
served or  cooked with vegetables. It is doubtless that  a good deal of meat 
along with dairy products a re  included in their  meals. T h e  villagers, there- 
fore, a re  by no means vegetarian, though agricultural Tibetans they are 
and  quite low the  standard of their  life may be. 

4. Situation a t  Kagbeni and Others 

Some more data a re  given in the following to show, by comparison, how 
universal the above statement about Tsumje are  in other parts of the High- 
land. T o  begin with, words for domesticated animal in Kagbeni (Tib.) are 
a s  the following: T h e  generic term for the  horse is la. The  stallion is 
called sep. T h e  castrated male is phoda,  and the female horse, or mare is 
ghoma. Horses of one, two, three and four years old a re  distinguished from 
each other by different names of tihu, chouha, kharka and chukchik, respec- 

tively. Castration is performed, while the  horse is between two and five 
years old. Even af ter  castration, the four above listed names showing 
different stages of growth a re  applicable regardless of sex, until a horse 
reaches i ts  maturi ty.  A group of depastured horses is called tatung, and 
when a male, a few females and some colts gather  together to make u p  a 
group, as is usually the case, i t  is a sep-chik-phorie. T h e  kind of horse in- 
troduced f rom China is called singda, that  from India rongda, and a kind of 
native small horse is called poda. Words showing differences in the c010ur 

of  skin are  mostly based on Tibetan words for  colours. Thus, the red- 
spotted horse is domar, the white horse is l a  karpo, the  black one is nagPo, 
the red one is marpo, the g rey  one is ngonpo, and the white-spotted horse 
with red skin is  rngpa. 

A general name phungu is used for the donkey, of which a male is 
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p/mung, and the female moung. T h e  names for  younger donkeys are the 
same with those for  horses except phungdu, which replaces tihu for  a don- 
key of one year old. Tre  is the general name for mules, and male and 
female are photre and motre respectively. A mule born by a female donkey 
and a male horse is phuny Ire, and when the combination is vice versa, i t  
is t a  ire. A t a  Ire is said to be more useful than a pltung Ire. 

Phalnng is the general term for the cattle. The  bull and ox are p b l a n g  
and loho. A cow is also a phulang. Young animals, according to the suc- 
ceeding stages of growth,  are  called phib, duo, shepa and thuichik from the 
first to the fourth year, respectively. They are fully grown a t  five, when 
names for  grown-up animal a re  adopted. There is no specific name for  the 
milking cow. 

The yak is generally ya. T h e  male animal is pohu, which is called y a  
when it is castrated. T h e  word dim0 stands for a female. Names for  
younger animals from the  first to the fourth years are exactly the same as  
in the case of cattle. 

The general name for dzo is zb. The  male and female animals are  zbpa 
and a rnarnzb, respectively. A zb born of a female cattle 1s phamz6, and 
when the mother is yak, i t  is called dimzb. There are  more phumw than 
dimtb but they are, a s  the villagers say, worse in quality, and cheaper in 
price. They also remarked that  dirnzb's are better fitted to the high land, 
while pharnzb's are  good for a lower district (Kagbeni is a t  an altitude of 
2800 meters). Every zbpa here is castrated, but it is said that a zopa has 
no generative power. A hybrid animal produced by a mamzb and a bull is 
lnngdol and a crossbreed of a rnamzb and a yak is toldu. 

The generic term for sheep is luk, which means a male sheep a t  the 
same time. A male for breeding, a female and a young are a luk tltubu, a 
mamu and luktu, respectively. Goats are  generally called ?a. T h e  words 
he-goat and she-goat are  yango and rarna. A castrated male is rahu. Those 
with straight horns are  rahu chlzakta (or rahu chhak'ya), and those with 
curved horns a re  rahu yongu. For some unlcnown reason, there are few 
sheep throughout the district along the upper stream of the Kali Gandaki, 
including Kagbeni, Lete, Dhumpu, Sangda and other, while a comparatively 
large number of goats a re  seen. I t  seems that  even in Kagbeni. where 
wool spinning is quite popular and woolen cloths are woven, the material 
needed is bought from outside the village. The  general term for the dog 
is khi or ki, and pokj, moki and kitu are  for a male dog, a female dog, and 

a Puppy respectively. 

It can be rightly inferred from what has preceeded that concerning the 
names of dom2sticated animal as  a whole there is less differentiation in 
Tsumje than in Ksgbeni. T h e  basic vocabulary like Zang, ya,  lu, 70, and 
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khyi are  common to both of these places. T h e  word denoting the cross-bred 
~6 of a cattle and a yak, and the  word Zol meaning hybrid of a female 26 

with either a bull or  a male yak a re  likewise used in the two places. po 
(or pa) and mo (or ma), implying male and female respectively, are also i n  
frequent use in both of them. 

I t  is one of the common features of Tsumje and Kagbe~i i  that young 
cattle and horses are  given special names for  the purpose of distinguisl1ing 
the  grown-ups, except for the fact  that  in the former designations fo r  

young animals are  used only until they a re  as  old as  three, whereas i n  the 
lat ter  these names are  replaced with names fo r  grown-ups when they are 
older than four. 

I t  must result from the importance of milking cows that, in the case 
of cattle, the general name is identical with the  word for a cow. In the 
same way, the term generally used fo r  a yak is identical with a castrated 
male which, a s  a beast of burden, plays not a little part in transportation. 
Th is  is to some extent the case with horses. 

What called our at tention was that  hybrid mules and 26's are  designated 
according to the kind of female parents. Furthermore,  i f  observation of 
the  villagers as  to the capacity of a pharnz6 (hybrid with a cow) and a 
dim26 (hybrid with a female yak) that  the  former is better  suited to lower 
land and the lat ter  to higher land is correct, i t  follows that  in the heredity 
of quality, that  of a female parent is dominant. Whether this is an ac- 
cepted t ru th  in genetics the  point about which the  writer  would very much 
like to know opinions of specialists in the field of genetics. 

Let us give a sketch of the  characteristics of the  yaks and 20. Kagbeni 

itself is not particularly highly si tuated,  but i t  is surrounded by the high 
mountains, and some yaks a re  kept there. What follows was told by a 
worker we hired for using yaks:  

" A  z6pa and a yak can adapt each other to form a team in transporta- 
tion (this was proved in our  travel). A yak does not go away beyond seven 
o r  eight miles distant  f rom home, if i t  is left free. A yak brought from 
other places can be trained gradually to have this habit, if i t  is below the 
age of four. Those older than tha t  will in time re turn  to the place where 
they were taken from. In a team of yaks, a leader i s  usually found, which 
is always a male, no mat ter  that  it is castrated or  not. A leader has had 
special training and, therefore, is high-priced. An uncastrated male yak 
(or a poha) may sometimes stand still  and not move in  the  middle of the 
way while engaged in transportation. Th is  is the  reason why almost every 
yak is castrated. When a group of four or  five yaks and another group 
of such are  put together, they never mingle wi th  each other for about 
three years and behave in separate ways. In  a group, when a leader starts 
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to walk, all others follow him. When a leader sets himself to sleep, the 
rest will do the same until they rise again with the leader. T h e  yaks are 
kept outdoors throughout the year. They take food three times a day. 
The first food is taken an  hour before the dawn. They fall asleep as  the 
sun begins to shine. When i t  s tar ts  to blow in the morning, it is the time 
they awake to take the second feed. Thereafter they take another sleep 
and eat once more in the evening. They sleep a t  night also. They are fed 
only twice when they work. They take a good deal of water in winter a s  
the fodder is dry.  They can, however, go on for  a few days without eating 
and drinking during the rainy season when there is green grass. At times 
a bit of mustard oil or molasses is given. This  is done in so different ways 
that frequency ranges f rom once a month to once a year, or even none a t  
all. Giving of i t  is proved effective. No sort of concentrated feed is given 
except salt. (On the occasion of our short tr ip toward the west of Kagbeni 
for a little less than two weeks, some salt was given two or three days 
before the departure. T h e  man in charge told us that no more was going 
to be given until the end of the trip.) 

The yaks sometimes eat  even clothes in want of salt. Around Chhark- 
abhotgaon, apparently enough salt is spontaneously taken with feed out- 
doors, but in the neighbourhood of Kagbeni, salt must be given. 

In time of snowstorm, the  yaks move in the direction of wind, and will 
find a shelter where snow is scarce. They can mostly hold out for a good 
number of days inside the  forest and so on, gnawing a t  trees. Some calves 
and weaklings will sometimes die owing to lack of feed in the deep snow. 

The  %@as differ a great  deal f rom the yaks in that  they are  kept in 
the stables. T h e  %@as are  available in the downstream of the Kali Gandaki 
as far  a s  Dana (1420 m). 

We ourselves actually found during our tr ip that yaks were put to pas- 
ture where there was no grass except bushes of juniper. As we were head- 
ing for a high mountain pass named Thije La, we spent an extra  day a t  a 
camp a t  a height of 4400m, since f rom next we were to be a t  an altitude 
where no plant fo r  feed is available, and yaks had had to be fed enough 
grass. During our  travel, yaks were usually depastured on a slope across 
a small dell, to keep them in an  open view from the camping spot. They 
feed on grass there, jingling bells on their necks, and yet would be often 
found on an unexpected height the following morning. T h e  work of driv- 
ing them down, crying loud and sometimes throwing stones from behind 
to hasten them, is  a very hard labour beyond the capacity of unpracticed 
hands or women. 

Tsumje is not very typical of a dwelling place for the Bhoteas a s  i t  
lacks yaks which present a special aspect of Tibetan tableland. On the  
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back of the village there a re  heights available to keep the \*aks. ~ 1 , ~  
absence of the animal is mainly due to inconvenience of traffic., for trans- 
portation of loads along precipitous paths depends wholly upon the human 
shoulders. For this reason, too, there is no z6pa as  means ol transport, and 
only some z6mo's a re  kept for  milk. AS regard depasturing, the villagers 
do not make use of huts  (kharka) in the alpine region in summer for  milk- 
ing, a s  they do near Sama and in the north of C h h o g a n ~ .  

In Sangda the  domesticated animals a re  also privately oivned, but, un. 
like in Tsumje, depasturing is a co-operated work, and each family is to  
look a f te r  the animals in turn.  One f rom each family, and usually a child, 
fulfill the task. Rotation between the fa rm lands and pastures has never 
been observed throughout the Highland but for an  exceptional case at 
Ongre (C. 38), probably owing to scarcitv of arable ground on one hand, 
and abundant pasture lands on the other hand. 

Let us touch a little about utilization of milk products in Kagbeni. 
Supply of milk is made by cows, mamzo's, sheep and goats of which cows 
are  the most important. Any kind of milk in their language is homa. Milk 
is mostly drunk raw, before it tu rns  into curd after  a few days. Butter is 
likewise called m a r  (Nep. ghi) here. Dimar  and phamnr are  words for dist- 
inguishing but ter  made from milk of yaks and that  from milk of cows. 
M a r  is made by almost the same process as  it is done in Tsumje, when 
boiled milk gets  cold, a piece of curd (sld) o r  a little bit of salt is added. 
T h e  milk is then left until i t  curdles the next morning, when it is put into 
a long cylindrical case made of bamboo. I t  is st irred with a stick, and 
afterward some cold water is poured into it to separate mar. Mar  thus 
obtained is heated on a frying-pan to take off water. No more salt is added. 
T h e  remainder is called tarn  (Nep. moi). Th i s  liquid substance is processed 
into cheese in a similar way. After being boiled, i t  is cooled down to settle 
the protein a t  the bottom, which is ~queezed  with the hand into forms of 
different size. T h e  word for cheese is churpi. Larger  one is Ihokchur, while 
a smaller one is lakchur. Remaining liquid (churku), af ter  churpi has been 
produced, is thrown away. 

T o  summarize, we have seen that  a s  regard the  milk products there is 

no remarkable difference between the two villages ei ther in the proccss of 
production or  in the use of words for the  products. 

Chapter XII. COMMERCE 

1. T h e  Unit of Measurement 
I t  i s  almost amazing to realize tha t  the  dwellers of Tsumje, forming 

an  agricultural community in such a n  out-of-the-way place, still possess that 
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eagerness for long-distance trade common to all Tibetans. How much have 
they developed the ideas and methods of measurement, which urere in-  
dispensable in trade a s  well a s  in daily l i f e ?  

Some units of measurement, according to the villagers, are :  the length 
from one end to the  other of outstretched arms is a d h m ;  the distance 
from elbow to the point of fingers is a thu; the longest distance between 
the point of the  thumb and the point of the middle finger is a tho, and that  

between the point of the thumb and the forefinger is a khi; the distance 
between the first and the second joint of a folded forefinger is a so,; and 
the width of a forefinger i s  a senzmu. 

Measuring of cloth and the like, the villagers told us, is based on tho, 
and seems quite rough and inaccurate. For walking-distance, they have a 
unit of measurement called ngaldo, which, a s  they say, is the extent that  

can be covered before a walker with no baggage wants a rest. A nmldo 
seems to be about two miles, but they claim that it is sometimes less than 
t ~ ~ o  miles (probably because i t  is not a geographical distance but physio- 
logical one). 

Spatial length of land is measured by rhingmo, and the breadth by 
thuima. Yet the  standard unit of square we had no way to know. There  
must have been something for the purpose, since even in a secluded place 
lihe Sangda, they have a word nangma which, not to speak of accuracy, 
means a rectangular area of farm land enclosed on all sides with ditches. 
We were told that  there is no definite unit of measurement for extent of 
past ure-land. 

Units of capacity and weight :  a pue is a unit of aysgrlindrical dry  meas- 
ure of clumsily carved wood called pre, of which one half is a preze, and 
three times as much is a yntre (Fig. 184). (In the Lowland of Nepal, such 
measure is called mana  in Nepalese.) T h e  measure is made by the vil- 
lagers, and seems to vary in capacity in different villages. A Phulu is a 
unit of weight marked off by a scale on a balance-beam (hhang) ,  with a 
weight of leather-wrapped stone (hshangdo) put to i t  with a string. (Fig. 
185.) A mare is equal to 6 phulu's, formerly used for weighing butter (Tib. 
rnGr), and is marked off on the  balance-beam by a large scale made a t  the  
interval of every six scales. T h e  weight of 1 mare is also not always same 
throughout various places. 

Pangba is the unit of measurement for a baggage, specifically a faggot, 
which can be held between a head and an  arm. They call i t  pangba chi (a 
bundle), pangba nyi (two bundles) and so foi-th. A man is supposed to carry 
on his shoulder a load which weighs klzurbo chi. 1/2 klturbo is called k h r b o  

Phe. Measurement of load carried by the livestock is done by calling i t  
gyap, which means the  load carried either by one yak or mule, that  is a 



pair of baggages swung on their  sides. 
A day's labour is measured a s  I@ nyimn chik or simply as  nyjma, (Nyima 

means day.) A half of it is called I e  nyima phega. 
As one of the common t ra i ts  of the  Lanlaist cu l tu re ,  a considerable 

development of ideas of calendar is observed, although it is based on the 
Tibetan calendar. They  have a book of calendar called Dado. Having no 
chronometer, however, they can't subdivide a day which thcy call nyjmn. 
Dawn is called nnrn lnng, morning nyimn shar, and forenoon nyjnra trij. 
Noon is called nyimn #helm, while afternoon nyimn ko. Evening before the  
sunset is called nyitnn khii, evening af ter  sunset nnm kro, and midniKht 
numo #he. 

2. Commerce 
T h e  villagers told us that  the  goods they buy from outside the village 

include fa t  of sheep and cattles, mutton, wool, salt,  chili (red-pepper), rice, 
sugar and soda for washing which is produced in Tibet .  Usually, villagers 
go out of the village to buy them. There  a re  other goods which the 
merchants bring and sell in the  village. They  a re  dyestuffs, tea, coral, ap- 

pliances, roughly-woven blankets and felt. There  is no trade of cloth what- 
soever. We were told that  the villagers buy clothes, when they go to visit 
Calcutta. 

On the other hand some of the  products in the  village are esported. 
They a r  butter ,  wheat, barley and a small amount of maize. We are told 
that  they don't sell livestocks. (See also p. 329.) But their commercial ac- 
tivities a re  not confined to the  surplus articles of community. The  villagers 
a re  r ight when they say, " W e  don't have much rice here, because the peo- 
ple a t  Chhogang monopolize the trade of salt.  With  salt one can get rice 
through barter .  T h u s  the Chhogang people a re  rich." But it is also true 
that  the people in th is  village a re  engaged in the  bar ter  of salt and rice. 

T h e  people living in the neighbourhoods of the  village usually go out 
to do their  business in fur (Tib. pnkpa). T h e  villagers of Tsumje also store 
skins of goats, sheep, cattles and z6 which they raise in the village and 
sell them. T h e  skins of leopards (Tib. zi) and deer (Tib. s h )  they actively 
collect by purchase from outside the  village. They  also buy and store the 
musk which they smuggle with. (The Nepalese Government forbids the pri- 
vate trade of musk.) We were told tha t  they carry  those goods to Calcutta 
to buy dyestuff which they sell a t  Larkya and Chhogang. 

In  the s ix th  month of the  Tibetan calendar (all references of dates 
below follow the Tibetan calendar) the trade of salt  and rice becomes most 
active. Usually the sixth,  seventh and e ighth  months are  the busiest 
months of the commercial activities of the villagers. 
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The main th ing for them to do in the eighth month is to go to  buy 

woo] in Tibet. In the  tenth month they go to buy mutton a t  Kveron Dzong 
and ollier places in Tibet .  Visiting of merchants from outside the village 
are seen nlostly in the  ninth and tenth months. Seasonal vicissitudes of 
activities like these naturally do not allow the villagers to stay on their 
farms in the e ighth  month when they are  very busy and let thenl go on 
commercial expeditions. 

The writer asked Da Dorje, "How many people did you emplo)l during 

the busiest farnling season last year ? "  He ans\vered, " I don't kno\+. be- 
cause I was on a business t r ip  to Katmandu." 

The uncle of Dako Pu wr1lo, by way of making his pilgrimage to the 
temple a t  Katmandu, remained our volunteer porter, to the end of our jour- 

ney, would turn  out to be an  errand trader after  his pilgrimage. So urhat 
a villager told us is true only to a limited extent :  "There  is no one who 
specializes in business, and everybody is engaged in farming exclusi\.ely, 
When there a re  enough farm hands, however, some men may be engaged 
in trade." 

Commerce is called tshazong druzong. " T o  do business" is said Tslwrtg 
gyawa yin. Tshongba means " merchant. " T o  raise funds for their business 
they borrow money from the money-lenders. The  rate of interest is said 
to be 33 :g a year. On several occasions, however, they organize guilds. 
Tslmngro is the name for the organization of this kind. (The suffix -TO or 
-gro denotes something organized, or  got together, into a body or  a collec- 
tion. Shing (a tree), shingro (a thicket of tree leaves and branches)). When 
they want to mean not so much the organization as  the each member con- 
sisting it, they call i t  tshongba tshongro. T h e  guild consists of several 
traders who, making a common fund by putting together their money, help 
each other and distribute their  profits according to the proportion of their 
initial contributions to the  fund. Men consisting ishongro are  called tslwngro 
tlwptshan. Thopche means food, and thptshan denotes " comrades ~ v h o  always 
sit at table together." Their  mutual relations are  understood to be frater-  
nal. They call each other, " Tlwptshun la." (look, brother! (honorific)). 

Villagers told us tha t  formerly tshongro had usually been organized in 
every tsosum. About 16 years ago, however, things began changing and 
now forming tslzoutgro is a matter  of individuals. T h e  change was brought 

about, they told us, by the fact  that  i t  has become harder to run business. 
The informant's report says that  the  number of the families which hold 
trading as  a n  additional occupation is eleven (Ka. 2, 3, 4, 9 ;  Pra. 1. 11, 12; 
Shi. 2, 3, 6, 8.), reaching a little less than one third of the total number of 
families. We confirmed that  Prangar's three and Shimmushe's four families 
have formed their  own tshongro respectively. As to Kangring's we could 
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not make out. Tracing the genealogy of h a n g a r ,  we find that the three 
families a re  very near relatives, recently divided througll fanlily branclling. 

Shimmushe's families, except Shi. 8, a re  also closely related. But Kangringvs 
families, provided that  the heads of Ka. 3 and Ka. 4. are  brothers, are only 
remotely related. From the report we may say i t  is t rue  to some extent 
that  a decade ago tshongro used to be formed in every tsosum. We have, 
on the other hand, noted a different case. We saw now and then men from 
other villages coming to visit Baru (Ka. 2) with meat and things and stay- 
ing for a few days. T h e  writer  asked them, " Are they Baru's thofitshun?" 
T h e  villagers only grinned and didn't g ive  the  wri ter  any answer. We can 
assume that  tshongro is not always formed anlong the members of the same 
tsosum or in the  same village and possibly there a re  some which are formed 
by the  people living fa r  separate. 

T h e  families engaging in business include Baru and Pharwa, two most 
powerful men as  well a s  some of the  richest families of the village. Da 
Dorje and Dako Pu, who a r e  young kanjen, engage in business. Those who 
do business also include Khimjung Puchima (Ka. 3), who occupies tskota's 
position, and Karma Topgyal (Shi. 8) who occupies sham's position. Puclli 
(Shi. 6) possesses the  only mill in the  village. As a mat ter  of fact we can- 
not say that  the  families which hold t rading as  an  additional occupation 
a re  always rich. For example, Ka. 4 doesn't look well-off by any means. 
Some of the officials of the  village a r e  not even mentioned among the above 
list. I t  is not always so that  only the  richest engage in business. Never- 
theless, i t  is t rue  that  the r ich and the  influential people discover a frontier 
in the field of commercial activity,  and tha t  some people have become rich 
by winning the  batt le on th is  frontier. 

T h e  wri ter  have pointed out that  in commerce, a s  compared with farm- 
ing, one risks more but  has chances to get  r ich quickly and his personal 
ability counts more. Presumably the  individualism in their  culture has 
close relations wi th  their  great  at tachment to the  long-distance commerce 
and the  characteristics of their  commercial activities. 

I t  must be noted that  the  items dealt in this distance commerce are 
most miscellaneous and i t s  scale is very small. And in reality they not only 
deal wi th  goods but  transport  business in addition. T h e  small scale is 
suited to  private adventure. Transport  business gives them chances to test 
their physical strength,  which is valued highly. When we considered pas- 
turing,  we noted i t  was done by men but not by women. The  same thing 

can be said here. Transport  business requires a strong body and mind, 
even if in Tibet  where i t  is done by the pack-animals but not by men's 
shoulders as  in this village. Work a t  the commercial frontier depends upon 
male strength.  (See also pp. 314-15 and p. 335.) Miscellaneousness of the 
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itelns of trade accounts for  many-sidedness of their, especially men's work. 
We have observed that  one third of the families in this village engage in 
business. But not one of them specializes in it.  Commercial activities in 
a fanlily doesn't give itself any social status which can be handed down to 

the posterity. They will engage in commerce a t  one time and in farming 
at another. Da Dorje who had found that we gave a porter 4 rupees a 

day, came to apply for  the job. A Sherpa who accompanied us asked him, 
lIsn't it out of place for  you, kanjen (a village headman), to apply for a 
porter's position ? " Although once rejected, he and another kanjm Dako 
pu finally became our porters when we left the village. A man's job is 
usually thus many-sided, a fact  which, the writer believes, contributes to 
form an independent personality. T h e  tendency of this kind also seems to 
explain poorness of team-work. They a re  content with poor collaboration 

among a few families and tshngvo is formed with a few men. They don't 
care for higher and stronger organizations which can be formed. Only two 
kinds of kin groups, namely clan and family, and the Lamaistic organiza- 
tion, help them out of disorder to some extent. If this tendency prevails 
among all the  Tibetan people, a n  interesting question will be presented. 
The Tibetan culture contacts with the Hindu culture, making a contact 
zone between the  two. In  the former, people are individualistic and un- 
skillful in managing co-operative organizations. But each individual is 
vigorous and cheerful. In the case of the latter culture, they are  weak 
and cheerless as  individuals. But they are  authoritarians and easily sub- 
jugated or organized under some authorities. In the case of the Gurungs 
who live on the  contact zone, they are  individuals full of vigour, and, 
nevertheless, able to be organized effectively, a s  is seen in the Gurkha 
army. In the same way, the Takali  tribesmen on the contact zone are  vig- 
orous and cheerful. They a re  well organized in the commercial activity. 
In this point, the  contact zone, or the marginal zone, may reveal a quite 
interesting problem to the researchers of human behavior. 

We have to trace where the personality of this kind, namely vigour and 
independent mind, begins to develop in the Tibetan culture. Natural and 
cultural circumstances around a man while he grows must have a strong 
influence in forming his personality. First,  they told us, social information 
and practice a re  given to boys, when they engage in pasturing between 8 and 
13 years old. There  one learns from his friends how to run stock-raising 
and acquire social knowledge. When he finishes this period, he s tar ts  ap- 
prenticeship in trade. Friends from other families teach the girl various 
social practices before she comes to the age of 13. But she never does 
much work. After  th is  period she s tar ts  to help household work. 

I t  is important to note that  they have to fight the desolation of the 
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severe nature around thenl. I n  the pasturage a boy firids around hinl 
friend to speak to. Fog closes the rugged steeps during the sunlnler. 
Lonely ringing of bells put on the cattle's necks is the only sound which 
can be heard. Roar and chill of the mountain torrents which he wade 
strongly tell something on his young mind. On a fine day he hears echoes 
of  avalanches on the hinials. He always has to be ready to meet any 
emergency. He can't expect to be helped by anybody who is not even 
aware  of his whereabouts. He meets a girl  also in the desolate silence of  

nature. Ordinary minds which a re  apt  to depend upon authority or on 
liruited special skill a re  scarcely enough. If the people had not a stronger 
and Illore independent mind, they would not be able to live amidst the 
steep mountains and valleys or to gain  profit by trade across the precipi- 
tous passes yonder. We took our interprelers and porters from the Low- 
land. Narrow-mindedness and prejudice they showed toward the Bhotea 
people presented a s t r ik ing contrast to the  latter 's disposition. When any 
a t tempt  to unite such an  individualistic Bhotea people is made, their per- 
sonality and appeal to  their  individual soul must always be taken into ac- 
count. Otherwise unification, i f  ever done, would be very unstable. Func- 
tions of Lamaism and other religious behaviours should also be studied 
f rom this view-point. 

Chapter XIII. CONCLUSION 

-The Structure  of Tibetan Culture- 

Even if he has complete scientific data,  assiduously gathered and well- 
arranged, the researcher's general  impressions are  of value themselves. It 

is the belief of the wri ter  that  general observation deduced from such data 
by one who has personally gathered them a r e  also of some value, however 
subjective and biased his constructions might be, provided that  a clear dis- 
tinction is drawn between descriptions and interpretations. I t  is in this 
light, and fo r  the  benefit of fu ture  explorers who would like to be engaged 
in survey of the  same nature  as  the  writer ,  that  he takes the liberty of 
presenting hereby his own interpretations deduced from his survey. 

Originally central Nepal had been covered wi th  various tribal cultures. 
Later the two supertribal greater  cultural  traditions, i.e., the Hindu and 
Tibetan cultures, have encroached on this hilly country from both sides of 
the  Himalayas, and are  still eroding and replacing the  tribal cultures. Dis- 

organization of the tribal cultures and their  reorganization by the greater 

cultural traditions are  proceeding more remarkably in the western than in 
the eastern half of Nepal, probably due to the  protective effects of the moist 
forest lands in eastern Nepal. 
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As fa r  a s  religion is concerned, the intermediate zone hardly exists 
between the Hinduistic and Lamaistic areas in central Nepal. Lack of the 
transitional zone is natural, when we find that there is a great break between 
the two culture areas. However, the writer feels that another reason lies 
in the difference of the principles of cultural configuration between these 
two cultures. People in the intermediate zone must adopt one or the other. 
Then an intermediate way of life will disappear. 

We must know the  nature of the principles and pattern of each culture, 
before we can deduce the above-mentioned hypothetical points of view. 
Supposing that the Tsumje village is typical of the Highland culture in 
some way, the following hypothetical points of view of the culture of the 

abvicultural Tibetans may be constructed. 

Similarities and diflerences of the nomadic and agricultural Tibdans 
We can divide the  Tibetan people into two n u i n  subtypes according to 

the kind of land use. One is the nomadic Tibetans while the other the 
agricultural Tibetans. T h e  lat ter  a re  not, however, pure plant growers. As 
is exemplified in  Tsumje,  they a re  engaged much in pastoral industry. In- 
tensive fertilization of the  fields with manure, or their diet which inc.ludes 
butter, cheese and other milk products indicate the importance of animal 
husbandry in their  life. In  fact, the agricultural Tibetans belong also to a 
pastoral people in a broader sense, not to say nomadic. In this sense both 
the nomadic and agricultural  Tibetans a re  included in a pastoral people. 

But similarities between them are  not confined to land use and the basic 
type of productive life. Following E k ~ a l l ' ~ , ' ) ,  the cultural differences between 
the two a re  f a r  less than between the Tibetans and the Chinese or between 
the Tibetans and the  Muslims. Of course the differences between the two 
subtypes of the Tibetan culture is slight a s  compared with the differences 
between the Tibetan and the Hindu Cultures. 

On the other hand, the sedentary life of the agricultural Tibetans 
differentiates their  cultural  configuration from the  nomadic Tibetans. Ac- 
cordingly their  culture complex must be analysed following these two lines 
of basic economy. 

Individualism in the pastora! people 
Fig. 190 shows a hypothesis on the structure of the culture complex of 

the agricultural Tibetans. 
First of all, the  area of the whole Tibetan culture is worth noticing. 

The almost uniform conditions in their  natural environment in the home- 
lands of the Tibetans  a re  a severe climate of coldness, aridity and thin 

103) R.B. Ekvall (1939) : Cultural Relations on the Kotrsu-7'ibeton Burtier. 



Fig. 190. Cultural s t ructurc of t h e  agricultural Tibetans. 

atmospheric pressure. Accordingly, land productivity is  low. Pastoral acti-d 
vity is one 01 the most important  adaptive lorms. 

Because o l  pastoral activities, they a r e  accustomed to a solitnry self- 

suficicnt living in the pasture since thei r  childhood. Through pastoral life, 
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they are also accustomed to moving from place to place. They a re  obliged 
to be engaged in every kind of labour as  an individual. No sort of labour 
is foreign to the adult male. Tliis lack of taboo or mony-si&d- of labour 

mch individual, together with other characteristics in labour, leads to the 

development of "all-round" personality and a kind of individualism. "All- 
round " personality means an  immatured development of status personality. 
And these tendencies among them make the Tibetan culture quite different 
from the caste India or from authoritative familism in China. 

Lack of technicians is a weak point in their culture. We have already 
referred to some awkward utensils made by the Tsumje villagers. Occupa- 
tional craftsmen f rom the  Hinduistic Lowland seem to be invading Highland 
of the central Nepal due to these reasons. The  Newari artisans in Hlasa is 
another good example. 

On the other hand, their  personality and individualism seem to have an  
intimate relationship with a progressive and generous att i tude towards the 
acceptance of foreign travellers, customs and goods. Because individualism 
makes a man free from mass control of conservative society. In secret and 
closed Tibet  foreign explorers have been accepted with hospitality. T h e  
Tibetans are  very eager  to know the customs and goods of foreign countries 
with curiosity. You will find a masquerade designed to imitate various 
foreign costumes in the  procession of the Cho-en Joe festival a t  Hlasa (see 
p. 187), or the same kind of idea with this masquerade in the artistic figures 
made of but ter  on the  day of the Feast of Flowers in Kunbum."") In the 
Dalai Lama's procession, you will hear the musical performance of "God 
saves the King ... ", or  you will find various Western manufactured goods 
such as corned beef made in USA, Australian butter, British whisky, sewing- 
machines, radios, gramophones and dlsks of recent fashion, or even the 
rooms of the Western style with European water-closet in the sacred city 
Hla~a . '~"  Bogle reported to Hastings:  " T h e  fondness of the Tibetans lor 
everything s t range or  curious, strengthened by religion, will probably lead 
many pilgrimages, like the  Hadj a t  Mecca, may in time open a considerable 
mart for the  commodities of BengaI.IM)" 

Democracy of the Tibetans 
Individualism brings up  a kind of democratic atmosphere as  in the 

modern World. You may be astonished a t  finding such tendencies in t l m  

- 

104) E. Huc (1852) : Souvenirs of a ]ourney through Z'arlary, Z'ibel a d  China during 
the Years 1 8 4 4 ,  1 8 4 5  and 1 8 4 6 .  2 "01s. (transl. to English). I'eking : Lazarist Press. 19.31. 

105) Heinrich Harrer (1952) : Seven Years in Tibet. Transl. to Japanese. 
106) Cited from S. Cammann (1951) : Z'r& through the Hir#lalayos: ?'he Early Bri- 

tish Attempts to Open Tibet. 
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cratic Tibet,  because iheocracy and democmcy nlusl be two things 
different. 

As to the social differences between man and wonian in the field of 
religion, a tendency is clearly seen to prevent wonien from participating in 
religious activities of the Lama religion, which is one of the pillars of their 
society. They  a re  barred from religious activities solely because they are 
women. Such a tendency is also seen in other religious practices that are 
less institutional. The  supremacy of male in the field of religious activities 
has close connection with the fact that  they have a patri-clan system, 
marriage is made on the patrilocal principles, and the niaster of the family 
is  a man. T h e  fact that  women have no r ight  of bequeathing properly has 
also something to do with this. (In the r ight  of inheritance women are on 
a comparatively equal footing wi th  men.) Religious activities are closely 
related with their  social well-being, and in this respect i t  is worthy of 
attention that  work such as  sowing is confined to men. 

Except this, there seems to exist  little rigid distinction as  to the kinds 
of work to be done by men and women. Men a r e  engaged in almost all 
kinds of work, and the fact  that  women a r e  not engaged in as  many kinds 
of work as  men seems solely due to their  physical difference. 

In love-making and sexual intercourse, a free atmosphere is prevalent, 
and women a re  almost on a n  equal footing wi th  men. As to the women's 
voice in domestic affairs, theirs carry  weight a s  much as  men's. According 

to Abbot Kawaguchi, the mistress of the household has very strong authority, 
and the husband obeys the wife in domestic matters.lo7, Following E. Huc, 
" T h e  women there enjoy very great  liberty. Instead of vegetating prisoners 
in the depths of their  houses, they lead a n  active and laborious life," and 

these conditions a re  same with the  Mongolian ladies. " In Tartary, the 
women lead an  independent life enough. They  a re  f a r  from being oppressed 
and kept in servitude, a s  with other Asiatic nations. They may come and 
go a t  their  pleasure, ride out on horseback, and pay each other visits from 
tent to tent." Whereas the Chinese ladies a re  bound inside the house, and 
their  s ta tus  is f a r  lower than men.loH) These  differences originate from the 

differences between the two ways of l i fe :  pastoral and agricultural cultures. 
Even among the  Tibetans, the  social s t a tus  of women is apparently higher 
in the nomadic Tibetans than in the  sedentary agricultural  Tibetans who 
a re  also pastoral10". 

In  Tibet ,  the daily mode of life is same in the  fundamental points both 

107) Ekai Kawaguchi, 01. cit., Vol. 11, p. 10. Scc C. Bell (1928) : ?'he PeoPle of 

2 'ibet. 
108) E. Huc, o j .  cit. 
109) R. B. Ekvall, op. cit. 
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in the upper and lower classes. And their social norm affirms that  every 
man has same right a s  a human being. 

"The  richest people observe the same diet. T h e  ordinary repast i s  but- 
tered tea and tsanipa, mixed coarsely together with the finger."llu) 

When an  athletic meeting is held a t  Hlasa, four ministers exchange 
their luxurious hats with the poor hats of their retinues, symbolizing the 
equality of rulers and the ruled. At this time, rising excitement and praises 
of all the at tendant crowd were explosive.~~l)  

Individualism and familism 
Individualism leads to individual ownership. In Tsumje, not only nio- 

vable properties such as  animals and other minor goods but also farmlands 
and buildings a re  owned not by each household but by each individual, in- 
cluding women. Individualism hinders the establishment of authoritative 
familism. Most villagers of Tsumje do not remember accurately those who 
died before their  grandfathers '  time. It appears that those males who died 
in the ages between 30 and 39 are  most clearly and lastingly retained in 
the memory of the villagers. The  memory of those who died in their in- 
fancy and old age  is most rapidly lost. This fact suggests that  i t  is gen- 
erally the men who a r e  in the ages  between 30 and 39 who display abilities 
most fully and that ,  therefore, the men of this age group are  most clearly 
remembered even af ter  their  death. Sometimes, however, even those in- 
dividuals who died in their  advanced ages before the villagers' great grand- 
fathers' time a re  remembered. Those men are  generally men of exceptional 
talents. 

The families centre around the original family. But this original fami- 
ly never holds a n  authoritative. power over the other families of the clan 
in secular life. T h e  branching of families happens frequently. Meanwhile, 
it appears that  there  is a great  number of families which become extinct. 
The birth and death  of family lines a re  thus of very common occurence, 
as a result of which there a re  few families whose lines are  continuous 
through a long time. Therefore families are  unstable, and the tendency 
towards nuclear family is prominent. Precisely because of this, the vil- 
lagers a re  f ree  f rom bothering familism. I t  is also important that  a family 

is represented by individual name of i t s  family master, having no surnames 
of their own family. Personal likes and dislikes in human relations a re  
freely expressed, which is also a manifestation of their individualism. For 

instance, a s  to which one of the brothers should support his mother, sisters, 
or kid brothers, personal likes and dislikes play an  important part. And 
- - . - 

110) E. Huc, op. cit,, Vol. 11, p. 225. 
111) H. Harrer, op. cit. 
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not only the  would-be supporter but also the would-be supported 
their preference freely. In this connection, i t  is surmised that a great nleas- 
ure of freedom is allowed for  any one who would like to establish a branch 
family. 

Evaluation of indiuidual's talent 
In connection with individualism, they evaluate indiuidual's lalerll ralller 

than their ascribed statuses. And talent mobility is noticeable wirllin a 
family, among families, in community life, and in the Lamaistic hierarchy. 

We a re  accustomed to classify physical s t rength  and mental ability by 
the term talent or ability. Whereas the Tibetans do not like to separate 
these two, evaluating a synthesized ability in both physical and mental 
power. On the other hand, they respect physical power strongly, because 
hard work in daily life necessitate such evaluation. 

In  this connection, popularity of gymnastic exercises of all sorts and 
dancing deserve noticing. Th is  will be found among the other pastoral 

peoples such as  the Mongolians and the Kazaks. I t  is not, however, popular 
anlong the agricultural  peoples such a s  the Chinese and others. 

With regard to the tendency that  thei r  idea of talent includes both 
mental ability and physical power, both of which a r e  inseparably integrated 
as  a whole, Mr. Harrer's experience in Kyerong Dzong, Tibet, which is not 
f a r  from Tsumje, is a fine example. T h e  villagers of Kyerong love athletic 
meetings as  in other par ts  of Tibet .  I n  a n  athletic meeting Mr. Harrer 
joined a running match and became top near the  goal. At this moment 
the second runner caught up and pulled his trouser, by which fowl play 
the  second runner won the game. T h e  spectators didn't reproach the fowl 
play but laughed a t  Mr. Harrer 's  s tupidi ty :  The  s ta r t  and goal lines are 
impartial to all. Whether each individual uses physical power or mental 
stratagem is not a problem ! 

T h u s  estimated, a kind of talent cztrve is made by the writer, and it 
follows the passage of natural  age  in each male individual. (See Fig. 191.) 

In the  infant stage,  his talent is null. Through development of childhood 
to adolescence, his talent will be enlarged gradually. And the climax stage 

of his talent seems to appear in his forties, which is a rather young age 
as  compared with the cases of other agricultural  cultures. The climax 
s tage in his mental talent will be reached in ra ther  older age. But that in 

his physical ability will lie in younger ages. As a result the climax stage 
of his synthetic talent falls on such young age  a s  his forties. After  passing 

the s tage of clinlax talent, his talent curve gradually takes a downward 
course. In  such a n  explanatory talent curve, the  difference of talent from 

man to man in each s tage of natural  age  is smaller in younger stages, 
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I Talelit Curves o~Ag~cul tura l  Tlbetaas 

Fig. 191. 

becomes larger a f t e r  a t ta ining the adult stage, and becomes divergent more 
and more af ter  the s tage of climax talent. Some may decline quickly, while 
others might maintain a high level of talent even through the old-aged 
stages, as old Baru in Tsumje. 

A frontier in the ~eligious institutions 
The Tibetan culture charters individual's talent through such a kind of 

evaluation system. Accordingly, each male can find open frontiers to climb 
hierarchical ranks  in his society. One of the main frontiers is in ecclesias- 
tical organization. E. Huc states about the monastery of Kunbum; "Among 
the Lamas, you see old men proclaiming, by their low position in the 
hierarchy, their  idleness or  incapacity; and on the other hand, mere youths 
elevated, by their application and their  ability, to the highest ranks."I1') 
The examination system in education which is told by Tsumje villagers, 
suggests the same principle of "equality of opportunity" and a t  the same 
time the appreciation of f ree  will and endeavour. (See p. 212.) I t  is also 
noticeable that  their  t ra ining in the religious institutions has a physical 
side as well a s  a mental side as  is seen in the above-mentioned statenlent 
about Tsumje. Following Waddell, preliminary examination to  a boy- 
candidate is to examine whether he is f ree  from deformity or defect in his 
limbs and faculties in general. If he stammers, or is a cripple in any n a y ,  
or bent in body, he  is rejected.'l') 

- 

112) Op. cit. Vol. 11, p. 102. 
113) L. A. Waddell (second ed. 1939) : Buddhisn of Tibet, 07 Lorncrisnr. pp. 173-74. 
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A frontier in commercial activities 
Another frontier  is in making money through conimerc.ial activities. 

About almost inherent at tachment to comnicrcc in their cliaracter, a d,. 
script ion has been given concerning. Tsumje.  A well-cleveloped idea of 

lending and borrowing connected wi th  their  individualisn~ is a t  least an 
important ground of this tendency. Rut, because of this individualism, 
they cannot establish commercial organizations on a large scale but engage 
in more individualistic petty trades. NO one of the  Tsumje villagers is a 
professional specialist. Because of this, foreign merchants such as Kashmiri, 
Indian gosains, Chinese, Newari and Takal i  merchants have established 
organized commerce in Tibet .  In  this point, the  Lamaistic institutions 
such as  big lamaseries a r e  a Tibetan form of adaptation to satisfy the 
necessities of exchange economy in the  broader area rather than on the 
\rillage level. However, the  significance of commerce as  a cause of ups and 
downs among them should be noticed, a s  already discussed. 

Fears of downfall 
On the  other hand, they a r e  always afra id  of their  downfall. This 

sensitiveness of downfall in thei r  for tune is  not without a causal ground 
in their  culture complex. Above-mentioned individualism itself is an im- 
portant cause of ups and downs in thei r  social l i fe :  Some families always 
become extinct in a clan. If a household master is able or lucky in 
business, then the  family will prosper. But, if he is dull or  falls in sick- 
ness, then the  family may decline a t  once. Especially, their  love of corn- 
mercial activities makes thei r  ups and downs frequent. Due to these 
conditions, some wandering rural labourers a r e  always observed along with 
women peons through the areas  of agricultural  Tibetans.  

I t  is surmised that  a world where absolute dependence is put on one's 
own talent may also be a world where fear  of destiny outside the control 
of individual abilities is dominant. In  a world, where one's social status 
is fixed and one's personal liberty is limited by society, one feels less keenly 
one's personal misfortune and the  pressure of destiny because of the kind 
of social structure. Contrast is very symbolic between the Hindu shrines 
and Lamaseries. T h e  Hindu shrines a re  constructed a s  far  as possible in 
the  centre of settlements, while the  lamaseries a re  constructed a t  places 
as  far  removed a s  possible from the  secular world, seeking for solitude. 

Magic 
Their  feeling of luck and fate is rooted so deeply in thei r  minds that 

they are  easily st irred a t  some omens. But thei r  idea of fate is not so 
pessimistic nor means irretrievable destiny, a s  lound in some authoritarian 
agricultural cultures. The i r  feeling of fea r  towards downfall is another side 
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of their feeling of reliance on their  own abilities a s  individuals. Therefore, 
they try to control their  fortunes or  to avoid ill-lucks, either directly by 
some kinds of magic or indirectly by invoking powerful gods who will 
conquer devils. When famous Mila Raspa was blamed by his wretched 
uncle, his uncle's words to him were as follows: "If you can collect many 
of your partners, send your army to fight against me! If you cannot 
recruit your army, use some magic against me ! ""I )  So magic is something 
to be used as a substitution of army or some weapon, the master of which 
is not god but man's will. 

Confusion of iwHnat ive  world with real world 
Their  ideas in religious world have a hierarchical structure from heaven 

through man and other animals of lesser values to the bottomless end of 
hell, reflecting the  hierarchical rankings in this world. But in this hier- 

archy of the spiritual world, mobility is very high as  is seen in their real 
world T h e  causes of ups and downs in the  imaginative world are the 
individual's endeavours and abilities or  lucks and ill-lucks. Anyone, a t  least 
any male, can a t t a in  a s ta te  of a half-priest such as tama and utnje. A 
half-priest can a t ta in  tha t  of lama. A lama can attain the height of sangye 
or saint in th is  real world. T h e  sangyes a re  almost indistinguishable from 
the gods. In  th is  way, thei r  frontier a s  individuals is unrestricted towards 
the immense height of sanctity, i f  they have personal talent and luck. 

As they do not separate mental and physical phases in their value 
system, they also mix the  real world (which is tangible) with the spiritual 
imaginative world (which is intangible). Therefore, someone can attain 
the height of sancti ty in th is  real world, acquiring supernatural powers 
such as flying in the  a i r .  On the  other hand, even the Sangye Opame had 
been a terrestr ial  man a t  Tsumje. For this reason Tibet is full of miracul- 
ous stories. These  characteristics of religious idea are  the mainsprings of 
the Tibetan ecclesiastical organization, i. e. Lamaistic theocracy : divi- 
nation, Tantrism, asceticism, the hierarchical structure of priesthood, high 
mobility in th is  hierarchy due to individual talents (open even to the  
poorest people) and lucks (transmigration of soul and election of the living 
Buddhas by divination). 

Sedentary life and growth of jamilia1 co-operation 
NOW let us tu rn  our at tention to the agricultural basis of this culture. 

The need of cultivation necessitates sedentary life. Sedentary life enables 
to accumulate thei r  properties, which in turn  make their productive life 
more efficient. On the  other hand, sedentary life enlarges the necessit)~ of 

114) Ekai Kawaguchi (1931): Hilnalayo San no Hikari (Light of the Himalayas, 
Legend of St. Mila Repa). 
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co-operation in each household. T h e  accumulation oC properties and fanli\ial 
co-operation heighten the  utility of the  leader who is tlie superviser of 

properties in each household. In iact in Tsumje, a male housellold master 
has the r ight  of house adn~inis l ra t ion,  though each piece of property within 
a household is owned not by the  housellold master but by each member of 

the fanlily. 

Polyandry 
T h e  polyandry system which is so Iamous about tlie Tibetans has 

originated under these conditions. According to Hermanns,I15) polyandry is 
frequently found among the  agricultural  Tibetans,  but it is rare among 
the nomadic Tibetans.  According to C. Bell, some cases of polyandry among 
the llomadic Tibetans  a r e  found among the  people who live in the Chantang 
plain near Hlasa, and other few places. T h e  inhabitants in this part of 
Chantang a r e  said to be engaged much in commerce.ll" Why is it prevalent 
only among the agricultural T i b e t a n s ?  Half of the  necessary conditions 
for  polyandry comes from the  pastoral basis of the agricultural Tibetans. 
Among the Tibetans  the idea of generation hierarchy is feeble, but the idea 
of gradation of natural age is remarkable. A polyandrous wife comes from 
another clan, and has brothers a s  her plural husbands in many cases. But 
in fewer cases, a set of plural husbands is composed of uncles and nephews. 
And even paternal polyandry in which a fa the r  and his real sons have a 
common wife, if she is  not a n  actual  mother of the  sons, is reported by 
some t r a ~ e 1 l e r s . l ~ ~ )  

These three kinds of polyandry have a common denominator. If they 
put importance on the  difference in the  generation hierarchy as  is the case 
of Chinese society, then the f ra ternal  relationship will be quite different 
from the avuncular or paternal relationship in meaning. However, if they 
give more importance to the gradation of natura l  age, neglecting genera- 
tion. hierarchy, then the  three  kinds of relationship mean only one kind 
of age  gradation irrespective of whether they a r e  paternal, avuncular, or 
fraternal .  

T h e  s ta tus  of accentuated husband (see p. 273) in polyandry is not 
always occupied by a certain brother or  a n  uncle, but  moves from an elder 
to a younger. And usually an accentuated husband coincides with a house- 
-- . . - - - - - 

115) P. Matthias Hermanns (1953) : " Polyandrie in Tibet, " Anthropos XLVIII, ss. 
637-41. 

116) Sir Charles A. Bell (1928) : 'The People of Tibet.  pp. 193-94. 
117) Other than Prince Peter, see for examples, the following articles: S. C. Das 

(1902) : Journey to Lhasa and Central T'ibet. Edited by W. W. l<ockhill ; E. Kawaguchi 

(1904), op. cit.; H. Harrer (1952), op. cit.; and others. 
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hold master. It means that  the s ta tus  of a household mastership also 
slides from a n  elder to a Younger. And tlie trallslnission of the status of 
llouse]lold master usually takes 111ace in the forties. Accordingly, the 

system of polyandry is a device which is to charter an abler younger 
kinsman as  a leader in the  household. T h e  principle of talent mobility 
which is brought up  through a pastoral life is penetrating into the p l y -  
androus custom in th is  way. In relaying the housemastership, the plural 
husbands will feel a difficulty, i f  the predecessor and the successor have 
each their own wives of about the same age. Because the two wives will 
fight each other. Th i s  possibility is easily imagined when we take the 
Tibetan individualism and a strong r ight  of housewife into consideration. 

The other half of the  necessary conditions of polyandry comes from 
the sedentary agricultural  basis of the  agricultural Tibetans. Usually, the 
average age  of the  climax talent among them is so young that  the sons of 
the previous household master a re  too young to take leadership in the 
family, when the  ability of his fa ther  passed the stage of climax talent. 
Through the  device of polyandry, accordingly, the household can get a 
more matured successor of the  previous household master. Polyandry is a 
device to increase the  stability of a household through which they try to 
avoid the crises of their  life. T h e  necessity of such a leader in each 
household is stronger among the  agricultural Tibetans than among the 
nomadic Tibetans because of the needs of property accumulation and 
familial co-operation. And by th is  same reason, even the nomadic Tibetans 
adopt polyandry, if they have a strong necessity to have an  able leader in 
each household, a s  in the  case of commercial activities. 

Integrality and functions of the patri-clan 
The writer  dose not know why the  form of patri-clan is predominant 

among the agricultural  Tibetans  a s  in Tsumje. But the need of co-opera- 
tion accompanied with sedentary l ife is fulfilled much with the existence 
of patri-clan settlements, in addition to familial co-operation.11n) 

Integrality of the  patri-clan is most clearly manifested by existence of 
a patron god in each clan, belief in common ancestorship, the original fami- 
ly, and the matrilocal adoption of the  bridegroom to keep the line of the 
original family. I t  deserves noticing in this connection that  a week's 
mourning was str ict ly observed on the occasion of the death of an  in- 
married woman by all the members of the clan a t  Tsumje, even a t  the  
busiest season of agriculture. Th i s  may be taken as  manifestation of group 
sentiment. 

118) Hermanns denies the existence of patri-clan among the nomadic Tibetans in the 
Amdo district and others. Cf. P. Matthias Hermanns (1949) : Die Nontd6i1 von 7'ibe.t. 
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There  exist various regulations of marriage,  each closely entwined \,,ith 
the needs of integration of each clan. It may be possiblth that special care 
is  taken to keep the balance between the  number of in-marriageb and 
marriages among the clans within a community. 

T h e  property system is also largely governed by the principle of i n -  
tegration of clans and families. Meanwhile, the principle of individualisnl 
is most apparent in private ownership. In order to assure a harnlonious 
co-existence of these two principles, a distinction is drawn in the fanlily 
system between ownership and nlastersl~ip.  T h e  two principles are closely 
interwoven in inheri tance:  inheritance by the  eldest grandson and equal 
distribution to all sons. Primogeniture to a grandson is in consonance with 
the  principle of integration of the  clan through i t s  emphasis on the con- 
tinuance of family lineage. T h e  custonl of distr ibuting the  property equally 
among the  sons, and to some extent to the daughters  and wife, is clearly 
in consonance with the  principle of individuals' independence. The daugh- 
ters, however, have not always the  same r igh t s  as  the sons in inheritance. 
Particularly a s  to immovable property such a s  the  dwelling houses, they 
have no r ight  to inherit.  Also the  property inherited by the daughters 
and wife cannot be bequeathed to the  male descendants again. The pro- 
perty claimed by no male descendants and the  property left by women are 
disposed of for the religious purposes in the  presence of a witness by a 
representative of the  clan. There  is also a tendency toward pre-emption to 
sell immovable property such as  land to the  same clan members. 

Concerning the  political organization of community, each clan sends its 
representatives to the  council of community in accordance with the princi- 
ple of equality. T h e  leaders of the  community are,  however, selected not 
because of some ascribed s ta tus  such a s  the  hereditary tshong (original 
family of a clan), but  because of thei r  personal influence or ability. In the 
field of commerce is seen a tendency in which the  commercial association 

tshongro is composed of those belonging to  the  same clan. 

Individualism and co-operation 
T h e  clan shows a high integrality. But th is  principle of integration 

in clan ahd family is applied in such a way as  not to hamper operation of 
the principle of individualism, or in some cases to sustain and intensify 
individualism. Apparently discrepant characters of these two principles 
play complementary functions with each other  reciprocally. I t  seems to 
the writer  that  some travellers express discrepant views because of this. 
Ekvall s ta tes  in his book that  the  Chinese sett lement has  not only clear unit 
of family but also the institution of " clan," whereas the  settlement of the 
agricultural Tibetans  has  no clear organization of " clan " and their family 
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is an aggregation of Inen who a r e  f a r  f ree  from restraint a s  compared with 
Cllinesc family. In spite of this, collective activities cover completely 

the activities of individual in the Tibetan settlement, while the settlement 
of the  Chinese admits moderate individualism of the villagers. 

In other part of his book, he states that  among the agricultural Tibetans 
the despotism of a chief of a tribe is much compelled to be restricted, be- 
cause of a very s t rong individualism and a disgust against despotism among 

Tibetans.'I9) 

Sedentnry Iife and attachment to commerce 
In such a manner, the  needs of co-operation a re  satisfied througll the 

organization of family and clan. And the  community which contains Inore 
than one clan plays also the  same kind of functions in their life. Mutual 
aid is not lacking in clan and community. But the highly developed idea 
of lending and borrowing has developed the custom of hired labour even 
more intensely. Though their jndividualism derived from pastoral life 
seems to be one of the  important causes of their attachment to commerce, 
nomadic life does not enable the  accumulation of property except the pro- 
pagation of animals. Sedentary life among the agricultural Tibetans com- 
bined with their  individualism promote their desire towards .commerce. 
This may be the  most important reason why the Mongols have not so 
strong impulse to commerce as  the Tibetans. 

Sedentary lifg and emergence of the idea of hierarchy 
Sedentary life enables the accumulation of property, and due to this 

reason the differentiation of the  rich and the poor is more noticeable among 
the agricultural Tibetans  than among the nomadic Tibetans. Without 
sedentary life, the  idea of hierarchy through the differentiation of the rich 
and the poor may not have developed to a full extent in Tibet. In  this 
connection, even if the  nomadic Tibetans share some common religious 
ideas about fortune and magic with the agricultural Tibetans, the former 
could not develope the  idea of Buddhistic hierarchy and the resultant 
hierarchical institutions to a full stage of maturity. 

Lamaism as an integrative force 
Their  institution of Lamaism has some close relations with their  per- 

sonality and individualism a s  already discussed. Meanwhile, it is necessary 
to put an  emphasis upon the needs of co-operative life in connection with 
Lamaism. As a mat ter  of fact ,  Lamaism is the only institution which is a 
pillar in the integration of a vast number of people and areas. Is  it only 
a geographical condition that  tends to isolate each area from others be- 

119) Ekvall, op. cit. 
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cause of lack of means of communication that  hampers the consolidation 
and integration of a large number of people and a r c a s ?  

I t  has been pointed out that  each of them a s  an  irldividual has " 
and would not easily co-operate with each other. Th i s  is the principle of 
individualism among them. Therefore ,  one of the factors that  acts against 
integration is this principle that  is deeply rooted in their  minds. Is i t  

not \vorthy of at tention that  Lamaism, which appeals to individual inner 
mind, has successfully integrated those people who have such a t r a i t ?  

Lanansey as a means of economic cor~o~n t ion  
T h e  wri ter  has already called attention to the  well-known hierarchical 

s t ructure  of Lamaism and a t  the  same t ime to a high talent mobility i n  
th is  hierarchy. Now the  function of the lamasery in secular business must 
be noted. Poorness of division of labour and difficulty of co-operation, both 
of which a r e  closely connected with their  individualism, a re  preventing 
developnlent of the  Tibetan economy. In th is  respect, however, the lama- 
sery plays a supplementary role to  some extent.  T h e  guild-like aggrega- 
tions of some special technicians and organized commercial expeditions by 
larger lamaseries play a supplementary roles against  a n  unprofessional 
tendency and unorganized petty commerce among the  secular population. 
"Most of the monasteries of the  established church grow rich by trading 
and usury. Indeed, Lamas a r e  the chief t raders  and capitalists of the coun- 
try."l?<J) In  conclusion, therefore, the  acceptance of Buddhism and the es- 
tablishment of the  Tibetan style of socio-religious institutions enabled 
enrichment of the  Tibetan culture without modifying the basic cultural 
pattern. 

Culture as an adaptation 
T h e  wri ter  has interpreted the  s t ruc tu re  of the culture which is found 

among the  agricultural  Tibetans.  In  conclusion, the  writer's view is to 
understand their  culture a s  a complex form of adaptation to the land in 
such a n  environment a s  the  Tibetan plateau. Fig.  190 suggests that, if  
they abandon cultivation and become a nomadic people, their  culture will 

deviate to the  left-hand side in the  figure. In  such a case, the individual- 

istic tendency will be strengthened. T h e  idea of hierarchy in their society 

and religion will be, on the contrary,  weakened. Polyandry and attach- 
ment to conllnerce a r e  eliminated or weakened. If they abandon pasturing 

and becomes a pure agra r ian  people, the  reverse condition will prevail 
among them. In th is  case, also, some characterist ics of their  culture which 
is si tuated on the  boundary zone between the  pastoral and agricultural in 
the  figure, for example polyandry and the  Lamaistic organization, will 

- - 

120) Waddell, op. cit., p. 194. 
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disappear or be weakened. In some cases the impulse towards commercial 
activity niay be weakened. 

culture pattern in history a n d  geography 
Through a long history their  niode of adaptation is consolidated in a 

patternized way of life. In  th is  point, i t  is not only cumulative effects of 
history but the geographical size of the Tibetan type of natural environ- 
ment that has contributed to the establishment of the pattern. Without 
the vast stretch of a unique and homogeneous Tibetan type of habitat, 
such a unique culture a s  the  Tibetan,  which is elaboral&, enriched and pat- 
ternized, would never grow and survive. Maintenance of the pattern and 
enrichment within the pattern will tell the history of this culture. With- 
out the apparatus of th is  unique culture, what kind of culture can fill up  
such a desolate land a s  the  Tibetan plateau with so many people. T h e  
Tibetan culture configuration is not an  incidental or meaningless historical 
product but a product of tr ials  and errors  towards a goal of adaptation. 
Be that a s  i t  may, the  s ight  of the Shiar Khola valley, in which Tsumje 
is situated, will not fail to elicite a feeling of wonder a t  man's indomitable 
will, so much so that  every inch of sloping land there that  is tillable is 
cultivated. Such a feeling of wonder will also be entertained by any one 
who happens to visit the  " t w i n  sett lement" of Sangda. 
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Appendix 1 :  

Composition of Ethnic Groups in Various Villages or  Settlenlents 

NAME OF VILLAGE 
Bhaktini (C. 5-C. 6 )  
Katunje (C. 6 )  
Kale Posol (C. 6-C. 7) 
Arughat Bazaar (C. 8,) 
Khanchok Phedi (C. 9 )  

Khanchok Dhara (near  C. 9 )  
Khanchok Bhanjyang (near  C. 9 )  
Mashil (near  C. 9) 
Sikre (near  C. 9) 
Luitel Bhanjyang (C. 10-C. 11) 
Bare Pirke (C. 11) 
Raines (C. 11-C. 12) 
Kunchha Barua (C. 13) 
Kunchha Adha (C. 13) 
Sisaghat Bazaar (C. 14) 

Rupakot (C. 15) 
Khudi (C. 15-C. 16) 
Sisua (C. 15-C. 16) 
Argum Pouah (C. 15-C. 16) 
Pokhara (C. 16) 

Baidam (near  C. 16) 
Male Patan (near C. 16) 
Phewa T a l  lake, the  southern shore of 

(near  C. 16) 
Yangjebashi (C. 16-C. 17)  
A settlement a t  Naudhara (C. 17-C. 18) 
Lumlei (C. 17-C. 18) 
Near Bhurumdi (C. 17-C, 18) 

Bhurumdi (C. 18) 

Near Sudays (C. 18-C. 19) 
Ulleri (C. 19) 
Phalatei (C. 20) 
Sikha (C. 20-C. 21) 

Dana (C. 21-C, 22) 

Murali Bang (C. 21-C. 22) 
A Migratory settlement (C. 22-C. 23) 
Ghasa (C. 22-C. 23) 

INHABITEL, BY 
Newars. 
Gurkhas, Tamangs, Thakuris, 
Newars. 
Chiefly Newars;  also Damais, Sarkis. 
Four Newar families, one Gurung and one 

Magar family, totaling 6. 
Chetris and others. 
Newars. 
Brahmans, Chetris. 

Brahmans. 
Mostly Newars. 
Mostly Newars. 
Mostly Brahmans. 
Entirely Gurungs. 
Entirely Newars. 
Six houses, of which 4 owned by Newars, 

1 by Gurung and Bhoto. 
Mainly Brahmans. 
All kinds of caste. 
Entirely Brahmans. 
Chetris, Brahmans, Gurungs, Newars, Sarkis. 
Gurungs in outlying villages and Takalis 

and  Newars in the town. 
Brahmans. 
Gurungs. 
Gurungs. 

All kinds of caste. 
Entirely Brahmans. 
Mainly Brahmans, though are many castes. 
Gurungs a t  high places; Brahmans at low 

places 
18 houses. Mainly Takalis, then Newars 

and  then  2 Gurungs, 1 Thakuri. 
2 Gurung settlements on hill-tops. 
Magars, Gurungs. 
Entirely Magars. 
Mostly Magars, some Takalis, and men of 

other  castes. 
Mostly Takalis a t  the centre of town ; en- 

tirely Magars  a t  surrounding high places. 
Entirely Magars. 
Entirely Sarkis. 3-4 houses. 
90% Takalis. Also Magars, Newars and 

others. 
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Dhurnpu (C. 23) 
l'ukucha (C. 24) 

Kagbeni (C. 26) 
Sangda (C. 32) 
Uraga (C. 3 7 4 .  38) 
Pisang (C. 39) 
Thonje (C. 41) 

Thilche (C. 41-C. 42) 
Sama (C. 46-C. 47) 
Lho (C. 47) 

Hlip (C. 47-C. 48) 
Nyen (C. 47-C. 48) 
Shogo (C. 47-C. 48) 
Li Dhandra (C. 4 7 4 .  48) 
Bhartsam (C. 47-C. 48) 
Namru (C. 47-C. 48) 
Prok (downstream C. 48) 
Basin of Shiar Khola 
Aga (C. 69) 
Philern (C. 69-C. 70) 

Halchok (C. 72-C. 73) 
Rungje (C. 73) 
Keronja (C. 73-C. 74) 
Kasigaon (C. 74) 
Majhgaon (C. 75) 

95% Takalis. 
Takalis excepting 3 houeee including iron- 

smith and tailor. 
40% Takalis. Bhoteas also. Others arc 

Nepal Lowland people. 
Mainly Bhoteas. 
Entirely Bhoteas. 
Lama-Gurungs. 
Lama-Curungs. 
Mainly Gurungs. Also 7 Takali houses and 

a Bhotea lama. 
Mostly Gurungs. Bhoteas alm. 
Mainly Lama-Gurungs. 
25 houses, most of which a re  of Lama- 

Gurungs. :! iron-smiths, 4 Sarkis and 
3 Damis. 

Lama-Gurungs. 
Half Magars and half Gurungs. 
Entirely Lama-Gurungs. 
Lama-Gurungs and Gurungs of the Lowland. 
Bhotiyas. 
Lama-Gurungs and Gurungs of the Lowland. 
Lama-Gurungs ; 10% Tamangs. 
Rhoteas. 
Bhoteas. 
About 30 houses. Mostly Gurungs. One 

Bhotea house, 7 iron-smiths. 
Gurungs. 
Cho-Gurungs. 
Gurungs. 
Gurungs. 
Gurungs a t  mother settlement ; Tamangs a t  

one settlement in high place; Brahmans 
a t  settlement near valley bottom. 

Baseri (C. 76) Brahmans, Chetris, Magars, Rais. 
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Appendix 2:  

Table of the Intermarriages in TSUMJE 

Note : 

(1) Relationship means the relationship toward the family-head Ego. 

(2) E : Elder, Y : Younger. 

(3) The number in e. g. 1So. 2Wi, 3Si, etc. means the order of seniority witllin his or 

her sons, wives, sisters etc. 

(4) The age enclosed by ( ) means present age of the dead under the assumption 
that if he or she is living now. 

(5) All the cases of in- and out-marriage in Labrang are those done between Lab. and 
Ka. or Pra. Therefore those cases of Labrang will be understood with reference to the 
pedigree of Labrang (Fig. 145 in p. 270). 

(6) * : An adopted bridegroom. ** : The mother who acconipanied her daughter, when 
the daughter married in. 

No. of family I 

Ka. 1 

,, 1 

,, 2 
I 

,P 2 

,, 2 I 

Relationship 

ESi 

Wi 

ESi 

Wi 

YSi (1) 

YSi (2) 

1Da 

lSoWi 

2 Da 

3Da 

ESi 

Wi 

YSi 

Wi 

Wi 

Wi 

Mo 

Wi 

1Si 

2Si 

1Si 

Wi 

2Si 

Si 

Wi 

SoWi 

Wi 

Place of marrying out or into 

-> Yarcho 

+ Lab. 

+ Shi. 8 (Mo) 

+ Lab. 

-, Lab. 

-, Lab. 

+ Shi. 8 (EBrWi) 

+ Lab. 

-* Lab. 

-, Shi. 2 (Wi) 

-, Pra. 5 (Ego) 

+ Pra. (?) 

-> Khar 

4- Lab. 

+ Lab. 

t Shi. 3 (2Da) 

t Shi. 5 (FaSi) 

+ Pra. 1 (Si) 

-t Lokpa 

-> Tanju 

-, Tanju 

+ Duthi 

-t Tarung 

-, Shi. 3 (Wi)  

t Lab. 

+- Shi. 3 (3Da) 

+ Tarung 
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Continued 

Pra. 1 

, 1 

, 1 

9 ,  2 

,, 3 

,, 4 

,, 4 

,, 5 

,, 6 

8 ,  6 

, 6 

,* 7 

,, 7 

,, 7 

,, 7 

P 8 

, 9 

,, 10 

,, 10 

,, 10 

,, 11 
,, 11 

,, 12 

,, 13 

,, 13 

,, 14 

,, 14 

,, 14 

,, 14 

,, 15 

,, 15 

,, 15 

,, 15 

,, 16 

,, 16 

,, 18 
,, 18 

Mo 

Wi 

2Si 

Wi 

Wi 

Mo 

Wi 

Ego 
Si 

Wi 

EBr2So Wi 

Mo 

FalSi 

Fa2Si 

Wi 

Wi 

Wi 

Mo 

EBr Wi 

Wi 

Wi 

2SoWi 

Wi 

Mo 

Wi 

Mo 

Wi 

1Si 

2Si 

Mo 

FaSi 

Wi 

Si 

Mo 

Wi 

Wi 

lSoWi 

Shi. 1 

,, 1 

, 1 

,, 2 

,, 3 

WiFaSi 

WiMo 

Ego* 

Wi 

Wi 

1 53 
I I 

+- Tanju 

1 30 + Lokpa 
I 
' 22 -+ Ka. 7 (Wi) 

I 55 + Gomba Tensin 

40 .- Tanju 

50 * -  Gomba Tensin 

29 +- Shardo 

I 60 +- Ka. 3 ( E i )  

I 65 - *  Shi. 1 (WiMo) 
1 62 +- Tanju 
I 
' 25 I +- Tanju ' (7) + Gomba Tensin 
I ? -* Chhumring 

1 62 + Shi. 7 (Wi) 

34 +- Gomba Tensin 1 40 + Lab. 
1 30 +- Lab. 

1 (9  +- Shi. (?) 

1 61 +- Yarcho 
1 61 
I 

+- Gomba Tensin 

1 61 + Ripche 

I 19 + Lokpa 

1 36 + Chhogang 

1 (7) , + Shi. 1 (WiFaSi) 

1 50 
6 Ka. (original family extincted) 

1 (7) c Gomba Tensin 

I 50 +- Shi. 6 (Si), (Shi. -+Tarung+Pra.) 

I ? -, Chhumring 

1 ( ?  -+ Shi. 3 (ISolWi?) 

1 ( ?  1 + Shardo 
? -t Chhumring 

1 21 
+ Shi. 8 (EBrDa) 

? -t Chhumring 

1 (?I  + Shi. 3 (Da) 

29 +- Tarung 1 57 + Anga 

30 + Lokpa 
. . . - . . . . - - - - . -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .-. ' -+ Pra. 13 (Mo) 1 +- Pra. 6 (Si) 

33 +- Lokpa 

33 - Ka. 2 (3Da) 

68 + Ka. 9 (Si) 
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1 Da 

2Da 
lSolWi 

1So2Wi 

3Da 

Mo 

MoMo 

Mo 

FaSi 

Wi 
lBrWi 

2Si 

lBrlSoWi 

Wi 
lSoWi 

Mo 

1BrWi 

lBrlDa 

+ Pra. 16 (Mo) 

+ Ka. 6 (Wi) 
t Pra. 14 (2Si?) 

c- Lokpa 

-a Ka. 9 (SoWi) 

+- Yarcho 

+ Yarcho*" 
1 55 i 

56 

1 39 
i 48 

50 

1 22 
1 62 

1 30 
I 

+ Yarcho 

-+ Ka. 7 (Mo) 

t Pra. (original family extincted?) 
1 +- Tarung 

+ Pra. 14 (Wi) 

+ Pra. (original family extincted?) 
t Pra. 7 (FaSi) 

t Pra. (original family extincted?) 
I 78 j + Ka. 2 (Si) 
! 

45 ' +- Ka. 2 (Da) 

21 + Pra. 15 (Wi) 
- - .-- -. . - ~ ..~ .. --- -. - -~-  
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Introduction 

This paper describes the result of Rorschach Test of the inhabitants of 
Tsumje, Nepal, which gives an outline ol  personality makeup.* The  test was 
performed by Mr. J. Kawakita during the second Japanese Expedition to Nepal 
Himalaya, 1953. T h e  protocols obtained are  23 male cases and 8 female cases. 
The village of Tsumje is described in detail by Kawakita in this volume. The  
inhabitants of Tsumje belong ethnically to the Bl~ofeas (the Tibetans), and 

have almost the same culture as  that of the Tibetans. I t  was told that 
Prince Peter*" has many protocols ol  Rorschach Test  of the Tibetans, but 
the concrete results of his survey a r e  not available to the present writer. 

Administration of the Test and Subjects' Attitude 

The test was begun two weeks af ter  Kawakita's survey had started in 
Tsumje, and ended three days before his leaving. Daily reldtion between the 

* This  paper is  t h e  result of a blind interpretation, which w a s  done independently 
of Mr. Kawakita's paper on  culture in this book. 

** H. R. H. Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark (1954) : " T h e  third Danish Expedi- 

tion to  Central Asia: its wor]c in  the I-Iimalayas " 'I'lte Hil)~alayan ]oirrtral, V O ~ .  18, pp. 
157-168. 
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villagers and the tesler was satisfactory,  and the  subjects became well acqu- 
ainted with the tester so that there were no suspicious attitudes anlong tile 
people during the test. 

As requested by Kawakita, the  subjects were gathered by the village 
headman and others, and it seen~ed that  they came expecting sonic money 

when they told something about the pictures which would be shown. Tlleir 
at t i tude was generally frank, though there were some girls who were shy, 
Those who came to be subjects never refused the test. The  fees for sub- 
jects were one rupee a t  first, but a s  the attendance was very small, the fees 
were raised to two rupees from the fifth subject, and to those who got one 
rupee before an  additional rupee was paid. Kawakita stayed there just at 

the  harvest time, and two rupees meant the same amount of a porter's wage 
for  half a day. Kawakita tried to have an  equal number of men and wonlen, 
boys and girls, but Tibetan women in harvest tirile a re  very busy, and that 
is why female cases were less than those of male. 

Kawakita had two interpreters  in adminis t ra t ing the  tes t :  one was a 
Bengali and highly-sopllisticated Brahman who knew English, Nepali and 
to some extent Tibetan,  served the  scientific party of the  expedition from 
Katmandu and the other was a Sherpa who was skillful in Tibetan and 
Nepali and also understood a little English. 

Kawakila administered the test wi th  these two interpreters out of doors, 
in order to show the  villagers how the  test  was done. As this test was 
performed very simply, they seemed to enjoy t h e  test  a s  a kind of recrea- 
tion. Th is  was also helpful in avoiding unnecessary precaution or doubt 
on the  pa r t  of the  villagers. T h e  instruction was given by the Sherpa in 
Tibetan. Kawakita told the Sherpa that  he had to  give routine instructions 
in the same way to every one. When he began the  test, Kawakita was 
able to speak Tibetan a little but was not able to  understand it when spoken. 
And so the response was translated into Nepali by the  Sherpa and then into 
English by the Bengali. At  the  beginning in some cases, responses were 
consisted of only one word, through the process of translation. On such 
occasions, Kawakita cautioned them to give  exact  translations, so after  that 
responses was translated fully. Af te r  testing several cases, Kawakita was 
able to write down the responses in Tibetan. Then  the responses were 
translated after  being writ ten down. T h e  test ended with inquiry, and the 
subjects talked about the kinds and numbers of their  cattle. 

During the instruction, the subjects first looked ambiguous about what 
they were expected to  do, but they were motivated and took good rapport 
when the first responses were written down by the tester. T o  get as many 

responses as  possible, they were allowed to  keep a card for a t  least three 
minutes but they did not know about the time limitation, of course. The 
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cards used were made in Switzerland. Tibetan in the protocol is transcribed 
into western a lphal~et  accord in^: to C.A. Bell : Granrtnlnr of Collmjnl ribelan, 
Znd. ed. 1919, as far a s  possible, but as Kawakita could not distinguish (Izn 
fro"] dsa, he wrote za in all cases. See Kawakita's report. 

The inquiry was precise with location category but not precise enough 

wi th  determinant. I t  is natural that many explanations about the contents 
of tile response were given. 

Scoring and Scoring Problem 

When Kawakita returned to Japan, he left the protocol with the writer, 
giving the explanation for the administration described above. In scoring 
the responses we followed Klopfer's* systenl a s  far  as possible. 

Some of the scores of responses were given in administration by Kawa- 
kita, and most of his scores were location score. It is regretful that the 
records of the inquiry a re  not satisfactory because of the handicap of trans- 
lation. Scoring determinant was especially difficult. There are  few questions 
about the score of location, since Kawakita has recorded location at admi- 
nistration on the reduced photographs of each one blot. There is no difficulty 
when we find the key words of the determinant in performance proper in 
protocol, such a s  " mendo nzarbo " (red flower), " ilrii daarang drr " (monkeys 
climbing), but such responses are  rare. The record of inquiry is written 
distinctly from that  of performance proper with much care and consideration 
by Kawakita, and the  reply to inquiry for the possibility of movement 
score and colour score a re  described carefully. In spite of the pains taken 
by the administrator, it seemed that inquiry was changed to questions such 
as " I s  it alive or not ? ", " I s  it such colour or not ? ". In the record of 
inquiry, [living, sitting],** [such colourl, [colour concerned ), etc. appear very 
often. For example, we can find " nya" (fish), [sitting, living] in card 111, 
" mukpa" (cloud) [sitting, such colour] in card I, etc. Towards the cases 
like these, the writer  had to  adopt a very careful attitude. Therefore, in 
this paper, we deal with the determinant score as follows: 

Concerning the  words such a s  [living, sitting] we do not give score as  
M or FM, and we take more distinct words such as  Cmoving7, (eating] and 
[climbing] etc. 

Concerning colour responses, those replies like [such colour7 and icolour 
concerned] in the record of inquiry are  set aside as  a general rule. As it 

* 13. KLOPFER and D. K E L L E Y :  Z'he Rorschach Technique 1946 
B. KI-OPFER and others:  7'he Develoj~rrettt of Horschaclr Technique I .  1954 

** The  word ing  of the responses quoted in this paper a re  all from the original pro- 
tocols. I: ] shows records during inquiry. 
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is quite difficult to score a colour response a s  FC or CF;, we base our scorille 

017 the  point whether the content response is originally a definite fornl or 
an  indefinite form. 

Concerning other determinants than nlovement and colour, we can find 

few records as  "black s tone"  in performance. Therefore we have only 
three cases of m and disregard k, K, c, C'. Because of these reasons, con- 
sideration of the subjects' affective sphere is naturally indefinable. 

We have no trouble concerning location, but owing to insufficiency of 

explanations about content, there a re  sonlc responses with which we had 

some difficulty in determining the content category. In this paper, (A), ( ~ d ) ,  
(m and (Hd) a re  included in A, Ad, H, Hd respectively, and sex response is 

included in At category. 

There  is one more scoring problem about the protocols of Tsumje. That 
is the problem of unit of responses. As shown in the examples of original 
protocols which will be found a t  the end of this paper, most of the protocols 
have a sort  of successive development of responses of which independency 
is doubtful. For this reason, the writer  had difficulty in deciding the total 
number of responses of each protocol. There  were scme doubts whether or 
not these responses in the protocols were secondary and artificial as the 
result of administration through translation. But a f t e r  talking with Kawa- 
kita the writer  confirmed the  fact that  they were given by subjects sponta- 
neouslly. It  is remarkable that  the re  a r e  only five protocols which do not 
include responses considered to  be successively developed. So, this pheno- 
menon is one of the most important factors in the personality interpretation 
of Tsumje. Therefore it seems proper t o  classify the phenomena before 
deciding the total number of responses. 

Grouping of Subject 

T h e  subjects, thirty-one in all, consisted of eight females and twenty- 
three males. T h e  females a re  from fourteen to fifty years of age, and the 
males a re  from eleven to fifty-eight. We divide the males into two groups. 
One consists of those from eleven to  twenty-nine years old, the other, from 
thirty to  fifty-eight. The  former include twelve males and the latter eleven. 
For convinience's sake, we indicate these two groups m.--29 (12), m.30-(11) 
and the group of eight females 1. (8). While m. 30-(11) include three non- 
householders, of 41, 45 and 46 years old, m.-29 (12) does not include any 

householders, therefore we can consider the former as  a group of house- 
holders. Concerning m.--29 (12), they a re  all bachelors except one who is 
26 years old, and therefore we consider this, group of non-householders and 
bachelors. Concerning f .  (a), two of them are  married women (22, 30 years 
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old) and one of them a widow (39 years old), the rest are  not married. 
The average age of male subjects was 32.8, female subjects 27.8 and that 

total was 31.5. 

Table 1. Age of subjects 

Age level 10 20 30 40 50 Range Mean Mean Mean 

rn. 30- 1 1  
of subject 3 5 3 30-58 45.0 

rn. -29 12 I 4 8 11-29 21.7 ) } 31.5 

f .  8 1 4 2  1 14-50 27.8 J 

Male subjects are divided into two groups, one of which is indicated as m. 
30-. and the other is indicated as rn. -29. Female subjects are indicated as f .  
Indications rn. 30-, rn. -29, f .  are the same in each following tables. 

Patterns of Successively Developed Responses 

It is well-known that  in the case of young children, some schizophrenics 
or neurotics, there a re  some responses, in which it is questionable whether 
or not each one is colnpletely indepedent from previous or next responses. 
From these experiences, we classify tentatively the successively developed 
responses recorded in the protocols of Tsumje in four patterns. Our process 
of identifying patterns does not cover the whole of one protocol, but it con- 
fines itself to each one record of ten cards. 
Pattern a :  T h e  sequence of the similar concepts projected to the same blot 

area, or the same concepts projected on other blot ares  succes- 
sively. 

No. 27 female age  23; card I 3'45"V 

1. Tombo (tree) (d6*). 
2. Kukshin (big tree) (left d7]. 
3. Pra (rock) (r ight d7]. 
4. Khim (house) (inner area of W, four spaces are windows). 
5. Shing (tree) (whole figure of tree, standing) [dl]. 
(1, 2, 5: a) 

No. 22 female age 14; card VIII 48" 
1. Khyi (dog) (moving, colour concerned] (left Dl]. 
2. Peagal (langur) [full body, dead, not only sketch] [dl). 
3. Thu (monkey) [sitting, dead, colour concerned] [right Dl!. 
(1, 3 :  a)  
As shown in the  examples above, the responses are  not the same, and 

* All numbering of location in this paper is according to  Klopfer (1954) 
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so we calculate each response separately ; namely-the number of responses 
in the former example is 5, and in the lat ter  3. 

The  number of this pattern is rn.30-(11) : 2, nl. - 29 (11) : 2, f .  (8) : 8. 
Pattern b :  T h e  sequence of a S U C C ~ S S ~ V ~  responses, each of which produces 

one of the various parts  of a total figure, and all of which, 
when lumped together, make up this total figure, whether i t  is 

explicitly expressed or implicitly expected. 
No. 3 male age 58; Card IV 22" 

1. Churten 7a si d u  (like a mane) [d2). 
2. Gangkha chorten (total is chorten) [W]. 
3. Mi kangbn da si du (like a leg of man) [D2 1. 
(1, 2 :  b) 

No. 30 male age 20; Card 11 8" 
1. D i  de barba (frog). 
2. Barbii kangbn (frog's leg) [d2, d31. 
3. Pungba (shoulder) [upper lateral small red of D3, Fig. 2,2). 
4. Ngam chi (frog's tail) [Dl]. 
5. Piha (rat). 
(1-4 : b) 
In the former example, we take the  second respone as the main W 

response and the  first a s  additional (d), and the number of responses is 2. 
In the lat ter  examples, we estimate the  first main and give it W, and the 
2nd, 3rd and 4th, additional and give them (d, d,) (dd) (D). The number of 
response is 1. 
No. 11 male age  58;  card IV 40' 

1. C h r t e n  Cd23. 
2. Kangbn (two legs of man) CD23. 
3. Lakpa (two hands of man) [dl]. 
4. Tu (female part) [lower top part  of Dl). 
5. two eyes of man klateral tiny protrusion of d23. 
(2,-5 : b) 
In this example, the whole figure of man is not projected on the blot. 

So, differentiating this from the former two examples, we estimate 2nd, 
3rd, 4th and 5th main, and the number of responses is 5. 
Pattern b is found m.30-(11): 15, m.--29(12): 30, f. (8): 16 
Pattern c :  This  pattern can not be clearly distinguished from pattern b as 

f a r  a s  it is concerned with the  succession of responses. But 
there seems to be a sort  of f ree  association in some of the 
response-sequence. In this case, we call it pattern c. For 
example, we have a group of concepts about choden or succes- 
sive development of rock and wind in this pattern. In the 
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responses of this pattern, pattern b is seen often, but, when 
both patterns are  concerned with the same figure, we calculat- 

ed only pattern c, and when two patterns correspond to two 
different figures, we calculated them separately. 

NO. 30 male age  20; card VI 8" 
1. Chorlen [W]. 
2. Serto (top part  of chorten) [dl  j. 

3. I'umbo la serlo (golden top of the lama utensils) [upper lateral pro- 
trusion of Dl]. 

4. Dhandi (the stone foundation of the chorlen) (Fig. 6, 61.1. 
5. Chorten ge kup shau du Cshau means final coating of stone wall! (con- 

cave part of clay wall on the chorten). 
6. Te ne zhung nyi sha du (inside the chorten, some religious treasure 

are kept) [centre inner area of Dl). 
(1-6 : c) 

The scores of responses in this example a re  as follows; 
1. W, 2. (d), 3. dd, 4. (dr), 5. (dr), 6. dr, and main responses are three 

No. 30 male age  20; card V 28" 
1. Plzungdo, sa ra ... (big stone) [big stone divided into two parts, and 

wind pass through the cleavage CD2j) (the response extended to the 
5th response]. 

2.  Kangba (leg) [leg of stone above developedj. 
3. Sarka [devided into two parts]. 
4. Lung ju du [wind blows between two parts of stone]. 
5. Lung ju nyi dlw de kha plze lu [the stone is devided into two parts 

by wind). 
(1-5 : c) 

The scores of responses in this example a r e :  
1. W, 2. (d), 3. -, 4. -, 5. -, and main response is one. 
As to the frequency of Pattern c, we find m.30-(11): 3, m.--29(12): 20, 

f. (8): 4, but the writer is not familiar with this kind of pattern. A pattern 
similar to this was seen in neurotic subjects and young children, but it was 
rather more tale-like. Group m.--29 (12) has most points in all patterns b, 
c and d. 
Pattern d : Successive secondary organization of responses observed in either 

performance or inquiry. A typical example can be observed in 

the records of card VIII. 
1. Pruu nyi du (two monkeys) [Dl] (climbing the flower tree) (note of 

administrator : " flower tree " has not yetTdeveloped a t  this point). 
2. Tombo. Y a  la memdo du. Mendo na sum tombo du (tree ! there is 

flower upper, there are  three of flower trees). 
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Table 2. Number of patterns of successively developed responses 

Cards I I1 111 IV V VI  VII V l l I  IX x % 

m. 30- 2 1 1 

m. -29 2 1 1  
Pattern a 8 1 2  1 1 2 1 

total 

m. 30- 

m. -29 
Pattern b, 

I 
total 

/ m. 30- 

I m. -29 
Pattern c f .  

total 2 7 2 1 2  2 4 6  

I m. 30- 3 1 

m. -29 13 2 1 
Pattern d f .  1 

total 17 3 1 

Total 117 5 9 10 16 11 17 
- 

Failure cards are m. 39-: ( I .  V )  (VII. IX),  m. 
( ) is sign of one subject. 

2 

2 6 2 

1 
- 

2 9 2 14.5 

10 19 13 7 100 
. . 

-29: no card, f. : (X),  

As to this example, when organization appears in inquiry, the responses 
a re  calculated as  two, that  of animal and plant, and when organization is 
made in performance, the number of responses was calculated as one. 

T h e  type of the primary organization corresponding to the above exam- 
ples is a s  follows: 
No. 25 male age  26; 24" 

1. PTU lombo la za de drodu (monkey is climbing on a tree). 
T h e  number of responses is, of course, one. 
Pattern d, occurs m. 30-(11) : 3, m.-29 (12) : 13, f.  (8) : 1. 

Almost all successively developed responses having religious content 
belong to Ob or  Arch category and those belonging to other categories are 
few in number. When we consider each pat tern  separately, the percentage 
of such responses is 68% in pattern c, while it is only on 1076 level in other 
patterns ; and it is 2976 of total number of patterns, of successively developed 
responses and th is  percentage is distinctly high while that  of the religious 
responses is 16% of the total number of response (805). 
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~t can be said that successively developed responses more affiliate to  reli- 

gion than tlie responses which have unity. The frequent occurrence of these 
patler~ls of responses means, we may say, peacemeal tension discharges, 

nlore self-gratifying than social. Generally, we know that among those who 
~ar t ic ipate  considerably in religious life, some do not project a religious 
concept to the test blot a t  all. Therefore, in the case of Tsumje, these 
religious projections show a kind of defense mechanism to protect their 
insecurity. T h e  feature of the above-mentioned patterns of responses, show 
the ways of reality orientation and reality testing of these subjects. 

Total Number of Responees 

The result of calculation of the total number of responses (R) in the 
manner described above, is that the range of R for 31 protocols is 10-50, 
and mean and median a r e  26.0. In this case R is obtained by calculating 
only main score and omitt ing additional ones. 

The total number of responses from 31 protocols is 805. 
Only three subjects failed to  produce response and the failed cards are  

(I, V), (VII, IX), (X). T h e  former two belong to m.30-(11), and the other 
to f.(8). 

Table 3. Total number of response. (culculation only on main score) 

R 1 10 20 30 40 50 Range Mean Med~an 

m. 30- 11 3 5 3  11-35 24.5 26.0 

m. -29 12 5 4 2 1  10-44 23.0 24.5 

f. 8 3 2 2 1 13-50 32.5 36.5 
- 

Total 31 11 9 7 3 1 10-50 26.0 26.0 
- -- -- 

Variability and Popularity of Responses 

The Rorschach response, a s  well-known, is given usually three scores 
of location, determinant, and content, and, we can fur ther  score on accuracy, 
popularity, and originality, etc. But when we reconsider the definition of 
scorable responses, it is obvious that all the skeletons of response are  the 
combination of location and content. Therefore, if we describe all the re- 
sponses by the location-content combination,* we can get  a gross classifica- 
tion of all responses. Table 4 shows location-content combination arranged 
in order of frequency. 

- - -. . - 

* I am preparing a paper on this important point of location-content combination. 
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From the fact that  Dl-A in card VIII 
appears most frequently in table 4, we 
know that  the inhabitants in Tsumje have 
similar apperception a s  the Japanese, 
Europeans, Americans, and some of the 
American Indians. Rut the order of com- 
binations below VIII Dl- A shows difference 
in apperception from ours. For i t  is expect- 
ed ordinarily that I W-A, 111 W--H, D8-H, 
IV W-Ob (Aob), V W-A, VI W-Ob (Aob), 
should follow VIII Dl-A in the order of 
frequency. So we have to  conclude tha t  
an  apperception which has a different char- 
acter is considerablly common in Tsumje. 
Moreover as  described in the upper part  
of the table 4, combination I1 dl-Arch ex- 
presses the popular response in Tsumje, 
so that table 4 itself shows the charac- 
teristics of Tsumje pretty well. 

Next, taking the content itself out of 

l'able 4. Table of frequent 
location-content ~ o n i b i n a t i o ~ .  

Frequency I.wation.contt.nt 
combination 

V l l l  D l * - A  
1 1 1  
X 116-A 
1 1 1  1Y2--A 
1 1  D2-A 
11 d l -  Arch 
111 0 6 - A  
X 1)l-A 
X 1110-A 
IV W-A 
IX L)2 A 
X D l l - A  
VII D6-A 
X L)4-A 
1 W - A  

location-content con~binations of more than VI d2-Ad 

10 in frequency (table 5), popular responses * Numbering of location is accord- 
in Tsumje can be decided from this table ing t o  Klopfer, 1954. 
as  follows ; VIII Dl-quadruped, I11 D5-fish, ** In the present paper, At includes 

X D6-bird, quadruped, I11 D2-bird, quad- Sex.  

ruped, I1 D2-quadruped, I1 dl-chorten. 

Hereupon the number of responses taken as  popular responses is 92, 
only 11.45'6 of the total responses from 805 in Tsumje. The  total number 
of location-content combinations whose frequency is 1, is 447 and this amounts 
to 55.676 of the total 805 responses. Concerning the fact that  dds responses 
amount to 21.676, d responses a re  20.876 (table 17), we can estimate that per- 
sonality in Tsumje has large individual variations. So they are  individually 
isolated, considering their tendency of self-gratification. 

T h e  frequency of concepts in table 18 was obtained by calculating the 
concept once, even when they appear twice in the record of one card. So 
the frequency is rather small in comparison with the actual number for per- 
centage of each content category (table 17). 

If we examine the concepts in the responses (table la), we shall see: 
Human concept H, Hd, (H), (Hd); frequency 79. 
The  number of the human concept (mi) without any specification is 60, 

765'6 in total H frequency. All of the  six examples of the specific human 
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Table 5. Contents of location-antent combination, in order of frequency. 

Card Frquency 

~ 1 1 1  L)1-A monkey (thu, prrr, peogol etc.) 18 (4-3)' 
cat (grrri) 3 
dog (khyi) 2 
leopard (semjen) 2 

(one of two is femjen [man, like animal:) 
bear (dhemu) 1 

(probo) wild animal like dog 1 
rat ( p e a )  1 

* from three W response 

111 D5-A fish (nyo)  
snake 

X D6-A bird (chabi, cho etc.) 
deer (sho) 
goat (ridha rage, ra )  
Leopard (semjen) 
monkey (pru)  
ox (longgo) 
dog (khyi) 
fish (nya)  

111 D2-A bird (chobi, chicken etc.) 
monkey (peozal, pregci) 
Leopard (sewden) 
cat (guri)  
crochodile (chhusin) 
insect (bu) 

I1 D2-A monkey (pru, thu, e t c )  5 
Leopard (semjen) 2 
deer (sha) 1 
tiger ( t o )  1 
bird (chobi) 2 

11 

[besides these, there are 3 chorten (dl ,  S1) and one more chorten produced on 
all black part of the blot'l 
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concept concern lanlaisnl or religion. Hd is more frequent than H, especial. 
ly in card I, IV, V (table 17). 

Animal concept A, Ad, (A), (Ad); freclucncy 364. 
T h e  number of concepts is 39. And of this case, only the concepts about 

birds take some specification, and those a re  lumped in the item, " bird" 
(concepts of bird with some specification a re  enumerated in the end of tllc 
table 18 separately). Concerning monkey, 3 or  4 kinds of Tibetan words, 
corresponding to macaca and langur,  a re  used. T h e  irequency of bird is 77 
(21.276), and that  of monkey is 41 (11.2%), and bird ancl monkey hold 32.40, 
of all. T h e  distribution of " bird " is niore frequent in card I, 11, X t]lan 
any other cards, and that  of " monkey " is most frequent in card IV,  VII]. 
Almost all responses of fish a re  in 111-D5 and Dru (lightening (A)) which has 
religious meaning is most frequent in 111. And when bird, monkey, fish 
and liru are  taken together, they make a frequency of 148, 40.6%. 

Although some may suppose that  the animal concept lacks in variety in 

content, it is, on the contrary, very n~ul t i far ious  compared with the content 
of Human and Object concepts. In fact, concepts in the animal category are 
most multifarious among the concepts in all the other categories (Lable 18). 
T h e  writer makes the assumption that  the personality in Tsumje is stero- 
typed, not on the basis of high A ?6 but on the  basis of the fact that Ob, 
Arch, N, PI cannot be said as  including multifarious concepts, and that 
there a re  many religious concepts in general. As for the A%, range is 23- 
90%, both mean and median are  5076 (table 6). Animal responses express 
most faithfully the f rame of apperception of the subjects as  we saw in  
table 4. 

Table 6. Animal responses (A%) 

I 

m. 30- 11 . 3 1 2 2 2 1 1 26-91 55.7 55.0 5-26 13.5 14.0 

ni. -29 12 1 3 1 6 1  1 23-63 46.5 50.0 1 5-16 10.3 9.5 

f .  8 2 2 2  2 / 23-75 48.1 47.5 I 3-27 15.8 16.0 

Total ' 31 6 3 4 10 3 4 1 23-91 50.2 50.0 3-27 12.8 14.0 

I I 
, , 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90- 

Object concept, frequency 45. 
As well-known, Object category contains the most multifarious concepts 

of all categories. In the case of Tsumje,  there seems to be multifarious 
kinds of concepts, but because 32 (71%) concepts a re  concerned with belief 
or religion, and the rest is very closely related with daily life, we must 
conclude that  the concepts a re  not multifarious. 

% I Actual number 

1 I , Range Mean Median Range Mean Median 
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Architecture concept, frequency 55. 
In this concept, chorten, gomba, mane, etc. which are the names of tall 

buildings, hold 48 (87%). and this number shows good adjustment 
of subjects to for111 quality of the blot and their proper projection, though 
tile lorm-accuracy level is a little lower than 1.0 ; in fact, the architecture 
concepts a re  many especially in card 11 and VI (table 17). 

Plant concept, frequency 76. 
The examples of a somewhat specific concept in Plant category are only 

5 (7:6), such as  shukpn dombu etc. and the three concepts such as tree, 
flower and flower tree which do not have specification amount to 44, 58~6.  

Nature concept, frequency 52. 
The number of concepts, namely 12 mountains (Kang, kaan) (high moun- 

tain such as Himal) and 5 stones, is 17 (33Y0). And this category includes a 
somewhat strange response a s  shown in Table 7. In these responses, it 
seemed that only the expanse of the surface of the blot is used in a re- 
sponse, while the form quality of the blot has no effect on it. These 
responses are  8 given by 4 subjects, so this small number is not of import- 
ance when compared to the total number of responses. The writer has 
never got such responses as  these in Japan, except in a very few cases such 
as " a grassy place " and " a  field" projected on card IX-Dl by schizo- 
phrenics. 

Table 7. Crude and s trange responses which were included in Nature category 

Card I1 S a  t a n g  (lo cSa=ground,  do=stone7 iD3'. 
Card 111 Lungba (village) Lnearj. Fig. 3, 8. 

Like a field La pasture] [Dl]. 
Card VI Saven r a  si clu (all kinds of land). 

[the response develops after the  response " pond ' D5; " 
(upper  light grey part  of D53 

Card VIII Village (Dl:. 
Peaa (like a plane surface for  separating crops). Fig. 8, 2. 

Card IX Ri ga tsira kyawa I u n g  ra si du. 
[Ri=average mountain not a s  high a s  Himal; 
[ t s i ra=the  skirts of mountain) [kyawa, ; a general term of short grass.. 
( l u n g = a  grass plot] 

Card X Shingha  (cultivated field) lsomething sown In the field.. Fig. 10, 4. 

Anatomy concept, frequency 26. 
As the Sex concept is included in this category for convinience sake, 

the genuine anatomy concepts are  only 3 expmples of 2 Hat and 1 Aat. It is 
very noticeable that  the genuine anatomy concepts hold onllr 0.4Od of 805 

responses in al l ;  on the other hand, Sex concepts hold a big percentage in 
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this category. Sex responses develop on card I1 Dl,  d l ,  and card ]]I ~2 
etc. sexual intercourse develops on the symmetric form of the blot. In sllort, 
it seems that  the  subjects treat  a sexual organ as  only a part of the body 
and do not give it special at tention which our culture requires. 

Ar t  concept, frequency 4. 
Four responses a re  all religious. 
T h e  religious responses which a re  mentioned in the present paper are 

calculated independently from the usual content. Only those responses which 
have meanings that  are  clearly religious in the concept are calculated. 
There  a re  many responses which may possibly be calculated as  religious if 
fur ther  inquiry is done about the content concept. For example, an ele- 
phant can not be found in the region of Tsumje,  but inhabitants are ac- 
quainted with an  elephant through the stone image of a god which has an 
elephant's face, and usually has a kind of ra t  in his left  hand. Median of 
percentage of religious response is 15% and of actual number is 4 (table 

8). 

Table 8. Religious response (%) 

I 
% Actual number 

0 -9 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90- ' 
Range Mean Median Range Mean Median 

m . 3 0 - 1 1 2  3 3 2 1 0-41 12.8 11.0 0-8 2.8 3 

m. -29 12 1 5 2 1 3  7-47 23.9 19.5 2-14 5 .3  4 

f .  8 2 5 1 6-21 13.1 13.5 1-7 4 .1  4 

Total 31 2 6 13 5 1 4 6-47 17.2 15.0 0-14 4.2 4 

T h e  number of kinds of concepts described in Table 18 is 150 and ac- 
cumulated frequency is 697. T h e  accumulated frequency of 16 kinds of con- 
cepts, such as  mi, chnbi, chamo, p ru ,  teagal, bumha, chorten, gomba, tombo, 
mendo, tombo mendo, kaan, pra ,  tu and male part ,  taken out in the order 
of frequency from the categories of H, A, Ob, Arch, PI, N, At, is 314 and 
that  holds 45% of the total frequency. 

Manner of approach 

T h e  manner of approach of the subjects in Tsumje shows constellation 
W :  776, D :  5076, d :  1876, d d s :  1976 according to the  median of each location 
category (table 9-12). T h u s  ((W)) D d dds is the expression of the approach. 

Inspecting each card one by one in order, the weighted point of location 
category changes as  follows, successively : I :  d ,  11: D, d, 111: D, IV : d, V: 
d, VI : dds, VII : D, VIII : D, IX : D, X : D (table 17). This  fact  indicates 
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Table 9. Whole response (WK) 

% Actual nunlber 
, 0 -9 10 20 30 45 60- 

I Range Mean Median Range Mean Median 

Table 10. Large usual detail response ( D K )  

I 

% Actual number 
0-29 30-44 45-54 55-64 64-79 80- 

Itange Mean Median Range Mean Median 

m.30- 11 1 4 2 3 1 26-82 49.2 45.0 8-19 11.4 10.0 

m. -29 12 1 3 5 3 23-75 54.9 62.5 4-28 13.2 13.5 

f .  ( 8  2 2 2 2 15-57 40.3 42.0 2-23 13.0 13.0 

Total 31 4 9 4 10 3 1 15-82 49.1 50.0 3-28 12.5 11.0 

Table 11. Small usual detail response (d%) 

m.30- ' 11 
I 1 2  

5 2 1 

m.-29 12 , 2 8 2 

f. 8 ;  1 3 4 

Total ' 31 1 3 11 5 9 2 1 
- - 

% Actual number 

Range Mean Median Range Mean Median 

Table 12. Small unusual and space response (dds %) 

clearly that  subjects selected blot areas D or d according to whether thc 
constellation of each blot is separated or massive. This tendency is distinct 
in the case of rn.30-(11) group (table 14), suggesting the direction of develop- 

I % Actual number 
1 I 0 -9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25- 

I / Range Mean Median Range Mean Median 
- - -- -- 

rn.30- 1 1 2  2 1 - 1 2 3 0-38 13.7 19.0 1 0-13 4.4 4 

m.-29 

f. 
12 2 2 4 1 1 2 0-42 13.8 12.5 ' 0-11 3 .5  2 

1 1 1 1 5 14-48 29.3 28.0 ' 2-22 10.5 10 
-- . -- -. 

Total 1 31 4 4 6 3 4 10 0-48 18.2 19.0 0-22 5.6 4 
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Table 13. Reaction time, range and median 

I  I  I 111 I v v 

VI VI I  VIII  IX X 

7" 20" 6" 14" 12" 
m.30- 11 - 28" - 3 0 ~  - 25" - 40' N 1103/1 

1'47" 1'15" 2'55" 2/23" 2/23'' 
. - 

( 511 4" 5" 9'' 2'' 
m. -29 ' 12 - 23" - 18~' - 11'' - 20" - 18" 

I 1 1'38" 1 1/20" 1 40" 1'13" 1'17" 
- - - - - ---. 

I 5" , 8" / 3" 5" 10'' 
f .  8 - 9" - 21" , - 19" - 31" - 25'' 

55" I 2'50" I 32" 1'07" 1'30" 
- - -. - -- - .- - 

5" 4" 3" I 5" 2'' 
31 - 20'' , - 22'' - 15'' - 31" - 30" 

, 1'47" 25'0" I 2'23" 1 1'07" 2'23" 
I - -- - 

* failure, one each ** record missed, one each 

ment of manner of approach in Tsumje. M.-29 (12) group itself takes another 
way, that  D is dominant over all cards except card I :  d, and more W re- 
sponses a re  produced from a massive blot ra ther  from separated one. In 
addition to this, the  reaction time of m.--29 (12) group is more rapid in com- 
parison with m.,-30 (11) group (table 13). Therefore m.-29 (12) group has a 
short-cut tendency a t  the expense of form accuracy. In fact table of W 
responses (table 15), shows that  many of W responses tend to fall into F- 
as  compared with usually expected form-accuracy. Added to this, we have 
already mentioned that m.--29(12) group has most of the patterns of succes- 
sively developed responses, and a higher percentage of religious response in 
median. T h e  female group shows an intermediate feature  in its manner of 
approach with developn~ent of dds responses. 

It is noteworthy that  genuine space responses a re  only 5 in the total 
number of responses 805. 
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Table 14. Manner of approach (actual number) 

React. 1/35", 23" 24'/ 31" 55", 41" 43"* 45" 1'09/', 1'04" 49" 
tinlet 

. . . -  

0 W 3  
m 

1 7 2 4 1 18 6.7 

E b 1 1 1  27 5 6 14 19 16 27 126 46.8 
d 15 16 5 10 16 10 2 3 77 28.6 

dds 5 6 3 4 8  7 7 1 5  2 48 17.8 
- -  - 

R 24 34 35 26 26 27 24 21 29 269 

React. 50'1 29" 2 1 j ~  31" 29r/ 23,/ 
time 14" 28" 28" 30" 

I dds 10 2 1 3  15 2 3 6 

I R 30 22 28 18 17 35 24 28 25 49 
I 

I React. 2 ,35~~  24" 29/1 20" 23jt 16" 4311 18)' 30" 3arf, 
I time 

dds 
, . - . - - - - . 

i R 

+ React. time and Resp. time are mean of each group. 
* failure, one each. " record missed, one each. 

The second dominant location of each card is a s  follows: I :  dds, 11: dds, 
I11 : dds, IV : W, V : dds, VI : D, VII : dds, VIII : dds, IX : dds, X : dds. The dds 
response takes important place in general, as  we have mentioned at  the begin- 
ning of this section. dds responses, as  is well l<nown, show individual differ- 
ences. The  dds response, some examples o l  which we arrange in Figs. 1-10, 
are selected mainly because of the absence in Beclc's location chart.* Volun- 
tary cutting-off of the blot in the case of massive blot, and voluntary corn- 

* s. J. BECK : Rorschach's Test I-Basic processes 1950. 
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Fig. 

Fig. 1. 
1. dogo only head. 
2. r inomu~,  head. 
3. upen mouth of men. 
4. BendPaS (a chicken without feather) 

[a kind of bud, half]. 
5. burning candle pot. 
6, 7. cloud. 

Fig. 2. 
1. chortcan. 
2. like a bird. frog's shoulder. 
3. down part of mans. 
4. log of leopard [ai, kmgh&J. 
5. a small bird wich lives in the room. 
6. small insect. 
7. insect. 
8. blaok maEl bird. 
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Fig. 3. 

1. trunk and branch of t ree (tow1b6) 
2, cloud 
3. hand of cat  (guri chik) 
4. little boy [movingl ;  M 
5. show 
6. hand of lightning Cdru ; D61. 
7 .  two legs of bird (chabi). 
8, village (lungba). 
9. a plough (thongba). 

10. snake. 
11. mountain. 

Fig. 4. 

1. great lama. 
2. tree. 
3. pumba (being kept in t h e  gomba). 
4. foundation of chorten. 
5. cow. 
6.  belly (of lama), pumba. 
7. leg of man. 

Fig. 5. 

1. like a hand of man. 
2. waist of a man. 
3. fruit tree. 
4. mountain. 
5. landslide. 1 developed by the  same 

subject. 
6. river. 
7. room. 

Fig. 6. 

1. round part on t h e  top  of chorten. 
2. writing in  t h e  gomba. 
3. branch of tree, cloud. 
4. stone-made wall of chorten. 
5. inside of belly of lama, treasure being 

kept in t h e  gomba. 
6. stone foundation of chorten. 

Fig. 10 

I. riding n ~ r i  going on a horse, furwt. 
2, head of pig, leg OX tIrtc, 
3. grass, 
4. saven [all kind of land]. 
5, GaVC. 

6. cow sleeping, belly of dru, 
7. mouth of big stone. 
a. dog, 

Fig. 8. 
1. log of wood. 
2. peza Llike a plane surface for 

separating crops]. 
3. belt of tibetan gawn LD21. 
4. tail of cat developed by the same 
5. ear  of cat 1 subject. 
6. leg of man. 

Fig. 9. 
1. man making tsamba. 
2. gontba. 
3. dm. 
4.  para, cow, crochodile, cat. 
5. pan@ [crop box]. 
6. a room. 
7. tsamba. 
8. bird. 
9. head of horse. 

10. head of chickin. 

Fig. 10. 
1. cow. l a .  ea r  lb .  horn. l c .  mouth. 

Id.  leg. D9: body. 
2. hare. 
3. monkey, full body. 
4. shingha [cultivated plant] 

[some thing sown in the field]. 
5. flower tree. 
6. horse, full body, and man also riding 

on the  horse. 
7. mountain. 
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Table 15. Concepts of W response 
". * designation of 111.-29 group and f. group, one eacl~,  respectively 

Card I H : a ma11 (mi)" 
A :  butterfly Iflying I", bear (td?rr)"c, tortois, insect (bti) elephant**&! 

Ob : rlhorchi [ a  small worshipping utencil 

PI : tree (tortibo)" *b2 
N : mountain (kaan)" "2 
CI : cloud (nrukpa)" 

Card 11 H :  two men 1 contact their hand; M:" 
A:  tiger ( tn ' ) "~ ,  frog (barb6)"b 

Arch : chorthr0b 
CI : black cloud 

Card IT1 A :  bird(orabi)c [in sexual intercouse ; FMI", 2'eagn'l d I two, climbing 
on tree, and eating fruits;  FM 1 "  l ightn~ng [-face to face) (rfrl;)002 

Card IV H :  man b [ in sexual intercourse ; MI, man (nri) b ;wearing tibetan 
gawn, tie belt, sitting on a stool, legs cross-wise ; M lo 

A :  animalCb, elephant b, big bird ( chakd~)  (flying: FM I " ,  frog 
(barbri) b 2. monkey (peago/)* tortois", 

Ob : karigsrbrr !_three-legged table for keeping godl, clhti kcloth of 
nionasteryl, bu~trba", 

Arch : chorii~r b, khatrri (ga te  of chortetr ;", 
PI : tree (tot?rb6)""* 3db 

Card V A :  ox (latrgb)", a small bird (jajurrg) (flying ; FM1" 
moth (shob1e)b [ d l ;  hand, d 2 ;  leg, d3 mouth;" 

Ob : cloth of monasteryOc 
N : stoneo0 2c (phu~rgtlo) ldevided into two parts, wind browing 

through there3 
CI : cloud (nlukpd, thin) " *4 

Card VI H : lantaOc 
A :  monkey (prrr), bird (chug;: two body, one head, clzn': eating 

grass ; FM)" 2, frog (pharbd)  moving ; FM : 
Ob : I ~ i i  sopoO 

Arch : chorteno "c2, phumbQ3*2 
PI : tree (tontbd)*2b 

Art:  a script in the monastery 
Card VII H :  sauf [male and female, not talking, moving; M], two men [rode 

on the stone, a man bent frontword]. 
PI : tree (lombo)"b 
N : mountain (kadtz)" 

Card VIII A : monkey ( p r r ~ )  [climbing tree 1 3""" 
PI : flower tree* 

Card 1X H : men I male, female, in sexual intercouse ; M job, lam6 [there is 
lama-dance going; MlOc,  (H) [cloured god of the go?rrba]* 

N : red stone (cllro nrarbd) d [there are a patch of woods and red 

stone is in the foreground2 
Card X Art :  some scene inside of monastery0 

Small letters a ,  b, c and d indicate the patterns of successively developed responses. 
Numbers are the frequency of the concepts. 
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billation of parts  of blot in the case of separated blot, seem to exist. 

Turning back to the W responses, the form accuracy level is low in 
as we can see in table 15. For example, two responses are  of 

the usual form level that have centre part a s  body and lateral sides as wings, 
on card V ;  but on the contrary, lhere is a response which is defective in 
form because the " moth" has its hands and legs, that is, the protruding 
part of the body, and the lower lateral parts of wing. This is known as 
typical I;--. Card IV and VI easily evoke concepts of "head " by virtue of 
the form quality of the upper part, and then the whole area can easily be 
covered by " body." According to the tendency of W response above des- 
cribed, selection of blot area as  d and D according to the constellation of 
each whole blot, a s  we have already mentioned, with m. 30-(11) group, is 
a good adjustment of reality orientation and that, combined with animal 
concept, is a good result of reality testing. The intelligence is pragmatic, 
adjustive and flexible. 

Affective sphere 

In consequence of limitation of scoring determinants, as we have men- 
tioned in the section of scoring, we  nus st confine ourselves to handling move- 
ment responses (M, FM) and colour responses only cursorily. We enumerate 
verbs of movement responses in H and A categories of the table 18; for ex- 
ample, sitting, lying, moving, contact of hands, talking, making roxy or Isamba, 
burning incense, climbing trees, or stone, riding on stone, holding a stick cross- 
ing the river, riding on horse, males and females moving, or in sexual inter- 
course, etc. Considering the quality of verbs together with small amount of 
H and M, and the excess of Hd over H, we can probably detect an inhibiting 
tendency of the subjects in contact with other human beings. Verbs fre- 
quently found in animal movement responses are move, climb, sleep, eat, fly, 
etc. FM amounts as  about five times as  M. We cannot find any obvious 
tendency from the quality of verbs of FM except that of natural and simple. 

Form-colour responses and colour-form responses are decided mainly ac- 
cording to whether the real objects of concepts of responses have definite 
form or not. Those a re  as  follows: form-colour responses are  red cloth of 
lama, Tibetan gown, sangye phomo (figure of the copulating buddhas), colour- 
ed god. Colour-form responses are flower, tree, cloud, coloured cloth for 
religious use, colouring in the gomba etc. Both plant concepts and religious 
concepts are  most frequent in CF (we mentioned these in table 18). CF is 

about four times as  great  a s  FC. 
As for the experience type, we find 9 subjects (2906) which are  0-0. 

Subjects, whose M + C C  is more than 3 and neither M nor C C  is zero, are 
only 6:(1936) (Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 11. Distribution of Experience Type 
: m. 30-, 0 : m.--29, A : f .  

When we bring out the responses whose concept is form-indefinite, median 
percentage of those responses is 2376 (table 16). It may be said that subjects' 
intention to digest blots is weak and crude. m.-29(12) group has high 
median percentage of form-indefinite responses. It is in line with the inter- 
pretation which has been done in the manner of approach. 

Total 31 1 5 6 8 7 3 1 

Table 16. Form-indefinite response (%) 

It must be mentioned that  genuine space responses a re  only 5, genuine 
anatomy responses a re  only 3, fire and blood responses are  only 3 and 1 
respectively. 

From all of the above-described data we can assume, as  far  as affec- 
tive sphere of the subjects in Tsumje is concerned, that  affection is inhibit- 
ed to some extent from direct f ree  contact w i t 1  other human beings, that 

.- . . 

-m.30-11 

% I Actual number 
0 -9 10-20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90- 1 

Range Mean Medianl~ange ~ e a n  Median 
I - - - 

1 4 1 3  1 1  

R 

Mean 

24.5 . . 
-m.-29;,121 1 1 4 5 1 I 9-44 27.2 28.5 1-15 6.6 7.0 23.0 

I I '  

f .  , 8  4 1  1 1 1  13-54 26.1 19.5 2-20 8 .4  6.5 32.5 

/ 0-43 17.7 19.0 0-12 4.4 4.0 
I 
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Table 17. Tal~lr of actu:il numbers o f  responses of various ca tqor ies  

I 1 1  I 1 1  IV v V1 VII Vl l l  IX X Y 

dds 28 19 10 19 29 39 27 11  24 13 21.6 
- - - - - I _ -  

M 1 3  7 2 1 7 7 2 2.7 

Arch 

PI 

Ceo 

At 9 5 5 1 3  2 5 3 1 3 . 5  

Art 2 1 1 1 0 . 5  
I 

fire I 3 3 0 .2  

blood 1 0. 1 

cloud 6 1 3 6 1 1 1 1 3 2.5 

Kelig. 12 21 8 25 12 41 7 7 20 9 61.1 
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there might be a crude outlet of affection with sell-gratification, and t l l a t  
channels for tension-discharge have no complexities excscp1 those which ;Ire 

religious. 

1. T h e  protocols treated in this paper were obt21ined fro111 Tsunlje, Nepal, 
1953. Twenty three males and eighl  iernales toolc the ndn~inist ration. 

2. Many successively developed responses a re  found. Tlirb succ.essivel!, 
developed responses a r e  more affiliate in religion than thc responses ]laving 
unity. T h e  group of those under 29 years of age  tias a greater number of 
those responses than the other two groups. 

3. Total number of responses is 805. Percentages of W,  D, d, dds, are 
9.3, 48.3, 20.8, 21.6 respectively. Both mean and median of R are  26.0. The 
number of failure cards is negligibly small. 

4. Popular responses found in Tsunlje a r e  different from those usually 
expected in  other societies except VIII D l - A  (table 5). T h e  variability of re- 
sponses is so wide that  the location-content combinations (such as Dl-A) 
whose frequency is only one, amounts to 55.6% for total response 805. All 
concepts of responses a r e  shown in table 18. Concepts cannot be said to be 
multifarious. It is noteworthy that  many religious responses are found in  
the protocols. 

5. Manner of approach, weighing D, is so adjustive and flexible as to 
select d from massive blot and D f rom separated blot. That  is more ob- 
vious in the group of above 30 years of age. 

6. Movement responses and colour responses a re  cursorily considered, 
owing to the indefinable cluality of inquiry. 

The  number of FM is about five times a s  many a s  that  of M. Verbs of 
M and FM a r e  so natural that  we can find no obvious strain. 

7. Number of C F  is about four times a s  much as  that of FC. Reli- 
gious responses and plant responses a re  dominant among colour responses. 

Subjects, whose M i - C C  is zero, a r e  29,"6, and those whose Mi-CC is 
more than 3 and neither M nor C C  is zero, a r e  only 19%. 

8. It is noteworthy that  space responses a r e  only 5, that genuine ana- 
tomy responses a r e  3, that  fire and blood responses a r e  4, and that Hd re- 
sponses exceed H responses. 

9. T h e  personality found in Tsumje  is isolative (see 2, 4, 6), more self- 
grat ifying than social (2, 6, 7). 

Intelligence is pragmatic, adjustive and flexible, with apperception of 
rather low form-accuracy (3, 5). 

Affective sphere is inhibited to some extent  in direct contact with other 
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llunlan beings (2, 6, 7). Some feelings of insecurity and piece-meal tension 
disc.harge which is crude a re  found (7, 2). The channels of tension dis- 
charge liave no obvious complexities with obvious strain (8), except b y  

religion (2, 4). 

l 'able 18. Concepts in each content category 

1:requencies of concepts in present table a re  calculated once when the same c o w p t  
is doubled in the  record of same card. Those a re  calculated from main scores. The 
words in parenthesis a r e  Tibetan found in protocols which correspond that of English. 
Correspondency of words between Tibetan and English is depends mostly upon the 
tri~nslation of the  Sherpa and the interpreter. In the  case o f  object concepts, index is 
in l'ibetan and English remarks a r e  added in parenthesis. 

Tab le  of h u ~ n a n  concept (H,  Hd) 

human, without any specification (mi)  60 M :  17 
verbs M score s i t t i r~g,  sitting with his legs wide apart,  sitting and stretching, 

his legs crosswise, lying, moving 2, contacting their hand from 
each side, talking. 
making rozy, making tsarnbo, burning incense in the monastery. 
c l i n ~ l ~ i n g  on tree, climbing on stone, riding on the stone, b n t  
frontward, holding a stick crossing the river, riding on the 
horse 2. 

human, with a little specification 6 M :  4 
male and female; moving, in sexual intercoause, 2. young girl, 
little boy, moving, big Inan. 

human, with specification 6 M :  1 
la?na 3 ;  dance going, great lama, saint buddist (Senge) 3 ;  two 

responses a r e  male and female. one response is FC(H) 

image of god (khu)  ( H )  4 

~ n a s k  (riita, ba) (Hd)  3 
masks a re  in gomba and monastery. 

T h e r e  i s  a latent human response which is not calculated as  human response: card 
X, " deer is afraid of man and many birds a re  making noise seeing the  man, the  
man already enter  in the  monastery." 

Table of animal concept (A. Ad) 

Concept Frequency Verb of FM 
bird (chabi, chom, chage, etc.) 78 21.2,% fly 18, eat 2, sit 1. 

(big bird, small bird, chicken, duck) head into tree 1, move 1. 
make noise 1, sleep 1. 

monkey ( p r u ,  peaga l )  42 11.2% climb, tree 14, move 7. 
(~naracca ,  langur) eat 5, play 1, shout 1. 

insect (bu )  19 move 2, enter 1. 

(of ground e tc )  
Cow (palong) 18 sleep 2. eat grass 1. 

drink milk 1. 

18 move 7. fish (nya)  
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dog (khyi) 
eat  ( m r i )  
elephant ( Langboche ) 
leopard (semjen, z i )  
Dru (lightning) (A) 
ra t  ( j i a a ,  dhenm) 
snake (dru)  
horse ( l a )  
deer ( sha)  
tiger ( la ,  t ak)  

16 sleep 1, eat meat 1, move 1. 
14 move 2, run 1, eat meat 1. 
13  move 1, eat grass 1. 
13 move 1, roirr I, climb tree 1. 
12 talk 1 .  
11 sleep 1. 

11 move 3. 
10 move 2. run 1. 
9 afraid o f  man 1. 
8* catch man's hand (topo. 

logical organization on 
card)  
on the soft ground, leg of 
tiger going inside. 

* including "only skin (Aob) " 
bear (tomu, t o m )  8 climb tree 1. 
animal 8 sleep 1, stand 1. 

pig ( P h a )  6 
tortois ( I~rpa l )  6 move 1. 
sheep (bd) 5 sleep 2. 
goat ( r a )  5 
frog (barba) 4 move 1. 
crochodile (chhusin) 4 sleep 1. 
owl (kugu,  g u g u ,  khugu)  3 
hare 2 
rinocerus 2 
ox (fungo) 2 
r a g g e  (wild goat living in mountains) 2 
moth (shoble) 2 
lion ( sunge)  2 
buffalo 1 
butterfly 1 
dzo (20) 1 
p a r a  ( a  beast which attacks sheep and goats) 1 
wild ca t  (wa)  1 
dog like animal (Prabo)  1 

Concenpt 37 364 

fly 1. 
move 1. intercourse 1. 

fly 
carrying load 1. 

I chabi, chage, cha,  chickin (chamo) 
( Y'ungrung (long neck bird) ,  Hlojbcha (bird, servant of god) black 

) small bird, red mouth bird, black bird yellow bird, chakoe ( a  big 
bird bird of the  higher sky) ,  Jajurrg (a  small bird),  Rote (a kind of 

bird) ,  bird which can talk like a man, chakkoi (large bird), Pip-yu 
(small bird which frequent house), chaj l ing (litt le bird),  p u r i n g  
(parrot) .  S h a j u r ~ g  serbo (yellow bird) ,  benrlru, shukpa (feather). 

Toklok (small insect), rlikshin ( a  kind of insect) 2 
insect insect of water, J h u p n a  (ground insect), buisa (small insect), pabla 

(ground insect), insect which can fly, insect which has two horns. 
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Fab le  of Object concenpt 

A, Concenpts relating to religion directly 
~ ~ ~ ? ~ ~ b a  (utencil of lattra) 11, naaa (cloth cover of bumba), h j h e  2, thorthip (dorjhe 
is kept on this) 2, Y'hrubu, Y'hirbu ( lama bell). Panda clalu (hand gong), kangsuln 
(three-legged table for keeping god), I'ulclnba shabla (stool for keeping p u m k ) ,  kya 
(handle for lifting), thogufr (fortla horn pipe), iron rod ( lama carries that par t) ,  

,%lglu (pot for incense), oltrbo freaga (five pieces of olnbo), coloured god inside 
the gortrba 1:C (not  being classified as  ( H )  or (A) ) .  

Y'harbuche kataltr (like tridents of the tharcho) Z'hukshitr ( a  slick inside gottda 
on which cloth hang), 'l'harciro (flag of Tibetan, flag of lamaism, flag-stalk) 2. 
top iron part of tharcho, flag of tharcho. 

Clruru (anti-demoniac stone of pendant),  'l'u, Dhu (cloth of monastery) 3, Ztrung 
phutrg (treasure, inside gortrba), 'l'urrg (printed cloth for religion), red cloth of Iana 
FC. 'l'oyul ( a  cloth hanging inside goftrba) Sira?nbu (coloured cloth for religious 
use CF. a cloth is hanging on the door of monastery CF. 

U. General concept 
cloth, coloured cloth, Tibetan gawn FC, 
tongba (plough), scissors, shau (cap)  
panga, p a g a  2 ( a  sort of box storing crop in it)  
tiuri (tibetan ear thern kettle) 
kur  ( tent)  
phrova (cup from which bird feed) 
t salrrba 
Itri sopo (some collected jungle a s  manure, and, both side of manure, there is some 

food grain on the  ground) (sopo : dried manure) (Ilri sopo : mixed material 
both of l t l i  and sopo) 

Table of Architecture concept 

Architecture relating t o  religion directly. 48 87% 
chorten 31 inculuding: khani  (gate of chorten), serto ( top part of 

chorten), stone wall of chorten, foundation of chortetr. 
g o n ~ b a  13 including: pillar of gofnba, wall of gomba, down side of 

gomba. 
mane  3 inculuding : foundation of mane. 
temple 1 

General architecture 
khinz (house) 3, room 2, door 1, bridge 1 

table of Nature concept 

mountain (kaan,  kang)  
small mountain ( r i )  
big mountain (n iga  bong bong) 
chhamle (Sringi Hirnal) 
Lulnbu (Ganesh Himal) 
shawa (skirt  parts of mountain) 
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stone or rock 
rock ( p r a )  
big stone or  rock (rlho, phurrgrlo) 
red stone (rllro wrarbo) 
pile of stone (riltolhak) 

(rlortga) 

pond (tso) 3, village (Iungba)  2, snow 2, field 1, wind I ,  rainbow, lightning, cave (phu), 
forest. 
Sauen (all  kind of land) 
tsira kyawa 
shingha 

Table of Plant concept 

t ree (to?trbo) 
big t ree (kukslzin) 
root of t ree (sharlra) 
t runk  of t ree 
small tree 

flower (~netlrlo) 
red flower (m. rrrarlo) 
green flower (ttr. u?trmo) 
grey flower (wr. ~rrtrkpo) 
coloured flower (m.  tsho) 
flower base in the monastery 
spike of flower (m. byesa) 
body of flower (m.  wryin) 
flower, half blossomed (m. sharsa )  

flower t ree (trrenrio to?trbo) 7 
leaves, mass of leaves and branches (shin, s h i ~ l g r u )  9 
log of wood (do?rrbu) 3 
grass 1, weeds on t h e  cultivated field (yurwra) 1, very hard t ree (chatong) 
P u r w a  shirrg ( a  kind of tree so  named) 1, shirkpa rlo?trbu ( juniper)  1. 
t hu  

Table  of Anatonly concept* 
* Including sex concept in t h e  present paper 

H a t :  inside of belly of lama,  skull 
Aat : a piece of sheep meat 
Sex : female part 

male part  
testicle 
sexual opening of bear 
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Table of Art concept 1* 

* Four a re  all religious. 
script in the monastery. 
writing inside the gottrba. 
in the gof r rh ,  there is colouring. 
some scenes inside of monastery. 

Examples of original protocols 

I n  scoring the determinants given below, we proceed somewhat mechanically as  we men- 
tioned in section (111 scoring. Symbols such a s  (1, 3 :  a )  were mentioned in the section 
of patterns on successively developed responses. 

( ) is a sign of translation and other re~rlarks in performance proper. 

I i is a sign of inquiry and other remarks by administrater. 

Location number is cited according to the  Klopfer's, 1955. English in these protocols is of 
the interpreter. 

Sample No. 31 male age 46, bachelor 

I. 1.' 1'23" IIhorchC clra j i  slri gi clu. 
(rfrd ji-like so)  (she gi clu-keep there) (DIzorrhl= a 
small worshipping utensil) W F Ob K1 

2. \ D e  y a  nl ?rrukpri rci rfu. 
( there is cloud from up)  I moving i upper part from 
lower line of d l  D F cloud 

3'10" 

I .  1. \ 1 "  Chortitr ra zi  rlu. ( T h ~ s  IS a chortkn) I-dl , d F Arch R1 

2. Ph6 ra zi rlu. (This  is a pig) i-sitting, only shape i [ D3 I D  F A 
3. Mi nyi (lu. (There a re  two men) 1 not talking, living, 

color is not concernedJ I_D23 D F H  
3'20" 1 

VI. I.,\ 20" 

Rlctd. (mask, humanface like, being in a Go?trba) I-d2 
( W h e n  someone is about to  die, a man?  dance around d F (Hd) K 1  
him wearing this mask, Rlrta.) 

Mukpri ra zi du. (This  is a cloud) 1 sitting, only sketch, 
color is not concerned-] [together of lateral D5:l D F Cloud. 

D i  kangs~inz ra zr tlu ga .  (This  is a three-legged table 
for  keeping god) W F Ob H1 

DhA ra si rlu. (This  is a cloth of monastery) ,.there 
hanging a cloth on the Go?)rbri I W F Ob K1 

7'hin r a  rfu. ~Zmoving, hanging, on the mountain7 W F Cloud 
[ d l ,  d2, d3 a r e  mountain-l 

Pharbd. ( frog)  moving-l ( d l  is head I 

~ ' Y L  flu. (big stone) !D5) I - D ~  are like clouds ' 

Ombd neagd da s i  clu. (five pieces of ombd a re  piled 
u p  there)  (Ombd=Thonna of lama) [Though 5 pieces 
of ombd have 5 colors, but those color a re  not the 
same a s  the color in blot ,  
[ D l  was excluded:i 

W FM A 

D F N  
( D  1; Cloud) 

W F Ob R1 
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2. ' l 1 / i t t  ( /aara)~g t/u. ('I'url ~ n o n k e y )  111 
n~onkeys  a re  c l ~ m b l n g  u p  lo eat ortrb.) colol 1s not 1) FM A 

concerned 
2 10 (1 ,  2 :  C)  

I .  1 , 1 Drri ra si t / ~ .  (1)rti l i ~ h t n i n g )  : two lightning : all 
orange area extending into 1)l I I a s  to  the 1)6, subject I) ( A )  R1 
said, it is like fire, in incluiry ( I )  CF fire) 

lower s111al1 sp ice  of d l  is ;I 11iouL11 ol  l ) r ~ t  ' 
1)rli is not like the  shape of hunla~l  body, but a sort 

of all ~~ndi f f r~ .en t ia ted  figure both l iun~an  ;111d anilnal : 
2'10" 

. 1. , 3" 1)i c.hotdrrg ra si t l ~ .  (c,hatcjrrg means very hard tree, 
there is a half of t r e e )  ' it seetiis very hard by its color I I) F (CF) PI 

113 

2. I<id/~ti ragc ra SI flu. (wlltl goat)  only shape L)6 1 1) F A 
:3 30 ' 

Sanlple No. 27 female age. 23 not lllarried 

'fbr~rbd. ( t ree )  I d6 : 
liuksllrtr. (big t ree )  1 left d7 I 

13a. (small stone) right d7 ; 

h'h i )~ .  (house) , inner area of W ,  foul- spaces a re  
windows 11 F Arch 

S/zi)i(g). ( t ree)  whole figure of tree, standing , d l  I d F P1 

(1, 2, 5 :  a )  

Gortrbi. dl-+center  space-+-center part of D l  I d r  F Arch N1 

Sl~iu.  ( t ree)  I standing, color concerned I I LY:! I L, CF P1 

ma. (mouth,  dog tnouth) ' t iny area in the  red adjacent 
part of LY2 and L)3 I dd F Ad 

Diksl~in ( a  kind of insect, half body) ; right d2 I d F Ad 

f'ra. (small s tone)  left d2 I d F N  

ICltar~. ( n i o u n t a ~ n )  such a s  high peakw earlng snow , 
I lght d-l d F N  

C/~hi))r-klzi)tr. (house) I left d4 ; d F Arch 

I .  1 5 0 '  Kli-si ra.  (there, dog,) I sitting, living I i left 116 I D F A  

2. C,.lrat)r:i. ( a  kind of bil-d) , sitting, living 1 [.right D6 ; I> F A 

3. Kya. (fish) moving, water existing I r ight D5.i D F M  A 

4. Sl~itrglti. ( t ree leaves) whole massive figure of leaves : 
1x2 > D F P1 

Lli Sliirrg. (branch of t ree)  1 L)5 I D F P1 

(1, 2 : a )  (4, 5 : b )  
Go)trb(i. I d2 1 d I; Arch R1 

Lakpa. (hand)  1 d l  I d I; Hd 

Kangba. ( leg)  .L)2 I D F Hd 

7'~. (female par t )  I L)1 I L) F Sex 

'f'rujci. (belly) upper end area of D l  I dr  F Hd 

I<y~pu. (waiste line) (waiste par t )  I upper srnall area d r  I; Hd 
o f  trupii I 

(2-6 : b )  
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V. 1. , 26" 7'hoglirr. (lotmi horn p i p )  I half of d3 I dd F Ob K1 
2. Shukpu. (wing)  Dl L) F Ad 

3. Jhug?trcr. (insect, on the ear th)  I full body, sitting, only 
shape)  (half of d l  , dd I: A 

4. Uuisa. (a  s ~ n a l l  rnsect) half body I hump k t w n  d3 
and d4 dd F Ad 

5. Putrrlo. (latru utenc~l  ) I d4 d F  Ob K1 
6. Kuti. ( a  k~r id  of bird)  full, flying twiglike projection 

in upper edge, a t  junction of d l  and mass of  blot , dd Fh4 A  
3'10" 

v I .  I .  , 7" Chortdn. (112) 

2. Serto. ( top  part of clrortitr) ' d l  , 

D F Arch K1 

( d )  
3. Butttba. 1 upper lateral protrusion of L)1 I dd F Ob H1 
4. Shitrgruk. (leaves of t ree)  (mass of leaves) side srnall 

hurnp I~etween lower top of D6 and d2 1 dd F 1'1 
5 .  Shin. ( t ree )  1 t runk of shit~gruk I part of L)4 ~ncluded 1) F 

I in 111 1 

6. , Sttoti. (cap)  i lower most small beak I dd F Ob 

3' ( 1 , 2 : b )  ( 4 , 5 : b )  

VII. I .  ,2'50" ' 7'0ttlbo. I D5 is root I W F 1'1 

2. i Shi~tglu. 1 side peninsula of 0 2  I I ( d d )  

3'50" i (1, 2 :  h )  

V I I I .  1. \ 32" i Guri. I moving, only sketch ' 1 left 111 ' D FM .9 

2. I 
I Peagal. (himalayan langur) I moving, not color 1 , r ~ g h t  I1 F M  A 
/ D l 1  

3. I 

4. 

5. 
I 1 

6. i ! 
3' I 

I 
IX. 1. \ 50" ; 

Shingro. I-color related i L)3 1 L) 1: 1'1 

'I'otnli tha. (head of t ree)  ( top  part of D3) (dd)  
Z'o?trbi nin. (body of t ree)  I central stock of 114 ( d d )  

?'o?rrbd go. (head of t ree)  (dd)  

1 2 : a )  (3-6: b)  

Di ?)tendo ne. ( this  is a flower, isn't i t?)  1 orange part 1) 1; 1'1 

Di shitrglri. green part-1 L) 1: P l  

Mendbk byesa. (spike of flower) i both d l  1 d F 1'1 

Metuiok sharsn'. (flower, halt blossomed) : D8 L) F 1'1 

Di mendo rtzyirr. (body of flower) [ adjacent part of , 
green and pink 1 dr  F P1 

I t h e  subject mentioned that the pink part of this blot , 
is seems to be earth, in inquiry 1 

(1-5 : b) 

Go?trbn'. I D l 6  with inside area of it l L) I; Arch K1 

Di nlendo. kcolor concerned, near the Gotrrbd Dl  1) F P1 

Chk. [sitting, living, color concerned' ,D6i / L ) F A  
Di gd. (head of above bird) [outer twig of D6 I (dd)  

5. I Kunlrj jang. (long face) lcolor concerned) 
D9 : small peninsula extended to D l  is nose'i L) F  Ild 

6. I Chatri ella phin di. ( a  small chicken flying) I 118; 1 D F M A  
3'10" 
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4. 

2'20" 

IV. 1. \ 24" 

2. 

3. 

4. 

3'10'' 

VI. 1. '\ 8" 

2. 

Sample No. 30 male Age. 20 bachelor 

Vorjhi.. (water  ball for r i l e  of worship, water is scat 
tered by it.) 1 114 I 1) I: Ob K1 
Y'horthip kala  rltrorjhP j a  rlu. (Il'/dortlrip 1s a sort of 
stool with three Icgjis, keeping Dhor jh i  011 ~ t . )  I there 1s 1) 1: o b  HI 
a Dhor jh i  on the  Y'hwthrfi. I I 1)l I 
M e r i  y u p i  kdng. (but ter  candle pot, burning) I Many 
tiny protrusions on lower side of 1Y2 a r e  burning candles I dd 1: ()h ~1 
Y'hortship kii shaii. (sharr = leg part of 'l'hortship) I d4 l d F Ob 
?'hrrrbu. (Larrrci bell) (only kept) I Il'lrrrrbri is a hand bell, 
used by lattrd I ( smal l  grey spot in center of 111 i dd I: Ob It1 

(1-5 : c )  

D i  de  barbJ. ( f rog)  I living, sitting, one frog I I all black W 1: A 
part 1 

Barrlii kangbd. (frogs leg) I d2 and d3  I ( d  I: Ad) 
h t rgbr i .  (shoulder) upper lateral small red of 1)s I (d I; Ad) 
Ngam. ( -= uga)rra) ch i  (frog's ta le)  1 1)1 (L) 1; Ad) 
I'icia. ( r a t )  I body is red, half body, a s  dead a s  real I I I N  I L) 1; Ad 

(1-4 : b )  

7'eagril. (nionl<ey) I sitting, living 1 1 116 1 (L) 1; A) 

Dii rle tlyli. ( two fishes) I sitting, living j I L)5 I 1) 1: A 

7'eagril tortrbci ktira j e  ilu. 
Seto ~ttarbri ji rlu rryi sa k i  rlu. ( S e t o - f r u i t s ,  ~ r ~ a r b o -  I,.M A red)  I Monkeys a re  cliniblng u p  tree, and two of them 
a r e  eating red frui ts]  

Chorrrri. (small bird)  I sitting, living, color concerned J L) F A 

(1, 3 : c )  

Ilfi. (human)  W M H  

Mi gb. (hunian head) [.d2 I 

Lakpci. (hand)  I d l  i 

( d  F Hd) 

(d F tld) 

Kold khotryi tle rln. I 'The lnan is putting on him a 
Tibetan cloths 1 ( W  F Ob) 

Dakta kdra (le gi rlrc. I sitting on a stool I I L)1 I ( D  F Ob) 

Karlgbri nh6 cheu tle gi rlu. 1 opening legs this way I LY2 1 (I) F Md) 

I<arci ke tshulw. I wearing belt I westline of W I (dd F Ob) 

(1-7: b )  

P h ~ r t g d b  Z a  r a  ... (big s tone)  i big stone devided into 
two parts, and wind passes through the  cleavage : L)2 I W mF N R1 
[ t h e  response extended t o  5th response I 

Kakgbri. ( leg)  I leg of stone above developed I ( d )  

Sarkd. devided into two parts  i 

Lring jri tlu. (wind blows between two parts  of stone) 

I.u?rgjri tryi rlho de khd p h e  trc. (rlho stone, khd )kt! 
tu-zdevide) ( the  stone is devided ~ n t o  two parts  by 
wind) 

(1-5 : c )  

Chortin. W F Arch R1 
Serto. ( top  part of c.hortk)r) 1 d l  1 ( d l  
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3. l'unrbri la surtd. (golden top o f  the lartro utensils) dd F Ob R1 
I upper lateral protrusion of 111 

4. J!)har~/~.  ( the  stone foundat~on of the chorthn) I zone, ( d r )  
consisted o f  both 1.1teral d2. Fig. 6,6 1 

5. Chortc~tr ge kt()  shot; rlu. 
(concave part of clay wall on the rhortrrr) lower ( d r )  
round parts  of Dl1 
p ,  

(i. 1 u ?re Zhurig tJhrrtrg nyi  shu du. 
( I n s ~ d e  the chortc~r some religious treasure are  kept) d r  F 0 1 )  K1 
I center Inner area o f  Dl , 

2'30" (1-6: C )  

~ 1 1 .  1 .  , 6" I'hurrgrlti tshaktsi gjra~tr try; shti tu. 
( th ree  big stones a r e  ltrpt one after another) ' half of 1) F N 
W I  

3 ' 

VIII .  1 .  1 16" 

2. 

IJhutrg(lo go la rlho j i  t k i  la kyP rlzl. 
( f r o m  the  top o f  p l e d  stones, one is about to fall) 

l'hi~trfitlo la kha ji flu. ( the  stone has a mouth) I inner 
area o f  1)3 1 

lJhutrgdokke jh6 la lung dytrksri clri. 
I d l  1s passway of wind, through w h ~ c h  wlnd blows I 

(1-4: C )  

Afcrrtlo rrrarbo. (red flower) 1 1)2 1 

Menrlok ~rrarbd la slringgrir?rrri ji  kyc. (lu. 
( there  a r e  red flower and green leaves) I D4 I 

Slzittgg?ir?rrri g i  chabi tryi ya zhenyi de cfft. 
( two birds a r e  on a green tree wlth s t a n d ~ n g  posture) 
I bird : Dl ,  green t ree :  D3 and 1)3 1 

A4u?~rld ju ye sh(irnyi (le 1/74. 
(flower is flowering now 

7bnrbo t r y i  la phara?r ~ r y i  yri la shorila go tiyi slrorda 
k.yirrg rlii. 
(from inside t w ~  trees. small tree grows up  and is 
spreading out )  I D4 and D3 I 

Derbrr ~trarbri j i  9t1i~rdu. 
(calyx is not red.) (lower center part of U2) 

(1-6: b, d )  

Dho ?trarbo chi lago ra. ( a  red stone) 
l on the  top of the green tree, a red stone IS there 
[ s t o n e  is in front of t h e  tree 1 I D6: red stone, rest is 
t ree 1 

Shin trgnrttrri ji  chabi ?tr(i la cha 15 tlatlg la shlr rlyi 
rle rl~c. 
( two birds a r e  on the  tree, and put their heads into the 
tree.) I D2 1 

Chabi ny i  ky i  Partshi la clojrrbri chi kyc 
1 between two birds, a t ree grows 1 D8 I 

Kangba rryi kadti. 
I two birds developed above, joint their each one leg 
together ] [ d l  I 

7'ugtrrd c l i  phi la t i n  rlu. 
1 bird's tail a re  spreading out side in this way 1 

I top of U2 I 

(1-5: b, d )  
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Gomnba', Gmnb6 marbd ji flu. 
[ Dl6 with inner blots of it I 
Gof~rbri ?rangla khri ji tlu. I khri : image of god I 1 115 

Golrrbri trritrgla sha?trb~i ji thry  ?lo. 
( in the Go~trba, a sort of colored religious carpenter 
hanging up) i D 8  1 

Sarrgbri. (pot for incent) [ 1112 1 

Serto ya la. (top part of the gowrba is up there) L)3 I 

Uopnbi sul t i  la chabishi (-ha rle rlu. 
(out side the gotrrba, four b ~ r d s  are s i t t ~ n g )  I sitting, 
I~v ing)  (Dl and Dl3 I 
Chabi serbri ji rli. r l ~ .  I living, s ~ t t i n g  1 ( Dl5 1 
Chabi ~rakpd ji chi tra tli rlu. IL)6 1 



Transmittance of Cultivated Plants through 
the Sino-Himalayan Route 

Sasuke NAKAO 

Introduction 

In "Land and Crops of Nepal Himalaya" edited by H. Kihara, the 
last issue of named, "Scientific Results of the Japanese Expeditions to  
Nepal Himalaya 1952-1953", we find the descriptions of many c.ultivatcd 
plants discovered in Nepal. Tn that volunle vegetables, oil seed crops and 
many other inlportant cereal crops, such as  rice, wheat, barley, oats and 
maize are  treated by many scholars, who described, classified them into 
groups, and tool< u p  proble~ns  of their distribution and relations to those 
found in the adjacent regions. In the preceding volume these authors pre- 
sented their own particular views; in this paper, however, the present writer 
tries to synthesize them from the view point of their distribution and diffu- 
sion in the southeastern Asia. 

The methods adopted here a re  as  follows: 
First,  the distribution of each kind of crop plant or that of special 

characteristics of crop plants is  dotted on the map;  second instead of s l~owing 
covering distribution area,  lines a re  drawn on the map to represent the main 
trend of distribution. Then,  there appear arc-like lines on the map, and the 
writer will call these arc-like lines as  "distribution a rcs"  or simply " a r c s "  
in this paper. T h e  distribution arc  may seem to be a substitute of the 
distribution area,  but, a s  will be shown later, it will tell more than the 
distribution area. 

In constructing the distribution arcs of the ubiquitous crop plants lrke 
bread wheat or  barley of which distribution covers vast area on the Asiatic 
continent, the wri ter  here adopts the fundamental subdivisions or the special 
important characterist ics of crop plants. In the case of bread wheat, he 
adopts subdivisions such a s  Tibetan and Indian type wheat and also special 
characteristics such a s  inflaturn own appendage and black chaff. In the case 
of barley he adopts the special characteristics such a s  intermediutn and 
hooded own types. Through these methods the distribution arc  of each kind 
of cultivated plants becomes possible to d raw on the map. 

Through the  study of distribution arc, the writer  aims to study the 
origin and diffusion route of major cultivated plants in southeastern Asia. 
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It can be naturally supposccl that  tlie place of  rigi in of u c.ultivnted ~ , l a ~ ~ l  
is placed on its distribution arc., somelinies on the its encl, but at I,rt.sellt 
the exact locality of origin of cw1tivatt.d plant is, esc.cpt a s  in tht. cast "1 

wheat, difficault to determine. Still the cliffusion of rcspcctivc. ( ' ~ ~ l t i v ~ t ~ d  
plant may have taken place tlit-ough IIie respeclivc dislril)ution arc., so 11,~. 

distr i l~ution arc  itself suggcts  the route of diffusion. 
In this paper, main cereal crops lilie rice, wlieat, hilrlc~,, oals, n1ai~c1 

some others will be sludied ancl t l ~ e i r  distribution arcs will bc. drawn sepal.ate- 
Iy, and finally all arcs will be s!,nthcsizcd to obtain 111o1.e rtlliablc distribution 
trend of the cultivated plants in the  southe:~stern Asia. 

The  geograp11ic.al area co~icerning the present study conlains almost 
the whole of southeastern Asia : Caucasus, Iraq,  Iran,  Afghanistan, Uzbek, 
Turkmenistan, Pakistan, India, Tibct, Nepal, Mongolia, China, Ma~lcliuria, 
Korea, Japan, S i l~er ia ,  Assa~ii ,  Burnla, Siam, Mala!-a, Sumatra,  Borneo and 
Java. The  present author niay be allo\vecl to refer to his own field experi- 
ences which a re  related to his s tudy :  his research lr ips were made in the 
following regions between 1938 ancl 1955; 

1938. Western Hsiao Khingan Shan, Manchuria. 
1939. Highlands of North Korea. 
1943. Eastern Hsiao Khingan Shan, Manchuria. 

1944-45. Inner Mongolia. 
1952 and 1953. Nepal Himalaya. 
1955. Karakoram. 

Rice 

The  phylogeny and history of distribution of rice in southeastern Asia 
have been attracting great  attention of the agronomists, historians and 
anthropologists. Many studies have been made about these problems from 
the various angles of approach, but still none of them is conclusive. 

In niorpllological and cytological studies cultivated rice has been sepa- 
rated into two groups, indicn and japonicn (Kato 1928). These two groups 
are  clearly divided, when they are  hybridized, because their bastard is par- 
tially or totally sterile. T h e  rice in Japan and in North China belongs t~ 
the jnponicn group, while the rice in India and in Malaysia has been con- 
sidered to belong to the indicn group, and the rice in the Yangtze valley in  
China is a mixture ol  the two. 

But quite recently S. Morinaga (1955, 1956) has made a series of studies 
of rice from India, Java, China and Indo-China. He found that there are 
two niajor types of rice in India. They a re  called " aus  " and " aman" 
type, the former being early variety and the lat ter  late. In  Java there are 
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also two groups of rice, which a re  called " t jereh" and " 1lulu." TIle rela- 
lioll bciween thclse types arc. hummarized in Table 1. 

Fig. 1. The  phylogenetic relationships and their distribution trend of rice in south- 
eastern Asia. This  map  is based on the S. Morinaga's (1955, 1956) reports and taken 
from the exhibition of International Genetics Symposia, 1956, Tokyo ant1 K!.oto, Japan, 
but slightly with modification. 

Table. 1. Relation between numerous types of rice in south-eastern Asia. 

India Java Yangtze valley 

InrCka group Aman Tjereh Hsien ( f i u )  
Japonica group  Aus Bulu IQng or Ching (r , j )  

He postulated that  the rice of the typical jafionica group in Japan had 
been derived f rom aus  type rice, and tlie bulu type in Java had also been 
derived f rom aus, though jnpollica rice in Japan and bulu in Java are  quite 
different. T h e  typical jnponica rice in Japan is vet-!. much like Kens  in tlie 
Yangtze valley. The  pollen fertillity of F,-bastard of numerous combinations 
among these types and groups supports the above conclusion. The physio- 
logical and morpl~ological characteristics in these types and groups also 
support this conclusion. 
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Now i t  bec-omes possible to draw the plrylogcbny and the diffusion 01 rice 

types in south-eastern Asia. T h e  result is sllown in Fig. 1 wllic.ll is taken 
f rom the exhibition o l  rice in the National Insi t i l l~tc ol Agric-uIt~lral S(.icncc. 
a t  Hiratsuka on the occasion of International Gcwctic:, Syniposia, 1956 ( ~ ~ k ~ ~ ~  
and Kyoto, Japan). The main arc. of distribution ant1 tliffusion of Llman t!,pe 

rice runs from nort heastt1rn India to sout her11 China, c.ro:,sing t Iic n ~ o u l l t a i ~ ~ ) ~ ,  
pal-ts of  t he borderlands of southwe:,ttbrn China. From tlic. sout hwtlstcrn part 
of China, tile arc  of the ails type bt.anc.lles in the north-eastern arc to Japan 
and in the soulhern arc. to Java. Tlrc aman typt1 arc  also branclles at al)ollt 
same i1re;l to north and soulll. 

Hamada (195G) found jnpo)licn groul) rice among samplcs from Nrlja], 
He conc.lllded that jnporricn groul) i l l  Nepal Himalny:~n rice amount:, to ahout 
1904 of  tile ~ l u r n l ~ e r s  of varieties found in the 94 lots ol' rice collections il l  

Nepal. The  jafiorlicn g r o i ~ p  I-ic.e in Nepal is distributed in t lle tcnlljel.atr 
region, and tlle [act indicate that it is cultivated in thc zone of 1000 nl to 
1800 m of  altitude. This  fact illso coincides wit11 tllc distribution arc of Fig. 1. 

Wheat 

Concerning wheat, it is better to begin with emnier wheat, which is 
different from the usual breadwheat (Triticzl?n vzilgnrt.), and characterized by 

28 chron~osomes (2 n=28), being tetroploid (AABB), differing from usual 
breadwheat which has 42 chroniosornes (2 n =42) and is hexaploid (AABBDD). 
There  a re  many botanical species of emmer  wheat ; they a r e  Triticunl dicoc- 
coidcs (wild in Palestine), T. dicoccunl (covered species, cultivated in ancient 

Egypt and Near East, now sporadically found al-ound the Mediteranean Sea 
and in western Russia), T. fiolorzicu?)l (rarely cultivated, mainly around the 
Mediteranean Sea), T. turgictu)n (formerly extensively cultivated in England 
and in Europe, now remaining in Europe and the Near East), T. ~ U Y U Y U ~ ) ~  (still 
important in many arid countries, dominant in Egypt ill:, to  the 19 century, 
now mainly found around the Mediteranean Sea and Near East) and some 
other endemic species (T. fijlmnzidnlc, T. orif!)ztnlc, T. fi~rsiczim). 

It was iornlerly unclerstoocl that  these species of Emmer wheat were not 
found in southeastern Asia ; recently their indigenous distribution in south- 
eastern Asia has been confirmed by many authors  (Fig. 2). The enlmer 
wheat is frecluently found in Iran and Afghanistan,  but is rather rare in the 
fu r the r  eastern places. Triticzinz dzirzim and T. turgjdzi~lz a re  found in the 
southern parts  of Peninsular India. 

Triticuln fiolor2icum (a rare  variety of awnless form) was found in Tibet 
between Siltltim and Lhasa by the SchLiffer expedition (Lein, 1949). The 
Deutsche Hindultusch-Expendition found T. clztrttnz in N-W Frontier of India 
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(~:~c,islcl)t'~l l9:{9, I,rin 1919) alld in 1955 the 111-esent w ~ . i t c ~  found '1'. drrrunt 
i n  l';lsila (1'~11ij;il~) and in ( ; i l ~ i t  (E;al-ako~.an~). S. Hosono had foun<l T. 
/ r r r ~ i l l r ) l  Iron1 Y u ~ ~ n a n  (so11 t 11wt.st e rn  China) (Hosono 19:35), and according 

( 0  ]]is r('])Orl t'I11IllC'I' \tfllt';it is ~ i l i d  to llave becbn found i n  Szcbcllwiln, SikanR 
;lntl Sllcnsi i l l  China. 

'l'l~c~rc~fo~'c Illc (!is1 l - i t ~ l l t  ioll a t-c of c.lnmcl- whc.at i l l  soul ll.c.;istcrn Asia c.an 

bc tll-;i\vn a s  s l~o\vn  i l l  Fig.  2. T h c  n ~ a i n  irr-c runs l r o l ~ l  Iran to t hc bout I ~ \ ~ l ~ ~ l -  

ern 1);1r1 ol' C11in;i t11rougl1 t he  northct-n part ol  tlle I-Iim;~la!.an H i i n ~ e  and 
1 1 s  L \ I I I S  t S I \  Another a]-c runs I~-cjni Iran to  Pcnin:;ulal. India, 
and tlrit-tl o t ~ c  may  1.u11 fronl  Turl icstan to Shensi in China. 

Fig. 2. Distribution arcs of emlner wheat. The data are  taken mainly from ~ I O S O I ~ O  

(1935, 1954) and Lein (1949). The present writer add on this lnap the distribution of 
I I 1riticu111 (liir?i~>~ in northern Punjab and I<aral<oram by his ol~servation in 1955. Emmer 

wheat means here not precisely identified species wit11 28 ~ . h r u n l o s o ~ i ~ c ~ s .  T ~ C  p l a ~ ' ~ '  OI' 

ori:ill of E ~ n m c r  whea t  is Pa lcs t ionc  l o  Syria .  

T h e  problems concel-ning characteristics and distributions of bt-c>ad \vllcat 

(T?'itM'ru11 uz~Igaro) in t he  sout l~eas te rn  Asia a r c  mucll more complic.att.d. 
There a r e  endless repor t s  wllicl, a r e  iull o i  djffel-ence in points ol' view anti 
degrees of reliability. Alllong then1 the  wr i te r  c.hooses a s  the   no st rrliablcb, 

the recent publication of the  diffusion route of the bread wheat in southcnstern 
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Asia, provided by S. Hosono (1954). It 1s sllowll in Fig. 3. The placL> 
bread ~ v h e a t  is T r a n s  Caucasus (Kihara 1956). He postulatc\s Ihrce 

possible routes o[ diffusion of bread wheat fro111 ~011th- western Asia t o  

China. T h e  first is the so-called " silk-road " \vIlich s tar ts  iron1 Turkc.stan, 

going through Sinkiang, skirt ing M o n ~ o l i n  and reai.liin~ Nortli Cllina, ant] 
the second s tar ts  f rom Afghanistan through Kliybar ]>ass, cross Ihc Pulljab 
plain, skirting Himalaya, entering upper Wurnla, crossing Yutlrlall ar\d S L ~ ~ . \ ~ -  
wan and reaching the Y a n g t ~ e  valley. T h e  third, uihic.h is not illustratetl 
in Fig. 3, is somewhat vague;  it runs Iron1 western India, crossing Pamil or 

Nepal and reaclling Shensi or Szechwan. Hosono thinks that the second routl. 
is most influential, and the first less important ; I he influence oi t llc third is 
unknown. Tlle present writer has some different opinion about the Hosono's 

third route and the influence. 

- 
D ~ f f u s i o n  route 
d bread wl ieat lHoro1i@l354) 

illdtl. dlld t n f l a t ~ l ~ l ~  d w ~ i  
~ppendage in bread 
wheat iTlbeian type ah&) 

H Ldx.cylindrtcdl ear ,  
edtly growth and blade 
chaff ~n bread wheat ''1 

I India11 type wheat) 

Y Combination ol T 
and H characters o 2030 Km - 

100. 110. - .  120' 

Fig. 3. The distribution arc of wheat around Himalaya. The arc in Tibet and 

that of Himalaya meet in south-western China and further spread to the valley of 
Yangtse. The dispersion route of bread wheat by Hosono (1954) are also shown by the 
arrow line. 

T h e  wheat flora of Nepal Hin~a laya  has been studied by the present 
writer (Nakao 1955). In  Nepal he found two rather distinctive groups of 
wheat. T h e  one called Tibetan type, is characterized by dense ear, round 
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~ l u m e ,  with acute keel, and abundant occurrence of pubescent chaff, and 
illflaturn awn a p p e n d a ~ e .  The  other, called Indian type wheat, is rharacte- 
rizcd I I ~  lax cylindrical ear,  earl!. growth, flinty grain, and abundant occur- 

rence of black chaff and totally a~vnless  form. The former is cultivaled by 
Tibetan or Tibetan-like people and distributed from 2500 nl to 3700 m of 
altitude. The  latter is cultivated by the Nepalese and distributed from 
lower Terai  ~ ~ l a i t i  to an  altitude oi 2500 m. According to Hosono (1935) 
[he pubescent chaff in China is limited only to the south-western part of 
China, Yunnan and Kweitchow. The  inflatum awn appendage is found in 
Yunnan and Hunan and the b1ac.k chaff is found in KwangtunK. These 
chariicteristics common to Nepalese wheat which are  found in China niay be 
seen olily in south and southwestern parts of China. From these fac.ts it 
is concluded that this wheat diffused from west to east to the southern or 
south\vestern China tlirougli Himalaya. This conclusion may coincide wit11 
Hosono's interpretation. 

The Tibetan and Indian type wheat in Nepal is dearly delimited in 
numerous characteristics, and they a re  also different in the distribution of 
vertical altitudes. T h e  Indian type wheat must have been distributed to 
the east on the southern slopes of Himalayan Range where the altitude is 
less than 2500 m, while the Tibetan type wheat must have been distributed 
to the east on the northern slopes o i  Himalayan Range, where the altitude 
is generally between 2500 rn and 3500 m. This means that the Tibetan t!.pe 
wheat diffused through southern Tibet from west to east. In this case the 
valley of the Tsangpo River may have been be a most important route for 
the diffusion. Th i s  Tibetan route of diffusion is more reasonable than Hosono's 
third route of diffusion. So it would b e  better if Hosono's third route a re  
changed to this new Tibetan route. It can also be concluded that the 
diffusion arcs of Tibetan type wheat and Indian type wheat must meet in 
southwestern China, and their combined elements are  seemi~igly distributed 
in southern China (Fig. 3). 

Barley 

As with rice, barley is an  ancient and important staple crop plant of 
the Far East. N. I. VaviIov (1926) placed one origin of centre of barley in 
southeastern Asia. Varieties and special characteristic forms are  especially 
abundant in this area. But the original home of these characteristics and 
their distribution routes a re  not yet clear. The  writer will touch 011 this 
problem by using the geographical distributions of sonle important charac- 
teristics in barley. 

There is one group of barley called " inien~zediuna." This group is first 
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proposed by Kiirnickc (1885) for  a spccial t!rpe or barley. It is lundanlcntally 
six-rowed barley, but i ts  lateral row spikelets along the car bear no awns 
in contrast with the normally dcvelopccl awns on the. central row bl) ikclcls ,  

Tllis type of barley can be obtained t l lroi~gh 1iybridi~;ttiotl l)cbtwet~n usual six- 
rowed and two-rowed barleys. But t hc intcnnctfiu))l I)asley produc.c.cl by tllc. 
llybridization shows partial sterility in llle lateral sow sl~ikclct. Kec.t'ntly 
nlany varieties of intcrnze(liu?)l barley were found in soull~castcrn Asia, 
which show perfect fertility in the latcral sow spikelct ; so Illese new 
groups of internleditt?)~ barley should be rcvisetl. 111 this paper the \ ~ r i t e r  

will treat these fertile " intenrzeclizt))l ". 
l'he westernmost distribution 11lac.e of intcr))t~(fiu1)1 barle!' is in Kiuilaun, 

India (Freisleben 1940). In Nepal it is found abundantly in 16 botanical 
varieties (Nakao 1955). In Sikang Aberg (1940) found 5 botanical varieties 01 

jmtey?ptetfizr?n barley. In Japan many forms of intcn)tecIizt))~ barley exist, but 
a full description of them has not yet been publishetl. 4 varieties out ot 5 

in Sikang a re  common in Japan (Nakao 1947). In the other parts of Asia 
ijzteynzediztnt barley is ra ther  rare. One variety is reported iron1 S~echwan 

Fig. 4. Distribution arcs of three important types of barley in south-eastern Asia. 
The  data a re  taken from Aberg (1940), Freisleben (1940), Hriicher (1950), Nakao (1950, 
1955). T h e  arcs  on both sides of Himalaya meet in south-western China and again 
spread t o  different direction t o  Outer Mongolia and t o  Japan. 
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and few sl~oradic occurrences are  known in Yangtze valley. lts indige- 
nous occ.urrence in Korea is doublful. Thus  the fertile is 
distributed from Kumaun to Japan through Himalaya and Yangtze valley 

(Fig. 4). The  distribution arc of intermedium barley seems to run along the 
bout hern slopes of Himalaya rat her than along the northern slope, because 
SchSlfer's expedition to Tibet brought back abundant collections of barley 
from Tibet, and ascertained that very rare existence of j,dermedjutn barley 
is found in Tibet (Brucher 1950). 

Another interesting type of barley may he what is c.alled ]loaded barley. 
The hood is a special trilobate appendage attached to the awn and seem- 

ingly very distinctive. It was first introduced from Nepal and sometimes its 
lax-eared, naked yellow kernel variety (var. trifurccrtutrz) is called Nepal 
barley. In Nepal 7 out of 35 varieties have hooded awns. Hooded barley in 
Nepal is cultivated mainly by Tibetans in high altitudes (Nakao 1955). 
Hooded barley is reported also from southern Tibet (Brucher 1950) and from 
Sikang (8iberg 1940). I t  also occurrs abundantly in northern Mongolia and 
is classified under the various names of :  kobdirum, gobicum, rnor~golicutn and 
zirgaicutw. Thus  hooded barley is found where Tibetan culture is influential. 
Hooded barley also penetrated into China proper in rare mixtures anlong 
other types of barley, and reports of it are seen in many fragmentary re- 
cords, which tell of the sporadic influence of Tibetans into China proper. 

The distribution arc  of hooded barley can be drawn on the northern 
slopes of Himalaya, and it runs from Sikang up to northern Mongolia. 

The writer classified Nepal barley into three groups; tlie Tibetan and 
Himalayan and Indian (Nakao 1955). Two of these groups are well repre- 
sented by intermedium barley in the Himalayan barley group, and hooded 
barley in the Tibetan barley group. The  distribution of these two groups 
of barley into other parts  of Asia are now clear. The Indian barley group 
has relations with the Hindu-Kush and Afghanistan barley (Freisleben 1940). 
So its distribution arc  lies mainly along the Ganges river line and runs 
west a s  far  a s  Afghanistan. In the case of barley, like that of bread wheat, 
the distribution arc  of hooded barley which runs mainlv along Tibetan sides 
of Himalaya meet in Sikang, southwestern China, with the arc of inter- 
medium barley which runs along southern slope of Himalaya (Nakao 1955). 

Oats 

Oats indigenous to the Far  East are quite different from those of Europe 
and America. T h e  Far  Eastern oat plant is classified as At~encl fatun L. 
sens. amp]. subsp. ~@!entyionaljs Malz. and subsp. rtodipiloscl Malz. by Malzew 
(1930), and consist of special groups of oats characterized by tlie pubescent 
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cl,l1~l nodes, a character not iound aniong other groups i l l  111c sc.ol)e "1 A~, , , , ,~~ 
fo/un L. sens. anipl. 

The writer  Iias already studictl the nature,  origin, c.lilssific.ntioll, (]is- 
tribution, and Chinese classical data  of these Fat. Easter11 oats (Nakao 
1950). It is: concluded that tliese Far  Eastern oats (wliich will be c.allcd 

yll-mai " in this paper, the name applied by tlie C l i i ~ ~ ~ s t .  i l l  north Cllirla 
to the estensively cultivated naked f rorns) a r e  tlie crop indigenous to [ I l e  
tl.ibeslllen living in tlie northern or western mountainous regions o i  Cllina, 
Their  distribution is seen in tlie high lands ol' North Jiol.t1a, hloligoliii (6 varie- 

ties :ire iound in Inner Mongolia by tlie writt3r, Nakao 1950), Nortli China 
parts), I<ansu, western Szechwan and Sikang. 

T h e  advanced naked varieties a re  found in Mongolia, parts oi Norrh 
China atid western Szechwan. In these places Yu-niai is the aimed crop, 
not the weed of wheat or barley. 

The writer  iound Yu-rnai (Aucrrn fnflicz L. subsp. s~~p/oitrio)rnlis var. 
unl&fiilosn Malz) in a Tibetan village in Nepal (Nalcao 1955). It was not tile 

cultivated form, and the villagers told the writer  that  its grains \yere 

0 Yu -mai ~ncluding 

ssp. seplentriond /is 
& Avena /stud 

Fig. 5. T h e  distribution a rc  of Yu-mai ( A v e ~ a  f d u a  ssp. septerrtriorialis and ssp. 
flolliflilosa). T h e  large circle in Pamir  indicates the  original cradle of this group of oats. 
T h e  distributions of J'u-mai in China, R{ongolia and Korea a r e  taken from Naka 
(1950) ,  and that of in Nepal and I<aral<oraln a re  also ascertained by Naliao (1955). 
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gatllercd and eaten when other cereals failed. It was found as a weed i n  the 
irrigated field of winter wheat or barley. Tlle writer had observed i n  
Karakoram, 1955, that a weed form ol' Yu-mai was very freely mixed with 

plants, wl~ere  Yu-nlai itself was never eaten by the farmers. 
Malzcw (1930) placed the centre of origin of this proup of oats, Yu-nlai, 

i n  Pamir, especially i ts  ancestral wild form, subsp. st.ptc~nlrio)rnlk, arld thence 
i t  spread Nortli a s  f a r  a s  Ural and as f a r  west as the Don River alld partly 
in Iran. These are  nloslly found in the weed state, but occasionally subsp. 
,ro~iiDjfosn var. szchgfllnbra Malz is cultivated in snlall quantities in Ural and 
nearby. 

Its eastern penetration as  a weed through Karakorarn and Himalaya is 
cleared now, and it may be true also in Sikang, because according to Aberg 
(1940) the seed collection of wheat or barley in Sikang made by H. Smith 
contains oats seed very freely. The  writer takes that Yu-mai came from 
Pamir as a weed through Karakoranl and Himalaya to Sikang or western 
Szechwan, where it developed into independent crop plant and produced the 
liighly advanced naked varieties. It then penetrated into the north, to 
Mongolia, and reached Korea, but did not enter the valley of the Yangtze. 

One interesting thing about Yu-nlai is that its vernacular names are  
very similar in numerous places in spite of the great distance from each 
other along the diffusion route (Table 2). 

Table. 2. Vernacular names of Yu-mai. 

1-ocality Vernacular names Language Author 

Karaltoram Yuk-po Balti Original 

Nepal Yu-pu Rhoteanese (Tibetan) Nakao 1955 

Szechwan Yen-me Chinese Wilson 1929 

North China Yu-~i-rai Nakao 1950 

Yen-mai Chinese Classics Nakao 1950 

The distribution arc  of Yu-mai ranges from southwestern China to 
Mongolia and then to Korea. In these places Yu-mai is the aimed crop 
plant. The  original weed form of Yu-mai starts  from Pamir to south-west- 
ern China through Karakoraln and H i m a l a ~ ~ a  as weed among barley or 
wheat field. As for  the details of the arc through Himalaya it has some 
problems. In Nel~al most popular weed oats belong to Aue)tn sfrigosa and 

are distributud mainly 2000-3000 of altitude by Nepalese. The Yu-mai in 
Nepal is found in a village of Tibetan. So Yu-mai in Nepal seerns to be one 
representative of Tibetan civilization in Nepal. The Balti in Karakoram that 

Possess weed form Yu-mai in the wheat field are known very close to Tibetan, 
and the occurrence of oats ill Sikang reported by Aberg (1940) is maintained 
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by Kanl-pa, another tribe of Tibetans. So YLI-nisi along Kai-akoranl, Hinlalaya 
and Sikang belongs to Tibetans, so that the ninin t1istrit)ulion Yu.ll,ai 
along Hj"lalaj,a lies rather 011 tlie north o l  Hinl;llag8ali Kangc than on t l l r  

soul hern slopes. 

Maize 

T. Suto and Y. Yoshida (1955) made extensivt' sti~rlies on oricnlnl rn;\iLes, 
Tlley studied Japanese, Chinese, and Nepalese m a i m  c.ol~il~arat ivel y. Tllcy 

all the oriental maize into tivc groilps, i. e. Persian, Atlgeall, Cal-ih- 

Table. 3. Five types of maize ancl their distributions. 

Persian Aegean Caribbean N. American ISuropean 

Nepal f 4- 3- + 
China i- 4 $ 

Japan - -1 - I -1 

+ -+ Abundant occurrence 4- Rare occurrence 

Fig. 6. Distribution of two ancient types of Maize, I'ersian type and Aegean type! 
in ~ 0 t h - e a s t e r n  Asia. T h e  distribution of Persian type itself consists its distribution 
arc. T h e  broken line of  Aegean type is covering the  distribution area. The  distribution 

a r c  of Aegean type cannot be drawn now. T h e  figure is taken from Suto and Yushida 
(1955) but slightly simplified. 
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heal), Nor[ll Anlerican and European tyl>t .~.  The details and descriprion of 
a)-e given in their papel (Sato and Yoshida 1955). Tlle reIatiorl o j  types; 

of lllaize and t heis tiist ribut ions a re  shown in Table :j. 

Anlong these five types ol niaize they eml>hasized tllal PersiaI1 and 
Aegean types a re  nlost ~r i l l l i t i \ .~c  and also iml~ortanl  in Asia. TIlcir dislri- 
bu[i()ns in south-eastern Asia a re  shown in Fig. 6. As shown in  the f igure 
the lllost ~ ~ ~ ' i m i t i v e  and original type oi lnaize, Persian l!.pe, is distributed 
isom Iran to the east in a narrow belt through Hinlala!,a, and it runs south- 
wards from the China-Burma borderland to Java througll Malay Peninsula. 
rrlle Aegean type has a sonlewhat wider distribution range than the Persian 

type. 
The distribution a rc  o l  Persian type indicates that a p~.inlitive t!.pe ol' 

nlaize also has a strong relationship with Himalaya. 

Grain amaranths may he a queer crop plant for most oi tllc readers. 
Grain amaranths is not a true cereal, belonging to Anlnrcl/rtllcrrc~n, I ~ u t  as 
buckwheat is ocassionally counted as  one oi the cereals, so grain anlaranths 
can be treated as  one of the cereals. The genous At)lnrnrrtlrus is a cosnlo- 
politan weed throughout the tropical and temperated regions. It grows 
around the house-gardens, abandoned fields and waste lands. Tlirre arc 
many species in the genous Amnmtitl~us, and anlong them few spt.~.ies have 
been attained to be cultivated. They are  Al)~nmntl~us Icucornrpus, A. mtr- 

dntus, A. cruerztzis and A. edtilis. These mal<e the grain amaranths. 
Formerly prain amaranths  was greatly ignored by botanists and agrono- 

mists, but recently J. D. Sauer (1950) has made extensive studies about grain 
amaranths and cleared up its classification, distribution, and ethnological 
meanings. 

In Asia, according to Sauer (1950), two species of grain anlaranths, A. 
leucocnr~us and A. cnndntus were cultivated mainly by tribesmen of moun- 
tainous regions. I t s  occurrence in Nepal as  cultivated crop plant is reported 
by Nalcao and Sauer (1955). The  writer had observed A. kucornrfirds mixed 
in the vegetable gardens in Baltistan, Karakoram, in 1955. He also observed 
a field of A. leucocnyfius in Manchuria in 1944 and A. cnudcltus in Inner 
Mongolia in the same year. The  localities in Asia where the cSultivalion of 
grain Aniaranths has been ascertained are  dotted in Fig. 7. The ~!iain distri- 

bution arc of gra in  amaranths  may run from Iran to south-western China 
through Himalaya, and then curve to the north to Mongolia and Manchuria. 
In  Nepal the grain amaranths was seen collected in an  altitude between 

1952 nl and 3125 111 and was most intensively cultivated b!. Ncpal\ise in a zone 



whose altitude was ;iboitt 2000 ni. Tlltl c l i s t r ibut io~~ art. ol ~ I . ; I ~ I I  ; I I I ~ ; L ~ . ; ~ I ~ ( ~ , : ,  

in Himalaya may run o n  Illc s o u t l ~ t ~ r n  slopcs ol' llirl~:tl:~!all 1<:111gc> ;lilt] I lo l  

on thc nortlicrn slopcbs in l'ibc.1. 

Fig. 7. I ) i s t r i l~u t  ion a r c  01 g r a i n  ; ~ r n a r ; ~ n l l l s .  'f11c. I)l;~c.lc clots intli~.;llc the distri- 
Ix~t ion where cultivation of it is ascertained. Majority oflocalities presented are supplied 
hy Sailer (1950), and a few localities in liarakoram, Nrp ;~ l ,  Inner- Mongolia and Man- 
churia a re  aclded hy the  writer.  

Considerations 

The arcs combined 

As rcvcalcd in rice, wheat, barley, oats, m a i ~ e  and grain a n ~ a r i ~ ~ ~ t h s ,  
thc distribution arcs oi thesc 'ultivated p l a ~ ~ t s  havc so~i lc  sinlilarities and 
regularities. If we clraw all the arcs here studied in one map, we will find 
many oi thcm a re  itlentical. For example the a rc  o l  Tibetan type wheat is 
identical with the a rc  of hooded barley, wcccl I'orm o l  Yu-mai and a part 
or emmcr wheat. The  a rc  of Indian type wlleat is identic.al with the at-c 
fertile irrtt~r)rtc(liu?,l type ol' barley and ;I part o l  grain anlarantlis. TIILIS wc 
can get two important combined :trcs on botll sides o i  higll Himalayan 
Range. T h e  arc  on the Tibetan side can be called "Tibetan a r c "  and Illat 

ol' southern side of Himalaya can be called " Himalilyan arc.." The arc 
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I:in. 8. All tile distl.il)uti(,n ;lrcs a1.e combined and named on the  ul;kl). 1 '11~ ) 'anstse 

alld Indo-Chinrsr a rc s  ;Ire shown touching to  Jal,;lll but rnt~ng.oliiun a rc  i~ r r ives  to liore:r 
I)llt 1101 10 Jap;ln in t h e  prest.nl stLldy, b ~ l t  it may re:~cIl t o  J ; I ~ : I ~  ~IIsO. '1'11~ ).;111gtst. 

arc ancl Indo-C]linc.ss ;,l.c in  t l l r  lowel. v;lllt.y of \ 'anglse and in J ; I ~ ; I I I  11111" tlr th t '  sanle 

wily I)rll I hcy a r e  shown in p ;~ r ;~ l l e l  lines in th i s  111i11). 
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China into the Tuberous rooted varitbty. T h e  orifiitl;ll type o l  mustard may 
be Brown mustard as  distribututed in southern Kussi;~, India, Nt.llal and 
China, and i t  may have originated i l l  c-entral Asia. TIIC advanced l o r n l  o i  

mustard may be one of tlie indicxtors ot' the C'llintbse arc.. 
3) Ganges arc : 11 is situated in the plains of the G i ~ t l ~ e s  River and 

Indus River. Some ol  the legumes a re  indicative ol this ill.(.. 'I'lle nlain 

legumes are  C n j n ~ u s  Cnjnrr, Doliclros biflonrs, L i~~rs  c.ulirrnris, I'ltrrsuolzts l.r,l- 
cnrntzds and I-'. Miirryo (Urd bean), but not Glycirv hf(tx. 

4) Persian arc.: T h e  arc  whic.11 ih  ranging trom Hirnalay;~ l o  Irill1 nlav 
be better divided into two par ts :  the western part can bc called, ~' t lshi i ln 

arc", and charac te r i~ed  by the occurrence o f  weed rye atnong winter wllcat 
fields. The eastern part  is again divided into two, the Hinialayan and TiIletan 
arcs. Tlle writer had observed, in 1955, the weed r!e among the winter 
wheat in the oasis ot Gilgit, Karaltoram, but not among the spring wheat 
in Baltistan, the adjacent eastern territory. T h e  rye in Gilgit region 
be the easternmost occurrence of weed rye in tlie Persian arc. T h e  physi- 
cal environments are  also sharply different from its eastern successive Hillla- 
layan and Tibetan arc. 

5) Siberian a r c :  T h e  tribal agriculture in southern Siberia or northern 
Mongolia cannot be ignored. T h e  abundant occurrence of barley with Iiood- 
ed awn in northern Mongolia has already been mentioned. Recently Russians 
came to the Far  East with typical western elements of cultivated plants. 
Hosono (1954) pointed out that emlner wheat was introduced by Russians 
into Manchuria but shortly af tenyards  vanished. This  arc is characterized 
by spring wheat in which semi-brittle spring rye is mixed as weed. The 
writer had observed such on the northern slope of Hsiao Khingan Shan in 
Manchuria. In  the writer's former  report (Nakao 1950), he attributed this 
weed rye together with Yu-mai to the Mongolian arc. He thought at that 
time that  weed form rye was reported from Szechwan by Wilson (1929); 
therefore it belonged to the Mongolian arc. But studying on the cereal seed 
collection in Sikang by H. Smith, he found no proof of rye but abundant 
occurrence of weed oats in Sikang. The  weed form rye reported by Wilson 

is remained unsolved and it seems better that  the weed rye is treated as 
being attributed to Siberian arc. 

Sadaolta (1936) had found carbonized rye grains from the cereal mixtures 
of rice, small grained wheat, covered barley and some beans, excavated in 
Fuyo (He) ,  the capital of Paikchie ( g t y h ; ) ,  South Korea. T h e  ruins are con- 
sidered to be destroyed in 666 AD. So the rye came tlirough Siberian arc 
and penetrated into South Korea already in 7th century, but a t  present its 
direct effects cannot be traced in South Korea, because in the modern times 
no rye plants are  found in this area. T h e  easternmost occurrence of rye is 
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Tirble. 4. 1)istribution arcs  of cultivated plants in south eastern Asia. 

Arcs Indicative plants Physical environment 

Enlmer wheat,  Tibetan type wheat, 
'Tibetan Ilooded awn type barley, Weed form Alt. 2500-3Wm. Cold, dry 

Yu-lnai, India-wheat. climate. Mainly Summer crop. 

Mongolian 

Chinese 

Indian type wheat, Fertile inter- 
medium type barley, Grain ama- Alt, 1000-2500 nl. Cool, abun- 
ranths, Aus or  japottica group rice, dant shower in sulllmer, winter 
Persian type maize, Buckwheat, In- short, dry. 
dia-wheat.  

I,egu~nes, Aman or  i)ufica group rice, Alt. lower than 1WKJ m. Sum- 
Indian type barley. mer hot, humid. Monsln~n 

shower, winter dry. 

Cultivated form Yu-mai, Hooded awn Cold dry Mainly  sum 
type I~arley, Grain amaranths, Ruck- 
wheat, India-wheat. Iner crop 

Mustard Temperate climate, subhumid. 

Aus or  japotlica group rice, Aman 
or  itufica group rice, Tibetan type Warm temperate climate. Yangtse wheat, Indian type wheat, Inter- Sumn1e1- hot and humid 
medium type barley, Buckwheat. 

Hulu type rice, Tjereh or  itulica Tropical rain forest climate Malayan group  rice, Persian type maize. always hot and humid 

Persian 

Indian 

Siberian 

E r n ~ n e r  wheat,  Grain amaranths. Dry climate, hot summer and 

Weed form Yu-mai, Weed rye. cold winter, only irrigated 
agriculture is practiced. 

Mainly hot and dry climate. 
Monsoon dry woc~dland and Elnmer wheat, Grain amaranths. thorn bush vegetation is pttcu- 

Spring wheat, Weed rye 

Indo-chinese Yam, Taro,  Konjak 

Turltestan Alfalfa, Grape, Elnmer wheat 

Malayan I Spices, Drugs. 

Arc Centre 

liar 

Cold climate. Evaporation and 
precipitation little. 

Mainly subtropical wet 
climate. 

Mostly desert o r  arid climate, 
hot summer, cold winter. 

Tropical rain forest climate 
always hot and humid. 

Elnmer wheat,  Tibetan and Indian 
type wheat, Hooded awn and inter- 
medium type barley, wild and culti- T;,,,, subtropical hullid clinl. 
vated form Yu-~na i ,  Grain amaranths, ate to cold high land. 
Aus or  japonira group rice? Persian 
type maize, Mustard, 1,egumes (part-  
ly),  Buckwheat, India-wheat. 
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I-eportecl by Nalcao (1950) l'rom the niountainou:, regions ol' Nortll Koreil as 

weeds in the spring wheat. 
6 )  Malay;ln Marirlc arc.: T h e  ancient navigiitors llnd brought nlan! 

precious lnateri i~ls  from Malayan Pc.11insula or Arcliipelilgo:, to Soutll (:hina. 
Laufer (1940) described ca~llpllor, ptlpl)er and many otl1c.r hpiccs, ant] d l u K s  
were introduced in this wily. Many ollicr kinds vl' c-ultivatctl plants nlus(  
have been introduced in the samc* waSr. T h e  route tilay he tlcatetl as 

" Malayan Marine arc  " o l  diffusion. 
7) Illdo-Cllinese a rc :  It ranges from Indo-China, t l i r o u ~ l i  South Cllina 

to Japan. T h e  a rc  is charactc l - i~td  by Iuberous rootecl c'rol) plants like 1al.o 

(Colocnsin nrdi(]ziorti?)t), Yani (IJioscorcns opposiln, orig i 11 may be in Y un1lan) 
and stranjie crop Kolljak (Al)lorpl~oflllnl~is IConjnc, orisin may be Coc.llin 
China). Tile other cultivatecl s1)ecies of Dioscorc~n, ~\speciall!~ D. nltn niust l)c 
originated in tile siniilar localities lo (h is  Illdo-Chinese i11.c (Hurkil, 1924). 
The  distribution a rc  of D. nltn shows quite different nature and tendencieb 
to the Pacific. and Indian Ocean, so that i t  is better not to touch lurthcl- 
with this nature of arcs  in this paper. 

8) Indian a r c :  T h e  arc. ranging from middle or southern Pesia to 
western part  ol Peninsular India is called " Indian arc*." This arc is sur- 
rounded by hot, arid or sub-arid climate and characterized by  tlie disconti- 

nuous occurrence of Enimer wheats. 
T h e  names of all tlie presented arcs  in southeastel-n Asia are  shown i n  

Fig. 8 and Table 4, and their indicative crop plants a r e  also seen in this 
table. 

As seen in Fig. 8, many arcs, especially Tibetan,  Himalayan, Mongolian, 
Chinese, Yangtze and Malayan a r e  converging in ;I rather narrow place in 

southwestern China, namely Yunnan, Sikang and western Szechwan. This 
place will be called " a r c  centre"  of distribution o l  cultivated plants in  
southeastern Asia. The  occurrence of this a rc  centre must be one of the 
most important results in the present study. 

It is interesting that many wild species of buckwheat a re  found in this 
a rc  centre. Steward (1930) reported that  in Asia there a re  10 species of 
Polygonzinz section Fngopyrzinz (Toui-n.) Meisen. They a r e  as  follows : 

Polygonun~ tntnricztnz L. 
Syn. E'ngopyrum tntnricum (L.) Gaertn. India-wheat. 
Hab. Temperate Eurasia, Siltkim, Kumaon, Kashimir, Tibet. Yunnan, 

Shensi, Hopeh. Hupeh. 
Polygonum suffruticos~inz (F. Schm.) Komarov 

Hab. Sakhalin 
Polygonztnz Gilcsii Hetnsl. 

Hah. Regions of the north-western Himalaya and southward inlo 
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Afghanistan. 
)'olygonunz Statice Lbvl. 

Hab. Yunnan 
]'i)lygo)runz luptodum Diels 

I-lab. Yunnan 
IJolygonunz lirzccrre Sam. 

Hab. Yunnan 
Polygonu~,~ ~ r o ~ I ~ y l 1 ~ ~ 1 ~  U u r. et Franch. 

Hab. Yunnan 
lJolygonunz gmcilipes Hemsl. 

Hab. Yunnan, Szechwan 
IJolygonunz Fagoflyrunz L. 

Syn. Fagopyrunz esculentum Moench. Buckwheat. 

Hab. Temperate Eurasia, Nepal, Kumaon, Northwestern Himalala, 
Afghanistan, Irkulsk, Tibet, Mongolia, Manchuria, Yunnan. 
Szechwan, Shensi. Hopeh, Shantung, Hupeh, Anhwei. Kiangsu. 
Kwangsi, Kwangtung, Korea, Japan. 

Polygonu??~ cymosunz Trev. 
Hab. Continenlal temperate eastern Asia, Sikkim, Nepal, Kumaon, 

Kashimir, Western Himalayas, Himalaya, Tibet, Yunnan, 
Hupeh, Chekiang, Kwantung. 

Anlong 10 species, 8 species are  found in the arc centre area, espe- 
cially in Yunnan. T h e  wild species of buckwheat are mostly concentrated 
in this area, therefore the cultivated species of buckwheat should be studied 
more minutely in this area in relation to their or~gions. Matsuoka (1955) 
reported that  in Nepal two species of cultivated buckwheat are found abun- 
dantly. In  the higher elevations of alt. 2500-3000 m India-wheat (Fngofiyrunt 
tataricunz) is popularly cultivated by Tibetans, while in the somewhat lower 
slopes of 1000-2500 m, bucl<wheat (Fagpoyrunz csrulenlunz) is mainl!. culti- 
vated together with India-wheat. Buckwheat is well adapted to Himalayan, 
Mongolian and Yangetze arcs while India-wheat is spread in Tibetan, Mon- 
golian and partly in Hin~alayan arcs. 

Physical environments of the arc 

Each arc  proposed here has nearly similar clinlatic or physical environ- 
ments on i t s  course. For example, the almost parallel three arcs, the 
Tibetan, Himalayan and Ganges, differ sharply in the following way of 
~ y s i c a l  or climatic environments : (Table 5). 

The other each arcs have their own peculiar environmental condi t io~~s 
which are  shown in Table 4. The  Persian arc looks on the map (Fig. 8)  
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Table. 5. Conlpal.~sion of physical r ~ l v i r o n ~ ~ l e n t s  in 'l'ibetnn, 
Ili~nal;~y;in and Ganges arcs. 

Altitude in m C'lin~ate 

Cold i~ncl dry c l i ~ ~ ~ a t t . .  Mirirrly s ~ l ~ l ~ r n t - r  crops 
can Ijr grown. 

1000 2500 Cool c l i~na te .  Al)untl:rnt shower, r lo~~tl iness  i l l  

eunlmel.. Winter  rlry ant1 not coltl. 

, . I ropical rllonsoon cl i~l late .  Sul i l~ner  hol i~nd  
Gilnges 0 1000 humid cli111ate with ~nonsoon rain. Winter dry 

and short cool stbason. 

a s  a succcssivc part of the Hinialay:~n ancl Tibetan i~rc.s, 1) i l t  tile Pcl.sian 
arc is well characttbrized by the quite different phg sical or c.liniatic c~~viron-  
ments (Tahle 4). FI-om the view poinl o l  pliysic:~l environments ol' agriculture, 
all the clislribution a1-c.s here sludied can  bc understood as  lhc. agro-clinlato- 
logical arc.s in south-eastern Asia. Ncarly similar pIi!~sical environnients 
are  necessary for tlie diffusion 01 ci~ltivatcd plants, so t11at I I  is quite natural 
that each arc  lias its own i~nil 'orm environments in  ils long span. 

Arc a s  indication o f  diffusion of cultivated plants 

It is quite natural that lolit: distribution arc  of each c.ultivated plant 
will tell tlie geographical diffusion o i  that crop plant. For instance, Yu-nlai 
was originated in Pamir and transgressed as  weed lo east through Tibetan 
arc  and reached arc  centre, where it became an independent crop plant and 
produced advanced varieties like naked ones, and then diffusec! to Mongolia 

and Korea tlirough Mongolian arc. T h e  other species of cultivated plants 
a re  also diffused through tlieir own distribution arcs. Hut it is another 
lnatter to what direction a certain plant is diffused on each arc. Most of the 
cultivated plant studied here in south-eastern Asia magr be understood to 
have been diif used iron1 west to east and from arc. centre to nortli, east and 
south. These a re  tlie main flow of' tlie cultivated plants in southeastern Asia. 

The question at what age of human histor!? did these diffusions take 
place is an  interesting problem. At present l ioc~ever i t  is impossible to 
guess even roughl!l about this matter .  T h e  problems niust be studied in 
the future.  

Agencies causing the distribution arc 

By what agencies the distibution arcs a re  built is not clear now. The 
cultivated plants must be diffused through human agencies, so that human 
racial migration or  contacts will be necessary fo r  the diffusion of cultivated 
plants. 
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rj'hc Tamang tribe who inhabit central Nepal, eastern N e p l ,  Sikkim, 
Hh~~tan,  Assam and Upper Burnla, may be the best example tor such studies. 
~h~~ live mainly on the southern middle slopes of Himalayan Range, and 

n o t  on the plain of India or plateau ol Tibet. The half of the Himalayan 
arc is really covered b!l the ' ran~ang tribe. Thus  the Tarnang tribe can be 

lo 1)ecornt. the actual agency ol  diffusion 0 1  culti\~ated plants i n  
t]le Himala~~an arc. 

Application of arc conception of dietribution of cultivated plants 

The origin, dispersion and distribution of tlie cultivated plants have 
nlan!. relations with other branches of sciences, especially archeology, ethno- 
log), anthropology or  historical studies. But here the writer will touch 
the interesting theory on the origin and diffusion of eastern Asiatic cat- 
t l e ~  studied by T. Mochizuki (1924, 1927). 

----, Dif [us ion 

DllJusion , 
route d Bos zebu - 

Fig. 9. T h e  phylogenetic relationships and the diffusion route of Asiatic cattle 
types are  shown here. This  map  is prepared from the original map of T .  hltchizuki 
(1924) and added by t h e  writer the  route of Bos zebu and hybrid cattle groups accord- 
ing to  the descriptions of Mochizulti (1927). T h e  North Chinese, Mongolian, Man- 
churian and Korean type tattles are  studied. T h e  double circle indicate the type in 
which black shows the  relative importance of Bos primigenitrs. 
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According to Mochizuki's palao and modern-osteological studies together 
with the Chinese classical research, the present North Chinese, Mongolian, 
Manchurian and Korean cattle types differ f rom each otlier by the relative 
importance of the hereditary elements anlong the hybrids between B~~ 
primigenius and Bos Zebu. T h e  Korean cattle is almost pure of Bos prjl)zj- 
genius, while others are  more influenced by Bos zcbu. He 1)ostulated t h a t  
the Bos primigenius started iron1 Himalaya, its cradle, and made its way 
into as  f a r  a s  great  Khingan Shan via Min Shan and Taitiang range, and i t  
penetrated into Korea. According to his illnstrated map (Mochizuki 1924), 
this route is quite identical with the sun1 total of the present Persian, 
Himalayan and Mongolian arcs. Combining this map and his descriptions 
on the Asiatic cattles (Mochizuki 1927) it is possible to sumn~arize  his theories 
on the origin and distribution of Asiatic cattles as  shown in Fig. 9. 

Mochizuki's results a re  very suggestive to the present study of dis- 
tribution arcs of cultivated plants tllough his conclusion had no1 been lollowed 
very much. 

Checking the " arc " conceptions 

In the present study, major cereals like rice, wheat, barley, oats, maize, 
legume and mustard a re  studied from the view point of distribution and 
diffusion. But there a re  some other important cereals in the southeastern 
Asia;  they a re  millets (Setnrin 'itnlicn, Pnniczt?)z ~nilinrezrnz, Eleztsinc corncnna 
and Eclzinochloa Crzts-gnlli). At present the writer  cannot draw their distri- 
bution arcs on the map. If their distribution arcs which will be drawn in 
the fu tu re  studies will fit the present arcs, then the validity of present 
arc  system will be testified, and if not so, the value of present arc system 
will be much diminished. 

There  a re  also quite different problems in the case of maize and grain 
amaranths. Maize is usually said to have originated in South America and 
to have spread into Asia in the post-Colon~bian age. But recently there 
arose a new theory that  the original type of maize (Persian type maize in 
the present study) originated in south-eastern Asia and T .  Suto (Suto and 
Yoshida 1956) are  earnest by supporting in the theory of the Asiatic origin 
of maize. T h e  writer  cannot decide which is true. T h e  grain amaranths 
also have same kind of problem. J. Sauer (1950) concluded that Anznmnthus 
lcncocnrpus and A. cnudntus originated in America. The  distribution pattern 
of grain amaranths on both continents of Asia and America are the same, 
found only in small quantities in backward agriculture places among the 
mountainous regions. Nakao and Sauer (1955) proposed some posibility of 
original occurrence of grain amaranths in Asia in the pre-Colombian tinlee 
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I T  i t  is finally decided that  hot11 maize and grain amaranths originated i n  
America, and introduced to Asia in post-Colombian age then their distribu- 

t ion  arcs in Asia must be revised. In this case, the distribution arcs are 
s u K g e s t i ~ ~  not of the diffusion or origin but the trend of the same environ- 
,llcntaI conditions. T h e  probleni is important. 

Summary 

1. Distributions oT rice, wheat, barley, Yu-mai (oats). Maize, grain ama- 
ranths in soutli-eastern Asia a re  studied. 

2. Each distribution is expressed in the form of an  arc-like line in the 
map and is called distribution arc. 

3. Every arc  is con~bined and named. Notal~le concentration of arcs is 
found in south-western China, called arc  centre (Fig. 8). 

4. Characteristics of arcs, its peculiar crop plants, physical environ- 
ments are studied (Table 4). 

5. Arcs largely indicate the trace of diffusion of cultivated plants. 
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Supplements and Corrections 

for  

S. Kl? '~h . lu I<A:  Floweri~lg Plants and Ferns in Vol. I, pp. 73-290. 

I{rachystennla ovatifolium Mizushima in Acta Phytutax.  Grubot .  X V I :  42 

( I  955). 

Norn. Nep. : Pladeo-galho. 
Hal,. Between Guinrung and Sarti,  2200111 (July, 26, 1953). 

Arabidopsis himalaica (Edgew.) 0. E. Schulz In Pflanzenre~ch IV. 105: 283 

(1924). Aralis hitrzalaica Edgew. Sisytrrbrium Irifrralaic unr Hooker 1 .  et Thum. 

Nom. Tib. : Mendo-nangkya. 
Hal,. Bimtakoti, 3600 111 (May 30, 1953). 
Distr. Himalaya : from Kashimir to Sikkim, Tibet, Afghanistan. 
Arabidopsis lasiocarpa (Hooker f. et Thon~son) 0. E. Schulz, 1.  c. 282 (192-i). 

Sisynrbi~irrr lasiocarpufil H o o k e r  1 .  e t  Thornson. 

Hal). From Thumje to Thomje 2600 m (July 9, 1953). 
Distr. Himalaya : from Kashimir to Bhotan. 
Ilraba incana L., SP. PI. 643 (1753). 

Hab. Larkya La 4000 m (June 1, 1953). 
Distr. Reg. bor. e t  Arct. 
Lefiidium ruderale Hooker f. et Anders. (non. L.) should be 1,epidium 

apetalum Willd., Sp. PI. 111: 339 (1800). 

Sisymbrium brassicaeforme C. A. Mey. in Lrdcb., FI. Alt. I11 : 129 ;  0. E. Schulz 

in Pflanzenreich IV. 105: 85 (1924). 

Nom. Tib.: Mosale. 
Hab. Kagbeni 2900 m (May 16, 1953). 
Distr. Turkestan,  Afghanistan, Karakoram, West-Tibet. 

As tragalus ( 5  Myobyoma) larkyaensis Ki tamura nov. 

Suffrutex subacaulis valde ramosus multicephalus, petiolis persistentibus 
recurvatis nigrescentibus dense ol,teclis. Folia inlparipinnata 3-3.5 Cm Iongal 
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pet iolis persistent ibus deniunl 5-5.5 ern long is, prirnulll pilis I)asi[ir;is a l l l i s  
patentibus dense vestitis, foliola 11-13, ol)longa, 5-3 Iilm lollRa ~ ~ t ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

dense sericea, s t ipulae petiolo al te adnatae  dcmum 15 20111111 longitr., 
libera 7-12 mm longa lineari-lanceolata dense alllo-pilosi~. l;Iorcs asillarcs 
sessiles vel subsessiles ebracteolatae vcl 11rac.tcolis 1incal.il)us Ci 7 nlnl l o n g i s  

praeditae, pedicellis 1--5 nirn long is dense pilosis. Ci11ys t ubulosus I ) a s i  g i l , -  
bosus, 12--14 mm. longus 4-5 rnln latus apice 5-fidils, lobis lancc.olatis :j 4 111111 

longis, ex tus  pilis basifixis alhis longis dense udpresse pilosus. Coroll;l 
purea, vexillum 18-23 mni longurn 11 nini laturn dorso pilosi~m apic.c. emarb  
gillaturn, carina 17-21 mm longa, alac 17-22 mm longi~e.  Ov;lriunl (Iense  
h irsutum sessile. Ant herae diaclelpliae. 

Hab. Nepal: Larkya La 4800 ni (June 1 ,  1953 S. Nalcao. Typus  i n  Herb, 
Univ. Kiolo). 

Astragalus (Ij: Cl~loros tncl~~~s)  manaslensis Kit amu r a  si). 11ov. 

A. Englerianus affinis sed a quo caule foliisque dense pilosis, I,racleolis 
angustioribus lanceolatis, vexillo sparse piloso divergi l .  Habitu A. to,rgolensi 
sinlilis sed foliolis pluribus, calycis dent is  majoribus acutis. 

Caulis erectus robustus 30-35cm al tus  pilis basifixis dense albo-sericeus 
6-8 mm diametro. Stipulae a petiolo liberae et  inter  se al te connatae 17- 
20 nlnl longae membranaceae brunneae inferne  dense sursum sparsim pilosae. 
Folia caulina media 15-16 em longa imparipinnanta,  foliola 9-11 juga ovato- 
oblonga 19-28mm longa 6-13 mm lata apice obtusa nlucronulata basi rotun- 
data  breviter  petiolata marg ine  in tegra  u t r inque pilis basifixis gracilibus 
adpresse pilosa. Racemus e x  axillis foliorum superiorurn proveniens, 10- 
12 en1 longus (pedunculo incluso), floribus purpureis  nurnerosis. Flores 17 mm 

longi, pedicello 1.5-2 nlm longo dense piloso, bracteis  lanceolatis apice acunli- 
natis  7 mm longis brunneis deciduis, bracteolis 2, l inearibus 3.5 mm longis. 
Calyx campanulatus 6-7 mm longus 6-fidus, lollis 3-4 mm longis acuminatis 
dense alho-pilosis. Corolla purpurea ,  vex i l lun~  15 mn-7 Iongum 6 mnl latum 
utrinclue sparse pilosum, carina 16 mm longa, alae 16 mm longae. Antllerae 
diadelphae. Ovarium sessile dense albo-pilosum. 

Hab. Nepal: Manaslu (June 7, 1953 S. Nakao. T y p u s  in Herb. Univ. 
Kioto). 

Astragalus (Ij: H~miplzmgmium) Nakaoi Kitamura  SF nov. 

A. himalayanus affinis a quo caule breviore procumbente, foliis pedun- 
culisque longioribus, calyce majore d ivergi t .  

Perennis. Rhizoma elongaturn demum lignescens. Ca i~ l i s  brevis Pro- 
c u m l ~ e n s  2-8 longus ramosus, apice gemmife rus  1.5-2 nlm diametro, pilis 

albis Ilasifixis hirsutus,  internodiis 8-18 mm longis. Folia 10-14 en1 Ion.@ 
imparipinnata,  foliola 25-39, ovata 9-10 mm longs 5.5-6 mnl lata apice obtusa 
niucronulata basi rotundata breviter  petiolulata u t r inque pilis albis basifixis 
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sericea. Stipulae meml>ranaceae caulinales, a petiole et inter se liberae 

ova[o-deltoideae allice acutae vel acuminatae 7-12 nlnl l o n ~ a e  Pedun- 
culus asi l larcs 6 13c.111 lorigus erectus inferne pilis albis superne pi l is  niRris 
densiuscule hil-sutus. Racernus brevis sub anthesi 6-8 nlnl longus demum 
20 nlm longus, fori l lus capitatocongest is, 6-7,  bracteis ohlongis 6--7 mm longis  
spice ol~lusis ,  pilis alllis et  nigris  hirsutis. Flores 17-19 mnl longi, flaves- 
centes in sicco, pedicellis 4 mrn longis, pilis nigris dense hirsutis ebracteatis. 
Calyx tul~ulosus 11.~12 mn1 longus, pilis Ilasifixis nigris hirsutus, 5-fidus, lol>is 

5,5--(inlm longis. Vcsillum 17 I I I ~  longum 7 mm latum apice truncatum, carina 
18-19 nlnl longa, alae 18 mm longae. Ovar iun~  longe stipitatum dense hirsu- 

u~liloculare, s t ipi te sull anthesi 5 nlnl longa. Stigtl~a nudun,. Antherae 
diadelpllac. 

Nom. Tib.  : Sliisha. 
Hab. Nepal: Manaslu 3800 111 (Junc 3, 1953 S. Nakao. Typus in Herb. 

Univ. Kioto). 
Guldcnstnecitin liimalnicn Raker should be (;ueldenstaedtia Iti?)tnlaica Baker. 
Oxytropis mollis Roy le should be Oxytropiu mollis var. nepaleneis Kita- 

nlura var. nov. 

Calyx pilis albis mere dense vestitus. 
The calyx of the  Nepalese plants is densely covered by \vhite hairs. 

While the calyx of 0. nzollis var. mollis is covered by black and white hairs. 
Trigonella corniculata L., SII. P1. ed. 2 1094 (1763). 

Hall. Manaslu 3700 nl (June 3, 1953). 
Distr. Southern Europe, Asia minor, Afghanistan, Himalaya: from Kashi- 

mir to Nepal, Bengal. 

Plmmbitis should be Pharbitis. 
The writer  considers P. Nil to be wild in Nepal. The seeds of Nepalese 

P. Nil a r e  very small. While the writer  considers P. Nil to be naturalized 
in North China. T h e  seeds of Chinese races a re  twice as  large as  the 
Nepalese seeds. In  China, the seeds of P. Nil were used for medicine since 
very ancient  times. T h e  large seeded races were selected through the long 
cultivation. T h e  naturally growing races of North China have usually large 
seeds. 

Cynoglossunz gloclzidiatum Don var. alpinn Brand should be Cynoglossunl 
glochidiatum Renth. var. alpina Brand. 

Macrotomia nepalensis Kitamura s l ~ .  nov. 



M. Brrjt]uztnii af in i s  a qua scpalis ct  corol lis niinol iljus, lolii:, s u l , t u s  

albotomentosis, atitheris longioribus divcbrgi~. 
Caulis s imples  ultra 30 cni ~ ~ l t ~ t s  ascelldens ~ c . 1  ct cc.tu:, i l l l c r n e  4 6 111111 

dianletl-o, 1)ilis rigidis ;tlbib 2 111111 I~ t ig ib  et pilis 111 iltitltlis niillLl[is denhe 
vest i t  us spice dense cymosus. Folia caul ina inferiors lincari-lallcc(l~at;l I) 

10 cm longs 7-8 nim lata apice i ~ c u t a  vt.1 nc-uminata baai si~ntsinl angLlat;lta 
niargille integra,  supra  viridia pilis a l l ~ i s  longis et  gilis brut~ncis  nlinu,ia 
dense vestita sub lus  incano-tonientosa, folia sul)c.riora 1:1nceol;ita 6 7cn l  
lotlga 12 15 111n1 lata. Inflorescentia c ~ n i o s a  a[,icenl caulis c a l ~ i t a t o - c o t l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
sul) antlicsi circ. 5 em lata 3-3.5 em longa, bracteis  lanceolatis 12' 25 nlnl longis 
detlse pilosis apice acurninnto-linear ibits, p e c l i ~ ~ l l i s  2 3 ninl long is. C;1lys 
sul) antlicsi 12- 13 1nrn long us 5-part i t  us, lac-iniis densc villosis lalicevllltis 
spice linearibus. Corolla 12.5-14 nlm longa t u b ~ ~ l o s a  supra  mcdium ]eviler 
contraeta ex tus  pilosa ad mediuni 4 nlrn lata,  apice 5-lida, lobis ohtusis 1.5 nlm 
longis, intus basi dense hirsula,  cetera g l a l ~ r a .  Antllerae 5.5 nim Iongar, 
I)asi inter  se connatae, filaments 1 nlnl longa ad medium tubi affixa. Stylus 
4.5 vel 11 nlm longus apice breviter  bilobus. 

Noni. But. : Marlangi. 
Hab. Nepal : Tliaple Hima1 4100 m (June 30, 1953 S. Nakao. Typus in Herb. 

Univ. Kioto). 
T h e  type specimen is of the flowering stage.  Unfortunately, the uri ter  

can not exanline the matured l ru i ts .  T h e  distinguishing character is the 
very long anthers.  T h e  shape of the leaves resenlbles to that  of M. Ben- 
tlrnmii. 

Microula Sikkimensis (Oliv.) Hen~s l .  In Hooker Ic.. XXIV t .  2562 (1898). Arrrlrusa 

sikkitrrerisis Cl'trke. 

Nom. Tib.  : Rhenlati.  
Hab. Chaikia 4100 m (July 2, 1953). 
Distr. Himalaya : Nepal, Sikkini, China : Yunnan, S ~ e c h u a n .  
TrigonOtis rotundifolia Bent]]. ex C. B. Clarlte In Hooker f..  F1. R r ~ t .  Ind. I V :  

172 (1833).  

Hab. Manaslu 3600-3800 m (June 7, 1953). 
Distr. Himalaya : from Kunlaon to Sikkim,  China : Yunnan, Szechuan. 

Gnlizcnt Apnrir~e L. should be GaIiurn spurium var.  echinospermon Hayek, 
FI. Steierm. 11 : 393 (1912).  

Artenzisin pnruifolin Roxb. p. 246. 
1 have been interested in the wide distrillution of this  species. A. sub- 
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,i,@tcrta of North China can be distinguished from this Indian species. 
Above sentences should be corrected a s  follow. 

I a m  interested in the  wide distribution of this species. A. subdjgirt& 
of North China should not be distinguished froni this Indian species. 





Editor's Postscript 

The first volume of this  series, dedicated to the scientific results of the 

Japancw esl) t~dit ion to Nepal Himalaj~a in 1952-53, was pulllished i n  1955. 

I t  \vah entitled " Fiiuna and Flora of Ncpal Himalaya ". The second volume, 
" 1,ilntl a n d  Crops of Nepal Himalaya ", was l~ul~lis1ied in 195G. 

With the pul,lic.ation or this  third and last volunle, the essential scientific 
rcsulls of  thcl expedition have I ~ c e n  reported. Ho\vever, arnong t]le collcc-ed 
nlatel.ials there  a r e  still n la t~y \\rliicll need f u r t l ~ e r  investigation. The results 
obtained for such nlaterials will he pul)lislied later elsewhere. 

Many iavourable comments appeared in various scientific as  well as 

alpinc journals, praising highly our efforts and making the readers of the 
resl)ec.tivc liclds acquainted with our exploits. Sorne of them said that we 
have Iwen unduly hasty in publishing our findings so soon after  our return 
froni tlic expedition. It is t rue  tliat there were carcless misprints and also 
errors due to laclc of complete understanding between the authors and the 
editorial board. 

Erra ta  for Vols. I and I1 a r e  printed a t  the end of the present volunle. 
They a r e  confined to such mistalces or misl~i-ints a s  could eventually give 
rise to serious ~ ~ ~ i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g s .  

It scems to be customary not to publish the results of a scientific ex- 
pedition I~efore  the  lapse of one or even two decades. We tliou.qllt that the 
data should be presented to the scientific world a s  soon as  possible, in order 
to malie our findings and materials available for further investigations. 

We have entrusted our materials for examination and description to 
Inany specialists (10 taking part  in Vol. I,  30 in vol. I1 and 4 in vol. 111) 
who have had long experience and have been always interested in the re- 
spective fields. Otherwise, it would not have been possible to accomplish the 
task thoroughly in such a short time. 

Among the specimens collected by Mr. S. Nakao, phanerogarnous plarlls 
were the most numerous. Accordingly, there remained many species which 
could not have been described in the first volun~e. The  results of continued 

study a re  supplemented in the present volume by Dr. S. Kitanlura. 
By the way we a r e  very glad to add that  the first ascent of Manaslu 

was accomplished on May 9, 1956, by the t h k d  clinlbing party headed by 
Mr. Y. Maki. 

H. K ~ ~ I A R A  





Appendices 

Itinerary of the 1952 Expedition 

Notes: 1 .  Italicized place names a re  recorded by the expedition parties. Those in ordinary 
letters a r e  those printed in the map made by the Survey o f  India (one inch to 

eight miles). 

Camp 
number i 

C , i  

Cl, 

C19 

C2, 

c2, 

C,, 

c,, 

Sept. 5-13 

Oct. 1 

2 

Place 

Knt~niindu 

jitpur Bazaar, Jitpur Phedi 
Kakani 

Latrlpati 
I-ikhu Khola bridge 

Nawakot 

Trisuli 13iizBr 

Sdmri Hhanjyang 

Baron Bhlang 
Katunje Bazaar 
Sallentdr 

Arughat 13dziir 

Khdnchok 

Nimel 

Khoplang 

Bare Pirke 

Tharughat Bazaar 
IJdbu 

Khurfi 

Camp in millet field 

IZiverside Camp 

Jagat  

Camp near bamboo bridge 

Camp near Chis~r Pani 
Thon je 

T'imang pasture 

Tilman Camp 

Pisdng 

Annapurna Rase Camp 

Middle Camp 

Special Camp 

Camp 1 

Altitude in 
meters 

13.38 

1530 

2080 

, ca.l(XM) 

I ca. 650 

ca. 1OOO 

720 

1370 

w 
1430 

I 

I 740 

61 0 

I ca.1OW 

I 600 
I 790 

690 

640 
I 

, ca. 800 

, ca. 1000 

ca. 1400 

ca. 1600 

ca. 1800 

ca. 1900 

ca. 2000 
I 

2020 
1 

I 2650 

I ca. 2800 
I 3080 

ca. 3500 

ca. 4000 

I ca. 4800 
1 

ca. 5400 



Continued 

c2, 

C p 5  

C2,; 

C.'? 

C,, 

C'? !, 
C,,, 

C;, I 
C,, 

C3:, 

C:, , 
c:15 

C:, 0; 

C:li 

Cs,; 

C:l s 

C:,9 

C., 0 

C,, 
C,, 

C.1 :I 

C .I .I 

13- 

17-19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25-28 

29 

30 

3 1 

Nov. 1 

2 

3 

4-5 

6 

Oct. 31 

Nov. 1-2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7-8 

9 

; 30 

C,, / L)ec. 1 

C,, 1 2 

C,o I 3 

I 
4 

Coo i 

5 

Camp 2 

Annapurna Hase C a n ~ p  

1 Forest Camp 

Support Camp 

Camp on  lacier 
Chulu 

Forest Camp 

Annapurnit Hase Camp 

Pisnng 

Chnme, 'I'se~rre 

'Thonje 

Camp near Korche 
Hangbu 

Himtiikothi, Pe~rre Yhng 
Lnrkya Can111 

Advance Can111 

1-Srkya Camp 

l'i~rrang 
Camp t o  Niimun RhanjyBng 

'I 'ilnang 

Thonje 

Camp near Y'ifje (or Y'ilche) 

Camp near Hangbu 

Lsrkya Camp 

1.8rkya Hhanjydng, Larkya La 
Camp near Lnrkya glacier 

Camp near 1-iirkya Bazaar 

Sdma (Sa?wa) Base Camp 

Camp north of Manaslu glacier 

Camp on the  Manaslu glacier 

Camp in Tibetan kharka 

Camp t o  east ridge of Manaslu 

Camp downside of moraine 

Camp on east ridge of Manaslu 

Camp on moraine 

Li Dhatrdra, Lih Dhanra 

Gab 
Camp on  Kdl TB1 

Blh 

Ngy6k, Nyak 
PBngsing 

Camp near SetibBs 

Jag6t  

ca. 58ou 

ca. 3500 

ca. 4200 

ca. 5300 

ca. 51150 

ca. 6200 

ca. 4200 

ca. 3500 

ca. 3080 

2640 

2020 

ca. 2400 

3:100 

3540 

3900 

ca. 4500 

3900 

2640 

3650 

2650 

2020 

ca. 2500 

ca. 3000 

3900 

ca. 5'200 

I 
ca. 4100 

ca. 3700 

3500 

I 2910 

2130 

, ca. 3700 

ca. 2000 

I ca. 2200 

' ca. 1700 

ca. 1500 

I 1370 



Continued 

Hodoban 

hfuchu Khola 
Camp near Birkna 
ArughCit Hnzar 

Kale Posol 
Baron Bhlatrg 
Trisuli Hdznr 

Ilhdnphedi 

Kakani bungalow 

Kstmnndu 

Itinerary of the 1953 Expedition 

Notes a re  the  same a s  the case of itinerary of 1952. 

1300 
ca. 1000 

ca. 800 

620 

700 

w 
720 

10130 

20130 

1338 

Camp 
number , 

Date 

March 22-26 

27 

28 

28-29 

29 

30 

April 1 

Place 

Katmandu 

jitpur Bazaar, Jitpur Phuli 

Punch Mane Bhnjyang 
Kakani bungalow 

Highest point of Kakani Hill 

Chaturali 
Dhanphedi 

Crossing point of Tadi Khola 

Batar Bazar 

Trisuli Bjzdr  

Kaguni 
Ssrnri Bhanjylng 

Baron Bhlang 
Highest point between C5 and C6 

Katunje 
Ible Posol 
Crossing Point of Ankhu Khola 

Hasei Bazaar 
Sallentar 

Arughat Bazar 

Kawai Bhanjyatzg 
Highest point on Khsnchok ridge 

IChanchok P h d  
Nimel on the Darondi Khola 

East of Khoplang 

Khoplang 

Altitude in 
meters 



i v Continued 

C,, : 

I 
C,, i 

C2 3 

c:4 25-26 
Ci6 27 

CLC I Apr. 28-May 1 
1 

C,i I May 
I 

2 
I 3 

CLX I 
4 

C,, 4-5 

6 

F'utli Bozaar 

Bare Hrke 

Chepe Khola bridge 

Kaitres 

'l'harughat Bazaar 

Matzc-houka 

I<unchha 

Ilownside o f  Kunchha 

Sisdghnt Ljnziir on the Madi Kilola 

Deornli (Hhanjy nng)  

Mule Putarr 

Pokhara, Pokhra 

lbngjebashi (klengjnchaur?) 

Sltikhet 

Natrrllrara 

Panclukot 

Lulrrlei, L~(?uley 

Blruru~rrdi on h4odi Khola 

La?~zrluali 

Surioy a 

Ulleri 

Deorali (Bha?zjyang) 

Chitrei, Chitrey 

f'halatei, Phalatey 
I 

I Sikha 

Ghara 

Kali Gandalti bridge 

T a t  Palri (Hot spring) 

Dana 

Murali B a ~ t g  

Near Gh5sa 

Ghnsa 

Lete 

Dhumpu 

Tukucha 

Jo~nosom 
I 

I Kagbeni 1 Zirnbu Phu 

I Highest point between C27 and C28 

I Camp on Tsarche Lir?zgpa 

I Keha Lungpa bridge 

I Camp (timber line) 

, Highest point between C29 and C30 

670 

6W 

w 
720 

640 

690 

980 

800 

520 

1100 

740 

970 

1140 

1 190 

1570 

1710 

1590 

1120 

1230 

1430 

2020 

2760 

2420 

2300 

2030 

18'20 

1280 

1280 

1420 

1770 

1860 

1960 

2440 

2420 

2550 

2700 

2800 

3820 

4240 

3680 

3700 

4060 

ca. 4850 



Continued 

Camp on the 'I'hije Lungpu 
7'hije Lo 
Camp on the  Keha 1-ungpa 

sat1grCo 
Knpbeni 

Khinpar 

Zharkot 
Muktindth bungalow 

Muktinath temple 

Camp on moraine 

Nisango La 
7'hukttrjrr 

Pisiing (upperside) and 'I'hongo 
(lowerside) 

Chdnie, 7Serne 

Kupar, Kudo 
(alt .  of confluence of the Naur 
Khola is 7973 ft. or 2430 n~ after 
the map of the Survey of India.) 

Thiingja, Z'honzo 

Sarku 
7'itnang, 7Sugrlikarloka 
Ragarchhdp 

Thonje 

Tilje, 7'hilche 
Gha 
Little pass near Kurche 

Kmc-he 
Hangbu 

Rimtiikothi, Perrre l'ang 

1 Rarcha 
Liirkya Bhanjyiing, Larkya La 

(after the  map by the Survey 
I of India). 

' L i r k y a  

I Sdma Rase Camp 

Siima, Satrta 
I 
1 Lho 

Camp outside of Lho 

Li Dtratulro, Lih Dhanra 

ca. 4800 

ca. 5200 

3720 
3700 

28U) 

32W 

3370 

3490 

3FiRO 

43% 

ca. 5150 

41HO 

3K'W 

3810 

:w 
34w 

XY20 

m 



Continued 

C,, ; 
CS, 

July 

I 
/ Natrtrri 
I 

1 Gab, Capsha 

I Lana 
j Dhorzhotrg 

I Pass between C50 and C51 

~soau(utrg, ~iurtr~iu,rq 
Lowest point between C51 and C52 

I ?'sum je, 

Ti1111 je, 'llho?uje 

Ire?trurfu Kharr 

l'hdple Pass, Yanlju (17283 ft. or 
5268 In after the nlap of the 
Survey of India) 

Bajou 

Mura Dajetr Pass, Salbu Pass 
(16537 ft. or 5040 In after the 
limp of the Survey of India) 

Phulbe 

Tumje. l'ho~trje 
l'su~lrje 

TLIITI je, 'l'ho?rrje 

Golrrba Ltrngtlan 

Camp on Pali Chu 

Newzealand Base Camp 

Partse 

Turnje, Y'lzo~rrje 

7 'su~rrje 

Foot of Sringi I-Iinial 

Bridge on the Shiar Khola 

Sarti 
Lolcwa, Lokpa 

Aga, Arrga, Philam 

Bridge on the Buri Gandalci near 
Phil i~n (Philelrr) 

Jagiit 

Hosrfoban near Halcholc 

25W 

25W 

2130 

2030 

2710 

3520 

3130 
I 

2720 
I 

3130 

I ca. 2550 

I ca. 3150 

1 ca. 3300 

ca. 3400 1 ca. 3500 

ca. 3800 1 CI. 4100 

i I ca. 4900 

I j ca. 4000 

1 ca. 4850 
I 

ca. 3350 

ca. 2550 

i 3130 

ca. 2550 

ca. 3200 

ca. 3300 

1 ca. 3700 

' ca.3800 

i ca. 2550 
I 3130 
I 

ca. 4000 

2370 

1 
I 

2040 

1860 , 2120 

i 2180 
I 1520 
I 



Cont i n u d  

Aug. 1 

Highest point &tween C72 md C X  

Rnngje 
Little paw between Rumgje md 

Keron ja 
Keron ja 
Little pass between Keronja and C74 

Knsigaon 
Little pass between C74 and C75 

Yarsa 

Arughnt Bazar 
hhle l'osol 
7'harbu 
Camp near Sjltnri Hhanjynng 
Camp near Hathr Bazdr 

Kakani bungalow 





Index I 
Proper Names . Foreign Words . Native Terms . Scientific Names. etc.' 

................................................... a- , 290 
............................................. Allerg 407 

Abies ....................................... 154, 170 
............................................. aclio 288 
............................................. adha 60 

Aegle nzar?tlelos .............................. 177 
.................. Aga 81, 82, 166, 207, 232, 265 
.................................... aje 288, 289, 290 

....................................... pl~arwa  288 
.............................. ajhang 288, 289, 290 

....................................... c h h i n ~ a  288 

....................................... pharwa 288 
.................................... s h a n g j u n g  289 

ajo .................................... 288, 289, 290 
.............................. Almora Dis t r i c t  286 

................................................ alu 310 
anma .................................... 287, 288, 290 

............................................. gaga 288 
....... Amaranthus cau(latus L 39, 41, 409-10 

Anldo ....................................... 239, 353 
....................................... American 90 

..................... Amitabha T a t h a g a t a  200 
................................................ an"i 178 

........................ Ammonite  108, 113, 114 
A n  e r i n  ................................. 97 
Anga= Aga  
ani .............................. 288, 289, 290, 291 

chhemo ....................................... 288 

chhirna ....................................... 288 
pharwa ....................................... 288 

............... Ankhu Khola 80, 85, 100, 128 

.... Annapurna,  M t  75, 80, 131, 198,215, 330 
................................................ ara  304 

Arabidopsis himalaica ........................ 421 
lasiocarpa .................................... 42 1 

Argum P o u a h  ... 74. 103. 106. 107. 111. 115. 
128. 137 

... Arughat  Bazaar  43. 46. 47. 48. 57. 59. 
60. 69. 73. 106. 132. 139. 323. 327 

.......................................... Asanlo1 58 
................................. Asarang  Gaon 50 

Asiat ic  .......................................... 346 
Aslragalus Englerionus ..................... 422 

himaloyanus ................................. 422 
larkyoensis .................................... 421 
manaslensis ................................. 422 
Nakooi .......................................... 422 

.......................................... a u  288. 290 
....................................... chhima 288 
....................................... pharwa 288 
....................................... Aust ra l ian  345 

................................................ ava 287 
Avalokita=Avalokitesvara 

............ Avalokitesvara 160. 189. 190. 220 
................................................ awal 10 

............................................. awalia 11 

............................. a ya .287. 290. 296. 299 
.............................. shemhi  kiisha 296 

bada hak im .................................... 65 

Bagarchhap .................................... 155 
Baglung  .......................................... 95 
Bagmat i  River  ........................ 7. 45. 108 
Bagua .............................. 29. 50. 80. 231 
Baidam .......................................... 75 

.......................................... Bhairab 126 
........................... Bhairabi  125. 126. 127 
.................................... Bhaktini  27. 118 

........................ Balaji 110. 111. 114. 139 
.................................... ba lang  328. 332 

............................................. Balti  407 
................................. Baman Dande 70 

Banadevi ..................... 112. 125. 128. 223 
....................................... Bandipur  60 

.................................... bhanjyang  27 
....................................... harahakim 65 
....................................... bara  a d h a  60 

. . .  

* S u c h  too  oft-used proper  n a m e s  a s  Nepal,  Himalaya,  Hindu. T i l ~ e t a n .  Lowland. 
Highland. G o r g e  Distr ic t .  etc., a r e  no t  e n t e r e d  . 



2 Index I 

................................. Baran Bh;allg 49 
Barcham ...................................... 5 
Hare P i rke  ........................... 49. 51. 60 
Harme Pu ........... 212. 241. 242. 243. 30.1 
Uhartsam .............................. 5. 95. 104 
Baru ...... 179. 203. 215. 216. 217. 238. 240. 

244. 246. 247. 251. 255. 257. 267. 268. 
269. 270. 273. 275. 276. 285. 295. 296 
300. 301. 304. 305. 313. 314. 315. 316 
310. 349 

Harua ............................................. 35 
Haseri ........................ 78 . 106 . 115. 139 
Hats r  Hazaar ... 46. 48. 108. 109. 134. 307. 

323 
.............................. 13hatgaon 13. 44. 139 

.................................... Hllattaclland 87 
....................................... bat t i  131. 150 

......................... Bailer. Elizabeth K 6 
............... I)aza;lr 4. 24. 27. 45-53. 74. 128 

....................................... bDud= Dui 195 
Heck. S . J ........................................ 379 

.................................... I3enares 106. 108 
Universi ty ................................. 90 

I3eni .................................... 62. 63. 132 
........................ Renedict. Paul  286. 287 

Bengal ........................ 103. 118. 156. 345 
Bcngali .......................................... 120 
be1 .......................................... 73. 117 
Hell. C . A .......... 4. 175. 202- 315. 346. 352 
bigha ............................................. 59 
Bihar ............................................. 120 
Bhima Malla ................................. 13 
Bimtakothi ...... 24. 35. 57. 68. 81. 84. 142. 

157. 168. 176. 317 
Bire Thiiti ....................................... 49 
Hirganj  ....................................... iii. 25 
b i r ta  .......................................... 59. 60 
Hista ............................................. 72 
Bhitr i  Madesh ................................. 59 
Bleichsteiner. Robert  ............... 239 . 275 
Hogle. G ..................................... ii. 345 
Hodhnath ........................... 92. 158. 226 
Boddhnath=Bodhnath 
Bombay .......................................... 25 
Bon rel igion=Ronnism 
Ronnerjea. Biren ........................... 118 
Ronnism ............ 13. 14. 91. 140. 154. 220 
Ronnistic Buddhism ........................ 14 

Borram'tlaceae ................................. 423 
Bhot ................................................ 49 

T3hotea ... iv. 5. 35. 57.69. 78. 79.80. 81. 84. 
85. 86. 87. 89. 93-95. 97. 98. 99. 100. 
103. 104. 105. 114. 115. 120. 124. 1 q  

143. 159. 160. 192. 197. 207. 227-342 
Hhoteya -- Hllotei~ 
13hotiya- Uhotca 
Hhoto:= Hliotca 

Hrahnlanisnl ................................. 13 
. . Braja  ................................. 217. 218. 219 

Urit ish .................................. i i .  i i i .  345 
.......................................... India 79 

Buck. L ........................................... 2!)3 
....................................... Bumclilio 205 

Buriithunl ................................. 69. 137 

Bureau  o t  Education ( i n  J apan )  ...... 6 
... Buri  Gandaki 5. 7. 9. 24. 32.34.35.48. 57. 

69. 75. 78. 80. 81. 82. 84. 104. 113. 121. 
139. 144. 155. 157. 159. 160. 161. 163 
164. 166. 169. 178. 184. "4. 226. 227. 
231. 232. 233. 297. 311. 317. 319 

... Bhurumcli 30. 31. 32. 49. 61. 74. 79. 86. 
103. 149 

.......................................... Bhutan i i  
.............................. Rutwal 25. 56. 65. 75 

................................................ byn 328 

Calanse spp .................................... 129 
Calcutta ............... 65. 312. 329. 338. 345 
California.  University of ............... i i i .  6 
Cammann.  S .................................. 315 

........................... Capuchin mission ii 
....................................... Caragana 40 

.............................. Cory ophy llaceae 421 
........................ Costanopsis inriica 49. 51 

Cent ra l  Asia ................................. 270 
............................................. c ha bo 328 

........................... Chhakiing Garuda  188 
... chamadung 270. 271-80. 284-85. 291. 299 

Cha-ma-gDung=chamaclung 
Chnme 5 ............................................. 

.................................... Chhamle 198. 230 
chanio ............................................ 3% 
chhang .............................. 81. 201. 205 



Index I 3 

changarczi ................................. 4. 160 
c l l a n g d o  ....................................... 310 
'.hhanghcn .............................. 326. 327 
l.llangle .......................................... 84 
l.hangslling .............................. 212, 213 
Chaag(ang ................................. 7, 352 

..................... Channa Ilorje 160, 192, 210 
............... Dorje Yab-yuni 192, 194, 210 

Chanlang ==Changtang 
.......................................... ~hl iarka  323 

Chharkul~hot -- Cliliarkahhotgaon 
... Chl~arkabholgaon iii, 91, 140, 154, 335 

Chdrnng .......................................... 42 
.................................... Chaturali 49, 163 

... Chauringhwe Phedi 49, 59, 111, 125, 135 

....................................... Chautaria 71 
chc .............................................. 55 
Chenrezi =Changarezi  

.................................... Chepe Khola 60 
Chcria ....................................... 128, 129 
Chetri ... 50, 74, 75, 87, 99, 102, 103, 104, 

105 
Chetri-Brahman .............................. 72 

Khatri .......................................... 71 
peasant ....................................... 72 

chi ................................................ 337 
chili .......................................... 164, 338 
China ..................... ii, 98, 293, 332, 345 
Chincse ... 239, 287, 343, 346, 348, 350, 352, 

354, 355 
. . 

Ch'ing dynas ty  .............................. 1 1  

Chitrei .................................... 62, 120 
chiyama .......................................... 328 
Cho-en Joe .............................. 187, 345 
chhoepa ........................... 210, 211, 215 

... Chhogang 24, 68, 69, 227, 230, 231, 276, 
336, 338 

chhogang ... 172,173,206,214,217,257, 296 
chogang=chhogang 
Cho-Gurung ..................... 85, 99, 104, 105 
chhojo=chojo 
chojho=chojo 
chojo ................................. 288, 289, 290 
chhokrung .................................... 208 
chorten ...... 4 3 6 ,  123, 143-64, 168, 191,203, 

201,224,225,231, 232 
Cho-Sherpa .................................... 100 
chota adha .................................... 60 
Cho-Tamang ................................. 99 
chotc ............................................. 143 

choutara ... 49. 115-17. 137. 139. 150. 153. 
223. 227 

choutchecouto ................................. 311 
chhu ............................................. 329 
cllugoa .......................................... 42 
chukchik ....................................... 332 
chhuksa .......................................... 329 

Chhulc Nilo .................................... 328 
Chhumbel ........................... 241, 295, 303 
Chumbi valley, the ......................... 9 
Chhumring .............................. 230, 366 
Chhunga Phu ... 171,173,179,198, 199,200, 

201,209,217,218,231, 275 
Chhungbo Gyupa ........................... 217 
chu r l~ i  ................................. 331,332, 336 
churpi=churbi  
churho ............................................ 42 

.......................................... churku 336 
churu ............................................ 207 
chhushal .................................... 325, 337 

............................................. chhuta 295 
................................. Chhutshen 196, 197 

Gyalpo=Chhutshen 
communis t  Pa r ty  ........................... 138 
Cofnpositae ................................. 178, 424 

................................. Convolvulaceae 423 
....................................... ~ a c i f e r a e  421 

............................................. Da-cha 166 
... Da Dorje 212.216. 242.256.303. 304. 310. 

339.340. 341 
................................. Dado 193. 201. 338 

... Dako Pu 212.241.246.248.251.254.256. 
259.269.282.303.304.316.339.340. 341 

.............................. Dalai Lama 195. 345 

. 

........................... Dami 95, 97,99, 104, 316 
................................. d hamnyan 326, 327 

.......................................... damyan 326 
................................................ -dan 150 

... Dana 21.53.54.55.56.58.70.78.86.101. 
117. 127. 141. 151.168. 171. 178. 202. 226. 
335 

........................... Danish Expeditio1.l 270 
.................................... Dhallplledi 27. 49 
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.............................................. d a r  166 
dh8ra  .......................................... 27. 29 

.................................... dha ra m 137. 139 
........................... dhararnsfila 27. 137. 139 

............... 1)hararntoli 46. 48. 106. 108. 221 
.......................................... dharcho 166 
.................................... Dar-lcog 16(j. 170 

.................................... Dar po che 170 
................................. d a r b a r  106. 174. 210 

.............................. Darjeeling iii. 94. 214 
. ..................... Das. S Chandra  iii. 78. 352 

.......................................... Dashang 206 
................................. d a w ; ~  181. 303. 306 

.................. de a ka r  ( = d r e k a r  ?)  187. 188 
Dellli ............................................ 65 
deo  .............................................. 150 
Deoali ....................................... 91. 131 

............................................. Deo ja 71 
... Deorali ( C  . 14-15) 49.113.117.119.136. 

149 
( C  . 17-18) .............................. 121. 149 
(C . 19-20) ... 61.121.130. 149. 150. 174. 

176. 178 
deorali .............................. 149. 154. 162 

. . 
Desitleri. Ippoli to ........................... 11 

d imar  ............................................ 336 
din10 ............................................. 333 
d i n n o  ....................................... 333. 334 
do  ................................. 161. 197. 306. 329 
dho .................................... 147. 197. 306 
Doghep ......................................... 206 
Doja ................................................ 201 
do jung  .......................................... 306 
clolto ............................................. 156 
dhoksa  .......................................... 329 
dhorn ............................................. 337 
d o m a r  ............................................. 332 
d hornar .......................................... 306 
Dondo Lungpa  ................................. 39 
donga  ............................................. 197 
dopata ... 122.123-24.155. 158.191.209. 225 
do r j e  ........................... 166. 172. 175. 241 
Dhorzhong .............................. 8. 162. 169 
Dosain .................................... 125. 132 
Do Yab-yorn ............ 199-200. 201. 214. 303 
Draba incana L ............................... 421 
Drc  ................................................ 195 
d r o  ................................................ 306 
dro l lgang  ....................................... 296 
clru ................................................ 175 
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Subject Matters 

A 

Abantlo~led f a r n ~ l a n d ,  39,57-58,154 ; 
Ilouse, 254 ; -set t l c m e ~ l t ,  38,39,70, 
142 

A l~ l~ rev i a t i on ,  6, 232, 249, 287 
Ability, 317, v. l a len l  
,411st incnce, 75 
Ac.c.entu;~tcd husband ,  267, 271, 273, 282, 

299-300,352-53 
r2c.ccptanc.e of k<uddhism, 356; --ol 

foreigner ,  246, 276, 345 ; -of ~ i c w  
th ings ,  312, 345 

i lcc ide~l t ,  v. tlisnstcr, cl. f o r t une  
r2ccidcntal dea th ,  215,237-38 
Acculturat ion,  11-14,92,159, 206,341,342- 

4 3 ;  -in language ,  1 2 ;  ----in reli- 
gion,  12-14 

Accumulat ion of p roper ty ,  300-02, 351, 
353,355, cf. r i ch  a n d  poor pcople 

i\ccuracy of mcasurement ,  337 
Achieved s t a t u s ,  24548,348-49 
Acknowledgement, 5-6 
Adaptat ion,  11,344,350,357 
Address, t e r m  of, v. Itinship terminolo-  

6Y 
Adminis t ra t ion  cen t re ,  60,67,69-70 ; - 

t e r r i to ry ,  60,68 
Adminis t ra tor ,  v. governer  
Ac l~p t i on  of bridegroom, 262,281-83,353 
Adulthood, 347 
Adventure,  340 
Afr ican  mil let ,  16-17, 232 
After- l i fe ,  192, 193-94, 39 -98  
Af te rnoon,  338 
Age, c o n ~ p u t a t i o n  of, 234 ; -difference 

between bro thers ,  272 ; -difference 
between spouses ,  252,260-62,267-68,271, 
278-80,281-82 ; -difference between 
uncle a n d  nephew, 272-73,274 ; -and 
divinat ion,  172 ; -gradation, 271,291, 
299-300,348-49,352 ; -of headman,  
305; -of household mas t e r ,  244; 
- a t  nupt ia l s ,  280 ; -stratifica- 

tion, 315-16,341 
Agrar ian  cul ture,  343,346 ; --people, 

343,318,356 
Ak!~-i~ultural set t lement ,  26-43,101-03 

k r i c u l t u r e ,  16-20,15,24ti,351,353 ; calen- 
da r  for-, 201,306; --and festi. 
val, 118-20,153-51,206; labour of-, 

"01-02,205 ; scaason of---, 40-41, 303, 
306,339 ; tool 0 1 - - - ,  292 

Ailment, v. sickness 
Alfalfa, 111 
i \ lnlana~. ,  v. calendar book 
12lpi1le pasture,  330,335 
Al ta r ,  ti3, 147, 171 
Al ta r  room, v. family t e ~ n p l c  
12ltitudr and  hygiene, 43-45; - ano  

set t l e~nen t ,  48,55 
Amaranth ,  39,41,409-10,418-19 
r immonite ,  113-11, 125 
Amulet ,  207-09, cf. c.harn1 
Amusement, 127,132-35,181,185-87,206 
Ancestor, 248,353 
Angry  aspect ,  160, 192,195 

Anirnal, cf. domest icated an i rna l ;  - 
design, 156, 175 ; fantastic--, 175 ; 
-husbandry, 17, 20-21, 41, 57,327-36, 
343; - property,  211,293-95,298,327 
-29,343 ; -and religion, 114-15, 179 
-92,222; - sacrifice, 73, 115, 125, 128, 
129,151,153,191-92,201,22O ; -skull, 
170, v. skul l  ; -world, 351 

Animal  uni t ,  293-95,300,327,328 

Annual  cycle of festival,  91,132, 199-205, 
"6 

Antagonism between ethnic groups ,  13, 
103-04,187,227,342 ; -brtwcet~ indi-  
viduals, v. qua r r e l ;  ---between vil- 
lages, v. dispute 

Antccedent river, 7-9 
Applianct-s, 338, v. impletncnts 
Application, v. endeavour 
Appointment  of headman, 301,305 
Apprenticeship in priesthood, v. religious 
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educa t ion  ; ----in comnlcrce,  341 
Arbour ,  111,137-40,223 
Archery ,  127,206 
A r c h i t e c t ~ ~ r e ,  134-36, v. house  
Archway,  123-2.1, 144, 147- -18, 153, 155-56, 

157-58,159,161, 163 ; sac.red--, 34-35, 
80,113,117 

Area ,  cu l tu re ,  69,84-85 ; division of--- 
6-9 ; i n t e g r a t i o n  of----, 356 

Areal  u n i t  of m e a s u r e m e n t ,  59,337 
Ar id  region,  9,36, 153 
Al ' idi ty ,  343 
A r m .  337 
A r m y ,  79,351 ; Gurkha-, 341 
A r t ,  Buddhis t ,  73 
A r t i s a n ,  73, 104,345,356 ; -- cas te ,  95- 

97, 316 
Ascet ic ,  asce t ic i sm,  192,197-98,351 
Ascribed s t a t u s ,  245-48,254,273 
Ash ,  312 
Ass ,  21,53,54, 196, 332-33 
Assembly ,  cerenlonial ,  131 ; -l~ouse, 

63,188 ; tribal-, 89 
Assessment  of p r o p e r t y ,  297-98 
Ath le t ic  m e e t i n g ,  348 ; -sports,  98,348 
A t m o s p h e r i c  p r e s s u r e ,  343-44 
A t r o c i t y ,  v. po i son ing  
A t t a c h m e n t  t o  c o m m e r c e ,  336-37,340,350, 

355,356,357 
A t t i t u d e  toward  fore igner ,  246,276,345 
Auspic.ious d a y ,  154, 201 ; -number, 

163,164,184,207 
A u t h o r i t a r i a n ,  105,299,341, 345, 347,350 
A u t o n o m y ,  58-71 
Avalanche, 39,42,142,198,342 
Avuncula r  po lyandry ,  260, 268-71, c f .  

po lyandry  
Aweful goti, 210 ; -nat  re, 175-77,192 

-98 
Ax, 305,307 

H 
B a l ~ y ,  v. i n f a n t  
Bachelor, cf. c e l i b a c y ;  fest ival  of---, 

91,108,128 
Baggage ,  u n i t  of,  337 
Balance beam,  326,327,337 
Bamboo, 111,120-21,143,150,157,178,179, 

324,336 ; -b- 'isket, . 194,248,311,313 ; 
-mat, 36, 162, 313, 328; -plate, 

313;  use  o f - - -  , 168 
Banana .  232 
I jangle,  322 
13allner, r e l i g i o i ~ s ,  117, 123, 146, 155.56, 

157, 159, 162, 163, 1 6 - 7 7 ,  178, 2p5--2(;, ?J:!; 
d i s l r i b u t i o n  ol----- , 224 

I3anynn, 115, 116, 117 
lktr lcy,  16, 31, 5-1, 64,87, 172, 184, 19.1, 201, 

9 6 ,  227, 292, 306-10, 313, 316, 338, 397, 398, 
403-05,310 

B a r t e r ,  338, cf. exchang:-c. 
Hasltet,  194, 248,311, 313 
H a t h i n g  wate r ,  111 
B a t t l e ,  v, w a r ,  c i .  c l ispute;  goddess of 

, 190 
H. . , ,Iz'l,tr s e t  t lcnient ,  24-25,43-53,59,95,~7, 

101-03, 107, 128, 134 ; e thn ic  c.o~nposi- 
t i o n  01-----, 73-74,86 ; -and fcsti .  
val,  132;  occupa t ion  in----, 48 

Heads of r o s a r y ,  118,207 
Bean, 16-1 
Beas t ,  179,181, c i .  a n i m a l  
Bee-hive, 75,77 
Beer ,  T i b e t u n ,  201, 205, cf. s p i r i t  ; offer- 

i n g  of-, 201 
H e g g n r ,  187 
Eel  f r u i t ,  117 
Hell, 342 ; ----for re l ig ious  use,  106, 107, 

128.131,151,172,181,335 
B e q u e a t h i n g  of p roper ty ,  cf. inheritance 

of p r o p e r t y  
Bi-sexual  d e i t y ,  v. c o p u l a t i n g  dei ty 
Bird,  179, 181, 184, 188-89, 194 ; -a~icl 

rel igion,  170 ; -funeral, 194 
Bi r th ,  211,214; d a t e  of-, 172; - 

r a t e ,  234-37 
Black colour ,  112, 113-14,147, 155-56,160, 

169, 192, 194, 195, 207, 210; - stone, 

113-14 
B l a c k s m i t h ,  56,95,232-33,305,313 
B l a n k e t  f o r  t rave l ,  232,338 
Bless ing ,  182 
Bl ind  m a n ,  174 
Bone, a n i m a l ,  v. s k u l l  ; human-, 181 

-84,202 ; -of p r ies t ,  143-46,163 

Book, c a l e n d a r ,  v. ca lendar  ; divination 
---, 193 ; religious-, v. s t i t ra  ; war- 
s h i p  of-, 192 

B o o k m a r k e r ,  213 
Bocjts, T i b e t a n ,  185, 322, cf.  shoe 
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1jo1 rowing, cf .  l e n d i n g  a n d  borrowing ; 
idea of l e n d i n g  and-, 140; -- 

money, 301,339 
ljottlc,  e n ~ l ~ t y ,  246; wine--- , 325, 327 
Houndary between Nepal a n d  'Tibet, 146, 

"7 
I%ovir~e a n i r ~ ~ a l ,  295, v. ca t t l e ,  yak ,  e tc .  
lk~wl ,  wootler~, 325, 327 
Boy, v .  chilcl 
13racelet, 127 
Branching of f a m i l y ,  213,245,248-54,268, 

275-76, 277, 279, 280-81,283-85, 295, 299, 
300,340,347,348 ; -of c lan,  205,217 

Hrass u tens i l ,  48 
Hreeding of a n i m a l ,  328 
Brick, 46-48, 137 
Bride, 214-15,257-58 
Bridegrooni, 214,257-58 
Bridge, 48,175 
Broad-leaf t ree,  148,155,168,178 
Urnther, 212 
Buckwheat,  40,41,87,184,201,206,218,231 

-32,306-10,312,414-15 
I3uWalo, 20, 21, 73, 115, 125, I28 ; milk  yro-  

d u c t s  of-, 2 0 ;  -skull, 129 
Building, v. house  ; - a s  p roper ty ,  295 

-96,347 ; -wood, 292 
Bull, v. c a t t l e  
Burial f u n e r a l ,  194; -place, 197, v. 

t o m b  
Busy season ,  338-39, ci .  season  
Butter ,  180, 205, 336, 338, 343, 345, 347; 

I)uffalols-, 20 ; m a k i n g  -, 331, 
332,336 ; offering-, 201 ; -and 
r i t es ,  20 ; weighing-, 337 

Ru).ing, cf.  con l rnerce ;  - proper ty ,  
297-98 ; -wool, 333 

Cake, ceremonial ,  172, 175, 179, 181, 182, 
184,192,194,200,202,203,214,227 

Calami ty ,  v. d i s a s t e r  
Calendar ,  c a l e n d a r  book, 91,181,193,200, 

201,234,306,338 
Camera ,  90 
Camphor,  414 
Canal ,  v. w a t e r  way  
Canon, L a m a i s t ,  v. s u t r a  
Cap, 232,320, v. h a t  
Capac i ty ,  u n i t  of ,  337 

Capital  f o r  commerce, 89,339 
Capital is t ,  356 
Caravan ; ass--, 53; d~o---, 57; stleep 

and  goats---, 317; yak-, 23 
Card f o r  ceremony,  lG!4,175,]&1-yu 
Carpent ry ,  131-36 
C a r r y i n g  by nun-power ,  22.53-5-1.57.130, 

227-30, 276, 315, 336, 3.10; walcr ,  
314,317 

C a r t ,  festival,  128,129 
Caste ,  cas te  suciety,  5~,71-106,:27,233, 

316,345 
Cast le ,  42,70 
Cast  rat ic~n,  310,328,332-31 
Cat ,  327,328 

Cat l l e ,  20, 21, 41, 82,87, 115, 125, 139, 190, 
191,248,293-94,295, 310-12, 327-29, 332- 

34,336, 338, 417-18 ; 11cad of--, 110 ; 
milking-, 211 

Cave, 70,197-98,313 
CelilJac), 192, 211,216, 217, 248, 254, 25b-(i0, 

268,280-85 
Ccnletery,  v. t o m b  
Ceremonial  cake, v. cake ; --- ~ - ~ r ( l ,  

card ; ---irnplcn~cnt, 167, 180-84, 190 
Ceremony,  20,91,149, 172, 181- 54, v. exur-  

c i s ~ n ,  cf. w o r s l ~ i p p i n ~  
Chanc.e, 340, v. for lunc 
Char i ty ,  137-40 
C h a r m ,  130,176-77,207-09 ; agai l ls t  

an imal  epidemic, 190 ; --for I~loc k-  
i n g  road,  157,lG3-64,177,194,215,225-26 ; 
-against ra in ,  166,171 

Cheese, 343 ; making-, 331,332 
Cher ry ,  117 
Chicken, 125, 128, 293-94, 327-29; 

sacrifice, 111, 123,191 
Child, c.hildilnod, 344 ; ---birth, 238; 

-care, 298; - 's labour,  v. labour 
Chili ,  164, 338 
Chronicle of Nepal ,  74 
Chronometer ,  90,338 
Church ,  establishetl,  v. sec t  
Churn ,  332,336 
Cigare t te ,  25,65,90,185,346 
Circulat ion of coin. 13 
Clan, 42,43,69,181,199, 200, 205, 212, 217- 

18,248-55,295-96,302, 341, 346, 347, 350, 
352,353-54,355 ; disorganizat ion of--, 

255; - exogamy,  205,118,264-65, 291 ; 
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-deity, 195-96, 197, 203-04, 218, 220, 
353 ; i n t e g r a l i t y ,  of--, 297,299,339- 

40;  -and pr ies t ,  205, 210-11, 217; 
-and re l ig ion ,  253 ; r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  
of---, 297,302-05 ; -set t lenient ,  230, 

255 ; size of--, 254, 255 ; ----temple, 
199,217-18,219,265 

C l a n - l ~ a r r i o ,  v. c lan 
Class  s t a t  us, 346-47 
Classi l icatory tern1 ol kinsh ip ,  v. k i n -  

s h i p  te rminology  
Classif icat ion of c t h n i c  g r o ~ t p s ,  71-72, 

101 ; -01 s e t t l e n i e t ~ t ,  26 ; ---01 re -  
l igious n ionumcnt ,  143; ---of re l i -  
g i o u s  banner ,  166; - 01 propc3rty, 
296 

Cliff, 141, 142, 154-55, 218, '31 
C l i ~ l l a t e ,  9-10, 343-44 ; -and c u l t u r e ,  

""-27; -and hygiene ,  10,43,44,45, 
48 

Cl imbing ,  oppos i t ion  a g a i n s t ,  198,214 
Clothes,  v. c o s t u m e  
Cloth,  co t ton ,  338 ; measuring---, 337; 

-sti-earner, v. s t r e a n i c r  
Cloutl, 195 
Coat ,  woman's,  320 
Cobra ,  111, v. snal te  
Coclt, v. ch icken  
Coin, c i rcu la t ion  of-, 13 ; goltl-, 

232; silver-, 46 
Coltlncss, 343 
C o l l a l ~ o r a t i o n ,  v. collective w o r k  
Collect ion of e thnolog ica l  s p e c i m e n ,  5,248 
Collective work ,  63,154,219,313,316,329, 

341,350,355,356 
Colour,  I ~ l a c k ,  112, 113-14, 192, 191, 195;  

-of horse,  332 ; l e t t e r  with-, 176, 
177 ; -of p a i n t i n g ,  118 ; red-, 172, 

195-96, 197 ; -and re l ig ion ,  155-56 ; 
-of ce remonia l  c a k e ,  203 ; -of re -  
l igious m o n u m e n t ,  147,159,160 ; -of 
t emple ,  141; w a t e r  with-, 131 

Comb, 324 
Cornmerr.e, 21-26,46,65,92,97,%6,301, 316, 

338-42,350,356 ; a t t a c h m e n t  to----, 25 
-26, 336-37, 340,350,355,356,357 ; - 

a n d  clan,  339-40,354 ; expans ion  of-, 
102; -and f e s t i v a l , l 3 2 ;  -of f u r ,  
329; Gurung's-, 31;  - i n  t h e  
Lowland, 73-74 ; long-distance---, 337; 

----by nlonast t : ry ,  350 ; - -;ln(j per. 
s o t ~ a l i t y ,  ti5 ; - ant1 polya~lclry, 352 ; 
-----l)ctwcct~ Nepal  ant1 l ' ibct,  5.1, 55, 56 
-57, 70, 87, 21'7--30, 338-3!) ; - i l l  tllc 
Nepal  Vallcby, -15 ; roittc o f - - -  --, y, 45, 
46, 57 ;  oi sal t ,  338 ; t ra t~sac. t ion 01. 

- , 2-18 ; - --of WOUI ,  329,333 
Conirnerc.ial org:~niz:~t ion,  339-41, 350, 356 ; 

---sc.LLlcmcnt, -13-58 ; - - - - - - f~~t i t l ,  89, 
339 

Cornpet it ion Ixtwec-n c.ultul.cs, 3.45 ; 

anlotlx intlivicluals, 302, 350 ; ----in the 
show o f  t l r i ty  in~ i~gcas ,  206 

C o n t r n u n i c ; l l i o ~ ~ ,  35ti; th rough  t l ~ c  
Ili  mala) .as ,  1'2-1 ; i m p r o v c . ~ ~ ~ c n t  of-----, 
51-52, 102 ; --l)rbtwcen t h c  Nepal Val- 
Icy ant1 13c%narcs, 108; ---ant1 tope- 
g- r ;~phy ,  7-9, 45, 66 

C o m m ~ ~ t ~ i t y ,  124 ; Whote:~----, 218, 21'7- 
3 2  ; p o p l ~ l a t i o ~ ~  of----, 63 ; ---and 
p r i e s t ,  215 ; -- ~ l u t o ~ ~ o n ~ y ,  60-03 ; 

counci l  01--, 59 ; e t h n i c  composi- 
t ion  of---, 59 ; -hcacIrnan, v. I~catl- 
Inan ; r ~ a n i i n g  ot---, "00 

Concentratecl  fcetl fo r  a n i n ~ a l ,  329,335 

C o n l r i c t ,  v. w a r ,  v. c l ispute;  betwcrcn 
L a m a i s m  : ~ u d  J a n g r i s m ,  90 

C o n t i ~ s i o n  of in lag ina t ive  a n d  lei11 world, 
35 1 

Coni fe r  t r e e  o r  leaves, 129, 143, 146, 150, 

154-55,168,169,177-78 
Conques t ,  70 
C o n s t r u c t i o n  of house,  120,134-36,253 ; 

-of road,  66 
C o n t r ~ l ~ u t i o n  t o  t emple ,  110, "7, 219,297 

-98,302 

Cont ro l  of w a t e r ,  64 ; -of weathcr, 
166,171,192 

Conversion t o  Hincluism, 75 
Cooking  oi l ,  332 ; -pot, 332 

Co-opera t ion ,  355,356, v. collective work 
Copper ,  332 

Copulat ion,  v. sexua l  intercourse; - 
of ca t t l e ,  256; copula t ing  dei ty,  190, 

192,200, 209-10 ; inlagc of-, 208 

Couple,  n~ :~r r ic t l ,  243 
Copying  s u t r a ,  212 
Coral ,  338; -beads, 207 
Corned  beef, 345 
Corpse, 193-94 ; disposi t ion of-, 163 ; 
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--of sa in t ,  199 
Corrugate,  46 
Cosmtatic., rel igious,  111-13, 131 
Cos tu~ne ,  25,138, 72, 80, 87, 127, 187, 232, 318, 

320,338 ; ---and t r i l ~ a l  aliiliation, 157 
Court,  place 01, 70, of. law su i t  
Counting I ~ e a d s ,  212 
Cow, v. ca t t l e  
Coi~nc.il ol  c w ~ n n ~ u n i t ~ ~ ,  59,130-63,78,302- 

05,354 ; tribal--, 89 
CI atlle, 317, 318 
Craf t sman,  73, 104,316,345 
Cremation, 108, 194 
Crest-line of t h e  Great  I- l i~nala)a,  226 
Crop, 306; damage  01-, 115;  -- 

fai lure,  209; - ro ta t ion ,  16-20, 15, 
306 ; -zone, 17-20 

Crossbreed of dzo a n d  ca t t l e  o r  yak, 328, 
333,334 ; -of yak  a ~ l d  ca t t l e ,  v. clzo 

Cross-cousin mar r i age ,  268-70,286-87,291 
Crown, 149,185,187 
Crushing clod, 311-12,314 
Cult of t h e  dead,  161,190 
Cult ivated field, 75,231,305,306 ; allan- 

cloned-, 39,57-58,154 ; dry-, 15, 
75 ;  -per household, 311 ; patldy 
-, 75 ; - a s  propert  y,  292,296-97, 
298,300,347 ; uni t  of-, 59 ;  upper  
l imi t  of-, 15, 39,57, 63 

Cult ivat ion,  305-14,328,356 ; -outside 
community,  250,292 ; intensiveness of 
-, 16-17; -of paddy field, 18 

Cul tura l  configurat ion,  v. c i ~ l t u r e  s t ruc-  
t u r e  
Culture a r ea ,  69,84-85,222-27,343 ; - 

a nd  adapta t ion ,  11,356-57; - con- 
t a c t ,  v. acculturat ion ; differentiation 
of-, 11,20,80-85,215 ; disorganiza- 
tion of-, 342 ; -and history,  357 ; 
margina l  zone of-, 14,341,343 ; norm 
of-, 285; - pa t t e rn ,  v. cu l ture  
s t r u c t u r e  ; s imi la r i ty  of-s, 73,343 ; 
-s tructure,  342-57 ; supertribal-, 
11-12; -type, 222; vertical d i s t r ibu-  
t ion  of-, 121,150,153,159 

Curd ,  332,336 
Cur ing  sickness,  155,174,185,222, cf. cxor- 

c i sm,  cf.  medical  
Curiosi t  y, 345 
C u t l i n g  a n d  t r an spo r t i ng  wood, 314 

Cypress, 169 

Dagger, 174,316 
Daily life, 31,346-47,348 
Dairy products, 331,332,33(;, 343 
Damage of animal, 335 ; --of crop, 115, 

184 ; ---of w,iter way, 14:: 
l)anc.e, 98,120, 185-87,257,34d ; religious 

, 155, 179,181 ; --and women, 206 
Danger, cliarni against ,  1713-77, v. awelul 

nature 
Dangerous place, 175-77 
Day, auspicious, 201 ; planting-, 201 
Dab.1 irne, 214 
Dcad, [lie, 157, 16U, 163-64 ; cult of--, 

161,190; spir i t  of--, 164 
Deal 11, 179,202-03,353 ; cause of---. 215 ; 

lilc after--, v. a l te r - l i fe ;  -- rate ,  
33-39  

D e l ~ t ,  292, 301 
Deer, 338; --->kull. (j3, 149, lh7, 188, 226 
Delence, 142; -against r o l ~ l ~ c r ,  215 
De lo r~n i t  y, 349 
Deity, 79,Y1,113,114,124-28.156, 175, 1R4. 

192, 194, 195,210,351 ; clan----, 195-96, 
197, 203-01, 218, 220 ; copulal irig--. 

190, 192,200, 209-11 ; fcnlini~ie-- -, v. 
gr~dtlcss  ; image oi-, 106, 107, 110, 
i i i , i i 5 , 1 " ,  15S, 132.150, 180-81, 1% 90, 
196,199,200, 204 ; nnture---, 177-9s ; 
principal--, 200-01 ; --of smallpox, 
2 snake--, 113,114,12t;; t r iune  
- , 147, 160, 192, 195-96, 197; water  
- , 128 

Democracy, 64,65,345-47 
Depasturrrgc, v. past urillg 
Dependents, 298,347 
Deposit, rock-salt,  66 
Deserted, v. abandoned 
Desolation of nalure,  311-42 
Despotism. 355 
Dcstiny, v. for tunc  
Desk, 212.213 
Deutel oganly, v. remarriage 
Devil, v. evil spir i t  
Diet, 31,84-85,343,347 
Differelltiatiori of  ~ u l t i l r c ,  11, 20. 80-SS. 

215; -of ethnic Kroup, v. ethnic. 

g roup  
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Diluvial plain, 45 
Dining room, 203,296 
Direction of slope, 10-42,13,230 
Disaster, 192,198,200,201,209,215 
Dish made of sal leaves, 25 
Disk, 345 
Dispensary,  56 
Dispute,  61,67,78, 143, 297,304, cf. war  
Distr ibution a r c ,  397 
Distr ict  chief, v. govcrner,  local 
Ditch of i r r iga ted  field, 337 
Dividing of fami ly ,  v. branc.hing of family 
Division of labour, v. labour 
Divination, 154,161,172,180,192, 193, 201, 

202, 209, 211, 215, 351; -book, 172, 
192,193,209,211,215 ; -of sickness, 
193; s ign  of---, 180 

Divorce, 89,260,285 
Doctor, v. medical personnel 
Dog, 327,328,329,333 ; kunct io l~  01- -, 

238 
Domestic management ,  346, v. householcl 

administrat ion,  cf. household n l ;~s ter ,  
ct. housewife 

Domesticated animal,  181,189,327-36,338 ; 
propagation of-, 355 ; - a s  pro- 
perty,  211,293-95,298,327-29,343 ; rear -  
ing of-, v. animal h u s l ~ a n d r y  ; t c r -  
nlinolog y of-, 328, 332-34 ; nse of 
-, 328-29; vertical d is t r ibut ion  of 
---, 30 

Donation, v, contr ibution 
l)on key, v. a s s  
Downward mobility, v. social mobil i ty,  

c f .  r ich and poor people 
Dragon,  114,146,175, cf. thunderbol t  
Drapery,  25,48 
L)ressing, v. cos tume 
Dressmaking,  316 
Drinking,  216,255,257,301,316 
Driving tlomesticaled animal ,  54, 317 
Drought,  39, 128 
Drum, 172,181,1S2,185,212 
Dry field, dry cult ivated field, 15,75 
Dry measure ,  149, 337 
Drying  cheese, 331,332; - gra in ,  121, 

292,313 
Duck, 125 
Dyestuff, 57,338 
Dynasty,  Gurkha,  79 

L)Zo, 20, 2, 24, 54, 57, 293-94, 295, 327, 328, 
329, 332, 333,331, 336,338 ; habit of --., 
334 ; rear ing  ---, 335 

Earr ing ,  127, 207, 232 
Ear t  11, 329 
Earth-motl icr ,  222 
Eat ing ,  316, 347 ; ---hitbit, v. cliet 
Ecclesiastical o r g a ~ i i z ~ ~ t i o n ,  3-11, 351, 356- 

57 
Economic s1ratilic;lt ion, 350,355, (,f .  rich 

and poor people 
Economy, development ol ,  356 
l<ducation, 56, 62, 88-90 ; religious-- , 

172,18l,l90,199-200,201, 212-14 
Effigy, 1911 
Egg, 25,329 
Elaborat ion oi cu l ture ,  357 
Elbow, 337 
Eldest s i s le r ,  v. seniori ty drnong sibling 
Bltlcsl son, v. seniori ty anlong s i b l i ~ l ~  
Elec.tion o t  headrnan, 64,65,303 
l<lementciry te rm of kinship, v. kinship 

terniinology 
Elc~phant,  125 
Elimination,  238 
I<lopemcnt, 260, 285 
I:n~:~ncip:~tion of slave, 301 
13mcrgenc.y, 3-12, cf. d isas ter  
Enll)loyment, v. hi red l a l ~ o u r  
Endeavour,  349,351 
Endogamy, caste,  102-03 ; -- in com- 

mun i ty ,  265-66 
Engagement  of marr iage ,  87,256-57 
Enr ichment  o l  culture,  356,357 
Enter ta inment ,  216,316 
Environment,  size of ,  357 
Epidemic, 10, 128; anin~al-, 190-91 
Equal  d is t r ibut ion  of property,  v. inheri- 

tance ot pro1)erty 
Equali ty of opportunity,  349 
Ethnic  con~posi t ion ,  appendix 1 ;  -of 

s e t t l emen t ,  50,59,73-74,97,232 
Ethnic  group,  71-106; classification of 
- 71-72, 1 contact  of-, 31; 
d is t r ibut ion  of-, 99-101 ; -and 
house type ,  75 ; mixing of-, 101-06 ; 

-and occupation, 73 ,7475 ; -and 
se t t lement  type ,  35 
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I.:tl~nic slralilic.ation, 68.79 
Ethno-l)ot i~ny,  178 
Et l~noct~t l t r i sm,  73, 78, 89-93, 103-04 
Ktl~nological specimen,  cullcction of, 5 
Ev;~lu;~lion of indivitlual's talent ,  348-49 
I<v,rluntion of ~ ~ h y s i c a l  s t renglh ,  340 
l?vening, 338 
Evil spir i t ,  156, 164, 175, 17G, 179, 188, 192- 

97,202,209,215,351 ; charm against---, 
v. (.Itarm ; exorcising ----, 123-24, 143, 
146-48,160,163-64,171-72,174,181-84,192 ; 
image  of --- , 180-81 ; !)ropitiation to- 
ward --, 148, 149 ; -- ant1 roatl, v. 
charni l o r  bloc.king road 

Fvc>lution o f  culture,  350 
I?xamination system, 349 
Exch:~ncc, 57 ; -l)usincss, 87 ; 

I~e lween Lowland and Highland, 54,56 
-57,227-30,338-39 ; ra te  of-, 54 

I<xchange cconomy, 24-25,350,356 
Exchange of marr iage ,  268,286 
Excretion, bal)y's, 238 
Exognnly, clan, "5, 218, 264-65, 291 ; sec- 

tion----, 87 
Exorcism, 123-24,143,146,147,148,157,160, 

161,163-64,171-72, 174, 176, 181-84, 192, 
202, 207, 209-10, 222, 350-51,355 

Explorer, 345 
Exploitation of land,  15,62,79,309 
l'xport in community,  338 
Extinction of family l i neam,  253-54,347, 

350 
Extraordinary marriage,  260,282-85 
Extort ion,  216, 276 
]<ye, 192, 196, 200; synlbol of-, 158, 

159.221 

Faggot ,  v. fuel wood 
Fair, 57,132 ; -and festival, 46 
Fallowing, 16,18,336 
Familial co-operation, 351-52.353 
Familism, 345,347-48 
Family, 203,239-48,288,341,347, 348, 354, 

355 ; Chinese-, 355 ; -and clan, 
248-55; mas ter  of-, v. household 
master  ; mistress of-, v. housewife ; 
-lineage, 299,354 ; -and proper- 
ty, 296-300 ; size of-, 42,43,239,254 ; 
s tabi l i ty  of-, 347,353 ; -temple, 

172,173,2O6,214,217,257,2~6 
Famine, 39 
Fan detritus, 142 
I;ang of musk deer, 213 
Fantast ic  animal, 175; cf.  dragon 
I:arn~ land, v. cultivatetl ]ant1 
Farmer's culture,  v. agrarian 
Farming season, 40-41,303,306,339 
Fashion, 3.15 
Fat , 338 
Fate,  v. fortune 
I:east, 153,304 
Fear of downfall, 350 
I:ec.undity, 234-37,277-78,280 
Fee of brretling, 328; --of n ~ e n ~ o r i a l  

service, 219, cf. conl r i l~ut ion;  -of 
waler-nlill, "5 

Felt, 338 
Female, feminine, woman ; -and t a r -  

rying, 315 ; -in festival, 126-27 ; 
-- 's labour, 318, 319, 323, v. labour; 

-and necklace, 207; ---and plant. 
117,118-20,179 ; -and planting, 118 
-20, 315 ; property of-, v. property ; 
-and religious activity, v. religion, 
sex s ta tus ;  s tatus of--, v. sex s t a tu s  

Ferry, 48, 108, 109 
Fertility rate,  234-37 
Fertilization, 19,312-13,314,343 
Fertilizer, 17, 19, 293,312-13,314,343 
Festival, 62,91,108,111,118-21,125-28,131 

-35, 181-88, 202,214,218,303,345 ; - 
and agriculture, 118-20, 153-54 ; - 
and I~azaar  settlement, 132; -and 
commerce, I32 ; -day, 201 ; -and 
fair, 46 ; -at Kagbeni, 205-OG ; - 
of summer solstice, 200-01; - a t  
Tsumje, 199-205 

Feudal government, 79; -load, 4 2  
Fiend, fiendess, v. evil sp i r i t  
Fine, 64,66,89,219,302 
Finger, 337 
Fir ,  fir t ree,  154,170 
Fire, 151 ; hearth-, 204 ; sacred---, 

123,176 
Fire a rms,  64,67 
F i r e  wood, v. fuel  wood 
Fi r ing  of forest ,  305 
Fish, 128 
Fishery, 128 
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Flail,  248, 313 
Flag ,  v. b a n n e r  
Flat-roof  house,  36-38 
Fleec ing ,  328-29 
Flood, 142 
Flour ,  172,329 ; ---gruel, 238 
Flower,  179 ; of fe r ing  of--, 112, 150 
F l y i n ~  in t h e  a i r .  154,351 
I;odtlcr, 29, 293, 329 ; ---01 y a k ,  335 
Fog,  342 
I;oliage, v. leaves 
I:onclling, 238, 31s 
l:ood, 339, v. d ic l ,  cl. c ; ~ t i i l g  ; --ant1 

ce remony,  172, 190 
Foot - l )and,  322 
1;ootprint of yali,  196 
1:urcign c u s t o n ~ s ,  325;  -- ~ o o d s ,  3-15 
I:orenoon, 338 
Fores t .  176, 194, 231,305 ; -as cnv i ron-  

m c n t ,  342; - a s  p r o p e r t y ,  291-92 
I;ortilnc, 172, 193, "5,300-01,350-51,355, 

cf. luck 
Fowl, v. ch icken  
F r a g r a n c e  o l  tree, leavcs, 155, 169-71, 177 

-78 
F r a t e r n a l  polyant lry,  v. po lyandry  
I:ratcrnily, 339 
F r e e  will i n  se lec t ion  of spouse ,  257;  

-in pr iesthoot l ,  212-14,349 
F r e s h  leaves,  111-13,129-30,148,151,157- 

58,163,168,170,171,177-78 
F r i e n d ,  f r i endsh ip ,  255-56,341-42 
F r u i t ,  bel,  73, 117 ; m a r r i a g e  with---, 

73 ;  - t r e e ,  29,34,118-20 
F r y i n g - p a n ,  v. p a n  
Fue l ,  fuel  wootl, 36, 38, 170,276, 292,305, 

337 ; gathering-, 314 
1:untl f o r  commerce ,  89,339 ; -for 

school ,  62-63, 89-90 
I:uncral, 193-94 ; expence  of-, 297-98 ; 

-procession, 194 ; -and p r i e s t ,  
215 

F u r ,  329, 338 

G a n i l ~ l e ,  127, 206 ; -anti re l ig ion ,  206 
Ganie, v. a t h l e t i c  s p o r t s  
Gas ,  n a t u r a l ,  123 
G a t e ,  g a t e w a y ,  v. a r c h w a y  
Genc.alogical t r e e ,  v. ped igree  

(;enera1 mcrcIi:~ndizcs, 5.1 
Genera t ive  power o l  n l ;~ lc  dzo, 333 
Genet  ics, 334 
( ; i8ncrat ion of f a m i l y ,  239; llichrcIr. 

thy, 299-300, 352 ; -- L ~ ~ l d  s l : ~ l u s ,  ? i s  
-45 

(;host of ttlc tlcatl, 164, (.I. evil sl)irit  
G i l t  givinj:, 140 ; -- : I I I ( I  j c ~ ~ l o ~ ~ ~ y ,  l t i ~  
(;ircllc, 320 
(;l:~cic~-, 157, 230 
(;oat, 21, 41, 87, 115, 125, 128, 151, 293-95, 

317,327-29,333,336,338 ; --hair, 184 ; 
--horn, 156 ; -----sac.rificc, 153, 191 ; 
---skull, 170 

Gol)lin, v. evil s p i r i t  
Gotl, v. dc i t  y 
(;ocltless, 108, 112, 114, 125, 132, 131, 141, 195, 

206,222,223 ; ----of lja t  l le ,  190 ; - - 
of wea l th  a n d  I ~ e a u t y ,  128 

Gold coin,  207,232 
Good h a r v e s t ,  222 
Gorgc ,  8,100 
G o v e r n m e n t ,  feuda l ,  79 ; local-, 56,58 

-71 ; Nepa-, 57,59-60,62-63,G6-67, 
79, $32, 125, 137, 267, 276, 291-92,297,302, 
338 

Governer ,  local, 55, 65-69, 74, 78,89, 104, 
110,2l6.219,276,'r97,302-04 ; - priest ,  
68-69 

G r a i n ,  329; drying-, 121 ; rice-, 
113; s t o r a g e  of-, 139 

G r a i n  a m a r a n t h ,  39,41,409-10,418-19 
Gramophone ,  315 
Grape ,  411 
Grave,  v. t o m b  
G r a v e r  f o r  p r i n t i n g  block, 167 
G r a z i n g ,  v. p a s t u r i n g  
G r c e n  b a n n e r ,  157 ; -colour, 155,156, 

169 
G r e e n  leaves,  v. f r e s h  leaves 
G r o u p  s e n t i m e n t  in  c lan ,  205,253,255 
Gruel ,  flour, 238 
G u e s t ,  203,216, 257,340 ; - room, 296 
Guild in  m o n a s t e r y ,  356 ; v. commercial 

o r g a n i z a t i o n  
G u i t a r ,  188,326,327 
G y m n a s t i c  exerc i se ,  v. a t h l e t i c  s p o r t s  

H a d e s ,  184,351 
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Ijsir,  goilt, 184; yak----, 184 
Hall-priest, 203, 210-11, 215, 303, 351 
11dt-d l a l~our  in dr iv ing  pack-animal,  335; 

---in woman, 346 
IIartl t  i ~ n e s ,  339 
IIartlwood. 305 
ltarrow, 311-12 
IIarvc,st, 41,306,314-15 ; Iiil~our of----, 

309, 313, 310 ; season,  201,205-06, 
21 9 

Hat, 185, 3-17, cf. cap, cl .  crown 
IIatcl~ct ,  305, 307 
IIay-fieltl, 329 
IIead, 337 
IIcadni~rn of clan, 297, 302-05; -of 

communily,  59, 64, 219, 248, 256, 302-05, 
340-41, 354 ; -of t r ibe ,  89-90, 91-92, 
355 

IIearth, 203, 204, 349 
IIcalth, cf. hyb '  rienc 
IIcalthp man,  246-48 
Iicaven, 160, 170-72,174,209,222,351; in-  

tercourse with-, 177 ; worshipping 
-, 153-54,175 

Heir, 252,253,260,282-84 
Hell, 184, 351 
Hen, v. chiclcen 
IIercdi t a ry  pr ies t ,  264-65, 269,275-77 
I l ierarchy in cas te ,  cf. cas te  ; economic 
- , cf. e conon~ ic  strat if icat ion,  cf. rich 

and poor people ; -in priesthood, 
105,210-11,349, 351, 355 ; -in rcli- 
gious idea,  351 

High place, 222, cf. lofty th ings ,  cf. hea- 
ve n 

Hill top, 27, cf. lofty i hings,  cf. heaven 
I-Iimal, 229,342 
Hired labour,  97-98,185,246,316-27, 339, 

355, v. wage  1al)ourcr 
His tory  of c o n ~ m u n i t y ,  217-18; -and 

cul ture ,  357 
Hoe, 308,311-12 
Holiness, 351 
Holy, v. sacred  ; - man,  v. pr ies t ,  v. 

s a in l  ; -place, 108,110,111,154,196, 
206; - power of dei ty,  192, 222 ; 

-power of image ,  208-09 ; - power 
of pr ies t ,  172, 192,215 ; -power of 
sword, 174 

Ilomicide, 67,69, 129 

Iloney-bcc, 75,77 
flonorifi c expression, 288-91 
IIor11 (for  musical use) ,  181 ; cerenlonial 

-, 247 
Horn (animal's), 191; -of goat ,  333; 

offering-. 148,156,157 ; yak-, 148 
Iloroscopc, v. divination 
IIorse, 21,41,166,169,190,332-34 
IIouse, construction of, 120,134-36,253; 

flat-roof--, 36-38 ; function of--, 
29-30,31,34,36-38,55,215 ; - a s  pro- 
per ty ,  298 ; rcpairinji of----, 171 ; - 
s l ruc tu rc ,  29, 57, 137,203,231,247,296; 
--type, 31-32, 49-50, 51, 55-5(;,75,87, 
165 

I loi~schold,  v. family 
Ho~lsehold administrat ion,  299-300,352- 

53,354, ci.  household master ,  c l .  house- 
wife 

Household master ,  42,153,170,200-05,210 
-12, 239, 243-53,259,267,273,277-80,282, 
293, 296,299-301,305,337,346-47,350,352 
-53 

Ilousewife, 203,181-82,346,353 
Hospital, 56 
IIospitality, 255-56,345 
Hot spr ing ,  151,176,177 
Hulling, v. threshing  
Human hone, 181-114,202 -sacrifice, 

129 
I-Iunting, 329 
Husking,  v. threshing  
Hybrid,  v. c ross l~reed  
Hygiene,  10,52, 102; -and altitutle, 

43,44,45,48 ; -and climate, 10 
Hymn. 114,185 

Idea of hierarchy in religion, 355,356; 
-of lending and I)orrowing, 140,292, 
350,355 

Idleness, 349 
Ill-luck, v. for tune  
Illncss, v. s ickness 
Image of animal,  156 ; -of dei ty,  79, 

107,110,111,115,123-28,132,148,150,156, 
174,179,180-81,188-90,196,199, 200, 206, 
208-09,210,218 ; -of evil  sp i r i t ,  180 
-61 

Imitat ion.  345 
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Inimovablc property,  v. property 
Implements, 316-27,331 ; religious--- 

167,180-84,190 ; making-- , 345 
Importation,  i n ~ p o r t ,  in c.ommunily, 338; 

-of foreign goods. 345; of to-  
I~acco,  66,68 

Incarnation,  125 
India-wheat,  310,415, cf. 1)uckwheat 
Individual, 347 ; -- 's indepe~~dcbncc, 

299-99,302,316,342,3354 ; -- 'S name, 
239 ; --ism, 105,254,285,340-41,345, 
3.17-48, 353-54, 356; -- ism ant1 co- 
opcrat ion, 354-55 

Infant ,  187,317,318, 347; -care, 235, 
348 ; --mortality, 215,237-38 ; -- 
and worsh i l~ ,  156 

InTol-niant, 248 
Inhc~rit :~nce ant1 ceremonial service, 354 ; 
-- of govcrncr 's  s t a tus ,  6 6 ;  -of 

householtl mastershil), 283-55 ; -of 
propert ! I ,  296-300, 346, 354 ; - s ys- 
tcm,  219, 354 

I n - n ~ a r r i a p . ~ ,  26'2-66 
Inscription,  176, v. s tonc  t ab le t ;  - on 

rock, 177 
lnscct ,  181,275 
Incest tn l~oo,  264-65,279,281,285-87,291 
Inslruction,  v. erlucillion 
Ins t rument ,  v. implement 
:ntcnsivcness of cult ivation,  16-17 
Intercourse. \I. inter-personal relation ; 

-with god, 176; -1,etween sexes, 
255-56,346, cf. sexual intcrcoursc 

In termarr iage ,  v. marr iage  ; -with- 
in community,  265-66 ; -11ctween 
relatives, 285-67 

Interest  ra te ,  89 
Tnter-personal relation, v. frienclship, 

hospitalit).,  visi t ing,  quarre l ,  likes ant1 
tlislikes, ctc. 

In terpre ter ,  4,342 
Interviewinl: technique, 195-96,219,254, 

266,268-69,276,285-Y7,2YI, 296,302,304 
Invitation to fcast .  216 
Iron ingot,  95 
Iron-smith,  v. b l acksn~ i th  
I r r iga ted  field, 15,54-55,319 
I r r iga ted  paddy field, 15,75,99 
Irrigation,  36, 40, 63-64 ; ----of patltly 

field, 45 

Jade slonc,  v. precious stonc 
J a r ,  110, 317 ; ceren~oni:~l--  -, 182 
. I t ' a lo~~s) , ,  65, 164, 215- 16, 237-38, 276,302 
.Iudgc. 60,61 
J ~ ~ n i p ~ r ,  154, 169, 170, 176, 179. 335 

I<ctt lc, 203 
I < i l l i n ~ ,  :1ni111:11, lr. ~ I : ~ ~ ~ g l ~ t e r i ~ l g  ; - - -  

man, v. 11onlic.itlc. 
King o f  Nep:ll, 108; - --of oltlcn tilncs, 

7 0 
I<ingtlon~ o f  oltlcn limcs, 70-71 
Kinship, 255-57 ; ----ternlil~olo~!., 285- 

86,287-9 1 
Knowleclge, cf. cbduci~tion; -- :I bot~t 

plant ,  178; about sex, 256 
Konjak, 414 

I. 
Lal~our ,  95,314-27,356 ; - in agricul- 

lure ,  201-02,246; -of carrying nia- 
nure,  313 ; child-, 295, 312,313, 317, 
329,336,341 ; -ol driving pack-ani- 
mal, 335 ; -01 exploiting land, 305; 
---of gat  hering fallen leaves, 313 ; 
hirctl---, v. labourer ;  -of n~aking 
fuel wood, 305 ; many-sitletlncss of 
-, 105-06 ; -of pasturing,  336,341 
-42 ; ----of ploughing, 248,313 ; - 
by priest ,  292 ; --service, 219; - 
by sex, 301,313,314-27,326-29,335,340, 
341,346 ; -of threshing,  238 ; - 
of t ranspoi ta t ion ,  340 ; unit of-, 
338 

Labourer,  v. wage labourer 
Ladder, 137 
I-akc, 111,195 
Lama, v. priest  
Lamaism, v. religion 
Lamais t ic  organization,  v. ecclesiastical 

organization 
Lamasery,  v. temple 
Language,  10-11,86, 159,232 ; accultura- 

tion in-, 12 ; Gurung-, 80,81-84 ; 
Newar-, 73;  sphere of-, 157; 
Takali-, 89-90,93 ; Tibetan-, 93- 
94 ; variat ion of---, 80,81-84 
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Land exploitation, 6'2,305 ; -- occupan- 
ce, 357 ; --productivity, 344 ; - 
propert y, 219,291-92 ; -rent, 79,219, 
292 ; -----utili~ation, 15 

Landlord, 66,68,219,292 
Lantlslide, 148 
Larch, 170 
1,atcl al ~nora ine ,  21 
Idatcritic soil, 9, 29,46, 310 
1,aughtcr aspect ,  160, 195 ; --of yak, 

196 
Law sui t ,  61,89,297 
Layman, 210-11 
Leasing land, 219,292 
Lcather, 337; -dealer, 95 
Leaves, 177-78 ; conifer-, 169,177-78 ; 

fresh---, 151,171,177-78 
Left and right,  203 
Legend, 87,128,154,196 
Lending and borrowing, 295; idea of 
- ,140 ; -of money, 301,339 ; - 

of lodging room, 276 
Leopard, 338 
Letters,  81,90 
Levirate marr iage ,  275 
Library,  56,90,153 
Lice, 86 
Life a f t e r  death,  v. a f ter - l i fe  
Life-essence, 195 
Light, 170 ; offering-, 118,120-21,131, 

150-51,206 
Lightning,  174-75,195 
Likes and dislikes in human relation, 

284,285,347 
Lime, 113 
Limit, v. upper l imit ,  lower limit, etc. 
Linga, 112,114 
Line-settlement, 49,50,51,55,58-59 
Liquor, v. sp i r i t  
Live-stock, v. domesticated animal 
Living buddha, 351 
Living s tandard ,  62,63,191,300,332 
Loan, v. con~mercia l  fund, 89 
Local government,  v. government 
Local governer,  v. governer, cf. autono- 

my 
Location and communication, 45 ; - 

of settlement, 140-42; ----of temple 
and shr ine ,  140-42,350 

Lofty things,  worship of, 148,222 

Love, 256-57 ; -making, 255-56,346 
I.owcr limit of dzo's activity,  335 
Luck, lucky, 172,300-01, cf. fortune,  aus- 

picious, onlen ; -number, 163,164, 
184,207 

1-ute, v. gu i t a r  

Magic, v. exorcism ; --circ.le, 195 ; 
-word, 184 

Magical power, v. holy power 
Main husl~and,  v. accentuated husbantl 
Maintenance o f ;  -clan lineage. 353; 

-family l incagr,  279, 3-83-85; -- 
property, 285 ; --temple, 219,302-03 

Maize, 16, 113, 139, 202, 232, 306, 310, 338, 
397,398,408-09,410,418-19 ; introduc- 
tion of-, 13 

Malaria, 10,43 
Male, masculine man ; --labour, v. la- 

bour by sex ; -and necklace, 207 ; 
properly of-, 293; -and reli- 
gious activity,  170,171,181,199,201-02, 
206,207-08,214 ; seat  of-, 203 

Man, v. male 
Mankind, 351 
Man-power transportat ion,  v.  c a r r y i ~ l g  
Manor, 59 
Manure,  17,19, 293,312-13,343 ; ----deli- 

very, 314 
Many-sidedness of labour, 316,341,345 
Map, 4-5,228 
Marginal  zone, 14,341,343 
Marital  area,  97-99,260-66 
Market,  345; -day, v. f a i r ;  - 

place, 338, v. bazaar sett lement 
Marriage,  87-89, 255-85, v. interniarri-  

a g e ;  - ccremon y, 214-15,857 ; - 
between ethnic groups, 97-99; - 
and family branching, 253; -with 
f ru i t ,  73,117 ; inter-caste-, 87,103; 
mode of-. 236; -between rela- 
t ives, 268,69 

Married people, rat io of, 258-60 
Masculine, v. malc 
Mask, 179,181,184-85 
Masquerade, religious, 345 
Master,  household, v. household master 
Mastership,  v. household administrat ion,  

cf. household master 
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Mat, bamboo, 139,162 
Match, 25 
Matrilocal residence, 262,281-83, 353 
Mcadow, v. pasture  
Measure, d ry ,  149,326,327 
Meat, 340; cattle---, 139 
Meat-eating,  21,73,84-85,128,191,329,332 ; 

taboo of-, 118 
Medical care, v. cur ing s ickness ;  -- 

personnel, 56,178 ; -plant, 118,178- 
79; --survey, 43 

Medicine, 246 
Medialiuil of dispute, 302 
Memorial r i te  and service, 161,190, 202- 

03, "5,297-98 ; -thornla 202 
Memory of age,  234 ; --of lineage, 248, 

251 ; -of the  dead, 236-37,347,364 ; 
-01 prominent person 251 

Menstruation 25G 
Mental abil i ty,  348, cf. talent 
Merchandize in bazaar, 25 
Merchant,  13, 104, 248, 315,338,339, 350,356 
Midnight, 338 
Migration,  62,73-75,95,97-99,233,301,316 

-27,345 ; seasonal-, 38-42, 51, 57 ; 
-of tr ibe,  10,74 

Milk, 25,238,332,336 ; buffalo's-, 20 ; 
offering-, 112, 113, 131 ; -prod- 
ucts,  331, 332,336,343 ; -and r i te ,  20 

Milking, 328, 329, 334, 336; - camp, 
330 ; -hut, 36,57,330,336 ; - peri-  
od, 295 

Mill, v. water  mill 
Millet, 418 
Mimicking animal crying,  97 
Mining, r ight  of,  66 
Minister ,  347 
Miracle, 154,196,209,351 
Misfortune,  v. fortune,  cf. luck 
Mist, 342 
Mistress,  v. house wife 
Mixing of ethnic groups,  101-06 
Mobility, social, v. social mobility, v. 

talent  mobili ty 
Modern cul ture ,  345 
Modernization, 102 
Molasses, 103,335 
Monastery,  v. temple 
Money, 327 ; -lender, 339 
Monk, v. priest  

Monkcy, 115 ,  184 
Monogamy, 87 
Monopoly of tobacco, 66,68,92 
Monsoon 9,12,162 
Monument, 115, v. stone monument 
Moraine, l a t c r i~ l ,  21 ; tcbrn~irlal--, 157 
Morning,  338 
Mortar ,  ~ ) o i ~ n t l i i r ~ ,  323 
Moultl lor  religious design (Sanll,ar), 179 

-81 
Mountain,  192,196; -- pass, v.  pass ; 

range., 226 ; -anti religion, 117, 
198 

Mourning and c l i~n ,  205,353 
Movable property,  v. property 
Mowing g rass ,  329 
Mud, 202 
Mule, 21,54,87,333-34 
Mummy saint ,  199,200,208-09 
Murder's casc, 67,89,129 
Museum a t  Patan ,  172 
Music, 185-87,345 
Musical ins t rument ,  188, 194, 326, 327; 

-player, 96,97,133,174,181,185-87 
Musk, 187,338 
M~isl<decr,  fang of,  213 
Mustard ,  17,411-12 ; -oil, 335 
Mutton,  338,339, cf. sheep 
Mutual aid,  316, 329, 335,336,339,355 
Mythology, 115,128,154,196 

Name, personal, 42 
Naming of clan, 239,349 ; -of crop, 

306-10; -of family, v. surname; 
-of individual, 211-12 ; -of moun- 
tain, 198; -of plant, 178; -of 
communit  y, 163,200 

National character of the Nepalese, 10 
Natural  environment,  343-44,357 
Natural  gas,  123 
Natura l  increase, ra te  of, 238 
Natura l  vegetation, 15 
Nature,  aweful, 175-77, 192-98 ; -deity, 

177-98 
Necklace, 127,207-08 
Needle, 316 ; -case, 316,324 
Ncighbourhood, 59 
Neophyte, v, education 
Nickname, 212,239, cf. naming of in- 
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rlividual 
Night, 131 ; ---festival, 206 
Nomad, 170, 352, 356; -ic culture, 

346; --- ic liie, 355; -ism, 343 
Number, lucky, 163, 164,184 
Null-householrl niastcr ,  v. household mas- 

ter  
Noon, 338 
Norm, social, 347 
Nuclcar family, 347, cl .  family 
Nun, 42,69,91,211,223,257,276,281 
Nurse, 238 

Oasis, 110 
Oats, 397,398,405-08,410 

Occupation in bazaar sett lement,  48,50 ; 
-and e thnic  group or caste, 56,73, 
74,75,87,95-97,104,341 ; -and social 
s ta tus ,  341 

Oekmene, 15 

Offering, 111, 113, 128-31 ; animal -, 
201; animal horn or  skull-, 129, 
145,148,151,156,157,191-92,225-26 ; - 
of but ter ,  201; -of flower, 112,129 
-30,150; -of food, 194,205; - 
of fresh leaves, 129-30, 177; -of 
light, 118, 120-21, 131,150-51 ; -of 
milk, 112,113,131 ; -of potato, 201 ; 
-of rice, 131 ; -of spiri t ,  201 ; 

-of stone heap, 155 ; -of isantpa, 
201; -of wheat, 201 

Officials of community,  v. headman ; lo- 
cal-, v. governer 

Oil, 111, 335 
Old age,  347 
Old sect Lamaism, 42,216 
Omen, 198,209,350 
Onion, wild, 197 
Opportunity, cf. fortune, luck, chance, 

social mobility, e tc . ;  equality of- 
349 

Opposition agains t  climbing, 198 
Organization of result, 342 
Organized conimerce, v. commercial or -  

ganization 
Original family of clan, 246,247,248-49, 

251-53,281,283-85,302,347,353,354 
Orchid, 129 

Ornament,  ear r ing,  127,207,232 ; brace. 
Ict, 127 ; cosmetic, 111-13.131 ; neck- 
lace, 127,207-08 

Out-door lifc, 346, cf. athletic spor ts  
Out-marriage,  562-66 
Ownership of domesticated animal,  336; 

-by household, '99-300 ; ---by in- 
dividual, 291-302,347,352,351 

Ox, v. catt le 

P a ~ k ~ a n i m a l ,  21-28, 334, 336-37 ; 
t ransportat ion 8,53-54,57,227-30,340 

Paddy field, cultivation of, l8,52,75,99 
Pagoda, 128,143-46,15B,%Y-10, cf. stone 

monument 
Painted scroll, 184, lHB,l92,196,197,210, 
316 

Painting,  v. picture, cf. religious pic- 
t u r e ;  wall-, 29,118-20 

Palace, s i te  of, 61  
Palanquin, 22 
Pan,  f ry ing,  336 
Pantalet ,  321 
Paper charm, 208, cf. charm 
Paper currency,  45-46 
Parched flour, 179,347; offering of---, 

201 

Parentage in polyandry, 275 
Paternal  polyandry, 271-72; v. poly- 

andry  
Parochialization, 13-14, v. culture 
Pass, 27, 100,149-50,153,157,162,177,227, 

335 

Pastoral activity, v. pas tur ing;  -cul- 
ture,  346,353,355, v. culture ; -- peo- 
ple, 348 

Pastoralism, 343 
Pasturage,  v. pasturing 
Pasture,  57,231,256,295,305,329,337,344 ; 

alpine-, 198 ; making-, 305 ; - 
a s  property,  291-92 

Pasturing,  256, 295, 312,314,316,336,340, 
344 ; -labour 329 ; - season. 295, 
329 ; -of sheep, 21 ; -technic, 
329 ; -of yak, 335 

Patri-clan, v. clan 
Patri l ineali ty,  248 
Patrilocal residence, 87,248,346 
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Pat ron god of clan, v. clan deity 
Patternization of culture, 357, v. culturc 
Pedigree char t ,  240-42, 270, 277,278,280, 

283-85 
Peepul, 115,116,117,150,227 
Pen, animal,  v. stable 
Peon, 301,350 
Pepper, 164,414 
Persecutor of Lamaism, 195 
Personal likes and dislikes, 284,285,347 
Personal name, 42,211-12,258, 288-90,347 
Personali ty,  v. social pcrsonality 
Personnel of communi ty ,  v. headman of 

community 
Phallus, 123-24,158,209,210 
Physical s t rength ,  340,348, cf. talent 
Picture,  religious, 158 ; wall---, 118-20 
Pig  sacrifice, 195 
Pilgrim, pilgrimage,  97, 108, 110, 170, 339, 

345 
Pin-cushion, 316,324 
Pine, pine tree,  154,155,169,170 ; - 

branch, 162; -pole, 157 
Pistol, 174 
Place name, 5,69,84,87 
Plain, size of, 44 
Plant grower, v. ag ra r i an  ; medical-, 

118,178-79 ; -and religious activity,  
115-24,177-79,222 ; sacred-, 118,128 

Planting,  154,201-02,306,314 ; -day, 
154,201 ; -labour, 316 ; - season, 
64,201,206,312; taboo of-, 201-02 

Player,  travelling, 96,97,174,181,185-87 
Playing card,  206 
Plaza, 44,106,107,128,181,185,186 
Plough, 123,308,310-11,328 
Ploughing, 19, 314, 315, 201-02; -la- 

bour, 310-11 
Poisoning, 265 
Pole, sacred, 150,151 
Policeman, 60,67 
Policy, 68,79 
Political movement, 79;  - organiza- 

tion, 302-05,354 ; -party, 61,62,79, 
128; -power of priest ,  68-69 ; - 
trouble, 108 

Polyandry, 42,73,216,251-53,256,260,266 
-84,291,299-300,352-53 

Pool, water,  111 
Poor people, v. r ich and  poor people 

Pop l i~ r  trthc, 176 
Population of conl~llunit y, 63,23>38; --- 

of sc t t lcmcnt ,  26-29,32,35-36, 38,42-44, 
46,49,56,57,86 ; ----py ranlid, 233 ; - 
of Takal i  t r i  be, 56,87,92-93 

Por tcr ,  276,301,315,339,341-42 
Por t ra i t ,  128 
Potato,  205,306, 310 ; - offer ing,  201 
Poverty, v. ric.11 a n d  poor people ; 

and cxalibacy, 260 ; -- and polyandry. 
268 

Power, supe rna t i~ ra l ,  v. holy power 
Practical  prcp,tr:~tion, 79 
P raye r  card,  1G9 ; -- propeller, 166, 

171 ; -wheel, 153,156,171 
Praying,  128,131-32 
Precipice, v. cliff 
Precious stone,  65,207 
Prefix for  expressing sex, 334 
Pregnancy, 256,280 
Pr ies t ,  42,69,104,171-72,187,197,198,199, 

210-11, 214, 216, 217, 231, 351; caste of 
-, 74 ; clan-, 205 ; half-, 203, 
210-11, 215, 303, 351 ; hereditary-, 
232,268-70,286 ; holy power of-, 172, 
192 ; Jangri-, 90,91,220,225-26 ; po- 
litical power of-, 68-69 ; role of-, 
154, 160, 161, 164,171-72,179,181-84,190, 
192-95, 199, 200, 201-03, 205-06, 211-16, 
257 ; travelling-, 97 

P r imary  relatives, 287-88 
Primogeniture,  245-51, 354, 379,399 ; cf, 

inheri tance of property 
Principal de i ty ,  200-01 
Pr in t ing  o l  papcr charm, 223 ; -block, 

167,171 ; ----of su t r a ,  171 
Private ownership, v. ownersliip of indi- 

vidual 
Prize money, 206 
Procession, ceremonial, 187,200 ; fune- 

ral-, 194 
Productivity of land, 16 
Profit, distr ibution of, 339 
Proletarian,  v. rich and poor people, v. 

wage labourer 
Pronunciation,  4 ,5  
Propaganda,  128 
Propeller, prayer,  166,171 
Proper ty ,  211,291-302,347 ; - accurnu- 

lation, 246 ; classification of-, 296, 
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299 ; --ot fanlily, 293-95 ; in~mova- 
ble- --, 354 ; --of individual, 336 ; 
---of lamasery, 69; - right,  191; 
---system 354 ; --of woman, 260 

Propitiation, 118, 149, 1G4, 194 
Proposal o l  marriage,  256-57 
Protein, 332 

Protection of crop, 139,184; --of do- 
mesticated animal, 190 

Proverb of the Highlander, 20 
Psychological tcs t ,  162,177,179,197,363-96 
Public house, 188; v. assembly house 
Public work of comn~uni ty ,  302-03 
I3uerperal fever, 238 
I'unishment, 301 
Purification of risum gotrbo, 160; -- 

of village, 200, 209 

Q 
Quarrel, 216,217,275,276,279,297,351,353 ; 

-between women, 282 

R 
Race, 75,93,95 
Radio, 345 
Rain, charm against ,  166,171 
Rake, 312 
Ranking of priest, v. hierarchy in priest- 

hood 
Rate of interest ,  89,339 
Ratio of married people, 267 
Reading sut ra .  212,213,214 
Rearing animal, v. animal husbandry 
Recitation of sut ra ,  148,171,212 

Red colour, 147, 155-56, 160, 172, 195-96, 
207 ; -of banner, 157 ; -of rock, 
196,197; -of stone, 113; o f  
temple, 141 

Red-pepper, v. chili 
Reference, term of, v. kinship termin- 

ology 
Reformation, social, 89-93 
Refusal of marriage,  211,257 
Regulation of marriage,  354 
Relatives, 190,216,238 
Relaying spot in transportation,  21-24, 

45,46,53,54,57 
Religion, 79,80,85,90-91,106-227 ; accul- 

turation in-, 12-14; -and ani-  

mal, 114-15,17942 ; -and celibacy, 
259-60 ; -and charity, 137-40 ; - 
and dance, 155; -as integrative 
force, 355-56 ; -and mountain, 111, 
198 ; -and plant, 115-24,177-79 ; sex 
s ta tus  in-, 120,131,192,202,222-23, 
346 

Religious aspiration, 211-11,248 ; - 
banner, v. banner ; -book, v. sut ra  ; 
--- buildings, v. temple, v. shrine ; 
-cake ( = t h w f ~ i a ) ,  V. cake;  - 
calendar, v. calendar ; --dance, 155, 
179,181 ; -design in mould, 179-81 ; 
---education and training,  158,172, 
181,190,200,203,211-14 ; -idea, 351 ; 
-implement, 180,181-84,212,213,248 ; 
-mark (==t ika) ,  cf. cosmctic ; - 
organization, v. ecclesiastical organi- 
zaotin;  - picture, 158, v. painted 
scroll, v. wall-picture, cf. paper charm ; 
-sect, 111 ; - streamer,  v. s t rcam- 
e r  ; -tower, 121,122,127,128,142-64, 
204, cf, stone monument 

Reliquary, cf. remains of saint ,  cf. reli- 
gious tower 

Remains of saint ,  143,154,199,200,208-09 
Remarriage, 285,300 
Rendezvous, 342 
Rent, land, 79 
Reorganization of culture, 342, v. culture 
Repairing of house, 171 ; -of temple, 

219 
Representative of clan, 354 
Residential unity of clan, 255 
Rest-house, 27,137-40, cf. tea-house 
Resting place (=choutma), 115-17,137- 

40,150,153,223,227 
Retinue. 68.347 
Revenge, 351 
Revival of Jangrism, 90-91 
Revolution, 62,79, cf. political 
Rice, 31, 54, 57, 87, 194, 203, 338,397,398- 

400,410 ; -cultivation, 32,75 ; offer- 
ing of-, 113,131 ; - straw, 29,32- 
34 ; transplanting-, 318 

Rich and poor people, 97-98, 138-39, 161, 
185,190,191,215-17,246,260,276,285,292, 
293-95, 300-02, 338, 340, 350, 355; rich 
temple, 356 

Riding horse, 206,346 
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Right and left, 148,157,203 
Right of household master,  v. household 

master ; -of housewife, v. house- 
wife ;  -of individual, 347, v. indi- 
vidual; --of mining, 66 

Risk of commerce, 340, cf. fortune 
Rite, cf. ceremony, 20,91,149,160, 172,203 

-05 
Ritual, cf. cerenlonial; - educat ion, 

201, v. religious education 
River, 106-11,177; -terrace, 75 
Rhotlodcndron, 112,129-30,150 

Road, 45,126,137,148,231 ; ---and evil 
spiri t ,  164,194; charm on-, 194; 
col~struction of--, 54,6ti ; n ~ a i n t c -  
nancc of--, 302 

Robber, 215,265 
Robbing wife, v, elopement 

Rock, 111-14, 1-11, I(il, 194, 197,231; red 
-, 196-97; --shelter, 198 

ltock-salt deposit, 66 
Ronianization, 4 
Roniantic lovc, 255-56, cf. elopement 
Iioof, 168 
Room, 296 ; dining--, 203 ; -- a s  pro- 

perty,  297 ; storagc---, 246; -of 
Western style,  345 

Itope, 190,328 ; sacred- --, 113, 120-24, 
155,158, 162,191 

Rorschach test ,  162,177,179,197,363-96 
Rosary, 207,212 ; ---beads, 118,207 

Rotation of crop, v. crop rota t ion;  
of pasture and cultivated land, 18,336 

l i o ~ ~ n d  house, 30-32 
Rubbing hand, 212 
Iiule of residence, 291 
Ruling class of Nepal, 14 
Ru~nour ,  making, 276 
Running rllatch, 348, cf. athletic meeting 
Itye, 412 

s 
Sacred, v. holy ; - --archway, 34-35,80, 

113,117,123-24, 148; ----book, 199-200, 
v. s u t r i ~  ; ---tire, 123,176; - moun- 

tain,  111,147,198; ---place in a room, 
203 ; ---plant, 128 ; -pole, 150,151 ; 
---power of inliige, 208-09 ; ---- pow- 
e r  of pricst ,  172, 192. 215; - power 

of sword, I74 ; -----river, 106- 11 ; .- . 
rock, 111-14 ; ---rope, 113,120-24,155, 

158, 162, 191, 209, 25-26 ; - spring, 
176 ; -stolie, 108,111-14, 117, 125,129, 
149 ; s t reamer ,  v. slreanier, 147, 
148,150,151 ; ---thunderbolt, v. thun- 
derbolt ; ----water, 106-11,182 

Sacrifice, animal,  $3, 115, 133, 125, 128-29, 
151,153,191-92,201,225-26 ; chicken----, 
114,123,225-2ti ; hulnall-, 129; pig 
---, 195 

Sal, 24 ; dish made ol--leaves, 25 
Salt ,  21, 54, 57, 66,82,87, 199,317,329,335- 

36,338 ; bcd, ti6 
Saint. 128, 175, 195, 199, 200, 210-11, 351; 

corpse of --, 199 ; mumri~ y-- , 199 ; 
tomb of---, 154 

Sancti ty,  351 
S a n s k r i t i ~ a t i o n .  13-14 
Savings,  89, cf. s torage 
Saw, 305,307 
Scent, v. fragrance 
S(.h1)01, 62, 88,tlY-90, 121 
Stop, 312 
Scripture,  Huddist, 56, v. sutrn 
Scroll, paintetl, 184, 1138,196,197, v. paint- 

ed scroll 
Season, 306 ; --of agriculturc,  40-41 ; 

harvest- ,201 ; planting--, 64,201 ; 
---of tr:ide, 338-39; -and travel, 
126 

Seasonal migration,  38-42, 51, 57; - 

set t lement, 157 
Seating p1ac.e. 203 
Seclusion f rom secular worltl, 192,350 
Sctcret word, 172 
Sect, r c l i ~ i o u s ,  111, 15ti; old--- Lsniaism, 

42,216; yellow hat ---lamaisnl, 356 
Section of tribe. 87.91-92 
Sec.ular peoplt~, 210- 11.232 
Secondary relatives, 288- 89 
Sedentary li l c, 313,346,351-53,355 
Stbed, 202 ; -- planting, 154,315 
Selection ot gra in ,  314 
Sell -sut'hcicnt life, 341 
Selling, 276, c.!. comnicrce ; -aninla], 

328 ; --land, 354 ; - - - - p r o p ~ r t ~ ,  297 
-98 

Seniority ; ---and tiouschold master, 
244-48 ; indication of--, 287-91 ; - 
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in pol yantlry, 273-74 ; - - -  among sib- 
ling, 280,282,284 ; ---ot s i s ters  and 
s l~ ins t c r ,  280,281 ; -- between spouscs, 
v. age tli1fcrenc.c bct wecll spouses 

Service, n ~ ~ n r o r i a l ,  161, 190, 202-03, 215, 
297 -98 ; labout.-- -, 219 

Sctt lcmc.nt, 26-58,80,229,230,231,295-96, 
350 ; a l~an t lo~~e t l - - -  , 38,39,70 ; agr i -  
cultural - ---, 3 - 4 3  ; b;~~aar--, 59,95, 
107, 128, 13.1 ; c . l a s s i l~c~~t  ion ot---, 26 ; 
conrnic~rcial- - , 43-58 ; ethnic com- 
positiori ol--, 97, 101-06 ; habitat  of 
- -  - ,  230-32 ; location of----, 26-27,42, 
43,48, 108,140-42 ; long-distance coln- 
n~erc ia l  typc- , 53-58; population of 
- .- , 26-29, 32, 35,36,38, 42-44, 46,48, 49, 
56, 57, 86, 232-38 ; seasonal-, 157 ; 
--and direction oi slope, 4 - 3 2 ,  43, 
230 ; temporary--, 95,96 ; -and 
lopography, 49,52-53 ; twin-, 38-42, 
153-54; upper limit of---, 39 

Sc~ttlenienl type,  58, 153, 185; -ant1 
ethnic group,  35,85 ; vertical d is t r ibu-  
tion of ----, 32,35,55 

Sewing, 316, cl. tai loring ; --n~achine, 
315 

Sex ; indicatioli of---, 287-91 ; labour 
by-, v. labour by s e x ;  --- s t a tus  
in propert y sys tem,  2%-300 ; -- 

s t a tus  in religion, v. religion, sex s t a -  
tus  in, v. male, v. lernalc ; -- s t a tus  
in secular life, 223,336 

Sexual intercourse, 246, 255-57, 267, "XO, 
342,346 ; ---symbol, 31-35,80,122, 123 
-24,148,158,209-10, v. copulating dcit y 

Shale, 112 
S h d v i n ~  head, 248 
Sheep, 21, 115,12H,151,191,211,293-95,318, 

317, 327-9,333,336,338 ; - grazing,  
21 ; offcring 01-horn, 151-52,156 

Slicll, 207 
Shelter, rock, 193 
Shoe, 185, cl. boots ;  -maker, 95 
Shop, 25, 30, 48,57 
Show, 185-87, cf. dance, ci. amusement 
Shrine, 34,51,(i2, 107, 111, 112, 117, 121, 127, 

128,131,132,150,162,171,17~i, ci. tclnplc ; 
distr ibution of-, 223-24 ; location 
of-, 106 ; vacant-, 143, 149, 150, 
151,152,154,176 

Sickle, 309,313 

Sickness, 161, 164, 179, 238, 350 ; cur ing 
-- , 155,174,185 ; divination of-, 
193; -and prayer,  149,203; - 
and priest, 215; woman's-, 238 

Sieve, 314 
Silence, 160; -aspect, 195 
Silver coin, 45-46,207 
Singing, v. song 
Sistcrs polygyny, 282-83 
Skillfulness o l  technic, 327,342,345 
Skin, animal,  338, v. fur ,  cf. lea ther ;  

black---, 192; yak--, 196 
Skull, buffalo, 129; deer-, 63,149,187, 

188; offcring of animal-, 129,170 
Sky, Hying, 154, cl'. a i r ,  cf. heaven 
Slate, 29,32,36,46,55,174,305 
Slaughtering animal, 191,328 
Sl ;~ve,  301, cl. peon 
Sleeping room, 296 
Sling, 115,183,184 
Slope exposure and sett lement,  40-42, 

43, "0 
Smallpox, deity of, 128 
Smoking, 68 
Smuggling,  338 
Snake,  111, 114, 169, 181, 190; -deity, 

113,114,128,175,222 
Snow, 192,195,335 ; --[all, 41-42 ; -- 

s torm,  335 
Soap, v. soda lor  washing 
Social knowledge, 341 ; -mobility, 97 

-99,300-02,350-51 ; -niobilit y and 
commerce, 350 ; - t  eforrnation, 89- 
93, cl. revolution 

Social personality, 64-65,7Y-80,86,97-98, 
105-06, 140, 246-48, 355-57, 316, 336-37, 
310-41,345,355 ; -and environment, 
341-42 ; -and labour, 341 

Socialization, 256,341 
Soda lor  washing, 338 
Soil, 19,79, 310 
Soldier, 25-26 ; Gurkha-, 14,73,79,208 
Solitude, 192,344,350 
Song, 98,127,185-87,246 
Sororate, 282 
Soul, transmigration of, 108,351 
Sowing, 40, v. p lant ing;  --and sex 

s ta tus ,  346; -labour, 311 
Specialist, v. a r t i san ,  cf. occupation, cf. 
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versa t i l i ty  of labour,  v. technic ian;  
o f  commerce, 339,350 

Spices, -114 
Spindle, 315,319,329 
Spinning wool, 95,139,314-16,319,328-29, 

333 
Spins ter ,  211, 238, 252-54,258,260,280-85, 

ci.  celibacy 
Spire,  goltlen, 231 , 
Spiri t  (wine), 185-87,201,205,276,316,304 ; 

abstinence of-, 75 
Spi r i t  (soul), evil-, v. evil  sp i r i t  ; 

-of the  dead, 157,163,164 
Spool, 323 
Spoon, 324 
Sports ,  v. a th le t ic  
Spout,  water ,  110,111 
Spr ing ,  106-11,113,132; hot---, 151,176, 

177; sacred-, 176 
Spr ing  barley,  v. barley 
Spr ing  wheat ,  v. wheat  
Square,  v. plaza 
S t a l ~ l e ,  29, 30, 34, 36, 38, 139, 191, 215, 295, 

296,312,313,328,329,335 
Stabl ing  of tlomesticated animal ,  329 
Stal l ,  v. s tab le  
Stallion, 332 
Standard  of l iving,  v. l iving s t anda rd  
Staple food, 179,184 

S tupa ,  127, 158,221, cl .  s tone nionilnlent 
. S ~ ~ c c c s s i o n  o l  housc.holtl nlaslcl-'s s tatus,  

v. llouseholtl ~ l l a s t e r ;  ---of Ilouse. 
wile, 284; ---oi priest 's s ta tus ,  V.  

heredi ta ry  ~ ~ r i e s t  ; -----of the status 
of vill:ige heatlnlan, v. I ~ c ; ~ t l ~ n a ~ l  ; 
o l  t hc  s t a t u s  o l  loc;~l  governer,  v. g o v -  

e rne r  
Suga r ,  338 ; -- cane,  29, 103 ; molasses 

of cane---, 103,335 
Suicide, 211, 257 
Sui t ,  v. lawsuit  
S u m m e r  camp,  330, cl .  milking h u t ;  

i eb t iv i~ l  of--solstice, 200-01 
Sunse t ,  338 
S ~ ~ p e r m n n ,  154,192,195,215, ci. holy power 
Supe rna tu ra l  power, 192,351, v. holy po- 

wer,  cf. miracle 
S i ~ p e r t r i b a l  cu l ture ,  11-12,342-43 
Support  o i  depcndcnts,  298,347 
Surname ,  212,239,258,347 
Survey technique,  5,72-73,195-96,219,234 
S a t r a ,  s u t r a ,  92, 143, 155, 172, 199-200; 

pr in t ing  of-, 171 ; recitation oi-, 
1-18, 171,212 

Synthet ic  ta len t ,  348-49 
Swing,  109,110,126,132-36,223 
Sword ,  169, 172-74,185,190 ; sacred po- 

wer  of-, 174 

S ta r ,  114 T 
S t a t u s  personali ty,  341,345 
Stock-raizing,  v. an ima l  husbandry  
Stonc, 111-14, 123, 125, 147, 163, 197, 329; 

black-, 113-14 ; -monument, 36, 
142-64,168,169,176,191,224,225-26, 231 ; 
red-, 113, cf. red r o c k ;  -tablet, 
148, 156, 161, 176, 179, 209, 210; sacred  
-, 108,111-14,117,125,129,149 

Storage  box for  g ra in ,  314 ; -of g ra in ,  
139,246 ; -room, 30,36,215,296 ; - 
of s t r a w ,  313 

Storm,  snow, 335 
S t r a t agem,  348 
S t r aw ,  rice, 29,32-34 ; ---thatch, 137 ; 

wheat-, 313 
St reamer  (=re l ig ious  s t reamer) ,  111-12, 

147, 148, 150, 151, 155, 157, 168,169,170, 
175,176 

S t ruc tu re  of house, v. house 
St ruggle  between god and  devil,  209 

- 
Tab le t ,  v. s tone  tablet  
Taboo aga ins t  clivulgence o f  intorma- 

t ion to  outs ider ,  203; -in labour, 
315; - of mar r i age ,  211,267,273-74 ; 
-of meat-eat  ing ,  118, 191 ; -of 
number ,  184,207 ; -of passing road, 
148,157 ; ---of planting,  201-02 

Ta i lo r ,  48, 56,95 
Ta i lo r ing ,  316 
Ta len t ,  300-02,303,304,305,350-51 ; - 

and cas te  society,  104 ; -curve, 348 

-49 ; evalua t ion  of---, 348-49 ; - 
mobi l i ty ,  105,243,245-18,374,300-02,340, 
348-51,353,354 

Ta ro ,  414 
Taxa t ion ,  51, 59-60, 6(;,67,69,79,218,265, 

302,304 
Tax-collector ,  51,59-60,219 
T e a  bowl, 325,327; -in ceremonyl 
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172 ; ---house, 81,87,338,347 
l 'ear~l .work,  v. collective work 
'Technician, 73,104,345,356 ; cas te  of- , 

95-97,316 
'Technique of in terv iewing,  195-96,219 
Tec.hnique of su rvey ,  5.72-73,195-96, "9, 

234 
'Temple, 42, 44, 56, 69, 90-91, 110,118,126, 

127, 131, 158, 174, 176, 179, 181,200, 206, 
212, 214, 216-18, 231,257,303,349 ; clan 
-, 199,217-18,219,265 ; colour of- 
building, 141; commerce by temple,  
356; -- c o n ~ m u n i t y ,  217, 218, 231; 
d is t r ibut ion  of--, 224; family-, 
v. fami ly  temple ; land leasing Ily-, 
292 ; location of-, 106,140-42 ; pro- 
pert  y of-, 69,292 

Tempora ry  se t t lement ,  157 
Tent ,  57,67,296,346 
Terminal  moraine,  157 
Te r r i t o r i a l  organiza t ion ,  58-71 
Te r r i t o ry  of adminis t ra t ion ,  68,69;  - 

of communi ty ,  231, 292, 302; -of 
clan, 302; -of e thnic  group,  v. 
e thnic  g r o u p  ; -of kingdom in olden 
t imes,  70-71 

Te r t i a ry  relat ives,  289-90 
Tes t  of candida te  in  priesthood, '212,349 
Theocracy,  346,351 
Thigh-bone,  181-84 
Threshing ,  78,79,150,151,248,313-14 
Thunderbolt ,  174-75,195 
Tile,  137 
Tobacco, 185, v. c iga re t t e  ; importat ion 

of---, 66,68 ; monopoly of-trade, 
92 ; -pouch, 324 

Tomb,  162,163,197 ; -of priest ,  143- 
46,154 

Tool, v. implement 
Topography,  6-9, 54, 227-32; - and 

communication,  66 ; -and cul ture  
a rea ,  84;  -as a n  envi ronment ,  343 ; 
-and se t t lement ,  49.52-53 ; -and 
t e r r i t o ry  of adminis t ra t ion ,  60 ; - 
and  t e r r i t o ry  of e thnic  group,  78,99- 
101 ; -and t ranspor ta t ion ,  24,336 

Torch,  170 
Tor ren t ,  175,342 
Tower ,  rel igious,  cf. s tone  monument,  

34,36,121,122,127,142-64,204,231 

Trade ,  v. commerce 
Trade r ,  v. merchant  
Tra in ing ,  v. education 
Transmigra t ion  of soul, 108,351 
Trarisplanting rice, 318 
Transpor ta t ion ,  21-26.227-30 ; - ani -  

mal,  v. pack-animal ;  -by animal. 
8,53-54,57, 227-30, 340 ; -by man-  
power ,v .car ry ing;  -between Nepal 
and  Tibe t ,  v. commerce between Nepal 
and Tibet  ; yak-, 185 

Trap ,  115 

Travel ,  65,126-27,137-40,164,176,338-39 ; 

---by palanquin, 22;  shelter  for---. 
198 

Traveller ,  148,345 ; amulet  for-, 208 

'Travelling musician,  96,97;  -player, 
97,174,181,185-87 ; - priest ,  97, cf. 
pilgrim 

Treasu re ,  143,161-62,169,190 ; --on the  
mountain,  198 

Tree ,  113, 117, 150, 177-78; ---I)ranch, 
158, 162, 175-76 ; broad-leaf ---, 148, 
155,168,178; conifer---, 143,146,150, 
154-55,168,169,178 ; f ru i t  --, 118-20 

Tr i a l  and  e r ro r ,  357 
Tr iba l  affiliation and c o s t u n ~ e ,  157 
Tr iba l  culture,  10-11,342 
Tr ibe ,  71-106; classification of ---, 10 

-11,71-72 
Tr ident ,  79,111,125,172-74 

Tr iune  de i ty ,  147, 160, 192, 195-97, 220; 
d is t r ibut ion  of-, 147,225 

Tropical  heat, 9 ;  -timber, 305 
Trouser ,  321 
T u t e r a r y  deity of clan, v, clan deity 
Turban ,  185 
Twin  set t lement,  38-42,153-54,357 

Underground,  222 
Unification of caste,  93 ; -of t r ibe ,  92 

Unit of measurement ,  59,336-38 
Universalization of culture,  13-1-1 
Upper limit of cult ivat ion,  15, 39,57,62, 

231; -of plant, 117; -of rice 
cult ivat ion,  32; -of se t t lement ,  39 

Usury ,  339,356 
Utensil,  v. implement 
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Vacant shrine,  143, 149,150, 151,152,154, 
176 

Vally bottom, 27,43,102-03 
Value consciousness, 106,351 
Vegetarian,  21,85,332 
Vegetable, 332 ; -garden, 29,34 
Vegetation, 15,40 
Versatility of labour, 316,341, 345 
Vertical distr ibution of crop rotation,  

16-20 ; -of culture,  121,150,153,159, 
232 ; -of donlesticatetl animal ,  20 ; 
-of ethnic groups,  v. ethnic group ; 
-of religion, 226 ; -of sett lement 
type, 32,35,55 

Vigil, 118 
Village, v. con~muni ty  
Visiting, 346, v. guest  ; -wife's home, 

257 
Vote, 304 
Votive offering, v. offering 
Vulture, 194 

Wading, 342 
Wage labourer, 97-98, 185, 187, 216, 301, 

316-27,339,350,355 ; -of porter,  341 
Waist-cloth, 321 
Wall-painting,  29,118-20 
War,  warfare,  64, 67, 70, 71, 142, 197, cf. 

dispute ; -between villages, 38 ; 
goddess of-, 190 

Warrior 's  caste, 74,104 
Watch, 90,338 
Watching domesticated animal,  295,329 ; 

-hut for protecting crop, 139; - 

hut for pasturing,  295,300,329 
Water,  pumping, for irr igation,  45;  - 

and religion, 106-11,182 ; - way and 
irrigation,  36,40,63-64,142 ; control of 
-, 63-64 

Water-closet, 345 
Water-fall ,  151,154, 176 
Water-mill ,  295, 300, 340 
Way of life, v. culture 
Weapon, 64,67,172-74,184 
Weather,  335,342 
Weaving cloth, 319,323,333 ; labour of 

-, 315 

Weeding, 314; lal)our of-, 311-12 
Wedding, v. n ~ a r r i a g e  
Week, 180,203,205,206, 253,257 
Weiglit, stone, 337; unit o f - -  , 337 
iVelkk~rc, 346 ; -- c ~ ~ ~ c l  rcbl ig i~)~~,  222 
Well, 108-10 
W l ~ e ~ ~ t ,  16,31, 40, 41,  54, (id, 87, 141, 184, 194, 

205,206,218,219,227, 531,232,292,306-10, 
313,319,329,338,397,39Y,400-03,410,412, 
414; --harvcsl, 246; oHering 
-, 201 ; miracle ok--shoot, 209 

Wheel, prayrl-, 153, 171 
Whipping, 304 
Whisky, 315 
White colour, 147, 155-56, 160, 169; -- 

of religious banner,  157, 159; --of 
temple, 141 

Wite, 64, cf. housewife 
Wind, 171,177 
Window, 203 
Wine, 25,153,257 
Wine-bottle, 325,327 
Wing, 170 
Woman, v. female 
Woodwork, 327, v. implenlerits 
Wootlworker, 171,327 
Wool, 328-29,33Y, 339 
Working space, 231,238,248,292,313,316 
Worship, worshipping, 79,110-13,131-32, 

155,160 ; -ot a l tar ,  171,212 ; - 
of clan deity,  203-04; -of chorfen, 
161 ; -of heaven, 150, 153-54, 175 ; 
-of lofty things,  148; -of linga, 
112; - of wru?trCan, 156 ; - of 
plant, 179;  -oi snake,  175; -of 
su t ra ,  192,199-200 

Worshipper, assembly of, 131 

Y 
Yak, 8, 20, 21, 41, 87,169,190-91,196,328, 

333-34,336 ; -caravan, 23 ; habit of 
----, 334-35 ; -hair, 184 ; offering 
of-horn, 148,157 ; rearing-, 334- 
35 ; training-, 334 ; - transport, 
185 

Yam,  414 
Yellow colour, 155, 156,169 
Youngest brother,  v. seniority 
Yu-niai, 405-08,410,411,412 



Errata to Vols. I and I1 

1 i i i  foot-nut '  3 
I 2  36 
1 3  7 - 7 - 
I .42 17 
1 43 17 
I 49 Fig. 11 
1 50 F ig .  12, IS 
1 51 F ig .  14, 15 
1 51 11 
I 52 1 
I 52 10 
1 53 F i g .  18 
1 5.4 19 
1 77 Fig .  1 sca le  of 111c ma]) 
1 99 F ig .  9 
I 134 18 
I 161 3 -1 
I 170 4 
I 195 F ig .  41 
I 207 24 
I 207 28 
I 246 19 
1 280 23 
1 281 32 
I 283 29 
I 284 21 
I 284 3 5 
I 285 32 
I 287 29 
I 290 3 
I P l a t e  V, 8 
I P l a t e  IX, 8 
I P l a t e  XIII ,  2 
I P l a t e  XIII ,  5 
I P l a t e  XVIII, 1 
I P l a t e  XX, 1 
1 297 10 
I 298 28 
I 299 13 

Idandon's + '  Nepal " f o r  London's Nepal.  
f r o m  f o r  f o r m  
1:'leusine f o r  Eluisine 
Surirella subsalaa f o r  Surirella aubaaka 
viir. bryophilua f o r  Val-. bryophilua 
Stereocaulotr f o r  ,Sterocaulotr 
Stweocaulott l o  r Sterocaulon 
Stereoraulon f o r  Sleroraulott 
cc l~ha lod ia  f o r  cep l~a l lod ia  
ccphalodia f o r  cephal lodia  
d i a m c t r r  fo r  d'iarnetcr 
J'arfrrelia tzi)~rarulahatra f o r  I'arrtrelia nh)rou&ira~m 
cr i spa t  o ascclltlcnte f o r  c r i spa toa  scendcnte  
3 mi les  f o r  30 mi les  
gingerl ikc.  odor ,  f o r  gingerl i l ic ,  odor  
2650 m l o r  3650 ul 
Acacia f o r  Accasia 
T i m u r  f o r  Zhukha  
timberline, it f o r  t i rnberl inc i t ,  
Pharbitis Nil f o r  Pharabitia Nil 
Pharbitis purpurea for  Pharabitis purpure8 
is not f o r  can  be 
fores t  fro111 f o r  i o r c s t f r o m  
r e p o r t s  f o r  p e p o r t s  
t r e e s  f o r  t r e e  
g r o w s  f o r  g rown 
popla r ,  o r  f o r  popula r  o r ,  
c a s t  t h a n  in ( h e  west  f o r  west tllan in  t h e  cas t  

M a r s y a n d i  f o r  Mars ) .andy  

Mecotiopsis, f o r  Mecottopsis 
conta ins  f o r  con ta in  
L a d a k  f o r  Z a s k a r  
Momcroftiat~a f o r  hfoocroftiatra 
reminded  f o r  rc>mincd 
Oct .  f o r  Dec.. 
N g y a k  l o r  I i g y a k  
head f o r  w i n g  
1952 f o r  1912 
Orthetrum taeniolatum S ~ l l n ~ i t l c r  for  Orthetrum 
luzonicum Hrauer  

Ulleri f o r  Ullcli 
L)hanphedi fo; Dhamphc~di  
S a m r i  13hanjyang lo r  S a m u r i  13anjan 
T h e n g a - C h a m c  f o r  'Thonga-Thenlc 

'Tharugliat f o r  T a r k u g l ~ a t  



2 Er ra t a  to Vols. I and I1 

Vol. p. line 

300 21 

319 5 
325 7 
326 22 
326 -- 9 9 

326 23 
329 1 
329 18 
334 19 
344 2 
344 14 
388 28 
I t inerary  of the 1953 Ex- 

pedition v, 1 0  
Index of Genera i ... 

I I I 36 

x Wri ters ,  11 
104 23 
109 19 
109 32 
110 8. 9 

I1 110 10  
I1 110 14 
I1 110 16  

I1 111 21 
I1 111 3 1 
11 125 15 
I1 125 30 
I1 131 8 
11 133 6 
I1 139 Table 3. 2nd column 

10 
9 

Table 1. 2nd column, 3 
Fig.  1 

Table  6. fifth column, 

4, 8 
15 
1 

12 
Table 2 1st column, 13 
Fig. 2 

19 
5 

Ulleri for IJlleli 
silt hi^ for Nikha 
Phalate). lor  Fl~ala tc i  
Vicinity o l  Kliutli for Vicinity Khitdi 
(1000-400 111). Inianishi lor (1000--100 ni) .  
( 740 m). Inianishi for ( 740 ni) 
'Thon je-Gho for  Thonje-Ghe 
IJllcri-Phalntcy lor  I l l le r i - l 'h~~la tc i  
Katittlje for Kxtnnje 
Posol for IJos;ll 
I\;;~tlc.hok for I<:~t~c.hol 
cross distance for crossdistance 

Tsomtlung for Tsi~rndunji  
Acacia for Accasia 
inadequate lor  in adequate 
Hiroshi SUZUKI  for Hiroshi SUZLIKA 
amaran ths  for Amaranthus  
levee for leeve 
water is coming for watcr  coming 
nlalerials  thc  best quali ly of compost cannot be 
secured. for mater ia ls  is a favoural)le quality of 
c o ~ ~ l p o s t  secured. 

roof for she t t c r  
fallow for  follow 
climate in winter iot- climatetl winter 
lower Hinlalayas for lowerHirnnl;lyas 
farmer 's  for f a r n ~ e r s  
Approximately for approximately 
in the  side for in  a side 
F. cymosunl for  cymosum 
there  for thesc 
Jakution Republic F a r  East  for  Jaliution Repub- 

lic For Eas t  
extends, i o r  extends. 
8 mnl long. for 8 mm. 
Set ibss  for S t ibas  
850 for  2 of upper central  figitre 
Tendan for blank of lower central  figure 

CXJ for + 
Edmond for Etlonioncl 
September for  Septmber  
metaphasc ior  tnetphase 
ovary for overy 
female for  famele 
variety for vari ty 
espcciall y for especial y 



Erra ta  to Vols. 1 and 11 

Vol. p. line Rcad 

11 225 5 
11 ,, 8 
I 1  ,, Table 
I1 ,, Table 4 2nd column, 1 
I1 ,, Table* 4 3rd colunin, 1 
I1 ., Table 4 1st column, 2 
11 ,, Table  4 1st column, 3 
11 ,, 9 

11 ,, 12 
11 ,, 17 
11 ,, 24 
11 226 5 

11 ,, 
11 ,, 35 
I1 227 12 

11 ,, 30 
11 245 Tablc I ,  I'oot note 
I1 246 T;~ble  2 2nd co lun~n ,  1 
11 247 Table  4 
I1 249 Fig. 1 Explanation 
11 250 6, 7, 11 
I1 251 T a l ~ l c  1 
11 251 Table I 4th column, 1 
I1 252 - > 

11 ,, 16 
I1 258 1 
I1 264 7 
11 ,, 16 
11 ,, 38 
I1 266 Table 1 3rd co lun~n  
I1 271 8 
I1 282 14 
I1 285 7 2nd column 
I1 289 9 
I1 302 Table  24 3rd colunln, 1 
I1 303 5 
I1 306 Foot note 2 
I1 309 12 
11 311 5 

11 ,, 6 
I1 Explanation of Plate 1, 3 
I1 313 14 
11 314 2 
I1 317 2nd co lun~n  
I1 318 19 
I1 321 13 
I1 324 8 
11 333 8 

cultiva- for Cultiva- 
autumn. for autum.  
Table. 4 for Table. 
3 8 :  wild cucumber for 208 
76'3 : Ncpalcsc variety for 769 
Dauwnq' for Dauny 
Anihracnosc for Anthrancnose 
Conclusion for Conculsion 
I~i t terness  for bil ternes 
cylindrical for cylinderical 
various for variors 
varieties for varities 
ferr ilit y for ferlerilq' 
Ed~nond for Edoniorld 
I~i l tcrness ,  for bil trrnes,  
Ecl~nond for Edomond 
158. 328 851. 227 for 
Daic of sowing for Date of rowing 
(Dactylis for (Dact ylls 
Ueauv. va r. lozonietrse for Beauv. losoniense 
A. tsukushiense for A. tsukusiense 
A. tsukushie~rse for A. tmkusiense 

hexaploid havc 42 for hexaploid, 42 
PMCs for PMC's 
fatua for fatura 
requirements for r equ i rn~en t s  
difficulties for dificulies 
Collection date  for Collection daiuni 
55.81% for 54.81% 
varieties for vavieties 
9.46% for 9.47% 
results  for result 
Culm/Culm + panicle for Culm/Culm panicle 
length for weight 
half for lielf 
region for re gion 
clearly for clearly that  
considerably the late for considerably late 
pp. 266-7. for pp. 4-6 
in tlie for inthe 
Herrlich's for Herrlich 
25 Nana-prasafii for 25 Nana-prasarlutn 
(Ktirnick 1885) for (Kornick 1885) 
increase of for increase in 
lax 7-14 for det~se, 15-18 
(type IV)  for (type I)  



4 Erra ta  to Vols. I and 11 

Vol. p. line 

I1 335 7 
II  ,, 12 
I1 338 6 
I1 339 14 
I1 340 in Fig. 1.1 
11 348 18 
I1 349 28 
I1 350 28 
I1 350 41 
I1 351 5 
I1 ,, Table  1. 2nd column, 5 
11 ,, 11 
11 F i g . 7  1 
I1 Fig .8  5 
11 355 15 
11 ,, 34 
11 365 9 
11 374 15 
I1 379 Table  l .2nd colunln, 40 
I1 378 Table  1. 4th colunin, 1 
IT 380 Table  1. 1st column, 10 
I1 ,, Table  1. 2nd column, 10 
I1 425 5 
I1 486 Table 27. 3rd colunin, 1 
I1 489 3 1 
I1 491 Table  28. 
I1 493 7 
11 498 2 0 

11 ,, 4 0 
I1 502 2 5 
I1 509 16 

I1 510 1 

11 ,, 2 
I1 515 Appendix-Table 29. 

6th column 12 
I1 514 Appendix-Table 29. 

foot-note 2 
I1 Platc 1X 3 
I  & I1 Index Map 

2 variet ies for varicticbs 2 
world for would 
by long for l)ylong 
tzu~fi~rzontattu~rr 1 o r  nu~f icon ta~ru~)~  
Tho11 jc for T h o ~ n  jc 
217-1 lor  271.-1 
groecu.wlrr i o r  grarulrr 
o f  I ran .  l o r  or  Iran.  
439-5-2 for 439- 52 
740 3-1 lor  740-3-3 
graecumr f o r  gracuwr 
graecunr tor  grocu))r 
( VLI r. graecutn ) 1 or  ( va r. ,graruwr) 
(I~~tesre~rsco~rrpaloiifes) for (futesc~o)trpatoirfes) 
35-cm. for 3-cm. 
I n i n ~ a t ~ ~ r c d  for Un~nrturccl  
appreciation for appreciatin 
Supernulnerr~ry  for  Suprenumerary  
Tr isul i  for Tr ispl i  
Germination for Gernimation 
(720) for  (1338) 
Tr isul i  for Tr i sy r i  
it has for i thas  
interniccliate for i  ermediate 
regularly for rcglary  
five for  f ve 
tropical for tropi a1 
inflorescence lo r  in florescence 
cndosperm for  cndosp r m  
Icaf-axi l ;  for  leaf-axil. 
North American Caribbean ; European ,' Aegeau 

Persian for N >  C ,  E: J ;  A 
Nepal. T o  for Nepal, t o  
organizations we wish for organizations,  wish 

837 for  53 

L. S. D. for 1.. D S. 
schematic for schaniatic 
Phalatey for Lumley (C. 20) 
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